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Abstract
In this study a post-cracking formulation for the analysis of reinforced concrete 
structures has been proposed. The secant stiffness formulation considers the fol­
lowing nonhnearities: effects of tension-stiffening in concrete along the reinforcing 
direction(s), aggregate interlock model with variable shear based on crack confining 
stresses, and reduction of concrete compressive strength and stiffness after cracking 
as a function of stresses or strains. The cracking model is capable of simulating 
the effects of multiple non-orthogonaJ cracks at a  point. This total stiffness formu­
lation treats concrete unloading and reloading along a secant path and is capable 
of simulating the post-peak strain softening response. The reinforcement is treated 
as an elasto-plastic material with possible strain-hardening having uniaxial stiffness 
properties. Perfect bond is assumed between concrete and steel.
The proposed nonlinear inelastic secant stiffness model has been implemented 
into a special purpose finite element program. Implicit and explicit layering pro­
cedures have been incorporated in conjunction with shell elements. These layer­
ing procedures enable the geometric modelling of different materials through the 
cross-section. Procedures to compute the variation in the transverse shear stress 
through the cross section in the implicit layering procedure have been adopted. 
The transverse shear stress distribution through the cross-section are better repre­
sented with these layering procedures and have been included in the material model. 
The progress of material nonlinearities through the cross section, such as concrete 
cracking or crushing, are simulated more effectively with these layering procedures.
The capabilities of this ‘three-dimensional’ material model have been explored 
by simulating a number of experimental test specimens subjected to various loadings 
and comparing the analytical predictions with appropriate test results and design 
code provisions. These examples include a number of panels and wall specimen 
subjected to in-plane loads; beams and slab specimens which are subjected to out- 
of-plane loads and a slab element representing the connection region of flat plate
XV
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column joints subjected to a combination of loads. The results of these studies indi­
cate tha t the analytical model is capable of capturing the dominant deformational 
response characteristics and predicting the appropriate failure modes.
XVI
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Chapter 1 
Introduction
Reinforced concrete (RC) surface structures find their use in our daily life as 
components of buildings: panels, walls, slabs and shell roofs; and in more com­
plex structures such as pressure vessels, storage tanks, etc. (figure 1.1). Due to 
their planar geometry, surface structures carry most of the load through membrane 
(in-plane) stresses. The complexities associated with the development of rational 
analytical procedures for such structures, have caused existing design methods to 
continue in many respects to be based on empirical procedures, which to a large ex­
tent depend on experimental data. The rapid development of computational hard­
ware and powerful numerical procedures such as the finite element method have 
made feasible the investigations of the load-deformational response of RC surface 
structures into the inelastic domain.
To understand the behavior of RC structural systems under complex loading 
configurations, a number of experimental and analytical studies have been con­
ducted in recent years. These studies have focused on components of such systems 
to examine the response nonlinearities under various loads and to explore their in­
fluence on load carrying capacities. Under a general state of stress in RC elements, 
cracks are formed when the tensile stresses or strains reach their cracking value. Af­
ter cracking, the tensile stresses in concrete diminish rapidly at the crack surfaces 
and are carried instead by the reinforcement. However, it is expected th a t concrete 
between these cracks continues to carry tensile stresses and thus contribute to the 
stiffness of the cracked RC element. The concrete between the cracks is also capa­
ble of sustaining compressive stresses in a  direction parallel to the crack surfaces. 
In such cases, it is expected that the ultim ate strength and stiffness of concrete 
compressive ‘stru ts’ would reduce considerably due to the lack of confining effect, 
stemming from the opening of cracks. After reaching the peak compressive stress






Figure 1.1: Reinforced Concrete Structural Components.
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concrete continues to sustain stresses th a t reduce gradually with increasing strains. 
This phenomenon is known as post-peak strain softening. Shear stresses are trans­
ferred across open cracks through the interaction of rough interfaces. Because of 
the presence of shear stresses it is possible for new cracks to form a t a different 
angle and previously existing cracks to  close. The opening and closing of cracks, 
crushing of concrete, yielding of reinforcement, and the slippage of the reinforce­
ment (bond shp) may significantly influence the deformational response and the 
ultim ate capacity of RC elements.
Experimental studies have considered numerous parameters such as: types 
of structural elements (panels, deep beams, shear walls, slabs), concrete strength, 
type of reinforcement (undeformed and deformed bars, wire mesh), different loading 
methods (monotonie, proportional, non-proportional, reverse cyclic, etc.), and var­
ious loading distribution (distributed edge loads via steel or concrete, point loads 
etc.) and boundary conditions (simply supported, clamped etc.). Tests of RC panel 
elements under the combined actions of membrane shear and normal stresses (Vec­
chio and Collins 1982; Rizkalla and Hwang 1984; Bhide and Collins 1986; H. Shima 
1987) have identified the importance of a number of response parameters including 
the contribution of the concrete between the cracks in the deformational response 
of the elements up to failure. The experiments reveal tha t in some cases the di­
rections of the initial cracks do not remain fixed on continued loading, and that 
the crack shifting behavior is a function of the anisotropic nature of the problem. 
Similar conclusions have been reached from flexural and torsional tests on RC slab 
elements (Cardenas and Sozen 1968; Marti et al. 1987a, 1987b). Tests on heavily 
reinforced panel and slab elements have revealed that the cracking of concrete sig­
nificantly reduces the compressive strength of concrete in the orthogonal direction. 
These experimental observations indicate that in order to develop analytical models 
to simulate the response of RC structures up to failure, many of the aforementioned 
response characteristics should be considered.
While RC surface structures are primarily intended and designed to carry the 
applied loads by means of in-plane (surface) stresses, there are cases where they 
are also subjected to appreciable out-of-plane shear stresses. Examples include
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RC offshore containment vessel subjected to ice loads and connection regions of 
slab-wall-column systems in monolithic RC structures. In RC flat plate structures 
the transfer of shear and unbalanced bending moments at slab-column connections 
is a  critical design consideration. This aspect of design becomes very important 
under the action of lateral loads, due to  wind gusts or earthquake excitations, when 
a substantial bending moment has to  be transferred across the connection. In 
addition to the flexural and torsional moments, resulting from the in-plane stresses, 
large amounts of out-of-plane shear stress are also mobflized.
Due to the large number of parameters that can influence the behavior of RC 
structures, experimental investigations can only provide a  limited amount of infor­
mation. Further, interaction between the different parameters cannot be isolated 
and studied. In most structures a  prototype test is not economically feasible and 
the various size effects make direct extrapolation of results of small scale tests to 
full scale structures questionable.
The high cost of experimental investigations has necessitated the development 
of numerical models for the analysis of reinforced concrete structures. These models 
vary in the degree of complexity both in terms of their theoretical basis and their 
computer implementation. The limitations in their capabilities stem from inabil­
ity of the constitutive models for concrete and steel to simulate different response 
characteristics eg. dilatation of concrete prior to crushing, hardening of steel sub­
sequent to yielding etc. Some models are incapable of simulating other kinds of 
nonhnearities eg. tension-stiffening, bond shp, aggregate interlock, dowel action 
etc., properly. In a number of investigations (eg. Darwin and Pecknold 1974; Mil­
ford and Schnobrich 1984; Channakeshava 1988; KoUeger 1988), development of the 
constitutive model for reinforced concrete is based on a plane stress assumption, i.e. 
neglecting the influence of the out-of-plane shear and normal stress components in 
m aterial model computations.
The type of numerical solution procedures, e.g. incremental or total 
formulations; shape and type of finite element used, e.g. triangular or quadrilateral
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elements, shell or solid elements; simple linear or higher order displacement ele­
ments; the boundary condition idealizations, e.g. simply supported, clamped etc.; 
can themselves influence the performance of an analytical model.
The prim ary aim of the present study is to develop a suitable numerical model, 
based on a three-dimensional formulation, capable of predicting both the deforma­
tional response and the ultimate strength of RC surface structures such as panel 
elements, shearwalls, slabs etc. For this purpose a special purpose finite element 
three dimensional finite element program having degenerate shell elements (Ahmad 
et al. 1970) has been developed. To simulate the out of plane shear stress vari­
ations, layering procedures (Figueras and Owen, 1983; Barzegar 1989) has been 
implemented. In this study, emphasis has been placed on simulating the dominant 
deformational characteristics and identifying governing modes of failure. The ob­
jectives, limitations and scope of the present study are presented in the following 
section.
1.1 O b je c t iv e s , S co p e  a n d  L im ita tio n s
• Develop a three-dimensional m aterial model for reinforced concrete consider­
ing the following: the behavior of concrete under triajdal stress states, crushing 
and post-crushing behavior of concrete, cracking and post-cracking behavior 
of plain concrete, tension-stiffening applied to concrete in the direction of 
the reinforcement(s) and its coupfing effects, compression softening of cracked 
concrete, aggregate interlock, and yielding of the reinforcement. The simu­
lation of post-cracking aspects of reinforced concrete response has received 
special attention.
• Implement the proposed material model into a special purpose finite element 
program consisting of solid and degenerate shell elements.
« Implement layering procedures to consider the variation of m aterial properties 
and geometry, and treat the development and propagation of cracks and other 
nonlinearities across reinforced concrete cross-sections.
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• Implement procedures to compute the transverse shear stress components 
through the cross-section in conjunction with the layering procedures for in­
clusion in the material model.
• Evaluate the performance of the analytical model by analyzing a range of test 
specimens: panels and shear-walls subjected to in-plane loads, beams and 
slabs subjected to flexural, torsional and shearing loads by comparing them 
with the experimental results and ACI design procedures.
• This study is limited to a class of problems where the influence of the out- 
of-plane normal stress is negligible. Contributions of the out-of-plane shear 
stresses are included in the material model developed in this study.
• This study is limited to a class of problems where only small strains and 
displacements need be considered.
• Time dependent effects such as creep and shrinkage and thermal effects have 
not been included.
9 The influence of cyclic loading has not been considered in the material model 
development.
e Perfect bond is assumed between concrete and steel interface.
•  Reinforcement is treated as smeared axial layers neglecting its shear contri­
bution.
1 .2  O rg a n iz a tio n
In chapter 2 of this report a brief review of the different constitutive models 
for concrete employed in various analytical studies is presented. The constitutive 
model for uncracked concrete and steel has been selected on this basis. A review 
of techniques that have been used to model various post-cracking nonlinearities in 
different analytical investigations is discussed.
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In chapter 3 the selected constitutive models for uncracked concrete and steel 
are presented. The implementation of the material model for concrete is then ratified 
by comparisons of computed and experimental results.
Chapter 4 of this report deals with the constitutive models for cracked concrete 
and cracked reinforced concrete. Here the formulations for considering the different 
post-cracking nonlinearities have been developed.
The implementation of the reinforced concrete model in a special purpose finite 
element program is discussed in chapter 5. This includes the simulation of concrete, 
steel, and cracks, the iterative solution algorithm, the numerical integration scheme, 
the cross-sectional layering techniques, and the procedures employed to test the 
convergence of the nonlinear algorithm.
The capabilities of the developed models in simulating the different response 
nonlinearities are explored in chapter 6. A number of experiments on different 
reinforced concrete structural components vis. panels, walls, slabs are analyzed and 
the results are compared with the test results.
Conclusions based on this study are then presented in chapter 7. Possible 
extensions for examination in the future are also identified.
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Chapter 2 
Literature Review
2.1  I n tr o d u c t io n
In order to analytically predict the complete inelastic response of reinforced 
concrete structures up to failure, the employed model must be capable of properly 
representing the various nonlinearities present. The time-independent nonhnearities 
include concrete response under compression up to crushing, post-crushing strain 
softening behavior, reinforcement yielding and post-yield hardening, cracking of 
concrete, tensile strain-softening response of plain concrete, stiffness contribution of 
concrete between cracks referred to  as ‘tension-stiffening’, aggregate interlock, dowel 
action, and degradation of cracked concrete compressive stiffness and strength and 
stiffness with lateral tensile strmns. Further, when cychc or reversed cyclic loading 
is considered, the model should additionally incorporate progressive degradation of 
material properties with the number of cycles of load application and also capture 
the energy loss in each unloading and reloading cycle (hysteretic behavior). In this 
chapter a brief overview of some of the capabilities of analytical models developed for 
simulating different response behavior of RC elements to various loads is reviewed. 
These include the various constitutive models employed for simulating steel and 
plain concrete responses, procedures for simulating cracks, and the post-cracking 
nonhnearities considered in different studies.
2 .2  C o n s t itu t iv e  M o d e llin g  o f  S te e l
Constitutive modelhng of steel reinforcement has been discussed in detail in 
ASCE (1982). Typically, a uniaxial stress-strain relationship is employed for steel 
up to yielding. The post-yield behavior is idealized as either perfectly plastic or 
hardening plastic. The isotropic hardening param eter is usually defined in terms of
8
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the stiffness at initial yield. In cyclic loading studies, the Bauschinger’s effect has 
been included through the use of kinematic hardening.
To represent the reinforcement in finite element formulations three different 
approaches have been considered - (1) Smeared layer, (2) embedded bar, (3) discrete 
bar elements (figure 2.1).
In the smeared layer approach the steel is distributed across the entire concrete 
element and is oriented in the direction of the steel bar as shown in figure 2.1 (a). 
In the embedded formulation the steel bar is located inside the concrete element 
and displacement compatability between the two materials is enforced at the ends 
(figure 2.1 (b)). In the discrete element approach steel bar elements are connected 
explicitly with the surrounding concrete as shown in figure 2.1 (c).
2 .3  C o n s t itu t iv e  M o d e ll in g  o f  U n cra ck ed  C o n c r e te
In order to simulate the precracking response of concrete, a number of constitu­
tive models have been proposed in the literature. These can be broadly categorized 
into the following groups: elasticity based models, plasticity based models, dam ­
age mechanics based models and models based on endochronic theory. The ASCE 
(1982) task committee report, presented an exhaustive survey on the state of the 
art in reinforced concrete anidysis up to that time. This report examined the con­
stitutive models employed for uncracked concrete, the different failure criteria for 
concrete, the procedures for simulation of cracks, post-cracking nonlinearities con­
sidered in different studies, constitutive models for steel, and the type of problems 
examined using these models. Hence, the emphasis in this survey of literature is on 
more recent work while a limited number of earlier studies relevant to the present 
discussion are also included.
2.3.1 Failure Criteria for C oncrete
Chen (1982) examined a number of failure criteria employed for concrete and 
presented the details of the different failure criteria. These include the one param ­
eter envelope (Von Mises criterion), two parameter envelope (Mohr-Coloumb crite-









Figure 2.1: Representation of Steel in Finite Element Analysis of Reinforced Con­
crete (a) Smeared Steel Layer (b) Embedded Steel Element (c) Discrete Bar Ele­
ment.
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rion), Wiliam-Warnke’s three and five parameter envelopes (1975), O ttosen’s four 
param eter envelope (1977), and Hsieh-Ting-Chen four parameter envelope (1979). 
These models have been examined through correlations with available test data. 
Chen’s study concludes that of these different criteria, the four parameter model 
proposed by Ottosen (1977), the four parameter model proposed by Hsieh-Ting- 
Chen (1979) and the three and five parameter models proposed by Wiliam and 
Warnke (1975) are the most suitable, capable of properly representing ultimate 
strengths under general stress states. These models have all the required char­
acteristics of a failure surface vis. smoothness, convexity, symmetry and curved 
meridians. They also include the one and two parameter envelopes as special cases.
2.3 .2  S tre ss -S tra in  R esponse  in  C o n cre te
2 .3.2.1 E las tic ity  B ased  M odels
A number of researchers have employed elasticity based models primarily be­
cause these are simpler to implement. In these models the nonlinear behavior of 
concrete is represented by appropriately changing the secant modulus ( total for­
mulation) or tangent modulus (incremental formulation). The models by Liu et al. 
(1972), Darwin and Pecknold (1974), Kotsovos and Newman (1978), Ottosen(1979), 
Bazant and Tsubaki (1979), Gerstle (1981), Stankowski and Gerstle (1985), etc. are 
the most notable.
In c re m e n ta l F orm ula tions 
In an incremental formulation the incremental stresses are related to the incremental 
strains as { A c t}  =  [£>]{A e} , where [D] is the tangent stiffness matrix. The material 
parameters used in this procedure depend on the current incremental stress or strain 
and the stress or strain history up to tha t point. In general, incremental elasticity 
based models have the following characteristics:
• This approach is an incrementally linear procedure having path dependent 
characteristics present in it.
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• They are simple to implement and can generate the stress-strain behavior of 
concrete accurately if a broad base of data is available.
• Their applicability is restricted to states of stresses for which the material 
parameters have been calibrated.
•  Loading, unloading and neutral loading conditions are not properly defined.
•  They do not treat the post-peak strain softening behavior properly.
A brief review of some incremental elasticity based models follows. Liu et al. 
(1972) proposed an incremental orthotropic model that accounts for stress induced 
anisotropy. The material parameters are modified based on total strains. The 
principal stresses are expressed as closed form expressions in term s of the total 
strains and the ratio of the principal stresses. The axis of orthotropy is assumed to 
coincide with the current principal stress direction. Milford and Schnobrich (1984) 
have employed this model in their study of reinforced concrete coohng towers.
Darwin and Pecknold (1974) proposed an incremental orthotropic model which 
is based on the concept of equivalent uniaxial strains. Here the effects of biaxial 
stresses on internal damage in concrete are represented by equivalent uniaxial stress- 
strain curves in each principal stress direction. The equivalent uniaxial strains are 
not real strains and do not transform under axis rotations as do true strains and are 
significant only as a measure on which to  base the variations in m aterial properties. 
The principal stress axis may rotate and need not coincide with the strain direction. 
The equivalent uniaxial strains are accumulated in the stress directions. This is 
done without taking into account the axis rotation. They have used this model for 
the analysis of beams subjected to static and cyclic loadings. Noguchi (1985) has 
employed this model for concrete in his study of beam-column joints.
The orthotropic models of Liu et al. (1972) and Darwin and Pecknold (1974) 
have been strongly criticized by Bazant (1979) on both physical and theoretical 
grounds.
Stankowski and Gerstle (1985) have proposed a simple hypoelastic formulation 
for concrete based on data from tests under complex load histories. This incremental
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formulation relates the octahedral stresses to octahedral strains through the bulk 
and shear modulii. There is also an interaction between hydrostatic and deviatoric 
stress components through coupling modulii obtained from experiments. This model 
has been validated for special axisymmetric loading cases. This formulation is a 
modification of a  model proposed by Gerstle (1981) where the coupHng between the 
hydrostatic and deviatoric stress components was not considered.
T o ta l F o rm u la tio n  
In a total formulation the total stresses and total strains are related through the 
secant stiffness m atrix [D] as {<r} =  [£)]{e}. The secant material moduhi of concrete 
are obtained directly from experimental data. In general, total elasticity based 
models have the following characteristics:
• The use of this approach impHes path independent behavior, while concrete 
exhibits pa th  dependency.
• They are simple to implement and can generate the stress-strain behavior of 
concrete accurately if a broad base of data is available.
• Their appHcabihty is restricted to states of stresses for which the material 
parameters have been calibrated.
o  Loading, unloading and neutral loading conditions are not properly defined.
• Strain softening response can be simulated with relative ease.
Kotsovos and Newman (1978) proposed a constitutive model for concrete char­
acterized by a to ta l formulation. The two secant material properties, bulk modulus 
and shear modulus, are evaluated based on curve fitting the data related to concrete 
compressive strength. The octahedral stresses are related to the octahedral strains 
through these modulii. A coupHng stress which is a function of both the octahe­
dral stress and the deviatoric stress is also defined and employed in computing the 
octahedral strains.
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Ottosen (1979) has developed a secant nonlinear elastic model for concrete. 
The Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio are modified based on a  nonlinearity in­
dex. This index relates the current most compressive stress to its ultimate value. 
The model has been compared with biaxial and triaxial test da ta  for both propor­
tional and non-proportional loading situations and has performed reasonably well. 
Ottosen has used this formulation in the study of panels, beams and pull-out test 
specimens.
Bazant and Tsubaki (1979) developed a total strain formulation which includes 
path dependent parameters. The expressions used are algebraic and independent 
of loading surfaces or intrinsic time functions. The model has been compared with 
test data  and performs as well as endochronic theories and plastic fracturing mod­
els. However, the formulation is not explicit and needs to be modified into its 
incremental form for implementation and thus is complex.
2.3.2.2 P lasticity  B ased M odels
Plasticity based models have become popular because they are relatively simple 
to implement, do not depend on a large number of parameters for calibration, 
and have a sound mathematical basis in their formulation. In these models it is 
possible to compute the strains due to elastic behavior (fully recoverable) and those 
due to plasticity (irrecoverable) separately. The recoverable strains are treated 
within the framework of elasticity theory while the irrecoverable plastic strains are 
computed based on the theory of plasticity. These models can be further classified 
on the basis of their hardening rules, as perfectly plastic and hardening plastic 
models. Hardening plasticity requires two surfaces - the loading surface and the 
failure surface. Typically the behavior of concrete is assumed to be elastic up to 
30% of its uniaxial compressive strength. A loading surface is assumed at this level 
which is usually assumed to be similar in shape to the failure surface. This loading 
surface expands with increasing loads based on hardening laws (isotropic, kinematic, 
mixed) until it meets the failure surface. The components of the plastic strain 
increments are computed based on assumed flow rules (associated, non-associated).
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Chen (1982) has discussed the plasticity based formulations used in RC analysis 
prior to 1982 in detail. Some of the general characteristics of plasticity based models 
are:
• They guarantee a stable and unique description of the material law when the 
normality rule and convexity requirements (Drucker’s postulates) are satisfied.
• Loading, unloading and neutral loading conditions are properly defined.
• They account for stress history dependent behavior.
• Residual strains can be computed.
® They do not account for any stiffness degradation.
• Numerical difficulties are encountered when simulating post-peak strain- soft­
ening behavior (Glemberg and Samualsson 1983 is an exception).
• They predict an unusually high volume expansion for large hydrostatic com­
pressive stresses and thus represent dilatation poorly.
A brief survey of some of the more recent plasticity based models is presented 
herein.
Glemberg and Samualsson (1983) have proposed a concrete constitutive model 
based on the theory of plasticity. This model employs an isotropic strain hardening 
law up to the ultim ate strength. Beyond ultim ate strength, the strain softening 
behavior is also included using exponential functions which define the shrinking 
of the failure envelope. In their formulation negative definite stiffness tensors are 
permitted.
Han and Chen (1985) have proposed a non-associated plasticity model. The 
hardening characteristics of this model account for its ductility in compression and 
brittleness in tension. The shape function used to  define the loading surface is de­
termined such th a t for triaxial tension no hardening is present, thus representing
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brittle failure. This shape function is designed such th a t the hardening zone in­
creases with hydrostatic compression. To adequately describe volume contraction 
and dilatancy, a non-associated plastic flow rule has been employed.
Hu and Schnobrich (1987) have employed a plasticity based model in their 
study. The formulation includes an isotropic hardening law and a multiple yield 
criterion based on the stress region. Both associated and non-associated flow rules 
have been employed along with an equivalent uniaxial stress-strain law.
Torrent et al. (1987) have employed a work hardening plasticity model and fail­
ure of concrete under multiaxial stresses. The initial yield surface (loading surface) 
is closed, while the failure surface remains open along the negative hydrostatic axis, 
similar to the Ottosen failure criterion (1977). The model shows good agreement 
with test data.
Channakeshava (1987) has used an elasto-plastic model. This model incorpo­
rates isotropic hardening, a segmented equivalent uniaxial stress-strain law, and 
a modified Mises envelope for its loading and failure surface. In this study it is 
assumed that plastic stress redistribution follows fracture stress redistribution. An 
associated flow rule is used to evaluate the plastic strains.
Frantzeskakis (1987) has proposed a model based on a non-associated plasticity 
flow rule. The yield surface is defined as a Drucker-Prager function. The plastic 
potential employed to calculate the plastic strains is also a Drucker-Prager function.
B ound ing  S u rface  P la s tic ity  M odels 
Bounding surface plasticity models first evolved to consider the degradation of ma­
terial properties due to cyclic loading in metals. This approach has since been used 
to describe the behavior of concrete. A brief review of some of the recent models 
using this approach is presented here.
Fardis et al. (1983) have used a bounding surface model in stress space proposed 
by DafaJias and Popov for metals. The bounding surface encloses the current stress 
point for a given state of stress and strain. This surface is a function of the stress 
state and the maximum principal compressive strain experienced by the material. 
The plastic strains are functions of the distance between the current stress point 
and the bounding surface measured along the instantaneous loading direction.
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Buyukozturk and Chen (1985) have proposed a rate independent constitutive 
model for multiaxial cyclic loading. The concrete is assumed to experience a contin­
uous damage process under load histories. A damage dependent bounding surface 
in stress space is used to predict the strength and deformational characteristics of 
the gross m aterial under general loading paths. The size of the bounding surface 
reduces with increase in damage and the functional dependence of the material 
modulii on stress/damage gives a realistic picture. Cyclic degradation of proper­
ties, post-failure strain-softening and shear compaction dilatancy are also included 
in this model.
Eberhardsteiner et ai. (1987) have proposed a bounding surface plasticity 
model. In the pre-failure region, the bounding surface is fixed in the stress space. 
The direction of the plastic flow is determined on the basis of experimental test 
data. The loading criterion employed by Stankowski and Gerstle (1985) is used in 
this study.
2.3 .2 .3  P lastic  Fracturing Theory
While the treatm ent of concrete deformation response in pre-failure stress states 
has been well established through plasticity based models, the constitutive aspects 
of concrete in the post-failure region has met with some difficulty. For a given 
uniaxial stress two strain values can be identified from the stress-strain relationship 
for concrete, one prior to failure and one in the post-failure softening region. Thus, 
the strains are not uniquely defined for a given general stress state. Moreover, strain- 
softening response in concrete is due to microcracking which, in contrast to plastic 
phenomena, is accompanied by a decrease of elastic moduhi. Models formulated in 
strain space have been proposed to consider the softening of the stiffness modulus 
( e.g. Dougill 1976).
Bazant and Kim (1979) proposed a constitutive model for concrete based on 
plastic fracture. The inelastic behavior of concrete is assumed to consist of both 
plastic and fracturing deformations. The plastic strains are irreversible and do not 
cause a change in the stiffness modulus. The fracture deformations, on the other
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hand, are reversible and cause reduction of the stiffness modulus as a result of 
micro-cracking. The plastic strain increments are based on loading surfaces and 
flow rules formulated in stress space. Similarly the fracture process is described 
by using a decrement in stresses along with a fracturing surface described in strain 
space. One im portant advantage of the plastic fracturing theory is that, in contrast 
to incremental plasticity, it gives inelastic responses for stress increments tangential 
to the loading surface (neutral loading), whereas the classical plasticity theory gives 
a perfectly elastic response for such load increments, which is not true for concrete.
Han and Chen (1985) have examined this model and found it capable of de­
scribing the nonhnear behavior of concrete up to ultimate. However, the use of two 
loading surfaces makes it very compHcated to define criteria for loading, unloading, 
and reloading of the material. Han and Chen (1985) have employed an internal 
volumetric work criteria to describe the loading/unloading state of the concrete in 
their studies. Yamaguchi and Nomura (1985) have employed the plastic fracture 
model in a study of shear walls subjected to cyclic loads. The results obtained in 
this study compared well with the experimental response.
2 .3 .2 .4  Endochronic Theory B ased M odels
Endochronic theories for modelling concrete were first employed by Bazant 
and Bhat (1976). The central concept in this theory is that of intrinsic time. The 
increments of intrinsic time, which are non-negative, depend on the total streiin 
increment. The size of the intrinsic time increments controls the inelastic strain 
increments. Thus the endochronic theory represents a special type of viscoplasticity 
in which the plastic rate coefficient depends not only on the stress and strain but also 
the strain rate. With their implementation of this formulation Bazant and Bhat
(1976) have shown that a wide range of phenomena can be modeled, e.g., strain 
softening region, volume dilatation, hydrostatic pressure sensitivity and the strain 
rate effect. But the number of parameters required to describe this formulation is 
large compared to elasticity or plasticity based models. A number of refinements to 
the original formulation have been proposed by Bazant (1980) including a  loading
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criteria. While incremental elasticity and plasticity based models are incrementally 
linear, the endochronic theory based models are incrementally nonlinear. However, 
with the use of loading and unloading criteria the performance of endochronic theory 
based models has been found to be no better than models using classical plasticity 
based formulations.
2.3 .2 .5  D am age M echanics B ased M odels
Damage mechanics based models have been proposed in the last few years to 
consider the microcracking damage taking place even before failure. These models 
are capable of computing the degradation of stiffness with increasing damage that 
is not considered in classical plasticity. A few models employing this strategy are 
presented herein.
Ishikawa, Yoshikawa and Tanabe (1985) have proposed a constitutive model 
for concrete in terms of a damage tensor. The damage tensor is defined in terms 
of a 3-D damage field where the damage increase in one direction is used to affect 
the damage rate in the other two directions. From this a 3-D damage strain tensor 
is defined to allow for a stress-analysis as an initial strain problem. The model is 
compared to the model of Kupfer et al. (1973). The stress and strain histories in 
uniaxial cyclic loading are also considered and reasonably simple expressions are 
obtained.
Ramtani et. al. (1989) have developed an anisotropic damage model. The 
anisotropic degradation of the m aterial properties is represented by a second order 
damage tensor. Inelastic strains are included in the stress-strain relations by cou­
pling the damage to the strains. Evolution laws are associated with each damage 
variable.
Oliver et al. (1990) have proposed an isotropic damage mechanics based model 
to simulate the behavior of concrete under different stress-strain conditions with 
special attention to fracture and strain localization under tension. The model em­
ploys a damage criterion formulated in strain space or undamaged stress space.An
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equivalent strain norm is used to evaluate loading,unloading and reloading. Evolu­
tion laws for the damage variables and the damage threshold have been proposed. 
Comparisons between this model and the conventional anisotropic models using 
simple tension tests and tension-shear test data have also been made. The model 
has a simple formulation, is easy to implement, has an explicit integration scheme, 
and is based on a consistent constitutive theory free from empirical factors.
Borderie et. al. (1990) have proposed a damage mechanics model capable of 
representing crack opening/closing. This model uses damage coefficients which are 
internal state variables along with variables describing the state of the crack. The 
constitutive equations employed are derived based on a thermodynamic irreversible 
process. The performance of this model has been examined in a two dimensional 
finite element study of tests on beams subjected to  cyclic loading.
2.3.2.6 C om parative Studies o f C onstitutive M odels
Inorder to  evaluate the capabilities of the different constitutive models used for 
concrete it is necessary to make a comparison of these models using some bench mark 
problems. A number of such studies have been undertaken and a brief evaluation 
from two such investigations are presented herein.
Eberhardsteiner et. al. (1987) have examined some of the constitutive models 
employed for concrete. In their study four models were considered: a nonlinear 
elasticity based model due to Kotsovos and Newman (1978); a Hypoelasticity based 
model due to  Gerstle and Stankowski (1985); an elasto- plastic model due to Han 
and Chen (1985); and bounding surface plasticity model proposed by Eberhard­
steiner et al. (1987).
The performance of these models in non-proportional and non-monotonic load­
ing cases has been evaluated. The constitutive model proposed by Kotsovos and 
Newman (1978) was found to be inadequate as it lacked parameters dependent 
on loading histories. The other models were found to be able to predict the non­
proportional loading paths with some sucess, especially the bounding surface plas­
ticity model due to Eberhardsteiner et. al. (1987).
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Torrenti and Djebri (1990) have also presented a comparative study of some 
other constitutive models employed for concrete. For this study, elasticity based 
models of Ottosen (1979) and Ahmad and Shah (1986); continuum damage model 
of Mazars (1989); hypoelastic model of Gerstle (1981); orthotropic model of Torrenti 
(1987); plasticity based models of Frantzeskakis(1987) and Fardis (1983) have been 
considered. The implementation of each model in their study has been undertaken 
without special tuning for particular problems. These models were examined for 
proportional and non-proportional as well as in two and three dimensional loading 
conditions. The predicted stress-strain responses using all the models in two dimen­
sional proportional loading cases were found to correlate well with the experimental 
data of Kupfer et al. (1969). In the case of non-proportional loading, the model 
proposed by Gerstle (1981) and that of Fardis (1983) were found to be inadequate; 
the most compressive principal stress direction was found to change compared with 
the experimental data resulting in lower failure loads. In three dimensional loading 
cases the incremental model proposed by Gerstle (1981) was satisfactory in repro­
ducing the most compressive principal strains in tests reported by Baimer (1949). 
But the strains in the other two directions were smaller than their test values. The 
other models employed were found to underestimate the straining even in the most 
compressive strain directions. However, they conclude that for most macro analysis 
any of the models considered here would perform adequately.
2 .4  C rack  S im u la tio n  a n d  P o st-C r a c k in g  N o n lin e a r it ie s
2.4.1 Crack Sim ulation
The representation of cracks in the finite element analysis of concrete structures 
has been accomplished in two different ways: discrete cracks (Ngo and Scordehs 
1967) and smeared cracks (Rashid 1968). In discrete crack modelling the nodes 
along which the crack can propagate are double or four noded, or even eight noded 
and are uncoupled when the stresses at a particular node violates the cracking 
criteria (figure 2.2 (a) and (b)).
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(a) ONE DIRECTIOHAL CatACXZNQ
(b) TWO DIRECTIONAL CRACEINO
(e) IDEALIZED SINGLE OtACE
Figure 2.2: Representation of Cracks in Finite Element Analysis of Concrete (a) 
and (b) Discrete Cracks (c) Smeared Cracks.
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The use of discrete cracking representations has received only hmited accep­
tance due to the difficulty involved in redefining the mesh topology after the crack 
formation. Further, the uncoupling of the nodal points destroys the banded struc­
ture of the global stiffness matrix, greatly increasing the computational effort re­
quired. The inclusion of post-cracking nonlinearities through coupling springs at 
the ‘cracked nodes’ requires additional parameters which are difficult to obtain from 
experimental data. Therefore discrete crack based models are not considered any 
further in this study. In the smeared crack approach the points which ‘crack’ are 
assumed to have a reduced stiffness in the direction normal to the crack plane (fig­
ure 2.2 (c) ). A number of studies have used this approach stemming from its ease of 
implementation. Additionally, post-cracking nonhnearities are included in a simple 
manner. A brief review of some of the smeared crack models is presented next.
Some studies have treated the concrete as isotropic prior to cracking and or­
thotropic once it cracks. The axes of orthotropy are kept normal and tangential to 
the crack plane (e.g., Darwin and Pecknold 1974). The crack direction is then con­
sidered ‘fixed’ during subsequent loading stages. The stiffness in the two directions 
are computed independently and the Poisson’s effect is assumed lost. Most formu­
lations include a  shear stiffness component which is a fraction of its value prior to 
cracking. Initiation of new cracks is controlled by specified parameters (threshold 
angle between any two cracks, etc.). In the presence of anisotropic reinforcement, 
experimental observations indicate tha t the crack directions change with the in­
creased load apphcation. In such cases, this modeUing approach has been found 
to  be unduly stiff in its predictions and overestimates the ultim ate strength of test 
specimens considerably (Barzegar 1988a).
In an attem pt to incorporate the anisotropy induced by cracking, and the ef­
fect of anisotropic reinforcement, in some studies (Cope et al. 1981, G upta and 
Akbar 1984; Milford and Schnobrich 1984; Noguchi 1985; Maestrini and Gupta 
1987; Balakrishnan and Murray 1988; Hu and Schnobrich 1988; Kolleger 1988, Ola 
and Ottosen 1990) the crack direction has been allowed to ‘ro ta te’ with subsequent 
loading. The crack direction is assumed to be perpendicular to the maximum princi­
pal tensile strain direction upon further loading. In this approach previously formed
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cracks are ignored, thus the formulation violates the tensorial invariance properties 
(Bazant 1983).
Another approach in the context of smeared crack modelling considers the 
cracked concrete to be composed of intact (or uncracked) concrete and microcracks, 
idealized as springs in series (de Borst and Nauta 1985; Barzegar and Schnobrich 
1986; Channakeshava 1987; Rots 1985b, 1988). Each crack interface has a stiffness 
normal to  the crack plane as well as a shear stiffness. This concept permits further 
non-orthogonal cracks to develop without neglecting the effect of previously formed 
damage planes. Additionally, it simplifies the monitoring of the crack state namely 
the crack opening, closing, and reopening.
2.4.2 Post-Cracking N onlinearities
2 .4.2.1 Strain-Softening
The formation and propagation of cracks in plain concrete is a gradual process 
accompanied by a complete loss of strength and stiffness perpendicular to the crack 
direction. It has been argued (Bazant and Oh 1983) that a strength based criterion 
for crack propagation is not objective with respect to finite element mesh refinement. 
Thus if the mesh were refined in front of a given crack different load increments 
would be required to advance the crack by a unit length. If such a mesh refinement 
were continued it would imply crack propagation without any load increment at the 
hmit.
To resolve these issues, energy based criteria employed in fracture mechanics 
have been advanced (Dougill, 1976; Hillerborg et al., 1976; Bazant and Cedolin 1979, 
1983; Wiliam et al., 1984). In this approach the stiffness of concrete normal to the 
crack plane, i.e. microcrack stiffness, is gradually reduced with increased straining 
in tha t direction. The fracture energy consumed to advance the crack by one unit 
length is assumed to be a material property. The fracture energy dissipation, which 
controls the softening process, is a function of the crack band width associated 
with the damaged samphng point. Thus as the deformation grows the elements 
around the cracked point begin to  unload while the cracked point undergoes strain-
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softening. Eventually the crack is fully open and the stresses across the crack drop 
to zero. This process of strain softening in plain concrete has been discussed in great 
detail by Wiliam et. al (1984). A number of studies have focused on capturing the 
stiffness properties of concrete after cracking. Recent studies have shown (Petersson 
1980; Dodds et. al. 1982; Bazant and Oh 1983; Wiliam et. al. 1984; Rots et. al. 
1985, 1988) that the shape of the stress-strain curve after cracking has a significant 
influence on the propagation of cracks and the post cracking deformational response.
Recently De Borst (1990) has proposed a constitutive model based on Cosserat 
theory. In this approach the governing field equations include rotational degrees of 
freedom in addition to the conventional degrees of freedom. This Cosserat contin­
uum model warrants convergence of load deflection curves to a unique solution upon 
mesh refinement and a finite width of the localized zone. This approach does not 
employ the ‘characteristic length factor’ which is required in conventional models in 
order to overcome mesh dependencies when softening is present. The performance 
of this model has been examined using biaxial tests composed of strain-softening 
elasto-plastic materials.
2 .4 .2 .2  Tension-Stiffening
In reinforced concrete structures, the stiffness contribution of concrete between 
adjacent cracks, known as ‘tension stiffening’, has been simulated in a number of 
studies (ASCE 1982; Milford and Schnobrich 1984; Chang et. al. 1987; Barzegar 
and Schnobrich 1988b). Figure 2.3 shows the variation of stresses in a cracked RC 
element. The assumption of ‘perfect bond’, i.e., the steel and concrete fiber adjacent 
to the steel have the same strain, is inherent to all models considered in this section. 
This greatly simplifies the implementation of these models but restricts their range 
of application in, e.g.large diameter bars in monotonie loading and cyclic loading.
In some models (Milford and Schnobrich 1984; Chang et al. 1987; Barzegar and 
Schnobrich 1988b) tension-stiffening is considered to be smeared on the concrete in 
a  direction normal to the crack. Rots (1988) treats this stiffness contribution as 
part of the concrete and artificially increases the fracture energy of plain concrete






Figure 2.3: Stress Distribution in Cracked Reinforced Concrete.
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to accommodate the increased stiffness normal to the crack plane. The disadvantage 
of treating the stiffness normal to the crack as part of the concrete is in the difficulty 
experienced in accurately estimating the amount of energy dissipated when cracks 
are skewed with respect to the reinforcement.
In another formulation (Gilbert and Warner 1977) the concrete contribution 
between cracks is lumped and considered along the reinforcement direction, assum­
ing the concrete to have lost its stiffness normal to the crack plane. Lumping of 
the tension-stiffening as part of steel resolves the problem of estimating the termi­
nation of tension-stiffening. But the state of stress in concrete is not accurately 
represented as the tensile stresses are underestimated. Kolleger (1988), treats the 
tension-stiffening as part of the concrete evaluated in the steel direction and trans­
formed to the principal strain direction (‘rotating crack model’). Barzegar and 
Ramaswamy (1990) treat the tension stiffening as part of the concrete and evaluate 
it in the steel direction. Such a treatm ent of tension-stiffening provides a more 
accurate estimation of the stiffness contribution of concrete after cracking.
2.4.2.3 B ond-Slip
The increased apphcation of loads causes the damage zone to expand and a 
considerable amount of shppage between steel and concrete is possible. This is 
especially severe under cychc loading and when large diameter bars are used. Some 
studies (Floegl and Mang 1982; Rots 1985; Noguchi 1985; Balakrishnan and Murray 
1988; Channakeshava 1987; Gupta and Maesterini 1987; Keuser and Mehlhorn 1987; 
Yashikawa and Tanabe 1986a, 1986b) have developed tension stiffening criterion on 
the basis of allowing shppage. This approach requires that the steel be modeled as a 
discrete bar. The interface between the steel and concrete is double noded making it 
a computationally expensive procedure. The hnkage between the steel and concrete 
at each point is described using springs, whose properties are described by exphcit 
bond shear stress-shear shp assumed for this purpose. However, Channakeshava 
(1987) has considered bond shp for smeared steel layers. Elwi and Hrudy (1989) 
have described a method of incorporating bond shp in embedded steel formulations.
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2 .4 .2 .4  A ggregate Interlock and D ow el Action
Shear stresses developing on a crack surface cause the principal stress directions 
to  shift during subsequent loading. In a number of previous studies, a fixed fraction 
of the uncracked concrete shear stiffness has been retained for the shear stiffness of 
cracked concrete (Darwin and Pecknold 1974; ASCE 1982; Milford and Schnobrich 
1984; Gupta and Akbar 1984; Gupta and Maestrini 1987; Barzegar and Schnobrich 
1986). Some investigations have considered varying the shear stiffness as a function 
of the crack normal strains (A1 Mahaidi 1979; Balakrishnan and Murray 1986 and 
1988; Al-Manseer and Phillips 1987); Razaqpur 1988). Kolleger (1988) has used an 
exphcit expression to model the dowel action of the bars. Some analytical studies 
have considered the influence of the confinement provided by the reinforcement on 
the shding action of the crack surfaces (Bazant and Gambarova 1980; Li Baolu et 
al. 1989; Yashikawa, Wu and Tsubaki 1989) and the crack dilatation due to this 
shding. There is considerable experimental evidence that such an interaction can be 
significant in shear critical problems. This couphng action (shear-dilatancy) should 
not be neglected when cychc loading is considered (Pruijssers 1988).
2 .4 .2 .5  C om pression Sôftening o f Cracked Concrete
Experimental studies (Vecchio and Colhns 1982, 1986) on RC panels subjected 
to pure shear have indicated that the presence of cracks reduces both the com­
pressive stiffness and strength parallel to the crack planes. They have developed 
an empirical relationship relating the tensile strains normal to the crack plane to 
the ultimate strength of the concrete compressive strut between those cracks. Re­
cently other researchers (KoUeger 1988; Dyngland 1989; Shirai and Noguchi 1989) 
have reached the same conclusion that the strength of the compressive strut is re­
duced due to the lateral straining in cracked concrete. However, they conclude that 
the level of strength and stiffness reduction is no more than 20 %  of the uniaxial 
compressive strength and tha t Vecchio and Colhns overestimate this reduction.
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2 .5  S u m m a r y
The distribution of reinforcement in a RC structural component is governed 
by the nature of forces resisted by them. In compression elements like columns, a 
few reinforcing bars are employed. While in slabs a large number of small diameter 
bars are placed across the section to resist flexural and torsional loads. Thus the 
finite element representation of reinforcement is also governed by the structural 
element being simulated. Embedded or discrete bars are used in simulating column 
reinforcement. A smeared layer is more representative of the reinforcement placed 
in slabs. In the present study the focus is on surface structural elements such as 
slabs and so a smeared layer procedure is adopted for the simulation of steel. The 
constitutive aspects of steel modelling considered in this study are discussed in 
chapter 3.
As discussed in section 2.3 the constitutive modelling of concrete for use in 
nonhnear analysis of RC structures must have the capabihty to simulate a num­
ber of nonhnearities. While incremental formulations (both elasticity and plasticity 
based) are in usually able to simulate the response of concrete up to the ultimate 
load adequately, most of these are incapable of simulating the post-peak strain soft­
ening due to numerical difficulties. Thus the stress redistribution and mobihzation 
of alternate load paths are not well defined when these formulations are used in 
nonhnear analysis of RC structures. However, these models, especially the plastic­
ity based models are capable of capturing the unloading and reloading response and 
the response under non-monotonic loadings adequately.
While models based on plastic fracturing, endochronic theories and damage 
mechanics are appeahng because these models are capable of capturing most of the 
observed nonhnearities in concrete, they require a number of parameters to describe 
them completely. The scatter observed in obtaining even uniaxial properties of 
concrete e.g. tensile and compressive strength of concrete, makes it very difficult 
to obtain the various other parameters needed by these models to describe the 
nonhnear response of concrete.
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The major emphasis in the present study is to describe the post-cracking as­
pects of concrete nonhnearities and thus numerical simphcity of the uncracked con­
crete modelhng has been given precedence. However, the need to adequately de­
scribe the behavior of concrete up to and beyond the ultimate load has not been 
compromised. The constraints placed by these criterion have been adequately sat­
isfied by the Ottosen (1979) nonhnear elastic formulation based on a total formu­
lation. The details of the Ottosen (1979) total secant formulation are presented in 
chapter 3.
Most analytical studies consider the representation of cracks to be ‘smeared’ 
over the sample point. This treatm ent is simple and the computational requirements 
are hmited. This approach has been found to be suitable for load displacement type 
‘m acro’ analysis and the more detailed local stress-strain type ‘micro’ analysis. 
It has also been found to represent the locahzation of cracks with a reasonable 
level of accuracy (Rots 1988). The treatm ent of crack rotation via the ‘rotating 
crack’ model has come under some criticism because it violates tensorial invariance 
requirements (Bazant 1983). The more recent multiple non-orthogonal cracking 
formulation accounts for previously formed damage planes and for the states of 
these damage planes vis. crack opening, closing and reopening. For this reason a 
smeared crack formulation based on the later approach is used in this study.
The treatm ent of post-cracking nonhnearities such as tension-stiffening, bond 
shp, aggregate interlock, compression stru t softening and dowel action have been 
undertaken in different ways in the analytical studies. However, the formulations 
employed for incorporating these nonhnearities have some inherent difficulties as dis­
cussed. In the present study a new post-cracking formulation for tension-stiffening, 
aggregate interlock, and softening of the compressive strut in cracked concrete have 
been proposed. The details of the proposed crack formulation and the treatm ent of 
post-cracking nonhnearities are presented in chapter 4.
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Constitutive Modelling
3.1  In tr o d u c t io n
In this chapter the constitutive models for concrete and steel employed in this 
study are presented. The material model for concrete consists of the uncracked 
concrete stress-strain relationship up to crushing including the post-peak strain 
softening behavior. Criteria employed to predict cracking or crushing failure are 
also presented. Treatment of post-cracking phenomena in concrete is addressed 
separately in chapter 4. The stress-strain relationship for steel up to yield and the 
post-yield strain-hardening behavior are also described in this chapter.
3 .2  C o n s t itu t iv e  M o d e llin g  o f  U n cra ck ed  C o n c r e te
3.2.1 Failure Criterion for Concrete
In formulating a failure criteria for concrete under combined states of stresses, 
a proper definition of failure must first be made. Criteria such as yielding, load 
carrying capacity, initiation of cracking and extent of deformation have been used 
to define failure. In this study failure means the stresses cannot continue to increase 
beyond this point (figure 3.1). Generally, concrete failure can be divided into two 
types: cracking and crushing. These are characterized by brittleness and ductility 
respectively. Tensile failures are represented by the formation of a number of cracks 
and the eventual loss of tensile strength and stiffness normal to  the crack plane. 
While in compression a number of microcracks appear with loss of strength in all 
directions. In this study a four parameter strength envelope proposed by Ottosen
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Figure 3.1: Failure Envelope for Concrete Based on Stresses.
(1977) has been employed. This strength envelope is expressed in equation 3.1 as:
(3.1)
Where I i  and 7% are the first stress invariant and the second deviatoric stress in­
variant respectively. is the uniaxial compressive strength of concrete. A and B 
are parameters, to be determined, and X is expressed as (Ottosen, 1977):
c o s 3 ^ > 0  (3.2).1X =  K i  cos{- arccos[Ff2 cos 30]}
X =  K i  cos{^ — ^ arccos]—jfz cos 30]} cos30<O (3.3)
where K i  and K 2  are parameters. The four parameters A, B, ÜTi, and K 2  needed 
to describe the failure surface are evaluated using the following experimental data:
• Uniaxial compressive strength
• Biaxial compressive strength of concrete, Cbc =  1.16/^ corresponding to tests 
conducted by Kupfer (1969, 1973).
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o Uniaxial tensile strength f [
• The method of least squares has been employed to obtain the best fit of the 
compressive meridian for -jr >  —5.0 to the triaxial test results of Baimer 
(1949) and Richart (1928) (figure 3.2). The compressive meridian is made to 
pass through (^, p) =  (—50.0MPa,43.61MPa).
Thus, the values of the four parameters are obtained for any concrete based on the 
uniaxial properties of the concrete used, v i s .  / '  and f [ .  Figure 3.2 shows comparisons 
of the Ottosen strength envelope with the triaxial and biaxial test data.
The characteristics of the Ottosen failure surface represented by equation 3.1
are;
• Only four parameters are needed to describe the envelope,
• Use of invariants eliminates the need for computing principal stresses to de­
termine failure,
• The surface is smooth and convex except at the vertex,
® The meridians are parabolic and open in the direction of the negative hydro­
static axis,
• The trace of the failure surface on the deviatoric plane changes from a tri­
angular shape (hydrostatic tension) to a nearly circular one with increase in 
hydrostatic compression,
® It contains several earlier failure criteria as special cases. The Drucker-Prager 
criterion is obtained by setting A=0 and keeping A constant, while the Von 
Mises criterion is obtained setting A =B=0, keeping A constant.
In this study A, B, K i  and K 2 are evaluated from the uniaxial compressive and 
tensile strengths of concrete and are recomputed with variations in these uniaxial 
properties, e.g. due to initial specimen composition, or due to damage during 
loading etc.
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(b) Biaixial Test Data
Figure 3.2: Comparison of Ottosen Strength Envelope with (a) Triaxial and (b) 
Biaxial Test Data, Ottosen (1977).
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M odes o f  failure
In addition to having a suitable failure criterion it is necessary to identify the 
mode of failure - cracking or crushing. This is especially im portant in the tension- 
compression regions, where cracking can precede crushing. In this study the mixed 
stress region is divided into a cracking zone and a crushing zone on the basis of the 
ratio of the maximum to minimum principal stresses as :
c r a c k in g  : oo <  — <  -0.73334-
0-3 f. (3.4)
c r u s h in g  :
P
-0.7333-‘ <  —  <  0.0 (3.5)
f c  (^3
The influence of the intermediate stress, C;, is neglected. The criterion is similar 
to  the one adopted by Barzegar and Schnobrich (1986) for two-dimensional appli­
cations. The principal stresses employed in equations 3.4 and 3.5, ctj, <72 and (Xz 
are arranged in descending order (cxi >  0 - 2  > <Tg). The behavior of concrete up to 
and after crushing is discussed in the next section. The post-cracking response of 
concrete is discussed in chapter 4.
3.2 .2  Stress-Strain R esponse o f Uncracked Concrete
In the pre-cracked phase, the stress-strain relationship for plain concrete is 
determined using a 3-D constitutive model proposed by Ottosen (1979) . In this 
isotropic nonlinear elastic model the total stresses are related to the total strain as 
follows:
/  O’® \ ( 1  — u V V 0 0 0 \ /  e® \
V 1  — 1/ V 0 0 0
o-z E c o V V 1 — 1/ 0 0 0
T x y ~  ( 1  -  2 i / ) ( l  4 -  w 0 0 0 l-2i/2 0 0 '7xy
0 0 0 0 2 0 7 y z
} V 0 0 0 0 0 l  — 2u . 2 / \ 7 ® z  /
(3.6)
where Eco and u  =  i/co are the secant stiffness modulus and Poisson’s ratio re­
spectively for concrete. These modulii are functions of the states of stress and are
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modified as explained in the following sections. This model is capable of simulating 
the unloading and reloading response of concrete along a secant path as shown in 
figure 3.3.
STRESS
Figure 3.3: Unloading and Reloading Response of Concrete Along a Secant Path.
3.2 .2 .1  C om putation  o f  Pre-Peak Secant Stiffness M odulus E c o
The secant stiffness of concrete Eco employed in the model is computed (Ottosen 
1979) as:
Eco =  Y  ~  '> '(y  ~  ^ / )  +  E j j [ D { l  -  7) -  1] (3.7)
where the positive sign is taken for the ascending branch (pre-peak) and the negative 
sign for the descending branch (post-peak). Here E i  is the initial secant stiffness, E j  
is the stiffness at triaxial compressive failure, 7 is the nonlinearity index associated 
with the proximity of the stress-point to the failure surface and D is a post-peak 
softening parameter.
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The nonlinearity index, 7 , is a measure of the actual stresses with respect to 





Here <73 is the actual minimum principal stress (compressive) and <73/  is the corre­
sponding failure stress value, provided that the other principal stresses, <Ti  and (7% 
remain unchanged (i7i >  <73 > <Ts ). Thus 7 <  1, 7 =  1 and 7 >  1 correspond to 
stress states inside, on, and outside the failure surface, respectively.
3f
Figure 3.4: Determination of the Nonlinearity Index 7 .
Ottosen (1979) has proposed a  modification to this criterion when tensile 
stresses are present, since the concrete behavior is more linear with increased tensile 
stresses. When at least one principal stress, (7i, is tensile the stress state is modi­
fied by superposing a hydrostatic pressure, — <7% on it, thereby producing a biaxial 
compressive stress state (c7( , (72, 173) =  (0,(72 — (7i, (73 — <7i). The nonlinearity index
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7 IS:
7 = ; ^  (3.9)
<̂ 3/
where (Tgy is the failure stress state provided th a t (T̂ and «Tj are unchanged. This 
approach reduces the 7 value reflecting linearity (equation 3.9) and 7 < 1 always 
holds.
The failure stiffness E f  is a function of the loading, type of concrete etc. and 
is computed as (Ottosen, 1979):
"  l  +  4 ( / - l ) X
in which E c  =  f 'd^'c is the stiffness at peak uniaxial compressive stress, and A  = 
E i / E c -  In equation 3.10, X represents the dependence on the actual loading and is 
expressed as:
^  =  (3.11)
where J 2  is calculated from the same failure stress state which is used to evaluate 
7 , and is expressed as:
1 .
3
When tensile stresses are present, E f  =  E c  is assumed.
The param eter D (equation 3.7) determines the post peak stress-strain curves. 
However, there are limitations in selecting D if the stress-strain curves should reflect 
the following requirements (Ottosen 1979):
J 2 — +(7-2-1- ITgy — (T ia2 — 0'20'3f ~  O'lO’s f }  (3 .1 2 )
• An increasing function with no inflexion points prior to failure.
® A decreasing function with at most one inflexion point after failure.
« A residual strength of zero after very large strains.
To achieve these features A > 4/3 is retained (equation 3.10). A further restriction 
on D, enforced by the following relations, is:
< D < l  +  A { A - 2 )  A  < 2  (3.13)
0 < D < 1 . 0  A > 2  (3.14)
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3.2.2.2 Post-Peak Stiffness C om putation
The post-peak behavior where some small stresses remain is modeled by the 
following procedure proposed by Ottosen (1979). At peak (point A in figure 3.5) 
the stresses result in a nonlinearity index 7/ < 1. In figure 3.5 the curve AB is 
obtained by shifting the  descending curve MN parallel to the horizontal axis. The 
secant stiffness in the post-peak region is expressed as:
i E m n E a E m
i E a E m  +  7 f E M N { E M  — E a )
(3.15)
E m n  is obtained using the actual 7 (current stress state) along with the negative 
sign in equation 3.7. E a  and E m  are the ascending (pre-peak) and descending 
(post-peak) stiffnesses computed using 7 =  7/, the value of 7 at ultimate, along 
with a positive and negative sign, respectively, in equation 3.7. Thus, there is a 





Figure 3.5: Computation of Secant Stiffness, Eco in the Post-Peak Region.
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3.2 .2 .3  C hanges in Poisson’s R atio v ^ o
For uniaxial, biaxial, and triaxial compression in concrete the volumetric change 
is initially tha t of compaction followed by dilatation. Thus, the Poisson’s ratio has 
been generalized for multiaxial states of stress by Ottosen (1979) in terms of the 
nonlinearity index 7 as (figure 3.6):
^co =  K 7 <  7a (3.16)
=  U f -  ( U f  -  i / . - ) y l  -  7 > 7 a  ( 3 . 1 7 )
I/i and Uf are the initial secant Poisson’s ratio and its value at peak compressive 
stress respectively. The parameter, 70 has a value of 0.80. The second expression is 
valid only up to failure but it is assumed that dilatation continues beyond failure. In 
the post-peak zone, Uco is modified along with Eco- However, this change is related 
to the bulk modulus at failure, K f ,  which is kept constant beyond the peak stress.
For a given post-peak stiffness E ,  a Poisson’s ratio t/" is obtained with the bulk
modulus, K f ,  remaining unchanged. The secant Poisson’s ratio is then obtained as 
(Ottosen, 1979):
i/„ =  1.005i/“ (3.18)
The Poisson’s ratio Vco <  0.5 is always maintained. The veilue of the parameter Uf 
(Ottosen, 1979) is:
i / f  =  0.36 (3.19)
3.2 .2 .4  Inpu t Param eters
The input parameters required for this m aterial model are the initial secant 
stiffness E i ,  the uniaxial compressive strength /^, Cc the strain at peak uniaxial 
compressive stress, the initial Poisson’s ratio Ui, and the post-peak softening pa­
ram eter D. These quantities are all user supplied values based on appropriate test 
data.






Figure 3.6: Computation of Poisson’s Ratio, v>co, for Concrete.
3 .2 .3  C orrelations w ith Test R esults
The failure envelope and stress-strain relationships discussed in the proceeding 
sections have been implemented in a  special purpose finite element program. The 
details of the implementation are discussed in chapter 5. The implementation of the 
concrete model has been ratified by comparing the computed results obtained in the 
present study with the test results (Linse and Aschl 1976, Schickert and Winkler 
1977) and also analytical results obtained by Ottosen (1981, 1982). The analytical 
results obtained by Ottosen (1981, 1982) are the only ones included for comparisons 
because they provide a means of ratification for its implementation in the present 
study.
In figure 3.7 stress-strain response from a uniaxial compression test along with 
the results obtained in the present study are shown; results obtained by Ottosen
(1981,1982) have also been included. The uniaxial material properties employed 
in the various analyses are presented on the figures. Figures 3.8 and 3.9 shows
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the comparisons of triéixial stress-strain response along the compression meridian 
(loading path as indicated on the figures) with the test results; results obtained by 
Ottosen (1981,1982) are similar to the results obtained in the present study. Triaxial 
stress-strain responses along the tensile meridian (Loading path as indicated on the 
figure) are shown in figure 3.10.
- 5 0 .0 0  -1
- 4 0 .0 0
cc
Cu
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U n se  and A schl (1 9 7 6 ) -EPS1.E PS2  
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Figure 3.7: Comparison with Uniétxial Compressive Loading Test Data.
While all of the above examples represent monotonie proportional loadings, 
Ottosen (1981,1982) has shown that the material model performs adequately for 
certain classes of non-proportional loadings as well. Figure 3.11 shows results from 
a test where the hydrostatic loads are constant throughout the loading. However, 
after a certain hydrostatic stress level (-25.5 MPa), the load is apphed along the 
compressive meridian while keeping the hydrostatic stress constant. The analyt­
ical results obtained in this study are similar to the results obtained by Ottosen
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Figure 3.8: Triaxial Loading Along the Compressive Meridian.
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Figure 3.9: Triaxial Loading Along the Compressive Meridian.
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Figure 3.10; Triaxial Loading Along the Tensile Meridian.
(1981,1982) and compare well with the test results.
The analytical predictions obtained in the present study compare well with the 
experiments and also the predictions obtained by Ottosen (1981,1982). The domi­
nant nonlinear response characteristics appear to be well represented by O ttosen’s 
model employed in the present study.
3.3  S tr e s s -S tr a in  R e sp o n se  o f  S te e l
The steel reinforcement is assumed to be smeared into equivalent membrane 
layers with uniaxial properties oriented in each reinforcing direction. An elasto- 
plastic response with possible strain-hardening, identical in tension and compres­
sion, is assumed (figure 3.12). The constitutive matrix in an orthogonal coordinate 
system { x ' , y ' , z ' )  with the bar direction coinciding with the x '  is:
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Figure 3.11: Comparison with Triaxial Non-proportional Loading Data.
[D] =
( E , 0 0 0 0 0 \
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
I 0 0 0 0 0 o )
(3.20)
The modulus of elasticity E ,  is modified based on the following expressions:
E .  =  jFu
E ,  =  a E y  +  1-^|(1 -  a) ksl > |fpl
(3.21)
(3.22)
Where <Ty is the yield stress for steel, E y  the initial secant stiffness, and a  is a strain- 
hardening param eter expressed as the ratio of hardening stiffness to the initial secant 
stiffness.
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Figure 3.12; Stress-Strain Response of Steel
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Chapter 4 
Post-Cracking Response of Plain and Reinforced 
Concrete
4 .1  In tr o d u c tio n
The weakness of concrete in carrying tensile stresses and the resulting formation 
of cracks is a m ajor factor in the nonlinear response of reinforced concrete structures. 
After cracking, strain softening causes the strength and stiffness of plain concrete to 
gradually reduce in the direction normal to the cracking plane. The load carrying 
capacity and the stress distribution are significantly altered due to this effect.
After cracking has occured in reinforced concrete, the tension-stiffening in the 
vicinity of the reinforcement enhances the stiffness and stress carrying capacity of 
concrete near the tension region. The shear stress transferred along the crack inter­
faces is controlled by the aggregate interlock mechanism. The crack opening during 
the sliding action, referred to as shear dilatancy, is resisted by the reinforcement 
crossing the crack. Further, the sliding action along the cracked surface is directly 
resisted by the reinforcement through the dowel action. Due to cracking and the re­
lease of confining effect in the crack normal direction, concrete compressive strength 
and stiffness parallel to the crack direction diminishes.
In this chapter the post-cracking behavior of plain and reinforced concrete 
is described and material models to simulate these phenomena are proposed. To 
facilitate this development, rheological models representing the various phenomena 
are described.
47
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4 .2  P la in  C o n c r e te  U n d e r  U n ia x ia l T en sio n
A plain concrete element subjected to a general state of stress, at incipient 
cracking is shown in figure 4.1. In formulating the post cracking concrete behavior, 
an approach similar to the one used by deBorst and Nauta (1985) is adopted. In 
this approach the total strain ej, is resolved into intact concrete strains e'® and crack 
strains c", i.e. +  e". The constitutive matrix for the intact concrete
is given in equation 3.6 while that for the crack (deBorst and Nauta, 1985) is:
Figure 4.1: Plain Concrete Element at Incipient Cracking
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0 0 \
[ D r  = 0 % 0
I 0 0
(4.1)
where is the crack stiffness normal to the crack plane (n) and G " and 
are the crack interface shear stiffness components along the crack plane (s-t). The 
crack normal stiffness is determined from the bilinear stress-strain curve shown in 
figure 4.2(e), where G/ is the fracture energy, assumed to be a material constant. 
The formulation for the crack interface shear stiffness is discussed in section 4.3.4.
The post-cracking constitutive matrix of plain concrete in the global (x,y,z) 
coordinate system due to strain softening is formulated as (de Borst and Nauta, 
1985):
\ D \ Z r  =  [ D r  - (4.2)
where [N] represents the transformation of the crack local strains to the global 
directions given by:
{ N )
( Ix^y I z lx  \
rU xT U y
'^ x'^y
2 l ^ m x l^TfXx 4"
2 t)%x '^x r n g T iy  4 -  rr iyT ix T ^z^ lx  +  TTtxTlz
\  2 t i x Ix "f" 4 ” ^ x ^ z  /
(4.3)
where and n* are the direction cosines of the normal to the crack plane (n)
with respect to the global directions (x,y,z). Similarly Zy, ruy and Uy and l~, and 
Tiz represent the direction cosines of two orthogonal directions (s-t), on the crack 
plane.
For the plain concrete tensile specimen shown in figure 4.2 (a), using equa­
tion 4.2, the post-cracking stiffness matrix can be shown to be (assuming the crack
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Figure 4.2: (a) Cracked Plain Concrete Specimen, (b) Rheological Representation of 
Plain Concrete Cracking, (c) Stress-Strain Relationship For Cracked Plain Concrete, 
(d) Stress-Strain Relationship for Uncracked Concrete, (e) Stress-Strain Relation­
ship for Cracks.
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normal is along the global x direction):
[ D ]
cr—con   Tp/l
T,3/,z ”  ^
/  { l - v ) n A  
' B B
vu A












B 0 0 0
0 0 0 0(1-21')2 0 0
0 0 0 0
( 1 - 2 " )
2 0
\  0 0 0 0 0




E "  =
Ec.
(1 -  2i/)(l +  I/)
A  =  1 — ly — 2 u ^
(4.5)
B  = 
D  =  {1 -  
F  =  {1
1 —  u —
2 i^ )(l -  (lu^) 
-  2 u ) { l  +  ixu)
The parameter /x represents the degree of damage in the secant stiffness of concrete 
and f3 represents the amount of damage in the shear stiffness. W hen the crack is fully 
open (/r=0.0), the stiffness normal to the crack and the coupling stiffness relating 
the cracked and uncracked directions disappear. A rheological representation of the 
plain concrete tensile specimen is shown in figure 4.2 (b). Figure 4.2 (c), (d), (e) 
show the stress-strain relationships of the composite cracked concrete, the intact 
concrete and the crack, respectively.
4 .3  M o d e llin g  o f  C ra ck ed  R e in fo rc ed  C o n c r e te
4.3 .1  RC Bar Subjected to U niaxial Tension
In establishing the stiffness of a simple RC bar element figure 4.3(a), tension- 
stiffening represents the ability of the intact concrete between adjacent cracks to 
transm it tensile stresses. In this case, the post-cracking response is dominated by 
the presence of the reinforcement. One possible rheological model is depicted in 
figure 4.3 (b). Here, the fracture energy G / of plain concrete has been artificially
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increased by A G j .  This increase in energy dissipation capacity represents an average 
strain energy associated with the concrete-reinforcement interface bond stresses 
which cause distributed cracking. The value of AG / is usually much higher than 
G f ,  which implies tha t the tension stiffening effect dominates the energy dissipation 
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Figure 4.3: (a) RC Element, (b) Rheological Representation of Reinforced Concrete 
Cracking, Rots (1988)
For the RC tensile specimen the curve representing the combined effects of 
tension softening and tension stiffening may be constructed based on measured 
post cracking responses of RC test specimen under uniaxial tension. But, in cases 
where the cracks are non-orthogonal to the reinforcing direction, or where crack
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directions shift and additional crack formation is possible, this procedure meets 
with difficulty. This is because the strain softening behavior is dominant in the 
crack normal direction, while the tension-stiffening is effective in the reinforcement 
direction(s).
To rectify this shortcoming, an alternate rheological model is proposed as shown 
in figure 4.4. It is assumed tha t on cracking, the normal stiffness in the  microcrack- 
intact concrete assembly is completely lost - £?c,,/1000 is used for numerical stability 
purposes. The tension-stiffening spring stiffness E [ ‘ which now models the combined 
stiffness of both the bond stresses and the strain-softening effects is activated when 
the strain in the reinforcing direction exceeds the uniaxial cracking strain €„• The 




/ E l ’ 0 0 \
[ D f ’ =  0 0 0 (4.7)
\  0 0 0 /
and [T] transforms [Z>]‘* from the steel direction { x ' , y ' , z ' )  to the global direction 
(a:,y,2) given by:
l^TTtx ZTtx'^x ^
l y T T l y  T T t y T l y  T t y l y
IxTUx rixlz
I x T Y h y  - j -  l y T T t x  T T t y T t x  Z h x l y  - j -  T T / y l x
I z Z T t y  - j -  h y l l X z  X T lx '^X y  T T t y T t z  - f -  T t y l z
2 n x T i z  IxTTiz 4- ZjTnj, m^Tij -t- m ^ n x  U x h  + n z l x  J
l,m ,n are direction cosines relating the tension stiffening directions (same as the 
steel directions) to the global directions.
W ith this procedure the memory of cracking is retained and possible changes 
in the shear interface stiffness may be taken into account. Additionally, due to es­
tablishment of the tension stiffening spring in the direction of the reinforcement, the
[T] =
/  II  
II
2 l x l y
2 h l y
\ 2 l x L
^ X
m \
2 m x m y
2 m z m y
2ma.m,
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Figure 4.4: Rheological Representation of Reinforced Concrete Cracking, Present 
Study
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stiffness contribution of the bond stresses are modeled in their proper orientation. 
The shape of the tension-stiffening spring (figure 4.4) is determined by analyzing 
the results of number of a number of tests on RC specimen. The curve is expressed 
in terms of known quantities vis. cracking strength of concrete and yield strain 
of the reinforcement. The values of a , / 3 , j , 6  are established through comparison 
of the tensile stress-strain response with uniaxial tensile test results (presented in 
section 6.2.1).
It should be noted that when the crack normal stiffness component is com­
pletely lost in the manner described above, the cracked reinforced concrete assembly 
does not retain any Poisson’s effect. This is easily seen form equation 4.4. However, 
experimental evidence presented by KoUeger (1988) and Dyngland (1989) indicate 
that after cracking some cross coupling stiffness is still present; they observed that 
for a previously cracked RC element, compressive loading in the uncracked orthog­
onal direction caused significant straining in the cracked direction. This coupHng 
disappears gradually with increasing damage in either direction due to loading. In 
the present study this coupling effect is included and is expressed in terms of the 
tension-stiffening stiffness components in the direction of the reinforcement and is 
expressed as:
/  0 u  - \ /E l  E 2 V \ /  E l  0 0 0 ^
r CoupHng _
\x '  ,y' ,z'
l ' y / E l  E 2 0




f  y / E 2  E z  0 0 0
(4.8)
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
\   0 0 0 0 /
where jE?i, E 2  and E ^  are normal stiffness components in three mutually orthogonal 
directions including atleast one reinforcement direction. This coupling matrix is 
transformed to the global (x,y,z) directions and then added to the cracked concrete 
stiffness m atrix expressed by equation 4.6 to result in the stiffness matrix of the RC 
bar as:
=  [ D Y J - T ^  -b [ T f [ D Y ‘ [T] + (4.9)
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For example, for the uniaxially reinforced bar shown in figure 4.4 (a) these terms 
are E \  =  where is the secant stiffness of the tension stiffening spring along 
the steel direction (equation 4.7) and E 2  =  E s  =  E'^°, Where E'^° is the stiffness of 
the concrete in the remaining two unreinforced directions provided that the strains 
in these two directions are compressive. Tensile strains in an unreinforced direction 
would imply an absence of coupling as in the plain concrete response. According to 
equation 4.8 the coupling stiffness terms are present until either tension-stiffening 
effect is exhausted completely or the concrete crushes.
4.3 .2  G eneral Triaxial Loading o f  RC
In the preceeding section the behavior of a uniaxially reinforced concrete bar 
with the crack orthogonal to the bar direction was discussed. However, in most 
practiced situations the orientation of the cracks are at some skew angle with the 
reinforcement. In such situations, it is necessary to compute the tension-stiffening 
spring parameters while accounting for the this skew angle . Further, it is possible 
for a cracked samphng point to contain steel in three orthogonal orientations and it is 
then necessary to compute the tension-stiffening contribution in each steel direction 
accordingly. Additionally, the couphng stiffness expressed by equation 4.8 must 
also account for these tension-stiffening contributions in their proper directions. In 
this section RC elements with three different cases of orthogonal arrangements of 
reinforcement are considered.
4.3 .2 .1  Tri-directional O rthogonally R einforced Concrete E lem ents
Consider a hypothetical RC element subjected to a general state of loading 
(as shown in figure 4.5). For the purpose of this discussion the element has been 
considered to  be anisotropically reinforced in three orthogonal directions { x ' , y ' , z ' ) .  
For the given load, the equilibrium equations in the three reinforcement directions 
(x ',y ',z ')  at incipient cracking are:
<Tx 'A I[  +  Px'CTgx'Al[ -f Tx’y 'A m ' i  +  Tx>z'An[ =  (4.10)








Figure 4.5: Tri-Directionally Reinforced Concrete Element Subjected to General 
Loads Prior to Cracking
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(Ty'ATn[ +  pyicr,y'Am [ +  Tx>y>Al[ +  Ty'z’An'-̂  ̂ =  a n n A m \ (4.11)
(T . i A n [  4- P z 'c r ,z> A n \  +  T y i z 'A m [  4- Tx >z' A I [  =  <T„„An'i (4.12)
where { l [ , r n [ , n [ )  , (ZggTTTgiTig) and (̂ 3, ^ 3, 713) are the direction cosines of the three 
principal stress directions with respect to  the three reinforcement directions. A 
represents the area of the element along the crack plane. The rheological represen­
tation of this element at this stage and its schematic representation are shown in 
figure 4.6 (a) and (b), respectively.
Figure 4.6: (a) Rheological Representation of a Tri-Directionally Reinforced Con­
crete Element Prior to Cracking (b) Schematic Representation of the Element.
When a small increment of load is applied to the specimen and it cracks, it is 
initially assumed tha t the shear stresses developing on the crack plane are negligible 
(the presence of reinforcement in each direction ensures a gradual build-up of the 
shear stress). Figure 4.7 shows the state of stress in the RC element under these 
conditions. The equilibrium equations in the three reinforcing directions are :
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Figure 4.7: Tri-Directionally Reinforced Concrete Element Subjected to General 
Loads After Cracking, W ith Strain c < £„ in the Steel Direction.
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{<7x' +  A a ’x ' ) A l i  +  P x '{ o ' t x '  +  A < T j j .» ) j 4 Z i  - f  { T x 'y '  +  ^ T x > y ' ) A r n \  +
{ t x 'z< +  Ù .T x iz ')A n '^  =  ( c r „ „  +  A c r „ „ ) y l Z i  ( 4 . 1 3 )
{(Ty' +  ù i( 7 y < ) A m \  +  P y '{ (7 ,y ' +  A a , y > ) A m \  +  (tx-j,/ +  A r x ' y ' ) A l [ +
{ T y , . ,  +  A T y , ^ , ) A n [  =  { a n n  +  A ( X n n ) A m [  ( 4 . 1 4 )
{<7x' +  A ( T z ') A n 'y  +  P x ’{cr,z ' +  A a , z ' ) A n [  +  (ry-.- +  A T y,y )v4m {4-
{ T x ' z '  +  A T x ’z ' ) A I [  — (o-n n  +  A ( T r ,n ) A n [  ( 4 . 1 5 )
A gradual strain softening behavior in the crack normal direction is simulated by 
a strain-softening spring in that direction. The assumed shape of the stress-strain 
response of this spring is shown in figure 4.8. The strains in each steel direction
is monitored until atleast one of these reaches the uniaxial cracking strain level.
At this stage the strain softening spring stiffness in the crack normal direction is 
released completely and the ‘tension-stiffening’ spring in each steel direction is ac­
tivated. If the strain in a particular steel direction is below the cracking strains, 
tension-stiffening is still considered to be activated in that direction if these strains 
are tensile. If the crack orientation with respect to the reinforcement is such that
the strain in a steel direction is compressive no tension stiffening spring is acti­
vated in the corresponding steel direction. Figure 4.9 shows the state of stress in 
the RC element after the tension-stiffening springs are activated. The incremental 
equilibrium equations at this state of stress is expressed by the following equations:
A c T x 'A l' i  4 -  P x ' A ( t , x ' A I [  4 - A T x ' y ' A m [  +  A t x 'z ' A t i[  =
A c T n n A l' i  4 -  A t , jiA I'2  4 "  A T n t A l ^  ( 4 . 1 6 )
A < T y f A m [  4 - p y i A c r , y ' A m \  4 -  A r x ’y ' A l [  +  A T y i . > A n \  =
A cr-n n A m '-y  +  A r , „ A m 2  4 -  A T n tA m '^  ( 4 . 1 7 )







Figure 4.8: Strain-Softening Envelope Employed Normal to the Cracks in Cracked 
RC, With Steel Direction Strains e <  e„-
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Figure 4.9: Tri-Directionally Reinforced Concrete Element Subjected to General 
loads, With Atleast One Strain e >  in the Steel Direction.
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â^a^ 'A n '^  4- Pz'ù^o-,^<An\ +  +  Ù^Tx’.<AI[ =
4" ^TgnATl2  4” ^ ‘T’n t '^ '^ z (4.18)
It should be clear to the reader that the state of stress in the RC element shown 
in figure 4.7 and figure 4.9 are equivalent and th a t the crack normal stress can be 
identically replaced by an equal stress in each reinforcing spring direction. This is 
also evident from the above equations. Figure 4.10 (a) and (b) show the rheological 
representation of the element at this stage of the straining and the corresponding 









Figure 4.10: (a) Rheological Representation of a  Tri-Directionally Reinforced Con­
crete After Full Crack Opening (b) Schematic Representation of a Cracked Point.
The following observations can be made about this approach to modelling ten­
sion stiffening:
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• The tension stiffening in each reinforcing direction is thus fully defined in 
term s of the crack initiating stress and strain and the yield strain of the steel 
in the corresponding direction.
• A larger straining in a weakly reinforced direction is directly translated into 
rapid release of the tension-stiffening retained in that direction. However, 
such a  directional loss of tension-stiffening ( along with yielding of the steel) 
does not translate into a complete loss of tension-stiffening.
• The shear stresses generated on the crack plane immediately after cracking 
in such a case is negligible, provided neither of the reinforcements yield at 
cracking. If the reinforcement in one direction yields prior to the others, 
shear stresses do develop on the crack surface to equilibrate the unbalanced 
applied loads in that direction.
4 .3 .2 .2  B i-D irec tio n a l O rthogonally  R ein fo rced  C oncrete  E lem en ts
A large number reinforced concrete structural elements have planar geometry. 
Consequently, the reinforcement arrangement in these elements is typically a mesh 
reinforcement in the plane of the RC element. Consider such an element under a 
state of general loading (figure 4.11) . The equilibrium equations (along x ' , y \ z ' )  
for this element at incipient Cracking are:
(Tx ' A I [  +  P x 'CT,x ' A I [  -b  T x ' y ' A m [  -b  Tx 'z' A t i[  =  a n n A l [  ( 4 . 1 9 )
< T y 'A m [  -b  p y ' a s y ' A m [  -b  T x 'y ’A l [  -b  T y > x 'A n [  =  ( 4 . 2 0 )
c T z 'A n \  -b  T y - j - A m 'i  -b  Tx 'z> A I [  =  c r „ „ A n 'i  ( 4 . 2 1 )
where , ( 1 2 , ^ 2 1 ^ 2 ) and are the direction cosines of the three
principal stress directions with respect to the three reinforcement directions. The 
z '  direction has been assumed to be unreinforced for the purpose of this discus­
sion. When a small increment of load is applied on this element cracks are formed.
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Figure 4.11: Bi-Directionally Reinforced Concrete Element Subjected to General 
Loads Prior to  Cracking.
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The shear stresses on the crack plane are no longer negHgible if there are unbal­
anced loads in the unreinforced direction. In the crack normal direction the strain 
softening spring is initiated.
As before the strains in each steel direction is monitored(figure 4.12). When the 
strains in any reinforced direction reach the uniaxial cracking strain level the strcdn- 
softening in the crack normal direction is released. The tension-stiffening in each 





X *Ax Z'Z' Z'Z,
Y'X^^^Z'Z as
Axat
Figure 4.12: Bi-Directionally Reinforced Concrete Element Subjected to General 
Loads After Cracking, W ith Strain e < €„  in the Steel Direction.
An inherent assumption made here to compute the force release in each steel 
direction is tha t the contribution of the bond in each direction is the same ( A ( t '̂  =
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Figure 4.13: Bi-Directionally Reinforced Concrete Element Subjected to General 
Loads After Cracking, W ith Atleast One Strain e >  £„ in the Steel Direction.
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ACy). The increase in the stresses in each reinforced direction is:
-  Ao-' =  Act̂ , =
A r (^3 ” 1 -  -  m ^ n ^ )  -  { n { m 'z  -
-  n^/^) -  -  m^n'2)]
4 .3 .2 .3  U ni-D irectionally Reinforced E lem ent
Consider next an element that has reinforcement only in one direction. When 
such an element is subjected to a general state of loads and it cracks, shear stresses 
develop very rapidly on the crack surface as this is a case of extreme anisotropy. 
Considering the element to be reinforced only in the x '  direction the equihbrium 
equations at incipient cracking in local steel direction { x ' , y ' , z ' )  are (figure 4.14):
0 ‘x*Al^ “t“ P x '  ̂  ox' T x'y' T x ' z' (4.23)
o-y 'A m [  +  Tx'y'Al'i + Ty'x 'A n[ =  (TnnAm[ (4.24)
a x 'A n [  +  T yx 'z 'A m [  +  Tx'z'A I [  =  a n n A n [  (4.25)
W ith a small increment of load, cracks are formed and shear stresses begin to 
develop on the crack surface. Figure 4.15 shows the state of stress at this stage.
The strain in the steel direction are monitored tiU it reaches the uniaxial crack­
ing strain, before releasing the strain-softening response in the crack normal direc­
tion. Immediately after the strain softening is released, the unreinforced direction 
becomes weak and shear stresses grow very rapidly on the crack plane to equilibrate 
the applied forces in the unreinforced direction (figure 4.16). The increase in stress 
along the steel direction obtained from equihbrium of forces on the crack plane is 
expressed as:
A<7̂  =  A<r(, =
A _ r ( ^ 2 ^ 1  -  rn'^ri2){m'^lz -
l'xm',{nWz -





Figure 4.14: Uni-Directionally Reinforced Concrete Element Subjected to General 
Loads Prior to  Cracking.
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Figure 4.15: Uni-Directionally Reinforced Concrete Element Subjected to General 
Loads After Cracking, W ith Strain e <  ê r in the Steel Direction.
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Figure 4.16: Uni-Directionally Reinforced Concrete Element Subjected to General 
Loads, W ith Strain e > e„  in the Steel Direction.
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Thus the bond released to the reinforcement in such specimen is a function of 
the orientation of the crack with respect to the reinforcement. It should be pointed 
out th a t if the crack is inclined to the reinforcement beyond a certain threshold angle 
there will be some unbalanced shear forces left on the crack plane and equilibrium 
is unattainable through straining of the reinforcement. Amongst the panels tested 
by Bhide and Collins (1986), panel PB18 (results of which are presented in chapter 
6) shows rapid failure immediately after the initial cracks form.
The response of such specimen is dependent on not only the bond but also 
the shear stiffness mobilized on the crack plane. As the loading increases the shear 
stresses on the crack surface grow rapidly. Additional cracking is possible if the 
stresses build up to the cracking state again. These subsequent cracks are treated 
as brittle and the previously estabhshed tension stiffening spring are not altered. If 
such cracks form oriented beyond an angle of 45° with all the reinforcing direction(s) 
these cracks are treated as strain-softening cracks in plain concrete.
4.3 .3  Com pression Softening o f  Cracked Reinforced C oncrete
Experimental investigations (Vecchio and Colhns 1982, KoUeger 1988, and Dyn- 
gland 1989) have indicated that after cracking there is a significant reduction in the 
concrete compressive strength and stiffness parallel to the cracks. This is espe­
cially true when the amount of reinforcement is high and consequently crushing 
of concrete precedes yielding of reinforcement. Some of the factors affecting the 
behavior of cracked compressive struts are (1) cracking pattern (2) crack spacing 
(3) crack width (4) reinforcement direction with respect to the crack plane and (5) 
the amount of reinforcement. Spacing of cracks and the irregularity in their shapes 
may lead to eccentric loads and stress concentrations in the compressive strut, thus 
reducing its strength. Additionally, a skewed orientation of the reinforcement with 
respect to the crack direction may result in ‘tearing’ out of the bar at the crack 
surface and formation of secondary cracking. This causes severe local deterioration 
of the concrete.
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Based on the observations in their tests, Vecchio and Collins (1982, 1986) have 
proposed an expression relating compressive strength of cracked concrete <7%̂  to 
average tensile strains e" normal to the compressive strut as (figure 4.17):
r .
^max </' (4 .2 7 )0.80 -  0.34ff
The uniaxial compressive strength of concrete is and the corresponding c o m -





Figure 4.17: Compression-Softening in Cracked Reinforced Concrete, Vecchio and 
Collins (1982)
pressive strain is The stress-strain relation in the strut is given by:
( 4 .2 8 )
c" and e" are the cracked concrete tensile and compressive strains, respectively. 
In  this study equation 4.28 has been adopted to compute the stiffness of ‘intact’ 
concrete Eeo after cracking. The modulus of elasticity is continuously updated as:
y
( 4 .2 9 )
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During analysis, the cracked concrete tensile strain (e") and compressive strain (e") 
are replaced by the maximum and minimum total principal strains, respectively. It 
should be pointed out that equation 4.28 was developed by (Vecchio and Collins 
1982, 1986) for a particular crack orientation, while in this study it has been em­
ployed to compute the stiffness of the intact concrete (Eco) in any direction. But, 
as discussed in section 4.3.1, there is a rapid loss of stiffness in the crack normal 
direction due to the strain softening effect. Thus, the overall effect of using equa­
tion 4.28 is one of softening only the cracked concrete compressive stru t, as proposed 
by Vecchio and Colhns (1982,1986).
While most investigators accept the reduction in compressive strength for fact, 
there have been questions as to the level of this reduction. Both KoUeger (1988) 
and Dyngland (1989) have conducted tests on RC panels and concluded that equa­
tion 4.28 overestimates the strength reduction. In fact, they propose an upper limit 
of 20% to this reduction.
In this study another method to account for reduction in compressive strength 
of cracked concrete has been proposed. Upon cracking, the uniaxial compressive 
strength of concrete / '  has been reduced linearly as:
A =  / , ' ( 1 . 0 - 0 . 2 ^ )  > 0.8/: (4.30)
where emax is the current maximum principal tensile strain in concrete. /<, is the 
modified uniaxial compressive stress in concrete and is the uniaxial compressive 
strain in concrete at peak compressive stress. Ottosen’s triaxial strength enve­
lope is modified to account for the change in the concrete compressive strength 
(figure 4.18). The corresponding strain at uniaxial compressive strength is also 
modified to account for the damage, due to  cracking, and is expressed as:
= 4(1.0+ 0 . 1 ^ )  (4.31)
Numerical studies of test specimens using each of the above formulations for 
compressive strength of cracked concrete are presented in Chapter 6.




Figure 4.18: Compression-Softening in Cracked Reinforced Concrete, Present Study
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4 .3 .4  C r a ck  I n te r fa c e  S h e a r  T r a n sfer
Crack interface shear stiffness has been modeled in many studies by retaining 
a fixed fraction of the uncracked concrete shear stiffness as the crack shear stiffness 
in the crack stiffness m atrix (equation 4.1 ).The shear stiffness of plain concrete 
elements is reduced to 1% of its value prior to cracking in this study. In RC elements, 
a small fraction of the uncracked concrete shear stiffness (20 to 50 %) has been 
found to be sufficient, when these elements are reinforced in at least two orthogonal 
directions. In uni-directionally reinforced elements, (e.g. Bhide and Collins 1987) 
such an approximation of the shear stiffness leads to a very stiff response and a 
more sophisticated formulation to describe this phenomenon is necessary.
Experimental evidence (Millard and Johnson 1984, 1985; Vintzeleou and Tas- 
sios 1987) indicates that shear slip is affected not only by the corresponding shear 
stress but also by the associated crack opening. Likewise, the crack normal stress 
is affected by the crack opening and the shear stress, especially in reinforced con­
crete where the reinforcement constrains the crack opening. Attempts to include 
this couphng effect in analyses have met with difficulty, as these couphng com­
ponents have been found to be unequal rendering the matrix indefinite and even 
iU-conditioned (Yoshikawa 1989). Therefore, in the present study an attem pt has 
been made to include the couphng effects imphcitly in the interface shear stiffness, 
using experimental data.
Millard and Johnson (1984, 1985) have conducted tests on aggregate interlock 
specimen while considering both reinforced concrete and externally held cracked 
concrete specimen. They have concluded tha t the initial axial stiffness normal to 
the plane of the crack which restrains crack widening is up to five times higher when 
specimen are reinforced in these tests because of local bond. However the stiffness 
diminishes towards that of an unbonded bar as the tension stiffening deteriorates 
at higher loads.
Similar studies have been conducted by Tassios and Vintzeleou (1987). In 
their tests on aggregate interlock behavior, pre-cracked concrete specimen were held 
against each other at constant stress normal to the crack plane and then sheared in
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a direction parallel to the crack plane (figure 4.19). Vintzeleou and Tassios (1987) 
have also conducted dowel tests of reinforcement bars across frictionless concrete 
interfaces without any lateral confinement. These tests correspond to the externally 






Figure 4.19: Experimental Setup Used to Study Crack Interface Shear Load vs. 
Displacement Behavior Under Lateral Confinement (<7c), Tassios and Vintzeleou 
(1987).
In this study the results of the Tassios-Vintzeleou tests, (figure 4.20) represent­
ing crack interface shear stress-shear strcdn under different confining stresses, have 
been used to obtain the crack secant shear stiffness of cracked reinforced concrete 
elements. The bond stress is taken as a measure of the confinement imposed by 
the reinforcement across cracks. For any given crack, the crack shear strain and 
the crack normal bond stress are used to obtain the crack shear stiffness G t v - As 
the bond between steel and concrete (tension-stiffening) is lost due to straining the 
crack shear stiffness decreases (aggregate interlock decreases) to that obtained from
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the dowel tests, i.e., no confinement ( =  0.0 MPa ). It is expected that after
yielding the confinement at the crack surface will be significantly reduced. But, the 
experimental data employed in this study is only for unyielded dowels. Therefore, 
the shear stiffness obtained from the experimental data  is reduced using a relative 
stiffness factor 6  which represents the ratio of the current cracked reinforced con­
crete stiffness normal to the crack to its value at cracking. The interface shear 
stiffness used in equation 4.1 is then given by:
Gct —  ̂ G tv (4.32)
10.00 n
® 8.00 V intzeleou  and T assios(1967 ' 
T assios and V in tzeleou ! 1987] 
T assios and V in tzeleou ! 1987  
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Figure 4.20: Crack Interface Shear Stress-Strain Curves at Various Levels of Confin­
ing Stresses Due to Aggregate Interlock and Dowel Action, Tassios and Vintzeleou 
(1987).
For numerical reasons, the minimum crack shear stiffness retained is 1% of the 
shear stiffness calculated for intact concrete at cracking.
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Chapter 5
Numerical Implementation Aspects
5.1  I n tr o d u c t io n
The three dimensional constitutive model for Reinforced concrete discussed 
in Chapter 3 and 4 has been implemented into a special purpose finite element 
program. For this purpose a finite element program used for studying metal forming 
processes, Foroozesh (1989), has been used as a base program for implementing the 
constitutive model for RC, layering procedures, numerical (secant) algorithm and 
the m aterial point convergence procedures employed. For pre- and post-processing 
of the results the program is interfaced with the 'CARDS', finite element graphics 
package available on the IBM 3090 system. The details of these procedures are 
described in this chapter.
5 .2  S im u la t io n  o f  C o n cr e te
In this study, for the simulation of concrete, a twenty noded isoparametric 
solid element and a eight noded degenerate shell element (Ahmad et al. 1970) 
have been employed. The solid element has been used primarily for ratifying the 
implementation of the constitutive model for concrete (Details of the m aterial model 
ratification have been presented in section 3.2.3). The eight noded degenerate shell 
element has six degrees of freedom at each node: three translational and three 
rotational (figure 5.1). The 3-D stress-strain relationships for concrete given by 
equation 3.6 is condensed by enforcing the shell constraint of no (shell) normal 
stresses ((Tj» =  0.0). Thus the stress-strain relations for concrete in the shell local
79
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coordinates { x ' , y ' , z ' )  is given by:
CT.i
T x 'y '
\  T x 'z ’ /
1 -
























0 I f x ' y ’
0 l y ' z '
l~y.Le I
2 '  ̂Tx';' /
(5.1)
where Eco and i/eo are the secant stiffness and Poisson’s ratio of the material respec­
tively. K i  and K 2  are the transverse shear energy correction factors in the y ' z '  and 
the x ' z '  planes respectively.
8
Uld-8ux£ac<i
Figure 5.1: Eight-Noded Degenerate Shell Element.
In order to calculate the stiffness of the material accurately, a 3x3 full Gaus­
sian integration is required in the plane of the element. However, the use of full
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integration has been shown to yield stiff responses (Zienkiewicz et al 1971) . This 
phenomenon occurs due to the extreme ratios of the bending stiffness to the shear 
and membrane stiffness. Shear locking has been shown to be suppressed with the use 
of reduced integration (2x2) of the shear terms (Zienkiewicz et al. 1971). In curved 
shell appHcations however it has been shown that the locking is due to the high ratios 
of the membrane stiffness to bending stiffness (Parisch 1979). The use of selective 
or uniformly reduced integration eliminates this problem. In material nonhnear 
problems however, the use of selectively reduced integration introduces difficulties 
in choosing the most optimal points for computing the stresses and strains for the 
different (bending, shear, membrane) stiffness components.
The use of uniformly reduced integration on the other hand, results in rank de­
ficiencies in the stiffness matrix and the possibihty of activating zero energy modes. 
A number of stabihzation procedures have been proposed (eg. Belytchko and Tsay 
1983, Milford and Schnobrich 1984) to suppress this rank deficiency. In the present 
study the full 3x3 and fully reduced 2x2 Gaussian integration procedures in the 
plane of the element have been implemented. In the shell thickness direction nu­
merical integration is carried out using one, two or three sample points, located at 
‘Gauss points’ in the thickness direction.
5 .3  S im u la t io n  o f  R e in fo rc em e n t
The reinforcement is treated as a smeared membrane layer with uniaxial stiff­
ness properties oriented along the direction of the steel bars. The thickness of the 
reinforcement layer within an element is determined such that the cross-section 
of the reinforcement in the given element volume corresponds to the actual steel 
cross-section within the same volume. In this study a three dimensional degenerate 
shell element is employed for simulating the steel. A 3x3x1 Gaussian numerical 
integration procedure is employed in computing the stiffness of the steel.
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5 .4  S im u la tio n  o f  C rack s
A smeared cracking procedure has been employed to simulate a crack in this 
work. Here, the cracked sohd is considered as a  continuous medium and the cracks 
are modeled by means of inelastic strains (the rheological representation of cracks 
has been discussed in chapter 4). With such a treatm ent the effect of each crack is 
spread over a portion of the element.
A gradual reduction of the tensile stresses transferred at a cracked point causes 
a redistribution of stresses in the region. As discussed in section 2.4.2.1, a common 
feature of models employing the smeared crack procedure is their lack of objectivity 
in simulating crack propogation with respect to refinement of the finite element mesh 
(Bazant and Cedolin 1979, 1983). This objectivity with respect to mesh refinement 
can be achieved by modifying the constitutive law and making the fracture energy 
of concrete depend on the mesh size by introducing a  parameter called ‘crack band 
width’ (Bazant and Oh, 1983). In regular meshes this parameter can be determined 
intuitively, but for irregular meshes and cracks skewed to the element sides this is no 
longer possible. However, there are some hmitations. First, there is an upper limit 
for the crack band width (Bazant and Oh, 1983). In the analysis of large structures 
this Umit may be exceeded and the introduction of a mesh dependent strength hmit 
becomes attractive (Bazant and Cedohn 1979, 1983). Secondly, Bazant (1984) and 
Bazant, Belytschko and Chang (1984) have stated there is a lower hmit for the crack 
band width, which roughly equals about three times the size of the aggregate. They 
pointed out that this lower hmit has to do with the fact that the present formulation 
of the crack model is based on the local continuum theory. This theory would be 
unable to produce a detailed resolution of the stress and strain fields within and 
near the strain-softening region. Therefore, the size of an element within a finite 
element mesh should be greater than three times the size of the aggregate.
Ohver(1989) has proposed a method of evaluating the band width at cracked 
integration point which has been shown to be objective with mesh refinement. In 
this study this procedure has been employed.
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For the simulation of more than  one crack at a given sample point (non- 
orthogonal cracking) it has been found the strength criteria for crack initiation 
by itself is insufficient. It is quite possible that a series of cracks can be initiated 
resulting in 'numerical cracking’ at tha t point. Thus, in this study the strength 
criteria is augmented by a minimum threshold angle criterion, whereby a new crack 
is initiated only if the strength criterion is violated and the crack normal of the 
new crack is directed at a skew larger than the threshold angle with respect to the 
normals of any previously existing cracks. Because such a criterion may cause the 
tensile stresses to build up to levels greater than the cracking strength of concrete 
under uniaxial tension, a tension-cutoff procedure is employed limiting the tensile 
stresses at a sample point to the uniaxial cracking strength of concrete. Typically 
the threshold angle used ranges from 15 to 30 degrees. However, it has been ob­
served (e.g. de Borst and Nauta 1985) that for some problems this range is not 
sufficient and angles as large as 60 degree have been employed.
5 .5  L a y er in g  P r o c e d u r e s
In this study layering procedures have been employed to  capture the variation 
of material properties and the propagation of cracks through the thickness of the 
structure. In this study, two formulations have been used: an implicit layering 
procedure (Figueras and Owen 1983) and an explicit layering procedure (Barzegar 
1989).
5.5.1 Im p lic it L ayering  P ro c e d u re
In the implicit layering procedure each finite element of the structure is made up 
of layers (figure 5.2). The constitutive aspects of the material are considered only at 
the layer level and element response is obtained from equilibrium and compatability 
considerations. At layer interfaces, continuity of both the transverse shear stresses 
and displacements is required. Assuming that the 'normals’ to the middle surface of 
the shell remain straight but do not necessarily remain normal to the middle surface 
of the shell, the latter continuity is satisfied but the former is not. This assumption
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makes the transverse shear strain constant through the element thickness, which 
is a coarse approximation to the actual variation, even for homogeneous cross- 
sections. For homogeneous cross-sections, the transverse shear stress distribution 
is commonly accepted to be a paraboHc function of the thickness coordinate (z). 
Therefore, a correction factor K must be introduced inorder to approximate , on 
an average basis, the transverse shear strain energy. For homogeneous layers a 
correction factor isTi =  K 2  =  5/6 is used in computing the strain energy. In the case 
of heterogeneous layers this value is no longer accurate. This is a limitation since 
these shear stress components cannot be used in nonhnear material model parameter 
computations. Figueras and Owen (1983) have proposed a more accurate method 
for computing shear strain energy correction factors for heterogeneous cross sections 
and have also suggested a method of obtaining shear stress components that are 
more accurate. They have employed this procedure in studying the behavior of 
orthotropic composite plates and have employed a plasticity-based material model 
description for this purpose. A brief description of this method (Figueras and Owen, 
1983) follows.
!• A y S R s STRESS SISTRIBOTIOM






Figure 5.2: Imphcit Layering Procedure
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The basic assumptions used by them in the development of this formulation are 
those of cylindrical bending and traction free surfaces. For a plate of thickness ‘h ’, 
setting z =  h /2  at the top surface and z= -h /2  at the bottom surface the transverse 
shear stress in the xz plane (obtained from equilibrium considerations) is:
"̂ xz =  ~  S -h /2  — ~ 1 ^  4'(z) (5-2)
where:
Q x  is the shear force on the xz plane;
R i  =  /^h/2 ^ i(^ )  is the flexural plate stiffness in the x direction;
2 is a variable coordinate through the thickness;
g { z )  — — S lh / 2  -^i(z) z  d z  is the shear stress distribution function.
Expressing the strain energy component(per unit mid-plane surface) in terms of R i  
and g(z) :
where G i 3 { z )  is the variable shear modulus in the xz plane.
Similarly the shear strain energy under the constant shear strain assumption is:




The strain energy correction factor in the xz plane K 2 is obtained by equating these 
energies and is expressed as:
f t  =  ^  =  b ; [AG. J -  (5.5)
The shear correction factor K i  in the yz plane is obtained in the same way. In 
addition they have proposed expressions for computing the transverse shear stresses 
that account for material inhomoginity. In the xz plane t^z is obtained as:
=  G.3(z) #  (5.6)
  /
hGi = I G\3{z)dz 





I  ç ( z ) i z  (5.7)h  J-HI2
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W ith this procedure an improved shear stress distribution through the thickness 
is obtained. The shear stress in the yz plane is computed in the same way. For 
numerical implementation all integrations are performed over the layer thickness 
and then summed up to account for material inhomginity.
The strain energy correction factor K \  and K 2  represent the effect of the shear 
stress distribution, and also accounts for the material inhomoginity, in an average 
sense over the entire cross-section of the element. However, in the present study a 
layerwise numerical integration procedure is being employed. Thus, in the present 
study the shear stress distribution function given by equation 5.6 is used. To ap­
proximately account for the stress distribution within each layer, a factor of 5/6 for 
homogeneous layers, has been augmented to the expression given in equation 5.6.
5.5.2 E xp lic it L ayering  P ro ce d u re
The exphcit layering scheme proposed by Barzegar (1989) employs stacked 
elements for considering variation of material properties through the thickness. 
Each element is associated with explicit degrees of freedom, some of which are 
constrained. In this procedure the number of active degrees in a node stack is large. 
The displacement degrees of freedom in the lower ‘layers’ (elements) are explicitly 
constrained in term s of the degrees of freedom of the layer above as:
%2== =F (5.8)
V 2 — V 1 ^  4>\x  - y  T  <t>2x (5.9)
W ,  =  W 2 (5.10)
where hi and h% are the thicknesses of adjacent ‘layers’ (elements) in a stack and 
U i ,  Vi, W i ,  (j>ix, 4 > iy , U 2 , V 2 , W 2  and <^2x , (j>2y  are the translational and rotational 
degrees of freedom of the corresponding nodes of adjacent elements in the stack. 
Figure 5.3 shows the details of this procedure. The primary advantage of this 
layering procedure is in its ability to capture the variation of the transverse shear 
strain and stress through the thickness accurately. However, computationally this
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procedure is expensive because of the increase in nodal degrees of freedom. The 
constraint equations generated by this layering procedure are implemented via a 
lagrange multiplier technique described in Cook(1981).
■< r
y
VARIATION OF XMPIANE DISPLACEMENTS
X TERODOH THE THXdOIESS
Figure 5.3: Explicit Layering Procedure
In treating reinforcement, some modification of the explicit layering procedure 
has been made in this study. The steel layer along with the concrete layer adjacent 
to it are grouped into a  single element through the use of the implicit layering 
procedure.
5.6  C o m p u ta t io n a l S ch em e
The total secant finite element formulation used in this study requires the 
solution of the following equation for the displacements.
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{ K }  [U]  =  [F] (5.11)
Here { K }  is the globeil secant stiffness m atrix, [F] is the total load vector and [U] is 
the total displacement vector. Details of formulating the stiffness matrix and load 
vector are presented in Bathe (1978). For nonlinear material problems the stiffness 
matrix {ÜT} depends on the stresses within the material and so an iterative solution 
procedure is necessary. Figure 5.4 illustrates the functioning of the secant algorithm 
and the path  to convergence. The system of equations obtained in equation 5.11 are 







Figure 5.4: Secant Iterative Procedure.
5.6.1 C onvergence Procedures
For a solution strategy based on iterative methods to be effective a reahstic 
criteria should be employed for the termination of the iteration at a given load
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level. At the end of each iteration, the solution obtained should be checked to see if 
it has converged within the preset tolerances (3-5%) or if divergence was detected. If 
convergence tolerances are not strict, inaccurate results may be obtained, and if the 
tolerances are too strict, much computational effort is spent on needless accuracy.
The convergence criterion employed depends on the type of problem being 
examined. For example when the displaced configuration is being sought at a given 
load level, convergence is assumed if the displacement at the end of each iteration is 
within a specified tolerance of the displacement at the end of the previous iteration. 
However, in some problems the variation in the displacement may be very small 
within each iteration while the actual solution may be far from the one obtained 
using this procedure. In such cases a convergence criterion based on requiring the 
out of balance load vector at any iteration to be within a tolerance of the load 
increment may be more appropriate. In order to provide some indication of when 
both the displacement and the forces are near their equilibrium position a criterion 
based on energy is sometimes employed. Here convergence is assumed when the 
increment in internal energy (work done by the out of balance load vector in the 
previous iteration) is within a prescribed tolerance of the initial internal energy 
increment computed in the first iteration of the current load increment.
For the total secant stiffness formulation implemented in the present study 
an energy based criterion enforced at each integration point of each layer within 
each element is employed (Barzegar 1986). The details of its implementation in the 
present study is discussed in this section.
5.6 .1 .1  Intact concrete R esponse
P re  P eak  C onvergence 
The displacements obtained from solution of equation 5.11 are processed at each 
sampling point to obtain the total strain components at these points. The
total stresses {<T}x,y,z at these points are recovered using equation 4.9. The principal 
stresses are then computed. The principal strains in the uncracked concrete are 
computed using the principal stresses. If ah these strain components are less than
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the corresponding largest strain components previously registered at this point the 
point is unloading and convergence is assumed. If any strain component is found to 
be greater than its previously stored value, loading is assumed and the convergence 
criterion described here is enforced. Figure 5.5 illustrates the convergence procedure 
employed in the pre-peak region at a Gauss point under a uniaxial state of stress. 
E l  is the used secant stiffness for concrete in the current iteration resulting in a 
concrete strain Ci. Using the calculated stress Ci =  E \ € i  a new stiffness E [  is 
determined. If the difference between the used stiffness E \  and the new stiffness E [  
is less than the tolerance (typically 3-5%), convergence of the stress-strain law is 
assumed. If this requirement is not satisfied then a new stiffness, Fz, is obtained as
E  +  E *
E 2  =  Minimum(—̂ — - ,F i ( l  — tolerance)) (5.12)
As seen in figure 5.5 the convergence path is one of gradual softening at the Gauss 





Figure 5.5: Convergence Path at a Point in Concrete Prior to Crushing.
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The convergence procedure employed to modify the Poisson’s ratio is similar 
to the one employed for concrete stiffness. When the used Poisson’s ratio v i  is less 
than the updated one 1/2 by more than the specified tolerance, a new Poisson’s ratio 
obtained as:
Vz =  (1.0 +  tolerance) (5.13)
To detect limit points in the stress-strain curve the tolerances used are automatically 
reduced internally. Further, overshooting of the stresses at the Gauss point is also 
corrected by a gradual reduction of the stiffness.
P o s t-P ea k  C onvergence 
In the post-peak strain-softening zone similar modification of the secant modulus 
and Poisson’s ratio are made (figure 5.6). If the used stiffness E i  is less than 
its current value, by more than the specified tolerance then a new stiffness 
is required. The new secant stiffness employed is E z  =  £^i(l — tolerance) . As 
mentioned in section 3.3 the Poisson’s ratio corresponding to E z  is obtained as z/g 
such tha t the bulk modulus at peak compressive stress remains unchanged. The 
new Poisson’s ratio is then calculated as uz — 1.005Z/;.
5 .6 .1 .2  C rack  In te rfac e  R esp o n se
At each sampling point the total global strain components {e}xyi are recovered 
from the nodal displacements. These strain components and the cracked concrete 
stiffness (equation 4.7) are used to obtain the total global stresses {cr}xyz at that 
sampling point. The crack stress components of each crack {<r}" ̂  are then obtained 
from the global stresses using the stress transformation matrix.
The current crack normal strain ei is obtained from the crack normal stress 
<T„„ and the employed crack stiffness E i  (figure 5.7). If this strain component is 
less than its largest value previously registered at this point the point is unloading 
and convergence is assumed. If the strain is found to  be greater than the previ­
ously stored strain loading is assumed and a convergence criterion described here is 
enforced. The new stiffness E z  is obtained from the crack strain ei and the stress- 
strain relationship employed for the crack. The total area under the stress-strain








Figure 5.6: Post-Peak Convergence Path  in Concrete.
diagram for the crack is A, while the area under the stress-strain curve between 
E l  and E 2  is A i .  Convergence is assumed if the area A i  in the current iteration 
satisfies the relationship:
A i  <  A  * tolerance (5.14)
where the tolerance is typically 3-5%. If this not satisfied E z  is assumed to be the 
new stiffness and further iterations are carried out.
Great care is needed in employing the above criterion in the initial stages of an 
opening crack (figure 5.8). The change in the stiffness over successive iterations is so 
small that equation 5.14 would indicate convergence. However, the stress point has 
violated the crack strength fc t  as seen in figure 5.8. In this situation the convergence 
is rejected and a new stiffness E '2  is employed. This stiffness E '2  is obtained such 
that the area A z  under the stress strain curve between E i  and E '2  is obtained as :
A z  =  tolerance * A (5.15)
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Figure 5.7: Convergence Path in a Strain Softening Cracked Point.
More iterations are carried out until the stress point satisfies the constitutive 
law at the point.
5.6.1.3 Tension-stiflFening R esponse
The tension-stiffening strain Cj is obtained by transforming the global strains 
through the strain transformation matrix. If this strain component is less 
then its largest strain level previously registered a t this point the point is unloading 
and convergence is assumed. If the strain is found to be greater then the previously 
stored strain, loading is assumed, and a convergence criterion described here is 
enforced. The tension-stiffening strain ci is employed to compute the new stiffness 
E z  using the stress-strain relationship (figure 5.9). The total area under the stress- 
strain diagram is A. The area under the stress-strain curve between E i, the stiffness 
used in the current iteration, and E z  is Ai. Convergence is assumed if the following





Figure 5.8: Detection and Correction of Overshooting at a Cracked Point, 
relationship is satisfied.
j4i <  tolerance * A  (5.16)
If this criterion is violated then the new stiffness Fg is employed and more iterations 
are required.
In the initial stages the tension stiffness is relatively high and the above criterion 
may be easily satisfied. However, the stress point may overshoots the cracking 
strength as shown in figure 5.10. In this case the convergence is rejected and a new 
stiffness E 3  should be employed. E 3  is obtained such that the area A 2  enclosed 
between E i  and E 3  is given by:
A 2  =  tolerance * A (5.17)






Figure 5.9: Convergence Path at a Tension-Stiffening Point.
5 .6 .1 .4  R ein fo rcem en t R esp o n se
The global strain components obtained from displacements are transformed 
to the steel fibre orientation e„. If this strain component is less then the largest 
strain previously registered at this point the point is unloading and convergence is 
assumed. If the strain is found to be greater then the previously stored strain loading 
is assumed and a convergence criterion described here is enforced. Figure 5.11 shows 
the convergence procedure employed in the post-yield zone in steel. The stress in 
steel is obtained from the relationship <r, =  Fie„ where E i  is the secant stiffness 
employed in the current iteration. The new stiffness E 2  is obtained from £„ and the 
stress-strain diagram used for steel. If A is the total area under the stress-strain 
diagram for steel and A-i is the area under the stress-strain diagram between E \  and 
E 2 then convergence at the given sample point is assumed if the following criterion 
is satisfied;
A i  <  A *  tolerance (5.18)
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Figure 5.10: Detection and Correction for Overshooting at a Tension-Stiffening 
Point.
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Figure 5.11: Convergence Path in Steel in the Post-Yielded Zone.
If the stress point a ,  overshoots the ultimate stress <r„ then this convergence 
is rejected (figure 5.12). The new stiffness E 2 is obtained such that the area A 2  
between E i  and E '2 meets the following requirement:
A 2 < A *  tolerance (5.19)
5.6.2 N u m e ric a l A lg o rith m
The complete listing of the program along with sample input files are given in 
the appendix. A brief outline of the steps employed in the nonlinear algorithm are 
presented here.
1. For any given increment, the converged stiffness { K }  from the previous load 
increment and the current load vector [F] are used in equation 5.11 to solve 
for the displacements [Uj.





Figure 5.12: Detection and Correction for Overshooting in Steel.
2. From these displacements the total strains and total stresses are recovered at 
each sample point within each layer of each element.
3. Checks are made to determine the loading index at each point, within each 
rheological component based on the current strain and previously stored strain 
levels within each respective component. If this index indicates unloading, 
convergence is assumed.
4. If the loading index indicates the point is loading, the convergence criterion 
is employed to determine if the stiffness component is to be updated. If 
this is necessary then the convergence flag is set on and the stiffness matrix 
(equation 4.6) is reformulated at tha t point.
5. If each sample point within each layer of each element has been processed 
continue to step 6 else return to step 2.
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6. If the convergence flag is on, update the stiffness matrix { K }  and return to 
step 1 provided the maximum number of iterations are not exceeded. If the 
iteration count exceeds the majdmum allowable iterations (typically 50), go 
to step 8.
7. If convergence requirements have been satisfied, the results are printed. Re­
tu rn  to step 1 with the next load increment. If all load increments have been 
applied stop the process.
8. If iterations have been exceeded the unconverged results are printed and the 
process is stopped.
5.6 .3  Load Increm ent Size
To properly and efficiently capture the nonlinear behavior of reinforced con­
crete, it is necessary to keep the load increment size reasonably small. This provides 
a more accurate representation of the material behavior and requires fewer itera­
tions to converge at each load step. Large load steps may force nonlinear behavior 
in some regions of the structure that may have remained elastic due to the softening 
in other parts of the structure. Load increments of 1 to 3% of the ultimate load 
have been used in this study.
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Chapter 6
Numerical Studies and Discussion of Results
6 .1  In tr o d u c t io n
To demonstrate the capabilities of the analytical model for reinforced concrete 
proposed in this study a number of RC test specimen under the action of various 
loads have been examined. The details of these studies are reported in this chapter.
First, the material model parameters required to estabhsh the shape of the 
tension-stiffening spring, described in section 4.3, have been evaluated by analyzing 
a  number of test specimen subjected to uniaxial tension. Panel elements under the 
action of uniform membrane stress fields have been examined to highlight the influ­
ence of the different components of the analytical model in capturing the dominant 
response behavior.
Wall elements under the action of vertical and horizontal in-plane loads, ap­
plied proportionally and non-proportionally, have then been analyzed. Beam and 
slab components have also been analyzed to evaluate the model capabihties under 
the action of flexural and torsional loads. The load-deformation response, cracking 
patterns, stress and strain contours in concrete and steel have been examined to 
determine the dominant response characteristics and modes of failure of these spec­
imen. Appropriate comparisons with results from other investigations and the ACI 
code provisions have also been included.
100
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6 .2  R C  E le m e n ts  S u b je c te d  to  In -p la n e  L oads
6.2 .1  M em brane Loading W ith out Stress Gradients
6 .2 .1 .1  U niaxial Loadings
Uniaxial tension test specimen were selected for this study primarily to  estab­
lish the post cracking stress-strain response curves of reinforced concrete employed 
in the analysis. The criterion used for selecting test specimen included the shape of 
RC element, the percentage of reinforcement, the orientation of reinforcement and 
the m aterial properties of concrete and steel. To consider the influence of this broad 
range of parameters the examples were selected from RizkaUa and Hwang (1984), 
Shima et al. (1987), and Bhide and Collins (1987).
The parameters defining the shape of the tension-stiffening curve shown in 
figure 4.4, in section 4.3.1, were obtained by calibrating them to the uniaxial test 
results discussed here. The values of a , (3, 7 and S (figure 4.4) obtained were O.SCy, 
Cy, 0.35/cr, and 0.10/cr, respectively, where Cy is the strain in steel a t yield and / „  
is the cracking stress in concrete.
The dimensions and material properties of the test specimens is presented in 
table 6.1. Only a single shell element is used to model the specimen since the 
stress field is uniform. The cross-section of the RC specimen were modelled using 
the implicit layering procedure described in section 5.5.3. A single layer is used to 
model the concrete, while steel in each different direction is treated as an individual 
layer with the appropriate layer thickness. A 3x3x1 Gaussian numerical integration 
procedure has been employed to compute the stiffnesses of both concrete and steel. 
Figure 6.1 shows the tensile stress-strain behavior of a reinforced concrete bar Shima 
# 3  (specimen number), tested by Shima et al. (1987). The load deformation 
response of this bar is shown in figure 6.2. The analytical results obtained in the 
present study are also presented in these figures and are labeled as FEM l. Both the 
axial load-strain as well as the concrete tensile stress-strain response characteristics 
appear to  be well represented by the analytical prediction up to ultim ate. The 
oscillations in the tensile stress-strain response in the initial stages of the analysis is
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due to excessive reduction of the concrete stiffness and corrects itself with additional 
loading. The mode of failure was yielding of the steel. The ultimate load as reported 
in table 6.2 compares well with the experimental results.
Table 6.1: Dimensions and Material Properties of Uniaxial Tension Specimen
Concrete Reinforcement
Speci. Dimensions / ; < f t ptra-a. X tran. J y Orient.
Label (mm) (MPa) m mm m (MPa) (%) (MPa) (deg.)
Shima#3 2700x150x200 25.7 0.002 0.8 1. 610 0.0
Shima^^S 2700x250x250 25 0.002 1.6 1.47 820 0.0
Rizkalla7^2 762x305x178 34.5 0.002 2.9 1.47 453 0.0
PB13 890x890x70 23.4 0.002 1.48 1.085 403 0.0
Note: Initial Stiffness in Concrete is ^
Table 6.2: Results of Uniaxial Tension Tests on RC Specimen
Specimen











Shima # 3 6.10 Yielding 6.01 Yielding 1.4
Shima # 5 5.08 Yielding 4.82 Yielding 5.4
RizkaUa # 2 7.1 Yielding 6.55 Yielding 8.4
PB13 4.76 Yielding 4.70 Yielding 1.2
Specimen Shima # 5  (specimen number), tested by Shima et al.(1987), has 
also been analysed in this study. This specimen has a higher percentage of steel 
of 2%, compared to 1% in specimen Shima # 3 . The ultimate load obtained from 
the analyses and the experiment is reported in table 6.2. As expected, the increase 
in reinforcement percentage is reflected in a higher load carrying capacity. The 
tension-stiffening formulation employed in the analysis is not explicitly dependent 
on the percentage of reinforcement present in the specimen. However, the analytical
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Figure 6.1: Tensile Stress-Strain Response, Specimen Shima #3 .
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Figure 6.2: Axial Load-Deformation Response, Specimen Shima # 3 .
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Figure 6.3: Tensile Stress-Strain Response, Specimen Shima # 5.
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Figure 6.4: Axial Load-Deformation Response, Specimen Shima ^ 5 .
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prediction of the tensile stress-strain response and the the load deformation response 
is very close to the experimental result (figure 6.3 and 6.4). Thus, the use of a 
smeared representation of the reinforcement and tension stiffening for a single bar 
appears to be quite effective in simulating the load deformation responses.
While the tests conducted by Shima et al. (1987) were on RC bars, those con­
ducted by RizkaUa and Hwang (1984) and Bhide and Collins (1986) were done using 
RC panel elements. Figure 6.5 shows the tensile stress-strain response predictions 
for specimen RizkaUa ^ 2  along with the experimental results from RizkaUa and 
Hwang (1984). The analytical predictions closely foUow the experimental results 
up to failure. The axial load-deformation response for this specimen is shown in 
figure 6.6. The ultimate load is reported in table 6.2. Specimen PB13, tested by 
Bhide and Collins (1987), has also been analyzed in this study and the ultimate load 
is given in table 6.2. The tensile stress-strain response and the load deformation 
response for specimen PB13 is shown in figure 6.7 and 6.8 respectively.
The analytical model does not have any size dependent parameters built into it 
explicitly. However, the tensile stress-strain response obtained from the analytical 
model is quite satisfactory when compared with the experimental results. This 
would indicate that the the size and shape of the specimen do not appear to have 
influenced the tensile stress-strain response and that employing a smeared tension- 
stiffening layer to represent the transfer of stresses through bond is reasonable.
6 .2 .1 .2  G eneral In-plane Loading
In the preceding section, the capabihties of the analytical model in predicting 
the response of uniaxiaUy loaded tensile test specimen has been reported. In this 
section, its abihty to predict the response of test specimen under uniform general 
membrane stress fields is examined. Unless otherwise stated a threshold angle of 15° 
has been used, for the initiation of a new crack with respect to previously existing 
cracks, in these analyses. A single sheU element is used to  describe the specimen, 
since only uniform stress fields are present in these specimen. A 3x3x1 Gaussian 
numerical integration procedure has been employed for computing the stiffnesses of
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Figure 6.5: Tensile Stress-St rain Response, Specimen Rizkalla # 2 .
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Figure 6.6: Axial Load-Deformation Response, Specimen Rizkalla # 2.
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Figure 6.7; Tensile Stress-Strain Response, Specimen PB13.
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Figure 6.8: Axial Load-Deformation Response, Specimen PB13.
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the steel and concrete layers. The cross-section of the RC specimen were modelled 
using the implicit layering procedure described in section 5.5.3. A single layer is 
used to model the concrete, while each set of steel bars in a direction is treated as 
a  separate layer with the appropriate thickness.
P a n e ls  S I , S3, S5, S6 and  S7 
To study the influence of the orientation of the reinforcement and anisotropic ar­
rangement of the reinforcement on the accuracy of prediction of the analytical 
model, a  series of panel elements tested by Dyngland (1989) were selected in this 
study. This series of specimen consisted of three isotropically reinforced specimen 
(SI, S3 and S6) and two with anisotropic arrangement (S5, S7) of steel. The m a­
terial properties, type of loading and geometry of the test specimen is given in 
tables 6.3 and 6.4 These specimen were all loaded in uni-directional tension. Fig­
ures 6.9, 6.10 and 6.12 show the applied load deformation response of isotropically 
reinforced specimen SI, S3 and 86 respectively. The analytical predictions of the 
deformational response appear to closely follow the experimental results in each 
case indicating the use of tension stiffening in direction(s) skewed to the loading 
direction (also the direction of initial cracks) is reasonable.








PB19 Tension:Shear :: 1.01:1
PB20 Tension:8hear :: 2.04:1
PB21 Tension:Shear :: 3.08:1
PB22 Tension:8hear :: 6.09:1
Analytical predictions of the response of specimen S5, shown in figure 6.11, indi­
cates a good match with the experimental results of Dyngland (1989). As expected.
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Table 6.4; Dimensions and Material Properties of Membrane Elements
Concrete Reinforcement
Sped. Dimensions f'c < n p tr a n s . x tra n a .Jy p lo n g . j to n g .
Model (mm) (MPa) mm,. (MPa) (%) (MPa) (%) (MPa)
81^ 630x630x100 23.1 0.002 2.1 1.12 403 - -
S3' 630x630x100 21.8 0.002 2.1 1.12 403 1.12 403
S5' 630x630x100 22.9 0.002 2.1 0.59 403 1.12 403
S6= 630x630x100 24.3 0.002 2.1 1.12 403 1.12 403
87® 630x630x100 23.1 0.002 2.1 1.12 403 0.37 403
PB18^ 890x890x70 25.3 0.002 1.62 2.195 402 - -
PBlQi 890x890x70 20. 0.002 1.65 2.195 402 - -
PB2Q1 890x890x70 21.7 0.002 1.75 2.195 424 - -
PB2r 890x890x70 21.8 0.002 1.95 2.195 402 - -
PB22^ 890x890x70 17.6 0.002 1.75 2.195 433 - -
1: Reinforcement mesh at 0° to oading direction
2:Reinforcement mesh at 45“ to loading direction
3iReinforcement mesh at 18.4“ to loading direction
Concrete initial Stiffness ^
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Figure 6.9; Axial Stress-Strain Response, Specimen 31.
the rotation of the principal directions towards the weakly reinforced direction is 
observed in the analysis. This indicates tha t the development of the shear stresses 
on the crack surface, that are responsible for the rotation of the principal directions, 
are well represented by the crack interface shear model employed in this study.
Figure 6.13 shows the analytical prediction for specimen 87 together with the 
experimental result. While the ultimate load predicted for this specimen is close to 
the experimental one, the deformational response predicted is more flexible than the 
experimental results after initial cracking due to ‘global’ yielding of the reinforce­
ment in the weaker direction. One possible reason for the stiffer response observed 
in the experiment, is the resistance ofi’ered by the welds connecting the orthogonally 
reinforced bars (forming a mesh) to straining in the weak direction, which is not 
accounted for in the analysis. Thus, while the weaker direction yielded in the ex­
periment the strains registered in that direction were reduced compared with those 
obtained in the analysis.
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Figure 6.13: Axial Stress-Strain Response, Specimen S7
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Table 6.5: Results of Tests on Membrane Elements
Finite Element Analysis Experiment
Specimen Ultimate Failure Ultimate Failure % Error
Load Mode Load Mode
(MPa) (MPa)
81 5.0 Yielding 4.78 Yielding 4.6
S3 5.0 Yielding 4.84 Yielding 3.3
S5 2.76 Yielding 3.18 Yielding 13.2
86 5.0 Yielding 4.84 Yielding 3.3
S7 4.63 Yielding 4.57 Yielding 1.3
PB18 1.87^ (2.23)2 SUding 1.65 Shding 13.3
PB19 1.58^ (2.05)2 Shding 1.23 Shding 2&41
PB20 1.26 Sliding 1.41 Shding 10.6
PB21 1.37 Shding 1.38 Shding 0.7
PB22 0.97 SUding 1.01 Shding 3.9
1 : Threshold Angle 10°
2 : Threshold Angle 15°
Panel PB 21: Shear and Tension
Panel PB21, tested by Bhide and Collins (1987) is a uniaxially reinforced panel sub­
jected to simultaneous shear and tension. The material properties, geometry and 
loading information are given in table 6.3. The initial crack formed (defined by the 
crack normal direction) at an 18° skew with the reinforcing direction. Due to the 
lack of reinforcement in one direction, a significant shearing stress is generated on 
the crack plane to equilibrate the external forces in the unreinforced direction. This 
causes the principal loading direction to rotate rapidly towards the unreinforced 
(weak) direction, leading eventually to further cracking in a new direction and fail­
ure. In the analysis, these secondary cracks form at an inclination of nearly 34° with 
respect to the reinforcement. The shear stress-strain response, shown in figure 6.14 
indicates tha t the analytical prediction compares well with the experimental re­
sults. The tensile stress-strain response is shown in figure 6.18. The stress-strain 
response in the reinforcing direction, shown in figure 6.15, appears to be well rep­
resented by the analysis. The stress-strain response in the unreinforced direction
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(figure 6.16) shows that the analytical response is stiff compared to that observed 
in the experiment. While the initial response is controlled by the sliding behavior 
on the crack plane the formation of secondary cracks and the large straining in the 
unreinforced direction is the cause of ‘failure’. This indicates tha t beyond a certain 
skew between the crack direction and the reinforcement the crack response is like 
tha t of a plain concrete specimen and the influence of the reinforcement and the 
tension-stiffening on the load carrying capacity is neghgible. The load-maximum 
principal strain response is shown in figure 6.17. The variation in the direction of 
the principal stress and strain direction with appUed loads is shown in figure 6.19 
and 6.20 respectively. The analytical predictions of the rotations in the principal 
stress direction compares reasonably well with the experimental results. Thus, the 
crack interface shear stresses modelled by the aggregate interlock model, responsi­
ble for rotation of the principal stress directions, appears to be well represented. 
The severe rotation of the principal strain direction is not well simulated by the 
analysis. The reason for this is the delay in the formation of secondary cracks im­
posed by the minimum threshold angle (15°) requirement as discussed in section
5.3 (simulation of cracks). The experimental results indicate a rapid rotation of the 
principal strain direction after initial cracking and formation of secondary cracks at 
a load of l.OTMPa. The formation of secondary cracks is initiated only at a load 
of l.lTM Pa in the analysis. The ultimate load prediction and the experimentally 
obtained values, given in table 6.5, compare reasonably.
P an e l P B 1 8 : P u re  Shear 
Panel PB18 is a uniaxially reinforced panel subjected to pure shear load. The m ate­
rial properties, geometry and loading information are given in table 6.3. The initial 
cracks formation is at 45° to the reinforcing direction. Due to the lack of reinforce­
ment in one direction, a significant shearing stress is generated on the crack plane to 
balance the external forces in the unreinforced direction. This causes the principal 
loading direction to rotate rapidly towards the unreinforced direction, leading to 
further cracking and failure almost immediately after the first cracks are formed. 
This test conducted by Bhide and Collins (1987) is a case of extreme anisotropy. 
The shear stress-strain response is shown in figure 6.21. The analytical response is
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Figure 6.19: Principal Stress Direction vs. Axial Load, Specimen PB21
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Figure 6.20: Principal Strain Direction vs. Axial Load, Specimen PB21
shown for two allowable threshold angles established for crack formation. When 
the threshold angle is 15® the secondary crack formation is delayed significantly, 
resulting in a very stiif load deformation response. When the threshold angle is 
reduced to 10° the ultim ate load is reduced and the results are closer to tha t observed 
in the experiments. The tensile stress-strain response is shown in figure 6.23. The 
stress-strain response in the reinforcing direction, shown in figure 6.22, appears to 
be well represented by either analysis. This implies that beyond a certain skew 
between the cracks formed and the reinforcement the crack response is like that of 
a plain concrete specimen and the infiuence of the reinforcement on their response 
is negligible. The stress-strain response in the uncracked direction (figure 6.25) 
shows that the analytical response is stiff compared to tha t of the experiment. This 
indicates tha t while the initial response is controlled by the sliding behavior on the 
crack plane, the formation of secondary cracks and the large straining is the cause 
of ‘failure’. The load-maximum principal strain response is shown in figure 6.24.
The load-principal stress and strain direction responses are shown in figure 6.26
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and 6.27 respectively. Results of other tests conducted in this series by Bhide and 
Colhns (1987), specimen PB19 PB20 and PB22, are shown in table 6.5 along with 
the ultimate load prediction obtained in this study.
P a n e l P V 19: P u re  S h ea r
RC panel PV19 is an anisotropically reinforced panel element subjected to pure 
shear tested by Vecchio and Colhns (1982). The reinforcement in the transverse 
direction is lower (0.78%) compared to the longitudinal direction (1.78%). After 
cracking, this anisotropy causes the principal stress and strain directions to rotate 
toward the weaker direction as seen in figure 6.33 and figure 6.34 respectively. The 
increased straining along the weaker direction causes the transverse steel direction 
to yield as observed in figure 6.30. The longitudinal strain component increases very 
slowly and remains in the elastic range at failure (figure 6.29). The tensile stress- 
strain response from the tests, shown in figure 6.31, clearly shows that some tensile 
stresses are sustained by the concrete, even after yielding of the transverse steel. 
This is also reproduced in the analysis. After cracking, a large amount of the load 
transfer capacity is generated in the weaker direction through the crack interface 
shear stresses. However, with the rapid increase in loads, this interface shear transfer 
capacity is exhausted and a shear shding failure is predicted by the analysis FEM l 
(figure 6.28). The compressive stress-strain behavior obtained from analysis FEM l 
as seen in figure 6.32 clearly indicates that the capacity of the compressive strut is 
not exhausted. The analytical model FEM2 predicts crushing of the compressive 
stru t due to the strain-based reduction of the unieixial compressive strength (nearly 
40% reduction). The ultimate load predicted by FEM l is 4.0 MPa while FEM2 
predicted failure at 3.55 MPa. The experimental failure load of 3.9MPa (table 6.8). 
More significantly the failure mode observed in the experiment was of failure along 
the shear plane as predicted by FEM l. Premature crushing observed in FEM2, was 
caused by excessive softening and strength reduction of the compressive strut. 
P a n e l P V 27: P u re  S h ea r
RC panel element PV27 is an isotropically reinforced specimen {p =  1.75%) sub­
jected to pure shear.The shear stress-strain behavior is shown in figure 6.35.It is
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Figure 6.21: Load vs. Strain Response, Specimen PB18
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Figure 6.24: Load vs. Maximum Principal Strain Response, Specimen PB18
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Table 6.7: Dimensions and Material Properties of Membrane Elements
Concrete Reinforcement
Sped. Dimensions f t p t r a n t . X t rana .J y p l o n g . ^ l o n g .
Model (mm) (MPa) (MPa) (%) (MPa) (%) (MPa)
PV19 890x890x70 19.0 0.002 1.9 0.713 299 1.785 458
PV27 890x890x70 20.5 0.002 2.6 1.785 442 1.785 442
PV29 890x890x70 21.7 0.002 2.1 .885 324 1.785 441
CS6 630x630x100 20.96 0.002 1.5 1.12 500 1.12 403
Note: Concrete Initial Stiffness
Table 6.8: Results of Tests on Membrane Elements
Finite Element Analysis Experiment
Specimen Ultimate Failure Ultimate Failure % Error
Load Mode Load Mode
(MPa) (MPa)
PV19 4.04X3.48)' Sliding 3.95 Shding 2.2
PV27 7.62X6.19)' Crushing 6.25 Crushing 20.3
PV29 7.01X7.14)' Crushing 5.57 Crushing 20.5
CS6 19.93X19.2)' Crushing 18.89 Crushing 5.5^
1: FEM l Stress-Based Compressive Softening
2: FEM2 Strain-Based Compressive Softening
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Figure 6.31: Tensile Stress-Strain Response, Specimen PV19
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Figure 6.32: Compressive Stress-Strain Response, Specimen PV19
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Figure 6.34: Principal Strain Direction vs. Axial Load, Specimen PV19
interesting to see that the analytical model FEM2, which has a strain-based post­
cracking compression softening model, predicts the experimental response charac­
teristics better than the stress based model FEM l. The strain components in the 
longitudinal and transverse directions are shown in figure 6.36 and figure 6.37 re­
spectively. Both the analytical response simulations (FEM l and FEM2) are almost 
identical and are more flexible than the experimental response. The tensile stress- 
strain response shown in figure 6.38 shows a much more rapid reduction of stresses 
in each of the analyses when compared with the experimental response. The be­
havior of the analytical models in the compressive stress-strain direction are quite 
different (figure 6.39). The analytical results FEM2 compare very well with those 
of the experiment, while the analysis FEM l is very stiff.
A careful examination of the strength based failure criterion suggests that, with 
a rapid reduction of tensile stresses, larger compressive stresses are required to cause 
failure (crushing) as is seen in analysis FEM l. The strength reduction based on 
strains, is insensitive to the drop in tensile stresses observed in the cracked direction
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(figure 6.38). This suggests tha t some bond shp may be present, which also explains 
the occurrence of rather high tensile stresses observed in the experimental response 
even at high strain levels.
P an e l P V 29  : N o n p ro p o rtio n a l load ing  
PV29 is a an anisotropically reinforced panel element subjected to a nonpropor­
tional loading path. The panel was initially subjected to a pure shear load and 
then at a load of 3.9MPa a biaxial compressive load was introduced gradually along 
with the shear load. The tensile stress-strain paths shown in figure 6.40 for both 
the analyses FEM l and FEM2 compare very well with the experimental response. 
It is seen that the tensile stresses are nearly exhausted and the nonproportional 
load apphed at this late stage does not changing the behavior. However the strains 
in the transverse steel direction continue to grow very rapidly in the experiment, as 
seen from figure 6.41, even beyond yielding of steel. In the analysis the application 
of the compressive loads was found to arrest the strain increase and no yielding was 
registered. The strains in the longitudinal steel direction (which was the stronger 
direction) showed much better correlation with the experiment (figure 6.42). Both 
the compressive stress-strain response (figure 6.43) and the shear stress-strain re­
sponse (figure 6.44) indicate a stiffening after the application of the compressive 
loads. The reduction of tensile stresses causes the compressive stresses and the 
ultim ate load to be much larger in the analysis FEM l (ultimate load of T.lM Pa 
) when compared to the experimental results (S.BMpa). The analytical response 
FEM2 also appears to have a stiffer response and larger ultimate load(6.9MPa). 
The inherent path independency of the analytical model could be a reason for some 
differences. One possible explanation for the observed experimental response be­
havior is an improvement in the bond transfer capacity due to the apphcation of 
the lateral compressive loads. The analytical studies are calibrated based on uni­
axial test data without any lateral compressive loads present. An increase in bond 
transfer would possibly cause the transverse steel direction to yield as observed in 
the experiment, thus making the response more flexible.
P a n e l CS6: N o n -p ro p o r tio n a l L oad ing  
RC panel CS6 is a bi-axiaUy reinforced panel, subjected to non-proportional loads.
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Figure 6.35: Load vs. Shear Strain Response, Specimen PV27
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Figure 6.39: Compressive Stress-Strain Response, Specimen PV27
The specimen is initially subjected to cyclic tension along the transverse steel di­
rection, and then subjected to compression in the longitudinal direction keeping 
the tension in the transverse direction constant. The details of the geometry, m a­
terial properties, and loading of this panel, tested by Dyngland (1989), is given in 
tables 6.6 and 6.7. The tensile and compressive stress-strain response of this test 
specimen is shown in figure 6.45 and 6.46 respectively. While in the experiment 
the specimen was subjected to cycles of tensile loading, the analysis has been re­
stricted to monotonically increasing loads up to the experimental value (stage 1). 
From figure 6.45, it is observed tha t the experimental tensile stress-strain response, 
excluding the unloading/ reloading behavior, is similar to the analytically obtained 
results. On the application of compression in the longitudinal direction the strains 
continue to increase in the transverse direction (stage 2) . This behavior clearly 
indicates that some ‘Poisson’s eflFect’ is present even in cracked reinforced concrete 
and must be accounted for in analytical models. In the present study, this response 
has been obtained through the use of post-cracking couphng formulation described
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Figure 6.41: Load vs. Longitudinal Strain Response, Specimen PV29
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Figure 6.44: Compressive Stress-Strain Response, Specimen PV29
in chapter four. The analytical compressive stress-strain response prediction (FEM l 
and FEM2) shown in figure 6.46 also compares well with the experimental results. 
The ultimate loads are shown in table 6.8. The nonproportional loading path in 
this test specimen appears to be well represented by the analytical model.
6 .2 .1 .3  Sum m ary
A number of panel specimen subjected to  different membrane loadings have 
been analyzed to highlight the influence of the different post-cracking components 
of the analytical model, vis. cracking, tension-stiffening and its couphng effects, 
aggregate interlock and softening of the compressive strut. Based on the response 
predictions of these different specimen under uniform membrane loadings, the fol­
lowing observations can be made:
• The tension-stiffening model including its couphng effects is able to capture 
the response of most dominant characteristics reasonably well. The tensile
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Figure 6.45: Tensile Stress-Strain Response, Specimen CS6
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Figure 6.46: Compressive Stress-Strain Response, Specimen CS6
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stress-strain responses of specimen in the Dyngland (1989) study (SI, S3, 
S5, S6, S7), Bhide-Collins (1987) study (PB18, PB19, PB20, PB21, PB22) 
and the Vecchio Collins (1982) (PV19, PV27, PV29) study are indicative of 
its capabilities. The parameters used to describe the shape of the tension- 
stiffening spring are reasonable and have been used for the remainder of the 
present study. The tensile stress-strain response prediction for specimen CS6, 
tested by Dyngland (1989), clearly illustrates capabilities of the model in 
capturing the coupling effects after cracking.
o The aggregate interlock model has been able to capture the sliding compo­
nent of the deformational response adequately. The shear stress-shear strain 
response, the rotation of the principal stress direction and the transverse and 
longitudinal strain responses have aU been well represented by the analytical 
model.
•  The softening of the compressive strut has been examined using two different 
formulations. While the strain based softening formulation performs well in 
many of the analyzed specimens it has some inherent drawbacks. It suppresses 
the influence of bond-slip, e.g. specimen PV27, and predicts the compressive 
stress-strain response well, while the tensile stress-strain response prediction 
of the specimen is quite different from the experimentally obtained results. 
Strain based strength and stiffness reduction has also resulted in predicting 
prem ature crushing for some specimen, e.g. PV19. The stress-based softening 
of the cracked concrete compressive strut has resulted in stiff stress-strain 
responses in some problems. However, this formulation highlights the critical 
aspects of m aterial response behavior reliably and has been employed in the 
analytical model for the remainder of this study.
6.2.2 M em brane Loading w ith Stress Gradients: Shearwalls
Reinforced concrete shearwalls are commonly used in high-rise buildings to 
provide resistance to wind and earthquake loads. Walls are categorized into two
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classes in the AGI code: short walls (Height to  width ratio of one), that are pri­
marily designed to mobilize sufficient shear strength to resist loads, and tall walls 
(Height to  width ratios greater then 1.5) th a t are designed to sustain loads through 
their flexural capacities. The AGI code provisions are based on uniaxial strength 
properties of concrete. The amount of reinforcement required in the horizontal and 
verticEil directions are based on a failure mode resulting in the tearing of the tension 
zone near the base of the wall.
Recent experimental studies of shearwalls by Meder and Thurliniann (1985), 
and Leifas et al. (1990a) indicate tha t failure of these walls was due to significant 
spalling of concrete near the compression toe of the wall. To investigate the influ­
ence of the various parameters on the strength of shearwaU elements, Leifas et al. 
(1990a) varied a number of parameters between tests such as the uniaxial strength 
of concrete, percentages of vertical and horizontal reinforcement, and the amount 
of dead load present (Vertical loads were applied initially and kept constant) at the 
time of applying shear loads. From these tests, they concluded that the uniaxial 
strength properties of concrete was not sufficient to compute the flexural capacity 
of walls.
As expected the presence of vertical loads in the wall elements stiffened the 
horizontal load-lateral displacement response of the wall and also increased the 
ultimate load capacity of the walls. However, it did not seem to alter the mode of 
failure in these wall elements which was one of failure in the compressive toe region.
Analytical investigations of wall elements, by Wang et al. (1989) indicate that 
the failure of these elements was due to  crushing in the compression toe. In order 
to obtain the ultimate load of the experiments, these analyses were conducted using 
modified material properties. The uniaxial strength of concrete was increased and 
only the material in the portions of the wall near the compression region was per­
mitted to become nonlinear. The rest of the wall was treated as an elastic-cracking 
solid. This investigation concluded tha t some param eter other than cracking, post­
cracking nonUnearities, and the yielding of the reinforcement was responsible for 
the observed increase in strength. Analytical studies by Leifas et al. (1990b), 
indicates th a t in order to predict the increased strength observed in these walls.
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additional reinforcement representing confinement of the concrete, was included in 
the edge elements. The ultimate load was underestimated without this artificial 
increase in the reinforcement. They concluded that the height-to-width ratio and 
the amount of verticcd reinforcement was not properly accounted for in the current 
code recommended provisions for evaluating the shear strength of structural walls.
In the present study, four walls were selected, two from each experimental 
investigation. The material properties, dimensions of these specimen, and finite 
element mesh details are presented in tables 6.9 and 6.10 and figures 6.47 and 6.48. 
Instead of arbitrarily altering the strength or the geometric properties to obtain 
the experimentally observed ultimate load, emphasis was placed on isolating the 
dominant phenomenon leading to failure. The load-deflection response obtained 
in the analyses for each of the specimen are shown in figures 6.49 to 6.52. The 
experimental and analytical ultimate loads for these specimen are compared in 
table 6.11. The results indicate that the ultimate strength of the walls obtained 
in the analysis underestimate the experimental values by as much as 30%. The 
unconverged point indicated in the analysis (figure 6.49 to 6.52) is due to excessive 
crushing in the compression toe region which resulted in the inabihty of the analysis 
to continue the solution procedure. The deflected shape of the specimen is shown 
in figure 6.53. The mode of failure obtained in the analysis is by crushing in the 
compression toe. The compressive stress distribution within the specimen near the 
ultimate load is shown in figure 6.54. The compressive stresses near the toe were at 
about the biaxial compressive strength levels (1.16 / ') .  The cracking patterns near 
the ultimate load are shown in figure 6.55. The width of the flexural compressive 
zone reduces very rapidly near the ultimate. The horizontal and vertical steel stress 
distributions are shown in figures 6.56 and 6.57, respectively. The vertical steel 
had yielded in both tension and compression, while the horizontal steel stresses was 
quite small.
One of these wall specimen, SW21, was selected for a parametric study. The 
parameters investigated in this study were the different compression softening mod­
els in cracked concrete, the threshold angle for multiple cracking (changed from 30° 
to 90°), and the boundary condition at the base of the beam (changed from a fixed
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Figure 6.47: Dimensions of ShearwaJl Test Specimen
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Figure 6.48: Finite Element Mesh For ShearwaU Specimen
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base to a simple bolting of the beam to the base at four points, thus permitting 
movement at aU other points). The results of these analyses are also shown in fig­
ure 6.50. It is seen that none of these param eters appear to have influenced the 
load deformation-response or the ultimate mode of failure.
Table 6.9: Dimensions of ShearwaJl Test Specimens
Specimen Dimensions mm)
















































P h o r i z .
(%)
j h o T i z .
(MPa)
p v c r t .
(%)
j v e r t .
(MPa)
S W ll 44.5 0.002 4. 1.1 520 2.4 470
Sw21 36.38 0.002 4. 0.8 520 2.5 470
M aier#4 32.9 0.0023 3.4 1.03 565 1.05 565
M aier#9 29.2 0.0023 3.2 0.0 0.0 0.99 565.
The experimentaUy obtained strength of these waU specimen appear to have 
been signiflcantly enhanced possibly due to the development of triaxial compressive 
stresses in the compressive toe region. One possible explanation for the development 
of these stresses is the influence of the monolithic beam at the base of the wall 
resisting the development of lateral strains in the waU near the compression toe 
region. The triaxial stresses developed due to this could cause the increased strength 
and failure due to crushing and spalling of the concrete in the direction of the least 
compressive stresses. Another possibility is the presence of confining reinforcement 
in the beam and the waU edges which could contribute to the triaxial stresses. Even
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Table 6.11: Results of Tests on Shearwalls
Speci.
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Figure 6.49: Load Displacement Response of ShearwaU Specimen SW ll
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a smaU compressive stress of 5%/^ in the least compressive stress direction could 
increase the strength (triaxial compressive strength) of the specimen by as much as 
20% due to the triaxial state of stress. It has been speculated (Kotsovos, 1988) that 
the dilatation present near compressive failure at some points would be resisted 
by the neighbouring points that are cracked, enhancing the strength of the wall 
element. Another factor that may be partially responsible for the underestimation 
of the ultimate load of the walls is the strain hardening in steel. However, complete 
data  on the strain hardening properties of the reinforcement were not available and 
therefore not included in the analysis.
The ultimate strength predictions of these walls, in flexure and shear, using the 
ACI code are also shown in table 6.11. These results indicate tha t the estimated 
flexural capacity of these wall specimen, based on the ACI code, is exceeded in 
these tests. The contribution of the vertical reinforcement in sustaining the flexural 
loads has not been well accounted for in the ACI code. Further, truss analogy does 
not appear to be well suited for the analysis and design of shearwalls. The shear
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Figure 6.53: Deflection Profile, Specimen SW21
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capacity of these walls, predicted by the ACI code, considerably overestimate the 
strength of these wall specimen.
6 .3  R C  E le m e n ts  S u b je c te d  t o  O u t-o f-P la n e  L oad in gs
D elft Beam
This moderately deep beam, tested experimentally by Walraven (1978), belonged 
to a  group of beams tested to study the influence of beam depth on the shear 
strength of concrete. The beam was simply supported at the ends and subjected to 
concentrated loads at points 500mm on either side of the center. In the experiment 
it was observed that vertical cracks initially formed in the pure moment zone of the 
beam. As the loads were increased, new incUned cracks formed between the support 
and the loading point. It was reported tha t the final failure of the beam was due to 
the penetration of these inclined cracks deep into the compression zone resulting in 
a sudden failure. The material properties have been given in table 6.12. The beam 
geometry details are shown in figure 6.58 and the finite element mesh, along with 
the layering details are shown in figure 6.59.
In the present study this beam was analyzed using both the implicit layering 
procedure and the explicit layering procedure discussed in section 5.5. For the im­
plicit layering analysis eleven layers, ten concrete layers and one steel layer, were 
used to discretize the cross-section. The concrete layers adjacent to the steel layers 
were tension-stiffening layers (each 15mm thick) while the other layers were strain- 
softening layers. The fracture energy (?/ used in each strain-softening layer was 
60N /m  (deBorst and Nauta, 1985). The number of layers selected to discretize the 
cross-section is based on a previous study by Abdel-Rehman (1981), which con­
cludes that between six to ten layers was sufficient to capture the response behavior 
reasonably. For the first analysis a relatively coarse mesh of seven elements along 
the length was selected to model half of the beam, taking advantage of symmetry 
(figure 6.59), using the implicit layering procedure. A 3x3x1 Gaussian numerical 
integration procedure has been employed to compute the stiffness of both the steel 
and concrete layers. The load vs. deformational response (center point deflection) is
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shown in figure 6.60 along with the experimental results, and results from an analyt­
ical study by deBorst and Nauta (1985). It was found that at a load of nearly 70 KN 
the beam ‘failed’ due to lack of convergence. The analytical response obtained by 
deBorst and Nauta (1985) indicated a much higher load carrying capacity (nearly 80 
KN). They observed that in obtaining these results it was necessary to restrict the 
threshold angle required for the formation of multiple cracks at a point to 60°. The 
use of lower threshold angles (30°) resulted in a lack of convergence of the nonhnear 
procedure beyond a load of 70 KN. In the analysis with a refined mesh, deborst 
and Nauta (1985) observed a small reduction in the stiffness at a load of 70 KN but 
the ultim ate failure was due to yielding of the reinforcement leading to a collapse 
of the tied arch mechanism. In the present study, a refined mesh (12 elements) 
was employed and the analysis was repeated. The results of this are also shown in 
figure 6.60. In this analysis, at approximately 70 KN, a kink in the load-deflection 
response was observed. On increased loading, this instability point was passed and 
the beam was able to sustain additional loads, failing eventually at 77 KN due to 
yielding of the steel. The deflected shape of the specimen is shown in figure 6.63. 
The cracking pattern for this analysis is shown in figure 6.66. The initial vertical 
cracks were in the pure moment zone, but when the loading was continued, new 
inchned cracks developed between the support and the loading point. These cracks 
penetrated deep into the compression zone near the ultimate load. The compressive 
stress distribution at the top surface of the concrete is shown in figure 6.64. The 
stress distribution in the reinforcement near ultimate load is shown in figure 6.65. 
The concrete in-plane normal and transverse shear stress distribution through the 
cross-section of the beam are shown in figures 6.61 and 6.62, respectively, at a point 
1340mm from the support of the beam. As expected prior to cracking, the concrete 
normal stress distribution is linear while the transverse shear stress distribution is 
parabohc. At a load of 77KN (ultimate load), very small tensile normal stresses are 
present near the steel layer, and vanish completely in the lower two thirds of the 
beam cross-section due to cracking. Compressive stresses are mobilized in the top 
one third of the beam. It should be pointed out that the shear stresses plotted do 
not go up to the surface of the beam where they are expected to vanish.
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Table 6.12: Material Properties of RC Elements Subjected to Out-of-Plane Loadings
Concrete Reinforcement M e s h ^
Specimen f'c < n Pbottom fbottom Ptop / r
(MPa) mmmm (MPa) (%) (MPa) (%) (MPa)
ML9 44.4 0.0025 4.0 2 412 2 412
Delft B earri^ 35 0.002 2.5 0.77 440 0.0 0.0
Dudeck Slab 43.01 0.0027 2.0 0.69 670 0.297 670
Regan S lab l#2 24.8 0.002 2.5 1.2 500 0.0 0.0
1: Two way orthogonal reinforcement 
2: Bottom steel along Beam length only
: h  
1260
4= 1$20*2*16 1^20+13*14 
500 1^2004 = - H
SBCTIOS AA 
ALL DIMENSIONS IN am
Figure 6.58: Dimensions of Specimen Delft Beam
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Figure 6.59: F .E . Mesh and Layering details for Specimen Delft Beam
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Figure 6.60: Load Vs. Deflection Response, Specimen Delft Beam
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Figure 6.63: Deflection Proflle, Specimen Delft Beam, Implicit Layering.
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The deflected shape obtained in the analysis using expUcit layering is shown 
in figure 6.67. The compressive stress distribution on the top surface of the beam 
is shown in figurefig:cl52c. It is interesting to see tha t the stress distribution in 
the flexural zone is not uniform leading to localized crushing under the loads. The 
stress distribution in the reinforcement is shown in figure 6.69. The crack patterns 
from the explicitly layered analysis is shown in figure 6.70. These cracks initially 
develop in the pure moment zone but on subsequent loading some inclined cracks 
develop in the region between the support and the load. Some slightly inclined 
cracks appear at a few points in the pure moment zone. A possible explanation 
for this could be the relatively coarse mesh employed between the loading point 
and the center (two elements along the length). Thus some boundary effects could 
cause these shear stresses, especially after cracking. The point directly under the 
load indicates excessive cracking due to very high localized shear stresses. The load- 
deflection response from this analysis is shown in figure 6.60. Two different analysis 
were conducted using different amounts of fracture energy. The smaller amount 
of 60 N /m  resulted in premature crushing. But on increasing the fracture energy 
to  400 N /m  a slightly stiffer response was observed leading to localized crushing 
failure at nearly 80 KN. This clearly indicates tha t the explicit layering procedure 
is much more sensitive to the employed material parameters employed then the 
implicit layering procedure. In the present study, only implicit layering procedures 
was used for analyzing flexural test specimen.
T orsional E lem en t M L9 
In general reinforced concrete slab elements are subjected to flexural and torsional 
loads in the reinforcing directions. In lightly reinforced flexural elements a yield 
line analysis approach is able to predict the ultimate load with reasonable accuracy. 
In structural elements with large amounts of reinforcement (1.5% or more) such an 
analysis procedure results in unconservative estimates of the ultimate capacity. The 
reason for this is that crushing in concrete precedes the yielding in the reinforcement. 
As discussed in the proceeding sections, diagonally compressed concrete elements 
undergo considerable softening due to cracking (Vecchio and Collins 1982, 1986). 
In structural elements that are heavily reinforced, even the lower bound analytical
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Figure 6.67: Deflection Proflle, Specimen Delft Beam, Explicit Layering.
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Figure 6.68: Concrete Compressive Stresses-Top Surface, Specimen Delft Beam, 
Explicit Layering.
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Figure 6.69: Reinforcement Stresses, Specimen Delft Beam, Explicit Layering.





Figure 6.70: Cracking P attern , Specimen Delft Beam , Explicit Layering.
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approaches are questionable as they do not account for these effects. Marti e+ al. 
1987a, 1987b, tested a number of heavily reinforced slab elements (nearly 2%) under 
torsional loads. In this study one specimen from this series (ML9) was selected and 
analysed.
The m aterial parameters of the specimen is shown in table 6.12. The slab 
is a square of sides 1600mm and 200mm thick, having a reinforced mesh on the 
top and bottom  with a cover of 20mm. The torsional moments generated in the 
experiment by applying equal and opposite loads at adjacent corners were simulated 
analytically by applying uniform edge moments along the Une joining the mid points 
of the slab sides. Accordingly, the isotropic reinforcement mesh was rotated 45° 
(from its original 0° - 90° orientation). A single element was used to describe the 
specimen since the stress field is uniform. The implicit layering procedure was 
employed to model the cross-section with concrete and steel layers at appropriate 
positions. A total of fourteen layers were used to discretize the section, of which 
four layers represent the steel with appropriate orientations (45° and 135° to the 
loading), while the remaining layers were used to describe the concrete. A 3x3x1 
Gaussian numerical integration procedure was used to compute the stiffnesses of 
both concrete and steel layers. After cracking, tension stiffening was considered in 
only concrete layers adjacent to the steel meshes (two orthogonally placed adjacent 
steel layers) and were four layers in all. The thickness of the tension-stiffening layers 
is 20mm each. The remaining concrete layers were assumed to be strain-softening 
layers after cracking. Thus each concrete layer was approximately 20mm thick. A 
threshold angle of 15° for the initiation of new cracks, with respect to previously- 
existing cracks, was employed in the analysis.
The analytical prediction of the moment vs. the principal curvature for this 
specimen is shown in figure 6.71 along with the experimental results. The analytical 
prediction is reasonably close to the experimental results. The sudden increase 
in the curvature seen in the analytical response at a moment of 40 KN-m /m  is 
due to cracks propagating through the thickness of the slab element rapidly. The 
experimental results were not available at such small load increments. The mode 
of failure of this specimen was due to crushing of concrete on both slab faces and
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Figure 6.71: Moment vs. Principal Curvature, Specimen ML9
not due to yielding of steel, which is also observed in the analysis. The analysis 
predicted cracks penetrating to the central two layers (7 and 8) from each face of the 
slab tha t are mutually orthogonal. Thus, layers 7 and 8 cracked orthogonally and 
are in a state of biaxial tension. The neutral axis in each principal direction shifted 
to the level of the fifth layer from the compression face from its initial position at 
the center of the section. The load carrying capacity of the slab after cracking was 
mobilized in the outer four layers (1-4 and 11-14) in each principal direction.The 
ultim ate moment obtained in the present study was 95 KN m /m  applied along the 
edge of the slab versus an experimental value of 104.8 KN m /m . Marti et al. 1987a 
and 1987b, have also reported the ultimate values obtained from yield fine analysis 
(136 KN m /m ), lower bound (114 KN m /m ). Compression field theory (CoUins 
and Mitchell 1980, 92KN m /m ) and ACI (46.4 KN m /m ). It appears that the 
ACT code predicts an extremely conservative estimate of the ultimate load, while 
estimates based on either lower bound or yield line analysis are unconservative. The 
results based on the compression field theory (Collins and Mitchell 1980) and those
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obtained in the present study account for the compressive strength and stiffness 
reduction after cracking and are able to predict reasonable values of the ultimate 
load.
D udeck Slab SI
RC Slab S i was an isotopicaJly reinforced slab tested by Dudeck et al. (1978). This 
slab was supported only at the corners where the transverse deflection was restrained 
and loaded at the center by means of a concentrated load. Taking advantage of 
symmetry , one quarter of the slab was analyzed in this study. The dimensions, 
finite element mesh discretization and the details of the implicit cross-sectional 
layering procedure is presented in figure 6.72 and 6.73 respectively. The stiffness of 
concrete and steel layer was computed using a 3x3x1 Gaussian integration scheme. 
The material properties used in analyzing this specimen are given in table 6.12. A 
threshold angle of 30°, between any two cracks at the same point was employed for 
the analysis.
The load-deflection response obtained in the present study is shown in fig­
ure 6.74 along with the experimentally obtained results. Figure 6.74 also shows the 
analytical results obtained by Abdel-Rehman (1981) and Milford and Schnobrich 
(1984). Abdel Rehman (1981) employed a fixed crack model with a 30° threshold 
angle between cracks, while Milford and Schnobrich (1984) employed a rotating 
crack model in their study. The load-deflection response obtained in the present 
analysis is close to the experimental results up to yielding in the reinforcement. 
The analysis detected some localized crushing, resulting large number of iterations 
for convergence. Thus, the analysis was term inated at this stage (53KN- ‘ultimate 
load’). The ductility observed in the experimental results and other analytical in­
vestigations may also be due to strain hardening in the reinforcement. The deflected 
shape of the specimen is shown in figure 6.75. The crack patterns obtained in the 
present study are shown in figure 6.76 and the yielding of the reinforcement in the 
bottom layers is shown in figure 6.77and 6.78. The mode of failure obtained in the 
analysis was by yielding of the tension reinforcement. The ultimate load obtained in 
the present study is nearly 53KN, while the experimental value is 61.6KN. The fail­
ure loads obtained by Abdel Rehman (1981) and Milford and Schnobrich (1984) are
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Figure 6.72: Dimensions of Specimen Dudeck Slab Si
R eg an  S lab series  1 # 2  
This reinforced concrete slab, tested by Regan (1986), was simply supported at the 
four edges, having a  downward load applied at the center by means of a monolithic 
stud having dimensions 200mmx200mm. In this study the load was applied directly 
on the slab. The details of the geometry, the implicit layering details and finite
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Figure 6.73: F.E. Mesh and Layering Details for Specimen Dudeck Slab Si
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Figure 6.74: Load Vs. Deflection Response, Specimen Dudeck Slab Si
element mesh are shown in flgures 6.79 and 6.80. A 3x3x1 Gaussian numerical 
integration procedure was employed to compute the stiffness contributions of each 
steel and concrete layer. The material properties are given in table 6.12. The 
tension-stiffening layer, on each side of the reinforcement, had a thickness of 8mm. 
A threshold angle of 30® degrees was used in this analysis for the initiation of 
additional cracks with respect to previously existing cracks at the point. This slab 
belonged to a  series of slabs tested by Regan (1986) to determine the influence of 
various parameters on ‘punching’ failures in slabs near the column region. The 
reinforcement in this particular specimen was uniformly distributed across the slab 
in the tension zone. The load displacement response for this specimen obtained 
from the analysis is shown in figure 6.81 along with the experimental results. The 
mode of failure obtained in the analysis was concrete crushing in the top surface 
(compression) followed by yielding in the tension steel. No convergence could be 
obtained at this stage, as seen in figure 6.81. The deflected shape of the specimen 
is shown in figure 6.82 along with the undeformed shape.
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Figure 6.75: Deflection Profile, Specimen Dudeck Slab S i
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Figure 6.76: Cracking P attern , Specimen Dudeck Slab SI, B ottom  Surface.
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Figure 6.77: Yielding in Bottom  Reinforcement, Specimen Dudeck Slab S I, X Di­
rection.
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Figure 6.78: Yielding in Bottom  Reinforcem ent, Specimen Dudeck Slab S i, Y Di­
rection.
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Figure 6.79: Dimensions o£ Specimen Regan Slab 1 # 2
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Figure 6.80: F.E. Mesh and Layering Details for Specimen Regan Slab 1#2
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Figure 6.81: Load Vs. Deflection Response, Specimen Regan Slab 1#2
The flnal cracking pattern is shown in figure 6.83 and 6.84. The cracks near 
the ultimate load are shown over different cross sections of the slab. The loading 
in these tests was similar to an inverted column slab connection, resulting in large 
circumferentially and radially cracked region at the slab bottom surface. The size 
of these ring cracks are reduced near the mid surface of the slab cross section. 
This clearly indicates the development of the failure ‘cone’, typical of the punching 
mechanism. The cracks appear to reach the mid-surface of the slab. The minimum 
principal stresses on the compression face of the slab near ultimate is shown in 
figure 6.85. The stress distribution in the reinforcement is shown in figures 6.86 
and 6.87. The implicitly layered aneilytical solution appears to predict both the 
load-deflection response and the stress distribution adequately for this slab. In 
the experiments, Regan (1986) found tha t the variation in the distribution of the 
reinforcement had no influence on the load carrying capacity of the slabs. However, 
the deflection in slabs with reinforcement closer to the loaded area (connection 
region) was observed to be somewhat less. This indicates tha t the reinforcement in
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the ‘column strip ’ of the slab is a better measure of the percentage of reinforcement 
required in design as compared to using the entire slab width between column 
centerlines. The ultimate load for this slab obtained in the analytical study was 146 
KN (implicit layered analysis). This was approximately 84% of the experimental 
value of 176 KN. Regan (1986) also reported the predictions obtained from four 
different codes- British standard 8110, CPllO , ACI 318 and CEB-FIP. The critical 
failure sections considered for this analysis by Regan (1986), as per the different 
codes, for these prediction is shown in figure 6.88. The failure values obtained from 
these analyses are 178 KN (BS 8110), 172 KN (CP 110), 138 KN (ACI 318) and 
134 KN (CEB-FIP). Yield line analysis of this slab resulted in a failure load of 136 
KN as reported by Regan (1986). The values predicted by the British codes (BS 
8110 and CP 110) are based on larger failure zones, compared with the ACI and 
the CEB-FIP codes. Additionally the limiting shear stress at the failure zone is 
a function of only concrete strength in the ACI code, while the remaining codes 
include the contribution of the flexural reinforcement and the slab depth. The 
safety factors built into the respective codes were not considered for the purpose 
of this comparison. The analytical failure prediction obtained in this study, was 
about 10% higher than the yield line prediction indicating that the contribution 
of the compressive strength of concrete, which undergoes some strength reduction 
due to cracking, is significant. The failure mode appears to be ‘punching’ rather 
then yielding of the slab. The ACI and the CEB-FIP predictions are almost equal 
to tha t of the yield line analysis prediction. The predictions obtained using the 
British codes are much closer to the experimental value which could be due to  the 
larger critical failure section considered. The cracking patterns obtained in this 
study (6.83 and 6.84) indicated that the ‘failure surface’ is about 135mm from the 
face of the ‘column’ (loaded area), which corresponds to a value of 1.35 times the 
slab thickness (1.35d).
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Figure 6.82: Deflection Proflle, Specimen Regan Slab 1 # 2
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Figure 6.83: Cracking P attern , Specimen Regan Slab 1 # 2 , B ottom  Surface.
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Figure 6.84: Cracking P atte rn , Specimen Regan Slab 1 # 2 , Middle Surface.
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Figure 6.85: M inimum Principal Stress D istribution on the  Compression Face, Spec­
im en Regan Slab 1 # 2 , At the  U ltim ate Load.
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Figure 6.86: Stress D istribution in the Reinforcement, X-Direction, Specimen Regan 
Slab 1 # 2
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Figure 6.87: Stress D istribution in the Reinforcement, Y-Direction, Specimen Regan 
Slab 1 # 2
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6 .4  R C  S la b  E le m e n t  S u b je c te d  to  G e n e r a l L oad in g
Slab Elements examined up to this point in this study have been simply sup­
ported at the edges and subjected to an axial load in the central region, simulating 
a column slab connection. Such loadings results in either a ductile load-deflection 
response and failure due to yielding of the tension reinforcement (eg. Dudeck slab 
Si, where the reinforcement percentages are low), or a brittle crushing failure at 
the center of the slab characterized by punching of the ‘column’ through the slab 
along with a portion of the slab (eg. Regan slab 1 # 2  where reinforcement levels are 
moderately high). While design codes address the need to have design criteria to 
restrict the possibilities of brittle failures, they do not have provisions to account 
for the influence of ‘lateral restraint’ on the punching capacities of slabs, developed 
due to boundary restraint at the edges. In the experimental study conducted by 
Regan (1986) a group of slabs that were subjected combinations of uniform edge 
moments and a central axial load were examined. These slab specimen have a shape 
that is like a cross in plan, with a 1.73m square central panel and projections of 
635mm on each side. The details and other dimensions are provided in figure 6.89. 
An upward load was appHed at the center of the slab by means of a 160mm square 
plate, while downward hue loads were applied at the sides of a 1.83m square. The 
assembly is supported by means of rollers 457mm beyond the downward hne load. 
By adjusting the ratios of the downward hne load and the upward central load vari­
ous levels of restraining moment were generated along the sides of the 1.83m square. 
This moment to load ratio was kept constant through the test for each slab, while it 
was varied between slabs. In this study one specimen from this series was analyzed 
with the moment per unit width to load ratio ( ^ )  of 0.036. One quarter of this 
specimen has been analyzed using the implicit layering procedure, taking advantage 
of symmetry. The details of the finite element mesh are provided in figure 6.90. The 
material properties of the constituents are given in table 6.13. A threshold angle 
of 30° for the initiation of new cracks with respect to previously existing cracks 
was employed for this analysis. The central square portion of the slab having 
an orthogonal mesh reinforcement at both the top and bottom  region of the slab
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Figure 6.89: Dimensions of Specimen Regan Slab 4#3
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Figure 6.90: F.E. Mesh Details for Specimen Regan Slab 4#3
(cover of 23mm on each face) was represented using ten layers, four steel and six 
concrete layers. The projections of the slab, marked ABCD and DEFG respectively 
in figure 6.89, was uni-directionally reinforced at both the top and bottom surface 
(effective cover of 23mm) respectively. These portions of the slab were represented 
by eight layers through the cross section, two steel and six concrete layers. The 
tension-stiffening layer, one on each side of the steel mesh, was 8mm thick.
Figure 6.91 shows the load vs. strain response on the compressive surface of 
the slab, at a point on the diagonal 95mm from the central loading. The average 
rotations of the top surface (calculated with respect to the deflection at the center 
of the slab) with increasing loads is shown in figure 6.92. The deflection profile is 
shown in figure 6.93. The cracking pattern at 30% of the experimental ultimate 
load is shown in figure 6.95 and 6.96. The analytical results were obtained up to 
50% of the experimentally observed ultimate. However, at this stage the number 
of cracks initiated increased significantly and the analytical procedure was termi­
nated as it became computationally cost prohibitive. The load strain response and
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the load rotation response indicate that the analytical model is close to the ex­
perimental results. One possible reason for the increased flexibihty and excessive 
cracking observed in the load-strain response in the analysis is a reduced partici­
pation of the tension-stiffening response. This may be due to a very thin layer of 
concrete (8mm) being considered as a tension-stiffening layer on either side of the 
reinforcement. The crack patterns indicate that due to the upward central load, 
radial and circumferential cracks are seen in the top surface of the slab near the 
center. The lower surface has flexural cracks along the line of action of the down­
ward loads. The compressive stresses in the bottom surface of the slab is shown 
in figure 6.94. Experimental evidence presented by Regan (1986) indicated that 
even for small ratios of edge moment to punching load, the punching strength of 
the slab elements increased by as much as 25capacity when no boundary restraints 
were placed. The analytical model was able to predict the dominant deformational 
response characteristics up to half the ultimate load.
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Figure 6.91: Load Vs. Strain Response, Specimen Regan Slab 4#3, At Corner of 
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Figure 6.92: Load vs. Rotation Response, Specimen Regan Slab 4#3, At Point 
Outside Central Load (x=280mm and x=480mm)
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Figure 6.93: Deflection Profile, Specimen Regan Slab 4 # 3
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Figure 6.94: Compressive Stress D istribution, Specimen Regan Slab 4 # 3 , Bottom  
Surface
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Figure 6.95: Cracking P a tte rn , Specimen Regan Slab 4 # 3 , Top Surface.
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Figure 6.96: Cracking P attern , Specimen Regan Slab 4 # 3 , Bottom  Surface.
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Chapter 7 
Summary and Conclusions
7.1  S u m m a ry
A three dimensional nonlinear inelastic finite element model for the analysis 
of reinforced concrete structures has been developed in this study. The treatm ent 
of concrete prior to cracking is simulated using a nonlinear elastic secant stiffness 
formulation proposed by Ottosen (1979). A strength envelope proposed by Ottosen 
(1977) has been employed in conjunction with this formulation to detect failure in 
concrete. The stress-strain response of concrete has been ratified in the present 
study by comparing the analytical results with available test data on concrete re­
sponse to multiaxial states of stress. Steel has been simulated by employing an 
elasto-plastic formulation with possible strain-hardening, having uniaxial stiffness 
properties.
Cracking in Concrete has been simulated using a non-orthogonal multiple crack­
ing formulation proposed by deBorst and Nauta (1985). The plain concrete stress- 
strain response after cracking has been simulated using a bilinear curve in the crack 
normal direction, similar to that employed by Rots et al. (1985). To include the 
tension-stiffening effects in cracked reinforced concrete, a stress strain relationship 
in each reinforcing direction (considered as part of concrete), has been developed in 
the present study. For the simulation of aggregate interlock response in reinforced 
concrete, a variable crack interface shear stress-strain response which simulates the 
effects of shear-friction has been proposed in this study. The reduction in the stiff­
ness of the cracked concrete compressive stru t, observed in tests by Vecchio and 
CoUins (1982), has been considered in this study. Two formulations to simulate 
these effects have been employed in this study: one based on strains proposed by 
Vecchio and Collins (1982,1986) and a second one based on stresses advanced in 
this study.
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To simulate the variations in material properties through the cross-section of 
an RC component, two cross-sectional layering schemes have been employed. One 
formulation is based on implicit procedures, similar to that by Figueras and Owen 
(1983), while the other is based on explicit procedures proposed by Barzegar (1989).
The capabilities of the analytical model developed in this study have been 
examined by analyzing the response of RC panels, walls, and slab specimen under 
the action of various loads.
7.2  C o n c lu s io n s
The tension-stiffening formulation including its coupling effects proposed in 
this study is able to represent the post-cracking tensile stress-strain response of 
reinforced concrete test specimen adequately. The panel elements analyzed in the 
present study indicate that this formulation is invarient with respect to transfor­
mations (panels SI, S3, S6, - Dyngland, 1990) and size effects (bars Shima #3 , 
Shima # 5 , - Shima 1987; panels PB13, - Bhide and Collins 1987, Rizkalla # 2 , - 
Rizkalla and Hwang 1984). The representation of tension-stiffening effects in each 
steel direction, instead of in the crack normal direction, ensures that tensile stresses 
are transferred through the concrete even after the reinforcement in some direc- 
tion(s) have yielded (PV19 - Vecchio and Collins 1982). The present formulation is 
simple and depends only on uniaxial properties of concrete and steel.
The compressive stress-strain response of the cracked concrete stru t is weU 
represented by the stress-based strength and stiffness reduction procedure proposed 
in this study. The strain-based procedure (Vecchio and Collins 1982) tends to 
overestimate the reduction of strength of the strut (PV19). In addition, the strain- 
based procedure cannot detect the presence of bond slip (PV27, PV29 - Vecchio 
and Collins 1982).
The representation of the crack interface shear stress-strain response, using a 
variable shear stiffness procedure, proposed in this study is adequate for capturing 
the response of RC test specimen. The suitability of this model is demonstrated by 
simulating the response of uniaxially reinforced specimen (PB18 to PB22 - Bhide
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and Collins 1987), where the role of the crack interface shear stiffness in capturing 
the dominant response behavior is significant.
The layering procedures implemented in this study, both implicit and explicit, 
have been adequate in tracing the nonlinear response behavior through the depth 
of reinforced concrete specimen. The distribution of stresses through the cross- 
section is well represented by the implicit layering procedure, even for a moderately 
thick specimen, and is suitable for inclusion in material model computations. The 
explicit layering procedure introduces a  flexibility through the cross-section due to 
additional degrees of freedom. This may be im portant for very thick cross-sections. 
However, the ultimate loads of the reinforced concrete specimen analyzed in this 
study do not appear to be altered significantly due to this shear flexibility (Delft 
Beam - Walraven 1978), indicating th a t the implicit layering procedure is suitable 
for nonlinear analysis to predict the ultim ate loads. For thin specimen the implicit 
layering procedure is able to predict the displacements and strains reasonably.
The investigations in the present study indicate that the analysis and design of 
reinforced concrete shear walls, which are based on uniaxial properties of concrete 
and steel, are inadequate in estimating the ultim ate loads. It appears that the 
multiaxial states of stress present in the compression region of the wall need to be 
considered in the design of shear walls.
The response of RC flexural and torsional specimen in the analyses clearly 
highlights the role of the reduced compressive strength of cracked concrete in alter­
ing the ultimate load, the load-deformational response and the mode of failure in 
these specimen (ML9 - Marti et al. 1987; slab SI - Duddeck et al 1978; Regan Slab 
12 and 43 - Regan 1986). Analysis procedures such as the yield line and the lower 
bound theory do not account for this nonlinearity and are thus unable to estimate 
the ultim ate load adequately.
The influence of lateral restraint on the response of slab elements, in particular 
their “punching capacity” , is well represented by the analysis in the present study up 
to a  point. The code provisions do not account for the effect of boundary restraints 
in estimating the ultimate capacity of connection elements.
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More investigations are needed to evaluate all the parameters influencing the 
load transferring capacity of the connection regions.
7.3  R e c o m e n d a t io n s  for F u tu r e  W ork
Based on the present study, some of the areas where some further work needs 
to be done are identified below:
1. Experimental studies need to be conducted to determine the influence of lat­
eral confinement on the tensile stress-strain response of RC test specimen. 
This would provide data to simulate ‘tension-stiffening’ at various levels of 
lateral confining stresses.
2. Develop models to consider the influence of shear dilatancy on the stress- 
strain response of reinforcement and tension-stiffening response. The present 
study considers the influence of the confining pressure due steel and tension- 
stiffening ‘bond’ on the crack interface shear response (shear-friction).
3. Develop numerical procedures that enable the use of larger load increment 
sizes, for use in secant stiffness models. This may involve a procedure to 
prevent artificial softening because of the iterative approach.
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Appendix A 
Flow Chart










UPDATE STIFFNESSRECOVER STRESS AND STRAIN
PRE-PROCESS 
INPUT DATA
SETUP LOAD £ STIFFNESS VECTORPRINT RESULTS FORPOST•PROCESSING
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Appendix B 
Sample Input Data File
aFP='CERm.DE5ELA» VOLSER=*USER07' KEEP ! HAHES OF OUTPUT FILES
SCFP = «CERAMA.DEÏELA» ! NAMES OF SCRATCH FILES STATUS KEEP
BEGIN ! SETUP INPUT FILES FOR PROCESSING
DIMENSION 3 ! 3 D PROBLEM
LINEAR ! GEOMETRIC LINEARITY
SYMMETRIC ! SYMMETRIC SOLVER
INCREMENTS 40 FRACT 0 .4 0 0 0 ITERATIONS 80 ICKNTR 20 INCREMENTS, LOAD FRACTION
INCREMENTS 35 FRACT 0 .5 0 0 0 ITERATIONS 80 ICKNTR 20 NUMBER OF ITERATIONS
INCREMENTS 35 FRACT 0 .5 5 0 0 ITERATIONS 80 ICKNTR 20 CRACK OUTPUT EVERY 20
INCREMENTS 30 FRACT 0 .6 0 0 0 ITERATIONS 80 ICKNTR 20 STEPS.
INCREMENTS 40 FRACT 0.7000 ITERATIONS 80 ICKNTR 20
INCREMENTS 40 FRACT 0.8000 ITERATIONS 80 ICKNTR 20
INCREMENTS 35 FRACT 0.9000 ITERATIONS 80 ICKNTR 20
INCREMENTS 30 FRACT 1.0000 ITERATIONS 80 ICKNTR 20
MATERIAL 1 TYPE 4 ! MATERIAL TYPE 4 REINFORCED CONCRETE
ELEMENT 1 TO T TYPE 3408 MATERIAL 1 THICK 6 0 .0  '.ELEMENT TYPE AND PROPERTY 
ELEMENT 8 TO 42 TYPE 3408 MATERIAL 1 THICK 7 8 .0
CAEDS ' CERAMA. DENBEL.UNV' ÎCAEDS UNIVERSAL FILE PROCESSED FOR NODES AND ELEMENTS 
LOADS Î LOADING TYPE AND INFORMATION 
NODE 216 FZ -1 3 3 3 3 .3  
NODE 217 FZ -5 3333 .3  
NODE 218 FZ -1 3 3 3 3 .3
END
OUTPUT 1 DISPLACEMENTS REACTIONS CONCRETE ! OUTPUT INFO FOR REINFORCED CONCRETE 
ELEM 1 TO 42 DONE NODE 1 TO 228 DONE END ! AT SPECIFIC ELEMENTS AND NODES 
RCPREP ! CALL TO MATERIAL MODEL INPUT PROCESSOR 
SECANT ! SECANT MODEL
MATERIAL i MATERIAL 1 TYPE -  E.G. CONCRETE AND INFORMATION 
CONCRETE
E 2 8 0 0 0 .0  HU 0 .2 0  FC 2 8 .0  FT 2 .60  EPSC 0 .0 0 2  EPSU 0 .0 0 3 0  DSOFT 0.0001
BSHR 0 .9 9  GF 0 .4 0  NUF 0 .4 5  BETAA 0 .8  FCSIG 0 .8 5  ATHSTA 6 0 . TSFLAG -9 9 .0
TSTERM 0 .0 0 3  TOLER 10 . TSTIFG 1 CSDFTN 2
MATERIAL ! MATERIAL 2 TYPE -  STEEL AND INFORMATION
STEEL
E 2 1 0 0 0 0 .0  NU 0 .0  YEILD 4 4 0 .0  AHARD 0 .001  EPSBRK 0 .0 2 2
ELEM 1 TO 7 ! LAYERING INFORMATIGN-NUMBER OF INTERNAL LAYERS AND DESCRIPTION
INTLYR 5 ! FOR THE ABOVE GROUP OF ELEMENTS E.G . 1 TO 5.
LMAT 1 LTHICK 13 .45  ZI -2 3 .2 7 5  HIPXI 3 HIPETA 3 HIPSI 2 {MATERIAL NUMBER,
ORIENT 1 .0  0 .0  0 .0  0 .0  1 .0  0 .0  0 .0  0 .0  1 .0  • LOCATION ZI,HD. OF GAUSS PTS. ,
LMAT 1 LTHICK 15 .00  ZI -9 .0 5  HIPXI 3 HIPETA 3 HIPSI 2 {ORIENTATION OF LAYER ETC.
ORIENT 1 .0  0 .0  0 .0  0 .0  1 .0  0 .0  0 .0  0 .0  1 .0
LMAT 2 LTHICK 3 .1  ZI 0 .0  NIPXI 3 HIPETA 3 NIPSI 2
ORIENT 1 .0  0 .0  0 .0  0 .0  1 .0  0 .0  0 .0  0 .0  1 .0
LMAT 1 LTHICK 15 .00  ZI 9 .0 5  HIPXI 3 HIPETA 3 HIPSI 2
ORIENT 1 .0  0 .0  0 .0  0 .0  1 .0  0 .0  0 .0  0 .0  1 .0
LMAT 1 LTHICK 13 .45  ZI 23 .2 7 5  HIPXI 3 HIPETA 3 NIPSI 2
ORIENT 1 .0  0 .0  0 .0  0 .0  1 .0  0 .0  0 .0  0 .0  1 .0
DONE
ELEM 8 TO 42 ! REMAINING ELEMENTS HAVE ONE LAYER OF TYPE 1 -CONCRETE
INTLYR 1
LMAT 1 LTHICK 7 8 .0 0  ZI 0 .0  NIPXI 3 NIPETA 3 NIPSI 2
ORIENT 1 .0  0 .0  0 .0  0 .0  1 .0  0 .0  0 ,0  0 .0  1 .0
DONE
END
CONSTRAINT I MULTIPOINT CONSTRAINING DONE EXTERNALLY.
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STACK ELEM 36 TO 1 BY -7 DOME STOP ! COULD ALSO BE DOME FROM WITHIH CAEDS
STACK ELEM 37 TO 2 BY -7 DOME STOP
STACK ELEM 38 TO 3 BY -7 DOME STOP
STACK ELEM 39 TO 4 BY -7 DOME STOP
STACK ELEM 40 TO 5 BY -7 DOME STOP
STACK ELEM 41 TO 6 BY -7 DOME STOP
STACK ELEM 42 TO 7 BY -7 DOME STOP
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O.OOOOOE+OO 6.68500E -01 
6 .6 1 500E-01 1 . OOOOOE+OO
6 .6 1 500E-01 1 . OOOOOE+OO
- 1  




0 . OOOOOE+OO 4 . 98500E-01 
5.01500E -01 l.OOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOE+OO 4 .98500E -01 






0 . OOOOOE+OO 0 . OOOOOE+OO 


















































- 1  









- 1  








0 . OOOOOE+OO 6 . 60000E-01 









2 2 0 
0 . OOOOOE+OO 0 . OOOOOE+OO 
l.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
2 2 0 
0 . OOOOOE+OO 0 . OOOOOE+OO 






0 . OOOOOE+OO 3 . 30000E-01 0 . OOOOOE+OO
-1 
- 1  
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960LDEB_0RAI6E 






































0 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+00 



















0 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+00 
0 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+00 
1 8  1 
0 1 0
0 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+00 
0 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+00 
1 8  1
0 1 0
0 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+00 
0 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+00 
1 8  1 
0 1 0
0 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+00 
2 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+02
0 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+00 
0 .0000000OOOOOOOOOD+00 
1 0
0 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+00 
0 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+00 
1 0
0 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+00 
0 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+00 
1 0
0 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+00 
0 .0000000OOOOOOOOOD+00
1 '  0
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2 .0500000000000000D+03 















2 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+02 
1 8  1 
0 1 0
2 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+02 
2 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+02 
1 8  1 
0 1 0
2 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+02 
2 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+02 
1 8  1 
0 1 0
0 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+00 
0 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+00
1 0  0
0 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+00 
0 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+00
1 0  0
O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+OO 
0 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+00
1 0  0
0 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+00 




2 . 9000000000000000D+02 




1 . 5500000000000000D+03 
1 . 5500000000000000D+03 
- 1
2 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+02 
0 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+00 
1 8  1 
0 1 0
0 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+00 
2 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+02 
1 8  1 
0 1 0
0 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+00 
2 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+02
0 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+00 
0 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+00
1 0  0
0 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+00 
0 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+00
1 0  0



































1 7  2
0 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+00 
1 7  2
0 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+00 
1 7  2
0 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+00 
1 7  2
0 . OOOOOOÛÔOOOOOOOOD+00 
1 7  2
2 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+02 
1 7  2
2 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+02 
1 7  2
2 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+02 
1 7  2
2 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+02
0 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+00 
0 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+00 
0 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+00 
0 . OOOOOOOOÔOOOOOOOD+00 
0 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+00 
0 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+00 
0 , OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+00 
0 . OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOD+00
O.OOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOE+OO l.OOOOOOE-35 l.OOOOOOE-35 
l.OOOOOOE-35 O.OOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOE+OO





















































7.820000E+03 l.OOOOOOE-35 3 .610000E -06 l.OOOOOOE-35 
l.OOOOOOE-35 O.OOOOOOE+OO 2.480000E+08 O.OOOOOOE+OO 
O.OOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOE+OO l.OOOOOOE+00 







































































































1 1 2  1 
1 . 4S000E+02 0 . OOOOOE+OO 0 . OOOOOE+OO
1
2 2 3 1
9 . 20000E+02 0 . OOOOOE+OO 0 . OOOOOE+OO
2
3 3 4 1
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19 0 0 11 1.077BO0E+03 2.000000E+02 O.OOOOOOE+OO
20 0 0 11 1.077BO0E+O3 O.OOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOE+OO
21 0 0 11 1.23B0O0E+03 2 .OOOOOOE+02 O.OOOOOOE+OO
22 0 0 11 1.23BOO0E+O3 l.OOOOOOE+02 O.OOOOOOE+OO
23 0 0 11 1.23B000E+03 O.OOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOE+OO
24 0 0 11 1.392BO0E+03 2 . OOOOOOE+02 O.OOOOOOE+OO
25 0 0 11 1 .392BO0E+03 O.OOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOE+OO
26 0 0 11 l.BBOOOOE+03 2 . OOOOOOE+02 O.OOOOOOE+OO
27 0 0 11 1 . BBOOOOE+03 1 . OOOOOOE+02 O.OOOOOOE+OO
28 0 0 11 1 .BBOOOOE+03 O.OOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOE+OO
29 0 0 11 1.67B0O0E+03 2 . OQOOOOE+02 O.OOOOOOE+OO
30 0 0 11 1.67B0O0E+03 O.OOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOE+OO
31 0 0 11 1.800000E+03 2.000000E+02 O.OOOOOOE+OO
32 0 0 11 1.800000E+03 l.OOOOOOE+02 O.OOOOOOE+OO
33 0 0 11 1.800000E+03 O.OOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOE+OO
34 0 0 11 1.92BOOOE+03 2.000000E+02 O.OOOOOOE+OO
3B 0 0 11 1 . 92B0O0E+03 O.OOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOE+OO
36 0 0 11 2.0BOOOOE+03 2 . OOOOOOE+02 O.OOOOOOE+OO
37 0 0 11 2.0B0000E+03 l.OOOOOOE+02 O.OOOOOOE+OO
38 0 0 11 2.0BO0O0E+03 O.OOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOE+OO
39 0 0 11 O.OOOOOOE+OO 2.000000E+02 6.900000E+01
40 0 0 11 O.OOOOOOE+OO l.OOOOOOE+02 6.900000E+01
41 0 0 11 O.OOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOE+OO 6.900000E+01
42 0 0 11 1.4B0000E+02 2.000000E+02 6.900000E+01
43 0 0 11 1 .4BOOOOE+02 O.OOOOOOE+OO 6 . 900000E+01
44 0 0 11 2.900000E+02 2 .OOOOOOE+02 6.900000E+01
4B 0 0 11 2 . 900000E+02 1 . OOOOOOE+02 6.900000E+01
46 0 0 11 2.900000E+02 O.OOOOOOE+OO 6.900000E+01
47 0 0 11 4.47B000E+02 2.000000E+02 6.900000E+01
48 0 0 11 4.47BOOOE+02 O.OOOOOOE+OO 6 . 900000E+01
49 0 0 11 6 . OBOOOOE+02 2.000000E+02 6.900000E+01
50 0 0 11 6.OSO00OE+02 l.OOOOOOE+02 6.900000E+01
51 0 0 11 6.0BOOOOE+02 O.OOOOOOE+OO 6.900000E+01
52 0 0 11 7.62BOOOE+02 2 .OOOOOOE+02 6.900000E+01
53 0 0 11 7.62B000E+02 O.OOOOOOE+OO 6.900000E+01
54 0 0 11 9.200000E+02 2 . OOOOOOE+02 6.900000E+01
55 0 0 11 9.200000E+02 l.OOOOOOE+02 6.900000E+01
56 0 0 11 9.200000E+02 O.OOOOOOE+OO 6.900000E+01
57 0 0 11 1 . 077500E+03 2.000000E+02 6.900000E+01
58 0 0 11 1 . 077S00E+03 O.OOOOOOE+OO 6.900000E+01
59 0 0 11 1.235000E+03 2 . OOOOOOE+02 6.900000E+01
60 0 0 11 1.235000E+03 1 . OOOOOOE+02 6.900000E+01
61 0 0 11 1 .235000E+03 O.OOOOOOE+OO 6 . 900000E+01
62 0 0 11 1.392500E+03 2.000000E+02 6.900000E+01
63 0 0 11 1.392B0OE+03 O.OOOOOOE+OO 6.900000E+01
64 0 0 11 1.5B000OE+O3 2.000000E+02 6.900000E+01
65 0 0 11 1.550000E+03 l.OOOOOOE+02 6.900000E+01
66 0 0 11 1 .550000E+03 O.OOOOOOE+OO 6 . 900000E+01
67 0 0 11 1.675000E+03 2. OOOOOOE+02 6.900000E+01
68 0 0 11 1 .675000E+03 O.OOOOOOE+OO 6 . 900000E+01
69 0 0 11 1.800000E+03 2.000000E+02 6.900000E+01
70 0 0 11 1.800000E+03 l.OOOOOOE+02 6.900000E+01
71 0 0 11 1 .800000E+03 O.OOOOOOE+OO 6 . 900000E+01
72 0 0 11 1 .925000E+03 2.000000E+02 6.900000E+01
73 0 0 11 1 .925000E+03 O.OOOOOOE+OO 6 . 900000E+01
74 0 0 11 2.0SOOOOE+03 2.000000E+02 6.900000E+01
75 0 0 11 2 . 050000E+03 l.OOOOOOE+02 6.900000E+01
76 0 0 11 2 . 050000E+03 O.OOOOOOE+OO 6.900000E+01
77 0 0 11 O.OOOOOOE+OO 2 . OOOOOOE+02 1.470000E+02
78 0 0 11 O.OOOOOOE+OO 1. OOOOOOE+02 1.470000E+02
79 0 0 11 O.OOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOE+OO 1.470000E+02
80 0 0 11 1.450000E+02 2.000000E+02 1.470000E+02
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81 0 0 11 1.4S0000E+02 O.OOOOOOE+OO 1.470000E+02
82 0 0 11 2.900000E+02 2.000000E+02 1.470000E+02
83 0 0 11 2.900000E+02 l.OOOOOOE+02 1.470000E+02
84 0 0 11 2 . 900000E+02 O.OOOOOOE+OO 1 .470000E+02
85 0 0 11 4.47B000E+02 2.000000E+02 1.470000E+02
86 0 0 11 4.47E000E+02 O.OOOOOOE+OO 1.470000E+02
87 0 0 11 6.0S0000E+02 2.000000E+02 1.470000E+02
88 0 0 11 6.0BOOOOE+02 l.OOOOOOE+02 1.470000E+02
89 0 0 11 6.0BOOOOE+O2 O.OOOOOOE+OO 1.470000E+02
90 0 0 11 7.62E000E+02 2 . OOOOOOE+02 1.470000E+02
91 0 0 11 7.62BOOOE+02 O.OOOOOOE+OO 1.470000E+02
92 0 0 11 9.200000E+02 2.000000E+02 1.470000E+02
93 0 0 11 9.200000E+02 l.OOOOOOE+02 1.470000E+02
94 0 0 11 9.200000E+02 O.OOOOOOE+OO 1.470000E+02
9B 0 0 11 1.077B00E+03 2.000000E+02 1.470000E+02
96 0 0 11 1 .077BOOE+03 O.OOOOOOE+OO 1 .470000E+02
97 0 0 11 1.235000E+03 2 . OOOOOOE+02 1.470000E+02
98 0 0 11 1.23B000E+03 l.OOOOOOE+02 1.470000E+02
99 0 0 11 1 .23B000E+03 O.OOOOOOE+OO 1 .470000E+02
100 0 0 11 1.392B00E+03 2.000000E+02 1.470000E+02
101 0 0 11 1.392B00E+03 O.OOOOOOE+OO 1.470000E+02
102 0 0 11 l.BBOOOOE+03 2 . OOOOOOE+02 1.470000E+02
103 0 0 11 l.SBOOOOE+03 l.OOOOOOE+02 1.470000E+02
104 0 0 11 l.BBOOOOE+03 O.OOOOOOE+OO 1.470000E+02
105 0 0 11 1.67BOOOE+03 2 . OOOOOOE+02 1.470000E+02
106 0 0 11 1.67B000E+03 O.OOOOOOE+OO 1.470000E+02
107 0 0 11 1.800000E+03 2 . OOOOOOE+02 1.470000E+02
108 0 0 11 1.800000E+03 1 . OOOOOOE+02 1.470000E+02
109 0 0 11 1.800000E+03 O.OOOOOOE+OO 1.470000E+02
110 0 0 11 1 .92B0OOE+O3 2.000000E+02 1.470000E+02
111 0 0 11 1.92BO0OE+O3 O.OOOOOOE+OO 1.470000E+02
112 0 0 11 2.0BOOOOE+03 2.000000E+02 1.470000E+02
113 0 0 11 2.050000E+03 1 . OOOOOOE+02 1.470000E+02
114 0 0 11 2.OB0000E+03 O.OOOOOOE+OO 1.470000E+02
115 0 0 11 O.OOOOOOE+OO 2.000000E+02 2.2B0000E+02
116 0 0 11 O.OOOOOOE+OO l.OOOOOOE+02 2.2SOOOOE+02
117 0 0 11 O.OOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOE+OO 2.2B0000E+02
118 0 0 11 1.4EO000E+02 2.000000E+02 2.2S0000E+02
119 0 0 11 1.4BOO0OE+O2 O.OOOOOOE+OO 2.2B0O00E+02
120 0 0 11 2.900000E+02 2 . OOOOOOE+02 2.2B0000E+02
121 0 0 11 2.900000E+02 l.OOOOOOE+02 2.2B0O00E+02
122 0 0 11 2.900000E+02 O.OOOOOOE+OO 2.2B0000E+02
123 0 0 11 4.47S000E+02 2.000000E+02 2.2SOOOOE+02
124 0 0 11 4.47B000E+02 O.OOOOOOE+OO 2.2B0000E+02
125 0 0 11 6.050000E+02 2 . OOOOOOE+02 2.250000E+02
126 0 0 11 6.050000E+02 l.OOOOOOE+02 2.2B0000E+02
127 0 0 11 6.050000E+02 O.OOOOOOE+OO 2.2B0000E+02
128 0 0 11 7.62B000E+02 2.000000E+02 2.250000E+02
129 0 0 11 7.625000E+02 O.OOOOOOE+OO 2 . 250000E+02
130 0 0 11 9.200000E+02 2 . OOOOOOE+02 2.250000E+02
131 0 0 11 9.200000E+02 l.OOOOOOE+02 2.250000E+02
132 0 0 11 9.200000E+02 O.OOOOOOE+OO 2.250000E+02
133 O 0 11 1.O77E00E+03 2.000000E+02 2.250000E+02
134 0 0 11 1.077BOOE+03 O.OOOOOOE+OO 2.2BOOOOE+02
135 0 0 11 1.235000E+03 2 . OOOOOOE+02 2 . 250000E+02
136 0 0 11 1.23B000E+03 l.OOOOOOE+02 2.250000E+02
137 0 0 11 1.23BO00E+03 O.OOOOOOE+OO 2.2S0000E+02
138 0 0 11 1.392B00E+03 2 .OOOOOOE+02 2.250000E+02
139 0 0 11 1.392500E+03 O.OOOOOOE+OO 2.250000E+02
140 0 0 11 l.SSOOOOE+03 2.000000E+02 2.250000E+02
141 0 0 11 1.B50000E+03 1.000000E+02 2.250000E+02
142 0 0 11 l.EBOOOOE+03 O.OOOOOOE+OO 2.250000E+02
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143 0 0 11 1.67S000E+03 2.000000E+02 2.2S0000E+O2
144 0 0 11 1.675000E+03 O.OOOOOOE+OO 2.250000E+02
145 0 0 11 1.800000E+03 2.000000E+02 2.2SOOOOE+02
146 0 0 11 1.800000E+03 l.OOOOOOE+02 2.250000E+02
147 0 0 11 1.800000E+03 O.OOOOOOE+OO 2.250000E+02
148 0 0 11 1.925000E+03 2.000000E+02 2.250000E+02
149 0 0 11 1.925000E+03 O.OOOOOOE+OO 2.250000E+02
150 0 0 11 2.050000E+03 2.000000E+02 2.2EOOOOE+02
151 0 0 11 2.050000E+03 1.000000E+02 2.250000E+02
152 0 0 11 2.0S0000E+03 O.OOOOOOE+OO 2.250000E+02
153 0 0 11 O.OOOOOOE+OO 2.000000E+02 3.030000E+02
164 0 0 11 O.OOOOOOE+OO l.OOOOOOE+02 3.030000E+02
155 0 0 11 O.OOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOE+OO 3.030000E+02
156 0 0 11 1.450000E+02 2.000000E+02 3.030000E+02
157 0 0 11 1.450000E+02 O.OOOOOOE+OO 3.030000E+02
158 0 0 11 2.900000E+02 2.000000E+02 3.030000E+02
169 0 0 11 2.900000E+02 l.OOOOOOE+02 3.030000E+02
160 0 0 11 2.900000E+02 O.OOOOOOE+OO 3.030000E+02
161 0 0 11 4.475000E+02 2.000000E+02 3.030000E+02
162 0 0 11 4.475000E+02 O.OOOOOOE+OO 3.030000E+0:'
163 0 0 11 6.050000E+02 2.000000E+02 3.030000E+02
164 0 0 11 6.050000E+02 l.OOOOOOE+02 3.030000E+02
165 0 0 11 6.0SOOOOE+02 O.OOOOOOE+OO 3.030000E+02
166 0 0 11 7.625000E+02 2.000000E+02 3.030000E+02
167 0 0 11 7.625000E+02 O.OOOOOOE+OO 3.030000E+02
168 0 0 11 9.200000E+02 2.000000E+02 3.030000E+02
169 0 0 11 9.200000E+02 l.OOOOOOE+02 3.030000E+02
170 0 0 11 9.200000E+02 O.OOOOOOE+OO 3.030000E+02
171 0 0 11 1.077B00E+03 2.O0ÛO00E+02 3.030000E+02
172 0 0 11 1.077500E+03 O.OOOOOOE+OO 3.030000E+02
173 0 0 11 1.235000E+03 2.000000E+02 3.030000E+02
174 0 0 11 1.235000E+03 1.000000E+02 3.030000E+02
175 0 0 11 1.236000E+03 O.OOOOOOE+OO 3.030000E+02
176 0 0 11 1.392SO0E+03 2.000000E+02 3.030000E+02
177 0 0 11 1.392500E+03 O.OOOOOOE+OO 3.030000E+02
178 0 0 11 1.550000E+03 2.000000E+02 3.030000E+02
179 0 0 11 1.B50000E+03 l.OOOOOOE+02 3.030000E+02
180 0 0 11 1.S50000E+03 O.OOOOOOE+OO 3.030000E+02
181 0 0 11 1.675000E+03 2.000000E+02 3.030000E+02
182 0 0 11 1.675000E+03 O.OOOOOOE+OO 3.030000E+02
183 0 0 11 1.800000E+03 2.000000E+02 3.030000E+02
184 0 0 11 1.800000E+03 l.OOOOOOE+02 3.030000E+02
185 0 0 11 1.800000E+03 O.OOOOOOE+OO 3.030000E+02
186 0 0 11 1.92B000E+03 2.000000E+02 3.030000E+02
187 0 0 11 1.925000E+03 O.OOOOOOE+OO 3.030000E+02
188 0 0 11 2.050000E+03 2.000000E+02 3.030000E+02
189 0 0 11 2.0S0000E+03 l.OOOOOOE+02 3.030000E+02
190 0 0 11 2.050000E+03 O.OOOOOOE+OO 3.030000E+02
191 0 0 11 O.OOOOOOE+OO 2.000000E+02 3.810000E+02
192 0 0 11 O.OOOOOOE+OO 1.000000E+02 3.810000E+02
193 0 0 11 O.OOOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOOE+OO 3.810000E+02
194 0 0 11 1.450000E+02 2.000000E+02 3.810000E+02
195 0 0 11 1.450000E+02 O.OOOOOOE+OO 3.810000E+02
196 0 0 11 2.900000E+02 2.000000E+02 3.810000E+02
197 0 0 11 2.900000E+02 l.OOOOOOE+02 3.810000E+02
198 0 0 11 2.900000E+02 O.OOOOOOE+OO 3.810000E+02
199 0 0 11 4.47S000E+02 2.000000E+02 3.810000E+02
200 0 0 11 4.47S000E+02 O.OOOOOOE+OO 3.810000E+02
201 0 0 11 6.0SOOOOE+02 2.000000E+02 3.810000E+02
202 0 0 11 6.050000E+02 l.OOOOOOE+02 3.810000E+02
203 0 0 11 6.050000E+02 O.OOOOOOE+OO 3.810000E+02
204 0 0 11 7.625000E+02 2.000000E+02 3.810000E+02
205 0 0 11 7.625000E+02 O.OOOOOOE+OO 3.810000E+02
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19 6 95 1 1 7 8
97 98 99 101 104 103 102 100
20 6 95 1 1 7 8
102 103 104 106 109 108 107 105
21 6 96 1 1 7 8
107 108 109 111 114 113 112 110
22 6 95 1 1 7 8
117 119 122 121 120 118 115 116
23 6 95 1 1 7 8
122 124 127 126 126 123 120 121
24 6 95 1 1 7 8
127 129 132 131 130 128 125 126
25 6 95 1 1 7 8
132 134 137 136 135 133 130 131
26 6 95 1 1 7 8
137 139 142 141 140 138 135 136
27 6 95 1 1 7 8
142 144 147 146 145 143 140 141
28 6 95 1 1 7 8
147 149 152 151 150 148 145 146
29 6 96 1 1 7 8
153 154 155 157 160 159 158 156
30 6 95 1 1 7 8
158 159 160 162 165 164 163 161
31 6 95 1 1 7 8
163 164 165 167 170 169 168 166
32 6 95 1 1 7 8
168 169 170 172 175 174 173 171
33 6 95 1 1 7 8
173 174 175 177 180 179 178 176
34 6 95 1 1 7 8
178 179 180 182 185 184 183 181
35 6 95 1 1 7 8
183 184 185 187 190 189 188 186
36 6 95 1 1 7 8
193 195 198 197 196 194 191 192
37 6 95 1 1 7 8
198 200 203 202 201 199 196 197
38 6 95 1 1 7 8
203 205 208 207 206 204 201 202
39 6 95 1 1 7 8
208 210 213 212 211 209 206 207
40 6 95 1 1 7 8
213 215 218 217 216 214 211 212
41 6 95 1 1 7 8
218 220 223 222 221 219 216 217
42 6 95 1 1 7 8
223 226 228 227 226 224 221 222
748
1












































































































2 4 0 1 0 1 0  1 0
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
6 4 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
7 4 0 1 1 1 0  1 0
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
8 4 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
12 4 0 1 0 1 0  1 0
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
17 4 0 1 0 1 0  1 0
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
22 4 0 1 0 1 0  1 0
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
27 4 0 1 0 1 0  1 0
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
32 4 0 1 0 1 0  1 0
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
36 4 1 0  0 0 1 1 0
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
37 4 1 1 0 1 1 1 0
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
38 4 1 0  0 0 1 1 0
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
40 4 0 1 0 1 0  1 0
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
44 4 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
46 4 0 1 1 1 0  1 0
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO 0 . OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
46 4 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
50 4 0 1 0 1 0  1 0
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
55 4 0 1 0 1 0  1 0
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
60 4 0 1 0 1 0  1 0
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
65 4 0 1 0 1 0  1 0
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
70 4 0 1 0 1 0  1 0
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
74 4 1 0  0 0 1 1 0
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
75 4 1 1 0 1 1 1 0
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO




4 1 0  0 
O.OOOOOE+OO
0 1 1 0  
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
78
O.OOOOOE+OO
4 0 1 0  
0 . OOOOOE+OO
1 0  1 0  
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
82
O.OOOOOE+OO
4 0 0 1 
O.OOOOOE+OO
0 0 1 0  
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
83
O.OOOOOE+OO
4 0 1 1  
O.OOOOOE+OO
1 0  1 0  
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
84
O.OOOOOE+OO
4 0 0 1 
O.OOOOOE+OO
0 0 1 0  
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
88
O.OOOOOE+OO
4 0 1 0  
O.OOOOOE+OO
1 0  1 0  
0 .OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
93
O.OOOOOE+OO
4 0 1 0  
O.OOOOOE+OO
1 0  1 0  
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
98
O.OOOOOE+OO
4 0 1 0  
O.OOOOOE+OO
1 0  1 0  
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
103
O.OOOOOE+OO
4 0 1 0  
O.OOOOOE+OO
1 0  1 0  
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
108
O.OOOOOE+OO
4 0 1 0  
O.OOOOOE+OO
1 0  1 0  
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO 0 . OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
112
O.OOOOOE+OO
4 1 0  0 
O.OOOOOE+OO
0 1 1 0  
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
113
O.OOOOOE+OO
4 1 1 0  
O.OOOOOE+OO
1 1 1 0
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
114
O.OOOOOE+OO
4 1 0  0 
O.OOOOOE+OO
0 1 1 0  
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
116
O.OOOOOE+OO
4 0 1 0  
O.OOOOOE+OO
1 0  1 0  
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
120
O.OOOOOE+OO
4 0 0 1 
O.OOOOOE+OO
0 0 1 0  
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
121
O.OOOOOE+OO
4 0 1 1  
O.OOOOOE+OO
1 0  1 0  
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
122
O.OOOOOE+OO
4 0 0 1 
O.OOOOOE+OO
0 0 1 0  
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
126
O.OOOOOE+OO
4 0 1 0  
O.OOOOOE+OO
1 0  1 0  
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
131
O.OOOOOE+OO
4 0 1 0  
O.OOOOOE+OO
1 0  1 0  
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
136
O.OOOOOE+OO
4 0 1 0  
O.OOOOOE+OO
1 0  1 0  
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
141
O.OOOOOE+OO
4 0 1 0  
O.OOOOOE+OO
1 0  1 0  
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
146
O.OOOOOE+OO
4 0 1 0  
O.OOOOOE+OO
1 0  1 0  
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
ISO
O.OOOOOE+OO
4 1 0  0 
O.OOOOOE+OO
0 1 1 0  
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
161
O.OOOOOE+OO
4 1 1 0  
O.OOOOOE+OO
1 1 1 0
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
152
O.OOOOOE+OO
4 1 0  0 
O.OOOOOE+OO
0 1 1 0  
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
154
O.OOOOOE+OO
4 0 1 0  
O.OOOOOE+OO
1 0  1 0  
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
158
O.OOOOOE+OO
4 0 0 1 
O.OOOOOE+OO
0 0 1 0  
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
159
O.OOOOOE+OO
4 0 1 1  
O.OOOOOE+OO
1 0  1 0  
0 . OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
160
O.OOOOOE+OO
4 0 0 1 
O.OOOOOE+OO
0 0 1 0  
O.OOOOOE+OO 0 . OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
164
O.OOOOOE+OO
4 0 1 0  
O.OOOOOE+OO
1 0  1 0  
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO
169
O.OOOOOE+OO
4 0 1 0  
O.OOOOOE+OO
1 0  1 0  
O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO O.OOOOOE+OO 0 . OOOOOE+OO
174 4 0 1 0 1 0  1 0


































































4 0 1 0  
O.OOOOOE+OO 
4 0 1 0  
O.OOOOOE+OO 
4 1 0  0 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
4 1 1 0  
O.OOOOOE+OO 
4 1 0  0 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
4  0 1 0  
O.OOOOOE+OO 
4 0 0 1 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
4 0 1 1  
O.OOOOOE+OO 
4 0 0 1 
O.OOOOOE+OO 
4 0 1 0  
O.OOOOOE+OO 
4 0 1 0  
O.OOOOOE+OO 
4 0 1 0  
O.OOOOOE+OO 
4 0 1 0  
O.OOOOOE+OO 
4 0 1 0  
O.OOOOOE+OO 
4 1 0  0 
0 . OOOOOE+OO 
4 1 1 0  
O.OOOOOE+OO 
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1
5 2 7 23
6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21
22 25 24 25 26 27 28
5 2 8 4
2 3 4 5
5 3 7 13
26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33
34 35 36 37 38
6 3 8 2
6 7







C . . .SWITCHES: REHUMB=100:10,FDRMAT=900:10 
C . . .SWITCHES:
C
C SUBROUTIHES AHD FUDCTIOHS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTIHE 
C
C IHITAL ERRFIL INPUT REVIEW GLOEl DIAGEL





COMMOH/IHCRll/FRACTClO) ,HLIBC(10) ,LDCOHT,IDCPTR 
















C  READ THE INPUT FILE
C




C --------  DEFINE THE GLOBAL DEGREES OF FREEDOM
C  FIND THE BANDWIDTH AND THE LOCATION OF THE DIAGHAL TERMS
C IN THE GLOBAL STIFFNESS MATRIX
C
I F  (IFLAG3 .E q . 0 ) THEN
CALL GLOBl (HNODES, NNDF, HTDF, IDOF)




C  ASSEMBLE THE LOAD VECTOR
C
CALL LOAD (R, lERROR)
IF  (IFLAG5 .EQ. 0) CALL CNTRLl (SKG, SKGL, R, IDOF, JDIAG. NTSK,
1 NTDF, lOUT, MBAND)
100 CONTINUE
230














c I P R O G R A K
c I
c I SUBROUTINE ASSEHB ASSEMBELS THE GLOBAL STIFFNESS MATRIX AND/OR
c I STORES THE NODE NUMBERS OF THE CORENT ELEMENT AND THE POSITION
c I OF THE ELEMENT MATRICES IB THE GLOBAL MATRICES.
c I
c I
c I A R G Ü M E N T  L I S T
c I
c I SKG(I) = GLOBAL STIFFNESS MATRIX STORED IN A ONE DIMENSIONAL
c I ARRAY USING THE SKYLINE METHOD
c I RCI) = LOAD VECTOR
c I U (I) = VECTOR OF THE IMPOSED NODAL DISPLACEMENTS
c I IDOFCI) = VECTOR CONTAINING THE D .O .F, NUMBERS THE JOINTS
c I JDIAGCI) = LOCATION OF THE DIAGNAL TERMS OF EACH COLUMN IN THE
c I GLOBAL STIFFNESS MATRIX 'SKG'
c I HTSK = NUMBER OF TERMS IN THE SKG MATRIX
c I IFLAG2 = 0 ; SYMMETRIC STIFFNESS MATRIX
c I 1; HDNSYMMETRIC STIFFNESS MATRIX
c I lERROR = ERROR CODE GE 0 ; ERRORS DETECTED
c I =0 ; HO ERRORS
c I
C
IMPLICIT REAL'S (A -H ,0-Z)
C . . .SWITCHES: REHUHB=100:10,FORHAT=900;10 
C . . .SWITCHES:
C»*».
c
c SUBROUTIBES ADD FUDCTIOHS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTINE 
C
C ELIHFO ELIBTH LYIHFO ISH3DG ISHSHL ES3DLS
C ESSBL ZEROSK
C




COHHOB/IBPUTl/HIPXI, HIPETA ,D IPSI,D IP , INTCOD
COMMOB/IBPUTS/BBODES,BELEM,BDDF,BLIDC,HBIT, IFLAGl, IFLAG2, IDIM, 
1 BIBODE, DCOLOR, BFREE






COMHOB/HPCS/COEFHP (40000) , ALAMB (40000) ,HPCDOF (40000) , 
t  MPCADR(2,S000) ,BHPC,HPCPBT,HAKMPC
COMMOD/BLOCKS/HISTO(27,70,15),CRACK(27,2SO,1B) ,IHISTY,IHIST1
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$,IHIST2
COMMDN/LAYERB/LTHICK (9 ) , ZS(9 )  ,DCS (3.3) ,HLAYRS .MATRL.LYDUH 
DIBEHSIOH IDOFC 1 ),JDIAG( 1 ),SKG( 1 ),SKGL( 1 ),R( 1 ),U( 1 
DIMEBSIOH DUSK(60,60)
IF (IFLAG2 .EQ. 0) THEH 
C*VDIR: PREFER VECTOR











C THE STIFFBESS ADD LOAD VECTORS ARE MODIFIED TO EHFORCE COHSTRAIHT 
C RELATIOBS EXISTIBG BETWEEN DIFFERENT DOFS.
C
IF (NMPC .GT. 0) THEN 
HDF = BBDF»BBDDES 
DO 120 K1 = 1, NMPC
R(ID0F(K1+MDF)) = 0.0 
120 CONTINUE
C




DO 130 K2 = ILOC, ILOC + HPCADR(2,K1) - 1 
ID = HPCD0F(K2)
IF (ID .GT. 0) THEN 
JDOF = IDOF(ID)
IF (JDOF .GT. 0) THEN
IF (IFLAG2 .EQ. 0) THEN
LOCA = LOCD + nDOF - JDOF 
SKG(LOCA) = CDEFMP(K2)
ELSE IF (IFLAG2 .EQ. 1) THEN 




ELSE IF (JDOF .LT. 0) THEN
R(NDOF) = R(BDOF) - CDEFHP(K2)*U(ID)
EBDIF
ELSE IF (ID .EQ. 0) THEN






C BCB = NUMBER OF COLUMNS IN THE B MATRIX.
C BRB = NUMBER OF ROWS IB THE B MATRIX.
C BBEL = NUMBER OF BODES IB THE ELEMENT.
C MEAN = FULL BANDWIDTH OF THE STIFFNESS MATRIX
C




DO 280 ELBUH = 1, NELEM
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CALL ELIHFO (ELHUM, ITYPE, BBEL, IFLAG, ISTART, LIHES)
CALL ELIBTH (ELBUH, IDEBT, IBTCOD, BIPXI, HIPETA, B IP S I,
1 MATHUH, THICK)
DO IBG = 1 , 60
DO IMG = 1 , 60




C*VDIR: PREFER SCALAR 
C




C*VDIR: PREFER SCALAR 
C
DO 170 K2 = 1 , BBDF 
K = I I  + K2 




C - -  HLAYRS HAVE TO BE STORED PROPERLY FOR EACH ELEMENT.
C
DO 210 LYBUM = 1 , HLAYRS
C
CALL LYIHFO (LYBUM, LTHICK, ZS, MATRL, DCS, HHEL, ELBUH,
1 B IP ÏI ,  HIPETA, BIPSI)
C
C —  THE D MATRIX OF COBCRETE/STEEL LAYER IS RECOVERED HERE.
C
NIP = BIPXI*HIPETA*BIPSI 
IF  (HATYPE(HATBUM) .EQ. 4) THEE
READ (IHISTY) ELBUHB, LYBUMB, HGAUS, ((CRACK(L,K,LYBUM 
1 ),K  = 1 ,2 5 0 ) ,  L = 1 , BIP)
IF  (ELHUM.BE.ELBUHB .OR. LYDUH.EE.LYBUMB -OR. B IP .BE.
1 BGAUS) THEN
WRITE ( • ,  • )  :READ ERROR READING IHISTY IB ASSEMB^
WRITE ( ♦ ,  #) » ELBUHB ELBUH, 'ELBUMB' , ELBUHB,






C --------  BEBDF = NUMBER OF ELEMENT NODAL DEGREES OF FREEDOM
C  BCB = NUMBER OF COLUMBS IB THE B MATRIX
C  BRB = NUMBER OF ROWS IB THE B MATRIX
C  ITYPE = ELEMENT TYPE
C --------  IFLAG = ADDITIONAL IDENTIFIER FOR THE ELEMENT
C
IF  (ITYPE .LE. 0) GO TO 270 
IF  (ITYPE.HE.0 .OR. IDEBT.BE.0) THEH 
IF  (ITYPE .GT. 300) THEH 
IF  (IFLAG .EQ. 0) THEN 
BCB = 3*HHEL 
BRB = 6 
BEBDF = 3
CALL ISH3DG (ITYPE, ÏÏNEL, TERROR)
ELSE IF  (IFLAG .EQ. 4) THEN 
BCB = 6*NBEL
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BRB = 6 
BEBDF = 6





C ..........  GEOMETRICALLY LIHEAR PROBLEMS
C
IF  (IFLAGl .EQ. 0) TEEB
IF  (ITYPE .GT. 300) THEH 
IF  (IFLAG .EQ. 0) THEH
CALL ES3DLS (ELBUM. ITYPE. BBEL. BBDF. BRB.
1 BCB, BIP, MATBUM, IFLAG2, lOUT)
ELSE IF (IFLAG .EQ. 4 ) TEEB
CALL ESSHL (ELBUH. ITYPE, BBEL, BBDF, BRB, BCB 




DO IBG = 1 , BCB
DO IMG = 1 , BCB





DO IMG = 1 , BCB





C -------  BDIF = DIFFEREKCE BETWEEN THE GLOBAL BODAL DEGREES OF FREEDOM
C AND THE ELEMENT BODAL DEGREES OF FREEDOM
C
BDIF = BBDF -  BEBDF 
DO 260 K1 = 1 , BCB
ID l = (Kl-D/BEBDF 
ID l = K1 + ID1*HDIF 
BDOF = ID O F (IK ID I))
IF  (HDOF .GT. 0) THEN 
LOCD = JDIAG(BDOF)
DO 240 K2 = 1 , BCB
ID2 = (K2-D/BEBDF
JDOF = ID O F d l (K2+ID2*BDIF) )
IF  (IFLAG2 .EQ. 0) TEEB
IF  (HDOF.GE.JDOF .ABD. JDOF.GT.O) THEH 
LOCA = LOCD + BDOF -  JDOF 
SKG(LOCA) = SKG(LOCA) + SK(K1,R2)
EBDIF
ELSE
IF  (HDOF.GE.JDOF .AHD. JDOF.GT.O) THEH 
LOCA = LOCD -  HDOF + JDOF 
SKG(LOCA) = SKG(LOCA) + SK(K2,K1) 




ELSE IF (HDOF .LT. 0) THEB 
DO 250 K2 = 1 , BCB
ID2 = (K2-D/BËBDF
JDOF = ID0F(II(K2+ID2*HDIF))
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IF (JDOF .GT. 0) R(JDOF) = R(JDOF) - SK(K1,K2)*U( 

















c I P R O G R A H
c I
c I ELSTIF EVALUATES THE STIFFNESS MATIRIX OF EACH ELEK.
c I
c I E N T R Y P O I N T S
c I
c I
c I ES3DLS: FOR 3D STRAIN FIELDS WITHOUT GEOH. NONLIHEARITY
c I




c I A R G U H E N T  L I S T
c I
c I ELNUM = ELEMENT NUMBER
c I
c I NDEL = NUMBER OF NODES IN THE ELEMENT
c I
c I NRB = NUMBER OF ROWS OF THE B MATRIX
c I
c I NCB = NUMBER OF COLUMNS OF THE B MATRIX
c I
c I HIP = TOTAL NUMBER OF INTEGRATION POINTS IN THE ELEM.
c I
c I MATNUM = MATERIAL NUMBER FOR THE ELEMENT
c I










C SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTINE 
C
C ZEROSK JACB3D B3DLS HATMOD BTDB SKTRAH
C SHNORK DIRVEC GETTHK JACSHL BSHL SKTSHL
C
C *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * *  
REAL*4 SHELL2,THICK,XYZ
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COMMOB/TRABS/Vl( 3 ) . V2( 3 ) . V3(3)
COHMOB/ELSTl/SK(60.60 )
COMMOB/DEVICE/LDEVl. LDEV2. LDEV3 .LDEV4 .LDEVS. LDKEEP. LDEV. LDEVST 
COM M OB/ISHA P1/B(20.27).BXI(20.27).BETA(20.27),BSI(20.27) .5 1 (2 7 ) 
COMMOB/JACOBl/BX(20) .BY(20) . BZ(20) .SIX .SIY .SIZ  
CDMM0H/IHPUT3/XYZ(3 ,10000)
COMHOB/IBPUT2/BOP(20.EOOO)
EBTRY ES3DLS (ELBUM.ITYPE.BBEL. BBDF .BRB. BCB. BIP. MATBUM. IFLAG2 .TOUT)
CALL ZEROSX (BCB)
DO 100 IBTGPB = 1 . BIP
CALL JACB3D (IBTGPB. ELBUM. BBEL. lERROR. DETJAC)
CALL B3DLS (BBEL)
CALL MATMOD (ELBUM. ITYPE. MATBUM. IBTGPB. IFLAG. TOUT. DETJAC 
1 . 0 .  BBEL)
CST = DETJAC*W(IBTGPB)
CALL BTDB (IFLAG2. BRB, BCB. CST)
100 CQBTIBUE








c  EVALUATE THE LOCAL SHELL CODRDIBATES ÜF THE BODES
C
CALL ZEROSK (BCB)
DO 110 Kl = 1, BBEL
KP = HOP(Kl.ELBUM)
ICODE = lABDdSPB(KP) .4)
C
C ---  iF SHELL ROTATIOHS ARE ASSEMBLED IB THE LOCAL SHELL COORDIBATE
C SYSTEM TBEB RETREIVE THE LOCAL z-AXIS FROM STORAGE. ELSE
C EVALUATE THE HORMAL TO THE SHELL HID PLABE BY A CALL TO THE
C SHHORM ROUTIHE.
C
IF (ICDDE .GT. 0) THEH











DO 120 IBTGPB = 1. HIP
CALL GETTHK (IBTGPB, ELHUM, BBEL. THICKE, RAD)
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c
c  vector V3 returned by JACSHL is normal to mid surface of the






C  THE CGQRDIDATES VECTORS VI AHD V2 ARE EVALUATED BY DIRVEC
C WHICH IS PART OF THE eLEHEHT IIBRARY mODULE
C
CALL DIRVEC (VI, V2. V3)
CALL BSHL (ELHUM, HHEL, IHTGPH, THICKE)
CALL HATMOD (ELHUM, ITYPE, MATHUM, IHTGPH. IFLAG. TOUT, DETJAC 
1 ,0, HHEL)
CST = DETJACtW(IBTGPH)
CALL BTDB (IFLAG2. 5RB, HCB. CST)
120 CDHTIHUE
CALL SKTSHL (ELBUH, HHEL, 6. HCB, 3, 2)














C SUBROUTIHES ADD FUHCTIOHS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTIHE 
C





C*VDIR: PREFER VECTOR 
C
DO 110 Kl = 1, H








c ========================== S K T R A H  ===============================
C
C IHCLUDE (PROCESS)
SUBROUTIHE SKTRAH (ELHUM,HHEL .BEHDF,HCB. IDIM, ICASE)
C
C I
C l  P R O G R A M :
C I
C I SKTRAH MODIFIES THE ELEMENT STIFFNESS MATRIX FOR THE SKEW
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c I BOUNDARY CDHDITIOBS USIBG T tRABS SK T TRAHSFORMATIOB
c I
c I A R G U M E H I  L I S T :
c I
c I ELHUM = element number
c I BBEL = number of nodes in the element
c I BEBDF = number of element nodal degrees of freedom
c I BCB = number of columns of the B matrix
c I IDIM = physical dimension of the problem (i.e.,2D
c I ICASE = special code
c I 1; transform displacement components
c I 2; transform rotation components





C . . . SWITCHES : REDUMB=100:10, FORHAT=900:10 
C...SWITCHES:
C













IS = 0 
IE = 0
IF (ICASE .Eq. 1) THEB 
IE = 1 
IS = 1
ELSE IF (ICASE .Eq. 2) THEH 
IS = 2
ELSE IF (ICASE .Eq. 3) THEH 
IS = 1 
IE = 2 
EHDIF
C
DO 190 Kl = 1, HHEL
HODE = HOP(Kl,ELHUM)
DO 180 IC = IS, IE
ICODE = lAHDdSPB(HODE) ,IC)
IF (ICODE .GT. 0) THEH
CALL DIRCOS (ICODE, IDIM, HODE) 
I = HEHDF*(K1-1) + IDIH»(IC-1)
C
C»VDIR: PREFER VECTOR 
C
DO 130 K2 = 1, HCB
DO 110 K3 = 1, IDIM 
CST(K2,K3) = 0.
DO 100 IDIR = 1, IDIM 
ID = I + IDIR
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DO 120 K3 = 1 , IDIM 






DO 170 K2 = 1 , HCB
DO IBO K3 = 1 , IDIM 
CSTCK2.K3) = 0.
C
DO 140 IDIR = 1 , IDIM 
ID = I  + IDIR





DO 160 K3 = 1 , IDIM 












EBTRY SKTSHL (ELBUM, BBEL, BEBDF, HCB, IDIM, ICASE)
IS  = 0 
IE  = 0
IF  (ICASE .EQ. 1) THEB 
IE  = 1 
IS = 1
ELSE IF  (ICASE .EQ. 2) THEH 
IE  = 2 
IS  = 2
ELSE IF  (ICASE . EQ. 3) THEB 
IS = 1 
IE  = 2 
E H D IF
C
DO 290 Kl = 1 , HHEL
HODE = H0P(K1,ELHUM)
ICODE = IAHD(ISPB(HODE),4)
IF  (ICODE .GT. 0 ) THEH 
DO 280 IC = I S ,  IE
I  = HEHDF*(K1-1) + ID IM '(IC -l)
C
C'VDIR: PREFER VECTOR 
C
DO 230 K2 = 1 , HCB
DO 210 K3 = 1 , IDIM 
CST(K2,K3) = 0.
DO 200 IDIR = 1 , IDIM
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ID  = I  + ID IR
C S T ( K 2 .K 3 )  =  C S T (K 2 ,K 3 )  + S K CK 2,ID )*V E CT(
1 K 3 » I D I R ,K 1 )
2 0 0  C05TIHUE
2 1 0  COHTINUE
C
DO 2 2 0  K3 = 1 .  IDIM 
ID  = I  + K3 
S K ( K 2 , I D )  = C S T (K 2 ,K 3)
2 2 0  COBTIHUE
2 3 0  CONTINUE
C
C*VDIR: PREFER VECTOR
DO 2 7 0  K2 = 1 ,  NCB
DO 2 5 0  K3 = 1 ,  IDIM 
CSTCK2»K3) = 0 .
C
DO 2 4 0  I D I R  = 1» IDIM 
ID  = I  + I D I R
CSTCK 2,K3)  = C S T (K 2 ,K 3 )  + SK(ID ,K 2)*VE C TC 
1 K 3 , I D I R . K 1 )
2 4 0  CDHTIHUE
2 5 0  CONTINUE
C
DO 2 6 0  K3 = 1 ,  IDIM 
ID  = I  + K3 
S K ( I D , K 2 )  = C S T (K 2 ,K 3 )
2 6 0  CONTINUE
2 7 0  CONTINUE
2 8 0  CONTINUE
ENDIF 
2 9 0  CONTINUE 
RETURN
C
ENTRY BTSHL (ELHUM. NDEL, HENDF, NRB, ID IM , ICASE)
I S  = 0 
I E  =  0
I F  ( IC A SE .EQ . 1 )  THEH 
I E  = 1 
I S  = 1
ELSE I F  (ICASE - E Q .  2 )  THEH 
I E  = 2 
I S  = 2
ELSE I F  (ICASE . E Q .  3 )  THEN 
I S  = 1 
I E  = 2 
ENDIF
C
DO 3 5 0  K l  = 1 ,  HHEL
NODE = N 0 P ( K 1 , ELNUM)
ICODE = lA N DClSPB(H OD E). 4 )
I F  (ICODE . G T .  0 )  THEH 
DO 3 4 0  I C  = I S ,  I E
I  = NEN DF*(K 1-1)  + I D I M * ( I C - 1 )
C
C*VDIR: PREFER VECTOR 
C
DO 3 3 0  K2 = 1 ,  NRB
DO 3 1 0  K3 = 1 ,  IDIM 
C S T ( K 2 ,K 3 )  = 0 .
DO 3 0 0  I D I R  =  1 ,  IDIM 
ID  = I  + I D I R
C S T ( K 2 ,K 3 )  = C S T (K 2 ,K 3 )  + B ( R 2 . ID)•VECTCK3
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c
1 , I D I R , K l )
3 0 0  CONTIDUE
3 1 0  COBTIHUE
DO 3 2 0  K3 = 1 ,  IDIM 
ID = I  +  K3 
B ( K 2 , I D )  = C S T (K 2 ,K 3 )
3 2 0  COBTIHUE
3 3 0  CDHTIHUE
C
3 4 0  CDHTIHUE
EH DIF 









C  = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
C I
C l  P R O G R A M :
C I
C 1 DIRCOS r o t u r z x s  t h e  t r a n s f o r m a t i o n  m a t r i x  w h i c h  i s  u s e d  t o
C I  d e f i n e  t h e  l o c a l  c o o r d i n a t e s  a t  a  n o d e .
C I  
C I
C l  A R G U M E H T  L I S T  
C I
C I  ICDDE = 1 ;  g e t  t h e  t r a n s f o r m a t i o n  m a t r i x  f o r  t h e
C I  t r a n s l a t i o n a l  l o c a l  c o o r d i n a t e .
C l  2 ;  g e t  t h e  t r a n s f o r m a t i o n  m a t r i x  f o r  t h e
C I  r o t a t i o n a l  l o c a l  c o o r d i n a t e .
C I
C I  IDIM = p h y s i c a l  d i m e n s i o n  o f  t h e  p r o b l e m  ( i . e . , 2D o r  3D)
C I
C I  HODE = n o d e  n u m b e r  o f  t h e  s t r u c t u r e
C I  
C I
C l  C O H K O H  B L O C K S
C I
C I  XAXIS = c o n t a i n s  t h e  f i r s t  tw o  d i r e c t i o n  c o s i n e s  o f  t h e
C I  t r a n s l a t i o n  a n d  r o t a t i o n  X a x e s .
C I
C I  YAXIS = c o n t a i n s  t h e  f i r s t  tw o  d i r e c t i o n  c o s i n e s  o f  t h e
C I  t r a n s l a t i o n  a n d  r o t a t i o n  Y a x i s .
C I
C I  D C ( I , J )  = t r a n s f o r m a t i o n  m a t r i x  w h i c h  h a s  i t  a  c o l u m n s  e q u a l
C l  t o  t h e  d i r e c t i o n  c o s i n e s  o f  t h e  l o c a l  X,  V a n d  Z a x e s
C I  
C I
C
IM P L IC IT  REA L 'S  ( A - H , 0 - Z )
C . . .SWITCHES: REHUMB=100:10,FORM AT=900:10 
C . . .SWITCHES:
C
C SUBROUTIHES AHD FUHCTIOHS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTIHE 
C
C CROSS





COHSOB/IHPUTD/XAXISC4 , 1 0 0 0 0 )  .Y AX IS{4 , 1 0 0 0 0 )  
COMMOB/IHPUTE/ISPB ( 1 0 0 0 0 )
C0HHDB/T RABS/DC(3,3)
C
IF  (ICODE .EQ. 1) THEH
D C d . l )  = DBLE(XAXIS(1,B0DE))
D C (2,1) = DBLE(XAXIS(2,BQDE))
D C (1,2) = DBLE(YAXIS(1,H0DE))
D C (2,2) = DBLE(YAXIS(2,HDDE))
ELSE I F  (ICODE .EQ .  2 )  THEH
D C ( l . l )  = DBLE(XAXIS(3,H0DE))
D C (2,1) = DBLE(XAXIS(4,H0DE))
D C (1 ,2) = DBLE(YAXIS(3.HQDE))
D C ( 2 , 2 )  = D BLE(YAXIS(4 ,B0DE))
EHDIF
C
I F  ( I D I H  .E Q . 2 )  THEH 
RETURB
ELSE I F  ( ID IM  .E Q .  3 )  THEH
C
C  f i n d  t h e  t h i r d  d i r e c t i o n  c o s i n e  o f  t h e  l o c a l  X a n d  Y a r e s .
C
D C ( 3 , 1 )  = D S Q R T ( 1 .0 D 0 - D C ( 1 , 1 ) * » 2 + D C ( 2 , 1 ) » * 2 )
D C ( 3 , 2 )  = D S Q R T ( 1 .0 D 0 - D C ( 1 , 2 ) * » 2 + D C ( 2 , 2 ) » » 2 )
C




I F  (ICODE .EQ .  1 )  THEH
TESTl = BTEST(ISPB(H0DE),3)
TEST2 = BTEST(ISPB(H0DE),4)




I F  ( T E S T l )  D C ( 3 , 1 )  = - D C ( 3 , 1 )
I F  (T E ST 2)  D C ( 3 , 2 )  = - D C ( 3 , 2 )
C
C  t a k e  t h e  c r o s s  p r o d u c t  o f  t h e  f i r s t  tw o  v e c t o r s  t o  f i n d  t h e
C t h e  l o c a l  Z a x i s .
C





C ====== ====================== B T D B ===
C
C IHCLUDE (PROCESS)




C I  SUBPROGRAM BTDB EVALUATES B T r a n s  DEP B C S T ,  WHERE 
C I
C l  BT =  TRABSPOSE OF THE B MATRIX
C l  DEP = MATERIAL STIFFBESS MATRIX
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C I CST : CONSTANT VALUE TO BE MULT. WITH EACH TERM
c I RESULTING MATRIX.
C I
c I A R G U M E N T  L I S T
c I
C I IFLAG2 = 0 ; FOR SYMMETRIC STIFFNESS MATRIX
c I 1; FOR HONSYHMETRIC STIFFNESS MATRIX
c I
c I NRB = NUMBER OF ROWS IN THE B BATRIX
c I
c I BCB = NUMBER OF COLUMNS IN TEE B MATRIX
c I





C. . .SWITCHES; REHUMB=100:10,FORHAT=900:10 
C, . .SWITCHES:
C
C SUBROUTIHES AND FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTINE 
C









C —  B(K3,K1) IS  THE TRANSPOSE OF THE B(Kl,K3)
C
DO 110 Kl = 1 , NRB
DO 100 K2 = 1 , NRB




IF  (IFLAG2 .EQ. 0) THEN
C
C*VDIR: PREFER VECTOR 
C
DO 140 Kl = 1 , HCB
DO 130 K2 = 1 , NRB 
TEMP = 0 .
DO 120 K3 = 1, HRB
TEMP = TEMP + B(K3,K1)*DEP(K3,K2)
120 CONTINUE




C*VDIR: PREFER VECTOR 
C
DO 170 Kl = 1 , HCB
DO 160 K2 = 1 , NCB 
TEMP = 0 .
DO ISO K3 = 1, NRB
TEMP = TEMP + DUMKY(K1,K3)*B(R3,K2)
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1 6 0  COBTIÎIUE
SKCK1.K2)  = SRCK1,K2) + TEMP 
1 6 0  CDNTIBUE
1 7 0  CONTINUE
C
ELSE I F  (IFLA G2 .E Q .  1 )  THEN
C
C*VDIR:  PREFER VECTOR
C
DO 2 2 0  Kl = 1 .  NCB
DO 1 9 0  K2 = 1» NRB
DUMMY( K l , K 2 )  = 0 .
DO 1 8 0  K3 = 1 ,  NRB
DUMMY(K1,K2) = DUMMY( K l , K 2 )  + B ( K 3 ,K 1 ) * D E P ( K 3 ,K 2 )  
1 8 0  CONTINUE
1 9 0  CONTINUE
DO 2 1 0  K4 = 1 ,  NCB
DO 2 0 0  K5 = 1 ,  NRB
S K ( K 1 ,K 4 )  = S K ( K 1 ,K 4 )  + DUHM Y(K1,K5)*B(KS.K 4)
2 0 0  CONTINUE
2 1 0  CONTINUE











C I  SUBPROGRAM B2D3D EVALUATES THE ' B '  MATRIX FOR THE 2D AND 3D
C I  F I N I T E  STRAIN PROBLEMS.
C I
C I  ENTRY POINTS;
C I  B3DLS : FOR 3D STRAIN FIELDS WITHOUT GEOMETRIC NONLINEARITY
C I
C I  BSHLS : FOR 3D STRAIN FIELDS WITHOUT GEOMETRIC HONLINEARITY
C I  FOR SHELLS
C I
C I  B ( I , J )  -  VARIATIONAL STRAIN-DISPLACEHEBT STIFFNESS
C I  MATRIX.
C I  
C I
C I  NX(K) =  PARTIAL DERIVATIVE OF H (K) WITH RESPECT TO X
C I  NY(K) = PARTIAL DERIVATIVE OF N (K ) WITH RESPECT TO Y
C I  NZ(K) = PARTIAL DERIVATIVE OF N(K) WITH RESPECT TO Z
C I  




I M P L I C I T  REAL*8 ( A - H . N - Z )
C . . .SWITCHES: RENUMB=100:10 ,FORM AT=900:10 
C . . .SWITCHES:
C
C SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTINE 
C
C NO SUBROUTINES OR FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM THIS PROGRAM UNIT




INTEGER ELNUM, REEL, BNDF, NLAYRS 
REAL*4 THICK
REALMS N ,H X I ,H E T A , N S I , S I . LTHICK
COHHON/LAYERB/LTHICKO) , Z S ( 9 ) . D C S ( 3 . 3 )  .HLAYRS.MATRL.LYNUM 
C0M M0N /INPUT9/THICK(9)  .IFLAG
C 0 M M 0 H /IS H A P l /H (2O ,27 )  , 5 X 1 ( 2 0 . 2 7 )  .N E T A ( 2 0 ,2 7 )  . H S I ( 2 0 . 2 7 )  . 5 1 ( 2 7 )  
C0MM0N/MAIN2/UT0TAL ( 6 0 0 0 0 )
C 0H H D N /A S S E H 2 /I I ( 1 2 0 )
C 0 H M 0 N /J A C 0 B l /H X ( 2 0 ) ,H Y ( 2 0 ) ,N Z ( 2 O )  . S I X . S I Y . S I Z  
C 0 H M 0N /S H LD IR /V EC T(3 .3 ,9 )
CO M M O N/B1/B (6 .60)
C0HM0N/B2/DUDX, DVDX. DWDX, DUDY. DVDY. DWDY. DUDZ, DVDZ, DWDZ. A5 
DIMENSION V I  ( 3  ) , V 2 (  3  ) , V 3 (  3  )




C —  CALCULATION OF THE B MATRIX 
C
C*V DIR: ASSUME CQUHT(20)
DO 1 0 0  Kl = 1 ,  NHEL
K 13 = 3*K1
K12 = K13  ■- 1
K l l  = K13 •- 2
TEMPI = N X (K l)
B ( l . K l l ) = TEMPI
3 ( 4 . K12) = TEMPI
B ( 6 . K 1 3 ) = TEMPI
TEMP2 =  N Y (K l)
3 ( 4 . K l l ) = TEMP2
3 ( 2 . R 12) = TEMP 2
3 ( 5 , K13) = TEMP2
TEMPS = N Z ( K l )
3 ( 6 , K l l ) = TEMPS
3 ( 8 . K12) = TEMPS
3 ( 3 . K13) = TEHP3
3 ( 1 . K12) = ZERO
3 ( 1 , K 13) = ZERO
3 ( 2 , K l l ) = ZERO
3 ( 2 , K 13) = ZERO
3 ( 3 , K l l ) = ZERO
3 ( 3 , K12) = ZERO
3 ( 4 . K13) = ZERO
B ( S , K 1 1 ) = ZERO
3 ( 6 , K12) = ZERO





C  a v a l u a t o  t h e  B m a t r i x  f o r  s h e l l  e l e m e n t s
C
ENTRY BSHL (ELNUM. HHEL. IHTGPH. THICKE)
C
A S I  = S I ( IH T G P N )
CONST = O.B*THICKE 
DO 1 1 0  Kl = 1 .  NNEL
C
C  g e t  t h e  l o c a l  s h e l l  c o o r d i n a t e s  o f  t h e  n o d e
C
V l ( l )  = V E C T d . 1 , K 1 )
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V 2 ( l ) = V E C T d , 2 , K l )
V 3 ( l ) = V E C T d , 3 , K l )
V l ( 2 ) = V E C T ( 2 ,1 , K 1 )
V 2 ( 2 ) = V E C T ( 2 ,2 , K 1 )
V 3 ( 2 ) = V E C T ( 2 ,3 , K 1 )
V l ( 3 ) = V E C T ( 3 ,1 , K 1 )
V 2 ( 3 ) = V E C T ( 3 ,2 , K 1 )
V 3 ( 3 ) = V E C T ( 3 ,3 , K 1 )
c
c t h e  B m a t r i x
c
HSIX = S (K 1 ,I I IT G P H )* S IX  
HSIY = H (K 1 ,IH T G P B )« SIY  
HSIZ = S ( K 1 , I H T G P H ) * S I Z  
H X iSI  = B X ( K l ) * i S I  
BYASI = BY (K 1)*A SI  
BZASI = B Z (K 1)* A S I
K12 = K l l  + l '
K13 = K12 + 1
K14 = K13 + 1
KIE = K14 + 1
KIG = KIE + 1
B d K l l ) = HX(K l)
B (2 K l l ) = ZERO
B ( 3 K l l ) = ZERO
B (4 K l l ) = BY (K l)
B(E K l l ) = ZERO
B ( 6 K l l ) = B Z ( K l)
B d K12) = ZERO
B (2 K12) = BY (K l)
B ( 3 K12) = ZERO
B ( 4 K12) = BX (K l)
B(S K12) = B Z ( K l)
B ( 6 K12) = ZERO
B d K13) = ZERO
B (2 K13) = ZERO
BC3 K13) = B Z ( K l)
B ( 4 K13) = ZERO
B (5 K13) = BY (K l)
B ( 6 K13) = HX(K l)
B d K14) = -COBST* CHXASI+HSIX)*V2( 1 )
B (2 K14) = -C 0 B S T»(H Y A S I+B S IY )»V 2(2)
B ( 3 K14) = -C O BST *(H Z A SI+B SIZ )»V 2( 3 )
B ( 4 K14) = -COBST* C CHYASI+BSIY)*V2(1
B(E K14) = -COBST* C(BZA SI+H SIZ)*V 2(2
B ( 6 K14) = -COBST* (  (H Z A S I + H S I Z ) * V 2 d
B d K IE ) = COBST*(BXASI+HSIX)*V1(1 )
B(2 K IE) = COBST*(BYASI+HSIY)*V1(2 )
B ( 3 K IE) = COBST*(HZASI+BSIZ )*V1(3 )
B ( 4 K IS ) = COBST*( (BYASI+HSIY)*V1( 1 )
B(E K IE) = COBST*( (H ZA SI+ B S IZ)*V 1 ( 2 )
B ( 6 K IE) = COBST*( (H Z A SI+ B S IZ )* V 1 ( 1 )
B d KIG) = ZERO
B ( 2 KIG) = ZERO
B(3 KIG) = ZERO
B ( 4 KIG) = ZERO
B(E KIG) = ZERO
B ( 6 KIG) = ZERO
K B X A S I + B S I X ) » V 2 ( 2 ) )
1 1 0  COBTIHUE
RETURB
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EBD







c  I  SUBROUTIHE GETSTR ASSEMBELS THE GLOBAL STIFFBESS MATRIX AHD/OR 
C I  STORES THE HODE HUMBERS OF THE COREHT ELEMEHT AHD THE POSITIOH
C I  OF THE ELEHEHT MATRICES IH THE GLOBAL MATRICES.
C I  
C I
C I  I I ( J )  POSITION OF LOCAL STIFFHESS TERMS IH THE GLOBAL
C I  STIFFHESS MATRIX.
C I
C I  SKG(I) = GLOBAL STIFFHESS MATRIX IH THE COHDEHSED FORM
C I  S K ( I ,J )  = ELEMEHT STIFFHESS MATRIX
C I  (SK IS  COMPUTED BY SUBPROGRAM STIFEL)





C. . .SWITCHES: RENUMB=100:10,FORHAT=900;10 
C . . .SWITCHES:
c
C SUBROUTIHES AHD FUHCTIOHS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTIHE 
C




REA L.4  THICK 
R E A L 'S  LTHICK
COHMOH/INPUTS/HHODES, HELEM ,HHDF . H L I H C l , MBIT, I F L A G l , IFLAG2 ,  ID IM , 
1 HIHODE.HCOLOR, HFREE
CD HM O H/IHCRll/FRA CTdO ) ,H L IH C (1 0 )  .LDCOHT, IHCPTR 
C0M HDH/IHPUT9/THICK(9)  .IFLAG 
CO HM O H/IHPUTl/HIPXI, H I P E T A ,H I P S I ,D I P  , IBTCOD 
C0HMOH/IHPUT2/HOP(2O, BOOO)
C 0M H 0H /A S S EM 2/II ( 1 2 0 )
COMHOH/LAYERB/LTHICK( 9 )  , Z S ( 9 )  .DCS ( 3 , 3 )  , HLAYRS,MATRL,LYBUM 
COMMOH/IHPUTF/MATYPEdO)
COMMOB/BLOCRS/HISTO (2 7  , 7 0 ,1 B )  ,C R A C K ( 2 7 ,2 S 0 , I B )  , IHISTY . I H I S T l  
$ , I H I S T 2  
COMMOH/HAIH4/RE( 6 0 0 0 0 )
C0MM0H/SAFE2/R ( 6 0 0 0 0 )  , IDOF ( 6 0 0 0 0 )  , JDIAG ( 6 0 0 0 0 )  
CDHMOH/HPCS/COEFMP(40000) .ALAMB( 4 0 0 0 0 )  .M PCDOF(40000)  .
$ MPCADR(2.S000)  .HHPC.MPCPHT.MAXMPC
C
C  NCB =  n u m b o r  o f  c o l u m n s  i n  t h o  B m a t r i x
C   HRB = n u m b e r  o f  r o o s  i n  t h e  B m a t r i x
C  HHEL = n u m b e r  o f  n o d e s  i n  t h e  e l e m e n t
C
REWIND IH IST Y  
REWIND I H I S T l  
DO 1 4 0  ELNUM = 1 ,  BELEM
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CALL ELIHFO (ELHUM, IT Y P E ,  HHEL, IFLAG, ISTA R T, L IH E S )




DO 1 1 0  Kl = 1 ,  HHEL
11 = H H D F *(K 1-1)
1 2  = H BD F*(H 0P(K 1,E LHU M )-1)
C
C»VDIR:  PREFER SCALAR
DO 1 0 0  K2 =  1 ,  HHDF 
K = I I  + K2 
I K K )  =  1 2  + K2 
1 0 0  COBTIHUE
1 1 0  COBTIHUE
C
DO 1 2 0  LYHUM =  1 ,  HLAYRS
c
CALL LYIHFO (LYHUM, LTHICK, ZS, MATRL, DCS, HHEL, ELHUM,
1 H I P X I ,  H IPETA , H I P S I )
C
D IP  =  H IP X I* D IP E T A * B IP S I  
I F  (MATYPE(HATHUM) .E Q .  4 )  THEH
READ ( I H I S T Y )  ELBUHB, LYBUMB, BGAUS, ((CRACK(L,K,LYHUM 
1 ) . K  =  1 . 2 5 0 ) ,  L = 1 ,  H IP)
I F  (ELHUM.BE.ELHUMB .OR. LYBUM.HE.LYBUMB .O R. H I P . H E .
1 HGAUS) THEH
WRITE ( * ,  • )  'READ ERROR READING IH IS T Y  I B  GETSTR'
WRITE ( • ,  • )  'ELHUM',  ELHUM, 'ELH UMB',  ELHUMB,
1 'LYBUM',  LYHUM, 'LYBUMB', LYBUMB, ' H I P ' ,  H I P ,





C ---------  NEHDF = n u m b e r  o f  e l e m e n t  n o d a l  d e g r e e s  o f  f r e e d o m
C  HCB = n u m b e r  o f  c o l u m n s  i n  t h e  B m a t r i x
C  HRB = n u m b e r  o f  r o s s  i n  t h e  B m a t r i x
C  ITYPE = e l e m e n t  t y p o
C ---------- IFLAG = a d d i t i o n a l  i d e n t i f i e r  f o r  t h e  e l e m e n t
C
I F  ( ITY P E . L E .  0 )  GO TO 1 3 0  
I F  ( I T Y P E . H E . 0  .OR.  ID EHT.H E.O ) THEN 
I F  ( I T Y P E  .G T.  3 0 0 )  THEH 
I F  ( IFLAG .EQ .  0 )  THEN 
HCB = 3*HBEL 
HRB = 6 
5EHDF = 3
CALL ISH3DG (IT Y P E ,  HHEL, TERROR)
ELSE I F  ( IFLAG .EQ. 4 )  THEH 
HCB = 6*HHEL 
HRB -  6 
HEDDF = 6





C GEOMETRICALLY LIHEAR PROBLEMS
C
I F  ( I F L A G l  .E Q .  0 )  THEH
I F  ( I T Y P E  .G T .  3 0 0 )  THEN 
I F  (IFLAG .EQ . 0 )  THEH
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c
CALL S3DLS (ELBUM, ITY PE, BBEL, BRB, BCB, BIP 
, MATBUM, BBDF, BEHDF, TOUT)
ELSE I F  ( IFLAG .EQ .  4 )  THEB
CALL SSHL (ELHUM, ITY PE, BBEL. HRB, BCB, B I P ,




1 2 0  COBTIHUE
1 3 0  COBTIHUE
1 4 0  COBTIHUE
I F  (BMPC .G T.  0 )  THEH 
DO IMPC = 1 ,  BMPC
ILOC = HPCADR(1,IMPC)
ICOUHT = HPCADR(2,BMPC)
DO TCP = ILOC + 1 ,  ILOC + ICOUHT -  1 
IDEBT = MPCDOF(ICP)
FACTOR = COEFHP(ICP)














C I  SUBPROGRAM ELSTR EVALUATES THE STIFFHESS MATIRIX OF EACH ELEK.
C I
C I  EBTRY POIHTS:
C I  S3DLS : FOR 3D STRAIH FIELDS WITHOUT GEOM. BOHLIBEARITY
C I
C I  SSHL : FOR 3D STRAIH FIELDS WITHOUT GEOM. BOHLIBEARITY
0  1 I B  SHELLS
C I
IM PL IC IT  REAL*8 ( A - H , 0 - Z )
C . . -SWITCHES: REBUMB=100:1 0 , F0RMAT=900;10  
C . . .SWITCHES:
C
C SUBROUTIBES AHD FUHCTIOHS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTIDE 
C
C JACB3D B3DLS HATMOD EQUILB SHHORM DIRVEC
C GETTHK JACSHL TSHR BSHL BTSHL
C
**************** ***




COMMOH/LAYERB/LTHICKO) , Z S ( 9 )  , D C S ( 3 . 3 )  ,HLAYRS,MATRL,LYHUH 
C0MM0H /TRAHS/V1K3) ,V 1 2 ( 3 )  , V 1 3 ( 3 )
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COHBOB/SHLDIR/VECTO , 3 , 9 )
COHMDH/IHPUTE/ISPBdOOOO)
C0MM0H/SKTR2/SHELLZ( 3 , 1 0 0 0 0 )
C0H M 0N/ISHAP2/t f(27)
C O K M O H / I S H 4 P l / H ( 2 0 , 2 r ) , H Ï I ( 2 0 , 2 7 ) , H E T A ( 2 0 , 2 7 ) , D S I ( 2 0 , 2 7 ) , S I ( 2 7 )  
CDHM0H/IHPUT3/IYZ( 3 , 1 0 0 0 0 )
C0HMGB/IBPUT2/H0P(2O,6OO0)
CaH KOK/H 4IH2/U TOTiL<60000)
C0HH0H/ASSEM2/I I  ( 1 2 0 )
C 0 M M 0 B / J A C D B l / B X ( 2 0 ) ,B y ( 2 O ) , H Z ( 2 O ) . S I X . S I Y . S I Z  
CQMH0B/B2 /DUDX .DVDX. DWDX.DUDY. DVDY .DWDY. DUDZ .DVDZ. DWDZ. 45  
CDKM0B/IBPUT9/THICK( 9 ) . IFL4G 
COHMOB/ELSTRl/STRB( 6 )




EBTRY S3DLS (ELBUM.ITYPE.BBEL.BRB.BOB,SIP.H4TBU M.BBD F.BEH DF,lO UT)
C
DO 11 0  IHTGPH = 1 .  HIP




DUDX = 0 .
DVDX = 0 .
DWDX = 0 .
DUDY = 0 .
DVDY = O.
DWDY = 0 .
DUDZ = 0 .
DVDZ = O.
DWDZ = 0 .
C
C*VDIR; ASSUME CQUHT(20)
DO 1 0 0  K l  = 1 ,  HHEL
K l l  =- BH D F#(K 1-1)  + 1
K 12  =: K l l  + 1
K 13  =: K12 + 1
DUDZ = DUDX + H X ( K 1 ) * U T 0 T A L ( I I ( K 1 1 ) )
DVDX = DVDX + H X ( R 1 ) * U T 0 T A L (I I ( K 1 2 ) )
DWDX = DWDX + H I ( K l ) f U T 0 T A L ( I I ( K 1 3 ) )
DUDY = DUDY + H Y ( K 1 ) * U T 0 T A L ( I I ( K 1 1 ) )
DVDY = DVDY 4- H Y ( R 1 ) * U T 0 T A L (I I ( K 1 2 ) )
DWDY = DWDY + H Y ( K 1 ) * U T 0 T A L ( I I ( K 1 3 ) )
DUDZ = DUDZ + H Z ( K 1 )* U T 0 T A L (I I (K 1 1 > )
DVDZ -  DVDZ + H Z ( K 1 ) * U T 0 T A L ( I I ( K 1 2 ) )
DVDZ = DVDZ + H Z ( K 1 ) * U T 0 T A L ( I I ( K 1 3 ) )
1 0 0  COBTIHUE
C
S T R H ( l )  = DUDX
STRB( 2 )  = DVDY
STRH (3)  = DWDZ
STRB( 4 )  = DUDY + DVDX
STRB( 5 )  = DWDY + DVDZ
STRB( 6 )  = DWDX + DUDZ
c
CALL HATMOD (ELHUM, ITY PE, MATHUM, IHTGPH. IFLAG, TOUT, DETJAC 
1 , 1 ,  HHEL)
CALL EQUILB (C S T ,  HCB. HRB, HHDF, NEHDF)
1 1 0  COBTIHUE
C
RETURB
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c
EBTRY SSHL (ELBUM, ITY PE, BBEL, HRB, HCB, B I P ,  MATHUM, HHDF, BEHDF 
1 ,  I D I H ,  lO UT)
C
C ---------  © v a l u R t d  t h e  l o c a l  s h e l l  c o o r d i n a t e s  o f  t h e  n o d e s
C
DO 1 2 0  K l  = 1 ,  HHEL
KP = BOP(Kl,ELBUM)
ICODE = I A B D ( I S P B ( K P ) , 4 )
C
C -------  I f  s h e l l  r o t a t i o n s  a r e  a s s e b l e d  i n  t h e  l o c a l  s h e l l  c o o r d i n a t e
C s y s t e m  t h e n  r e t r e i v e  t h e  l o c a l  Z - a r i s  f r o m  s t o r a g e .  E l s e
C e v a l u a t e  t h e  n o r m a l  t o  t h e  s h e l l  m i d  p l a n e  b y  a  c a l l  t o  t h e
C SHHORM r o u t i n e .
C
I F  (ICODE .GT. 0 )  THEH
CALL SHHORM (ELHUM. K l ,  HHEL, I T Y P E ,  V E C T (1 , 1 , K l ) ,V E C T ( 1 . 2  
1 , K 1 ) , V E C T ( 1 , 3 , K 1 ) )
ELSE
V E C T d , 3 . K l )  = DBLE(SHELL2Cl,KP>)
V E C T ( 2 , 3 , R 1 )  = D B LE(S H ELL Z(2 ,K P ))
V E C T ( 3 ,3 , K 1 )  = DBLE(SHELLZ( 3 , K P ) )
CALL DIRVEC <VECT(1,1  , K 1 ) . V E C T d  ,2  ,K 1 )  , VECTCl , 3 , K 1 )  )
EHDIF 
1 2 0  COBTIHUE
C
BDIF = HHDF -  BEHDF 
DO 1 7 0  Kl = 1 .  HHEL
BODE = BOPCKl,ELBUH)
ID = B E H D F f ( K l - l )
DO 1 3 0  K2 = 1 .  ID IH  
I D l  = ID  + K2 
D O F ( I D l )  = U T O T A L ( I K I D I ) )
1 3 0  COBTIHUE
ID  = ID  +  IDIM
ICODE = I A H D (IS P B (H 0 D E ) ,4 )
I F  (ICODE .G T.  0 )  THEH 
DO 1 5 0  K2 = 1 ,  IDIM 
I D l  = ID + K2 
TEMP = 0 .
DO 1 4 0  K3 = 1 ,  IDIM 
ID 2 = ID + K3
TEMP = TEMP + V E C T ( K 3 .K 2 ,K 1 ) * U T 0 T A L C I I ( I D 2 ) )
1 4 0  COBTIHUE
D O F ( I D l )  = TEMP 
1 5 0  COBTIHUE
ELSE
DO 1 6 0  K2 = 1 ,  IDIM 
I D l  = ID  + K2
D O F ( I D l )  = U T O T A L ( I K I D I ) )
1 6 0  COBTIHUE
EHDIF 
1 7 0  COBTIHUE
C
DO 1 9 0  IHTGPH = 1 ,  H IP
CALL GETTHK (IHTGPH, ELHUM, HHEL, THICKE, RAD)
C
C - - - - -  v e c t o r  V13 r e t u r n e d  b y  JACSHL i s  n o r m a l  t o  m i d  s u r f a c e  o f  t h e  
C s h e l l  a t  i n t e g r a t i o n  p o i n t s
C
I S E T  = 0
S I P  = S K IH T G P H )
CALL JA C SH LdH TG PH ,ELHU M ,HH EL,TH ICKE,DETJAC,V 13 ,ISET,SIP)





t h e  c o o r d i n a t e s  v e c t o r s  V i l  a n d  V12 a r e  e v a l u a t e d  b y  DIRVEC 
u h i c h  i s  p a r t  o f  t h e  E l e m e n t  L i b r a r y  M o d u le
CALL DIRVEC ( V l l ,  V 1 2 ,  V13)
IF (H L A Y R S . GT. 1 ) CALL TSHR(ELHUM, HHEL, IHTGPH, THICKE, ITYPE) 
CALL BSHL (ELHUM, HHEL, IHTGPH, THICKE)
CST = DETJACeW(IHTGPH)
DUDX = 0 .
DVDX = 0 .
DVDX = 0 .
DUDY = 0 .
DVDY = 0 .
DVDY = 0 .
DUDZ = 0 .
DVDZ = 0 .
DVDZ = 0 .
ASSUME COUHT(S)
A S I  =  S I ( IH T G P H )
COHST = THICKE»O.SDO 
DO 1 8 0  K l = 1 ,  HHEL
g e t  t h e  l o c a l  s h e l l  c o o r d i n a t e s  o f  t h e  n o d e
V l ( l )  = V E C T d , 1 , K 1 )
V 2 ( l )  = V E C T d , 2 , Kl)
V l ( 2 )  = V E C T ( 2 ,1 ,K 1 )
V 2 ( 2 )  = V E C T ( 2 ,2 ,K 1 )
V K 3 )  = V E C T ( 3 ,1 ,K 1 )
V 2 ( 3 )  = V E C T ( 3 ,2 ,K 1 )
K l l  =  H HD F«(K1-1)  + 1
K12 = K l l  + 1
K13 = K12 + 1
K14 = K13 + 1
K IS  = K14  +  1
HSIX = H (K 1,IH TG P H )*S IX
HSIY = H (K 1,IH TG P H )«S IY
H SIZ = D (K 1 ,IH T G P H )* S IZ
HXASI = H X(K 1)*A SI
BYASI = H Y(K1)« ASI
HZASI = B Z (K 1 )*A S I
DUDX = DUDX +  H X (K 1)«D 0F(K 11)  + COBST*( ( -  
V I ( 1 ) • D D F (K IB )) • (HXASI+HSIX)
DVDX = DVDX + H X(K 1)*D 0F(K 12)  + CO HST*((-  
V I ( 2 ) * D 0 F(K 1 5))* (H X A S I+H S IX )
DVDX = DVDX + H X(K 1)»D 0F(K 13)  + COHST*( ( -  
V I ( 3 ) * D 0 F(K 1E))*(H X ASI+HSIX )
DUDY = DUDY + H Y (K l) * D 0 F ( K 1 1 ) + COBST*( ( -  
V I (1 ) * D 0 F ( K 1 B ) ) * (B Y A S I + H S I Y )
DVDY = DVDY + H Y (K l)* D 0 F (K 1 2 )  + COHST*((■ 
V 1(2)* D D F (K 1 B ))* (H Y A S I+ H S IY )
DVDY = DVDY + B Y (K 1 )* D 0 F (K 13 )  + CO HST*((-  
V I ( 3 ) *D 0 F(K 1 B )) * (BYASI+HSIY)
DUDZ = DUDZ + H Z (K 1 )* D 0 F (K 1 1)  + COHST*((-  
V 1 (1 ) * D 0 F ( K 1 B ) ) * ( H Z A S I + H S I Z )
DVDZ = DVDZ + H Z (K 1)*D 0 F (K 12 )  +  CO HST*((-  
V 1 ( 2 ) * D 0 F ( K 1 E ) ) * ( H Z A S I + H S I Z )
DVDZ = DVDZ + H Z (K 1)*D 0 F (K 13 )  + CO HST*((-
• V 2 ( 1 ) * D 0 F ( K 1 4 ) )  + 
V 2 ( 2 ) * D 0 F ( K 1 4 ) ) +  
V2(3)*D0F(K14))+ 
V 2 ( 1 ) * D 0 F ( K 1 4 ) ) +  
V 2 ( 2 ) * D D F ( K 1 4 ) ) +  
V 2 ( 3 ) * D 0 F ( K 1 4 ) ) +  
V 2 ( 1 ) * D 0 F ( K 1 4 ) ) +  
V 2 ( 2 ) * D 0 F ( K 1 4 ) ) +  
V 2 ( 3 ) * D 0 F ( K 1 4 ) ) +
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1 V 1 ( 3 ) * D 0 F ( K 1 5 ) ) * ( N Z A S I + H S I Z )
1 8 0  CONTINUE
C
S T R H ( l )  =  DUDX 
S TR H (2)  =  DVDY 
S TR H (3)  =  DWDZ 
S TR H (4)  =  DUDY + DVDX 
STRB( 5 )  = DWDY + DVDZ 
STRB( 6 )  =  DWDX + DUDZ
C
CALL MATMOD (ELBUM, IT Y P E ,  MATBUM, IBTGPB, IFLAG, TOUT, DETJAC 
1 . 1 ,  BBEL)
CALL BTSHL (ELBUM, BBEL, 6 ,  BRB, 3 ,  2)
CALL EQUILB ( C S T ,  BCB, HRB, HHDF, BEHDF)





c  ========================= E Q U L I  B ===============================
C
C IHCLUDE (PROCESS)
SUBROUTINE EQ U ILB(CS T, HCB, BRB. BBDF, BEHDF)
IM PL ICIT  R E A L * 8 ( A - H , 0 - Z )
C . . .SWITCHES: REBU H B=100:10 ,FO RH A T=900:1 0  
C . . . SWITCHES :
C
C SUBROUTIHES AHD FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTIHE 
C
C HO SUBROUTIHES OR FUHCTIOHS CALLED FROM THIS PROGRAM UHIT 
C
REAL*8 B ,R E ,S T R S ,C S T ,T E H P  
C 0 M HO H /A SSEH 2/I I (12O )
C0MMDH/ELSTR2/STRS(6)
C0MM0H/HAIH4/RE(6OOOO)
C O HM O H/B 1/B (6 ,6 0)
C DIMENSION RTEHP( 6 0  )
C
C*VDIR: ASSUME COUBT(lG)
C*VDIR: IGNORE RECRDEPS 
C
C DO 2 0 0  Kl = 1 , HCB
C TEMP = 0 .
C DO 1 0 0  K2 = 1 , NRB
C 1 0 0  TEMP = TEMP + B (K 2  , K l ) * S T R S (  K2 )
C 2 0 0  RTEMP( K l ) = TEMP$CST 
C
BDIF = BBDF -  HENDF 
DO 1 1 0  K l = 1 ,  NCB
I D l  = ( K l - D / B E B D F  
ID 2  = Kl + I D 1 * H D IF  
TEMP = 0 .
DO 1 0 0  K2 = 1 ,  HRB
TEMP = TEMP + B (K 2 ,K 1 ) * S T R S ( K 2 )
1 0 0  CONTINUE
R E ( I I ( I D 2 ) )  = R E ( I I ( I D 2 ) )  + TEMP+CST 
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C I  SUBROUTINE GLOBAL I S  USED TO MODIFY THE FINAL GLOBAL
C I  STIF FNESS MATRIX. THIS I S  DONE IN ORDER TO SOLVE THE
C I  SET OF SIMULTIBQUS EQUATIONS BY THE METHOD OF MODIFFICATION.
C I  TH IS  SUBROUTINE I S  DESIGED FOR MODIFICATION OF BANDED
C I  HONSYMETRIC MATRICES ID THEIR CONDENSED FORM.




I M P L I C I T  REALMS ( A -H .D -Z )
C. . .SWITCHES:  RENUMB=100:10,FORMAT=900:10 
C . . .SWITCHES:
C
C SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM TH IS ROUTINE 
C
C NO SUBROUTINES OR FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM TH IS  PROGRAM UNIT 
C
CQMHON/HPCS/COEFMP ( 4 0 0 0 0 )  ,ALAHB ( 4 0 0 0 0 )  ,MPCDOF ( 4 0 0 0 0 ) .  
$ MPCADR(2,5000),NMPC,HPCPNT,HA3CHPC
DIMENSION IDOF( 1 )
C
C
E N T R Y  G L O B l
ENTRY GLOBl(NNODES, NNDF, NTDF, IDDF)
MDOF = NDDF*NNODES 
ICDUNT = 0
C
C^V DIR: PREFER SCALAR
DO 1 0 0  ID  = 1 ,  MDOF + NHPC
I F  ( I D O F ( I D )  .EQ. 0 )  THEN 
ICOUNT =  ICDUNT + 1 
I D O F ( I D )  = ICOUNT 
ELSE I F  ( I D O F ( I D )  .GT. 0 )  THEN 
I D O F ( I D )  = 0 
ENDIF 
1 0 0  CONTINUE





C E N T R Y  G L 0 B 2
C
ENTRY GL0B2 (NNODES, NNDF, NTDF, IDOF)
C
MDOF = NNDF-HHODES 
ICOUNT = 0
C
C*VDIR:  PREFER SCALAR
DO 1 1 0  ID  = 1 ,  MDOF + NHPC 
I F  ( I D O F ( I D )  .GT. 0 )  THEN
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ICOUHT = ICOUNT + 1 
IDOFCID) = ICOUHT 
EDDIF 
1 1 0  COHTIHUE








I M P L IC IT  R EA L 'S  ( A - H .D - Z )
C. . .SWITCHES: REHUMB=100:10,FORMAT=900:10 
C . . .SWITCHES:
C
C SUBRDUTIHES AND FUHCTIOHS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTIHE 
C
C SHHORM DIRVEC
REAL« 4  XYZ.SHELLZ,THICK 
R E A L 'S  H , H X I , H E T A , H S I , S I  
IHTEGER ELHUH
C0HMOH/HAIH2/UT0TAL(6OOOO)
C0HM0N/IHPUT3/XYZ < 3 , 1 0 0 0 0 )
C0MM0B/IHPUT2/H0P ( 2 0 . 5 0 0 0 )
C O M M O H / I S H A P 1 /H ( 2 0 , 2 7 ) ,N X I ( 2 0 , 2 7 ) ,H E T A ( 2 0 , 2 7 )  , H S I ( 2 0 , 2 7 )  , S I ( 2 7 )  
C0M M 0H /IH PUT9/T H IC K O) .IFLAG 
COHHOH/SKTR2/SHELLZ(3,1 0 0 0 0 )
CDMMOH/IHPUTE/ISPBdOOOO)
DIHEBSIOB U( 3  ) , V 3 ( 3 ) , V 1 ( 3 ) , V 2 ( 3 )
C
C E H T R Y  C O O R D l
C
EHTRY COORDl (ELHUH,HHEL , IHTGPH, IT Y P E , X I . Y 1 , Z1 )
XI = 0 .
Y1 = 0 .
Z1 = 0 .
C 'V D IR :  ASSUME COUHT(S)
DO 1 0 0  K =  1 ,  HHEL
I F  ( IFLA G  . E g .  0 )  THEN
X I  = XI + H (K ,I H T G P H ) 'X Y Z (1 ,H 0P (K ,E L H U H ))
Y1 =  Y1 + H ( K , IH TGPH)'XYZ( 2 , HOP(K, ELHUM))
Z1 = Z1 + H (K ,I BT G P H )*X Y Z(3 ,H 0P (R ,E LH U H ))
ELSE I F  (IFLAG .EQ. 4 )  THEB 
KP = H0P(K,ELHUM)
ICODE = I A H D ( I S P B ( K P ) ,4 )
C
C  I f  s h e l l  r o t a t i o n s  a r e  a s s e m b l e d  i n  t h e  l o c a l  s h e l l  c o o r d i n a t e
C s y s t e m  t h e n  r e t r e i v e  t h e  l o c a l  Z - a r i s  f r o m  s t o r a g e .  E l s e
C e v a l u a t e  t h e  n o r m a l  t o  t h e  s h e l l  m i d  p l a n e  b y  a  c a l l  t o  t h e
C SHBDRH r o u t i n e .
C
COHST = 0 . 5 ' S K I B T G P H )
I F  (ICODE .G T.  0 )  THEH
CALL SHHORM (ELHUM, K,  HHEL, IT Y P E ,  V I ( 1 ) , V 2 ( 1 ) , V 3 ( 1 ) )
ELSE
V 3 ( l )  = DBLE(SH ELLZ(1 ,KP))
V 3 ( 2 )  = DBLE(SH ELLZ(2 ,KP))
V 3 ( 3 )  = DB LE(SH ELLZ(3 ,KP))  ^
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CALL DIRVEC ( V l ( l )  , V 2 ( 1 )  , V 3 ( D )
EHDIF
XI = XI + H (K,I STG PH)«(X Y Z(l, I IO P(K ,EL irU M ))+TH IC K (K)»CO H ST * 
1 V 3 ( D )
Y1 = Y1 + B ( K , I H T G P B )* aY Z (2 ,H D P (K ,E L H U H ))+ T H IC K (K )* C D S S T *  
1 V 3 ( 2 ) )
Z1 = Z1 + D (K ,I H TG P H )»(X Y Z(3 ,B0P (K ,E L BU M ))+ TH ICK (K )*C0H ST * 
1 V 3 ( 3 > )
EBDIF 




C E Ç T R Y  C 0 0 R D 2
C
EBTRY C00HD2 (ELBUB, BBEL, IBTGPB,  BBDF, U X IP ,  U Y I P ,  U Z IP )
U(l) = 0.
U(2) = 0.
U ( 3 )  = 0 .
C*VDIR:  PREFER SCALAR
DO 1 2 0  R =  1 ,  BBEL 
C 'V D I R :  PREFER SCALAR
DO 1 1 0  ID = 1 ,  BBDF
K1 = BB D F»<H 0P(K,E LBUK )-1)  + ID  
U ( I D )  = U(XD) + B(K ,IB TG PB )•U TO TA L(K l)
1 1 0  COBTIBUE 
1 2 0  COBTIBUE 
UXIP = U ( l )
UYIP =  U ( 2 )
U ZIP  = U ( 3 )
RETURB
EBD
C ======================== H A T H 0 D ================================
C
C IHCLUDE (PROCESS)
SUBROUTIBE MATMOD (ELHUH, ITYPE .HATBUH, IHTGPH, IFLAG, lO U T , DETJAC ,
#  ICODE, i i n e l )
I M P L IC IT  R EA L 'S  ( A - B . O - Z )
C . . . SWITCHES : REHUHB=10 0 : 1 0 , F0RHAT=900: 1 0  
C . . .SWITCHES:
c
C SUBRQUTIHES AHD FUHCTIOBS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTIHE 
C
C DCOHST ERRORS 
C
C » * » * .
IHTEGER ELBUM
CHARACTER COMM'6, BUFFER'BO, BUFF'SO 
COKMOB/IBPUTF/MATYPE ( 1 0 )
COMMOB /C0MP2 /COMM,BUFFER, BUFF
C
I  =  MATYPE(MATBUM)
IF  ( I  .EQ. 1 ) THEH
CALL DCOHST (ELBUM, IT Y P E ,  MATHUH, IHTGPH, IF L A G ,  lO U T, DETJAC 
1 ,  ICODE, BBEL)
ELSE
WRITE (BUFFER, • )  'M A TE RIAL ',  MATHUM 
CALL ERRORS ( 1 8 ,  1 ,  'MATMOD')
STOP
EDDIF






SUBROUTIBE GETTHK(IHTGPH, ELHUM, HHEL, THICKE, RAD)
IM P L IC IT  DOUBLE PRECISIOH ( A - H .O - Z )
C . . .SWITCHES: REHUMB=100:10,FORMAT=900:10 
C . . .SWITCHES:
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * *
C
c SUBROUTIHES AHD FUHCTIOHS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTIHE 
C
C HO SUBROUTIHES OR FUHCTIOHS CALLED FROM T H IS  PROGRAM UHIT 
C
c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
IHTEGER ELHUM 
REAL*4 THICK,XYZ ^
REAL*8 H .H X I . H E T A , H S I , S I  
C0M M0H/IHPUT3/X YZ(3,1 0 0 0 0 )
C0MM0H /IH PUT2/H0P( 2 0 . 5 0 0 0 )
C 0 M H D H / I S H A P 1 / H ( 2 0 , 2 7 ) , H X I ( 2 0 , 2 7 ) , H E T A ( 2 0 , 2 7 ) , H S I ( 2 0 . 2 7 ) , 8 1 ( 2 7 )  
C0MM0H/IHPUT9/ T H I C K ( 9 ) , IFLAG 
I F  (IFLAG .E Q .  3 )  THEH 
RAD = 0 . 0
DO 1 0 0  K1 =  1 ,  HHEL
RAD = RAD + B (K 1,IHT GPH )*XY Z(1 ,H O P(K l,E LHU M ))
1 0 0  COHTIHUE
THICKE = 2 . 0 * 3 .1 4 1 5 6 2 * R A D
ELSE
THICKE = 0 - 0  
RAD = 0 . 0
DO 1 1 0  Kl = 1 ,  HHEL
THICKE = THICKE + H ( K l , IH TG PH )*TH ICK (Kl)
1 1 0  COHTIHUE
EHDIF 
RETURH 
C CHANGES 7 / 1 8  
EHD
C
c  ======================== D I  A G N L ===============================
C
C INCLUDE (PROCESS)




C I  THIS PROGRAM COMPUTES THE VECTOR CONTAINING THE ADDRESSES
C l  OF THE DIAGHAL ELEMENTS OF THE STIFFHESS MATIX. IT  ALSO
C I  CALCULATES THE BANDWIDTH AND THE AVERAGE BANDWIDTH OF THE
C l  OF THE STIFFNESS MATRIX AHD PRINTS THESE STATISTICS.
C I
C l  A R G U M E N T  L I S T
C I
C I  BELEM = TOTAL HUMBER OF ELEMENTS
C I
C I  NNDF = NUMBER OF NODAL DEGREES OF FREEDOM
C I
C I  NTDF = NUMBER OF TOTAL DEGREES OF FREEDOM
C I
C I  I D Q F ( I )  = VECTOR COBTAIHIHG THE D . O . F .  NUMBERS OF THE NODES
C I
C I  J D I A G ( I )  = VECTOR CONTAINING THE ADDRESS OF THE DIAGHAL TERMS
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C I  IQ  THE GLOBAL STIF FHESS MATRIX 'SK G '
C I
C I  HTSK = HUMBER OF TERMS I B  THE GLOBAL STIFFHESS MATRIX
C I
C I  HBAHD = HALF BAHDWIDTH OF THE STIFFHESS MATRIX
C I
C I  lOUT = OUTPUT DEVICE HUMBER
C I  
C I
C l  C O M K O H  B L O C K S  
C I
C I  H D P C I . J )  = MEMBER IHCIDEHCES
C I  
C I  
C I
c  ====================================================:==========—
IM P L IC IT  DOUBLE PRECISIOH ( A - H .O - Z )
C . . .SWITCHES: REHUMB=100:1 0 , F0RHAT=90O:10  
C . . .SWITCHES:
C





CO M M OH/IH PUT2/H OP(20,6000)
CaMHDH/HPCS/COEFMP(40000)  , ALAMB( 4 0 0 0 0 )  .MPCDOF( 4 0 0 0 0 ) ,
$ HPCADR( 2 , 5 0 0 0 ) , HHPC,HPCPHT, MAXMPC
COHM O N/ASSEM 2/IK 120)
DIMEHSIQH IDOFC 1 ) , J D I A G (  1 )
C
MDOF = HHDF+HHODES 
HTSK = 0 
C*VDIR: PREFER VECTOR
DO 1 0 0  K = 1 ,  MDOF + HMPC 
JD I A G ( R )  = 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
1 0 0  COHTIHUE
C
DO 1 5 0  ELHUM = 1 ,  HELEK
CALL ELIHFO (ELHUH, ITY PE, HHEL. IFLAG, ISTA RT, LIH ES)
I F  ( IT Y P E  . L E .  0 )  GO TO 1 4 0
c
HIBDDF = 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
DO 1 2 0  BODE = 1 ,  HHEL
I D  = BBDF*(BOP(BODE, ELBUM)- 1 )
I D l  = BBDF*( BODE-1)
DO 1 1 0  I D I R  = 1 ,  BBDF
I K I D l + I D I R )  =  ID  + I D I R  
ID 2  = ID O F ( I D + I D I R )
IF  (ID2 .GT. 0) MIBDDF = HIB0(MIHD0F,ID2)
1 1 0  COBTIBUE
1 2 0  COBTIBUE
C
C 4T T H IS  POIBT THE EIGHT OF EACH COLUMH I S  STORED IB  JDIAG
C
DO 1 3 0  I D l  = 1 ,  HBEL*BHDF 
I D 2  = I I ( I D l )
J D I A G ( I D 2 )  = M I B 0 ( J D I A G ( I D 2 ) , MIBDDF)
1 3 0  COBTIBUE
1 4 0  COBTIBUE
IS O  COBTIBUE
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c
c  m o d i f y  f o r  mpc l o c a t e  s m a l l e s t  d o f  n u m b e r
C
I F  (HHPC .G T. 0 )  THEH 
DO 1 7 0  K l  -  1 .  HHPC 
I I  = MDOF + K l 
ILOC = H PC A D R C l.K l)
DO 1 6 0  K2 = I L O C ,  ILOC + HPCADR(2,K1) -  1 
I F  (KPCD0FCK2) .G T .  0 )  THEB 
I D  = ID 0 F (M P C D 0 F (K 2 ) )
I F  ( I D  -G T.  0 )  J D I A G ( I l )  = H I D 0 ( J D I A G ( I 1 )  . I D )  
EHDIF 
1 6 0  COHTIHUE
1 7 0  COHTIHUE 
EHDIF
DO 180 Kl = 1 ,  MDOF » HHPC 
ID = I D O F ( K l)
I F  ( I D  .G T. 0 )  J D I A G ( I D )  =  ID  -  J D IA G (K l )  + 1 
1 8 0  COHTIHUE
C LOCATIOD OF EACH DIAGHAL TERM WILL BOW BE STORED I B  JDIAG
C
I F  (IFLAG2 .E Q. 0 )  THEH 
MET = 1 
ID = 0
DO 1 9 0  K = 1 ,  BTDF + i
ID  = ID  +  MET
MET = JDIA G (K )
JDIA G(K) = ID 
1 9 0  COHTIHUE
HTSK = JDIA G(HTDF+1)  -  J D IA G C l)
ELSE
ID = 0
DO 2 0 0  K = 1 ,  BTDF
ID = ID  +  JD IA G (K )
JDIA G (K) = ID 




C HTSK = HUMBER OF TERMS IH THE GLOBAL STIFFHESS MATRIX "SKG"
C
C
WRITE ( lO U T ,  9 0 0 )  MDOF, BTDF,  HTSK 
RETURH
9 0 0  F 0 R M A T ( / /1 X , ’HUMBER OF d o f s  = ’ , 1 8 / l X , ’ a c t i v e  d o f s  ’ ,




SUBROUTIBE GTLTK ( IHTGPH, ELHUM, HHEL. THICKL, ZSI .LTHICK. ZS) 
IM PLIC IT  R E A L * 8 ( A - H ,0 - Z )
C . . . SWITCHES : REHUMB=100: 1 0 , FORMAT=900: 1 0  
C . . .SWITCHES:
c
c  SUBROUTIHES AHD FUHCTIOHS CALLED FROM TH IS ROUTIHE 
C
C HO SUBROUTIHES OR FUHCTIOHS CALLED FROM THIS PROGRAM UHIT 
C
IHTEGER ELBUM
REAL*8 H .H X I , B E T A , B S I , S I ,L T H I C K
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CO MMOH/IDPUTl/HIP XI, H I P E T A .D I P S I , H I P , IHTCOD
CO HM O H/ISH A P1/H<20,2 7) , H X I ( 2 0 , 2 7 )  , H E T A ( 2 0 , 2 7 )  , H S I ( 2 0 , 2 7 )  . 5 1 ( 2 7 )  
DIHENSIOH L T H I C E O )  , Z S ( 9 )
THICKL = 0 . 0  
Z S I  =  0 . 0
DO 1 0 0  K l  = 1 ,  HHEL
THICKL = THICKL + H ( K l , IH TG PH )"LT HIC K (Kl)
I F  ( H I P S I  .EQ .  1 )  THEH
Z S I  = Z S I  + H (K 1 ,IH TG P H )» Z S(K 1)
ELSE I F  ( H I P S I  .E Q .  2 )  THEH
IC P  = IH TG PH /(H IP XI* H IPETA )
I P  = IHTGPH -  ICP»HIP XI*HIPETA
I F  ( I C P .E Q .O  .OR. I C P . E Q . l  .AHD. I P . E Q . O )  THEH
Z S I  =  Z S I  + B ( K 1 , IHTGPH)* ( Z S ( K l ) - L T H I C K ( K 1 ) * 0 . 5 7 7 3 5 /
1 2 . 0 )
ELSE I F  ( I C P . E Q . l  .OR. I C P . E Q . 2  .AHD. I P . E Q . O )  THEH
Z S I  =  Z S I  + H ( K l . IHTGPH)» ( Z S ( K l ) + L T H IC K (K l) * 0 . 5 7 7 3 5 /
1 2 . 0 )
EHDIF
ELSE I F  ( H I P S I  .EQ .  3 )  THEH
IC P  = IH TG PH /(H IPXI*H IPETA )
I P  = IHTGPH -  ICP»HIPXI*HIPETA
I F  ( I C P .E Q .O  .OR. I C P . E Q . l  .AHD. I P . E Q . O )  THEH
Z S I  =  Z S I  + H ( K l . I H T G P H ) « ( Z S ( K l ) - L T H I C K ( K l) * 0 . 7 7 4 5 9 6 6 /  
1 2 . 0 )
ELSE I F  ( I C P . E Q . l  .OR. I C P . E Q . 2  .AHD. I P . E Q . O )  THEE 
Z S I  = Z S I  + H (K 1 ,IH T G P H )*Z S (K 1 )
ELSE I F  ( I C P . E Q . 2  .OR. I C P . E Q . 3  .AHD. I P . E Q . O )  THEH
Z S I  = Z S I  + H ( K 1 , I H T G P H ) » ( Z S ( K 1 ) + L T H I C K ( K 1 ) * 0 .7 7 4 6 9 6 6 /  
1 2 . 0 )
ENDIF 
EHDIF 
1 0 0  COHTIHUE 
RETURN 
END
C ========================== C 0 H T R L 1=============================
C
C IHCLUDE (PROCESS)
SUBROUTINE CH TRLl(SKG, SKGL,R, ID O F .J D I A G , HTSK, HTDF, TOUT.mbond)
C I
C l  P R O G R A M :
C I
C I  SUBROUTIDE 'COHTRL' CONTROLS THE INCREMENTAL LOADING AHD THE
C I  HEWTOH RAPHSON ITERATIVE PROCESS FOR THE TOTAL LAGRAHGIAH
C I  GEOMETRIC AHD MATERIAL HOHLIHEARITIES.
C I
C l  A R G U M E N T  L I S T :
C I
C I  SKG(I) = GLOBAL STIFFHESS MATRIX STORED AS A ONE
C I  DIMENSIONAL ARRAY
C I  R (I)  = LOAD VECTOR
C I  ID O F(I) = VECTOR COHTAIHIHG THE D .O .F. NUMBERS OF JOINTS
C I  JD IA G (I) = LOCATION OF THE DIAGHAL TERMS OF EACH COLUMN
C l  IH THE GLOBAL STIFFHESS MATRIX 'SKG'
C I  HTSK = TOTAL DUMBER OF TERMS IH THE 'SKG' MATRIX
C I  HTDF = HUMBER OF TOTAL D .O .F . IN THE PROBLEM
C I  HOT INCLUDING THE COHSTRAIHED BOUHDARIES
C I  TOUT = OUTPUT DEVICE
C I  MBAHD = HALF BAND WIDTH OF THE STIFFNESS MATRIX
C I
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c  I
C I  C O M M O B  B L O C K S  
C I





C . . .SWITCHES: REHUHB=100; 10,FORHAT=900:10 
C . . .SWITCHES:
C
c  SUBROUTIHES AHD FUHCTIOHS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTIHE 
C
C RECOV RESTAT RCOHST DIAGHL DIRCOS ASSEHB
C REWIH S0LVE2 SOLVEl GETSTR SWAP3 CHKRC
C lOCOPï STORE OUTPUT ARCHIV
C
LOGICAL Y E S ,HO 
C0M M0N /T RAnS/DC(3 ,3 )
COMMOH/IHPUTE/ISPB( 1 0 0 0 0 )
COMMOH/MAIHl/UCSOOOO) , R E 1 ( 6 0 0 0 0 )
COMHDH/MAIH2/UTÜTAL(60000)
C0MMOH/MAIH4/RE(6OOOO)
C 0 M M 0 H /IH P U T 7 /R IT (6 0 00 0 )  ,R I D C ( 6 0 0 0 0 )  ,U I H C ( 6 0 0 0 0 )  
C0M M0H/IHPUT8/HH0DES.HELEM.HHDF,HLIHC1,MHIT.IFLAG1,IFLAG2,IDIM. 
1 HIHODE,SCDLOR,HFREE
COMMOH/IHCRl 1 /FRACT( 1 0 )  .H LIH C (IO )  ,LDCOHT,IHCPTR 
COMMOH/IHPUTB/FAC .FACHEH,FACLOW, FACHIG, EH RGl, DDIVER, ISTOP 
COHMOH/IHPUTG/IFLAG3 . lO IH T R ,  IFPLOT 
COHMOH/COBTRl/IHCREH.HIT
COMMOH/DEVICE/LDEVl, LDEV2 ,LDEV3 .LDEV4 .LDEV5, LDKEEP, LDEV. LDEVST 
COMMOH/IALGTM/1 FLAGS
COMMOB/SAFE4/IRDOF(60000)  , I U D D F (6 0 0 0 0 )
COMMOB/PATH/HISTX ( 1 0 , 3 0 )  .HISTY ( 1 0 , 3 0 )  , IP A T H (IO )  
COMMGH/TEMPS/TEMPl ( 6 0 0 0 0 )  ,TEMP2 ( 6 0 0 0 0 )
C0MHOB/MPCS/C0EFMP(4OOOO) , ALAMB(40000) ,H PC D O F(4 00 0 0)  ,
$  MPCADR(2,SOOO), HMPC, MPCPHT, MAXMPC
c  c h a n g e s  7 / 1 8
DIMEHSIOH R (1  ) , SKG( 1 ) , SKGL(1 ) . ID OF(1 ) , JD IA G (1  ) , DUMMY( 3 )
C
BTIHE = 0
BPREV = 0 
FRACST = 0 





C MDF = MAXIMUM DEGREES OF FREEDOM IHCLUDIHG THE SUPPORTS
C
MDF = HHODES*HBDF
IF  (lOIHTR .EQ. 0 )  lOIHTR = HLIHC(IBCPTR)
C
C IF  THIS RUB IS A RESTART THEH RESTORE THE LAST COHVERGED VALUES
C OF THE EQUILIBRIUM LOAD VECTOR AHD THE TOTAL DISPLACEMEHT VECTOR
C
IF  (IFLAG3 .EQ. 1) THES
CALL RECOV (FRACST, MDF, ISTART, HTDF, IDOF) 
BPREV = FRACST 
CALL RESTAT
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CALL RCOHST
CALL DIAGHL (HELEH, BHDF, HTDF, ID O F ,  JD IA G ,  HTSK, RHODES, 
1 IFLAG2,  IDUT)
IF IB A L  = ISTART + HLIHC(IHCPTR)




IF IH A L = HLIHC(IHCPTR)
C
C FOR THE FIR ST ITERATIOH OF THE F I R S T  IHCREHEHT USE THE
C GEOMETRIC LIHEARITY ROUTIHS.
C
C IF L A G l = 0 ;  GEOMETRIC LIHARITY
C = 1 ;  GEOMETRIC HOH-LIHEARITY
C ISAVE = DUMMY VARIABLE USED TO STORE THE VALUE OF ' I F L A G l '
C
ISAVE = IFLAGl 
IFLA Gl = 0 
EHDIF
C
c CALCULATE THE PROPER LOAD OR DISPLACEMEHT IDCREMEBT
C UIHCC K 3' = APPLIED IHCREHEHT OF DISPLACEMEHT
c U( K ) = TOTAL APPLIED DISPLACEMENTS
c RC K ) = TOTAL APPLIED LOADS
c RIHC( K 3' = INCREMENT OF APPLIED LOADS
C RE( K ) = EQUILIBRIUM LOAD VECTOR
c
c
HLIHC = NUMBER OF LOAD IHCREMERTS
C
c ICOUHT = ITERATION COUNT FOR THE RUN
c lOCHT = INCREMENT COUNT FROM THE THE START OR SINCE
c OUTPUT. WHEN 'IDCHT' IS  EQUAL TO 'lOINTR' A
c OUTPUT WILL BE GENERATED.




1 1 0 COHTIHUE
IF  (IHCPTR .GT. 1 )  THEN
ISTART = IFIHAL + 1




c S T A R T  O F
c I N C R E H E H T  L O O P
DO 3 4 0  IHCREM = ISTART, IFIHAL
lOCHT =: lOCNT + 1





c FAC = COHVERGANCE FACTOR
c FACLOW = LOWEST ALLOWABLE CONVERGENCE FACTOR
COMPLETE
FACHIG = LARGEST ALLOWABLE COHVERGEBCE FACTOR
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c  FiCHEH = HEW COHVERGAHCE FACTOR CALCULATED BY ROUTIHE ’ CHECK’
C RFACT = REDUCTIOH FACTOR FOR SUBIHCREKEHTATIOH
C U( K ) = IHCREHEHT OF THE APPLIED DISPLACEHEHTS USED
C FOR THE F IR S T  ITERATIOH
C R I T (  K ) = TOTAL APPLIED LOAD AT THE EHD OF THE IHCREHEHT
C
C*VDIR: PREFER VECTOR
DO 1 6 0  K l =  1 ,  HDF 
ATIHE = 0 . 0  
BTIHE = 0 . 0
I F  (IHCPTR .EQ . 1 )  THEH 
ATIHE = FRACT(IHCPTR)
BTIHE = ATIME»IHCREH/IFIHAL 
I F  (IFLA G3 .E Q .  1 )  THEH
ATIHE = FRACT(IHCPTR) -  FRACST
BTIHE = FRACST + A TIH E*( IHCREH-ISTART+1) /H L IH C (
1 IHCPTR)
EHDIF
ELSE I F  (IHCPTR .GT. 1 )  THEB
ATIHE = FRACT(IHCPTR) -  F R A C T (IH C P T R - l )
BTIHE = F R A CT(IHCPTR-l)  + ATIHE* (IHCREH-ISTART+1) /
1 HLIHC(IHCPTR)
EBDIF 
IRHFB = 0 
lUHFH = 0 
HUHl = 0 
HUH2 = 0 
FRACTl = 0 . 0  
FRACT2 = 0 . 0
I F  ( I R D O F ( K l)  .H E .  0 )  IRHFB = I R D O F (K l)
I F  ( lU D O F ( K l)  .H E .  0 )  lUHFH = lU D O F (K l)
I F  (IRHFH .H E.  0 )  HUHl = IPATH(IREFH)
I F  (lUHFH .H E .  0 )  HUH2 = IPATH(IUHFH)
I F  (HUHl .G T. 1 )  THEH 
DO I P l  = 1 ,  HUHl -  1
I F  ( B T I H E .G E .H I S T X d R H F H , I P l )  .AHD. B T I H E .L E . H IST !  
1 ( I R H F H , I P l + D )  THEH
FRACTl = ( B T I H E * ( H I S T Y ( I R H F H . I P l ) - H I S T Y ( I R H F H ,
1 I P l + 1 ) ) + ( H I S T X ( I R H F H , I P l ) * H I S T Y ( I R H F H , IP 1+
2 l ) - H I S T Y ( I R H F H , I P l ) * H I S T X ( I R H F H . I P l + l ) ) ) / (
3  H IS T X dR H F H . I P l  ) -H IS T X (IR H F H , I P l + 1  ) )




1 3 0  COHTIHUE
I F  (HUH2 .G T. 1 )  THEH
DO I P 2  = 1 ,  HUH2 -  1
I F  ( B T I H E . GE. H IST X dU H FH , I P 2 ) .AHD. B T I H E .L E . HISTX 
1 ( I U H F H . I P 2 + 1 ) )  THEH
FRACT2 = ( B T I H E * ( H I S T Y ( l U H F H ,IP 2 ) - B I S T Y ( lU B F H ,
1 I P 2 + 1 ) ) + ( H I S T X ( I U H F H , I P 2 ) » H I S T Y ( I U H F H , I P 2 +
2 1 )  - H I S T Y d U H F H . I P 2  )*H IS T X (IU H F H , I P 2 + 1 )  ) ) /  (





IS O  COHTIHUE
U (K 1)  = RFACT*TEH P1(Kl) «FRACT2 
R I T ( K l )  = RFACT*TEHP2(K1)*FRACT1 
U I H C ( K l)  = U(K1)
R I H C ( K l )  = R I T ( K l )
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1 6 0  COHTiyUE
C
c  S T A R T  O F
C I T E R A T I O H  L O O P
C
DO 3 2 0  HIT  = 1 ,  MBIT
C
C NIT = ITERATIOH NUMBER
C HHIT = HAÏIHUM NUMBER OF ITERATIONS ALLOWED
C
DO 2 2 0  Kl = 1 ,  NNODES 
I  = BHDF*CK1-1)
DO 2 1 0  ILOOP = 1 ,  IREP 
IL O O P l  =  ILOOP -  1 
ICODE = lA N D C lS P B C K l) , ILOOP)
I  -  I  + ID IM * IL 0 0P1
C*VDIR:  PREFER SCALAR
DO 1 7 0  K2 = 1 ,  I  DIM 
I D I R  = I  + K2 
DUMMY(K2) = R I T C I D I R )
1 7 0  CONTINUE
I F  (ICODE .GT. 0 )  THEN
CALL DIRCOS ( ICO DE , IDIM, K l )
C*VDIR:  PREFER SCALAR
DO 1 9 0  K2 = 1 ,  IDIM 
CST = 0 .
C*VDIR:  PREFER SCALAR
DO 18 0  K3 =  1 ,  IDIM 
ID IR  = I  + K3
CST = CST + R I T ( I D I R ) * D C ( K 3 , K 2 )  
1 8 0  CONTINUE
DUMMY(K2) = CST 
1 9 0  CONTINUE
ENDIF
C 'V D IR :  PREFER SCALAR
DO 2 0 0  K2 = 1 ,  IDIM 
I D I R  = I  + K2 
ID  = I D O F (ID IR )
I F  ( I D  .GT. 0 )  R ( I D )  = DUMMY(K2)
2 0 0  CONTINUE
2 1 0  CONTINUE
2 2 0  CONTINUE
C
IF  (NIT .EQ. 1) THEN 
LDEV = LDEVl 
ELSE




IF  (IFLAG2 .EQ. 0) THEN
CALL SDLVE2 (SKG, R. JDIAG. NTDF, 1 , IOUT)
CALL S0LVE2 (SKG, R. JDIAG, HTDF. 2 ,  lOUT)
ELSE IF  (IFLAG2 .EQ. 1) THEN
CALL SOLVEl (SKG, SKGL, R, JDIAG, NTDF, YES, YES) 
ENDIF
IF  (NHPC .GT. 0) THEN 
DO IMPC = 1 , HHPC
ALAMB(IHPC) = R((NTDF-NMPC)+IMPC)





C*VDIR: PREFER SCALAR 
C
DO 240 Kl = 1 , HDF 
ID = IDOF(Kl)
IF  (ID .GT. 0) U(K1) = U(Kl) + R(ID) 
240 COHTIHUE
C
DO 300 Kl = 1 , HHODES 
I  = HHDF*(K1-1)
DO 290 ILOOP = 1 , IREP 
ILOOPl = ILOOP -  1 
ICODE = lAHDCISPB(Kl), ILOOP) 
1 = 1 +  IDIH+ILOOPl
C+VDIR: PREFER SCALAR
DO 250 K2 = 1 , IDIM 
IDIR = I  + K2 
DUMMY (K2) = U(IDIR)
250 COHTIHUE
IF  (ICODE .GT. 0 ) THEH
CALL DIRCOS (ICODE. IDIM, Kl)
C+VDIR: PREFER SCALAR
C+VDIR: PREFER SCALAR
DO 270 K2 = 1 , IDIM 
CST = 0 .
DO 2 6 0  K3 =  1 ,  IDIM 
I D I R  = I  + K3
CST = CST + D C ( K 2 ,K 3 ) » U ( I D I R )  
2 6 0  COHTIHUE
DUMMY(K2) = CST 
2 7 0  COHTIHUE
EDDIF
C+VDIR: PREFER SCALAR
DO 2 8 0  K2 = 1 ,  IDIM 
I D I R  = I  +  K2 
UTOTAL(IDIR) = DUMMY(K2)
2 8 0  COHTIHUE
2 9 0  COHTIHUE
3 0 0  COHTIHUE
c 5 5 0  U( I D I R  ) = DUMMY( K2 )
C
IFLA Gl = ISAVE 
C+VDIR; PREFER VECTOR
DO 3 1 0  K l  = 1 ,  HDF 
R E K K l )  = R E ( K l)
U (K 1 )  = 0 .
U(K1)  = U I H C ( K l)
R E ( K l )  = 0 .
3 1 0  COHTIHUE
C





C c h e c k  t h e  c c n v e i g e n c e  o f  t h e  p r o c e d u r e  f o r  e a c h  e l e m e n t  o f
C r e i n f o r c e d  c o n c r e t e .
C
ICHECK = 0 
CALL SHAP3
CALL CHKRC (IHCREM, H I T ,  TERROR, TOUT, ICHECK)
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IF  (ICHECK .Eq. 0) TEED 
CALL lOCOPY 
CALL REWIH 




C E H D  O F




IF  (ICHECK.EQ.O .OR. HIT.GE.HHIT) THEH 
WRITE (lOUT, 910) IHCREM 
IF  (HIT.GT.HHIT .AHD. ICHECK.EQ.l) THEH 
CALL REWIH 
WRITE (lOUT. 900)
WRITE (lOUT, 920) HHIT
CALL STORE (BPREV, HDF, IHCREM - 1 , HTDF, IDDF) 






CALL STORE (BTIHE, HDF, IHCREM, HTDF, IDOF)
WRITE (lOUT, 920) HIT




IHCPTR = IHCPTR + 1 
lOIBTR = 0 
IFLAG3 = 0





9 0 0  F O R H A T O S X , '  HO COHVERGEBCE ' )
9 1 0  F O R H A T O S X , '  IHCREHEHT B O . ’ , 1 7 , )
9 2 0  FORMAT(3EX,' ITTERATIOH H O . ’ , 1 7 , ’ ' )
C 10 0 2  F O R M A T ( / / / I X , ’ ------------- TOTAL HUMBER OF ITERATIOBS FOR THIS  RUB I S ’
C 1 , ’ = ’ , 1 6 )
9 3 0  F 0 R M A T ( / /1 X ,
1 ’ -------------- OUTPUTS ARE FOR THE LAST COHVERGED IHCREHEHT ’ , 1 4 )
9 4 0  F 0 R M A T ( / / / / / / / / 1 X ,  ’ ------------- OUTPUTS AT IHCREHEHT ’ , 1 4 )
9 6 0  F 0R M A T(/1X , ’ ------------- ALLOWABLE HUMBER OF ITERATIOHS EXCEEDED AT’ ,
1 ’ LOAD STEP ’ , I 4 / 9 X , ’ THE EFFECTIVE COHVERGEBCE FACTOR ’ , E 1 0 . 3 ,
2 ’ I S  WITHIH TOLERABCE ’ / 9 X , ’EXECUTIOH COHTIHUES’ )
9 6 0  F 0R M A T(/1X , ’ -------------- ALLOWABLE HUMBER OF DIVERGIHG ITERATIOHS ’ ,
1 ’ I S  EXCEEDED AT LOAD STEP ’ , 1 4 /
2 9 X ,  ’LOAD STEP FACTOR I S  REDUCED TO ’ , F 6 . 4 /
3  9 X , ’EXECUTIOH COHTIHUES’ )
9 7 0  F O R M A T ( / I X , ’ -------------- ALLOWABLE HUMBER OF ITERATIOHS EXCEEDED ’ ,
1 ’ AT LOAD STEP ’ , I 4 / 9 X ,  'THE EFFECTIVE COHVERGEBCE FACTOR’ , E 1 0 . 3 ,
2 ’ EXCEEDS THE PRISCRIBED TOLERABCE’ /
3  9 X , ’ SUBIHCREKEHTATIOH BAS FAILED TO CORRECT THE PROBLEM’ /
4  9 X , ’ EXECUTIOH TERHIHATED’ )
9 8 0  F 0 R H A T ( /1 X ,  ’ -------------- ALLOWABLE HUMBER OF DIVERGIHG ITERATIOHS ’ ,
1 ’ EXCEEDED AT LOAD STEP ’ , 1 4 /
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2 6 /
2 9X,'SUBIHCREHEHTiTIOB HAS FAILED TO CORRECT THE PROBLEM'/
3  9X,'E XECUTION TERMINATED' )
9 9 0  F 0 R M A T ( / 1 X , ’  ALLOWABLE NUMBER OF ITERATIONS EXCEEDED A X ' ,
1 '  LOAD STEP ' . I 4 / 9 X . ' T H E  EFFECTIVE CONVERGENCE F A C T O R ' ,E 1 0 . 3 .
2 '  EXCEEDS THE PRISCRIBED TOLERAN C E'/9 I , 'R ED UC TION  FACTOR I S  ' ,
3  'REDUCES TO '  ,F 6 .4 /9 X , 'E X E C U T I O N  CO NTINUES')
END
C INCLUDE(PROCESS)
SUBROUTINE TSHRCELNUM.NNEL, IN TGPN.THICKE, ITYPE)
I M P L IC IT  REAL'S  ( A - H .O - Z )
C .  . . SWITCHES : REHUMB=100;10.FORMAT=900:1 0  
C . . .SWITCHES:
c
C SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM T H IS  ROUTINE 
C
C GTLTK DMATCS 
C
INTEGER ELNUH 
REA L 'S  LTHICK 
R E A L '4  THICK
COHMON/IHPUTl/NIPXI. NIPETA. H I P S I  . N I P .  INTCOD 
COMMOH/LAYERB/LTHICK ( 9 )  . ZS ( 9 )  . DCS ( 3 . 3 )  . NLAYRS .MATRL.LYNUM 
COMHON/BLOCKS/HISTO( 2 7 . 7 0 .  I S ) . CRACK ( 2 7 . 2 5 0 . 1 B) . I H I S T Y , I H I S T l  
$ . I H I S T 2  
C0MM0N/INPUT9/THICK(9) .IFLAG 
COMMON/TSBRl/El( 5 0 0 0 . 9 ) . F I ( 5 0 0 0 , 9 )
COMMON/MATER1/DEP(6, 6 )
DIMENSION A ( 9 ) . B ( 9 ) , C ( 9 ) , D ( 9 )
I I  =  N IPX I 'N IP E T A  
IP O IN T = I N T G P N /I I  
INDEX = INTGPN -  I P O I N T ' I I  
I F  (INDEX . E q .  0 )  INDEX = I I
C
I F  (LY D UM .E q.l .AND. INTGPN. L E . I I )  THEN 
A(INDEX) = 0 . 0  
B(INDEX) = 0 . 0  
C(INDEX) = 0 . 0  
D(IHDEX) = 0 . 0  
El(ELNUM.INDEX) = 0 . 0  
FI(ELNUM.INDEX) = 0 . 0  
ENDIF
C
Z S I  = 0 . 0  
THICKL = 0 . 0
CALL GTLTK (INTGPN. ELNUM. NNEL, TH ICK L. Z S I .  LTHICK. ZS)
IPG  = 1 
TOUT =  1 3  
ICODE = 0
CALL DMATCS (ELNUM. IT Y P E ,  INTGPN. IF L A G ,  lO UT, ICODE, IPG)
C
ZDIST = T H I C K E /2 .0  + ZS I
A(IHDEX ) = TH ICK L'ZD IS T 'D EP ( 1 , 1  ) + A (INDEX)
B(INDEX) = T H I C K L ' D E P ( l . l )  + B( INDEX)
C(INDEX) = T H IC K L 'Z D IS T * D E P (2 ,2 )  + C(INDEX)
D(INDEX ) = T H I C K L 'D E P ( 2 ,2 )  + D(INDEX )
C
I F  (LYNUM . E q .  NLAYRS) THEN 
I S I G  = 1
ELSE
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I S I G  = 0 
EDDIF
C
I F  ( I S I G  .E Q. 1 )  TEES
El(ELBUM,IHDEX) = A(IBDEX)/B(IHD EX )









IM P L I C I T  REAL'S  ( A - H , 0 - Z )
REAL«4 X I I , ET A I , S I I ,  FMAG, DMAG, P X I , PETA 
CHARACTER'SO GTITLE 
CHARACTER*40 S C F P ,O F P ,O F H , VOLSER
C
C COHSTAHT VALUES ASSIGHED TO CERTAIB VARIABLE DAMES.
C
CDMM0H/IHPUT8/DB0DES, BELEM ,BBDF,BLIDCl, MBIT, I F L A G l , IFLA G2, ID IM ,
1 DIBODE, BCOLOR,BFREE
COMMON/IBCRl 1 /FRA CT( 1 0 )  .D LIH C(IO)  , LDCOHT, IHCPTR 
COMMOH/IHPUTB/FAC, FACHEV, FACLOW, FACHIG, EH RG l, HDIVER, ISTDP 
C0M M0D/IDPUTG/IFLAG3, lO IH T R ,  IFPLOT 
C0M M0H/U TIL3/BREC(3)  ,DWMAX 
COMMOB / F I L E l  /K E E P , I D E L , S C FP, OFP, OFH, VOLSER 
COMMOB/ADMATl/AD (8 1  )
COMMOB/DEVICE/LDEVl ,LDEV2.LDEV3,LDEV4,LDEVB,LDKEEP,LDEV,LDEVST 
C O H M O D / E L L I B 1 / X I I ( 2 0 ) , E T A I ( 2 0 ) , S I I ( 2 0 )
C 0 M M 0 H /E L L IB 2 /P X K 9)  ,P ETA (9)
C0MM0B/HERM/H(4 , 4 ) , G X ( 4  , 6 ) , G F ( 4  , 6 )
C 0 M M 0 D /G R A P H 1 / IS ( 6 2 ) , I E ( 6 2 )
COMMOH/GRAPHE/FHAG, DMAG, BIGHT, AHGLE. BOLIDE, I T H I C K , HLIDES , SLID 
COMMOB/GRAPH7/GTITLE( 2 0 )
C0HM0B/GRAPH8/LDEVP 
C 0 M M 0 H /E X T R P 1 / I B T 3 3 ( 9 ) , I B T 2 2 ( 4 )
C 0 M M 0 H /C A E D S 1 / I2 0 4 (4 ) , 1 2 0 8 ( 8 ) , 1 3 0 8 ( 8 ) , 1 3 2 0 ( 2 0 )
C
DATA S C F P ,O F P ,D F D ,V O L S E R / '  ' . '  >/
DATA K E E P , I D E L / 0 , 0 /
DATA ( ( H ( I , J ) , J = l , 4 ) , I = l , 4 ) / 2 . , ' 2 . , 1 . , 1 . , - 3 .  , 3 .  , - 2 . , - l . , 0 . . 0 . ,
1 1 . , 0 . , 1 . , 0 . , 0 , , 0 , /
DATA L D E V B /1 6 / ,L D E V P / 1 7 /
DATA L D E V l , LDEV2, LDEV3, LDEV4, LDEVST/1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 1 4 /
DATA ( X I I ( K ) , K = 1 , 2 0 ) / - 1 . , 1 . , 1 . , - 1 . , - 1 . , 1 . , 1 . , - l . , 0 . , 1 . , 0 . , - 1 . ,
1 - 1 . , 1 . , 1 . , - 1 . , 0 . , 1 . , 0 . , - 1 . /
DATA ( E T A I ( K ) , K = 1 , 2 0 ) / - 1 . , - 1 . , 1 . , 1 . , - 1 .  , - l . , l . , 1 . , - 1 . , 0 . , 1 . ,
1 0 . , - 1 . , - 1 . , 1 . , 1 . , - 1 . , 0 . , 1 .  , 0 . /
DATA ( D L I B C ( K ) , K = 1 , 1 0 ) / 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 , 1 /
DATA ( F R A C T ( K ) , K = 1 , 1 0 ) / 1 . , 1 . , 1 . , 1 . . 1 . , 1 . , 1 . , 1 . , 1 . , 1 . /
DATA ( S I I ( K ) , K = 1 , 2 0 ) / - 1 . , - 1 . , - 1 . , - 1 .  , 1 . , 1 . , 1 . , 1 . , - 1 . , - 1 .
1 0 . , 0 . , 0 . , 0 . , 1 . , 1 . , 1 .  , 1 . /
DATA HHODES, BELEM,BBDF,MBIT, I F L A G l , IF LA G 2, I D I M / 0 , 0 , 2 , 1 , 0 ,
1 0 , 2 / ,  IF LA G 3, lO IB T R ,  I F P L O T ,B F R E E /0 , 0 , 0 , 0 /
DATA B D IV E R ,F A C /1 , . 0 0 1 / , A D / 8 1 ' 0 . /
DATA H R E C / l , l , l / , B W M A X / 0 /
DATA P X I / - 1 . , 1 . , 1 . , - 1 . , 0 . , 1 . , 0 . , - 1 .  , 0 . /
DATA P E T A / - 1 . , - 1 . , 1 . , 1 . , - 1 . , 0 . . 1 . , 0 .  , 0 . /
C
C  GRAPHICS ELEMEHT L IB E  COHECTIVITY DATA
C
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DATA I S / 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 1 , S , 2 , 3 , 4 .
1 1 . 5 , 2 , 6 , 3 , 7 , 4 , 8 . 1 , 2 , 3 . 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 , 8 . 2 , 3 . 1 , 4 ,
2 1 . 9 , 2 , 1 0 . 3 , 1 1 . 4 , 1 2 , 5 , 1 7 , 6 , 1 8 , 7 . 1 9 , 8 , 2 0 , 1 . 1 3 . 4 . 1 6 , 3 , 1 5 , 2 , 1 4 ,
3  1 , 5 , 6 , 2 , 7 , 3 , 8 , 4 , 9 /
DATA I E / 2 , 3 , 4 , 1 , 5 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 1 ,
1 5 , 2 , 6 , 3 , 7 , 4 , 8 . 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 . 1 , 6 , 7 , 8 , 5 , 6 , 7 , 5 . 8 ,
2  9 . 2 , 1 0 , 3 , 1 1 . 4 , 1 2 , 1 , 1 7 , 6 , 1 8 , 7 . 1 9 , 8 , 2 0 , 6 , 1 3 . 5 , 1 6 , 8 , 1 5 , 7 , 1 4 , 6 ,
3  5 , 6 , 2 , 7 , 3 , 8 , 4 , 9 . 1 /
DATA F M A G ,DH A G,E IG H T,A H GLE,BO LISE,ITH ICK/1. . 1 . , 0 . 0 8 , 0 . , 0 . 2 /
DATA H L I H E S , H L I H / 0 , 0 /
C
C GAUSSXAH POIHT TO HODE CQHHECTIVITY DATA FOR HDDAL EXTRAPOLATIDB
C
DATA I H T 3 3 / 1 , 3 , 9 . 7 , 2 . 6 , 8 , 4 , 5 / , I H T 2 2 / 1 , 2 , 4 . 3 /
C
C ELEMEHT COHDECTIVITY DATA FOR CAEDS ELEHEHTS
C
DATA 1 2 0 4 / 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 /
DATA 1 2 0 8 / 1 , 5 , 2 , 6 , 3 , 7 . 4 . 8 /
DATA 1 3 0 8 / 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 , 8 /
DATA 1 3 2 0 / 1 . 9 , 2 , 1 0 , 3 , 1 1 , 4 , 1 2 , 1 3 , 1 4 , 1 5 , 1 6 , 5 , 1 7 , 6 , 1 8 , 7 , 1 9 , 8 . 2 0 /
EHD
C
c  ============================ C A E D S  ==============================
C
C IHCLUDE (PROCESS)
SUBROUTINE CA E D S(ID O F,U ,R , lO U T , UHIVER)
C I
C l  P R O G R A M :
C I
C I  CAEDS i s  u s e d  t o  r e a d  t h e  U n i v e r s a l  F i l e s  w h i c h  h a v e  b e e n
C I  c r e a t e d  b y  t h e  CAEDS G r a p h i c s  F i n i t e  E l e m e n t  M o d e l e r  m o d u l e .
C I  
C I
C l  O H  E H T R Y :
C I
C I  lOUT = o u t p u t  d e v i c e  n u m b e r
C I  
C I
C l  O H  R E T U R H :
C I
C I  IDOF = i s  t h e  a r r a y  c o n t a i n i n g  t h e  d e g r e e  o f  f r e e d o m
C I  i n f o r m a t i o n  f o r  e a c h  n o d e ,
C I  = 1 ;  d e g r e e  o f  f r e e d o m  i s  c o n s t r a i n e d  ( z e r o  d i s p l . )
C l  = 0 ;  d e g r e e  o f  f r e e d o m  i s  u n c o n s t r a i n e d
C I  = - l  ; d e g r e e  o f  f r e e d o m  h a s  a  p r e s c r i b e d  v a l u e  a n d




I M P L IC IT  REAL*8 (A - H .O - Z )
C. . .SWITCHES:  RENUHB=100;10,FORHAT=900:10 
C . . .SWITCHES:
C
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REAL*4 X Y Z .IA X ,O R IG ,X Z P U  
CHARACTER*80 BUFFER, I D l , I D 2 , I D 3 , ID 4  
CHARACTER*40 UDIVER.UHV,RSHAHE,csname 
CaH HON/IHPUT2/HOP(20,EOOO)
C0HM0H/INPUT3/XYZ ( 3 , 1 0 0 0 0 )
C O H H O N /m P U T 5/B U X (10) ,B U Y (10)  ,HUZClO)  , E X ( 1 0 )  , E Y ( 1 0 )  . E Z C l O ) ,
1 P I X ( I O )  , P 1 Y ( 1 0 )  , P 1 Z ( 1 0 )  » P 2X (10)  , P 2 Y ( 1 0 )  , P 2 Z ( 1 0 )  
C0HH0H /IH PUT6/WGTX (10) ,WGTY(10) .WGTZ(lO) 
COMMOB/OUTPTl/IOFLAG.IFCAED 
C0HH0H/CAEDS2/ID1 , I D 2 . I D S , ID 4  .LOADCH
C
C  Common IHPUT7 i s  u s a d  o i t h  a  d i f f e r e n t  o r g a n i z a t i o n  i n  m o d u l e
C SAFE. I t  i s  u s e d  h e r e  f o r  t h e  p o r p u s e  o f  s a v i n g  s t o r a g e  f o r
C h o l d i n g  som e t e m p e r a r y  p a r a m e t e r s .  A r r a y  dummy i s  u s e d  t o
C a d j u s t  t h e  s i z e  o f  t h i s  common b l o c k  t o  m a t c h  t h e  s i z e  s p e c i f i e d
C i n  m o d u l e  SAFE.
C
COHHOH/IHPUT7/IDEFÇ10000)  , I D I S P ( 1 0 0 0 0 )  , Q R I G ( 3 , 1 0 0 0 0 )  ,X A X ( 3 ,1 0 0 0 0 )  .
1 XZPLBC3,1 0 0 0 0 )  , I C T Y P E ( 1 0 0 0 0 )  » I R E F ( 1 0 0 0 0 )  ,
2 HPHYSCIOOOO),DUHHY(110000)
C
C   ID E F  = d e f i n i t i o n  c o o r d i n a t e  s y s t e m  n u m b e r  f o r  t h e  n o d e
C I D I S P  = d i s p l a c e m e n t  c o o r d i n a t e  s y s t e m  n u m b e r
C ORIG = c o o r d i n a t e s  o f  t h e  o r i g i n
C XAX = c o o r d i n a t e s  o f  a  p o i n t  o n  t h e  x a x i s
C XZPLB = c o o r d i n a t e s  o f  a  p o i n t  o n  t h e  x z - p l a n e
C ICTYPE = c o o r d i n a t e  t y p o
C I R E F  = r e f e r e n c e  c o o r d i n a t e  s y s t e m  o f  t h e  c u r r e n t  c o o r .  s y s .
C BPHYS = p h y s i c a l  p r o p e r t y  n u m b e r  o f  t h e  e l e m e n t
C
COHMOS/IHPUT8/DBODES, HELEH, HHDF, HLIHC .HHIT . I F L A G l , IFLA G2. IDIM,
1 HIDODE,HCOLOR,HFREE
CDHMOH/IHCRll /FRACTClO) .HLIHCl ( 1 0 )  .LDCOHT, IHCPTR 
COKMOH/IBPUTA/INFOEL( 6 . 5 0 0 0 )
COKHDH/IHPUTE/ISPBClOOOO)
COMHOH/IHPUTF/MATYPEClO)
COHMOB/FREEB/IFBDDY ( 1 0 00 0 )
C 0H M D B /M P C S /coe fm p(40000)  .ALAMB( 4 0 0 0 0 )  ,M PCDOF(40000)  ,
$ MPCADR(2,B000) .x u s p c .m p c p n t  . m a z n ^ c
DIHEHSIOB ID O F ( H H D F ,* ) ,U ( H H D F ,* ) ,R ( H H D F ,* )  ,HVAR(8)
DIHEBSIOB I D B ( 8 ) . I S W ( 6 )
EQUIVALEHCE(RSHAHE, CSBAHE)
C
C  IFCAED i s  t h e  f l a g  t h a t  i n d i c a t e s  t o  t h e  o u t p u t  m o d u l e
C t h a t  t h e  r e q u s t e d  o u t p u t s  s h o u l d  a l s o  b e  p r o v i d e d  i n  t h e
C f o r m  o f  a  CAEDS u n i v e r s a l  f i l e .
C
HUH = 0 
IT Y P E  =  0 
IHTCOD = 0 
H I P S I  = 0 
HIPETA = O 
H I P X I  = 0 
L IN E S  =  0  
ISTART = O 
I T Y P E l  =  0  
IFLAG = 0 
IFCAED = 1
ID 2  = 'HLRC3D STATIC ANALYSIS'
C
C   o p e n  t h e  CAEDS u n i v e r s a l  f i l e
C
UHV -  W / U H I V E R
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0 P E B ( 1 9 ,  STATUS=»U5KH0WîI>, FILE=UBV)
HHIGH = 0 
BLOW = 1 0 0 0 0 0  
LHIGH = 0 
LLOW = 1 0 0 0 0 0
lOFLAG = I B S E T (I0 F L A G ,2 0 )  
lOFLAG = IB S E T ( I 0 F L A G ,2 2 )
ID SAT = 0 
1 0 0  COHTIHUE 
ICOUHT = 0
I F  (ID SA T .EQ . 0 )  THEH
READ ( 1 9 .  * ( A 8 0 ) ' ,  EBD=300) BUFFER 
I F  (B U F F E R (B :6 )  .EQ. ( * - ! » ) )  IDSAT = 1 
GO TO 1 0 0  
EL SE I F  (IDSAT .E Q .  l )  THEH
READ ( 1 9 ,  * ,  EHD*31C) ITYPE
I F  ( IT Y P E  .E Q . IB) THEH
GO TO 1 2 0
ELSE I F  (I TY P E .EQ 18) THEH
GO TO 1 3 0
ELSE I F  (ITY PE .EQ 7 1) THEH
GO TO 1 4 0
ELSE I F  (ITY PE .EQ 7 4 9 ) THEH
GO TO 2 9 0
ELSE I F  (I TY PE .EQ 7 5 2 ) THE0
GO TO ISO
ELSE I F  (ITY PE .EQ 7 5 4 ) THEB
GO TO 1 8 0
ELSE I F  ( IT Y P E -EQ 75 5 ) THEH
GO TO 2 4 0
ELSE I F  (ITY PE ■ EQ 7 5 6 ) THEH
GO TO 2 7 0
ELSE
ICOUHT = 0 
COHTIHUE
READ ( 1 9 .  ' ( a S O ) ' ,  EHD=310) BUFFER 
ICOUHT = ICOUHT + 1
I F  (B U F F E R ( 5 :6 )  .HE. ( ' - 1 ' ) )  GO TO 1 1 0
ICOUHT =  ICOUHT -  1 
WRITE ( lO U T ,  90 0 )  ICOUHT. ITYPE 
IDSAT = 0 





c ------ D a t a  s e t  1 5 :  HODES
c ------ D a t a s e t  O r g a n i z a t i o n
c R e c o r d  1 :  F0RMATC4I10;. 1 P 3 E 1 3 . 5 )
c F i e l d  1 - -  H ode  l a b l e
c F i e l d  2 —  D e f i n i t i o n  c o o r d ,  s y s t e m  n iu a b e r
c F i e l d  3 —  D i s p l a c e m e n t  c o o r d ,  s y s t e m  n u m b e r
C F i e l d  4 - -  c o l o r
c F i e l d s  5-7 - -  3 - D i m e n s i o n a l  c o o r d i n a t e  o f  t h e
c
c
n o d e  i n  t h e  d e f i n i t i o n  s y s t e m
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C R e c o r d  1 i s  r e p e a t e d  f o r  e a c h  n o d e  i n  t h e  m o d e l .
C
C
1 2 0  COHTIHUE
READ < 1 9 .  ' ( a 8 0 ) %  EHD=310) BUFFER 
I F  ( B U F F E R ( 5 : 6 )  .H E .  ( ' - ! ' ) )  TEES 
ICOUHT = ICOUHT + 1
C
C  I S R I P  = dmmny v a r i a b l e  t o  r e a d  t h e  c o l o r  o f  t h e  n o d e
C
READ (BUFFER, >( 4 I 1 0 , 1 P , 3 E 1 3 . 5 ) O  HODE, I D E F (H O D E ) ,  IDISPCBDDE 
1 ) ,  I S R I P ,  XYZCl.H ODE),  X Y Z (2 ,H 0 D E ) .  X Y Z (3 ,H 0 D E )
C
C -------  S e t  b i t  1 0  o f  I S P B  t o  1 t o  i n d i c a t e  t h a t  t h e  p o s i t i o n  o f  t h e
C n o d e  h a s  b e e n  d e f i n e d .
C
ISPBCHODE) = IBSETCISPBCHODE), 1 0 )
HHIGH = HAXO(HHIGH.HODE)
SLOW = HIHO(DLOW.HODE)
GO TO 1 2 0
ELSE
WRITE ( lO U T ,  9 1 0 )  ICOUHT. IT Y P E .  HHIGH, SLOW 
IDSAT = 0 




C  D a t a  s e t  1 8 :  C o o r d i n a t e  S y s t e m s
C
C
C ------- D a t a s e t  O r g a n i z a t i o n
C
C R e c o r d  1 :  FDRHAT(5I10)
C F i e l d  1 - -  C o o r d i n a t e  s y s t e m  n u m b e r
C F i e l d  2 —  C o o r d i n a t e  s y s t e m  t y p e
C =0 -  c a r t e s i a n
C =1 -  c y l i n d r i c a l
C =2 -  s p h e r i c a l
C F i e l d  3  —  R e f e r e n c e  c o o r d i n a t e  s y s t e m  num.
C F i e l d  4 —  C o l o r
C F i e l d  B - -  M e th o d  o f  d e f i n i t i o n
C =1 -  o r i g i n ,  +X a x i s .  +XZ p l a n e
C 
C
C R e c o r d  2 :  F0RMAT(20A2>
C F i e l d  1 —  C o o r d i n a t e  s y s t e m  nam e
C
C
C R e c o r d  3 :  F0RMATC1P6E13. B)
C T o t a l  o f  n i n e  c o o r d i n a t e  s y s t e m  d e f i n i t i o n  p a r  am.
C F i e l d  1 - 3  - -  O r i g i n  o f  new  s y s t e m  i n  r e f e r e n c e
C s y s t e m
C F i e l d  4 - 6  —  P o i n t  o n  +X a x i s  o f  t h e  n ew  s y s t e m
C s p e c i f i e d  i n  r e f e r n c e  s y s t e m
C F i e l d  6 —  P o i n t  o n  +XZ p l a n e  o f  new  s y s t e m
C s p e c i f i e d  i n  r e f e r e n c e  s y s t e m
C
C R e c o r d  1 t h r o u g h  3  a r e  r e p e a t e d  f o r  e a c h  c o o r d i n a t e  s y s t e m  i n
C t h e  m o d e l .
C
1 3 0  COHTIHUE
READ ( 1 9 ,  ' ( a 8 0 ) ' .  EHD=310)  BUFFER
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I F  (B U F F E R ( 5 ;6 )  .H E. ( * - ! » ) )  TEEIÎ 
ICOUHT = ICOUHT + 1
READ (BUFFER, ' ( 5 1 1 0 ) 0  BUM, ICTYPE(HUM),  IREF(H UM ),  I S K I P ,
1 METHOD
READ ( 1 9 ,  * )  BUFFER
READ ( 1 9 ,  ' ( 1 P . 6 E 1 3 . B ) ' )  ( O R I G ( I , HUM), 1 = 1 ,  3 ) .  ( I A I ( I , H U M )
1 , 1 = 1 , 3 )
READ ( 1 9 ,  » ( 1 P . 6 E 1 3 . 5 ) 0  (XZPLH ( I  .HUM) , 1 = 1 , 3 )
GO TO 1 3 0
ELSE
IDSAT = 0
WRITE ( lO U T ,  9 2 0 )  ICOUHT, ITYPE 





C -------  D a t a  s e t  7 1 :  E l e m e n t s
C
C T a b l e  o f  E l e m e n t  Nam es a n d  T y p e  N u m b e r s
C
C E l e m . T y p e  N _ N o d e s  D e s c r i p t i o n
C
C 11 2 Rod
C 21  2 L i n e a r  Beam
C 22  2 T a p e r e d  Beam
C 2 3  2 C u r v e d  Beam
C 2 4  3 P a r a b o l i c  Beam
C 31  2 S t r a i g h t  P i p e
C 3 2  2 C u r v e d  P i p e
C 4 1  3 P l a n e  s t r e s s  T r i a n g l e
C 4 2  6  P l a n e  s t r e s s  p a r a b o l i c  t r i a n g l e
C 4 3  9 P l a n e  s t r e s s  c u b i c  t r i a n g l e
C 4 4  4 P l a n e  s t r e s s  l i n e a r  q u a d r i l a t e r a l
C 4 5  8 P l a n e  s t r e s s  p a r a b o l i c  q u a d r i l a t e r a l
C 4 6  12 P l a n e  s t r e s s  c u b i c  q u a d r i l a t e r a l
C 51  3 P l a n e  s t r a i n  T r i a n g l e
C 5 2  6 P l a n e  s t r a i n  p a r a b o l i c  t r i a n g l e
C 5 3  9  P l a n e  s t r a i n  c u b i c  t r i a n g l e
C 5 4  4 P l a n e  s t r a i n  l i n e a r  q u a d r i l a t e r a l
C 6 5  8 P l a n e  s t r a i n  p a r a b o l i c  q u a d r i l a t e r a l
C 5 6  12  P l a n e  s t r a i n  c u b i c  q u a d r i l a t e r a l
C 61  3 F l a t  p l a t e  l i n e a r  t r i a n g l e
C 6 2  6  F l a t  p l a t e  p a r a b o l i c  t r i a n g l e
C 6 3  9 F l a t  p l a t e  c u b i c  t r i a n g l e
C 6 4  4 F l a t  p l a t e  l i n e a r  q u a d r i l a t e r a l
C 6 5  8  F l a t  P l a t e  p a r a b o l i c  q u a d r i l a t e r a l
C 6 6  12  F l a t  p l a t e  c u b i c  q u a d r i l a t e r a l
C 7 1  4  H e m b r a i n  l i n e a r  q u a d r i l a t e r a l
C 7 2  6  H e m b r a i n  p a r a b o l i c  t r i a n g l e
C 7 3  9 H e m b r a i n  c u b i c  t r i a n g l e
C 7 4  3  H e m b r a i n  l i n e a r  t r i a n g l e
C 7 5  8  H e m b r a i n  p a r a b o l i c  q u a d r i l a t e r a l
C 7 6  12  H e m b r a i n  c u b i c  q u a d r i l a t e r a l
C 81 3  A z i s y m m e t r i c  l i n e a r  t r i a n g l e
C 8 2  6 A z i s y m m e t r i c  p a r a b o l i c  t r i a n g l e
C 8 4  4  A z i s y m m e t r i c  l i n e a r  q u a d r i l a t e r a l
C 8 5  8  A z i s y m m e t r i c  p a r a b o l i c  q u a d r i l a t e r a l
C 91  3  T h i n  s h e l l  l i n e a r  t r i a n g l e
C 92  6  T h i n  s h e l l  p a r a b o l i c  t r i a n g l e
C 9 3  9  T h i n  s h e l l  c u b i c  t r i a n g l e
C 9 4  4  T h i n  s h e l l  l i n e a r  q u a d r i l a t e r a l
C 95  8  T h i n  s h e l l  p a r a b o l i c  q u a d r i l a t e r a l
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c 96 12 T h i n  s h e l l  c u b i c  q u a d r i l a t e r a l
c 101 6 T h i c k  s h e l l  l i n e a r  c e d g e
c 102 12 T h i c k  s h e l l  p a r a b o l i c  wedge
c 103 IS T h i c k  s h e l l  c u b i c  « e d g e
c 104 8 T h i c k  s h e l l  l i n e a r  b r i c k
c 105 16 T h i c k  s h e l l  p a r a b o l i c  b r i c k
c 106 24 T h i c k  s h e l l  c u b i c  b r i c k
c 111 4 S o l i d  l i n e a r  t e t r a h e d r o n
c 112 6 S o l i d  l i n e a r  w e d g e
c 113 15 S o l i d  p a r a b o l i c  w e d g e
c 114 24 S o l i d  c u b i c  w e d g e
c 115 8 S o l i d  l i n e a r  b r i c k
c 116 20 S o l i d  p a r a b o l i c  b r i c k
c 117 32 S o l i d  c u b i c  b r i c k
c 118 10 S o l i d  p a r a b o l i c  t e t r a h e d r o n
c 121 2 R i g i d  b a r
c 122 32 R i g i d  e l e m e n t
c 136 2 N o d e  t o  n o d e  t r a n s l a t i o n a l  s p r i n g
c 137 2 H od e  t o  n o d e  r o t a t i o n a l  s p r i n g
c 138 1 H o d e  t o  g r o u n d  t r a n s l a t i o n a l  s p r i n g
c 139 1 H o d e  t o  g r o u n d  r o t a t i o n a l  s p r i n g
c 141 2 H ode t o  n o d e  d a m p e r
c 142 1 H od e  t o  g r o u n d  d a m p e r
c 151 2 H od e  t o  n o d e  g a p
c 152 1 H o d e  t o  g r o u n d  d a m p e r
c 16 1 1 L u m p e d  m a s s
c 171 2 A z i s y m m e t r i c  l i n e a r  s h e l l
c 172 3 A z i s y m m e t r i c  p a r a b o l i c  s h e l l
c 181 32 C o n s t r a i n t  e l e m e n t
c ------ D a t a s e t  O r g a n i z a t i o n
c R e c o r d  1 ; F0RMATC7I10)
c F i e l d  1 — E l e m e n t  l a b l e
c F i e l d  2 — FE g r a p h i c a l  d e s c r i p t i o n  i d
c F i e l d  3 — FE t y p e  i d
c F i e l d  4 P h y s i c a l  p r o p e r t y  t a b l e  n u m b e r
c F i e l d  5 M a t e r i a l  p r o p e r t y  t a b l e  n u m b e r
c F i e l d  6 - -  C o l o r
c F i e l d  7 — H u m b e r  o f  n o d e s  o n  e l e m e n t
c R e c o r d  2 ; F0RMATC8I10)
c F i e l d  1 - n - -  H o de  l a b l e s  d e f i n i n g  e l e m e n t
c
c
R e c o r d  1 a n d  2 a r e  r e p e a t e d  f o r  e a c h  e l e m e n t  i n  t h e  m o d e l .
1 4 0  COHTIHUE
READ < 1 9 ,  > ( i i 8 0 ) ' ,  EHD=310) BUFFER 
I F  ( B U F F E R ( B :6 )  .B E .  ( > - l O )  THEH 
ICOUHT = ICOUHT + 1
READ (BUFFER, ' ( 7 1 1 0 ) ' )  HUH, IDGRPH, ID TY PE, IPHY S, MAT, 
1 ICOLOR, HHEL
HPHYS(HUM) = IPHYS
I F  ( I D T Y P E .E Q .4 4  .OR. ID TY PE .EQ .5 4  .OR.  ID T Y P E .E Q .8 4 )  THEH 
I T Y P E l  = 2 0 4  
ISTA RT = 1 
L IH ES = 4 
H I P X I  = 2 
HIPETA = 2 
H I P S I  = 0 
IHTCOD = 0
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READ ( 1 9 ,  ' ( 8 1 1 0 )  O  ( H O P ( I ,N U M ) , 1 =  1 ,  M E L )
ELSE I F d D T Y P E . E q . 4 B . O R . I D T Y P E . E Q . 5 5 . OR. ID TYPE.Eq.85)THEH 
ITY P El  = 2 0 8  
ISTART = 10  
L IS E S  =  8 
HIPX I  = 3 
HIPETA = 3 
H I P S I  = 0 
IHTCOD = 0
READ ( 1 9 ,  * ( 8 1 1 0 ) * )  H O P ( l .H U M ) ,  NOP(S,DUM), H 0P(2 ,H U M ),
1 H 0 P ( 6 , H U « ) ,  H O P O . H U H ) ,  H 0 P (7 ,H U M ),  H 0P(4 ,H U M ), H DP(8 ,
2 HUM)
ELSE I F  (IDTYPE .EQ. 1 1 5 )  THEH 
IT Y P E l  = 3 0 8  
ISTART = 18  
LIHES = 1 2  
HIPX I  = 2 
HIPETA = 2 
H I P S I  = 2 
IHTCOD = 0
READ ( 1 9 ,  * ( 8 1 1 0 ) ' )  ( H 0 P ( I , H U M ) ,  1 = 1 , 8 )
ELSE I F  (IDTYPE .EQ .  1 1 6 )  THEH 
IT Y P E l  = 3 2 0  
ISTART = 3 0  
LIHES = 24  
H IPX I  = 3 
HIPETA = 3 
H I P S I  = 3 
IHTCOD = 0
READ ( 1 9 ,  * ( 8 I 1 0 , 2 ( / 8 I 1 0 ) ) * )  H 0 P ( 1 ,H U H ) ,  H 0P(9 ,H U M ),  HDP(2
1 ,H UH ),  HOP( 1 0 , HUM), H DP(3,H UM ),  H G P ( l l .H U M ) ,  HQP(4,HUM
2 ) ,  B 0 P ( 1 2 ,H U M ) .  H 0 P ( 1 3 ,H U M ) ,  H 0 P (1 4 ,H U M ),  HDP(15,HUM)
3  , B 0 P ( 1 6 , B U H ) .  H O P (S ,B U H ) ,  H 0 P (1 7 ,H U M ),  HDP(6,HUM),
4  H D P d S . H U H ) ,  H GP(7 ,H UM ),  B 0 P (1 9 ,H U M ),  H 0P(8 ,H U M ),  HOP(
5 2 0 , HUH)
ELSE I F  (IDTYPE .E Q. 9 4 )  THEH
IT Y P E l  = 3 0 4  
ISTART = 1 
LIHES = 4 
H IPXI = 2 
HIPETA = 2 
H I P S I  = 2 
IHTCOD = 0
READ ( 1 9 ,  * ( 8 1 1 0 ) * )  H O P ( l .H U M ) ,  H 0 P (2 ,H U M ), H 0P(3 ,B U M ),
1 H0P(4,HUM)
ELSE I F  (IDTYPE .E Q .  9 5 )  THEH
ITY P El  = 3 0 8  
ISTART = 10  
LIHES = 8 
H IPX I  = 2 
HIPETA = 2 
H I P S I  = 2 
IHTCOD = 0
READ ( 1 9 .  * ( 8 1 1 0 ) * )  H O P d .H U M ) .  HOP(S,HUM),  H 0P(2 ,H U M ),
1 H 0P(6 ,H U M ), D 0 P ( 3 ,B U M ) ,  H 0 P(7 ,H U M ),  H GP(4.H UH),  HOP(S,
2 HUM)
ELSE
CALL ERRORS ( 9 ,  1 ,  *CAEDS *)
EHDIF
C
C  S o t  b i t  2 0  o f  I S P B  t o  1 t o  i n d i c a t e  t h a t  t h e  e l e m e n t  c o n n e c t .
C h a s  b e e n  d e f i n e d
C
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ISPB(BUM) = IBSETCISPB(HUM ), 2 0 )
C
I F  ( I D T Y P E .G E .4 0  .AND. ID TY PE.LT.BO ) THEH 
IFLAG = 1
ELSE I F  ( I D T Y P E .G E .50  .AND. ID T Y P E .L T .6 0 )  THEN 
IFLAG =  2
ELSE I F  ( I D T Y P E .G E .8 0  .AND. ID T Y P E .L T .9 0 )  THEN 
IFLAG =  3
ELSE I F  ( I D T Y P E .G E .9 0  .AND. I D T Y P E .L T .1 0 0 )  THEH 
IFLAG =  4 
ENDIF
C
I H F l  =  HHEL+8 +  ITY PE1*S12 + I F L A G *2 6 21 4 4  + 2 0 9 7 1 5 2 * H I P Z I  
1 1 6 7 7 7 2 1 6 * H IP E T A  + 1 3 4 2 1 7 7 2 8 * N I P S I  +  MAT
IN F 2  = 8 3 8 8 6 0 8 * IS T A R T  + 1 3 1 0 72 * L IN E S  + IHTCOD
C
IN F0EL(1 ,N UM ) = I N F l  




GO TO 1 4 0
ELSE
WRITE ( lO U T ,  9 3 0 )  ICDUNT, IT Y P E ,  LHIGH. LLOW 
IDSAT = 0 




C   D a t a s e t  7 5 2 :  P e r m a n e n t  g r o u p s
C
c
C   D a t a s e t  O r g a n i z a t i o n
C
C R e c o r d  1 :  FORHATCSIIO)
C F i e l d  1 - -  g r o u p  n u m b e r
C F i e l d  2 —  a c t i v e  c o n s t r a i n t  s e t  n u m b e r
C F i e l d  3  —  a c t i v e  r e s t r a i n t  s e t  n u m b e r
C F i e l d  4 —  a c t i v e  l o a d  s e t  n u m b e r
C F i e l d  5 - -  a c t i v e  DOF s e t  n u m b e r
C F i e l d  6  n u m b e r  o f  e n t i t i e s  i n  g r o u p
C
C R e c o r d  2 :  F0RMAT(20A2)
C F i e l d  1 G r o u p  name
C
C R e c o r d  3 - N :  FORMAT(SIIO)
C F i e l d  1 - -  e n t i t y  t y p e  c o d e
c F i e l d  2 —  e n t i t y  t a g
c F i e l d  3 - -  e n t i t y  t y p e  c o d e
c F i e l d  4 —  e n t i t y  t a g
c F i e l d  5 —  e n t i t y  t y p e  c o d e
c F i e l d  6 —  e n t i t y  t a g
c F i e l d  7 —  e n t i t y  t y p e  c o d e
c F i e l d  8 —  e n t i t y  t a g
C
C R e c o r d s  3 a n d  4  a r e  r e p e a t e d  f o r  e a c h  n o d a l  f o r c e  o f  t h e  l o a d s e t
C
ISO  CONTINUE
READ ( 1 9 ,  * ( A 8 0 ) \  EHD=310) BUFFER 
I F  ( B U F F E R ( 5 : 6 )  .N E .  ( » - l O )  THEN
READ (BUFFER, * ( 6 1 1 0 ) 0  IGROUP, I I ,  1 2 .  1 3 ,  1 4 ,  NUMBER 
NFREE = MAZO(NFREE,IGROUP)
READ ( 1 9 ,  * ( A 4 0 ) > )  RSHAHE
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I F  (M0D(HUHBER,4) -EQ. 0 )  THEH 
K2 = HUMBER/4
ELSE
K2 = HUMBER/4 + 1 
EHDIF
C
DO K l  = 1 .  K2
READ ( 1 9 ,  ' ( 8 1 1 0 ) ' )  (H VA R(K 3) , K3 = 1 ,  8 )
DO ID =  1 ,  r ,  2
I F  (HVAR(ID) . E g .  8 )  THEH 
ITAG = HVAR(ID+1)




WRITE ( lO U T ,  9 8 0 )  HUMBER, IT Y P E ,  IGROUP, RSHAME 
GO TO 1 80
ELSE
IDSAT =  0 





C  DATASET 7 8 4 :  COHSTRAIHT SETS
C
C




C RECORD 1 :  FQRMAT(2I10)
C FIELD 1 - -  COHSTRAIHT SET HUMBER
C FIELD 2 - -  COHSTRAIHT TYPE
C FIELD 3 =0 -  EMPTY SET
C =1 -  COUPLED DOFS
C =2 -  MULTI-POIHT COHSTRAIHTS
C
C RECORD 2 :  FORMAT(20A2)
C FIELD 1 —  COHSTRAIHT SET HAME
C
C FOR COHSTRAIHT TYPE 1 -  COUPLED DOFS
C
C RECORD 3 :  FORMAT( 3 1 1 0 , 6 1 2 )
C FIELD 1 —  IHDEPEHDEHT HODE LABEL
C FIELD 2 —  COLOR HUMBER
C FIELD 3  —  HUMBER OF DEPEHDEHT HODES
C FIELD 4 - 9  —  SWITCHES FOR 1 - 6
C = 0  -  OFF
C =1 -  OH
C
C RECORD 4+H: FORMAT(8I10)
C FIELD 1 - 8  - -  DEPEHDEHT HODE LABELS
C
C
C RECORD 3 AHD 4 ARE REPEATED FOR EACH BODE IH  THE COHSTRAIHT SET.
C
C FOR COHSTRAIHT TYPE 2 -  MULTI-POIHT COHSTRAIHTS
C
C RECORD 3 :  FORMAT( 4 1 1 0 , I P , 2 E 1 3 . 8 , 1 1 0 )
C FIELD 1 —  EQUATIOH LABEL
C FIELD 2 —  HUMBER OF TERMS
C FIELD 3  —  FORCE/DISPLACEMEHT SWITCH
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c =0 -  FORCE
c =1 -  DISPLACEMEHTS
c FIELD 4 - -  COLOR
c FIELD B — REAL PART OF FORCE/DISP. COHSTAHT
c FIELD 6 — IMAGIHARY PART OF FOR./DISP. COHS
c FIELD 7 — DATA TYPE
c =0 -  REAL
c =1 -  COMPLEX
c RECORD 4+H: FORHATdlO, I2 ,P 1 ,2 E 1 3 .5 )
c FIELD 1 —  HODE LABELS
c FIELD 2 — HODAL DOFS.
C 0 — SCALAR
c 1 —  X DISP.
c 2 — Y DISP.
c 3 —  Z DISP.
C 4 - -  X ROT.
c 5 - -  Y ROT.
c 6 — Z ROT.
C FIELD 3 — REAL PART OF COHSTRAIHT COEFFTS
c FIELD 4 — BODE LABELS
C RECORDS 3 AHD 4+H ARE REPEATED FOR EACH COHSTRAIHT SET.
C THIS IHCLUDES SEPARATORS,AHD THE DATA SET TYPE RECORDS FOR
c EACH TYPE OF EACH SET.
1 8 0  COHTIHUE
READ ( 1 9 ,  > ( 2 I 1 0 ) > )  HUB, IDTYPE 
READ ( 1 9 ,  ’ ( A 4 0 ) ’ )  CSHABE
C
1 9 0  CONTINUE
READ ( 1 9 ,  ' ( A B O ) ' ,  EH D=310) BUFFER 
I F  (B U F F E R (E :6 )  .N E .  ( ' - 1 ' ) )  THEN 
I F  (IDTY PE .E Q . 1 )  THEN
READ (BUFFER, ' ( 3 1 1 0 , 6 1 2 ) ' )  INDL, ICOLOR, HDN, ( I S W ( I ) , I  
1 = 1 , 6 )
C
C INDL -  IHDEPEHDEHT HODE LABELS
C NDN -  NUMBER OF DEPENDENT NODES
C ISW -  SWITCHES FOR DEGREES OF FREEDOM.
C
I F  (M0D(NDD,8)  .EQ .  0 )  THEN 
NREC = HDN/8
ELSE
NREC = HDN/8 + 1 
ENDIF
IDENTl = (INDL-1)»NNDF 
DO 2 2 0  K l =  1 .  NREC
READ ( 1 9 ,  ' ( 8 1 1 0 ) ' )  ( I D N ( I ) ,  1 = 1 ,  8 )
DO 2 1 0  K2 = 1 ,  8
I F  ( ID N ( K 2 )  .G T .  0 )  THEN
IDENT2 =  ( ID N ( K 2 ) - 1 ) * N N D F  
DO 2 0 0  K3 = 1 ,  NNDF
I F  ( I S W ( K 3 )  .EQ .  1 )  THEN 
ICOUHT =  ICOUNT + 1 
NHPC = HMPC + 1 
MPCPHT =  MPCPHT + 1 
MPCADR(l.HMPC) = MPCPHT 
HPCADR( 2 , NHPC) =  2 
MPCDOF (MPCPHT) =  IDEHTl + K3 
COEFMP(MPCPHT) = 1 . 0  
MPCPHT =  MPCPHT + 1 
MPCDOF(MPCPHT) = IDENT2 + K3
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2 1 0  COHTIÏÏUE
2 2 0  CQHTIHUE
ELSE I F  (IDTYPE .EQ. 2 )  THEH
READ (BUFFER, ' ( 4 1 1 0 , I P , 2 E 1 3 . 6 , 1 1 0 ) ' )  LEQ, BTERMS, ICASE, 
1 ICOLOR, CSTR, C S T I ,  IDATA
C
C LEQ EQUATIOH LABELS
C BTERMS HUMBER OF TERMS
C ICA SE FORCE/D ISP.  SWITCH. 1 FORCE 2 DISPLACEMENTS
C CSTR CONST. PART OF EQUATION.
C IDATA DATA TYPE 0 REAL 1 COMPLEX
C
ICOUBT = ICOUDT + 1 
HMPC = NHPC + 1 
MPCPNT = MPCPHT + 1 
MPCDOF(HPCPNT) = 0 
CDEFMP(MPCPHT) = -CSTR 
MPCADRCl,HMPC) = MPCPHT 
HPCADR(2,HHPC) = HTERMS + 1
C
DO 2 3 0  K1 = 1 ,  HTERMS
READ ( 1 9 ,  ' ( I 1 0 , I 2 , 1 P , 2 E 1 3 . 5 ) ' )  BODE, I D F ,  CSTR, CSTI 
I F  ( ID F  .L E .  HHDF) THEH
IDEHTl = (N0DE-1)*HBDF + ID F 
MPCPHT = MPCPHT + 1 
HPCDQF(MPCPHT) = IDEHTl 
COEFHP(MPCPHT) =  CSTR
ELSE
CALL ERRORS ( 4 1 ,  1 ,  'C A E D S ')
EHDIF
2 3 0  CQHTIHUE
EHDIF 
GO TO 19 0
ELSE
IDSAT = 0
WRITE ( ID U T ,  9 6 0 )  ICOUHT, IT Y P E ,  HUM, CSEAME 
GO TO 100  
EHDIF
C
C --------- D a t a s e t  7 5 5 ;  R e s t r a i n t  S e t s
C
C
C --------- D a t a s e t  O r g a n i z a t i o n
C
C R e c o r d  1 :  FORMAT(2HO)
C F i e l d  1 - -  R e s t r a i n t  s e t  n u m b e r
C F i e l d  2 - -  R e s t r a i n t  t y p e
C F i e l d  3 = 0  -  e m p t y  s e t
C =1 -  n o d a l  d i s p l a c e m e n t s
C = 2  -  n o d a l  t o m p e r a t n r e
C
C R e c o r d  2 :  FCRMAT(20A2)
C F i e l d  1 - -  R e s t r a i n t  s e t  n am e
C
C F o r  r e s t r a i n t  t y p e  1 -  n o d a l  d i s p l a c e m e n t s
C
C R e c o r d  3 :  F O R M A T (2 I1 0 ,7 I2 )
C F i e l d  1 - -  R e s t r a i n t  l a b e l
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C F i e l d  2 - -  C o l o r  n u m b e r
C F i e l d  3 - 8  - -  S w i t c h e s  f o r  p h y s i c a l  DOFs 1 - 6
C = 0  -  o f f
C *1 •* on
C F i e l d  9  —  S w i t c h  f o r  u s e r  d e f i n e d  DOF
C :=0 -  o f f
C «1  -  on
c
C R e c o r d  4 :  FDRM A T(1P6 ,E13 .B)
C F i e l d  1 - 6  - -  D i s p l a c e m e n t  DOFs 1 - 6
C
C
C R e c o r d  3  a n d  4  a r e  r e p e a t e d  f o r  e a c h  n o d e  i n  t h e  r e s t r a i n t  s e t .
C
2 4 0  CÜNTIHUE
READ ( 1 9 ,  ' ( 2 1 1 0 ) ' )  HUH, IDTYPE 
READ ( 1 9 .  ' ( A 4 0 ) ' )  RSHAME
I F  ( ID TYPE .EQ . 2 )  CALL ERRORS ( 1 0 .  1 ,  'CAEDS ' )
C
2 5 0  COHTIHUE
READ ( 1 9 ,  ' ( A 8 0 ) ' ,  EHD=310)  BUFFER 
I F  (B U F F E R ( B :6 )  .H E,  ( ' - ! ' ) )  THES 
ICOUHT = ICOUHT + 1
READ (BUFFER, * ( 2 1 1 0 , 7 1 2 ) ' )  HDDE, ICOLOR, ( I D G F ( I . HODE), 1 = 1  
1 . HHDF)
C
C -------  I d e n t i f y  t h e  n o d e  a s  a  s u p p o r t
C
ISPB(H O DE) = I B S E T ( I S P B ( H 0 D E ) , 1 8 )
READ ( 1 9 ,  » ( 1 P , 6 E 1 3 . 5 )  O  ( U ( I , H D D E ) ,  1 = 1 ,  HHDF)
DO I  = 1 ,  HHDF
I F  CU(I .HQDE) .B E .  0 . 0 )  IDDF(I ,H GDE) = - I D O F ( I  ,HDDE)
END DO 
GO TO 2 5 0
ELSE
IDSAT = 0
WRITE ( lO U T ,  9 7 0 )  ICOUHT, IT Y P E ,  HUM, RSHAME 




C   D a t a s e t  7 5 6 :  L o a d  s e t s
C
C
C    D a t a s e t  O r g a n i z a t i o n
C
C R e c o r d  1 :  F 0R M A T(2I10)
C F i e l d  1 - -  L o a d  s e t  n y m b e r
C F i e l d  2 - -  L o a d  t y p e
C = 0  -  e m p ty  s e t
C =1 -  n o d a l  f o r c e
C = 2  -  n o d a l  t e m p e r a t u r e
C = 3  -  f i n i t e  e l e m e n t  f a c e  p r e s s u r e
C = 4  -  f i n i t e  e l e m e n t  f a c e  h e a t  f l u x
C =6 -  f i n i t e  e l e m e n t  e d g e  p r e s s u r e
C = 6  -  f i n i t e  e l e m e n t  e d g e  h e a t  f l u x
C = 7  -  n o d a l  h e a t  s o u r c e
C = 8  -  f i n i t e  e l e m e n t  e d g e  c o n v e c t .
C = 9  -  f i n i t e  e l e m e n t  e d g e  r a d i a t i o n
C = 1 0 -  f i n i t e  e l e m e n t  f a c e  c o n v e c t .
C = 1 1 -  f i n i t e  e l e m e n t  f a c e  r a d i a t i o n
C = 1 2 -  f i n i t e  e l e m e n t  d i e t ,  h e a t
C g e n e r a t i o n
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C = 1 3 -  f i n i t e  e l e m e n t  b e a m  t e m p .
C = 1 4 -  l o a d  s e t  a c c e l e r a t i o n  d a t a
C = 1 5 -  l o a d  s e t  t e m p e r a t u r e  d a t a
C
C R e c o r d  2 :  F0R«AT(2OA2)
C F i e l d  1 - -  L o a d  s e t  nam e
C
C F o r  l o a d  t y p e  1 -  n o d a l  f o r c e s
C
C R e c o r d  3 :  F O R H A T ( 2 I 1 0 ,6 I 2 )
C F i e l d  1 —  n o d a l  f o r c e  l a b e l
C F i e l d  2 - -  C o l o r  n u m b e r
C F i e l d  3 - 8  - -  S w i t c h e s  f o r  DOFs 1 - 6
C = 0  -  o f f
C =1 -  on
C
C R e c o r d  4 ;  F O R M A T (IP ,6 E 1 3 . B)
C F i e l d  1 - 6  —  F o r c e s  f o r  DOFs 1 - 6
C
C R e c o r d s  3  a n d  4 a r e  r e p e a t e d  f o r  e a c h  n o d a l  f o r c e  o f  t h e  l o a d s e t
C
2 7 0  COHTIHUE
READ ( 1 9 ,  ’ ( 2 1 1 0 ) 0  LOADCH, IDTYPE 
READ ( 1 9 ,  * ( A 4 0 ) O  RSHAME
I F  ( ID TY PE .H E.  1 )  CALL ERRORS ( 1 7 ,  1 ,  ’ CAEDS >)
C
2 8 0  COHTIHUE
READ ( 1 9 .  > ( A 8 0 ) ’ , EH D=310) BUFFER 
I F  ( B U F F E R ( 5 : 6 )  .HE. ( ' - ! ’ ) )  THEH 
ICOUHT = ICOUHT + 1
READ (BUFFER, ' ( 2 1 1 0 , 7 1 2 ) ’ ) BODE, ICOLOR
READ ( 1 9 ,  '  ( 1 P , 6 E 1 3 . 5 ) ' )  ( R ( I , H D D E ) ,  1 = 1 ,  HHDF)
GO TO 2 80
ELSE
IDSAT = 0
WRITE ( IÜ U T ,  9 8 0 )  ICOUHT, ITYPE, HUM, RSHAME 
GO TO 1 0 0  
EHDIF
C
2 9 0  COHTIHUE
READ ( 1 9 ,  ' ( 2 1 1 0 ) ' )  MODEL, HWDRK 
READ ( 1 9 ,  ’ ( A 80 )  ' )  I D l  
READ ( 1 9 .  ’ ( A 8 0 ) ' ,  EH D=310) BUFFER 
I F  (B U F F E R ( B :6 )  .EQ. ( ' - ! ' ) )  THEH 
IDSAT = 0
WRITE ( lO U T ,  9 4 0 )  IT Y P E ,  MODEL, I D l  
GO TO 1 0 0  
EHDIF
C
C -------  C l o s e  t h e  CAEDS u n i v e r s a l  f i l e
C
3 0 0  COHTIHUE
C L 0 S E (U B IT = 1 9 )
BELEM = LHIGH 
RHODES =  HHIGH 
RETURH 
3 1 0  COHTIHUE
CALL ERRORS ( 8 ,  1 .  'CAEDS ' )
9 0 0  F 0 R M A T ( / 1 X , ' --------------A t o t a l  o f , 1 7 , ’ r e c o r d s  i n ’ ,
1 '  d a t a s e t  ’ , 1 3 , ’ w e r e  s k i p p e d . ’ )
9 1 0  F0RM A T(/1X ,-’ ----------- A t o t a l  o f  ’ , 1 6 , ’ n o d e s  i n  d a t a s e t  ’ , 1 3 ,
1 ’ w e r e  p r o c e s s e d . ’ /
2 9 X , ’ H i g h e s t  H ode L a b e l  = ’ , 1 6 /
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3 9 X , ' L o w e s t  B o d e  L a b e l  =  * , I 6 )
9 2 0  F 0 R M A T ( / 1 X , ' -------------- A  t o t a l  o f  ' , 1 6 , *  c o o r d i n a t e  s y s t e m s ’ ,
1 ’ i n  d a t a s e t  ’ , 1 3 , ’ w e r e  p r o c e s s e d . ’ )
9 3 0  F 0 R M A T (/1 X ,’ —  ------  A  t o t a l  o f  ’ , 1 6 , ’ e l e m e n t s  i n  d a t a s e t
1 1 3 , ’ w e r e  p r o c e s s e d . ’ /
2 9 1 , ’ H i g h e s t  E l e m e n t  L a b e l  = ’ , 1 6 /
3 9 % , ’L o w e s t  E l e m e n t  L a b e l  = ’ , 1 6 )
9 4 0  F 0 R M A T ( / 1 X , — -  A  t o t a l  o f  2 r e c o r d s  f o r ’ ,
1 ’ d a t a s e t  ’ , 1 3 , ’ w e r e  p r o c e s s e d . ’ /
2 9 % , ’ F i n i t e  e l e m e n t  m o d e l  B u m b e r  = ’ , 1 6 /
3  9 % , ’ F i n i t e  E l e m e n t  m o d e l  Same = ’ ,A 8 0 )
9 5 0  FORH A TC /IX ,’ —   A  t o t a l  o f  ’ , 1 6 , *  e n t i t i e s  i n ’ ,
1 * d a t a s e t  ’ , 1 3 , ’ w e r e  p r o c e s s e d . ’ /
2 9 % , ’ G r o u p  H u m b e r  = ’ , 1 6 /
3  9 % , ’ G r o u p  S am e  = * ,A 4 0 )
c  c h a n g e s  m ade 7 / 1 8
9 6 0  F 0 R M A T ( /1 X , ’ -------------- A TOTAL OF ’ , 1 6 , ’ CDHSTRAIHT FOR’ ,
1 ’ DATASET ’ , 1 3 , ’ WERE PROCESSED.’ /
2 9 X , ’ COHSTRAIHT SET HUMBER = ’ , 1 6 /
3  9 X , ’ COHSTRAIHT SET HAKE = ’ ,A 4 0 )
c  c h a n g e s  m ade 7 / 1 8  .
9 7 0  F 0 R K A T ( / 1 X , ’ -------------- A t o t a l  o f  ’ , 1 6 , ’ r e s t r a i n t  n o d e s  f o r ’
1 ’ d a t a s e t  ’ , 1 3 , ’ w e r e  p r o c e s s e d . ’ /
2 9 X , ’ R e s t r a i n t  S e t  H u m b er  = ’ , 1 6 /
3 9 X , ’ R e s t r a i n t  S e t  Hame =  ’ ,A 4 0 )
9 8 0  F 0 R H A T ( / 1 X , ’ -------------- A T o t a l  o f  ’ , 1 6 , ’ n o d a l  l o a d s  f o r ’ ,
1 ’ d a t a s e t  ’ , 1 6 , ’ w e r e  p r o c e s s e d . ’ /
2 9 X , ’L o a d  S e t  H u m b er  = ’ , 1 6 /
3 9 X , * L o a d  S e t  Hame = ’ ,A 4 0 )
EHD
C =========================== 0 U T 2 0
C
C IHCLUDE (PROCESS)
SUBROUTIDE 0 U T 2 0 ( I 0 Ü 7 , ICASE)
C I
C l  P R O G R A M :
C I
C I  0U T20  o u t p u t s  v a r i o u s  s t r e s s e s  a n d  s t r a i n s  a t  t h e  n o d e s  on
C I  e l e m e n t s  i n  t h e  CAEDS u n i v e r s a l  f i l e  f o r m a t .
C I
C l  A R G U H E D T  L I S T :
C I
C I  IDUT = o u t p u t  d e v i c e  n u m b e r  o f  t h e  HLRC3D o u t p u t  f i l e
C I  ICASE = 1 :  o u t p u t  s e c o n d  P i o l a - K i r c h h o f l  s t r e s s e s
C l  = 2 : o u t p u t  C a u c h y  s t r e s s e s
C I  = 3 :  o u t p u t  t o t a l  s t r a i n s
C l  = 4 :  o u t p u t  e l a s t i c  s t r a i n s
C l  = 5 :  o u t p u t  p l a s t i c  s t r a i n s
C I  
C I  
C I  
C == 
C
IM PL IC IT  REALMS ( A - H , 0 - Z )
C . . .SWITCHES: R EH U HB=100:1 0 ,F O R«AT =900: 1 0  
C . . .SWITCHES:
C
C SUBROUTIHES AHD FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM THIS  ROUTINE 
C
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c  REWIH ELINFO ELIDTM LYIHFO LAGRGl lOGET 
C
CHARACTER*! CTEHP 




C0H H0H/U TIL 1/V ALUE(2S),C TEKP 
C O K K O H /IH P U T l /B IP Ï I  .HIPETA ,H IP S 1  , S I P  .IHTCDD
COMHOH/IHPUT8/HHODES, HELEM, HHDF, HLIHC ,M HIT, I F L A G l , IF L A G 2 , ID IM ,
1 HIHODE, HCOLOR, HFREE
CO M H O H /IH C R l l /F R A C TdO ) , HLIHC! ( 1 0 )  .LDCGHT, ISCPTR 
COMMOH/IHPUTF/MATYPE(!0)
CO (f f lO H /ISP C O ! /P (6 4  , 2 7 )
COMMOH/DEVICE/LDEV! , LDEV2, LDEV3 ,LDEV4 .LDEVS, LDKEEP. LDEV, LDEVST 
C0M M 0N /C A ED S 1 /I2 04 (4 )  , 1 2 0 8 ( 8 )  , 1 3 0 8 ( 8 )  , 1 3 2 0 ( 2 0 )
C0M M0H/C AEDS2/ID!, I D 2 , I D 3 , ID4,LOADCH 
C 0H B D H /IH P U T 9/TH IC K (9) , IFL A G
CDHHOH/LAYERB/LTHICK( 9 )  , ZS ( 9 )  , DCS ( 3 , 3 )  , HLAYRS .MATRL ,LYHUB
C
C ------- I d e n t i f i c a t i o n  h e a d e r s
C
C I D !  = F E _ m o d e l  nam e
C ID 2  = r u n  i d e n t i f i c a t i o n
C ID 3  = r u n  d a t e  a n d  t i m e
C ID 4  = d e s c r i p t i o n  o f  t h e  d a t a
C
DIMEBSIOD V A L S ( 6 ,2 0 )  , H I D ( 2 0 )  .MAXLYR(IS)
DATA ZERO/O.ODO/
C
C -------  I d e n t i f y  t h e  o u t p u t  r e q u e s t
C
ISTART = 0 
lEHD = 0 
IVAL = 0
I F  ( IC A S E  .E Q .  ! )  THEH
I D 4  = 'SECOHD PIOLA KIRCHHOFF STRESSES’
ISTART = 0  
IVAL = 2 
ELSE I F  ( IC A S E  .EQ .  3 )  THEH 
I D 4  =  ’ TOTAL STRAIH S’
ISTART = 6  
IVAL = 3 
ELSE I F  ( IC A SE  .EQ .  4 )  THEH 
I D 4  =  'E L A S T IC  STRA IHS’
ISTART = ! 2  
IVAL = 3 
EHDIF
C
DO IM = 1 ,  ! S
HAXLYR(IH) = 0 
EHD DO 
CALL REWIH
DO 1 3 0  ELHUM = ! ,  BELEM
CALL ELIHFO (ELHUM, ITY PE, HHEL, IFLAG, 1 S T ,  L I H E S )
CALL ELIHTM (ELHUM, IDEHT, IHTCOD, H I P Z I ,  H IPE T A ,  H I P S I ,
!  MATHUM, THICK)
C
DO 1 2 0  LYHUM = ! ,  HLAYRS
CALL LYIHFO (LYHUM, LTHICK, Z S ,  MATRL, DCS, HHEL, ELHUM, 
!  H I P Ï I ,  H IPETA , H I P S I )
C -------  W r i t e  t h e  u n i v e r s a l  d a t a s e t  s t a r t  c o d e  - !
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c
c ------ W r i t e  1
c
c
c ------ W r i t e  t
c







c ------ W r i t e  1
c










































I F  (MAXLYR(LYDUH) .EQ . 1 )  GO TO 1 1 0  
MAXLYR(LYHUH) = 1
WRITE ( 2 0  + LYHUM, ' ( A 6 ) ' )  » - 1 '
WRITE ( 2 0  + LYHUM, ' ( A 6 ) ' )
: r u n  i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  
: r u n  d a t e / t i m e  
: l o a d  c a s e  nam e 
: (17H  L o a d  c a s e  n u m b e r ;  1 1 0 )
WRITE ( 2 0  + LYHUM, 9 0 0 )  I D l ,  I D 2 ,  I D 3 ,  I D 4 ,  LOADCH
FORM AT(6,I10)




 2:  a n a l y s i s  t y p o
d a t a
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c




















u n k n o w n  
s t r u c t u r a l  
h e a t  t r a n s f e r
f l u i d  f l o w
u n k n o w n
s t a t i c
n o r m a l  mode
c o m p l e x  i g e n v a l u e
t r a n s i e n t
f r e q u e n c y  r e s p o n c e  
b u c k l i n g
u n k n o w n
3  DOF g l o b a l  t r a n s l a t i o n  v e c .
6  DOF g l o b a l  t r a n s .  a n d  r o t .  v .  
s y m m e t r i c  g l o b a l  t e n s o r  
g e n e r a l  g l o b a l  t e n s o r  
s h e l l  a n d  p l a t e  e l e m e n t  s t r e s s  
r e s u l t a n t
u n k n o w n
u n k n o w n
s t r e s s
s t r a i n
e l e l m e n t  f o r c e
t e m p e r a t u r e
h e a t  f l u x
s t r a i n  e n e r g y
d i s p l a c e m e n t
r e a c t i o n  f o r c e
k i n e m a t i c  e n e r g y
v e l o c i t y
a c c e l e r a t i o n
s t r a i n  e n e r g y  d e n s i t y
k i n e m a t i c  e n e r g y  d e n s i t y
h y d r o s t a t i c  p r e s s u r e
h e a t  g r a d i e n t
c o d e  c h e c k i n g  v a l u e
c o e f f i c i e n t  o f  p r e s s u r e
p l y  s t r e s s
p l y  s t r a i n
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2 4  
2G 
2 6  
27
f a i l u r e  i n d e x  f o r  p l y
f a i l u r e  i n d e x  f o r  b o n d i n g
r e a c t i o n  h e a t  f l o w
s t r e s s  e r r o r  d e n s i t y
s t r e s s  v a r i a t i o n
s c a l a r  g r a d i e n t
s h e l l  a n d  p l a t e  e l e m e n t  s t r e s s
r e s u l t a n t
i n t e g e r
s i n g l e  p r e c i s i o n  f l o a t i n g  p o i n t  
d o u b l e  p r e c i s i o n  f l o a t i n g  p o i n t  
s i n g l e  p r e c i s i o n  c o m p l e x  
d o u b l e  p r e c i s i o n  c o m p l e x
F i e l d  6 :  n u m b e r  o f  d a t a  v a l u e s  f o r  e a c h  p o s i t i o n  o n  t h e  e l e m e n t
WRITE ( 2 0  + LYDUM, 9 1 0 )  IVAL
R e c o r d  7 f o r  a n a l y s i s  t y p e  = l , s t a t i c  F 0 R M A T(8 I1 0 )
F i e l d  1 :  1 
F i e l d  2 :  1
F i e l d  3 :  L o a d  c a s e  n u m b e r
WRITE ( 2 0  + LYHUM, 9 2 0 )
R e c o r d  8  f o r  a n a l y s i s  t y p e  = 1 ,  s t a t i c  f o r m a t  ( 6 e l 3 . 5 )  
F i e l d  1 :  0 . 0
WRITE ( 2 0  + LYDUH, ' ( E 1 3 . 6 ) ' )  ZERO
R e c o r d s  9 :
F i e l d  1 :  
F i e l d  2 :
F i e l d  3 :  
F i e l d  4 :
R e c o r d  1 0 :
FORH AT(4I10)
E l e m e n t  n u m b e r  (ELHUM)
D a t a  e x p a n s i o n  c o d e  ( lE X P )
1 :  d a t a  p r e s e n t  f o r  a l l  n o d e s
2 :  d a t a  p r e s e n t  f o r  1 s t  n o d e ,  a l l  o t h e r  n o d e s  a r e  
t h e  sa m e
H um b er  o f  n o d e s  o n  e l e m e n t  (HHEL)
N u m ber  o f  d a t a  v a l u e s  p e r  n o d e  (HVPH)
F 0 R H A T (6 E 13 .5 )
F e i l d s  1 - n :  d a t a  v a l u e s  a t  n o d e  1 (HVPH r e a l  o r  c o m p l e x  v a l u . )
F o r  IEXP = 1 r e c o r d  10  i s  r e p e a t e d  HHEL t i m e s  
FOR IEXP = 2 r e c o r d  10  i s  r e p e a t e d  o n c e .
R e c o r d s  9  a n d  1 0  a r e  r e p e a t e d  f o r  a l l  e l e m e n t s
1 1 0  COHTIHUE
1 2 0  CONTINUE 
1 3 0  CONTINUE 
IEXP =  1 
NVPN =  6
DO 2 8 0  ELHUM = 1 ,  NELEM
CALL ELINFO (ELHUM, ITY PE, HHEL, IFLAG, 1 S T ,  L IH ES )
CALL ELIHTM (ELNUM, IDEHT, IHTCOD. N I P X I ,  HIPETA, H I P S I ,  
1 MATHUM, THICK)
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DO 2 6 0  LYHUM = 1 ,  HLAYRS
CALL LYIHFO (LYHUM. LTHICK, Z S ,  MATRL, DCS, HHEL, ELHUM,
1 H I P X I ,  HIPETA, H I P S I )
I F  ( IT Y P E  .L E .  0 )  GO TO 2 7 0  
I F  ( I T Y P E . H E . 0  .OR.  I D E H T .H E .0 )  THEH
CALL LAGRGl ( I T Y P E ,  IF LA G , HHEL, lERROR)
I F  ( IT Y P E  .G T. 3 0 0 )  THEH 
I F  (IFLAG .EQ . 0 )  THEH
I F  (ITY PE .EQ . 3 2 0 )  THEH 
DO 1 4 0  K1 =  1 ,  HHEL 
H I D ( K l )  =  I 3 2 0 ( K 1 )
1 4 0  COHTIHUE
ELSE I F  ( IT Y P E  .E Q .  3 0 8 )  THEH 
DO IBO K1 = 1 ,  HHEL 
H I D ( K l )  =  I 3 0 8 ( K 1 )
ISO COHTIHUE
EHDIF
ELSE I F  (IFLA G .EQ . 4 )  THEH 
I F  (ITYPE .EQ . 2 0 4 )  THEH 
DO 1 6 0  K1 = 1 ,  HHEL 
H I D ( K l )  = I 2 0 4 ( K 1 )
1 6 0  COHTIHUE
ELSE I F  ( IT Y P E  .E Q .  3 0 8 )  THEH 
DO 1 7 0  K1 = 1 ,  HHEL
H I D ( K l )  = I 2 0 8 ( K 1 )
1 7 0  COHTIHUE
EHDIF 
EHDIF 
lEHD = 6 
ELSE I F  (ITY P E .G T. 2 0 0 )  THEH 
I F  (ITY PE .EQ. 2 0 4 )  THEH 
DO 1 8 0  K1 = 1 ,  HHEL
H I D ( K l )  = I 2 0 4 ( K 1 )
1 8 0  COHTIHUE
ELSE I F  (IT Y PE .EQ . 2 0 8 )  THEH 
DO 1 9 0  K1 =  1 ,  HHEL
H I D ( K l )  = I 2 0 8 ( K 1 )
1 9 0  COHTIHUE
EHDIF 




DO 2 1 0  K1 = 1 ,  HHEL
DO 2 0 0  K2 = 1 ,  lEHD 
V A L S ( K 2 ,K i )  = 0 .
2 0 0  COHTIHUE
2 1 0  COHTIHUE
C
DO 2 4 0  IHTGPH = 1 ,  HIP
CALL lOGET CLDEVl, 9 6 ,  ’ ( A 9 6 ) ’ , 5)
DO 2 3 0  K1 = 1 ,  HHEL
COHST = P (IB T G P H ,K 1 )
DO 2 2 0  K2 =  1 ,  lEBD 
c  i f  (LY D UH .H E.1 )  o r i t « ( *  , • ) ■  s t e e l  s t r e s s  ’ . v a l u e  (ISTART+K2) , ’p ‘ , c o n s t
V ALS(K2,K 1) = V ALS(K2,K1) + VALUE(ISTART+K2)•
1 COHST
2 2 0  COHTIHUE
2 3 0  COHTIHUE
2 4 0  COHTIHUE
C
WRITE ( 2 0  + LYHUM, ' ( 4 1 1 0 ) ' )  ELHUM, IEX P,  HHEL, HVPH
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c ---------  P r o c e s s  e x p a n s i o n  c o d e  1
C
DO 2B0 I  = 1 ,  BBEL 
ID  = D I D ( I )
I F  (ITYPE .GT. 3 0 0 )  THEB
WRITE ( 2 0  + LYHUH» ' ( G E 1 3 . 5 ) ' )  V A L S ( 1 , I D ) ,  VALSC4,
1 I D ) ,  V A L S ( 2 , I D ) ,  V A L S C 6 . I D ) .  V A L S ( E , I D ) ,  VALSC
2 3 , ID)
ELSE I F  (ITYPE .G T.  2 0 0 )  THEH
WRITE ( 2 0  + LYHUM, ' ( G E 1 3 . 5 ) ' )  V A L S ( 1 , I D ) ,  V A L S O ,  
1 I D ) .  V A L S ( 2 , I D ) .  ZERO, ZERO. V A L S ( 4 , I D )
EHDIF 
2 5 0  COHTIHUE
C
2 6 0  COHTIHUE
2 7 0  COHTIHUE
2 8 0  COHTIHUE
C
C --------- C l o s e  t h e  u n i v e r s a l  d a t a s e t
C
DO IM = 1 ,  15
MAXLYR(IM) = 0 
EHD DO
DO 3 2 0  ELHUM =  1 ,  HELEM
CALL ELIHFO (ELHUM, IT Y P E ,  HHEL, IF L A G ,  1 S T ,  L IN ES )
CALL ELIHTM (ELHUM, IDEHT,  IHTCOD, H I P X I ,  HIPETA, H I P S I ,
1 MATHUM. THICK)
C
DO 3 1 0  LYHUM = 1 ,  HLAYRS
CALL LYIHFO (LYHUM, LTHICK, Z S ,  MATRL, DCS, HHEL, ELHUM,
1 H I P X I ,  HIPETA, H I P S I )
C --------- W r i t e  t h e  u n i v e r s a l  d a t a s e t  s t a r t  c o d e  - 1
C
I F  CHAXLYR(LYHUH) .E Q . 1)  GO TO 3 0 0  
HAXLYR(LYHUM) = 1
WRITE ( 2 0  + LYHUM, ’ ( A S ) ' )  ' - 1 >
3 0 0  COHTIHUE
3 1 0  CONTINUE 




9 0 0  F 0 R H A T ( 4 ( A 8 0 / ) .» L 0 A D  CASE HUMBER;' , 1 1 0 )
9 1 0  F 0 R H A T ( 9 X , * l \ 9 X . * l » , 9 X . * 4 M 1 0 , 9 X , ' 2 » , 9 X , ' 6 O  
9 2 0  F O R H A T ( 9 X , * 1 * , 9 X , * 1 ' , 9 X , > 1 0  
EHD
C
C =========================== D U T 2 1 ==============================
C
C INCLUDE (PROCESS)
SUBROUTINE 0 U T 2 K I 0 U T )
IM P L IC IT  REALMS ( A - H ,0 - Z )
C. . .SWITCHES: REHUMB=100:10,FORHAT=900:10  
C. . .SWITCHES:
C
C SUBROUTINES AHD FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTINE 
C
C 1 0  SUBROUTINES OR FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM THIS  PROGRAM UNIT 
C
CHARACTER*80 I D l , I D 2 , I D 3 , I D 4
C0MM0H/INPUT8/NN0DES,NELEM,HHDF,HLIHC,MNIT, I F L A G l . IFLA G2, ID IM ,
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1 BIHODE,HCOLOR,BFREE




CDHM0H/CAEDS2/ID1, I D 2 , I D 3 , 1 0 4 .LOADCH 
DIMEHSIOH DUMMYlC 6  )
DATA ZERO/O.ODO/
 W r i t e  t h e  u i i i v e r s a l  d a t a s e t  s t a r t  c o d e  - 1
WRITE ( 2 0 ,  > ( A 6 ) 0  ' - 1 '
  W r i t e  t h e  d a t a s e t  i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  c o d e  55
WRITE ( 2 0 ,  ' ( A 6 ) ' )  ' 5 5 '
 W r i t e  t h e  f i v e  ID LIH ES. ( e m p t y  a t  t h e  m o m e n t )
I D l  = m o d e l  i d e n t i f i c a t i o n
ID 2  = r u n  i d e n t i f i c a t i o n
I D 3  = r u n  d a t e / t i m e
ID 4  = d e s c r i p t i o n  o f  r e s u l t s
IDB = (17 H  L o a d  c a s e  n u m b e r ;  1 1 0 )
IVAL = 0
ID 4 = 'BODAL DISPLACEMEHTS’
WRITE ( 2 0 ,  9 0 0 )  I D l ,  I D 2 ,  I D 3 ,  I D 4 ,  LOADCH
“ “  W r i t e  r e c o r d  6 :  F O R H A T (6 , I1 0 )
F i e l d  1 : m o d e l  t y p e
F i e l d  2 :  a n a l y s i s  t y p o
F i e l d  3 :  d a t a
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c
F i e l d  4 :  s p e c i f i c  d a t a  
t y p e  (IVAL)
u n k n o w n  
s t r u c t u r a l  
h e a t  t r a n s f e r  
f l u i d  f l o w
u n k n o w n  
s t a t i c  
n o r m a l  m od e  
c o m p l e x  i g e n v a l u e  
c o m p l e x  i g e n v a l u e  
t r a n s i e n t  
f r e q u e n c y  r e s p o n c e  
b u c k l i n g
c o m p l e x  i g e n v a l u e  , s e c o n d  o r d e r
u n k n o w n
s c a l a r
3  DOF g l o b a l  t r a n s l a t i o n  v e c .
6  DOF g l o b a l  t r a n s .  a n d  r o t .  v .  
s y m m e t r i c  g l o b a l  t e n s o r  
g e n e r a l  g l o b a l  t e n s o r  
s h e l l  a n d  p l a t e  e l e m e n t  s t r e s s  
r e s u l t a n t
u n k n o w n
g e n e r a l
s t r e s s
s t r a i n
e l e l m e n t  f o r c e  
t e m p e r a t u r e  
h e a t  f l u x  
s t r a i n  e n e r g y












































































d i s p l a c e m e n t
r e a c t i o n  f o r c e
k i n e m a t i c  e n e r g y
v e l o c i t y
a c c e l e r a t i o n
s t r a i n  e n e r g y  d e n s i t y
k i n e m a t i c  e n e r g y  d e n s i t y
h y d r o s t a t i c  p r e s s u r e
h e a t  g r a d i e n t
c o d e  c h e c k i n g  v a l u e
c o e f f i c i e n t  o f  p r e s s u r e
p l y  s t r e s s
p l y  s t r a i n
f a i l u r e  i n d e x  f o r  p l y  
f a i l u r e  i n d e x  f o r  b o n d i n g  
r e a c t i o n  h e a t  f l o w  
s t r e s s  e r r o r  d e n s i t y  
s t r e s s  v a r i a t i o n  
s c a l a r  g r a d i e n t
s h e l l  a n d  p l a t e  e l e m e n t  s t r e s s  
r e s u l t a n t
i n t e g e r
s i n g l e  p r e c i s i o n  f l o a t i n g  p o i n t  
d o u b l e  p r e c i s i o n  f l o a t i n g  p o i n t  
s i n g l e  p r e c i s i o n  c o m p l e x  
d o u b l e  p r e c i s i o n  c o m p l e x
100
F i e l d  6 :  n u m b e r  o f  d a t a  v a l u e s  f o r  e a c h  p o s i t i o n  o n  t h e  e l e m e n t
WRITE ( 2 0 ,  9 1 0 )  IVAL
R e c o r d  7  f o r  a n a l y s i s  t y p e  = 1 ,  s t a t i c  F 0 R M A T(8I10 )
F i e l d  1 :  1 
F i e l d  2 :  1
F i e l d  3 :  L o a d  c a s e  n u m b e r  
WRITE ( 2 0 ,  9 2 0 )
R e c o r d  8  f o r  a n a l y s i s  t y p e  = 1 ,  s t a t i c  f o r m a t  ( 6 e l 3 . 6 )
F i e l d  1 :  0 . 0  
WRITE ( 2 0 .  ' ( E 1 3 . 5 ) ' )  ZERO
R e c o r d s  9 :  FORMAT(IIO)
F i e l d  1 :  n o d e  n u m b e r  (NODE)
R e c o r d  1 0 :  F0RMAT(6E13. 5 )
F e i l d s  1 - n :  d a t a  v a l u e s  a t  n o d e  1 (HDV r e a l  o r  c o m p l e x  v a l u . )
R e c o r d s  9  a n d  10  a r e  r e p e a t e d  f o r  a l l  e l e m e n t s
DO 1 0 0  R1 =  1 ,  HHDDES
I F  ( B T E S T < I S P B ( K 1 ) ,1 0 > )  THEH 
I D  = H H D F*(K 1-1)
WRITE ( 2 0 ,  9 3 0 )  K 1 . (UTDTAL(ID+K2) , K2 = 1 ,  DNDF)
EHDIF
COHTIHUE
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c
c  -------  C l o s e  t h e  u n i v e r s a l  d a t a s e t
C
WRITE ( 2 0 ,  ' ( 4 6 )  ' )  ' - 1 '
RETURH
9 0 0  F 0 R M A T ( 4 ( 4 8 0 / ) , 'L 0 4 D  CASE DUMBER; ’ , 1 1 0 )
9 1 0  FORMAT( 9 1 , ' l ' , 9 X ,  ' 1  '  , 9 Ï , > 3 ' , 9 Ï , ' 8 ' , 9 i ,  >2 '  , 9 X , ' 6 ' )
9 2 0  F 0 R M A T ( 9 X , ' l ' , 9 X , ' l ' , 9 X , ' l ' )
9 3 0  F 0 R M A T ( I 1 0 / 6 E 1 3 .S )
EDO
C
C =========================== D U T 2 2 = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
C
C IDCLUDE (PROCESS)
SUBRDUTIHE 0 U T 2 2 ( I0 U T )
IM P L IC IT  REAL»8 ( A - H , 0 - Z )
C . . .SWITCHES; REBUMB=100:10,FORMAT=900:10  
C . . .SWITCHES:
C
C SUBROUTIHES AHD FUDCTIODS CALLED FROM THIS RDUTIHE 
C
C BO SUBROUTIHES OR FUHCTIOHS CALLED FROM THIS PROGRAM UBIT 
C
c««.
CHARACTER'80 I D l , I D 2 , I D 3 , I D 4
C0MM0B/IBPUT8/HB0DES , BELEM, HHDF, BLIDC, MBIT, I F L A G l , IFLAG2 , I D I H ,
1 HIHODE,BCOLOR,HFREE
COMM OB/IBCRll/FRACTdO) ,BLIBC1 (  1 0 )  ,LDCOBT, IBCPTR 
COMMOH/IHPUTE/ISPBdOOOO)
COMMOB/DEVICE/LDEVl, LDEV2 , LDEV3 ,LDEV4 , LDEVS, LDKEEP, LDEV, LDEVST 
COHHOD/HAIB4/RE(60000)
C0HM0B/CAEDS2/ ID1, I D 2 , I D 3 , I D 4 , LOADCH 
DIMEHSIOH DUHMYK 6  )
DATA ZERO/O.ODO/
C
C - - - -  W r i t e  t h e  u n i v e r s a l  d a t a s e t  s t a r t  c o d e  - 1  
C
WRITE ( 2 0 ,  > ( A 6 ) 0  '  - 1 '
C
C -------  W r i t e  t h e  d a t a s e t  i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  c o d e  55
C
WRITE ( 2 0 ,  > ( A 6 ) » )  '  5 5 '
C
C  W r i t e  t h e  f i v e  ID  L IH E S .  ( e m p t y  a t  t h e  m o m en t )
C
C I D l  = m o d e l  i d e n t i f i c a t i o n
C ID 2  = r u n  i d e n t i f i c a t i o n
C ID 3  = r u n  d a t a / t i m e
C ID 4  = d e s c r i p t i o n  o f  r e s u l t s
C ID 5  = (17H L o a d  c a s e  n u m b e r ;  I l O )
C
IVAL = 0
ID 4  = 'SUPPORT REACTIONS'
WRITE ( 2 0 ,  9 0 0 )  I D l .  I D 2 , I D 3 ,  I D 4 ,  LOADCH
C
C -------- W r i t e  r e c o r d  6 :  F O R M A T (6 , I1 0 )
C
C F i e l d  1 :  m o d e l  t y p e  0 :  u n k n o w n
C 1 : s t r u c t u r a l
C 2 :  h e a t  t r a n s f e r
C 3 :  f l u i d  f l o w







































F i e l d  2 :  a n a l y s i s  t y p e
F i e l d  3 :  d a t a
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c
F i e l d  4 : s p e c i f i c  d a t a  



























s t a t i c
n o r m a l  m ode
c o m p l e x  i g e n v a l u e
c o m p l e x  i g e n v a l u e
t r a n s i e n t
f r e q u e n c y  r e s p o n c e  
b u c k l i n g
c o m p l e x  i g e n v a l u e  « s e c o n d  o r d e r
u n k n o w n
s c a l a r
3 DOF g l o b a l  t r a n s l a t i o n  v e c .
6 DOF g l o b a l  t r a n s .  a n d  r o t .  v .  
s y m m e t r i c  g l o b a l  t e n s o r  
g e n e r a l  g l o b a l  t e n s o r  
s h e l l  a n d  p l a t e  e l e m e n t  s t r e s s  
r e s u l t a n t
u n k n o w n
g e n e r a l
s t r e s s
s t r a i n
e l e l m e n t  f o r c e
t e m p e r a t u r e
h e a t  f l u x
s t r a i n  e n e r g y
d i s p l a c e m e n t
r e a c t i o n  f o r c e
k i n e m a t i c  e n e r g y
v e l o c i t y
a c c e l e r a t i o n
s t r a i n  e n e r g y  d e n s i t y
k i n e m a t i c  e n e r g y  d e n s i t y
h y d r o s t a t i c  p r e s s u r e
h e a t  g r a d i e n t
c o d e  c h e c k i n g  v a l u e
c o e f f i c i e n t  o f  p r e s s u r e
p l y  s t r e s s
p l y  s t r a i n
f a i l u r e  i n d e x  f o r  p l y  
f a i l u r e  i n d e x  f o r  b o n d i n g  
r e a c t i o n  h e a t  f l o w  
s t r e s s  e r r o r  d e n s i t y
F i e l d  5 :  d a t a  t y p e
2 5 :  s t r e s s  v a r i a t i o n
2 6 t s c a l a r  g r a d i e n t
2 7 :  s h e l l  a n d  p l a t e  e l e m e n t  s t r e s s
r e s u l t a n t
1 :  i n t e g e r
2 :  s i n g l e  p r e c i s i o n  f l o a t i n g  p o i n t
4 :  d o u b l e  p r e c i s i o n  f l o a t i n g  p o i n t
5 :  s i n g l e  p r e c i s i o n  c o m p l e x
6 :  d o u b l e  p r e c i s i o n  c o m p l e x
F i e l d  6 :  n u m b e r  o f  d a t a  v a l u e s  f o r  e a c h  p o s i t i o n  o n  t h e  e l e m e n t  
WRITE ( 2 0 ,  9 1 0 )  IVAL
R e c o r d  7  f o r  a n a l y s i s  t y p e  = 1 ,  s t a t i c  F0RMATC8I10)
F i e l d  1 :  1
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c F i e l d  2 :
c F i e l d  3 ;  !
c
WRITE ( 2 0 ,  1
c
c R e c o r d  8 :
c
c F i e l d  1 :  i
c
WRITE ( 2 0 ,
c
c R e c o r d s  9
c
c F i e l d  1 :
c
c R e c o r d  10
c
c F e i l d s  1-]
c
c R e c o r d s  9
c
c
F O R M iT ( I lO )  
n o d e  n u m b e r  (HODE)
F 0 R B A T ( 6 E 1 3 .E )
'  DO 1 0 0  K1 = 1 .  RHODES
I F  (BTE ST CISP BC K I) , 1 8 ) )  TREE 
ID = HHDF*(K1-1)
WRITE ( 2 0 .  9 3 0 )  K l ,  ( R E ( I D + K 2 ) ,  K2 = 1 ,  HHDF)
EHDIF 
1 0 0  COHTIHUE
C
C -------- c l o s e  t h e  u n i v e r s a l  d a t a s e t
C
WRITE ( 2 0 ,  ’ ( 4 6 ) ' )  ’ -1>
RETURH
9 0 0  FORMAT (4  ( 4 8 0 / ) , ’LOAD CASE HUMBER;’ , 1 1 0 )
9 1 0  FDRMAT(9X,’ l ’ , 9 X , ’ l ’ , 9 X , ’ 3 ’ , 9 X , ’ 9 ’ , 9 r , ’ 2 ’ , 9 X , ’6 ’ )
9 2 0  F 0R M A T(9X ,’ l ’ , 9 X , ’ l ’ , 9 X , ’ l ’ )




IM PL IC IT  REA L * 8(A -H ,0 -Z )
C. . .SWITCHES:  REHUHB=100:10,F0RM AT=900:10 
C . . .SWITCHES:
c
C SUBROUTIHES AHD FUHCTIOHS CALLED FROM THIS  ROUTIBE 
C






C0MM0H/IHPUT8/HH0DES,HELEM,HHDF,HLIHCi.HHIT, I F L A G l , IF L A G 2 ,ID IM ,  
* HIHODE,HCOLOR,HFREE
C0H H 0H /IH P U T 9/TH ICK (9) . IFL A G  
COKMOH/IHPUTl/HIPXI, HIPETA . H I P S I , H I P  .IHTCOD 
COMMOH/LAYERB/LTHICK( 9 )  , ZS ( 9 )  .DCS ( 3 , 3 )  , HLAYRS,MATRL,LYHUM 
COHHOH/ABC/TEHSTF ( 2 7 , 8 0 , 1 5  ) , ITHSPG, I T H S G l , ITHSG2 
C O H H O H /B L O C K 6 /H I S T O ( 2 7 ,7 0 ,1 S ) ,C R A C K ( 2 7 ,2 5 0 ,1 B ) , I H I S T Y ,I H I S T 1  
* , I H I S T 2
COHM GH/IHCRll/FRACTdO) .H L IH C (IO )  .LDCOHT.IHCPTR
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COKKOD/TSHEAR/AKl( 5 0 0 0 , 9 )  ,AK2CSOOO,9) , AFl(BOOO, 1 6 , 2 7 )  
$ , A F 2 ( S O O O , 1 5 . 2 7 )
C
C
C SUBROUTINE CONTROLS THE RESTART PROCEDURE
C AND SETS UP THE APPROPRIATE ARRAYS FOR CONCRETE AND STEEL
C
C C R A C K ( L . I . J )  =  ITH CRACK DATA AT LTH SAMPLE POINT OF JTH  LAYER 
C FOR EACH ELEMENT
C H I S T D ( L , I , J )  =  ITH MATER. H I S T .  DATA AT LTH SAMPLE POINT OF JTH LAYER 
C FOR EACH ELEMENT
C T E N S T F ( L , I , J )  = ITH  TENS. S T I F .  DATA AT LTH SAMPLE POINT OF JTH LAYER 
C FOR EACH ELEMENT(CONCRETE ONLY)
C I H I S T Y , I H I S T 1 , I H I S T 2  ARE F IL E S  USED FOR STOREING ARRAY CRACK 
C I T H S P G ,I T H S G l , I T N S G 2  ARE F IL E S  USED FOR STOREING ARRAY HISTO.TEHSTF 
C
IHISTY = 5 0  
I H I S T l  = 6 0  
IH I S T 2  = 61  
ITHSPG = 8 0  
ITH SGl = 7 0  
ITNSG2 = 7 1  
IC P  = 6 2  
REWIND IH IS T Y  
REWIND I H I S T l  
REWIND I H I S T 2  
REWIND ITHSPG 
REWIND IT H S G l 
REWIND ITNSG2 
REWIND IC P
DO 1 1 0  ELHUM = 1 .  HELEM
CALL ELINFO (ELHUM, IT Y P E ,  HHEL, IFLA G, ISTA RT, L IN E S )
CALL ELIHTM (ELHUM, IDEHT, INTCODE, H I P X I ,  H IPE TA ,  H I P S I ,
1 MATHUM, THICK)
DO 1 0 0  LYHUM = 1 ,  HLAYRS
CALL LYIHFO (LYHUM, LTHICK, Z S ,  MATRL, DCS, HHEL, ELNUM,
1 H I P X I ,  HIPETA, H I P S I )
C
C W R IT E C * ,* )  'HELEM ',N ELEM ,'H LA Y RS' , HLAYRS
C
C RECOVER ARRAY ' H I 5 T 0 ' , ' CRACK' , ' TEHSTF' FOR THE CURRENT ELEMENT.
C THESE ARE REQUIRED FOR THE UPDATING PROCEDURE IN  THE CONVERGENCE 
C CRITERION EMPLOYED. STORES ALL THE MATERIAL INFO ABOUT PO IN T .
C
N I P  =  N IPX I* H IPE T A *H IP S I
C
READ ( I H I S T 2 )  ELNUHB, LYNUHB, HGAUS, ((CRACK(L,K,LYHUM),K 
1 = 1 , 2 5 0 ) .  L =  1 ,  HGAUS)
C
I F  (ELHUMB.HE.ELHUM .O R. LYNUHB. HE.LYNUH .O R . HGAUS.N E .N IP 
I )  THEN
WRITE ( * ,  * )  'ERROR READING IH ISTY  IN RESTA T'
WRITE ( * ,  # )  'ELNUM',  ELNUM, 'ELHUMB',  ELHUMB, 'LYHUM'
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WRITE ( I H I S T Y )  ELSUKB, LYSUHB, BGAUS, ( (CR iC K (L .K .L Y B U H),K  
1 = 1 , 2 B 0 ) ,  L = 1 ,  HGAUS)
C
WRITE ( I H I S T l )  ELHUMB. LYBUHB, HGAUS. ((CRACKCL.K.LYHUM).K 
1 = 1 . 2 5 0 ) .  L  = 1 .  HGAUS)
C
READ ( IT H S G 2 )  ELHUMB, LYBUMB, HGAUS, MATRL. ( (TEHSTFCL.K,
1 LYHUM).K = 1 . 8 0 ) .  L  = 1 .  BGAUS). ( (HISTOCL.K.LYHUM),R
2 = 1 . 7 0 ) .  L = 1 .  HGAUS). (PROPERCKM.MATRL) . KM = 1 .  25
3  )
C
I F  (ELHUMB.HE.ELHUM .O R .  LYHUMB. HE. LYHUM .OR. HGAUS.HE.HIP 
1 ) THEH
WRITE ( * .  • )  ’ ERROR READIHG ITHSPG IB  RESTAT’
WRITE ( » .  • )  ’ ELHUM’ . ELHUM, ’ELHUMB’ . ELHUMB. ’LYHUM’





WRITE (IT H SPG ) ELHUMB, LYBUMB. HGAUS. MATRL, ( ( T E H S T F ( L .K ,
1 LYHUM).K = 1 , 8 0 ) .  L  = 1 .  HGAUS). (  (H IST O(L ,K  .LYHUM) . K
2 = 1 , 7 0 ) ,  L = 1 ,  HGAUS). ( PROPER (KM. MATRL ) , KM = 1 .  25
3 )
C
WHITE ( I T H S G l )  ELHUMB, LYHUMB, HGAUS, MATRL, ( (T E H S T F (L ,K ,
1 LYHUM).K = 1 . 8 0 ) ,  L  = 1 .  HGAUS). ( (H IST O(L .K,LY H UM ).K
2 = 1 . 7 0 ) .  L = 1 .  HGAUS). (PROPER(KM.MATRL) , KM = 1 .  25
3 )
0
READ ( I C P )  ELHUMB, LYBUMB, HGAUS. (AFl(ELH UM,LYHUM.KJ) , KJ
1 = 1 .  H I P ) .  (AF2(ELHUH.LYBUH.KP) , KP = 1 .  D I P )
C
I F  (ELHUMB.HE.ELNUK .O R .  LYHUMB.HE.LYHUM .OR.  HGAUS.HE.HIP 
1 ) THEH
WRITE ( • ,  • )  ’ ERROR READIHG I C 2  IB  RESTAT’
WRITE ( » .  • )  ’ ELHUM’ . ELHUM. ’ ELHUMB’ . ELHUMB. ’LYHUM’




1 0 0  COHTIHUE
C





SUBROUTIHE CLEH ( BREL. IHTGPH. IT Y P E , HHEL, I  ERROR. TDCS . CL) 
I M P L IC IT  R E A L » 8 (A -H .0 -Z )
C . . .SWITCHES: REHUMB=100:10.FORHAT=900:10 
C . . . SWITCHES :
c
C SUBROUTIHES AHD FUHCTIOHS CALLED FROM THIS  ROUTIHE 
C
C I S 0 P 3 D  B2D COORDl SIMUL
C
C
C TO EVALUATE THE COHSISTAHT CHARACTERISTIC LEDGTH OF A CRACKED
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c  SAMPLE PDIBT I D  A CODCRETE LAYER.
C CALLED BY CK IH IT
C
REAL»4 T H I C K ,ÏYZ 
REAL*8 D , N i l , B E T A , D S I  
C0M M0D/IBPUT9/T HICK(9)  , IFLAG 
COMMOB/COBSIS/RSTLOC(27,3)
COHMOB/IBPUT2/BOP ( 2 0 , 5 0 0 0 )
COMHOB/TRABS/ D C ( 3 , 3 )
C0MM0B/IBPUT3/XYZ ( 3 , 1 0 0 0 0 )
DIMENSION P H K 8 )  , T D C S ( 3 ,3 )  ,X T H P ( 3 ,8 )  ,C X ( 3 )  , H ( 2 0 )  , B X I ( 2 0 )  , 
* B E T A (20 )  , N S I ( 2 0 )  , C ( 8 , 8 )  ,T E H P ( 4 ,8 )  ,XTMP1 ( 3 , 8 )
C
CL = 0 . 0  
BELl =  0 
DO JM = 1 ,  8
DO J K  = 1 ,  8
C ( J M , J K )  = 0 . 0  
END DO
T E M P (1 ,J M )  = 0 . 0  
T E M P (2 ,J M )  = 0 . 0  
T E M P (3 ,J M )  = 0 . 0  
T E M P (4 ,J M )  =  0 . 0  
EHD DO
C
C COMPUTE THE COORDINATES OF THE CEBTER OF THE ELEHEDT(LOCAL 0 , 0 , 0 )  
C
I F  ( I T Y P E . G E . 3 0 0  .ADD. IFLAG.EQ.O ) THEB 
BELl = 8 
XIC =  0 . 0  
ETAC = 0 . 0  
S I C = 0 . 0  
I T Y P E l  = 3 0 8
CALL I S 0 P 3 D ( X I C , ETAC, S I C , D, HXI .BETA, B S I , I T Y P E l , TERROR)
C X ( 1 )  = 0 . 0
C X ( 2 )  = 0 . 0
C X ( 3 )  = 0 . 0
DO 1 2 0  I  = 1 ,  8
NODE = D O P (I ,B R E L )
C X ( 1 )  = C X (1)  + N ( I ) * X Y Z ( 1 ,B 0 D E )
C X ( 2 )  = C X(2)  + B ( I ) * X Y Z ( 2 .B 0 D E )
C X ( 3 )  = CX (3)  + N ( I ) * X Y Z ( 3 ,B 0 D E )
1 2 0  COHTIBUE
C
C LOCAL BODAL COORDINATES
C
DO 1 3 0  I I  =  1 ,  8
X T M P ( 1 , I I )  = X Y Z ( 1 , B 0 P ( I I , N R E L ) )  -  C X (1 )
X T M P ( 2 , I I )  = X Y Z ( 2 , H 0 P ( I I , N R E L ) )  -  C X (2 )
X T M P ( 3 , I I )  = X Y Z ( 3 , B 0 P ( I I , N R E L ) )  -  C X (3 )
1 3 0  CONTINUE
ELSE I F  ( I T Y P E . G E . 3 0 0  .AHD. IF L A G .E Q .4 )  THEH 
C W R I T E ( * , * ) 'S H E L L '
BELl =  4 
X IC  = 0 . 0  
ETAC = 0 . 0  
S I C  = 0 . 0  
I T Y P E l  = 2 0 4
CALL N2D ( X I C ,  ETAC, H,  I T Y P E l ,  TERROR)
C X ( 1 )  =  0 . 0  
C X ( 2 )  = 0 . 0  
C X ( 3 )  = 0 . 0  
BODE = HOP( 1 , BREL)
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C X ( 1 )  =  C K ( 1 )  + B<1)«XYZ<1.B0D E)
C X ( 2 )  =  C X ( 2 )  + H (1)*XYZ(2,H DDE)
0 X ( 3 )  = C X ( 3 )  + J I (1 )* X Y Z(3 ,B 0 D E)
BODE = BG P(2 ,BR E L)
C X ( l )  =  C X ( 1 )  + H (2 )* X Y Z (1 ,B 0 D E )
C X ( 2 )  = C X ( 2 )  + B (2 )* X Y Z (2 ,B 0 D E )
C X ( 3 )  =  C X ( 3 )  + B(2 )* XYZC3,B 0DE)
BODE = B 0 P ( 3 ,B R E L )
C X Cl)  = C X ( 1 )  + B (3 )* X Y Z (1 .B 0 D E )
C X ( 2 )  =  C X ( 2 )  + B (3 )» X Y Z (2 ,H 0D E )
C X (3 )  =  C X ( 3 )  + B (3 )* X Y Z (3 ,B 0 D E )
BODE = BOP( 4 , BREL)
C X (1 )  = C X ( 1 )  + B(4 )* XYZC1,B 0DE)
C X ( 2 )  = C X ( 2 )  + B (4 )* X Y Z (2 ,B 0 D E )
C X ( 3 )  = C X ( 3 )  + B (4 )* X Y Z (3 ,B 0 D E )
C
C LOCAL BODAL COORDIBATES
C
X T H P K l . l )  = X Y 2 ( 1 ,B 0 P ( 1 ,H R E L ) )  -  CX(1)
X T H P 1 ( 2 , 1 )  = X Y Z ( 2 ,B 0 P ( 1 ,B R E L ) )  -  CX(2)
X T M P K 3 . 1 )  = X Y Z ( 3 ,B 0 P ( 1 ,H R E L ) )  -  CXC3)
X T H P 1 ( 1 ,2 )  = X Y Z ( 1 ,B 0 P ( 2 ,B R E L ) )  -  CX(1)
X T B P K 2 . 2 )  = X Y Z ( 2 ,B 0 P ( 2 ,B R E L ) )  -  CX(2)
X T M P 1 ( 3 ,2 )  = X Y Z ( 3 ,B 0 P ( 2 ,B R E L ) )  -  CX(3)
X T H P l C l . 3 )  = X Y Z ( 1 ,H 0 P ( 3 ,B R E L ) )  -  C X ( l )
X T M P 1 ( 2 ,3 )  = X Y Z ( 2 ,B 0 P ( 3 ,B R E L ) )  -  CX(2)
X T M P K 3 . 3 )  = X Y Z ( 3 ,B 0 P ( 3 ,B R E L ) )  -  CX (3)
X T H P 1 ( 1 , 4 )  = X Y Z ( 1 ,B 0 P ( 4 ,H R E L ) )  -  C X(1)
X T « P 1 C 2 , 4 )  = X Y Z ( 2 ,B 0 P ( 4 ,B R E L ) )  -  CXC2)
X T H P 1 ( 3 , 4 )  = XYZ( 3 , BOP< 4 , BREL))  -  CX(3)
DO 1 5 0  I I  =  1 ,  4 
DO I P  =  1 ,  3
X T H P d P . I I )  = 0 . 0
X T M P ( I P . I I )  = X T H P d P . I I )  + D C ( 1 , I P ) * % T M P 1 ( 1 . I I )  
X T M P d P . I I )  = X T M P ( I P . I I )  + D C ( 2 , I P ) » X T H P 1 ( 2 , I I )  
X T K P d P . I I )  = X T M P ( I P . I I )  + D C ( 3 , I P ) » Z T M P 1 ( 3 , I I )  
EBD DO 
1 6 0  COBTIBUE 
EBDIF
c
C FIKD THE P H I  VALUES
C
ALl = T D C S ( 1 , 1 )
AMI = T D C S C l ,2 )
ABl = TDCS( 1 , 3 )
I F  ( I T Y P E . G E . 3 0 0  .ABD. I F L A G .E Q .4 )  THEB
A L 1 = D C ( 1 ,1 ) » T D C S ( 1 , 1 ) + D C C 2 , 1 ) » T D C S ( 1 ,2 ) + D C ( 3 , 1 ) » T D C S ( 1 , 3 )
A M l = D C ( l , 2 ) » T D C S ( l , l ) + D C ( 2 , 2 ) * T D C S ( l , 2 ) + D C ( 3 , 2 ) * T D C S C l , 3 )
A H 1 = D C ( 1 . 3 ) » T D C S ( 1 , 1 ) + D C C 2 .3 ) * T D C S ( 1 ,2 ) + D C ( 3 . 3 ) * T D C S ( 1 , 3 )
EBDIF
DO 1 6 0  1 = 1 ,  B ELl
XROT = A L 1 * X T H P ( 1 , I )  + A H 1 * I T M P ( 2 , I )  + A ! t l* X T H P ( 3 , I )
P H I d )  = 0 . 0
I F  (XROT .G E .  0 . )  P H I ( I )  = 1 . 0  
1 6 0  COBTIBUE
C
C FIBD THE DERIVATIVES OF THE SHAPE FUHCTIOBS (LIBEAR ORDER) 0  IHTGPH 
c
XI =  0 . 0  
Y1 = 0 . 0  
Z1 = 0 . 0
CALL COORDl (BR EL, HHEL, IHTGPB, IT Y P E ,  X I ,  Y l ,  Z l )
I F  ( I T Y P E . G E . 3 0 0  .AHD. I F L A G .E Q .4 )  THEH
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XI = XI -  C X (1)
Yl = Y l -  CX (2)
Z l = Z l  -  CX (3)
X2 = D C ( 1 ,1 ) * X 1 + D C ( 2 , 1 ) # Y 1 + D C ( 3 , 1 ) * Z 1
Y2 = D C ( 1 , 2 ) * X 1 + D C ( 2 , 2 ) * Y 1 + D C ( 3 , 2 ) * Z 1






I F  ( I T Y P E . G E . 3 0 0  .ABD. I F L A G .E Q .O )  THEH 
BELl = 8
DO 1 7 0  I «  = 1 ,  8  
C ( I M , 1 )  =  1 . 0
C ( I K , 2 )  = X Y Z (1 .B D P (IM ,B R E L ))
C ( I H , 3 )  =  X Y Z ( 2 ,B D P ( I H ,B R E L ) )
C ( I M , 4 )  = X Y Z O .B O P C IH .H R E L ))
C ( I M . S )  =  X Y Z ( 1 ,B 0 P ( I M ,  B R E D  ) « X Y Z ( 2 .B 0 P ( I M ,  HREL) )
C ( I M , 6 )  = X Y Z (2 ,D D P (IH ,H R E L ))»X Y Z (3 ,H D P C IH ,H R E L ))
C ( I H , 7 )  = X Y Z ( 3 ,B 0 P ( I H ,H R E L ) ) » X Y Z ( 1 ,H 0 P ( I K ,H R E L ) >
C ( I M , a )  = X Y Z ( 1 ,H O P (IH ,H R E L ))« X Y Z (2 ,B O P (IM ,H R E L ))» X Y Z (3 ,  
1 BOPCIH .BREL))
1 7 0  COHTIHUE
BROW = 8 
BRCOL = 8 
EPS = l . E - 2 0
DETER = SIM U L(H RC O L,C ,E PS ,BROW,lOUT)
I F  (DETER . E q .  0 )  WRITE ( • ,  » )  'ERROR IB  SIMUL SUB-CLEH '
T E H P ( 1 , 1 ) = 1 . 0
T E H P ( 1 , 2 ) = XI
T E M P (1 ,3 ) = Y l
T E M P (1 ,4 ) = Z l
T E H P ( 1 , 5 ) = X1*Y1
T E M P ( 1 ,6 ) = YT*Z1
T E M P ( 1 ,7 ) = Z1*Z1
T E H P ( 1 , 8 ) = X1#Y1*Z1
T E H P ( 2 , 2 ) = 1 . 0
T E M P (2 ,5 ) = Yl
TEHPC 2.7) = Z l
TEMP( 2 , 8 ) - Y T ' Z l
T E M P ( 3 ,3 ) = 1 . 0
T E M P O , 5) = XI
T E H P ( 3 ,6 ) = Z l
T E M P ( 3 ,8 ) = X1*Z1
T E H P ( 4 ,4 ) = 1 . 0
T E H P ( 4 , 6 ) = Yl
T E H P ( 4 , 7 ) = XI
TEMP< 4 , 8 ) X1*Y1
DO 1 9 0  IM 1» 8
ffCiM) = 0 . 0
B X I( IM )  = 0 . 0  
HETA(IK) = 0 . 0  
H S I ( I M )  = 0 . 0  
DO 1 8 0  JK  = 1 .  8
H ( I H )  = B (IM )  + T E H P ( 1 , J K ) » C ( J K , I H )  
B X I( IM )  =  H X I(IM ) +  T E B P ( 2 , J K ) » C ( J K , I M )  
DETA(IH) = HETA(IM) + T E M P ( 3 , J K ) * C ( J K , I M )  
H S K I H )  =  B S I ( I M )  + T E M P ( 4 , J K ) * C ( J K , I M )  
1 8 0  COHTIHUE
1 9 0  COHTIBUE
ELSE I F  (ITYPE.GE.3 0 0  .AHD. IFLAG.Eq.4) THEH
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DELI = 4
C C l . l ) = 1 . 0
C ( l , 2 ) = X TM P(1 ,1 )
C ( l , 3 ) = X T H P (2 ,1 )
C ( l , 4 ) = X T M P C l , l ) * X T H P ( 2 » l )
C ( 2 , l ) = 1 . 0
C ( 2 , 2 ) = XTMPCl,2)
C ( 2 , 3 ) = X T H P ( 2 ,2 )
C ( 2 . 4 ) = X T H P ( 1 ,2 ) * X T H P ( 2 . 2 )
C ( 3 , l ) = 1 . 0
C C 3 . 2 ) = I T H P ( 1 , 3 )
C ( 3 , 3 ) = X T H P (2 ,3 )
C ( 3 , 4 ) = X T K P (1 .3 )* X T M P < 2 ,3 )
C C 4 . 1 ) = 1 . 0
C ( 4 , 2 ) = X TM P(1 ,4 )
C ( 4 , 3 ) = XTMPC2.4)
C < 4 , 4 ) = X T M P(1 ,4 )* X T H P C 2 ,4 )
BROW = 8
BRCOL = 4 
EPS =  l . E - 2 0
DETER = SIMUL (BRCOL, C , E P S , BROW. I  OUT)
WRITE ( * ,  *)  'ERROR I B  SIMUL SUB-CLEB'I F  (DETER .EQ . 0)
T E H P ( l . l ) = 1 . 0
T E M P ( 1 , 2 ) = XI
T E M P ( 1 ,3 ) = Yl
T E H P ( 1 , 4 ) = X1*Y1
T E M P ( 2 , 2 ) = 1 . 0
T E M P ( 2 ,4 ) = Yl
T E M P O , 3 ) = 1 . 0
T E M P O , 4 ) XI
DO 2 0 0  IM 1 ,  4
B ( IM ) = 0 . 0
B I I ( I M )  = 0 . 0  
BETA(IM) = 0 . 0  
B S I ( I M )  = 0 . 0
B ( IM )  = B(IM) + T E M P ( 1 , 1 ) » C ( 1 , I H )
B Z I ( I M )  =  B X K IM )  + T E M P ( 2 , 1 ) * C ( 1 , I H )
BETA(IM) = BETA(IM) + T E M P O ,  1 )  * 0 ( 1  , IM )
B ( I M )  =  B(IM ) + T E M P ( 1 , 2 ) » C ( 2 , I M )
B X K I M )  = B X K IM )  + T E M P ( 2 . 2 ) » C ( 2 , I H )
BETA(IM) = BETA(IM) +  T E M P O , 2 ) » C ( 2 , I M )
B ( I M )  =  B(IM ) + T E M P O , 3 ) " C O , I M )
B X K I M )  = B X K IM )  + T E M P ( 2 , 3 ) * C O , I H )
BETA(IM) = BETA(IM) + T E M P ( 3 , 3 ) » C ( 3 , I H )
BCIH )  = B( IM) + T E M P O , 4 ) * C ( 4 , I M )
B X K I M )  = B X K IM )  + T E M P ( 2 , 4 ) * C ( 4 , I M )
BETA(IM) = BETA(IM) + T E M P ( 3 , 4 ) * C ( 4 , I H )
2 0 0  COBTIBUE 
EBDIF 
SUM = 0 . 0  
DO 2 1 0  K =  1 ,  BELl
SUM = SUM + (B X K K )«A L 1 + B E T A (B )* A M 1 + S SK K )»A B 1 )« P H K K ) 
2 1 0  COBTIBUE
C




C _________________________________    C K I H I T  ______________
C
C IBCLUDE(PROCESS)
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SUBROUTIHE CK IHIT  ( L , J , PROPER, lE L E H , HHEL, lO U T, IT Y P E , D TSTIF . TERROR. 
♦ I F L A G l , IF L A G 2, IFLAG3 , ITC R K , ICOUP, IFLAG8)
I M P L I C I T  REAL'S  ( A - H , 0 - Z )
C . . .SWITCHES: REHUMB=100:10,FORMAT=900: 1 0  
C . . .SWITCHES:
c
C SUBROUTIHES AHD FUHCTIOHS CALLED FROM T H IS  ROUTIHE 
C
C CLEH I H I T E S  SIMUL DTRAHS
C
RE A L 'S  LTHICK
C 0 M M 0 H /B L 0 C K B /H IS T 0 (2 7 ,7 0 .1 B ) ,C R A C K ( 2 7 ,2 5 O . lS )  . I H I S T Y , I H I S T l  
$ , I H I S T 2
COMMOH/ABC/TEHSTF ( 2 7  .SO . I S ) .  ITHSPG. I T H S G l . ITHSG2 
C0MM0H/MATER1/DEP(6. 6 )
COMMOH/LAYERB/LTHICK ( 9 )  .  ZS ( 9 )  . DCS C3 . 3 )  . HLAYRS .MATRL. LYHUH 
COMMOH/ICKPIF/ICKFGO. ICKHTR 
DIMEHSIOH P R O P E R (2 B ) .D O T ( 3 ) .R O T ( 3 ,3 )
R E A L 'S  H U S . E U S F L R . H ( 3 . 3 ) . H T ( 3 . 3 ) . T E H Ï Y Z ( 6 . 6 ) . D T S T I F ( 6 . 6 )
C
C FLAG OH TO STORE CRACK ORIEHT IHFO FOR CRACKPLOTTIHG 
C
ICKFGO = 1 
E P S l  = 0 . 0  
E P S 2  = 0 . 0  
E P S 3  = 0 . 0  
GF = 0 . 0  
S I G F  = 0 . 0  
EPSHOT = 0 . 0  
COFET = 0 . 0
C
C SUBROUTIHE TO REGISTER CRACK IH IT IA T IO H  PARAMETERS.
C
C . . .  IHCREASE HUMBER OF CRACKS BY OHE.
C
C R A C K ( L . l . J )  = C R A C K C L .l . J )  + 1 .
C
C GET HO. OF CRACKS AS AH IHTEGER.
C
HCRACK = I H T C C R A C K ( L . l . J ) )
C
C
C RECORD THE DIRECTIOH COSIHES OF THE CRACK HDRMAL WITH RESPECT
C TO THE XYZ COORDIHATE SYSTEM. ( SAME AS THE MAX. PRIHCIPAL
C D IR E C T IO H ) .
C
HCK = 9 ' (H C R A C K -1 )  + 1
CRACKCL.137+HCK.J)  = H I S T O C L . I O . J )
R O T C l . l )  =  H I S T O C L . I O . J )
CRACKCL.138+HCK.J)  = H I S T O C L . l l . J )  
R O T C l . 2 )  =  H I S T O C L . l l . J )
CRACKCL.139+HCK.J)  = H I S T 0 C L . 1 2 . J )  
R O T C l . 3 )  = H I S T 0 C L . 1 2 . J )
CRACKCL.140+HCK.J)  = H I S T 0 C L . 1 3 . J )  
R 0 T C 2 . 1 )  = H I S T 0 C L . 1 3 . J )
CRACKCL.141+HCK.J)  = H I S T 0 C L . 1 4 . J )  
R 0 T C 2 . 2 )  =  H I S T 0 C L . 1 4 . J )
CRACKCL.142+HCK.J)  = H I S T O C L . I B , J )  
R 0 T C 2 . 3 )  =  H I S T O C L . I B . J )
CRACKCL.143+HCK.J)  = H I S T 0 C L . 1 6 . J )  
R D T C 3 .1 )  = H I S T 0 C L . 1 6 . J )
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CR ACKCL,144+HCK,J)  = H I S T O ( L ,1 7 , J )
R 0 T ( 3 , 2 )  = H I S T 0 C L , 1 7 , J )
C R A C K (L ,1 4 5+ D C K ,J)  =  H I S T 0 ( L , 1 8 , J )
R 0 T ( 3 , 3 )  = H I S T 0 C L , 1 8 , J )
C
C STORE THE STRESS AT WHICH THE CRACK IH IT IA T E D .
C
S IG M IF  = D H A I 1 ( D H A I 1 C H I S T 0 C L , 3 4 , J ) , H I S T 0 ( L , 3 S , J ) ) , H I S T Q ( L , 3 6 , J ) )  
CRACKCL,37+HCRACK,J) = SIGMIF
C
C I H I T I A L I Z E  THE STATE OF CRACK TO LOADIDG SITUATION
C I . E . , IHCREASE IH STRAIH.
C
CRACKCL,117+HCRACK,J)  = 1 .
C
C I F  THE CRACK IS  RELATED TO TEHSIOD-STIFFEHIHG . . .
C
I F  CPR0PERC16) .G T. 0 . 0 )  THEH
C
C FOR THE TIME BEING SET THE TERHIHATIDG STRAIH TO
C THAT ASSIGNED EXTERHALLY.
C
CRACKCL,127+NCRACK,J) = PR0PERC17)
GO TO 1 2 0  
EHDIF
C
C CALL CRACK BAND WIDTH ROUTIHE TO EVALUATE THE CRACK WIDTH AT SAMPLE 
C POINT CEASED OH THE WORK OF OLIVER IJHME 1 9 8 9 . )
C
I F  C D A B S C R O T C l , l ) ) .G E .0 . 7 0 7  .AHD. DABSCROTCl, 1 ) ) . L E . 0 . 7 0 8 )  THEN 
R O T C l , l )  = R O T C l , l )  + 0 . 0 1
R 0 T C l , 2 )  = R 0 T C l , 2 )  -  0 . 0 1
R 0 T C l , 3 )  = R 0 T C l , 3 )  -  0 . 0 1
EHDIF
CALL CLEH CIELEM, L ,  ITYPE. HEEL, TERROR, ROT, CL)
C
1 0 0  CONTINUE
GF = P R O P E R C ll)
C
C THE FRACTURE ENERGY RELEASE AS A FUNCTION OF THE CRACK
C ORIENTATION WITH RESPECT TO THE REINFORCEMENT I S  ESTIMATED.
C
DO 1 1 0  JKL = 1 , 3
I F  C TE NSTFCL,3+JKL ,J)  .GT. 0 . 0 )  THEN 
I S PG  = TE H S T F C L ,3+ JK L ,J )
I S P  =  9 » C I S P G - 1 )  + 1
DOTCJKL) =  TEHSTF CL, 3 0 + I S P , J  ) «CRACK CL, 137+NCK, J  ) + TEHSTFC
1 L ,3 1 + I S P , J ) » C R A C K C L ,1 3 8 + H C K .J )  + TEHSTF CL, 3 2 + I S P , J )  +
2 CRACKCL,139+HCK.J)
EHDIF
1 1 0  COHTIHUE
COSTH = DHAX1CDHAX1CDOTC1),DOTC2)),DOTC3))
I F  C T E H S T F C L ,4 , J ) .G T .O  .OR. T E H S T F C L ,B ,J ) .G T .O  .O R .  T E H S T F C L ,6 , J )
1 .G T . O )  THEH
I F  CDABSCCOSTH) .GE. 0 . 8 6 6 )  THEN ICHECK
COFET = 1 . 0
ELSE
COFET = 1 0 . 0  
EHDIF
ELSE
COFET = 1 . 0  
EHDIF
GF = GF+COFET+CDSTH
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GF = D M i X l ( P R O P E R C l l ) ,G F )
C
C EPSHOT = STRAIH FOR ZERO STRESS ACROSS THE CRACK.
C
I F  ( T E H S T F ( L , 4 , J ) . E Q . O  .AHD. T E H S T F ( L , B , J ) . E Q . O  .AHD. T E H S T F ( L , 6 , J  
1 ) . E Q . O )  THEH
EPSHOT =  ( 1 8 . » G F ) / C S .* S I G M 1 F » C L )
ELSE
EPSHOT = G F / ( S I G H 1 F * C L * 0 . 9 )
EHDIF
C
C SAVE THE ULTIMATE CRACK STRAIH
C
CRACK(L. 1 27+HCRACK, J ) =  EPSHOT
C
C
C GEHERATE IH I T I A L  DIRECT STIFFHESS ACROSS THE CRACK.THIS
C MUST BE EQUAL TO IH F I H I T Y  USIHG SECAHT FORMULATIOH.ASSU-
C MIHG THAT THE STRESS ACROSS THE CRACK REDUCES TO 99'/.  OF
C THE IH ITIA TIO H  STRESS DETERMIHE THE IH IT IA L  CRACK S T I F F .
C
C
1 2 0  COHTIHUE
SIGCRK = .90*SIGM 1F
C
CALL I H IT E S  (SIGCRK, PROPER. E S ,  HCRACK, L ,  J ,  lO UT)
CRACK(L, 87+HCRACK, J ) =  ES
C
C I H I T I A L I Z E  THE OLD AHD HEW CRACK STRAIHS.
C
CRACK(L,47+HCRACK,J) = . l O E - 1 0  
CRACK(L, 57+HCRACK. J ) = . l O E - 1 0
C
C
C GEHERATE SHEAR S TIFFH ESS ALOHG THE CRACK.FOR THIS
C HEED THE SECAHT VALUES OF ' E '  t  'H U '  OF COHCRETE AT
C THE IH IT IA T IO H  OF CRACKIHG ADD THE SHEAR RETEHTIOH
C FACTOR 'BETHA’ .THE SHEAR STIFFHESS OF THE CRACK I S
C ASSUMED TO REMAIN CONSTANT FOR THE ENTIRE CRACK H IST .
C HOTE== THIS  HAS BEEN MODIFIED TO A VARIHG BETA MODEL BASED
C OH EXPERIMENTAL DATA OF VIHTZELEOU AHD TASSIOS,
C
ESFLR = H I S T O ( L ,2 6 , J )
HUSFLR = H I S T O ( L , 2 7 , J )
GSFLR = E S F L R / ( 2 . * ( 1 . + H U S F L R ) )
BETHA = PROPER(IO)
C
C CRACK SHEAR STIFFHESS FOR EXPERIHEHT(VIHTZELEOU)BASED SOFTENING 
C
GCRAKl = GSFLR*10 
GCRAK2 = G SF LR 'IO
C
C CRACK SHEAR STIFFHESS FOR PLAIN COHCRETE 
C
I F  ( T E H S T F ( L , 4 , J ) . E Q . O  .ADD. T E N S T F ( L , B , J ) . E Q . O  .AHD. T E H S T F ( L , 6 , J  
1 ) . E Q . O )  THEH
BETHA = 0 . 1 0
GCRAKl = (BET H A »G SF LR )/ (1 .-BETH A )
GCRAK2 = (B ET H A »G SF LR)/ (1 .-B ETH A )
EHDIF
C
CRACK(L, 97+HCRACK, J )  = GCRAKl 
CRACK(L,107+HCRACK,J) = GCRAK2
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c  W R IT EC » ,* )  ’ GCRKl’ , G C R AK l, 'G C R K 2 ' ,G C R iK 2 , 'B E T H A > .B E T H i
C
C FOR THE F IR ST  CRACK CALCULATE AHD STORE THE
C PRIHCIPAL STRAIHS IH  IHTACT COHCRETE.
C
SIGH2F = H I S T 0 ( L , 3 S , J )
SIGH3F  = H I S T 0 ( L , 3 6 , J )
C
C RETRIEVE THE COHSTITUTIVE MATRIX ( I H  PRIHCIPAL A IES)
C
ES = ESFLR 
HUS = HUSFLR
COHST =  E S / ( ( 1 . - 2 . 0 » H U S ) * ( 1 + H U S ) )
D E P ( l . l )  =  C O H S T »(1 .0 -H U S)
D E P ( 2 , 2 )  =  CO H S T » (1 .0 -H U S)
D E P ( 3 , 3 )  =  C O H S T » (1 .0 -H U S)
D E P ( 1 , 2 )  =  COHST»HUS 
D E P ( 2 , 1 )  =  D E P ( 1 , 2 )
D E P ( 3 , 1 )  =  D E P ( 1 , 2 )
D E P ( 1 , 3 )  =  D E P ( 1 , 2 )
D E P ( 2 , 3 )  =  D E P ( 1 , 2 )
D E P ( 3 , 2 )  =  D E P ( 1 , 2 )
D E P ( 4 , 4 )  =  E S / ( 2 . 0 » ( 1 + H U S ) )
D E P ( S . S )  =  D E P ( 4 , 4 )
D E P ( 6 , 6 )  = D E P ( 4 , 4 )
C IHVERT THE ’ DEP> MATRIX.
C
C H = HO. OF ROWS IH 'D E P '
C HRC = MAX. HO. OF ROWS (AHD COLUHHS) ALLOWED.
C EPS = MIH. ALLOWABLE MAGHITUDE FOR A PIVOT ELEMEHT.
C
C
HR = 6 
HRC = 6
EPS = l O . O E - 2 0
C
C IHVERSE OF 'D E P '  WILL BE RETÜRHED IN ' D E P ' .
C
C DETER = DETERMINANT OF ' D E P '  THAT I S  RETURNED AS THE
C VALUE OF FUNCTION ' S I M U L ' .
C
C
DETER = S IH U L(N R ,D EP,E PS.H RC,IO UT )
I F  (DETER .E D .  0 . 0 )  THEN




E P S l  = D E P ( 1 , 1 ) * S I G H 1 F  + D E P ( 1 ,2 ) » S I G M 2 F  + D E P ( 1 , 3 )  »SIGM3F
EPS2 = D E P ( 2 , 1 ) » S I G M 1 F  + D E P (2 ,2 )» S IG M 2 F  + D E P ( 2 , 3 ) » S I G H 3 F
EPS3 = D E P ( 3 , 1 ) » S I G M 1 F  + D E P (3 ,2 )» S IG M 2 F  + D E P ( 3 , 3 ) » S I G H 3 F
AEMAX = DMAXl (DMAXl (DABS(E P S l )  ,DABS ( E P S 2 )  ) ,DABS ( E P S 3 )  )
I F  ( D A B S ( E P S l )  . L E .  1E-3»AEMAX) E P S l  = 0 . 0
I F  (D A B S (E P S 2)  . L E .  1E-3»AEHAX) EP S 2  = 0 . 0
I F  (D A B S (EP S 3)  . L E .  1E-3»AEMAX) EP S 3  = 0 . 0
I F  (HCRACK .EQ .  1 )  H I S T 0 ( L , 3 7 ,  J )  = DMAXl (DMAXKEPSl ,E P S 2 )  .E P S 3 )
C
C TEHSIOH STIFFENING IH  STEEL DIRECTIOH 
C
IFLA Gl =  0 
IFLAG2 =  0  
IFLAG3 =  0  
IFLAG4 = 0
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IFLAG5 = 0 
IFLAG6 = 0 
IHARKl = 0 
IHARK2 = 0 
IKARK3 = 0  
HCHECK = 0 
DO 1 8 0  I S P  = 1 .  3
C
C CHECK THE DIRECTION OF THE CRACK WITH AH EXISTING TENSION-STIFFENING 
C DIRECTION FOR(SECONDARY CR A C K S ).IF  DIRECTION OF THIS CRACK NORMAL I S  
C CLOSE TO THAT OF THE STEEL THEN NO STRAIN SOFTENING CONSIDERED, ELSE 
C TH IS  I S  A STRAIN SOFTENING CRACK AND MUST BE TREATED AS SUCH.
C
I F  ( T E H S T F ( L , I S P , J )  .E Q . 1 . 0 )  THEH
I F  ( I S P  .E Q .  1 )  IF LA G l = 1
I F  ( I S P  .E Q .  2 )  IFLAG2 =  1
I F  ( I S P  .E Q .  3 )  IFLAG3 = 1
ISPG  = I N T (T E N S T F (L , 3 + I S P , J ) )
ISHG = ( I S P G - 1 ) « 9  + 1
C
C . . .  TENSION STIFFENING (STEEL)  DIRECTION W .R .T  TO 'GLOBAL'
C
N ( l , l )  = T E N S T F (L . IS M G + 3 0 . J )
N ( l , 2 )  = T E N S T F (L . IS M G + 3 1 .J )
N ( l , 3 )  = T E N S T F (L . IS M G + 3 2 . J )
N ( 2 , l )  = T E N S T F (L . IS M G + 3 3 .J )
N ( 2 , 2 )  = T E N S T F (L , IS M G + 3 4 , J )
N ( 2 , 3 )  = T E H S T F (L , IS M G + 3 S ,J )
N ( 3 . 1 )  = T E H S T F (L . IS M G + 3 6 . J )
H ( 3 , 2 )  = T E N S T F ( L . I S M G + 3 7 .J )
H ( 3 , 3 )  = T E N S T F ( L , I S H G + 3 8 ,J )
C
C . . .  CRACK NORMAL W .R .T  TO 'GLOBAL'
C
N T ( l . l )  = H I S T 0 ( L , 1 0 , J )
N T ( 2 , 1 )  = H I S T O ( L . l l . J )
H T ( 3 , 1 )  =  H I S T 0 ( L , 1 2 , J )
N T ( 1 , 2 )  = H I S T 0 ( L , 1 3 , J )
N T ( 2 , 2 )  =  H I S T 0 ( L , 1 4 . J )
N T ( 3 , 2 )  = H I S T O ( L , I B , J )
N T ( 1 , 3 )  = H I S T 0 ( L , 1 6 , J )
N T ( 2 , 3 )  = H I S T 0 ( L , 1 7 , J )
N T ( 3 , 3 )  = H I S T 0 ( L , 1 8 , J )
C
ROOT = N ( 1 , 1 ) * N T ( 1 , 1 )  + N ( 1 , 2 ) « N T ( 2 , 1 )  + H ( 1 , 3 ) » N T ( 3 , 1 )  
I F  (DABS(RDOT) . L T .  0 . 9 0 6 )  HCHECK = 1 
GO TO 17 0  
EBD IF
C
C SEE I F  TENSION STIFFENING I S  ACTIVATED FOR THE CRACK.
C
I F  ( T E N S T F ( L , I S P . J )  .EQ .  0 . 0 )  THEN 
ISPG  = I N T (T E N S T F (L , 3 + I S P . J ) )
I F  ( I S P G  .E Q .  0 )  THEN
I F  ( I S P  .EQ .  1 )  IF LA G l = 1
I F  ( I S P  .EQ .  2 )  IFLAG2 = 1
I F  ( I S P  .E Q. 3 )  IFLAG3 = 1
GO TO 1 7 0  
ENDIF
I F  ( I S P G  .G T .  0 )  THEH
ISHG = ( I S P G - 1 ) * 9  + 1
C
C . . .  TENSION STIFFENING (STEEL) DIRECTION W .R .T  TO 'GLOBAL'
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D ( l , l )  = TEHSTra,ISMG+30,J) 
B C l , 2 )  = TEDSTFa,ISBG+31,J) 
5(1,3) = TEDSTF(L,ISHG+32,J) 
5(2,1) = TE5STF(L,ISMG+33,J) 
5(2,2) = TE5STF(L,ISMG+34,J) 
5(2,3) = TEHSTF(L,ISKG+3B,J) 
5(3,1) = TE5STF(L,ISHG+36,J) 
5(3,2) = TESSTF(L,ISMG+37,J) 
5(3,3) = TE5STF(L,ISMG+38,J)
C
C . . .  CRiCK BORHAL V . R . T  TO 'GLOBAL'
C
5 T ( 1 , 1 )  = H I S T 0 ( L , 1 0 , J )  
5 T ( 2 , 1 )  = H I S T Q ( L , 1 1 , J )  
5 T ( 3 , 1 )  = H I S T 0 ( L , 1 2 , J )  
5 T ( 1 , 2 )  = H I S T 0 ( L , 1 3 , J )  
5 1 ( 2 , 2 )  = H I S T 0 ( L , 1 4 , J )  
N T ( 3 , 2 )  = H I S T 0 ( L , 1 B , J )  
5 T ( 1 , 3 )  = H I S T 0 ( L , 1 6 , J )  
5 T ( 2 , 3 )  = H I S T 0 ( L , 1 7 , J )  
5 1 ( 3 , 3 )  = H I S T 0 ( L , 1 8 , J )
R D 0 T = D ( 1 , 1 ) * 5 T ( 1 . 1 ) + B ( 1 , 2 ) » 5 T ( 2 , 1 ) + H ( 1 , 3 ) « 5 T ( 3 , 1 )
C . . . FIBD  THE 0RIEHTATI05 OF THE CRACK WITH RESPECT TO STEEL A5D 
C I 5 I T I T A T E  A TEH. S T I F  SPR I5G I F  HECESSARY.
C
DO 140 IHH = 1, 3
DO 1 3 0  IMP = 1 ,  3
ROT(IHH,IMP) = 0 . 0
RD T(IHH,1 HP) = ROT(IMM,IMP) + 5 ( I M H , 1 ) * H T ( 1 ,
1 IMP)
ROT(IKM,IHP) = R O T (IH H ,IK P )  + 5 ( I M M , 2 ) « 5 T ( 2 ,
1 IMP)
ROT(IMM,IHP) = RO T(IMH,IMP) + B ( I M M , 3 ) « 5 T ( 3 ,
1 IM P)
1 3 0  CDHTI5UE
1 4 0  COHTIHUE
C
DO KK = 1 ,  3
DO KM = 1 ,  3




C . . .  STRAIH 1 5  T E 5 S I05 S T IF F E 5 IH G  (STEEL) DIRECTIOH I S . . .  
c
EPSSTL = E P S 1 * R O T ( 1 ,1 ) * R O T ( 1 , 1 )  + E P S 2 * R 0 T ( 1 , 2 ) * R 0 T ( 1 . 
1 2 )  + E P S 3 * R 0 T ( 1 , 3 ) * R 0 T ( 1 , 3 )
C
I F  (DABS(EPSSTL) .LT .  l O E - 9 )  EPSSTL = 0 . 0  
I F  ( I S P  . E g .  1 )  IMARKl = 1
I F  ( I S P  . E g .  2 )  IMARK2 = 1
I F  ( I S P  . Eg .  3 )  1MARK3 = 1
I F  (DABS(RDOT) . L E . 0 . 2 S  .AND. E P S S T L . L T . 0 . 0 )  THEN
I F  ( I S P  .Eg. 1 )  IMARKl =  0
I F  ( I S P  .Eg. 2 )  IMARK2 = 0
I F  ( I S P  .Eg. 3 )  IMARK3 = 0
I F  ( I S P  .Eg. 1 )  IFLAG4 = 2
I F  ( I S P  .Eg. 2 )  IFLAGB = 2
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I F  ( I S P  . E q .  3 )  IFLAG6 = 2 
EHDIF
C
I F  (DABS(RDOT) .G E.  0 . 2 5 )  THEB 
C . . .  ACTIVATE TEDSIOHSTIFFEDIDG SPRIBGS WHEB STRAIBS I B  THE SPRIBG DIR. 
C AT CRACKIHG EXCEED UHIAXIAL CRACKIBG STRAIBS.
C
CKSTIB = P R D P ER (6 ) /P R D P ER (1 )
I F  (EPSSTL .G E.  CKSTIB) THEB 
HCHECK = 0
I F  ( I S P  .E Q .  1 )  IF LA G l = 1
I F  ( I S P  .E Q .  2 )  IFLAG2 = 1
I F  ( I S P  .E Q .  3 )  IFLAG3 = 1
T E B S T F ( L . I S P . J )  = 1 . 0  
ELSE I F  (E P S S T L .G E .0 . 0  .AHD. E P S S T L .L T .C K S T IB )
1 THEB
I F  ( I S P  .EQ . 1 )  IFLAGG = 2
I F  ( I S P  .EQ . 2 )  IFLAGB = 2
I F  ( I S P  .E Q. 3 )  IFLAG6 = 2
EBDIF
C
C STORE THE CRACKIBG STRAIH AT UHIAXIAL CRACKIBG STRAINS USED AS A 
C PARAMETER.
C
I F  (CKSTIB .L E .  0 . 0 )  THEN
T E B S T F ( L ,9 + I S P G , J )  = 0 . 0
ELSE
T E H S T F ( L . 9 + I S P G , J )  = CKSTIB 
EBDIF
C
A Ll = R O T ( l . l )
AMI = R 0 T ( 2 , 1 )
ABl = R 0 T ( 3 , 1 )
AL2 = R 0 T ( 1 , 2 )
AH2 = R 0 T ( 2 , 2 )
AB2 = R 0 T ( 3 , 2 )
AL3 = R 0 T ( 1 , 3 )
AH3 = R D T ( 2 ,3 )
AB3 = R 0 T ( 3 , 3 )
C
C CHECK FOR SPE CIAL CASES...........
C
I F  ( T E B S T F ( L . 4 , J )  .EQ.O .O R. T E B ST F(L ,  5 , J )  . EQ. 0 
1 .O R. T E B S T F ( L , 6 , J ) . E Q . O )  THEB
I F  (DABS(AH3) .L E .  0 . 0 1 )  THEB 
ALl = R 0 T ( 1 , 1 )
AL2 = R 0 T ( 1 , 3 )
AL3 = ROT( 1 , 2 )
AMI = R 0 T ( 2 , 1 )
AM2 = R 0 T ( 2 , 3 )
AM3 = R 0 T ( 2 , 2 )
ABl = R 0 T ( 3 , 1 )
AB2 = R 0 T ( 3 , 3 )
AH3 = R 0 T ( 3 , 2 )
EBDIF
I F  (DABS(AB3) .L E .  O . O l )  WRITE ( * ,  » )  ' A B 3 ' .
1 AB3
I F  (DABS(ALl)  .L E .  0 . 0 1 )  WRITE ( * ,  » )  ' A L l ' ,
1 ALl
I F  (DABS(AMI) .L E .  0 . 0 1 )  WRITE ( • ,  * )  ' A M I ' ,
1 AMI
EBDIF
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I F  ( T E H S T F ( L , 4 , J ) . E Q . O  .AHD. T E H S T F ( L ,B , J )  .EQ.O
1 .D R. T E H S T F ( L , S , J ) . E q . O  .AHD. T E H S T F ( L ,6 , J )
2 .E Q .O  .O R . T E H S T F C L . e . J ) . E Q . O  .AHD. TE H S T F (L ,4
3 , J ) . E q . O )  THEB
I F  (DABSCAM2) . L E .  0 . 0 1 )  THEB 
ALl = R O T C l . l )
AL2 =  R O T C l . 3 )
AL3 = R 0 T ( 1 , 2 )
AMI = R D T ( 2 , 1 )
AM2 = R 0 T ( 2 , 3 )
AH3 = R 0 T ( 2 , 2 )
AHl = R 0 T ( 3 , 1 )
AH2 =  R 0 T ( 3 , 3 )
AH3 = R 0 T ( 3 , 2 )
EHDIF
I F  (DABSCAM2) . L E .  0 . 0 1 )  WRITE ( * ,  • )  ■AH2>,
1 AH2, ' A L l ' ,  ALl
EHDIF
C EVALUATE THE SPRIBG IH ITA ITIHG  STRESSES AHD STORE THEM HERE IB  CASE 
C I T  I S  DETERMIHED TO BE ACTIVATED ALOBG WITH AHDTHER SPRIBG DIRECTIOH 
C IH  TH IS  STEP.
C
I F  ( T E H S T F ( L , 4 , J ) . G T . 0 . 0  .AHD. T E H S T F ( L , S . J )  . GT.
1 0 . 0  .ABD. T E H S T F ( L , 6 , J ) . G T . 0 . 0 )  THEB
C
C . . .  ALL THREE STEEL DIRECTIDBS PRESEBT CHEED HOT BE A C T IV E ) .
C
T E H S T F ( L , 6 + I S P G , J )  = SIGMIF 
C WRITE( * , • ) 'THREE S I G F ' . S I G F , ' S I G M I F ' , SIGMIF
C
ELSE I F  ( T E B S T F ( L , 4 , J ) . G T . O . O  .AHD. T E H S T F ( L ,S , J )
1 . G T . 0 . 0  .AHD. T E H S T F ( L , 6 , J )  . E Q . 0 . 0  .OR.
2 T E H S T F ( L , S , J )  . G T . 0 . 0  .AHD. TEHSTFCL.S, J )
3  . G T . 0 . 0  .AHD. T E H S T F ( L , 4 , J ) . E Q . 0 . 0  .OR.
4  T E H S T F d , 4 , J )  . G T . 0 . 0  .AHD. TEHSTFCL.S, J )
5 . G T . 0 . 0  .AHD. T E H S T F C L . S , ! ) . E Q . 0 . 0 )  THEB
C
C . . .  AHÏ TWO DIRECTIOHS PRESEBT CHEED DOT BE A C T IV E ) .
C
SIGF = SIGM1F»CCAL3*AH1-AL1*AH3)*CAM2*AB3-AM3*
1 AH2) -  CAB1*AH3-AM1*AH3)* CAL2*AH3-AH2*AL3) ) /
2 CAH3» CAM1» CAL2*AH3-AH2»AL3) - A L l*  CAH2»AB3-
3  AM3*AH2)))
C
C W R ITEC*.*) 'A D Y  TWO S I G F ' . S I G F . ' S I G M I F ' . S I G M I F
T E H S T F C L .6 + I S P G .J )  = SIGF
C
ELSE I F  CTEHSTFCL.4 . J ) . G T . 0 . 0  .AHD. T E H S T F C L .S . ! )
1 . E Q . 0 . 0  .ADD. T E H S T F C L . S . ! ) . E Q . 0 . 0  .OR.
2  T E H S T F C L . S . ! ) . G T . 0 . 0  .AHD. T E H S T F C L .S . ! )
3  . E Q . 0 . 0  .ADD. TE HSTFCL.4 . ! ) . E Q . 0 . 0  .OR.
4  TEHSTFCL.4 . ! ) . G T . 0 . 0  .AHD. T E H S T F C L .S . ! )
5 . E Q . 0 . 0  .AHD. T E H S T F C L .S . ! )  . E Q . 0 . 0 )  THEB
C
SIGF = SIG M IF* CCAH1»AM2-AM1*AH2)*CAL3»AM2-AM3*




C . . .O H L Y  QBE DIRECTIOH PRESEBT CHEED DOT BE A C TIV E) .
C
C WRITEC* . * ) 'OHE OHLY S I G F ' . S I G F . ' S I G M I F ' . S I G M I F
T E H S T F C L .S + I S P G . ! )  = S IG F
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ENDIF
C
C SET THE SPRIHG I H IT A IT IH G  STRAIHS HERE FOR COHTIHOUS MOHITORIHG DURIHG 
C THE LOADIHG PROCEDURE.
C
I F  (EPSSTL .L E .  0 . 0 )  THEN
T E H S T F C L , I S + I S P G .J )  = 0 . 0  
T E H S T F C L ,1 8 + IS P G .J )  = 0 . 0  
ELSE I F  (EPSSTL .G E.  CKSTIB) THEB 
TE H S T F C L ,1 B + IS P G ,J )  = CKSTIB 
T E H S T F C L ,1 8 + IS P G ,J )  = CKSTIB
ELSE
T E H S T F C L ,1 S + IS P G ,J )  = EPSSTL 
T E H S T F C L ,1 8 + IS P G .J )  = EPSSTL 
EHDIF
C
C SET THE SPRIHG I H I T A IT IH G  STIFFHESS HERE FOR POSSIBLE ACTIVATIOH 
C DURIHG THE LOADIHG PROCEDURE 
C
I F  (EPSSTL .G E.  CKSTIB) THEB
T E H S T F C L , IS P G + 2 4 , J )  = SIGF/C KSTIH  
ELSE I F  CEPSSTL.l t . CKSTIB .AHD. E P S S T L . G T . 0 . 0 )
1 THEB
T E H S T F C L ,IS P G + 2 4 ,J )  = S IGF/E PSSTL 
EHDIF
C
C SET THE SPRIHG IH I T I A T I H G  STATE TO LOADIHG 
C




1 70  COHTIHUE 
180 COHTIHUE
C
C . . .  I F  THE CURREHT CRACK I S  HOT STRAIH SOFTEHIHG THEB 
C CHECK I F  A TEHSIOH STIFFEHIHG DIRECTIOH I S  ACTIVATED AT THIS
C STAGE ELSE COHTIHUE STRAIH SOFTEHIHG UHTIL THE STRAIHS PICK  UP
C FOR THE ACTIVATIOH OF TEHSIOH STIFFEHIHG
C
C H R IT E C * ,» )  ' C K I H I T  FLAG CHK> ,CRACKCL,87+HCRACK,J)
C WRITE C * ,  •  ) > I F G l  >, I F L A G l , >IFG2 ' ,  IFLAG2, '  IFG3 ' ,  IFLAG3
C WRITE C• , • ) ' IF G 4  ' ,  IFLA G4, '  IFGS ' ,  IFLAGB , ’ IF G 6 ' ,  IFLAG6
I F  (HCHECK .E Q .  0 )  THEB
I F  ( I F L A G l . E Q . l  .AHD. IF L A G 2 .E Q .1  .AHD. I F L A G 3 . E Q . 1 )  THEB 
ITCRK =  HCRACK
ELSE I F  ( I F L A G l . E Q . l  .AHD. I F L A G 2 .E 0 .1  .AHD. I F L A G 3 . E Q .0  .OR.
1 I F L A G l . E Q . l  .AHD. IF L A G S .E Q . l  .AHD. I F L A G 2 .E Q . 0  .OR.
2 I F L A G 2 . E 0 . 1  .AHD. IF LA G 3.E Q .1  .AHD. I F L A G l .E Q .O )  THEH 
I F  C IF L A G 4 .E Q .2  .OR.  I  FLAGS. EQ. 2  .OR.  I F L A G 6 . E Q . 2 )  THEB
I F  ( I F L A G l . E Q . l  .AHD. T E H S T F C L ,1 ,J )  . E Q . l  .O R .  IFLAG2
1 . E Q . l  .AHD. TEHSTFCL,2 , J ) . E Q . l  .OR.  I F L A G 3 .E Q .1
2 .AHD. TEHSTFCL,3 , J ) . E Q . l )  THEH
ITCRK = HCRACK
I F  C IF LA G 4.E Q .2  .ABD. I M A R K l .E Q . l )  TE HSTFC L,1 , J )
1 =  1.0
I F  CIFLA GB.E Q.2 .ABD. IM ARK2.EQ.1) TE HSTFC L,2 , J )
1 =  1.0
I F  C IF LA G 6.E Q .2  .AHD. IH A RK 3.E Q .1)  TE HSTFC L,3 , J )
1 = 1 . 0
IF L A G l = 1
IFLAG2 = 1
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IFLAG3 = 1 
EHDIF
ELSE I F  < T E H S T F a , 4 , J )  . E Q . 0 . 0  .O R .  T E H S T F C L ,S , J )  . E Q . 0 . 0  
1 .OR. TEHSTFCL,6 , J ) . E Q . 0 . 0 )  THEH
ITCRK = HCRACK 
IF L A G l = 1 
IFLAG2 = 1 
I  FLAGS = 1 
EHDIF
ELSE I F  ( I F L A G l . E Q . l  .AHD. I F L A G 2 .E Q .0  .AHD. IF L A G 3 .E Q .0  .OR.
1 IF L A G 2.E Q .1  .AHD. IF LA G S .EQ .O  .AHD. IF L A G l .E Q .O  .OR.
2 I F L A G S .E Q . l  .AHD. I F L A G l .E Q .O  .AHD. IF L A G 2 .E Q .0 )  THEH
I F  C IFLA G4.E Q.2  .AHD. IF L A G S .E Q .2  .AHD. IF L A G 6 .E Q .0  .OR.
1 IF L A G S .E Q .2  .AHD. I F L A G 6 .E Q .2  .AHD. I F L A G 4 .E Q .0  .OR.
2  IF L A G 6 .E Q .2  .AHD. I F L A G 4 .E Q .2  .ABD. IFLA G S.E Q .O )  THEH
I F  c I F L A G S .E Q . l  .AHD. TE HSTFCL,6 , J ) . G T . 0 . 0  .OR. IFLAG2
1 . E Q . l  .AHD. T E H S T F C L , S , J ) . G T . 0 . 0  .O R. I F L A G l . E Q . l
2 .AHD. TEHSTFCL,4 , J ) . G T . 0 . 0 )  THEH
I F  CIFLAG4 .E Q .  2 )  TE HSTFCL,1 , J )  = 1 . 0
I F  CIFLAGS .E Q . 2 )  TE H S TF C L,2 , J )  = 1 . 0
I F  CIFLAG6 .E Q . 2 )  T E H S T F C L . S , J )  = 1 . 0
ITCRK = HCRACK 
IF LA G l = 1 
IFLAG2 = 1 
IFLAGS = 1 
EHDIF
ELSE I F  CTEHSTFCL,4 , J ) . E Q . l . 0  .AHD. T E H S T F C L , S , J ) . E Q . 0 . 0
1 .AHD. TEHSTFCL,6 , J ) . E Q . 0 . 0  .D R.  TEHSTFCL,5 , J ) . E Q .
2 1 . 0  .AHD. TEHSTFCL,4 , J ) . E Q . 0 . 0  .AHD. TEHSTFCL,6 , J )
3  . E Q . 0 . 0  .OR. TEHSTFCL,6 , J ) . E Q . l . 0  .AHD. TEHSTFCL,B
4 , J ) . E Q . 0 . 0  .ABD. TEBSTFCL.4 . J ) . E Q . 0 . 0 )  THEB 
ITCRK =  HCRACK
IF LA G l = 1 
IFLAG2 = 1 




C IF C E L H U H .E Q .IS )  THEH
C W R IT E C * ,* )  'C K I H I T  EXIT S T I F ’ ,CRACKCL,87+HCRACK,J)
C END I F
I F  C I F L A G I . E Q . l  .AHD. IFLA G2.E Q.1  .AHD. I F L A G S . E Q . l )  THEH 
C IF C E L H U H .E Q .IS )  THEH
C W RIT EC*,*)  'ALL THREE FLAGS 1 IH C K IH IT '
C EHD I F
DO 2 0 0  IH  = 1 ,  6
DO 1 9 0  IH  =  1 ,  6
D T S T I F C I H , I H )  = 0 . 0  
IS O  COHTIHUE
2 0 0  COHTIHUE
DO 2 5 0  I S P  = 1 ,  S
ISPG  = T E H S T F C L ,3 + I S P , J )
I F  C ISPG .G T.O  .AHD. T E H S T F C L , I S P , J ) . E Q . 1 . 0 )  THEH 
ISHG = C I S P G - 1 ) * 9  + 1
C
C . . .  TEHSIOH STIFFEHIHG CSTEEL) DIRECTIOH V . R . T  TO 'GLOBAL'
C
H C l . l )  =  TE H S TF C L,IS H G + 30 ,J )
H C l , 2 )  = TE H S TF C L,IS H G + 31 ,J )
H C l , S )  =  TE H S TF C L,IS H G + 32 ,J )
H C 2 , 1 )  =  TEHSTFCL,ISMG+SS,J)
B C 2 , 2 )  =  TE H S TF C L,IS H G + 34 ,J )
H C 2 ,S )  =  TEHSTFCL,ISHG+SB,J )
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= T E H S T F a , I S H G + 3 6 , J )
5 ( 3 . 2 )  = TEHSTFCL,I SM G+37.J )
5 ( 3 , 3 )  = TEHSTFCL,ISM G+38,J )
DO 2 2 0  I H  = 1 ,  6
DO 2 1 0  15  = 1 ,  6
TEHXYZCIH.IH) = 0 . 0  
2 1 0  COHTIHUE
2 2 0  COHTIHUE
C W R I T E C * ,» ) ’ CKIHIT T S T I F ’ , TEHSTFCL, 2 4 + I S P G , J )
T E H X Y Z C l. l )  = T E H S T F C L ,2 4 + IS P G .J )
CALL DTRAHS CTEHXYZ, H,  lOUT)
DO 2 4 0  I J  = 1 ,  6
DO 2 3 0  JK = 1 ,  6
D T S T I F C I J . J K )  = TE H X Y Z C IJ .JK )  + D T S T I F C I J . J K )  
C WRITE C• , • ) ’ I J ’ , I J , ’ J K • , J K ,> S T I F  > , DTSTIF C I J , J K )
2 3 0  COHTIHUE





9 0 0  F 0 R H A T C / / , 1 X ,  ’ ERROR’ , / ,B X , 'H E G A T I V E  PIVOT EHCOUHTERED’
1 , ’ DURIHG IHVERSIOH OF COHSTITUTIVE MATRIX FOR I5TACT ’
2 , ’ COHCRETE . . .C KIHIT STOP 3 ’ , ’ G . P T ’ , 1 2 , ’LAYER’ , 1 2 ,




C . * * * * * * * * * * * * * , , . . * * , « .
C IBCLUDECPROCESS)
C
SUBROUTIHE CRKPHTCEPSX, EPSY, EPSZ, GAHAXY, GAMAYZ, GAMAXZ, PROPER,
$ TOLERE, CHKGUS, H S T I F F , CDHVER, I  OUT, E P S l , E P S 2 , E P S 3 , ELHUM, HAXCRK,
* MAXCK2 , S I G H A l , SIGHA2, SIGHA3 , L , J , PDIR.HLAYRS , HHEL, ITY PE, IFLAGS ,
$ I S O F T ,IT C R K )
C
I M P L IC IT  R E A L 'S  ( A - H , 0 - Z )
C . . .SWITCHES: REH UHB=100:10,FORM AT=900;10 
C . . .SWITCHES: 
c .*********»»»* . 
c
C SUBROUTIHES AHD FUHCTIOHS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTINE 
C
C DHATCS PSTSTH VIHTAS ARAHGE CRACKE CRKCOH
C OVERFT SIMUL
C
c*»***» .**«*»»***»*»»«**»* .*» ..
INTEGER ELHUM 
R EA L'S  LTHICK
C 0 M M 0 5 / B L O C K 6 / H I S T 0 C 2 7 ,7 O , l B ) ,C R A C K C 2 7 ,2 B O , lB ) , I H I S T Y ,I H I S T l
$ , I H I S T 2
C0M H0H/ABC/TE5STF( 2 7  , S 0 , 1 B) , ITHSPG, I T H S G l , ITHSG2 
C0MM0H/MATER1/DEPC6,6)
COHMOH/LAYERB/LTHICK ( 9 )  , ZS ( 9 ) ,  DCS ( 3 , 3 )  .HLAYRS ,HATRL ,LYHUM 
DIHEHSIOH PR0PERC2B) ,S IG H A (6 )  , D C 0 5 ( 3 0 , 3 0 )




C SUBROUTIHE TO CHECK STATUS AT A CRACKED POIHT AHD
C FINALLY RETURH THE PRINCIPAL STRAIHS OF IBTACT COH-
C CRETE AHD TOTAL STRESSES FOR FURTHER IHVESTIGATIOH.
C
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c
c ...............ASSUME i  SINGLE CRACK AHD INTACT CONCRETE CONNECTED
C IN SERIES AND UNDER UNIAXIAL TENSION. THE EQUIVALENT
C STIFFNESS OF THIS SYSTEM I S  VERY CLOSE TO THE S T IF FN -
C ESS OF THE INTACT CONCRETE FOR CRACK STIFFNESSES MANY
C TIMES LARGER THAN THE INTACT CONCRETE MODULUS OF ELST.
C THEREFORE, THE SELECTED TOLERANCE WILL PRACTICALLY BE
C EFFECTIVE FOR CRACK STIFFNESSES SMALLER THAN THE INTACT
C CONCRETE STIFFNESS.
C
C   TOLERE = TOLERANCE USED FOR INTACT CONCRETE
C
C
TOLER = TOLERE 
IS O F T = 0 
ITCRK = 0
C
C   RETRIEVE THE GLOBAL COMPOSITE CONSTITUTIVE MATRIX.
C
ICODE = 1 
I P G  = 0
CALL DHATCS (ELNUM, ITY PE. L ,  IFLAGS, lO U T ,  ICODE, IP G )
D l l  = D E P ( 1 , 1 )
D12 = D E P ( 1 , 2 )
D13 = D E P ( 1 , 3 )
D14  = D E P ( 1 , 4 )
DIB = D E P ( 1 , B )
DIG = D E P ( 1 , 6 )
D21 = D E P ( 2 , 1 )
D22 = D E P ( 2 , 2 )
D23 = D E P ( 2 , 3 )
D24 = D E P ( 2 , 4 )
D2B = D E P ( 2 , 5 )
D26 = D E P ( 2 , 6 )
D31 = D E P ( 3 , 1 )
D32 = D E P ( 3 , 2 )
D33 = D E P ( 3 , 3 )
D34 = D E P C 3 .4 )
D3S = D E P ( 3 , B )
D36 = D E P ( 3 , 6 )
D41 = D E P ( 4 , 1 )
D42 =  D E P ( 4 , 2 )
D43  = D E P ( 4 , 3 )
D44 = D E P ( 4 , 4 )
D4S = D E P ( 4 , 5 )
D46  = D E P ( 4 , 6 )
DBl =  D E P ( B , 1 )
DB2 = D E P ( B , 2 )
D53  =  D E P ( B ,3 )
DB4 = D EPCB .4 )
DBB = D E P (B ,B )
DBG = D E P (B ,G )
D61 = D E P ( 6 , 1 )
DG2 =  D E P ( G , 2 )
D63 = D E P ( 6 , 3 )
DG4 = D E P ( G , 4 )
DCS =  D E P (G ,B )
DGG = DEPCG.G)
C
C HAVING THE GLOBAL STRAINS DETERMINE GLOBAL STRESSES.
C
C ..............  REDUCE TRUNCATION ERRORS DURING ADDITION/SUBT.
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XYZ = D M A X l(D H A X l(D M A X l(D H4X l(D K AÏlC DiBS(E PSX ),DiB S(E PSï) ) ,D A BS(  
1 GAHAXY) ) .DABS (GAMAYZ) ) .DABS(GAMAXZ) ) .DABS(EPSZ) )
I F  (DABS(EPSX) .L T .  X Y Z » 1 0 .0 E - 7 )  EPSX = 0 . 0
I F  (DABS(EPSY) .L T .  X Y Z « 1 0 .0 E - 7 )  EPSY = 0 . 0
I F  (DABS(EPSZ) . L T .  X Y Z ' l O .O E - 7 )  EPSZ = 0 . 0
I F  (DABS(GAMAXY) .L T .  X Y Z « 1 0 .0 E - 7 )  GAHAXY = 0 . 0  
I F  (DABS(GAMAYZ) .L T .  X Y Z * 1 0 .0 E - 7 )  GAMAYZ 
I F  (DABS(GAMAXZ) .L T .  X Y Z * 1 0 .0 E - 7 )  GAMAXZ 






SIGMA( 2 )  =  D21»EPSX + D22»EPSY
1 GAMAXZ + D23*EPSZ 
SIGMA( 3 )  = D31»EPSX + D32»EPSY
1 GAMAXZ + D33*EPSZ 
SIGMA( 4 )  = D41*EPSX + D42»EPSY + D44*GAHAXY + D4S»GAMAYZ + D46»
1 GAMAXZ + D43»EPSZ 
SIGMA(S) = D B ltE PSX  + DS2*EPSY + DB4*GAHAXY + DBB'GAMAYZ + DB6*
1 GAMAXZ + DS3*EPSZ 
S IGM A (6 ) = D61»EPSX + D62*EPSY + D64*GAHAXY + D6B*GAHAYZ + D66»
1 GAMAXZ + D63»EPSZ 
XYZ =  DMAX1(DMAX1(DHAX1(DMAX1(DHAX1(DABS(SIGMA(1)) .DABS(SIGMA(2) ) )
1 .  DABS (SIGMA ( 3 )  ) )  . DABS (SIGMA ( 4 )  ) ) . DABS (  SIGMA ( B) ) ) . DABS ( SIGMA ( 6 )
2  ) )
.LT .  X Y Z * 1 0 .0 E - 4 )  SIGMA(1)
.LT .  X Y Z * 1 0 .0 E - 4 )  SIGMA( 2 )
.LT .  X Y Z * 1 0 .0 E - 4 )  SIGMA( 3 )
.LT .  X Y Z * 1 0 .0 E - 4 )  SIGMA( 4 )
.LT .  X Y Z * 1 0 .0 E - 4 )  SIGMA(B)
.LT .  X Y Z * 1 0 .0 E - 4 )  SIGMA( 6 )
I F  ( D A B S ( S I G M A d ) )  
I F  (D ABS(SIGM A (2))  
I F  (D ABS(SIGM A (3))  
I F  (D ABS(SIGM A (4))  
I F  (DABS(S IGMA(B))  
I F  (D A B S (S IG K A (6 ))  
I F G  = 2
D24*GAHAXY + D2B»GAMAYZ + D26»







DETERMIHE HUMBER OF CRACKS AT TH IS  POIHT.
BCRACK = I H T ( C R A C K ( L , 1 , J ) )  
DO IS O  ICRACK = 1 ,  HCRACK
DETERMIHE TRAHSPOSE OF THE TRAHSFORHATIOB MATRIX ’ H>
ICK = 9* ( IC R A C K -1 )  + 1 
A Ll = C R A C K (L ,13 7 + IC K ,J )
AMI = C R A C K (L .13 8 + IC K .J )
AHl = C R A C K (L ,13 9 + IC K ,J )
AL2 = C R A C K (L ,1 4 0 + IC K ,J )
AM2 = C R A C K (L ,1 «1 + IC K ,J )
AH2 = C R A C K (L ,1 4 2 + IC K ,J )
AL3 = C R A C K (L ,1 4 3 + IC K ,J )
AM3 = C R A C K (L ,14 4 + IC K ,J )
AH3 = C R A CK (L ,1 4B+ICK ,J )
H T ( 1 , 1 )
B T ( 1 , 2 )
H T ( 1 , 3 )
H T ( 1 , 4 )
H T ( l . B )
H T ( 1 , 6 )
H T ( 2 , 1 )
H T ( 2 , 2 )
H T ( 2 , 3 )
H T ( 2 , 4 )
H T ( 2 , B )
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B T ( 3 , 1 )  = AL1*AL3 
H T ( 3 , 2 )  = 4 H l» iM 3  
D T C 3 .3 )  = AH1*AD3 
H T ( 3 , 4 )  = AH1*AL3 + AL1»AH3 
D T ( 3 , S )  = AH1*AH3 + AH1»AH3 
H T ( 3 , 6 )  = AL1*AN3 + AH1»AL3
C
C CALCULATE CRACK INTERFACE STRESSES.
C
C SIGCRK = DIRECT STRESS ACROSS THE CRACK.
C TAUCRK = SHEAR ; ALOBG ; ; .
C
c
SIGCRK = 0 . 0  
TAUCKl = 0 . 0  
TAUCK2 = 0 . 0  
DO 1 1 0  I I  = 1 .  3
DO 1 0 0  J J  = 1 ,  6
I F  ( I I  .EQ. 1 )  THEH
SIGCRK = SIGCRK +  H T ( I I , J J ) » S I G M A ( J J )  
ELSE I F  ( I I  .E Q .  2 )  THEB
TAUCKl = TAUCKl +  H T ( I I , J J ) * S I G M A ( J J )
ELSE
TAUCK2 = TAUCK2 +  B T ( I I , J J ) » S I G H A ( J J )  
EHDIF 
1 0 0  COHTIHUE
1 1 0  COHTIHUE
C
I F  (DABS(TAUCKl) .LT .  DABS( 0 . 0 1 * P R 0 P E R ( 6 ) ) )  TAUCKl = 0 . 0  
I F  (DABS(TAUCK2) .LT .  D A B S ( 0 . 0 1 * P R O P E R ( 6 ) ) )  TAUCK2 = 0 . 0
DCRACK = CRACK(L,87+ICRACK,J)
GCRCKl = CRACK(L,97+ICRACK,J)
GCRCK2 = CRACK(L. 1 0 7 + 1 CRACK, J )
C
C DETERMIHE CRACK IHTERFACE STRAIHS.
C
C HO COUPLIHG BETWEEH CRACK'S DIRECT ABD SHEAR
C STIFFHESSES ; THEREFORE,
C
C
EPSCRK = SIGCRK/DCRACK 
GHCRKl = TAUCKl/GCRCKl 
GMCRK2 = TAUCK2/GCRCK2
C
C - P R I H .  STRESSES HEEDED FOR SHEAR S T I F .  CALCULATIOHS.
CALL PSTSTH (SIGMA, PVAL, P D I R ,  I F G ,  lOUT)
SIGMAl = P V A L ( l )
SIGMAl = D M IH 1(P R G P ER (6) ,S IG H A l)
SIGHA2 = PVAL( 2 )
SIGMAS = PVAL( 3 )
SMAX = DMAXl (DMAXl (DABS(SIGMAl) , DABS (SIGMA2) ) , DABS (SIGMA3) ) 
I F  (DABS(SIGMAl)  .LE .  S M A X » l . E - 4 )  SIGMAl = 0 . 0
I F  (DABS(SIGMA2) .L E .  S M A X » l .E - 4 )  SIGKA2 = 0 . 0
I F  (DABS(SIGMAS) .L E .  S M A X * l .E - 4 )  SIGKA3 = 0 . 0
CALL VIHTAS (GHCRKl, GMCRK2, EPSCRK, S IG M A l,  SIGMA2, SIGMAS, 
1 P D IR ,  ICRACK, L ,  J ,  lO U T ,  ELHUM, HHEL, HLAYRS)
C
C RETRIEVE THE CRACK'S PREVIOUS STRAIH FOR COMPARISOH.
C
EPSOLD = CRACK(L,47+ICRACK, J )
C
C DETERMIHE THE STATE OF THE CRACK AT THE EHD OF
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c  THE PREVIOUS ITERATIOH.
C
STATE = CRACK ( L , 117+ICRACK. J  )
C
C ------- DUGDALE MODEL FOR REINFORCED CRACKED POINTS PRIOR TO THE
C IN IT IA T IO N  OF TENSIOHSTIFFENING.
C
EPSULT = CRACK(L, 1 27+ICRACK. J )
AREA = CRACK(L, 37+ICRACK, J ) «EPSULT» 0 . 9
SUBARA = 0 .  E«CRACK ( L . 37+ICRACK, J )  * ( EPSCRK-EPSOLD)
C
C CHECK FOR CONVERGENCE ON THE DUGDALE ENVELOPE.
C
I F  (TEHSTFCL,4 , J ) . G T . 0 . 0  .O R. TEHSTFCL,5 , J )  . G T . 0 . 0  .OR. TEHSTF 
1 C L ,6 , J ) . G T . 0 . 0 )  THEN
C
IFLA Gl = 0 
IFLAG2 = 0 
IFLAGB = 0 
DO 1 2 0  I S P  = 1 , 3
C
C CHECK THE DIRECTION OF THE CRACK WITH AN EX ISTING STEEL 
C DIRECTION FOR(SECONDARY CRACKS).IF  DIRECTION OF THIS CRACK NORMAL I S  
C CLOSE TO THAT OF THE STEEL THEN NO STRAIN SOFTENING CONSIDERED. ELSE 
C THIS I S  A STRAIN SOFTENING CRACK AND MUST BE TREATED AS SUCH.
C
I F  C T E H S T F C L ,IS P + 3 ,J )  .H E.  0 . 0 )  THEN 
ISPG  = I N T C T E H S T F C L ,3 + I S P , J ) )
ISMG = C I S P G - 1 ) * 9  + 1
C
C . . .  TENSION STIFFENING (STEEL) DIRECTION W . R . T  TO 'GLOBAL'
C
D H C l , l )  =  T E H S T F ( L , I S H G + 3 0 , J )
D NC1,2 )  = TE H S T F C L ,IS M G + 31 ,J )
D N C l ,3 )  = T E H S T F C L , I S H G + 3 2 .J )
D NC2,1 )  = TE H S T F C L ,IS M G + 3 3 ,J )
D NC2,2 )  = T E H S T F C L , IS H G + 3 4 ,J )
DNC2.3)  = T E H S T F C L ,IS M G + 3 S ,J )
D NC3,1 )  = T E H S T F C L ,IS M G + 3 6 ,J )
D NC3,2 )  = T E H S T F C L , IS H G + 3 7 ,J )
D NC3.3 )  = T E H S T F C L , IS H G + 3 8 ,J )
C
C . . .  CRACK NORMAL W .R .T  TO 'GLOBAL'
C
ICK = 9*CICRACK-1) + 1 
DHTC1,1)  = C R A C K C L ,1 37 +IC K ,J )
DNTC2,1) = CR A C K C L ,1 3 8+IC K ,J )
DNTC3,1)  = C R A C K ( L ,1 3 9 + I C K ,J )
D H T C l .2 )  = C R A C K C L ,1 40 +IC K ,J )
DHTC2,2) = C R A C K ( L ,1 4 1 + I C K ,J )
DNTC3,2) = CR A C K C L ,1 4 2+IC K ,J )
D N T C l,3 )  = C R A C K C L ,14 3 +IC K ,J )
DHTC2,3) = CR A C K C L ,1 44 +IC K ,J )
DNTC3,3) = CRA CKC L,1 4B+IC K ,J)
C
ROOT = D N C l , l ) » D H T C l , l )  + D N C l, 2 )* D N T C 2 ,1 )  + DNCl,  
1 3 ) * D N T C 3 ,1 )
P I  = 4.0*DATANCl.ODO)
I F  CDABSCRDOT) . L T .  D C O S C C 4 6 . 0 * P I ) / 1 8 0 . 0 ) )  THEN
I F  CISP .EQ . 1 )  IF L A G l  = 1
I F  CISP .EQ. 2 )  IFLAG2 = 1
I F  CISP .EQ. 3 )  IFLAGB = 1
ENDIF
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ELSE I F  ( T E H S T F a , I S P + 3 , J >  .E Q .  0 )  THEH
I F  ( I S P  .EQ .  1 )  IF LA G l = 1
I F  ( I S P  .E Q .  2 )  IFLAG2 = 1
I F  ( I S P  .E Q .  3 )  IFLAG3 = 1
EHDIF 
1 2 0  COHTIHUE
I F  ( I F L A G l . E Q . l  .AHD. I F L A G 2 .E Q .1  .AHD. I F L A G 3 .E Q .1 )
1 GO TO 1 3 0
C
I F  (EPSCRK .GE. EPSULT) THEH
I F  ( T E H S T F ( L , 1 , J ) . E Q . 0 . 0  .AHD. T E H S T F ( L ,2 , J ) . E Q . 0 . 0  
1 .AHD. T E H S T F (L ,3 , J ) . E Q . 0 . 0 )  THEH
WRITE ( * ,  • )
1 'WARBIHG STRAIH-SOFTEBIHG L IM IT  FOR CRACK',
2 'FRACTURE EHERGY FULLY D E S S IP A T E D ' ,  ICRACK,
3 'GAUSS P T ' ,  L ,  ' L A Y E R ' , J ,  ' E L E H ' ,  ELHUM 
ITCRK = ICRACK
ISOFT = 1 
E L SE .
C RACK(L ,87+IC RACK,J)  = P R 0 P E R ( 1 ) / 1 0 0 0 . 0  
EHDIF
ELSE I F  (EPSCR K.L T.0 . 0  .AHD. HCRACK.GT.1 . 0 )  THEB 
CALL ARAHGE (ICRACK, HCRACK, L ,  J )
EHDIF
CRACK ( L , 87+ICRACK, J ) = DMAXl (PROPER ( 1 ) / l O O O . 0 ,  CRACK ( L , 87+
1 I C R A C K ,! ) )
I F  (CRA CK(L ,8 7+ICR A C K ,J)  .L E .  P R D P E R ( 1 ) / 1 0 0 0 . 0 )  THEB 
CRACK(L, 87+ICRACK, J ) =  GMCRKl 
CRACK ( L , 77+ICRACK, J  ) = GHCRK2 
CR A CK(L ,47+ICRA CK ,J)  = EPSCRK 
CR A CK(L ,57+ICRACK,J)  = EPSCRK 
GO TO 14 0
EHDIF
C l  =  (SUBARA/AREA)+ 1 0 0 . 0
I F  ( C l  .G E .  TOLER) THEH
C S T IF F  = (CRACK(L,37+ICRACK, ! ) + ( 1 . 0 - 0 . 2+EPSCRK/EPSULT) 
1 ) /EPSCRK
I F  (C S T I F F  .L E .  C R A C K (L ,8 7 + IC R A C K .J) )  THEH 
CRACK(L ,87+IC RACK,J)  = C S T IF F  
C STIFF  = 0 . 0  
CHKGUS = . t r u e .
H STIFF  = 1 




C CHECK FOR OVERSHOOTIBG OF THE STRESS POIHT.
C
I F  (SIGCRK .GT. CRACK(L, 37+ ICRACK, J ) )  THEH
EPSCRK = EPSOLD + TOLER*AREA/( 0 . 5+CRACK(L,3 7+
1 I C R A C K ,J ) * 1 0 0 . )
C S T IF F  = (CRACK(L, 37+ICRACK, J ) * ( 1 . 0 - 0 . 2*EPSCRK/
1 EPSULT))/EPSCRK
I F  (C STIFF  . L E .  C R A C K (L ,87 + IC R A C K ,J) )  THEH 
CRACK(L, 87+ICRACK, J ) = C S TIF F  
CSTIFF = 0 . 0  
COHVER = 9 9 9 . 0  





CRACK(L, 87+ICRACK, J )  = DMAXl(PROPER(1 ) / 1 0 0 0 . 0 , CRACK(L,8 7 +
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1 IC R A C K ,J ) )
CRACK ( L ,6 7 + IC R A C K ,J )  = GKCRKl 
CRACK ( L ,  77+ICRACK, J )  = GKCRK2 
CRACK ( L , 47+ICRACK, J )  = EPSCRK 
CRACK(L, 57+ICRACK, J ) = EPSCRK 
GO TO 1 4 0  
EHDIF
C
C THE FOLLOWIHG I S  FOR PURE STRAIN SOFTENING CRACKS ONLY.
C ♦ *
C * OPENING CRACK *
C •  *
C _________________________
1 3 0  CONTINUE




C A CLOSED CRACK STARTS TO OPEN.USE 'EPSOLD' TO
C DETERMIHE A HEW CROSS-CRACK S T IFFN ESS.
C
C
C CRACK REOPENS ALONG A DAMAGED SECANT PATH AT CLOSURE. THIS
C APPROACH NOT ACTIVE CURREHTLY-I. E.CRACK ASSUMED TO OPEN A FRESH.
C
CALL CRACKE (EPSOLD, PROPER, E S ,  ICRACK, L ,  J )
E I N I T L  = PRDPER(l)
ES =  D M A X l(E IN IT L /1 0 0 0 . 0 , ES)
CRACK(L,87+ICRACK,J)  = ES
C
C FOR THE CURRENT ITERATION ASSUME THAT THE CRACK OPENS
C UP TO ZERO STRAIN.
C
CRACK(L,57+ICRACK,J)  = 0 . 0
C
C SET THE STATE OF THE CRACK TO RELOADING.
C
CRACK(L, 1 17+ICRACK, J )  = 3 .
C
C
C UPDATE THE CONSTITUTIVE LAW, UPDATE THE CORRESPONDING




H ST IFF  = 1 
COHVER = 9 9 9 .
GO TO 1 4 0  
ENDIF
I F  ( E P S C R K .G T .0 .0  .AND. EPSCRK.GE-EPSOLD) THEN
C
C
C I F  THE CRACK WAS UNLOADING (CLOSING) OR RELOADING-
C (REOPENING) IN THE PREVIOUS ITERATION, THEN SET
C THE STATE OF THE CRACK TO LOADING AGAIN.
C
C
I F ( S T A T E .E Q . 2 .  .O R .S T A T E .E Q .3 . ) C R A C K ( L , I C R A C K + 1 1 7 , J ) = 1 .0
C
C
C THE CRACK I S  STILL OPENING.SAVE THE CURRENT NORMAL
C STRAIN AS THE CRACK'S OLD STRAIH.CRACK CLOSURE OR
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CRACK ( L ,  47+ICRACK. J )  = EPSCRK
C
C
C SAVE THE CURREHT STRAIH FOR DISTIBGUISHIHG BETWEEH
C UHLOADIHG OR RELOADING IH SUBSEQUENT STEPS.
C
C
CRACK ( L ,  57+ICRACK, J )  = EPSCRK
C
C SAVE THE SHEAR STRAIH ALONG THE CRACK.
C
CRACK ( L , 67+ICRACK, J  )  = GMCRKl 
CRACK ( L . 77+ICRACK. J  ) =  GMCRK2
C
C I F  THE CRACK VAS COMPLETELY OPEN . . .
C
E I N I T L  = PROPERCl)
I F  (DCRACK .L E . E I N I T L / 1 0 0 0 . 0 )  GO TO 1 4 0
C
C DETERMINE THE SECANT ' E '  CORRESPONDING TO THE
C CURRENT CRACK STRAIN, EPSCRK.
C
CALL CRACKE (EPSCRK, PROPER, E S ,  ICRACK, L ,  J )
I F  (ES  .L E .  E I N I T L / 1 0 0 0 . 0 )  THEH
C
C
C THE CRACK HAS COMPLETELY OPENED LEADING TO ZERO S T I F F .
C TO BE ABLE TO CALCULATE THE CRACK STRAIH IH  SUBSEQUENT
C ITERATIONS ARBITRARILY ASSIGN A SHALL ' E '  FOR I T .
C
C
CRACK(L,87+ICRACK, J )  = E I N I T L / 1 0 0 0 . 0  
CHKGUS = .TRUE.
H STIFF  = 1
COHVER = 9 9 9 .
WRITE ( ♦ ,  *)  'CRKPHT 4  9 9 9  ELHUM', ELHUM 
GO TO 14 0  
ENDIF
C
C CHECK FOR CONVERGENCE
C
FT = CRACK(L, 37+ICRACK, J )
C
C IFLAG = 0 . . .  CRACK STIFFHESS HAS CONVERGED
C I  FLAG = 1 . . .  '  '  SHOULD BE UPDATED.
C
IFLAG = 0
CALL CRKCON (PROPER, DCRACK, J ,  ICRACK, L ,  EPSCRK, E S ,
1 CHKGUS, H ST IFF ,  COHVER, TOLER, TOUT, EPSOLD, IFLAG)
I F  (COHVER .EQ. 9 9 9 . )  WRITE ( * ,  • )  'CRKPHT B 9 9 9  ELHUM',
1 ELNUM
I F  (SIGCRK .L E .  F T )  GO TO 1 4 0
C
C ..............  CORRECTION FOR OVERSHOOTING
C
I F  (S1GCRK.GT.f i  .AND. IF L A G .E Q .O )  THEN
CALL OVERFT (EPSOLD, TOLER, L ,  ICRACK, J ,  PROPER,
1 DCRACK, CHKGUS, H S T I F F ,  COHVER, IOUT, SIGCRK, E S ,
2 ELHUM)
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I F  (COHVER .EQ. 9 9 9 . )  WRITE ( * ,  * )
1 ’CRKPHT 6  9 9 9  ELHUM’ , ELHUM




I F  ( E P S C R K .G T .0 .0  .AHD. EPSCRK.LT.EPSOLD) THEH
C
C
c_________________ _____________ _____ _________________________________
c * *





c    GET THE PREVIOUSLY REGISTERED CRACK STRAIN.
C
PRECRK = CRACK(L, 47+IC RACK,J )
C
c
C THE CRACK I S  CLOSING.THE STATE OF THE CRACK SHOULD BE
C EQUAL TO 2 .
C
c
I F  (EPSCRK .L T .  PRECRK) CRACK(L, 1 1 7 + IC R A C K ,J )  = 2 , 0
C
C
C THE CRACK I S  RELOADIHG(DPENING).THE STATE OF THE CRACK
C MUST BE EQUAL TO 3 .
C
I F  (EPSCRK ,G E. PRECRK) CRACK(L, 11 7 + IC R A C K ,J )  = 3 .
C
C SAVE THE CURRENT CRACK STRAINS.
C
CRACK(L, 57+ICRACK, J )  = EPSCRK 
CRACK(L, ICRACK+G7, J ) = GHCRKl 
C RA CK(L ,ICRACK +77,J)  = GHCRK2 




c  ________________________ ______________
c  •  #
C * COMPLETE CLOSURE OF THE CRACK *
C • *




I F  (EPSCRK .L E .  0 . 0 )  THEH
C
C I F  THE CRACK CLO SES(**)  THE STIFFNESS OF THE ELEMENT REFLECTS A 
C DAMAGE PLANE IN THAT DIRECTION. I F  THE CRACK REOPENS THEH I T  STILL 
C GOES BACK TO SECANT RELOADING STIFFHESS AT CLO SURE(**)  OF THE CRACK. 
C THE SHEAR DAMAGE AT THE IHTERFACE I S  ALLOWED TO CONTINUE AS BEFORE.
C IF ( B E W F G 1 .E Q .2 )  THEH
C CRACK ( L , 2 2 7 + 1 ,  J )  =CRACK ( L , 8 7 + 1 ,  J  )
C S T A T E = 4 .0
C E S I H T C = H I S T 0 ( L ,2 O , J )
C C R A C K (L .8 7 + I ,J )* = 1 0 .* E S IN T C
C GO TO 3 0
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c  EHD I F
C
C
C I F  A VERY S T IF F  CRACK I S  CLOSIHG ELIMIHATE THIS
C CRACK FROM THE 'CRACK' ARRAY AHD DO HOT CDHSIDER
C I T  I H  THE FOLLOWIHG ITERATIOHS.
C
C FOR THE LAST CRACK ...............
C
E IH IT A L  = PROPER( 1 )
C
C THIS I S  CASE OF A WIDE OPEH CRACK DETECTED AS CLOSED! BECAUSE 
C THE S TIFFH ESS I S  ARRESTED AT EC O H C/1 000 .  AHD THE STRESS I S  
C HEGETIVE. THEREFORE HEGETIVE CRACK STRAIHSI 
C
I F  (CRA CK(L ,8 7+ICR A C K ,J)  . L E .  E I H I T A L / 1 0 0 0 . 0 )  GO TO 1 4 0  
I F  (ICRACK .EQ. HCRACK) THEH
C R A C K ( L . l . J )  = C R A C K ( L , 1 , J )  -  1 . 0 0 0  
GO TO 1 60  
EHDIF
C
CALL ARAHGE (ICRACK, HCRACK, L ,  J )
EHDIF 
1 40  COHTIHUE 
1 5 0  COHTIHUE
C
C I H I T I A L I Z E  THE COHSTITUTIVE MATRIX FOR THE IHTACT COHC.
C
1 6 0  COHTIHUE 
I F G  = 2
CALL PSTSTH (SIGMA, PVAL, P D IR ,  I F G ,  lOUT)
DO 1 8 0  I I  = 1 ,  6
DO 1 7 0  J J  = 1 ,  6
D E P ( I I , J J )  = 0 . 0  
1 7 0  COHTIHUE 
1 8 0  COHTIHUE
C
C RETRIEVE THE COHSTITUTIVE MATRIX ( I H  PRIHCIPAL AXES)
C
ES = H I S T 0 ( L , 2 O , J )
HUS = H I S T 0 ( L , 2 1 , J )
COHST = E S / ( ( 1 . - 2 . 0 * H U S ) * ( 1 + H U S ) )
C W R I T E ( 1 7 ,8 1 8 ) E S ,H U S
C 8 1 8  F 0 R H A T ( 1 X , ' E S = ' , D 1 2 . S ,  'HUS' , D 1 2 . S )
D E P ( 1 , 1 )  = CO HST»(1 .0 -H U S)
D E P ( 2 , 2 )  = C 0 H S T * (1 .0 -H U S )
D E P ( 3 , 3 )  = C O H S T ' d . 0 - B U S )
D E P d  . 2 )  = COHST+HUS 
D E P ( 2 , 1 )  =  D E P d , 2 )
D E P ( 3 , 1 )  =  D E P d , 2 )
D E P d , 3 )  =  D E P d , 2 )
D E P ( 2 , 3 )  =  D E P d , 2 )
D E P ( 3 , 2 )  =  D E P d , 2 )
D E P ( 4 , 4 )  = E S / ( 2 . 0 « ( 1 + H U S ) )
D E P ( B .B )  = D E P ( 4 , 4 )
D E P ( 6 , 6 )  =  D E P ( 4 , 4 )
C IHVERT THE 'D E P '  MATRIX.
C
C H =  HO. OF ROWS IH ' D E P '
C HRC =  MAX. HO. OF ROWS (AHD COLUMHS) ALLOWED.
C EPS = MIH. ALLOWABLE MAGHITUDE FOR A PIVOT ELEMEHT.
C
C




EPS =  l O . O E - 2 0
C
C IHVERSE OF 'D E P '  WILL BE RETURHED IH  ' D E P ' .
C
C DETER = DETERMIHAHT OF 'D E P '  THAT I S  RETURHED AS THE
C VALUE OF FUHCTIOH 'S I M U L ' .
C
c
DETER = SIMUL (H . DEP. EPS ,HRC, lOUT)
I F  (DETER .E Q .  0 . 0 )  THEH




C DETERMIHE PRIHCIPAL STRAIHS COBTRIBUTED TO THE TOTAL
C STRAIHS BY THE IHTACT COHCRETE.
C
SIGMAl = P V A L ( l )
SIGMA2 = PVAL(2)
SIGMAS = PVAL(3 )
SMAX = DMAXl (DMAXl (DABS (SIGMAl ) .DABS (SIGMA2) ) ,DABS (SIGMAS) )
I F  (DABS(SIGMAl) .L E .  S M A X * l .E -4 )  SIGMAl =  0 . 0  
I F  (DABS(SIGMA2) .L E .  S M A X » l .E -4 )  SIGMA2 = 0 . 0  
I F  (DABS(SIGMAS) .L E .  S M A X » l .E -4 )  SIGMAS = 0 . 0  
S IG H A l = D M IH 1(P R0PE R (6) ,S IG M A l)
E P S l  = D EP (1 ,1 )*SIG M A 1 + D E P C l ,2 )* S IG M A 2  + DEP( 1 , S)«SIGMAS 
E P S 2  = D EP(2 ,1 )*SIG M A 1 + D E P (2 ,2 )* S IG M A 2  + DEP( 2 , S)«SIGMAS 
E P S 3  =  D E P (3 ,1 )* S IG H A 1  + D E P (3 ,2 )« S IG M A 2  + D E P (3 ,3 )«S IG M A S  
RETURH
9 0 0  F 0 R H A T ( / / , 1 X , '  ERROR', / , EX,'HEGATIVE PIVOT EHCOUHTERED'
1 , '  DURIHG IHVERSIOH OF COHSTITUTIVE MATRIX FOR IHTACT
2 , 'COHCRETE .CRKPHT STOP S ' . ' G . P T ' , 1 2 , ' L A Y E R ' , 1 2 ,
3 'ELH U M ', 1 2 )
EHD
C IHCLUDE(PROCESS)
SUBROUTIHE T S S T I F  (EPSX, EPS Y, EPSZ,  GAMAXY, GAMAYZ, GAMAXZ , SIGMAl, 
$ SIGM A2, SIGMAS, D T S T I F , L , J ,  COHVER,HSTIFF, CHKGUS,PROPER, TOLER,
$ ELHUM, HHEL, I F G , I F C , ICOUP, I F L A G l , IFLAG2, IF L A G S . IS O F T ,IT C R K ,T E M P l l)  
I M P L I C I T  REAL«8 ( A - H , 0 - Z )
C. . .S W IT C H E S :  REHUHB=100:10,FDRMAT=900:10  
C . . .SWITCHES:
C«»«««««««««««««««««*«««««««»«««««««,«««««««««««.*«*««,.,»,»«$
c
C SUBROUTIHES AHD FUHCTIOHS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTIHE 
C




COHHOH/BLaCKB/HISTO(27,70, lS ),CRACK(27,2EO,lB), IHIS TY,IHISTl
» , I H I S T 2
COMMOH/ABC/TEHSTF ( 2 7 , 8 0 , 1 B ) ,  ITHSPG, I T H S G l , ITHSG2 
DIHEHSIOH P R 0 P E R ( 2 B ) , D T S T I F ( 6 , 6 ) , T E H X Y Z ( 6 ,6 )  .TEMPI 1 ( 6 , 6 )
REA L«8 H C R ( 3 , 3 ) , B S T L ( S , 3 ) , H T ( 3 , 3 )  , H ( S , 3 )
LOGICAL CHKGUS
C
DO 1 1 0  I P  = 1 ,  6
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DO 1 0 0  KP = 1 ,  6
D T S T I F ( I P . K P )  = 0 . 0  
1 0 0  COHTIHUE
1 1 0  COHTIHUE
DO 1 3 0  IM =  1 ,  6
DO 1 2 0  IH  =  1 ,  6
T E H P l K I K . I H )  = 0 . 0  
TEHXYZCIH.IH) = 0 . 0  
1 2 0  COHTIHUE
1 3 0  COHTIHUE
ICOUP = 1 
I F L i G l  = 0 
IFLAG2 = 0 
IFLAG3 = 0 
IFLAG4 = 0 
IFLAGB = 0 
IFLAGG = 0 
ICHECK = 0 
HCHECK = 0 
F 3  =  0 . 0  
F 2  =  0 . 0  
F I  =  0 . 0  
IS P G 2  = 0 
I S P G 3  = 0
DO 2 0 0  I S P  = 1 , 3
I S P 2  = 0 
I S P 3  = 0
C W RIT EC*,• )  ’FLAGS 1 ’ , IF LA G l ,>F LA G 2 ’ , I F L A G 2 , 'F L A G S ’ ,IFLA G3
I F  C T E H S T F C L , I S P , J )  .E Q .  1 . 0 )  THEB 
HCHECK = 1
C W R IT E C * ,* )  ’MCHECK=1 I S P ’ , I S P , ’ I S P G ’ . T E H S T F C L ,3 + I S P , J )
I F  C IS P  .EQ . 1 )  IF L A G l = 1
I F  C IS P  .EQ . 2 )  IFLAG2 = 1
I F  C IS P  .EQ . 3 )  IFLAGS = 1
GO TO 1 9 0  
EHDIF
C
C CHECK THE STATUS OF PRESEBT BUT IHACTIVE TEHSIOHSTIFFEBIHG SPRIHGS 
C
C . . .  THE CURREHT PRIHCIPAL STRESS DIRECTIOHS A RE--
C
H C l . l )  = H I S T O C L . I O . J )
H C 2 ,1 )  =  H I S T O C L . l l . I )
H C 3 .1 )  = H I S T 0 C L . 1 2 . J )
H C l , 2 )  =  H I S T 0 C L , 1 3 , J )
H C 2 . 2 )  = H I S T 0 C L , 1 4 , J )
H C 3 . 2 )  = H I S T O C L . I B . J )
H C l . 3 )  = H I S T D C L . I G . J )
H C 2 . 3 )  = H I S T D C L . I T . J )
H C 3 . 3 )  = H I S T O C L . I B . J )
I F  C T E H S T F C L , I S P , J )  .E Q .  0 . 0 )  THEH 
I S PG  = T E H S T F C L , 3 + I S P , J )
I F  CISPG .EQ .  0 )  THEH
I F  CISP .E Q . 1 )  IFLAGl = 1
I F  C ISP  .E Q . 2 )  IFLAG2 = 1
I F  C ISP  .EQ . 3 )  IFLAG3 = 1
GO TO 1 9 0
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RECOVER THE SPRIHG DIRECTIOH iHD THE STRAIHS IH  THAT DIRECTIOH
ISPDCS = 9 * ( I S P G - 1 )  + 1 
A L l  = TEHSTF ( L , 3 0 + I S P D C S , J )
AHl = T E H S T F C L ,3 1 + IS PD C S .J )
AHl = T E H S T F ( L .3 2 + I S P D C S .J )
STEEL DIRECTIOH STRAIHS ARE------
EPSSTL = EPSI*AL1*AL1 + EPSY»AM1*AM1 + EPSZ*AH1»AH1 +
1 GAMAIY»AL1»AH1 + GAMAYZ* AMI "AHl + GAHAIZ»AB1«AL1
I F  (EPSSTL .G T .  0 . 0 )  THEH
T E H S T F C L ,6 9 + IS P G ,J )  = EPSSTL
ELSE
T E H S T F C L ,6 9 + IS P G ,J )  = 0 . 0  
EHDIF 
CRACK STRAIH I S
EPSCR = T E H S T F C L ,9 + IS P G ,J )
W R IT E C * ,• )  'T S S T I F  E P S S T L l ' , E P S S T L , ' E P S C R ' , E P S C R , ' S P G ' , ISPG
CHECK I F  ABY ACTIVE CRACK COHTRIBUTES TO ACTIVATIHG THE T .SPRIH G
BCRACK = IH TCCRA CKCL,1 ,J))
DO 1 8 0  ICK = 1 ,  HCRACK 
IMG = 9 * C I C K - 1 )  + 1 
H C R C l , l )  =  CR A C K (L ,1 3 7+IK G ,J)
H C R C l ,2 )  = CRACK C L ,1 3 8 + I H G ,J )
H C R C l ,3 )  = CRACKCL,139+IMG,J)
HCRC 2,1)  = CRACK C L ,1 4 0 + I H G ,J )
HCRC 2,2)  = CRACKCL,141+IHG,J)
HCRC2,3 )  = CRACKCL,142+IHG,J)
HCRC3,1 )  = CRACKCL,143+IKG,J)
HCRC3,2 )  = CRACK(L ,144+IM G ,J)
HCRC3,3 )  = CRACK(L ,14B +IK G ,J)
EPSCRK = CRACKCL,S7+ICK,J)
EPSULT = CRACK CL,127+ICK,J)
EPSCRK = DMIHlCEPSULT. EPSCRK)
S I G I B  = CRACK CL, 37+ IC K , J  )  * C1 . 0 - 0 .  2«EPSCRK/EPSULT) 
H C l , l )  = TE H S TF C L,IS P D C S+ 30 ,J )
H C l , 2 )  = TE HSTFCL,ISPDC S+31. J )
DC1 , 3 )  = TEHSTF CL, IS PD C S + 3 2 , J )
D C 2 , 1 )  = T E H S TF C L,IS P D C S+ 3 3 ,J )
H C 2 , 2 )  = TEHSTF CL, IS PD C S + 34 , J )
H C 2 , 3 )  = TEHSTFCL.I SPDC S+3B,J )
H C 3 , 1 )  = TEHSTF CL, IS PD C S + 36 . J )
H C 3 , 2 )  = T E H S TF C L,IS P D C S+ 3 7 .J )
H C 3 , 3 )  = TEHSTF CL, IS P D C S + 38 , J )
DO IS O  IHH = 1 , 3
DO 1 4 0  IMP = 1 ,  3
BSTLCIMH.IHP) = 0 . 0
BSTLCIMM.IMP) = BSTLCIMM.IMP) +  HCIHH,1)*HCRC 
1 I M P , I )
BSTLCIMM.IMP) = BSTLCIMM.IMP) + DCIMM,2)*DCRC 
1 I M P , 2)
BSTLCIMM.IMP) = BSTLCIMM.IMP) + HCIMH,3)*HCRC 
1 I M P , 3)
1 4 0  COHTIHUE
IS O  COHTIHUE
DO KJ = 1 ,  3
DO KR = 1 ,  3
I F  CDABSCBSTLCXJ.KR)) . L E .  0 . 0 1 )  BSTLCKJ.KR)
1 =  0 . 0




A L l = B S T L C l . l )
AMI =  B S T L ( 2 , 1 )
AHl =  B S T L ( 3 , 1 )
AL2 = B S T L C l .2 )
AM2 =  B S T L ( 2 , 2 )
AH2 = B S T L ( 3 , 2 )
AL3 =  B S T L ( 1 , 3 )
AM3 = B S T L C 2 .3 )
AH3 = B S T L ( 3 , 3 )
D 0 T = D C E ( 1 , 1 ) » H ( 1 , 1 ) + H C R ( 1 , 2 ) * H ( 1 , 2 ) + H C R ( 1 , 3 ) » D ( 1 , 3 )
I F  (DABS(DOT) .G E .  0 . 2 5 0 )  THEH
C
C CHECK FOR SPE CIAL CASES...........
C
I F  ( T E H S T F ( L ,4 , J )  .E Q.O  .OR.  T E H S T F ( L , B , J )  .EQ.O
1 .O R. T E H S T F ( L , 6 , J ) . E q . O )  THEH
I F  (DABS(AH3) .L E .  0 . 0 1 )  THEH 
ALl = B S T L ( l . l )
AHl = B S T L ( 2 ,1 )
AHl = B S T L ( 3 , 1 )
AL2 = B S T L d . 3 )
AH2 = B S T L ( 2 , 3 )
AH2 = B S T L ( 3 ,3 )
AL3 = B S T L ( 1 , 2 )
AH3 = B S T L ( 2 , 2 )




I F  ( TE H S T F (L ,4 , J ) . E Q . O  .AHD. T E H S T F ( L , 5 . J ) . E Q . O
1 .O R. T E B S T F ( L , S , J ) . E Q . O  .AHD. T E H S T F ( L , 6 , J )
2 .E Q .O  .OR.  TEHSTFCL,6 , J ) .E Q .O  .AHD. TE HSTFCL,4
3  , J ) . E Q . O )  THEH
I F  (DAB5(AH2) .L E .  0 . 0 1 )  THEB 
ALl = B S T L C l , ! )
AL2 = B S T L C l ,3 )
AL3 = B S T L C l , 2)
AMI = B S T L ( 2 , 1 )
AM2 = B S T L ( 2 ,3 )
AM3 = B S T L ( 2 , 2 )
AHl = BSTLC3,1)
AH2 = B S T L ( 3 , 3 )




SIGIHH = 0 . 0
I F  (TEHSTFCL,4 , J ) . G T . 0 . 0  .AHD. TE HSTFCL,5 , J ) . G T .
1 0 . 0  .AHD. TEHSTFCL,6 , J ) . G T . 0 . 0 )  THEH
SIGIHH = SIGIH
ELSE I F  CTEHSTFCL,4 , J ) . G T . 0 . 0  .AHD. TEHSTFCL,5 , J )
1 . G T . 0 . 0  .AHD. TEHSTFCL,6 , J ) . E Q . 0 . 0  .OR.
2 T E H S T F C L , S , J ) . G T . 0 . 0  .AHD. TE HSTFCL,6 , J )
3  . G T . 0 . 0  .AHD. TEHSTFCL,4 , J ) . E Q . 0 . 0  .OR.
4  TEHSTFCL,4 , J ) . G T . 0 . 0  .AHD. TE HSTFCL,6 , J )
E . G T . 0 . 0  .AHD. T E H S T F C L , E . J ) . E Q . 0 . 0 )  THEH
SIGIHH = SIG1H»CCAL3*AH1-AL1»AH3)*(AM2*AH3-AM3
1 * A H 2 )- (AHl*AH3-AH1»AH3)• (AL2*AH3-AH2»AL3))
2 /CAD3*(AM1»(AL2*AH3-AH2*AL3)-AL1»CAH2*AH3-
3  A H3»AH2)))
ELSE I F  CTEHSTFCL,4 , J ) . G T . 0 . 0  .AHD. TEHSTFCL,5 , J )
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1 . E Q . 0 . 0  .AHD. TEHSTFCL,6 , J ) . E Q . 0 . 0  .OR.
2 T E H S T F C L , B , J ) . G T . 0 . 0  .AHD. TEHSTFCL,6 , J )
3  . E Q . 0 . 0  .AHD. TEHSTFCL,4 , J ) . E Q . 0 . 0  .OR.
4  TEHSTFCL,4 , J ) . G T . 0 . 0  .AHD. TE HSTFCL,6 , J )





I F  C T E H S T F C L , I S P , J )  .EQ. 0 . 0 )  THEH 
I F  CEPSSTL .G E .  EPSCR) THEH 
I F  CISP .EQ. 1 )  IC K l  = ICK
I F  CISP .EQ .  2 )  ICK2 =  ICK
I F  CISP .EQ .  3 )  ICK3 = ICK
ICHECK = 1 
ICOUP = 0 
«CHECK = 0
I F  CISP .EQ .  1 )  IFLAGl = 1
I F  CISP .EQ . 2 )  IFLAG2 = 1
I F  CISP .E Q .  3 )  IFLAG3 = 1
T E H S T F C L , I S P . J )  = 1 . 0  
T E H S T F C L ,6 + I S P G .J )  = SIGIHH
T E H S T F C L ,1 5 + I S P G ,J )  = EPSCR 
T E H S T F C L ,1 8 + I S P G .J )  = EPSCR 
T E H S T F C L ,2 4 + I S P G .J )  = TEHSTF CL ,6 + ISP G  , J )  /  
1 EPSCR
ELSE I F  CISOFT .EQ. 1)  THEB 
HCHECK = 0 
ICHECK = 1 
ICOUP = 0
I F  CISP .E Q .  1)  IFLAG4 = 2
I F  CISP .E Q .  2)  IFLAGS = 2
I F  CISP .E Q .  3 )  IFLAGS = 2
T E H S T F C L ,6 + IS P G .J )  = SIGIHH
T E H S T F C L ,1 6 + I S P G .J )  = EPSSTL
T E H S T F C L ,1 8 + I S P G .J )  = EPSSTL
I F  CEPSSTL .GT. 0 . 0 )  T E H S T F C L ,2 4 + I S P G .J )
1 =  SIGIHH/EPSSTL
ELSE I F  C E P S S T L .G T .0 .0  .AHD. E P S S TL.LT .EP SC R ) 
1 THEH
«CHECK = 0 
ICHECK = 1 
ICOUP = 0
I F  CISP .EQ .  1 )  IFLAG4 = 2
I F  C ISP  .E Q .  2 )  IFLAGB = 2
I F  CIS P .EQ .  3 )  IFLAGS = 2
T E H S T F C L ,S + IS P G .J )  = SIGIHH
T E H S T F C L ,1 5 + I S P G .J )  = EPSSTL
T E H S T F C L ,1 8 + I S P G .J )  = EPSSTL





1 8 0  COHTIHUE
EHDIF 
1 9 0  COHTIHUE 
2 0 0  COHTIHUE
C
C . . .  I F  THE CURREHT CRACK I S  HOT STRAIH SOFTEHIHG THEB 
C
DCRACK = IH T C C R A C K C L . l . J ) )
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I F  (HCHECK .EQ. 0 )  THEH
HCRACK = I H T C C R A C K (L ,1 ,J ) )
I F  ( I F L A G l . E Q . l  .AHD. I F L A G 2 .E Q .1  .AHD. I F L A G S . E Q . l )  THEH 
ITCRK = HCRACK
ELSE I F  ( I F L A G l . E Q . l  .AHD. I F L A G 2 .E Q .1  .AHD. IFLA G S.E Q .O  .OR.
1 I F L A G l . E Q . l  .AHD. I F L A G S . E Q . l  .AHD. I F L A G 2 .E Q .0  .O R.
2 IF L A G 2 .E Q .1  .AHD. I F L A G S . E Q . l  .AHD. I F L A G l .E Q .O )  THEH 
I F  ( IF L A G 4 .E Q .2  .OR. IF L A G S .E Q .2 .OR. I F L A G 6 . E Q . 2 )  THEH
I F  ( T E H S T F ( L , l , J ) . E Q . l  .ABD. I F L A G l . E Q . l  .OR.  TEHSTF(L
1 , 2 , J ) . E Q . l  .AHD. IF L A G 2 .E Q .1  .O R .  T E H S T F ( L , S . J )
2 . E Q . l  .AHD. I F L A G S . E Q . l )  THEH
I F  (IFLA G4 .EQ. 2 )  T E H S T F ( L , 1 , J )  = 1 . 0
I F  (IFLAGS .EQ. 2 )  T E H S T F ( L ,2 , J )  = 1 . 0
I F  (IFLAGS .EQ. 2 )  T E H S T F ( L , S . J )  = 1 . 0
ITCRK =  HCRACK 
IFLA Gl = 1 
IFLAG2 = 1 
IFLAGS =  1 
EHDIF
W R I T E ( * , » ) ’ ALL FLAGS OH CASE A '
ELSE I F  ( T E H S T F ( L .4 , J ) . E Q . 0 . 0  .O R.  T E H S T F ( L . S . J ) . E Q . 0 . 0  
1 .OR.  T E H S T F (L .6 , J ) . E Q . 0 . 0 )  THEH
ITCRK = HCRACK 
IFLA Gl = 1 
IFLAG2 = 1 
IFLAGS = 1 
W R I T E ( * , » ) ’ ALL FLAGS OH CASE B ’
EHDIF
ELSE I F  ( I F L A G l . E Q . l  .AHD. I F L A G 2 .E Q .0  .AHD. IFLA G S.EQ .O  .OR.
1 IF L A G 2 .E Q .1  .AHD. IF L A G S .E Q .O  .AHD. I F L A G l .E Q .O  .OR.
2 I F L A G S .E Q . l  .AHD. I F L A G l .E Q .O  .AHD. I F L A G 2 .E Q .0 )  THEH
I F  ( IF L A G 4 .E Q .2  .AHD. I F L A G S .E Q .2  .AHD. IFLA GS.EQ .O  .OR.
1 I F L A G S .E Q .2  .AHD. IF L A G S .E Q .2  .AHD. I F L A G 4 .E Q .0  .OR.
2 I F L A G S .E Q .2  .AHD. I F L A G 4 .E Q .2  .AHD. IF LA G S .E Q .O )  THEH
I F  ( I F L A G S .E Q . l  .AHD. T E H S T F (L ,6 , J ) . G T . 0 . 0  .OR.  IFLAG2
1 . E Q . l  .AHD. T E H S T F ( L , B , J ) . G T . 0 . 0  .OR. I F L A G l . E Q . l
2 .AHD. T E B S T F (L ,4 , J ) . G T . 0 . 0 )  THEH 
ITCRK = HCRACK
I F  ( IFLAG4 .EQ. 2 )  T E H S T F ( L . l . J )  = 1 . 0
I F  (IFLAGS .EQ. 2 )  T E H S T F ( L .2 , J )  = 1 . 0
I F  (IFLA GS .E i) .  2 )  T E H S T F ( L . S . J )  = 1 . 0
IFLA Gl = 1 
IFLAG2 = 1 
IFLAGS = 1 
EHDIF
ELSE I F  ( T E H S T F ( L .4 . J ) . E Q . 1 . 0  .AHD. T E H S T F ( L . S . J ) . E Q . 0 . 0
1 .AHD. T E H S T F (L .6 . J ) . E Q . 0 . 0  .O R .  T E H S T F ( L . S . J ) . E Q .
2 1 . 0  .AHD. TE H S T F (L .4 . J ) . E Q . 0 . 0  .AHD. T E H S T F ( L .6 . J )
3  . E Q . 0 . 0  .OR. T E H S T F (L ,6 , J ) . E Q . 1 . 0  .AHD. TE H S T F (L ,S
4  , J ) . E Q . 0 . 0  .AHD. T E H S T F (L ,4 , J ) . E Q . 0 . 0 )  THEH 
ITCRK = HCRACK
IFLA Gl = 1 
IFLAG2 = 1 




I F  ( I F L A G l . E Q . l  .AHD. I F L A G 2 .E Q .1  .AHD. I F L A G S . E Q . l )  THEN 
I F  (ICHECK .E Q . 1 )  THEH 
COHVER = 9 9 9 . 0
WRITE ( • ,  » )  'T S T I F  1 9 9 9  ELHUM’ . ELHUM 
H STIFF  = 1 
CHKGUS = .TRUE.
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IMG = 0
DO 2 9 0  I S P  = 1 , 3
IS PG  = T E H S T F C L .S + I S P .J )
DO 2 2 0  IM = 1 ,  6
DO 2 1 0  lU  = 1 ,  6
TE B X Y ZdM .IH )  = 0 . 0  
2 1 0  COHTIHUE
2 2 0  COHTIHUE
I F  CISPG .G T.O  . iH D .  T E H S T F ( L , I S P . J ) . EQ. 1 . 0 )  THEH 
ISMG = ( I S P G - 1 ) * 9  + 1
C
C . . .  TEHSIOH STIFFEHIHG (STEEL) DIRECTIOH W .R .T  TO 'GLOBAL’
C
H C l . l )  = TEHSTFC L,ISM G+30.J )
H C l , 2 )  = TE H S T F C L ,IS H G + 31 ,J )
H C l , 3 )  = TE H S T F C L ,IS H G + 32 ,J )
H C 2 ,1 )  = TE HSTFCL,I SM G+33,J )
H C 2 ,2 )  = TEHSTFCL,I SM G+34,J )
H C 2 , 3 )  = TEHSTFC L,ISH G+3B ,J )
H C 3 , 1 )  = TE H S T F C L ,IS H G + 36 ,J )
H C 3 ,2 )  = TE HSTFCL,I SM G+37,J )
H C 3 ,3 )  = TE HSTFCL,I SM G+38.J )
EP S T L l  =  E P S I * H C l , l ) * B C l , l )  + EPSY»HCl , 2 ) » H C l  , 2 )
1 + E P S Z » H C l , 3 ) * H ( l , 3 )  +  G i K i X Y * H C l , l ) * H C l , 2 )
2  + GAMAYZ*HC1,2)»HC1,3) + GiHAXZ*HCl , 3 )  * H C l , 1 )
EPSTL2 =  E P S X » H C 2 ,1 )» H C 2 ,1 )  + E P S Y * H C 2 ,2 ) » H C 2 ,2 )
1 + E P S Z * H C 2 ,3 ) * H C 2 .3 )  + G A M iX Y » H C 2, l )* H C 2 ,2 )
2 + GAMAYZ»HC2,2)»HC2,3) + G AHAXZ*HC2,3)*HC2,1)
EPSTL3 = E P S X » H C 3 .1 )» H C 3 ,1 )  + E P S Y * H ( 3 , 2 ) » H C 3 , 2 )
1 + E P S Z * H C 3 ,3 ) « H C 3 ,3 )  +  GAHAXY«H C3,1)»HC3,2)
2  + GAMAYZ*H(3,2)*HC3,3)  + GAM AXZ»HC3,3)»H C3,1)
C
H C R C l . l )  = H I S T 0 C L , 4 4 , J )
H C R C l .2 )  = H I S T 0 C L . 4 S . J )
H C R C l , 3 )  = H I S T 0 C L , 4 6 , J )
H C RC2,1 )  = H I S T 0 C L , 4 7 , J )
H C RC2.2 )  = H I S T 0 C L , 4 8 , J )
H C R C 2 .3 )  = H I S T 0 C L , 4 9 , J )
B C R C 3 ,1 )  = H I S T 0 C L ,6 O ,J )
H C R C 3 .2 )  = H I S T 0 C L , B 1 , J )
H C RC3,3 )  = H I S T 0 C L , 6 2 , J )
DO 2 4 0  IMM = 1 ,  3
DO 2 3 0  IMP = 1 ,  3
BSTLCIHM,IHP)  = 0 . 0
BSTLCIHH,IHP) = BSTLCIMH,IMP) + B C IM M .l )»
1 HCRCIMP,1)
BSTLCIMH,IHP) =  BSTLCIH M ,IHP) + HCIMM,2)*
1 HCRCIMP,2)
BSTLCIMM,IMP) = BSTLCIMM,IHP) + HCIMM.3)»
1 HCRCIMP,3)
2 3 0  COHTIHUE
2 4 0  COHTIHUE
DO MH = 1 ,  3
DO MJ = 1 ,  3
I F  CDABSCBSTLCMH,MJ)) . L E .  0 . 0 1 )  BSTLCHH,
1 MJ) = 0 . 0
EHD DO 
EHD DO
ALl = B S T L C l , 1) 
i H l  = B S T L C l .2 )
I H l  = B S T L C l , 3 )
AL2 = B S T L C 2 .1 )  
i H 2  = B S TLC 2.2)
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AD2 = B S T L ( 2 ,3 )
AL3 = B S T L ( 3 , 1 )
AH3 = B S T L ( 3 .2 )
AH3 = B S T L ( 3 ,3 )
PEPHiX  = H I S T 0 ( L , 4 1 , J )
PEPMID = H I S T 0 ( L , 4 2 , J )
PEPHID = H I S T 0 ( L , 4 3 , J )
P S T L l  =  PEPMAX*AL1»AL1 +  P E P H I D * A m * i K l  + PEPBIH»
1 AB1*1S1
PSTL2 = PEPHAX»AL2»iI.2 + PEPHID*AM2*AH2 + PEPMID*
1 AD2*AB2
PSTL3 =  PEPMAX*AL3*AL3 +  PEPMID*AM3*AM3 + PEPMID*
1 AB3*AB3
T E D X Y Z ( l . l )  = T E D S T F C L ,2 4 + I S P G .J )
IMG = IMG + 1 
I F  (IMG .EQ. 1 )  TEED
I F  (ICOUP .E Q. I )  TEED 
ISPG2 = 0 
ISPG3 = 0
I F  ( I S P G  .E Q. 1 )  TEES 
I S P G l  = ISPG  
IS P G 2  = 2 
I S P G 3  = 3 
ELSE I F  ( IS P G  .EQ. 2 )  TEED 
I S P G l  = ISPG 
I S P G 2  =  3 
IS P G 3  = 1 
ELSE I F  ( I S P G  .EQ. 3 )  TEED 
I S P G l  = ISPG 
IS P G 2  -  1 
I S P G 3  = 2 
EDDIF 
IS P 2  = 0 
I 5 P 3  = 0
I F  ( T E N S T F ( L , 4 , J )  . EQ . IS P G 2 )  I S P 2  = 1
I F  ( T E B S T F ( L , 5 , J )  .E Q .  IS P G 2 )  I S P 2  = 2
I F  ( T E D S T F ( L , 6 . J )  .E Q .  IS P G 2 )  I S P 2  = 3
I F  ( T E H S T F ( L ,4 , J )  .E Q .  IS P G 3 )  I S P 3  = 1
I F  ( T E H S T F ( L . S . J )  .E Q .  IS P G 3 )  I S P 3  = 2
I F  ( T E H S T F ( L .G . J )  .E Q .  IS P G 3 )  I S P 3  = 3
CHST12 = 0 . 0  
CHST23 = 0 . 0  
CDST13 = 0 . 0
I F  ( T E H S T F ( L . I S P 2 . J )  .E Q .  0 )  TEED
I F  ( P S T L 2 . L E . T E H S T F ( L ,9 + I S P G , J )  .ADD.
1 E P S T L 2 . GT. TE H S T F (L . 9 + I S P G , J ) )  TEEH
CEKGUS = .TRUE.
COHVER = 9 9 9 . 0




I F  ( T E H S T F ( L , I S P 3 , J )  .E Q .  0 )  TEEH
I F  ( P S T L 3 . L E . TE H S T F (L . 9 + I S P G , J )  .AHD.
1 E P S T L 3 . GT. T E H S T F (L , 9 + I S P G , J ) )  THEH
CEKGUS = .TRUE.
COHVER = 9 9 9 . 0
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IF (TEHSTFCL,ISP,J).EQ.1'.0 .AHD. TEHSTFCL, 
ISP2,J).EQ.1.0) THEH 
CHST12 = DSQRT CTEHSTFCL.24+ISPG,J)/ 
HISTO CL, 26, J) «TEHSTFCL,24+ISPG2.J) 
/HIST0CL,26,J))
ELSE IF CTEHSTFCL,ISP,J) .EQ.1.0 .AHD.
TEHSTFCL.ISP2,J).EQ.0.0) THEH 
CHST12 = DS QRT CTEHSTF CL,24+ISPG.J)/ 
HISTO CL, 26, J ) «HISTD CL, 20,1 ) /HISTO C 
L,26,J))
IF CEPSTL2 .GT. TEHSTFCL,9+ISPG,J)) 
CHST12 =0.0 
ELSE IF CTEHSTFCL,ISP,J).EQ.0.0 .AHD.
TEHSTFCL,ISP2,J).EQ.1.0) THEH 
CHST12 = DSQRTCTEHSTFCL,24+ISPG2,J)/ 
HIST0CL,26,J)*HIST0CL,20,J)/HIST0C 
L,26,J))
IF CEPSTLl .GT. TEHSTFCL,9+ISPG,J)) 
CHST12 = 0.0 
ELSE IF CTEHSTFCL,ISP,J).EQ.0.0 .AHD.
TEHSTFCL,ISP2,J).EQ.0.0) THEH 
CHST12 = DSQRT CHISTO CL, 20, J) /HISTO CL, 
26,J)»HIST0CL,20,J)/HIST0CL,26,J)) 




IF CTEHSTFCL,ISP,J).EQ.1.0 .AHD. TEHSTFCL, 
ISP3.J).EQ.1.0) THEH 
CHST13 = DSQRTCTEHSTFCL,24+ISPG,J)/ 
HIST0CL,26,J)*TEHSTFCL,24+ISPG3,J) 
/HIST0CL,26,J))
ELSE IF CTEHSTFCL,ISP,J).EQ.1.0 .AHD.
TEHSTFCL,ISP3.J).EQ.0.0) THEH 
CHST13 = DSQRT CTEHSTFCL,24+ISPG,J)/ 
HISTDCL,26,J)*HISTOCL,20,J)/HISTO( 
L,26,J))
IF CEPSTL3 .GT. TEHSTFCL,9+ISPG,J)) 
CHST13 = 0.0 
ELSE IF CTEHSTFCL,ISP,J).EQ.0.0 .AHD.
TEHSTFCL,ISP3.J).EQ.1.0) THEH 
CHST13 = DSQRT CTEHSTFCL,24+ISPG3,J)/ 
HISTO CL,26,J)«HISTO CL,20,J)/HISTO C 
L,26,J))
IF CEPSTLl .GT. TEHSTFCL,9+ISPG,J)) 
CHST13 =0.0 
ELSE IF CTEHSTFCL,ISP,J).EQ.0.0 .AHD.
TEHSTFCL,ISP3,J).EQ.0.0) THEH 
CHST13 = DSQRT CHISTO (L, 20.J)/HISTOCL, 
26,J)«HIST0CL,2O,J)/HISTDCL,26,J)) 




IF CTEHSTF CL, ISP3,J). EQ.1.0 .AHD. TEHSTFCL 
,ISP2,J).EQ.1.0) THEB 
CHST23 = DS QRT CTEHSTF CL,24+ISPG3,J)/ 
HISTO CL. 26 ,J ) «TEHSTF CL, 24+ISPG2, J ) 
/HIST0CL,26,J))
ELSE IF CTEHSTFCL,ISP3,J).EQ.1.0 .AHD. 
TEHSTFCL,ISP2.J).EQ.0.0) THEH 
CHST23 = DS QRT CTEHSTF CL,24+ISPG3,J)/




IF (EPSTL2 .GT. TEHSTFCL,9+ISPG.J)) 
CBST23 =0.0 
ELSE IF (TEHSTFCL,ISP3.J).El}.0.0 .AHD.
TEHSTFCL,ISP2,J).EQ.1.0) THEH 
CHST23 = DSQRT CTEHSTFCL ,24+ISPG2, J ) / 
HISTOCL,26,J)*HISTGCL,20,J)/EISTOC 
L,26,J))
IF CEPSTL3 .GT. TEHSTFCL,9+ISPG, J) ) 
CHST23 =0.0 
ELSE IF CTEHSTFCL,ISP2,J).EQ.0.0 .ABD.
TEHSTFCL,ISP3.J).EQ.0.0) THEH 
CHST23 = DSQRT CHISTO CL, 20, J) /HISTO CL, 
26,J)+HISTOCL,20,J)/HISTOCL,26,J)) 
IF CEPSTL2.GT.TEHSTFCL,9+ISPG,J) .OR. 
EPSTL3. GT. TEHSTF CL, 9+ISPG, J ) ) 
CHST23 =0.0
EDDIF
TEMPllC2,l) = CHST12»HISTOCL,26,J)»HISTOCL 
,27,J)
TEHP11(1,2) = CHST12*HIST0CL,26,J)»HIST0CL 
,27,J)
TEMPllC3,l) = CHST13*HISTOCL,26,J)*HISTOCL 
,27,J)
TEMPll Cl, 3) = CHST13*HIST0CL,26,J)»HIST0CL 
,27,J)
TEHPllC2,3) = CDST23»HIST0CL,26,J)*HIST0CL 
,27,J)
TEMPllC3,2) = CHST23+EIST0 CL, 26, J) +HISTO CL 
,27,J)
CALL DTRAHS CTEMPll, H, TOUT)




CALL DTRAHS CTEHXYZ, H, I OUT)
EHDIF
DO 280 IJ = 1, 6
DO 270 JK = 1, 6






IF (ICHECK .EQ. 1) RETURH
IMG = 0
ICOUP = 1
DO 420 ISP = 1 , 3
DO 310 IP = 1, 6
DO 300 KP = 1, 6
TEHXYZCIP.KP) = 0.0 
300 COHTIHUE
310 COHTIHUE












IF (TE5STF(L,ISP,J) .EQ. 1.0) THE5 
IFLAGl = 1 
IFLAG2 = 1 
IFLAG3 = 1
ISPG = TE5STF(L,3+ISP,J)




EPSSTL = EPSX*AL1*AL1 + EPSY»AM1*AH1 + EPSZ*A51»A51 +
1 GAMAXY»AL1»AM1 + GABAYZ»AM1*A51 + GAHAIZ*A5i»ALl










DO 330 IH = 1, 3
DO 320 IP = 1, 3
BSTL(IM,IP) = 0.0
BSTL(IM,IP) = BSTL(IM,IP) + 5T(IH,1)*5(1,IP)
BSTL(IH,IP) = BSTL(IH,IP) + ST(IM,2)*5(2,IP)
BSTL(IM.IP) = BSTL(IM,IP) + 5T(IH,3)*5(3,IP)
320 C05TIBUE
330 C05TINUE
DO IE = 1, 3
DO MR = 1,3











IF (EPSSTL .LE. EPSYLD) THE5
5CRAC = IBT(TE5STF(L,ISP,J))
CALL SPGH (EPSSTL, L, J, TOLER, CHKGUS, PROPER, 5STIFF 
, C05VER, IOUT, 5CRAC, ISPG, EL5UM, 55EL, IFG)
ELSE
TE5STF(L,ISPG+24,J) = 0.10«TE5STF (L, ISPG+6, J ) /EPSSTL 
IF (TE5STF(L,18+ISPG,J).LT.EPSYLD .ADD. EPSSTL.GE. 
EPSYLD) THE5 
CHKGUS = .TRUE.
5STIFF = 1 
C05VER = 999.0
WRITE (*, •) 'TSTIF 4 999 EL5UM', EL5UM 
E5DIF
TE5STF(L,1B+ISPG,J) = EPSSTL 
TE5STF(L,18+ISPG,J) = EPSSTL 
E5DIF
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TEHXYZd.l) = TEHSTF(L,24+ISPG,J)
IMG = IMG + 1 
IF (IMG .EQ. 1) THEH
IF (ICOUP .Eq. 1) THEH 
IF (ISPG .EQ. 1) THEH 
ISPGl = ISPG 
ISPG2 = 2 
ISPG3 = 3 
ELSE IF (ISPG .EQ. 2) THEH 
ISPGl = ISPG 
ISPG2 = 3 
ISPG3 = 1 
ELSE IF (ISPG .EQ. 3) THEH 
ISPGl = ISPG 
ISPG2 = 1 
ISPG3 = 2 
EHDIF
IF (TEHSTF(L,4,J) .EQ. ISPG2) ISP2 = 1
IF (TEHSTF(L,B,J) .EQ. ISPG2) ISP2 = 2
IF (TEHSTF(L,6,J) .EQ. ISPG2) ISP2 = 3
IF (TEHSTF(L.4,J) .EQ. ISPG3) ISP3 = 1
IF (TEHSTF(L.B.J) .EQ. ISPG3) ISP3 = 2
IF (TEHSTF(L,6,J) .EQ. ISPG3) ISP3 = 3
EPSTLl = EPS%*HT(1,1)*HT(1,1) + EPSY*HT(1,2)»HT(1,
1 2) + EPSZ*HT(1,3)»HT(1.3) + GiM4XY*HT(l,1)*HT(
2 1.2) + GAMiYZ*HT(l,2)*HT(l,3) + GAMAXZ»HT(1,3)
3 »HT(1,1)
EPSTL2 = EPSI*HT(2,1)*HT(2,1) + EPSY*HT(2,2)»HT(2,
1 2) + EPSZ*HT(2,3)»HT(2,3) + GAMAIY»HT(2,1)»HT(
2 2,2) + GAMAYZ»HT(2,2)»HT(2,3) + GAMAXZ»HT(2,3)
3 •HT(2,1)
EPSTL3 = EPSX«HT(3,1)*HT(3,1) + EPSY»NT(3,2)»HT(3,
1 2) + EPSZ*HT(3,3)«HT(3,3) + GAMAXY*HT(3,1)»HT(











DO 370 IMM = 1, 3
DO 360 IMP = 1, 3
BSTL(IMH,IMP) = 0.0
BSTL(IMM,IMP) = BSTL(IMM.IMP) + HT(IMM,D* 
1 HCR(IMP.l)
BSTL(IMM.IMP) = BSTL(IMM.IMP) + HT(IMM,2)* 
1 HCR(IMP,2)




DO MX = 1, 3
DO MH = 1, 3
IF (DABS(BSTL(MK,MH)) .LE. 0.01) BSTL(HK,
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AHl = BSTLCl.3)









PSTLl = PEPHAX*4L1*AL1 + PEPMID*AM1*AH1 + PEPMIH* 
AH1*AH1
PSTL2 = PEPMAX*AL2*AL2 + PEPMID*AM2*AM2 + PEPMIH* 
AH2*AH2
PSTL3 = PEPMAX*AL3*AL3 + PEPHID*AM3*AM3 + PEPMIH* 
AH3*AH3
IF (TEHSTF(L,ISP2,J) .Eq. 0) THEH




WRITE (*, *) 'TSTIF 5 999 ELHUH'. ELHUM 
EHDIF 
EHDIF
IF (TEHSTF(L,ISP3.J) .EQ. 0) THEH




WRITE (*, *) 'TSTIF 6 999 ELHUH', ELHUM 
EHDIF 
EHDIF
CHST12 = 0.0 
CHST23 =0.0 
CHST13 =0.0
IF (TEBSTF(L,ISP,J).EQ.1.0 .AHD. TEHSTF(L,ISP2,J) 
.EQ.1.0) THEH
CHST12 = DSqRT(TEHSTFCL,24+ISPG,J)/HIST0(L,26, 
J)*TEHSTF(L,24+ISPG2,J)/HIST0(L,26,J))
ELSE IF (TEHSTF(L,ISP,J).Eq.l.O .AHD. TEHSTFCL, 
ISP2.J).Eq.0.0) THEH 
CHST12 = DSqRT(TEHSTF(L,24+ISPG,J)/HIST0(L,26, 
J)*HISTO(L,20,J)/HISTOCL,26,J))
IF (EPSTL2. GT. TEHSTF (L, 9+ISPG. J) )CHST12=0.0 
ELSE IF (TEHSTFCL,ISP,J).Eq.0.0 .AHD. TEHSTFCL, 
ISP2,J).Eq.1.0) THEH 
CHST12 = DSqRT(TEHSTF(L,24+ISPG2,J)/HIST0(L,26 
,J)*HIST0(L,2O,J)/HIST0(L,26,J))
IFCEPS TLl.GT.TEHSTF CL, 9+ISPG,J))CHST12=0.0 
ELSE IF (TEHSTFCL,ISP,J).Eq.0.0 .AHD. TEHSTFCL, 
ISP2,J).EQ.0.0) THEH 
CHST12 = DSqRTCHISTOCL,20,J)/HISTDCL,26,J)* 
HIST0CL,2O,J)/HISTD(L,26,J))
IF CEPSTL2.GT.TEHSTFCL,9+ISPG,J) .OR. EPSTLl 
. GT. TEHSTF CL, 9+ISPG, J ) ) CHST12 = 0.0
EHDIF
IF (TEHSTFCL,ISP,J).Eq.1.0 .AHD. TEHSTFCL,ISP3,J) 
.Eq.1.0) THEH
CHST13 = DSqRTCTEHSTFCL,24+ISPG,J)/HIST0CL,26, 
J) *TEBSTF CL, 24+ISPG3, J) /HISTQ CL, 26, J) )
ELSE IF (TEHSTFCL,ISP,J).EQ.1.0 .AHD. TEHSTFCL, 
ISP3,J).Eq.0.0) THEH
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CHST13 = DSqRT(TEBSTF(L,24+ISPG,J)/HIST0(L,26, 
J)»HIST0(L,20,J)/HIST0a,26,J))
IF (EPSTL3. GT. TEHSTF (L, 9+ISPG, J )) CBST13=0.0 
ELSE IF (TEHSTFCL,ISP,J).EQ.0.0 .AHD. TEHSTFCL, 
ISP3.J).EQ.1.0) THEH 
CHST13 = DSQRT (TEHSTFCL, 24+ISPG3, J ) /HISTO CL, 26 
,J)*HIST0CL,2O,J)/HIST0CL,26,J))
IF (EPSTLl. GT. TEHSTF CL, 9+ISPG ,J ) )CHST13=0.0 
ELSE IF (TEHSTFCL,ISP,J) .EQ.0.0 .AHD. TEHSTFCL, 
ISP3,J).EQ.0.0) THEH 
CHST13 = DSQRTCHISTDCL,20,J)/HIST0(L,26,J)* 
HISTOCL,20,J)/HISTOCL,26,J))
IF (EPSTL3.GT.TEHSTFCL,9+ISPG,J) .OR. EPSTLl 
.GT.TEHSTFCL,9+ISPG,J)) CHST13 = 0.0
EHDIF
IF (TEHSTFCL,ISP3,J).EQ.1.0 .AHD. TEHSTFCL,ISP2,J) 
.EQ.1.0) THEH
CHST23 = DSQRT (TEHSTFCL, 24+ISPG3, J ) /HISTO CL, 26 
,J)«TEHSTFCL,24+ISPG2 ,J)/HISTOCL,26, J) ) 
ELSE IF (TEHSTFCL,ISP3,J).EQ.1.0 .AHD. TEHSTFCL, 
ISP2,J).EQ.0.0) THEH 
CHST23 = DSQRT (TEHSTFCL, 24+ISPG3, J ) /HISTO CL, 26 
,J)*HIST0CL,20,J)/HIST0(L,26,J)) 
IFCEPSTL2.GT.TEHSTF CL, 9+ISPG,J))CHST23=0.0 
ELSE IF (TEHSTFCL,ISP3.J).EQ.0.0 .AHD. TEHSTFCL, 
ISP2,J).EQ.1.0) THEH 
CHST23 = DSQRT (TEHSTFCL, 24+ISPG2, J ) /HISTO (L, 26 
,J)«HISTD(L,20,J)/HISTOCL,26,J)) 
IFCEPSTL3.GT. TEHSTFCL, 9+ISPG, J))CHST23=0.0 
ELSE IF (TEHSTFCL,ISP2,J).EQ.0.0 .AHD. TEHSTFCL, 
ISP3,J).EQ.0.0) THEH 
CHST23 = DSQRTCHIST0CL,2O,J)/HISTOCL,26,J)» 
HIST0CL,20,J)/HIST0CL,26,J))
IF CEPSTL3.GT.TEHSTFCL,9+ISPG,J) .OR. EPSTL2 
.GT.TEBSTF CL,9+ISPG,J)) CHST23 = 0 . 0  
EHDIF
TEHP11C2,1) = CHST12+HIST0CL,26,J)«HISTO(L,27,J) 
TEKP11C1,2) = CHST12«HIST0 CL, 26, J) «HISTO (L, 27, J) 
TEHP11C3,1) = CHST13«HIST0 CL, 26, J) «HISTO (L, 27, J) 
TEMPllCl,3) = CHST13«HIST0 CL, 26, J) «HISTO CL, 27, J) 
TEMP11C2,3) = CHST23+HIST0 CL, 26, J) «HISTO (L, 27, J) 
TEMP11C3,2) = CHST23«HIST0 CL, 26, J) «HISTO (L, 27, J ) 
CALL DTRAHS CTEMPll, HT, lOUT)
ICOUP = 1 
EHDIF 
EHDIF
CALL DTRAHS CTEHXYZ, HT, IDUT)
DO 410 IJ = 1, 6
DO 400 JK = 1, 6







A R A H G
IHCLUDECPROCESS)
SUBROUTIHE ARAHGE (ICRACK, HCRACK, IG, IL ) 
IMPLICIT REAL«8 (A-H,0-Z)
..SWITCHES : REHUMB=100:10,FORHAT=900:10 
. .SWITCHES :
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c
C SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTINE 
C






C SUBROUTINE TO ELIMINATE INFORMATION REGARDING A VERY
C STIFF CRACK WHICH IS COMPLETELY CLOSING. THE ARRAY
C 'CRACK' WILL BE REARRANGED BY POPPING UP THE DATA
C FOR THE REMAINING CRACKS.
C
C
CRACK(IG,1,IL) = CRACK(IG,1»IL) - 1.0 
DO 100 I = ICRACK, NCRACK - 1
C










































C TERMINATION STRAIN FOR THE CRACK









C _______________________________ C R A C K E _____________________
C
C IHCLUDECPROCESS)





C SUBROUTINES AHD FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM THIS RQUTIHE 
C







C SUBROUTIHE TO DETERMINE SECANT YOUNG'S MODULUS CORRES-
C PONDING TO THE RECENT STRAIN ACROSS THE CRACK, 'EPSCRK'.
C 
C
C RETRIEVE THE CRACK INITIATION STRESS, FT, AHD THE




EPSNOT = CRACK CIGAUSS,127+ICRACK,ILAYER)
C
C FOR CRACK TREATMENT RELATED TO TENSION-STIFFENING . . .
C
IF CPR0PERC16) .GT. 0.0) GO TO 100
C




C TRANST = STRAIN AT THE TRANSITION POINT FOR BILIBEAR








IF (EPSCRK.GT.O. .AND. EPSCRK.LE.TRANST) SI = 1.0 
IF (EPSCRK.GT.TRANST .AND. EPSCRK.LT.EPSNOT) 52 = 1.




C «* TENSION STIFFENING CRACK «*




















C SUBROUTIHES AHD FUHCTÎOHS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTIBE 
C
C HO SUBROUTIHES OR FUHCTIOHS CALLED FROM THIS PROGRAM UHIT 
C






C SUBROUTIHE TO DETERMIHE SECAHT YOUHG'S MODULUS CORRES-
C POHDIHG TO THE RECEHT STRESS ACROSS THE CRACK, 'SIGCRK'
C 
C
C RETRIEVE THE CRACK IHITIATIOH STRESS, FT, AHD






C FOR CRACK TREATMEHT RELATED TO TEHSIOH-STIFFEHIHG ...
C
IF (PRDPERde) .GT. 0.0) GO TO 100
C
C CRACKIHG RELATED TO MATERIAL SOFTEHIHG MODEL
C




IF (SIGCRK.LT.FT .AND. SIGCRK.GE.FT/3.0) SI = 1.0























C. ..SWITCHES: RENUMB=100:10,FORMAT=900:10 
C.,.SWITCHES:
C * * # # # * # * * * # # # # # # # * # # * # # * * » * * * * * » * * * * # # # # * * # . * * * * # * * * * # # » . * * * *
C










C THE CRACK HAD BEEN OVER-SOFTENED IH THE PREVIOUS ITER..
C




C .........  DETERMIHE THE STRAIN CORRESPONDING TO CRACK STIFFNESS
C 'DCRACK' EMPLOYED ID THE CURRENT ITERATION.
C
C
CALL CRKSTH (PROPER, DCRACK, EPSOLD, ILAYER, ICRACK, IGAUSS. TOUT)
SIGOLD = DCRACK*EPSQLD
SIGBEW = ES*EPSCRK
FT = CRACK(IGAUSS,37+ICRACK, ILAYER)
EPSNOT = CRACK(IGAUSS,127+ICRACK,ILAYER)
C
C AREA = AREA UNDER THE STRESS-STRAIH DIAGRAM OF THE
C CURRENT CRACK INDICATING THE AMOUNT OF ENERGY
C TO BE CONSUMED FOR COMPLETE OPENING OF THE CRK.
C
C   MATERIAL SOFTENING CRACK
C
c
IF (PRQPERC16) .LT. 0.0) AREA = S.0*FT*EPSH0T/18.0
C
c______________  CRACK RELATED TO TENSION STIFFENING
C
IF (PRDPERde) .GT. 0.0) AREA = .50*FT*EPSN0T
C
C
C COMPARE THE DIFFERENCE IN ENERGY ABSORPTION, DETERMINED
C BY THE AREA ENCLOSED BY THE EMPLOYED AND THE UPDATED
C CRACK STIFFNESS, WITH THE TOTAL ENERGY OR AREA UNDER




IF (PROPER(ie) .LT. 0.0) THEN
IF (SIGOLD.GE.FT/3.0 .AND. SIGNEW.LE.FT/3.) SUBARA = AREA - 
1 .80*(FT*EPSOLD+SIGNEW*EPSNOT)
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IF (DIFFER .LE. TOLER) RETURH 
IF (DIFFER .GT. TOLER) THEH
C
C UPDATE THE CRACK STIFFHESS
C
CRACK (IGAUSS, 87+ICRACK. ILAYER) = ES 
IFLAG = 1 
CHKGUS = .TRUE.
HSTIFF = 1 
COHVER = 999.00















C SUBROUTIHES AHD FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTINE 
C








C SUBROUTINE TO DETERMINE THE STRAIN ACROSS A CRACK FOR
C A GIVEN CRACK STIFFNESS.
C
C
FT = CRACK (IGAUSS,37+ICRACK,ILAYER)
EPSNOT = CRACK(IGAUSS,127+ICRACK,ILAYER)
C
C FOR TEHSIOB STIFFENING CRACK
C
IF (PROPER(IG) -GT. 0.0) GO TO 100
C
C   CRACKING RELATED TO MATERIAL STRAIN SOFTENING
C
C





C ETRANS = CRACK STIFFNESS AT THE BILINEAR TRANSITION PNT
C
ETRANS = 1.50*FT/EPSNOT
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IF (DCRACK .GE. ETRADS) SI = 1.0 

































C SUBROUTINE TO CORRECT OVERSHOOTING BEYOND THE CRACKING
C STRESS FOR THE CURRENT CRACK. EVEN THOUGH THE CALCULATE
C *E' BASED ON THE CURRENT STRAIN ACROSS THE CRACK DID N0
C SHOW TEE NEED FOR UPDATING THE CRACK STIFFNESS THE ENER
C GY CRITERION FOR SÙFTENING THE CRACK AND HENCE ELIMINAT
C ING THE OVERSHOOTING MUST BE USED.
C
C




IF (SIGCRK.GT.FT .AND. ES.GT.DCRACK) THEN
C
C EVEN THOUGH THERE IS OVERSHOOTING THE UPDATED SECANT
C STIFFNESS BECAME LARGER THAN ITS PREVIOUS VALUE 3
C





C DETERMINE A NEW STRAIN ON THE STRESS-STRAIN CURVE
C OF THE CRACK. THE AREA ENCLOSED BY THE OLD AND THE
C NEW CRACK STRAIN IS EQUAL TO TEE TOLERANCE.
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c ___  FOR TEHSIDH STIFFENING CRACK
C
IF (PR0PERC16) .GT. 0.0) EPSNEW = EPSOLD + .010*TOLER»EPSNDT 
IF (PROPERCie).LT.0.0 .AND. EPSOLD.LT.2.»EPSH0T/9.) THEH 
EPSNEW = EPSOLD + .010*TOLER*B.O»EPSHOT/9.0 




C WITH THE NEW CRACK STRAIN CALCULATE ITS CORRESPONDING
C SECANT ’E>.
C




C UPDATE THE CRACK STIFFNESS
c
CRACK (IGAUSS,87+ICRACK, ILAYER) = ESNEW 
CHKGUS = .TRUE.
NSTIFF = 1 
CONVER = 999.
RETURN
900 FORMAT(IX,> ERROR IN SUBROUTINE CRKPHT',/,EX,
1 'FOR CRACK HD.’,13,’ LOCATED IN GAUSS POINT’,
2 12,’ OF LAYER’,13,’ IN THE CURRENT ELEMENT’,
3 /,5X,’CRACK STRESS=’,D12.5,’ INITIATION’,
4 ’ STRESS VALUE=’,D12.S,/,BX,’EMPLOYED CRACK’,
B ’ STIFFNESS=’,D12.B, ’ < UPDATED CRACK ’,






SUBROUTINE SPGH (EPSH, IGAUSS, ILAYER, TOLER,CHKGUS, PROPER 
$ , HSTIFF,CONVER, IOUT,HCRAC, ICRACK,ELHUM, HNEL, IFG)
IMPLICIT REAL'S (A-H,0-Z)
C. . .SWITCHES: REHUHB=100:10,FORMAT=900:10 
C ...SWITCHES :
c
c SUBROUTINES AHD FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTINE 
C









COMMON/ABC/TEHSTF (27,80,IB) , ITNSPG ,ITNSGl, ITNSG2 
DIMENSION LTHICK(9) ,ZS(9) ,DCS(3,3)
REAL'S PR0PER(2B)
LOGICAL CHKGUS 
IF (HCRAC .EQ. 1) THEH
c
C RECOVER THE OLD STRAINS, STIFFNESS, STATE FOR THE CURRENT CRACK
C
EPSO = TEHSTF (IGAUSS, IB+ICRACK, ILAYER)
STATE = TEHSTF ( IGAUSS, 21+ICRACK, ILAYER)
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SPRIDG = TEHSTFCIGAUSS,24+ICRACK,ILAYER)




C CLOSED SPRIHG OPEBSCCRACK OPEBIHG)
C
IF (EPSB.GT.0.0 .AHD. STATE.EQ.4.0) THEH 
EST = TEHSTF (IGAUSS, 27+ICRACK, ILAYER)
C  IF STIFFHESS LESS THEH lOOOOTH THAT OF CDHCRETE SET TO THAT!
IF (EST .LT. EIHITL/1000.) EST = EIHITL/1000.0 
TEHSTF(IGAUSS,24+ICRACK,ILAYER) = EST 
TEHSTF(IGAUSS,18+ICRACK,ILAYER) = CKSTIH 
TEHSTF(IGAUSS,21+ICRACK,ILAYER) =3.0 
CHKGUS = .TRUE.
HSTIFF = 1 
COHVER = 999.0
WRITE (•, *) 'SPGH 1 999 ELHUH', ELHUH 
GO TO 100 
EHDIF
C
C UHLOADIHG AHD RELOADIHG CRACKS SET TO LOADIBG CRACKS
C
IF (EPSH.GT.0.0 .AHD. EPSH.GE.EPSO) THEH
IF (STATE.EQ.2.0 .OR. STATE.EQ.3.0) TEHSTF(IGAUSS,21+
1 ICRACK,ILAYER) =1.0
TEHSTF(IGAUSS,1B+ICRACK,ILAYER) = EPSH 
TEBSTF(IGAUSS,18+ICRACK,ILAYER) = EPSH
C ------ IF STIFFHESS LESS THEH lOOOOTH THAT OF COHCRETE SET TO THAT!
IF (DABS(SPRIHG) .LE. EIHITL/1000.0) RETURH
CALL CKTEH (EPSH, EST, IGAUSS ,ICRACK, ILAYER,ELHUH, HHEL,IFG)
C ------ IF STIFFHESS LESS THEH lOOOOTH TEAT OF COHCRETE SET TO THAT!
IF (DABS(EST) .LE. EIHITL/1000.0) THEH
TEHSTFdGAUSS,24+ICRACK,ILAYER) = EIHITL/1000.0 
HSTIFF = 1 
COHVER = 999.0
WRITE («, •) 'SPGH 2 999 ELHUH', ELHUM 
GO TO 100 
EHDIF
C




CALL SPCOH (SPRIHG, ILAYER, ICRACK, IGAUSS, EPSH, EST,
1 CHKGUS, HSTIFF, COHVER, TOLER, lOUT, EPSO, IFLAG,
2 ELHUH, HHEL, IFG)
IF (COHVER .EQ. 999) WRITE (•, ») 'SPGH 3 999 ELHUH',
I ELHUH
IF (SIGHT.LT.FT .AHD. IFG.EQ.l) GO TO 100 
IF (SIGHT.GE.FT .AHD. IFLAG.EQ.O .AHD. IFG.EQ.l .OR. IFG 
1 .EQ.2 .AHD. IFLAG.EQ.O) THEH





CALL LYIHFO (ILL, LTHICK, ZS, MATRL, DCS, HHEL,
1 ELHUH, HIPÏI, HIPETA, HIPSI)
CALL GTLTK(L,ELHUH,HHEL,THICKL,ZSI,LTHICK,ZS)
CALL GETTHK (L, ELHUH, HHEL, THICKE, RAD)
RHD = THICKL/THICKE 
C WRITE(»,»)'OVRFT SIGYLD',SIGYLD,'SRATIO',SRATIO,'RHD',RHO,'LY',ILL
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EPSCKl = SRmO»FT*EPSY/SIGYLD





C WRITE C *, * ) ’ EPI ’. EPSCRl. > EP2 ’, EPSCR2. ’ EPS >. EPSCR3, > EP4 ■ , EPSCR4






IF (EPSO .LE, EPSCR2) THEH
IF (SIGHT .LE. FTl) GO TO ICO 
ELSE IF (EPS0.GT.EPSCR2 .AHD. EPS0.LE.EPSCR3) THEN 
IF (SIGHT .LE. FT2) GO TO 100 
ELSE IF (EPS0.GT.EPSCR3 .AHD. EPSO .LE. EPSCR4) THEH 
IF (SIGHT .LE. FT3) GO TO 100 
ENDIF 
ENDIF
CALL OVRFT (EPSO, TOLER, IGAUSS. ICRACK, ILAYER,
1 EINITL, SPRING, CHKGUS, NSTIFF, CONVER, lOUT,





C PARTIAL OPENING OR CLOSING OF CRACK 
C
IF (EPSH.GT.0.0 .AND. EPSH.LT.EPSO) THEH 
PEPSN = TEHSTF(IGAUSS,18+ICRACK,ILAYER)
IF (EPSH .LT. PEPSN) THEH
TEHSTF(IGAUSS,21+ICRACK,ILAYER) = 2.0
ELSE
TEHSTF(IGAUSS,21+ICRACK,ILAYER) =3. 0  
EHDIF
TEHSTFdGAUSS,18+ICRACK,ILAYER) = EPSH 
GO TO 100 
EHDIF
C
C COMPLETE CLOSING OF CRACK
C
IF (EPSH.LT.0.0 .AND. STATE.HE.4.0) THEN 
TEHSTFdGAUSS,21+ICRACK,ILAYER) = 4.0
TEHSTFdGAUSS,27+ICRACK,ILAYER) = TEHSTF (IGAUSS, 24+ICRACK, 
1 ILAYER)
C ------ IF STIFFNESS LESS THEN lOOOOTH THAT OF COHCRETE SET TO THAT!











C. . .SWITCHES: RENUHB=100:10,FORKAT=900:10 
C...SWITCHES:




c SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTINE 
C




COHMON/BLOCKE/HISTO (27,70,15), CRACK(27,2B0. IB), IHISTY, IHISTl 
$,IHIST2
COMMON/ABC/TEHSTF(27,80,15),ITNSPG,ITNSGl, ITNSG2 
DIMENSION LTHICKO) ,ZS(9) ,DCS(3,3)
LOGICAL CHKGUS
C
C SUBROUTINE CORRECTS OVERSHOOTING OF STRESS IN SPRINGl DIRECTION
C




IF (SIGHT.GT.l.lO+FT .AHD. DABS(EST).GT.DABS(SPRIDG)) THEN
WRITE (•, *) 'EST', EST, 'SPRING', SPRING, 'ELHUM', ELHUH 






IF (IFG .EQ. 1) THEN 
FTl = 0.35+FT 
FT2 = 0.10+FT 
EPSCR = CKSTIH 
EPSCRl = EPSY+O.SO 
EPSCR2 = EPSY
AREA = 0.B»(EPSCR1-EPSCR)*(FT+FT1) + O.B*(EPSCR2-EPSCRl)*(FT2+ 
1 FTl)
EPSTN = EPSO + TOLER+AREA/(FT*0.5*300.0)




CALL LYIHFO (ILL, LTHICK, ZS, MATRL, DCS, HHEL, ELNUM, NIPXI,
1 HIPETA, HIPSI)
CALL GTLTK (L, ELNUM, HNEL, THICKL, ZSI, LTHICK, ZS)
CALL GETTHK (L, ELNUM, HHEL, THICKE, RAD)
RHO = THICKL/THICKE 
C WRITE(«,») 'OVRFT SIGYLD',SIGYLD, 'SRATIO',SRATIO, 'RHO',RHO, 'LY' ,ILL
EPSCRl = SRATIO»FT*EPSY/SIGYLD
EPSCR2 = (SRATIO+FT/SIGYLD) * (1.0+ (1.0+RHO+SRATIO) / (10.0+RHO+
1 SRATIO))*EPSY
EPSCR3 = (1.0-(1.0/(2.*RHO*SRATIO))»(SRATIO»FT/SIGYLD))*EPSY 
EPSCR4 = EPSY
C WRITE(*,*) 'EPSCRl ', EPSCRl, ' EPSCR2 ', EPSCR2 , 'EPSCR3' ,EPSCR3
C WRITE (*,*)' EPSCR4 ', EPSCR4
C
C = 550.0 
FTl = FT
FT2=(1.0-(1.0+RHO*SRATIO)/10.0)»FT»DEKP((-C»(EPSCR2-EPSCR1))) 
FT3 = FT*DEXP((-C*(EPSCR3-EPSCRl)))/2.0 
FT4 = FT/10.0
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c WRITE (*,*)' FTl F T l F T 2  F T 2 F T 3  F T 3 F T 4  FT4
AREA = 0.E*(FT1-FT2)*(EPSCR2-EPSCR1) + (EPSCR2-EPSCR1)*FT2 +
1 O.E«(FT2-FT3)»(EPSCR3-EPSCR2) + (EPSCR3-EPSCR2)«FT3 + O.E»
2 (FT3-FT4) * (EPSCR4-EPSCR3) + (EPSCR4-EPSCR3)tFT4 
IF (EPSO .LT. EPSCR2) THEH
EPSTD = EPSO + TOLER»AREA/(FT1»O.E»100.0)
EPSTH = DMIH1(EPSCR2,EPSTH)
ELSE IF (EPS0.GE.EPSCR2 .AHD. EPS0.LE.EPSCR3) THEH 
EPSTH = EPSO + TOLER»AREA/(FT2*O.B»100.0)
EPSTH = DMIH1CEPSCR3,EPSTH)
ELSE IF (EPS0.GE.EPSCR3 .AHD. EPSO .LE. EPSCR4) THEH 





C FIHD HEW STIFFHESS
C
CALL CKTEH (EPSTH, ESTH, IGAUSS, I, ILAYER, ELHUH, HHEL, IFG)
C
C ------ IF STIFFHESS LESS THEH lOOOOTH THAT OF COHCRETE SET TO THAT!
IF (DABS(ESTH) .LE. EIHITL/1000.0) ESTH = EIHITL/1000.0
TEHSTFdGAUSS,24+1,ILAYER) = ESTH










SUBROUTIHE SPCOH (SPRIHG, ILAYER, I, IGAUSS, EPSH, EST,
$ CHKGUS,HSTIFF, COBVER,TOLER, IOUT, EPSO ,
$ IFLAG,ELHUH,HHEL,IFG)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z)




c SUBROUTIHES AHD FUHCTIOHS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTIHE 
C







COMMOH/ABC/TEHSTF(27,80,lE) , ITHSPG, ITHSGl, ITBSG2 
DIHEHSIOH LTHICKO) ,ZS(9) ,DCS(3,3)
LOGICAL CHKGUS 
IF (SPRIHG .LT. EST) THEH
C
C CRACK SPRIHG HAS BEEH OVERSOFTEHED IB PREVIOUS ITERATIOH 
C
DIFFER = (EST-SPRIHG) +100/EST
WRITE (», 900) I, IGAUSS, ILAYER, SPRIHG, EST, DIFFER 
C EHD IF














IF (IFG .EQ. 1) THEH 
FTl = 0.3G*FT 
FT2 = 0.10*FT 
EPSCR = CKSTIH 
EPSCRl = EPSY+O.SO 
EPSCR2 = EPSY
IF (EPSH .LE. EPSCRl) THEH
SUBARA = O.5+FT+(EPSH-EPS0)
ELSE IF (EPSH.GE.EPSCRl .AHD. EPSO.LE.EPSCRl) THEH
SUBARA = O.BO*(EPSCR1-EPSO)»FT + O.EO+FT1+(EPSCRl-
1 EPSCR) + 0.60+(EPSH-EPSCRl)"(FTl+EST+EPSH) - O.B*(
2 EPSH-EPSCR)*EST+EPSH 
ELSE
SUBARA = 0.B»(EPSO-EPSCR)+SPRIHG+EPSO + O.BO+(EPSH-
1 EPSO)«(EPSO+SPRIHG+EPSH+EST) - O.BO+(EPSH-EPSCR)+
2 EPSB+EST 
EHDIF
AREA = 0.B + (EPSCR1-EPSCR) + (FT+FT1) + 0.S*(EPSCR2-EPSCR1) •( 
1 FT2+FT1)
C




CALL LYIHFO (ILL, LTHICK, ZS, MATRL, DCS, HHEL, ELHUH,
1 HIPXI, HIPETA, HIPSI)
CALL GTLTK (L, ELHUH, HHEL, THICKL, ZSI, LTHICK, ZS)







EPSCR4 = EPSY 
C = BBO.O 
FTl = FT
FT2 = (1.0-(l.O+RHO+SRATIO)/lO.0)*FT+DEIP((-C+(EPSCR2- 
1 EPSCRl)))
FT3 = FT+DEIP((-C+(EPSCR3-EPSCR1)))/2.0 
FT4 = FT/10.0
AREA = 0.B+(FT1-FT2)+(EPSCR2-EPSCR1) + (EPSCR2-EPSCR1)+FT2
1 + 0.B+(FT2-FT3)+(EPSCR3-EPSCR2) + (EPSCR3-EPSCR2)+FT3
2 + 0.B+(FT3-FT4)+(EPSCR4-EPSCR3) + (EPSCR4-EPSCR3)+FT4
IF (EPSH.LE.EPSCR2 .AHD. EPS0.LE.EPSCR2) THEH
SUBARA = O.B+(EPSH-EPSO)+FTl 
ELSE IF (EPSH.GT.EPSCR2 .AHD. EPSH.LE.EPSCR3 .AHD. EPSO
1 .LE.EPSCR2) THEH
SIGH = EST+EPSH
SUBARA = 0.B+(EPSCR2-EPS0)+FT1 + 0.B+(EPSCR2-EPSCR1)+
1 FT2 + 0.B+(EPSH-EPSCR2)+(FT2+SIGH) - O.B+(EPSH-
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2 EPSCRl)«SIGH
ELSE IF (EPSH.GT.EPSCR3 .AHD. EPSB.LE.EPSCR4 .AHD. EPSO
1 .LE.EPSCR2) THEH
SIGH = EST»EPSH
SUBARA = O.B*(EPSCR2-EPSO)*FT1 + 0.B*(EPSCR2-EPSCR1)«
1 FI2 + O.B*CEPSCR3-EPSCR2)*(FT2+FT3) + O.B»(EPSH-
2 EPSCR3)»(FT2+SIGH) - 0.B*(EPSH-EPSCRl)«SIGH
ELSE IF (EPSH.GT.EPSCR2 .AHD. EPSH.LE.EPSCR3 .AHD. EPSO
1 .GT.EPSCR2 .AHD. EPSO.LE.EPSCR3) THEH
SIGH = EST+EPSH
SIGO = SPRIHG+EPSO
SUBARA = 0.B*(EPSCR2-EPSCRI)*(FT1+FT2) + O.B»(EPSH-
1 EPSCR2)*(FT2+SIGH) - 0.B»(EPSH-EPSCRl)«SIGH - O.S*
2 (EPSCR2-EPSCR1)*(FT2+FT1) - O.B«(EPSO-EPSCR2)«(
3 SIG0+FT2) + O.B«(EPSD-EPSCR1)*SIGO
ELSE IF (EPSH.GT.EPSCR3 .AHD. EPSH.LE.EPSCR4 .AHD. EPSO
1 .GT.EPSCR2 .ADD. EPSD.LE.EPSCR3) THEH
SIGH = EST»EPSH
SIGO = SPRIHG+EPSO
SUBARA = 0.B«(EPSCR2-EPSCR1)»(FT1+FT2) + O.B«(EPSCR3-
1 EPSCR2)*(FT3+FT2) + 0.B«(EPSH-EPSCR3)»(FT3+SIGH)
2 - O.B«(EPSH-EPSCRl)«SIGH - 0.B«(EPSCR2-EPSCR1)*(
3 FT2+FT1) - 0.B»(EPS0-EPSCR2)«(SIG0+FT2) + O.B*(
4 EPSO-EPSCR1)*SIGO
ELSE IF (EPSH.GT.EPSCR3 .AHD. EPSH.LE.EPSCR4 .AHD. EPSO
1 .GT.EPSCR3 .AHD. EPSO.LE.EPSCR4) THEH
SIGH = EST«EPSH
SIGO = SPRIHG*EPSO
SUBARA = 0.B»(EPSCR2-EPSCR1)«(FT1+FT2) + O.B*(EPSCR3-
1 EPSCR2)*(FT2+FT3) + 0.B«(EPSH-EPSCR3)*(FT3+SIGH)
2 - 0.B«(EPSH-EPSCRl)«SIGH - 0.B«(EPSCR2-EPSCR1)«(
3 FT2+FT1) - 0.B*(EPSCR3-EPSCR2)*(FT3+FT2) - O.B»(




IF (DIFFER .LE. TOLER) RETURH 























C SUBROUTIHES AHD FUHCTIOHS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTIHE
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c
c LYIHFO GTLTK GETTHK 
C






DIMEHSIOH LTHICKO) ,ZSO) ,DCS(3,3)
C






IF (IFG .Eq. 1) THEH 
FTl = 0.35+FT 
FT2 = 0.10+FT 
EPSCR = CKSTIH 
EPSCRl = EPSY+0.50 
EPSCR2 = EPSY 
STIFl = FTl/EPSCRl
C
IF (DABS(SPRIHG) .GE. DABS(STIFl)) THEH








ELSE IF (IFG .EQ. 2) THEH
SIGYLD = TEHSTF(IGAUSS, 1+63,ILAYER)
SRATIO = TEHSTF(IGAUSS, 1+60,ILAYER)
ILL = TEHSTFdGAUSS,1+66,ILAYER)
CALL LYIHFO (ILL, LTHICK, ZS, MATRL, DCS, HHEL, ELHUM, HIPXI,
1 HIPETA, HIPSI)
CALL GTLTK (L, ELHUM, HHEL, THICKL, ZSI, LTHICK, ZS)





EPSCR3 = (1.0-(l.0/(2.*RBO«SRATIO))*(SRATIO+FT/SIGYLD))«EPSY 
EPSCR4 = EPSY 









IF (SPRIHG .GE. SPG2) THEH
EPSO = (FT2+EPSCR1-FT1*EPSCR2)/((FT2-FT1)+(EPSCR1-EPSCR2)+ 
1 SPRIHG)
ELSE IF (SPRIHG.LT.SPG2 .AHD. SPRIHG.GE.SPG3) THEH
EPSO = (FT3+EPSCR2-FT2*EPSCR3)/((FT3-FT2)+(EPSCR2-EPSCR3)+ 
1 SPRIHG)
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ELSE IF (SPRIHG.LT.SPG3 .AHD. SPRIHG.GE.SPG4) THEH













C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE STIFFHESS OF THE TEHSIOH
C STIFFNESS SPRING AT A GIVEH SAHPLEPOIHT OF A GIVEH LAYER
C OF A PARTICULAR ELEMENT.
C
C INPUT PARAMETERS: FT=TEHSILE STRESS IN CONCRETE AT SPRING
C IHITIATIOH.
C EPSY=YEILD STRAIH OF ADJACENT STEEL LAYER
C EPST= CURRENT SPRIHG STRAIH.







C SUBROUTINES AHD FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTINE 
C







DIMENSION LTHICKO) ,ZS(9) ,DCSC3,3)
C




IF (IFG .Eq. 1) THEH 
FTl = 0.35-FT 
FT2 = O.IO-FT 
EPSCR = CKSTIH 
EPSCRl = 0.50-EPSY 
EPSCR2 = EPSY
C
IF (EPSH .LE. EPSCRl) THEH






ELSE IF (IFG .EQ. 2) THEN
SIGYLD = TEHSTFdGAUSS,1+63,ILAYER)




CALL LYIHFO (ILL, LTHICK, ZS, MATRL, DCS, HHEL, ELHUH, HIPXI,
1 HIPETA, HIPSI)
CALL GTLTK (L, ELHUM, HHEL, THICKL, ZSI, LTHICK, ZS)
CALL GETTHK (L, ELHUM, HHEL, THICKE, RAD)
RHO = THICKL/THICKE
EPSCRl = SRATIO+FT+EPSY/SIGYLD
EPSCR2 = (SRATI0»FT/SIGYLD)*(1,0+(l .O+RHO+SRATID)/(lO.O+RH0+
1 SRATIO))+EPSY
EPSCR3 = (1.0-(l.0/(2.+RBO+SRATIO))*(SRATIO+FT/SIGYLD))«EPSY 
EPSCR4 = EPSY 
C = BEO.O 
FTl = FT
FT2=(1.0-(1.0+RHO+SRATIO)/10.0)+FT+DEXP((-C+(EPSCR2-EPSCR1))) 
FT3 = FT+DEXP((-C+(EPSCR3-EPSCR1)))/2.0 
FT4 = FT/10.0
C
IF (EPSH .LE. EPSCR2) THEH
SPRIHG = ( (FTl -FT2 ) +BPSH+ (FT2+EPSCR1 -FTl +EPSCR2) ) / ( (EPSCRl 
1 -EPSCR2)+EPSH)
ELSE IF (EPSH.GT.EPSCR2 .AHD. EPSH .LE .EPSCR3) THEH
SPRIHG = ( (FT2-FT3)+EPSH+(FT3+EPSCR2-FT2+EPSCR3) ) / ( (EPSCR2 
1 -EPSCR3)+EPSH)
ELSE IF (EPSH.GT.EPSCR3 .AHD. EPSH .LE. EPSCR4) THEH










SUBROUTIHE COLLIH (EPSHAX ,EPSMIH , PROPER, IGAUSS , ILAYER, SIGHOD 
$ ,STIFM,FC2HAX,I0UT)
IMPLICIT REAL+8 (A-H,0-Z)




C SUBROUTIHES ADD FUHCTIOHS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTIHE 
C










IF (FC2MAX .GE. 1.0) FC2MAX =1.0
C
FC2MAX = FC+FC2MAX
SIGHOD = FC2MAX+(2.0+(DABS(EPSMIH)/EPSC)-(DABS(EPSMIH)/EPSC) + + 2) 
STIFH = SIGHOD/DABS(EPSMIH)
STIFH = DMAXl (EIHITL/1000.0,STIFM)
C





C COMPRESSION SOFTENING AFTER CRACKING 
C
C INCLUDE(PROCESS)
SUBROUTIHE CHPSFT (EPSMAI .EPSKID .EPSMIH, SIGMAl .SIGHA2, SIGMAS,
$ PROPER.EPS1,EPS2,EPS3,L,J,I0UT,CONVER, NSTIFF.CHKGUS,TOLER)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)
C.. .SWITCHES: RENUMB=100:10,FORMAT=900; 10 
C...SWITCHES:
c




CQMMON/BLOCKS/HISTO (27.70. IS).CRACKC27,250.IB). IHISTY.IHISTl 
$.IHIST2







C WRITE(».*) 'MAT STATE IN COMP.SOFT'. HISTO(L.29.J)
IF (HIST0(L,29.J) .EQ. 4.0) RETURH
IF (DABS (EPSMAI) . GE. 0. 999«DABS (EMAXOD) .OR. DABS (EPSMID) .GE. 0. 999* 
1 DABS(EMIDOD) .OR. DABS (EPSMIH) . GE.O . 999*DABS (EMINOD) ) THEN 
HIST0(L.3O.J) = 1.0 
HIST0(L.38.J) = EPSMAX 
HIST0(L.39.J) = EPSMID 
HISTO(L.40.J) = EPSMIH 
HISTO(L.41.J) = EPSMAX 
HIST0(L.42.J) = EPSMID 
HIST0(L,43.J) = EPSMIH 
HIST0(L.22.J) = EPSl 
HIST0(L,23.J) = EPS2 
HISTO(L.24.J) = EPS3 
HISTO(L.31.J) = EPSl 
HIST0(L.32.J) = EPS2 
HIST0(L.33.J) = EPS3
CALL VECHIO <L. 3. EPSHAX. EPSMID. EPSMIH. PROPER. EPSl. EPS2
1 . EPS3. SIGMAl. SIGMA2. SIGMA3. CONVER. NSTIFF. CHKGUS.







IF (DABS(EPSMAX) .LT.DABS(PEPSMX) .AND. DABS (EPSMID). LT. DABS (
1 PEPSMD) .AND. DABS ( EPSMIN ) . LT. DABS (PEPSMH) ) THEH
HISTO(L.30,J) = 2.0 
VARYl = EPSMAX»PEPSMX 
VARY2 = EPSMID'PEPSMX 
VARY3 = EPSHIN»PEPSHH
IF (VARYl.LT.0.0 .OR. VARY2.LT.0.0 .OR. VARY3.LT.0.0) THEN 
IFLAG3 = 0
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COUVER = 999.0 
HSTIFF = 1 
CHKGUS = .TRUE.
IF (VARYl .LT. 0.0) THEH 
HISTO(L.38,J) = 0.0 
HIST0(L,41,J) = p.O 
ELSE IF (VARY2 .LT. 0.0) THEH 
HIST0(L,39,J) = 0.0 
HIST0(L,42,J) = 0.0 
ELSE IF (VARY3 .LT. 0.0) THEH 
HIST0(L,4O,J) = 0.0 




HISTO(L,30,J) = 3.0 
EHDIF
IF (IFLAG3 .Eq. 1) THEH
HIST0(L,41,J) = EPSHAX 
HISTO(L.42.J) = EPSMID 
HISTO(L,43,J) = EPSMIH 
HIST0(L,31,J) = EPSl 
HIST0(L,32,J) = EPS2 










C. ..SWITCHES: REHUMB=100:10,FORMAT=900:10 
C...SWITCHES:
C











TOLERE = TOLER 
EIHITL = PROPERd)
IF (HISTO(IGAUSS,30,ILAYER) .EQ. 1.0) THEH
IF (HISTO(IGAUS S,29,ILAYER) .EQ. 1.0) THEH 
EPSC = PR0PERC7)
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CALL COLLIH (EPSMAX. EPSMIH, PROPER, IGAUSS, ILAYER,
1 SIGMOD, STIFM, FC2MAX, lOUI)
C
Cl=100* (HISTO (IGAUSS, 20, ILAYER)**2-STIFM»»2) /STIFM*«2 
IF (Cl .GE. TOLERE) THEH





WRITE (*, •) 'VEC 1 999'
CHKGUS = .TRUE.
IFLAG = 1 
EHDIF
IF (IFLAG .EQ. 0) THEH
STRESS = HISTO(IGAUSS,20,ILAYER)•EPSMIH 






HISTO(IGAUSS,20,ILAYER) = EHEW 
CHKGUS = .TRUE.
HSTIFF = 1 
COHVER = 999






IF (DABS(EPSMIH) .GT. DABS(EPSC)) THEH 
HISTO(IGAUSS,29,ILAYER) =2.0 
EHEW = HISTO(IGAUSS,68,ILAYER)/DABS(EPSC)
IF (EHEW .LE. EIHITL/1000.) EHEW = EIHITL/1000.0
HISTO(IGAUSS,20,ILAYER) = EHEW
COHVER = 999.0
WRITE (•, •) 'VEC 3 999'
CHKGUS = .TRUE.




IF (HISTO(IGAUSS,29,ILAYER) .Eq. 2.0) THEH
IF (DABS(SIGHA3) .GE. DABS(HISTO(IGAUSS,58,ILAYER))) THEH 




HISTO (IGAUSS, 20, ILAYER) = DMAXl (EIHITL/1000.0, HISTO (
1 IGAUSS,20,ILAYER))
HISTO (IGAUSS,B7, ILAYER) = HISTO (IGAUSS, 20, ILAYER) 
HISTO(IGAUSS,59,ILAYER) = HISTO (IGAUSS,21,ILAYER) 
HISTO(IGAUSS,34,ILAYER) = SIGMAl 
HISTO(IGAUSS,35,ILAYER) = SIGMA2
HISTO (IGAUSS,36, ILAYER) = HISTO (IGAUSS , 58, ILAYER)
COHVER = 999.0
WRITE (•, •) 'VEC 4 999'
HSTIFF = 1 
CHKGUS = .TRUE.
ELSE
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HISTOCIGAUSS,29,ILiYER) = 1.0
HISTOCIGAUSS,B7,ILAYER) = HISTO CIGAUSS, 20. ILAYER)
HISTOCIGAUSS,S9,ILAYER) = HISTO CIGAUSS, 21, ILAYER)
HISTOCIGAUSS,34,ILAYER) = SIGMAl
HISTO CIGAUSS,3B, ILAYER) = SIGMA2
HISTO CIGAUSS, 36, ILAYER) = HISTO C IGAUSS, B8, ILAYER)
COHVER = 999.0




IF CHISTOCIGAUSS ,29.ILAYER) .EQ. 3.0) THEH 
IF CDABSCEPSMIH) .LT. PR0PERC8)) THEH 
IFLAG = 0
FMAX = HISTOCIGAUSS,B8,ILAYER)
CALL COLLIH CEPSMAX, EPSMIH, PROPER, IGAUSS, ILAYER, 
SIGHOD, STIFM. FC2MAX, lOUT)
STIFM = DMAXl CEIBITL/1000.0 .STIFM)
Cl = 100. 0* CHISTO CIGAUSS, 20, ILAYER) **2-STIFM**2)/STIFM 
»»2
IF CCI .GE. TOLERE) THEN
HISTO CIGAUSS, 20, ILAYER) = HISTOCIGAUSS ,20,ILAYER) * 
(l.O-TOLERE/200)
HISTOCIGAUSS,B8,ILAYER) = FC2MAX
HISTOCIGAUSS,S7,ILAYER) = HISTO CIGAUSS , 20. ILAYER)
HISTO CIGAUSS,B9.ILAYER) = HISTOCIGAUSS,21,ILAYER)
COHVER = 999.0
WRITE C*. •) ’VEC 6 999’
HSTIFF = 1 
CHKGUS = .TRUE.
IFLAG = 1 
EHDIF
IF CIFLAG .EQ. 0) THEH
STRESS = HISTO CIGAUSS,20,ILAYER)«EPSMIH 
IF CDABSCSTRESS) .GE. DABSCFHAX)) THEH 
EPSC = PR0PERC7)




HISTO CIGAUSS,20,ILAYER) = EHEW 
HISTO CIGAUSS,87,ILAYER) = HISTOCIGAUSS ,20. 
ILAYER)
HISTO CIGAUSS,B9,ILAYER) = HISTOCIGAUSS,21, 
ILAYER)
CHKGUS = .TRUE.
HSTIFF = 1 
COHVER = 999






IF CDABSCEPSMIH) .GE. PR0PERC8)) THEH 
HISTO CIGAUSS. 29,ILAYER) = 4.0 
CRACK C IGAUSS, 1, ILAYER) = 0.0 
HISTOCIGAUSS,20,ILAYER) = PROPERCD/IOOO.O 
HISTOCIGAUSS,21,ILAYER) = 0.001 
COHVER = 999.0 
WRITE C», «) ’VECIO 999’
CHKGUS = .TRUE.
HSTIFF = 1









SUBROUTIHE VIHTAS (GMCRKl,GKCRK2,EPSCRK,SIGMAl,SIGMA2.SIGMA3.PDIR. 





C SUBROUTIHES AHD FUHCTIOHS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTIHE 
C









REAL«8 HUS,HT(3,3),H(3,3) ,BSTL<3,3) ,GCRK{6 ,6) ,PDIR(3,3)
C
C THIS SUBROUTIHE IS UTILIZED TO COMPUTE THE SHEAR STIFFHESS OF THE 
C CRACK BASED OH EKPERIHEHTS BY VIHTZELEOU ET. AL. AHD CORRECTIHG IT 
C WITH THE EFFECTS OF REIHFORCEHEHT AHD THE LOCALIZED BDHD PRESEHT 
C AT THE POIHT.
C











ICOUHT = 0 
SIGBHD =0.0
DO 120 IH = 1, 3
IF (TEHSTFCL,IH,J) .EQ. 1.0) THEH 
ISG = TEHSTFCL,3+IH,J)
STRES = TEHSTFCL, 18+ISG ,J) «TEHSTFCL, 24+ISG ,J)
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DO 110 IH = 1, 3
DO 100 IP = 1, 3
BSTL(IH.IP) = 0.0
BSTL(IH.IP) = BSTLCIH.IP) + H(IM,1)»HT(1,IP) 
BSTL(IH.IP) = BSTLCIH.IP) + H(IH,2)*IITC2,IP) 
BSTL(IM.IP) = BSTLCIM.IP) + B(IM,3)*BT(3,IP)
100 COBTIHUE
110 COBTIBUE
STRESS = BSTL(1,1)»BSTL(1,1)»STRES 
SIGBBD = SIGBBD + STRESS
ELSE
ICOUBT = ICOUBT + 1 
EHDIF 
120 COBTIBUE




IF (DABS(GHCRKl) .LE. l.E-6) GHCRKl = l.OE-6
CALL SHSTIF (GHCRKl, SIGBBD, GCRAKl, TOUT, ELBUH, L, J)
130 COBTIBUE
IF (DABS(GHCRK2) .LE. l.E-6) GHCRK2 = l.OE-6
CALL SHSTIF (GI1CRK2, SIGBBD, GCRAK2, TOUT, ELBUH, L, J)
140 COBTIBUE
IF (DABS(GMCRKl) .LE.l.E-9 .ADD. DABS(GHCRK2) .LE. 1 .E-9) RETURB
C
DO 160 KJH = 1,6





C THE PERCEBTAGE RATIO OF THE CURRENT LAYER IS
C HOW CALCULATED AT CURRENT INTEGRATION POIBT BASED ON LAYER TO
C TOTAL THICKNESS.
C
DO 170 JJK = 1, HLAYRS 
ROFAC =0.0
CALL LCHECK (ELBUH, JJK, IFCHK)
IF (IFCHK .Eg. 0) THEH
CALL LYISFO (JJK, LTHICK, ZS, MATRL, DCS, BSEL, ELBUH,
1 BIPXI, BIPETA, BIPSI)
CALL GETTHK (L, ELBUH, HHEL, THICKE, RAD)
CALL GTLTK (L, ELBUH, BBEL, THICKL, ZSI, LTHICK, ZS)
IF (JJK . E g .  J+1) THEH 
ROFAC = THICKL/THICKE 
ELSE IF (JJK .Eg. J+2) THEH
CALL LCHECK (ELBUH, J + 1 ,  IFCHK)
IF (IFCHK .Eg. 0) ROFAC = THICKL/THICKE 
ELSE IF (JJK .Eg. J-1) THEH 
ROFAC = THICKL/THICKE 
ELSE IF (JJK .Eg. J-2) THEH
CALL LCHECK (ELBUH, J - 1 ,  IFCHK)









GCRK(1,1) = R0FAC*CRACK(L,2,JJK) + GCRK(1,1)
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GCRKd 2) = ROFAC»CRACK(L 3,JJK) + GCRKd, 2)
GCRKd 3) = ROFAC»CRACK(L 4,JJK) + GCRKd,3)
GCRKd 4) = ROFAC*CRACK(L S,JJK) + GCRKd,4)
GCRKd B) = ROFAC*CRACK(L 6,JJK) + GCRKd,B)
GCRKd 6) = ROFAC*CRACK(L 7,JJK) + GCRKd,6)
GCRK(2 1) = ROFAC*CRACK(L 8,JJK) + GCRK(2,1)
GCRK(2 2) = ROFAC*CRACK(L 9,JJK) + GCRK(2, 2)
GCRK(2 3) = ROFAC*CRACK(L 10,JJK + GCRK(2 3)
GCRK(2 4) = ROFAC*CRACK(L 11,JJK + GCRK(2 4)
GCRK(2 S) = ROFAC»CRACK(L 12,JJK + GCRK(2 S)
GCRK(2 6) = ROFAC*CRACK(L 13,JJK + GCRK(2 6)
GCRK(3 1) = ROFAC«CRACK(L 14,JJK + GCRK(3 1)
GCRK(3 2) = ROFAC»CRACK(L IB,JJK + GCRK(3 2)
GCRK(3 3) = ROFAC»CRACK(L 16,JJK + GCRK(3 3)
GCRK(3 4) = ROFAC*CRACK(L 17,JJK + GCRK(3 4)
GCRK(3 B) = ROFAC*CRACK(L 18,JJK + GCRK(3 B)
GCRK(3 6) = ROFAC*CRACK(L 19,JJK + GCRK(3 6)
GCRK(4 1) = ROFAC*CRACK(L 20,JJK + GCRK(4 1)
GCRK(4 2) = ROFAC*CRACK(L 21,JJK + GCRK(4 2)
GCRK(4 3) = ROFAC*CRACK(L 22,JJK + GCRK(4 3)
GCRK(4 4) = ROFAC*CRACK(L 23,JJK + GCRK(4 4)
GCRK(4 B) = ROFAC*CRACK(L 24,JJK + GCRK(4 B)
GCRK(4 6) = ROFAC*CRACK(L 2B,JJK + GCRK(4 6)
GCRK(B 1) = ROFAC*CRACK(L 26,JJK + GCRK(B 1)
GCRK(5 2) = ROFAC*CRACK(L 27,JJK + GCRK(B 2)
GCRK(B 3) = ROFAC*CRACK(L 28,JJK + GCRK(B 3)
GCRK(B 4) = ROFAC»CRACK(L 29,JJK + GCRK(B 4)
GCRK(B B) = ROFAC*CRACK(L 30,JJK + GCRK(B S)
GCRK(B 6) ROFAC«CRACK(L 31,JJK + GCRK(S 6)
GCRK(6 1) = ROFAC*CRACK(L 32,JJK + GCRK(6 1)
GCRK(6 2) = ROFAC*CRACK(L 33,JJK + GCRK(6 2)
GCRK(6 3) = ROFAC»CRACK(L 34,JJK + GCRK(6 3)
GCRK(6 4) = ROFAC*CRACK(L 3B,JJK + GCRK(6 4)
GCRK(6 B) = ROFAC*CRACK(L 36,JJK + GCRK(6 B)
GCRK(6 6) = ROFAC*CRACK(L 37,JJK + GCRK(6 6)
170 COBTIBUE
CALL DTRAHS (GCRK, S, lOUT)
ECURBT = GCRK(1,1)
DO 190 KJH = 1 , 6
DO 180 KPH = 1, 6
DCOBCKJH.KPH) = 0.0 
GCRK(KJH,KPH) = 0.0 
180 COBTIHUE 
190 COBTIHUE
DO 200 JJK = 1, HLAYRS 
ROFAC =0.0
CALL LCHECK (ELBUH, JJK, IFCHK)
IF (IFCHK .EQ. 0) THEH
CALL LYIHFO (JJK, LTHICK, ZS, HATRL, DCS, BBEL, ELBUH, 
1 BIPXI, BIPETA, BIPSI)
CALL GETTHK (L, ELBUH, BBEL, THICKE, RAD)
CALL GTLTK (L, ELBUH, BBEL, THICKL, ZSI, LTHICK, ZS)
IF (JJK .EQ. J+1) THEH 
ROFAC = THICKL/THICKE 
ELSE IF (JJK .EQ. J+2) THEH 
CALL LCHECK (ELBUH, J + 1  
IF (IFCHK .EQ. 0) ROFAC =
ELSE IF (JJK .EQ. J-1) THEH 
ROFAC = THICKL/THICKE 
ELSE IF (JJK .EQ. J-2) THEH 
CALL LCHECK (ELBUH, J - 1  
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ROFAC = 0 . 0  
EBDIF
ELSE
ROFAC = 0 .0
EBDIF
G C R K (l.l) = ROFAC*CRACK(L 2 , JJK) + G CR K d,1)
GCRK(1,2) = ROFAC»CRACK(L 3 , JJK) + G CR K d,2)
GCRKd,3) = ROFAC»CRACK(L 4 , JJK) + G CR K d,3)
GCRKd,4) = ROFAC»CRACK(L B,JJK) + G CR K d,4)
GCRK(1,5) = ROFAC»CRACK(L 6 , JJK) + GCRK(1,B)
G CRKd,6) = ROFAC»CRACK(L 7 , JJK) + GCRK(1 ,6 )
GCRK(2,1) = ROFAC*CRACK(L 8 , JJK) + GCRK(2,1)
GCRK(2,2) = ROFAC»CRACK(L 9 , JJK) + GCRK(2,2)
GCRK(2,3) = ROFAC*CRACK(L 10 JJK + GCRK(2,3)
GCRK(2,4) = RDFAC«CRACK(L 11 JJK + GCRK(2,4)
GCRK(2,B) = ROFAC»CRACK(L 12 JJK + GCRK(2,B)
GCRK(2 ,6 ) = ROFAC»CRACK(L 13 JJK + GCRK(2,6)
GCRK(3,1) = ROFAC»CRACK(L 14 JJK + GCRK(3 ,1 )
GCRK(3,2) = ROFAC*CRACK(L IB JJK + GCRK(3 ,2 )
GCRK(3,3) = ROFAC*CRACK(L 16 JJK + GCRK(3,3)
GCRK(3,4) = ROFAC*CRACK(L 17 JJK + GCRK(3,4)
GCRK( 3 , B) = ROFAC»CRACK(L 18 JJK + GCRK(3,S)
GCRK(3,6) = ROFAC*CRACK(L 19 JJK + GCRK(3,6)
GCRK(4 ,1 ) = ROFAC*CRACK(L 20 JJK + GCRK(4,1)
GCRK(4,2) = ROFAC*CRACK(L 21 JJK GCRK(4,2)
GCRK(4,3) = ROFAC*CRACK(L 22 JJK + GCRK(4,3)
GCRK(4 ,4 ) = ROFAC»CRACK(L 23 JJK + GCRK(4,4)
GCRK( 4 , B) = ROFAC*CRACK(L 24 JJK + GCRK(4,B)
GCRK(4,6) = ROFAC*CRACK(L 2B JJK + GCRK(4,6)
GCRK(B,1) = ROFAC»CRACK(L 26 JJK + GCRK(B,1)
GCRK(S,2) = ROFAC»CRACK(L 27 JJK + GCRK(B,2)
GCRK(S,3) = ROFAC»CRACK(L 28 JJK + GCRK(B,3)
GCRK(B,4) = ROFAC»CRACK(L 29 JJK + GCRK(B,4)
GCRK(B,B) = ROFAC*CRACK(L 30 JJK + GCRK(B,B)
GCRK(B,6) = ROFACtCRACK(L 31 JJK + GCRK(B,6)
GCRK(6 ,1 ) = RGFAC*CRACK(L 32 JJK + GCRK(6,1)
GCRK(6 ,2 ) = ROFAC*CRACK(L 33 JJK + GCRK(6 ,2 )
GCRK(6,3) = ROFAC*CRACK(L 34 JJK + GCRK(6,3)
GCRK(6,4) = ROFAC»CRACK(L 3B JJK + GCHK(6,4)
GCRK(6,S) = ROFAC»CRACK(L 36 JJK + GCRK(6,B)
GCRK(6 ,6 ) = ROFAC*CRACK(L 37 JJK + GCRK(6,6)
COBTIHUE
ES = BISTO(L, 2 0 ,J )
BUS = H IS T 0(L ,21 ,J)
COBST = ES/((1 .-2 .0»B U S)*(1+SU S))
D C O B d .l)  = C0BST*(1.0-BUS)
DCDB(2,2) = C0BST*(1.0-BUS)
DC0B(3,3) = C0BST*(1.0-BUS)






DC0B(4,4) = ES/(2.0»(1+B U S))
DC0B(B,5) = DCDB(4,4)
DC0B(6,6) = DC0B(4,4)
DO 220 EBP = 1 , 6
DO 210 KKJ = 1 , 6
GCRKCKKP.EKJ) = GCRKCKKP.KKJ) + DCOB(BKP.KKJ) 
210 COBTIHUE 
220 COBTIBUE
CALL DTRAHS (GCRK, B, lOUT)
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IF  (DABS(GMCRKl) .GT. l .E - 7 )  GCRAKl = GCRAKl*(ECURBT/GCRK(1.1 ) )  
IF  (DABSCGHCRK2) .GT. l .E - 7 )  GCRAK2 = GCRAK2*(ECURNT/GCRK(1,1 ) )  
GFLR = H IS T 0 a ,2 6 ,J ) /(2 .O * (l.O + H IS T 0 C L ,2 7 ,J )))
IF  (GCRAKl .LE. 0.01*GFLR) GCRAKl = 0.010*GFLR 
IF  (GCRAK2 .LE. 0.01+GFLR) GCRAK2 = 0.010*GFLR 
GCRAKl = DMINl(1 0 .0*GFLR,GCRAKl)
GCRAK2 = DMIBl(1 0 .0*GFLR,GCRAK2)
GCRAKl = DMINl(CRACK(L.97+ICRACK,J),GCRAKl)







SUBROUTINE LCHECK (ELBUH, ILAYER. IFCHK)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,G-Z)
C . . .SWITCHES: REBUHB=100:10»FORMAT=900:10 
C . . .SWITCHES:
C
C SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTINE 
C







C SUBROUTINE RETURNS A FLAG TO IDENTIFY GIVEN LAYER AS STEEL/OTHERS.
C







SUBROUTINE SHSTIF(GAHCRK, SIGBBD, GCRACK, lOUT,ELNUH,L,J) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,D-Z)
C . . .SWITCHES: RENUMB=100:10,FORMAT=900:10 
C . . .SWITCHES:
c
C SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTINE 
C
C NO SUBROUTINES OR FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM THIS PROGRAM UNIT 
C
c************************************* * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * *
INTEGER ELNUM
DIMENSION A (2 0 ),B (2 0 ),C (2 0 ),D (2 0 ),E (2 0 )
c
c UPDATE THE ‘
c EXPERIMENTS
c
c A — SHEAR
c B — SHEAR
c C — SHEAR
c D - -  SHEAR
A CRACK BASED ON THE
SHEAR STRESS WITH SIGN0RMAL=0.0 (DOWEL TESTS)
 STRESS WITH SIGNORHAL=O.SMPA (AGG. INTERLOCK)
SHEAR STRESS WITH SIGN0RMAL=1.OMPA (AGG. INTERLOCK)
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c E - -  SHEAR STRESS WITH SIGH0RHAL=2. OMPA (AGG. IHTERLOCK)
C
A (l)  = 0.0 
A(2) = 4 .1 6 E -4  
A(3) = 8 .3 3 E -4  
A(4) = 1.2EE-3 
A(B) = 1 .6 6 E -3  
A(6) = 2.B 0E-3 
A(7) = 3 .33E -3  
A (a) = 4 .16 E -3  
A(9 ) = B.OOE-3 
A(IO) = B .83E-3 
A C ll) = 6 .6 6 E -3  
A(12) = 7.B 0E-3 
A(13) = 8 .3 3 E -3  
A(14) = 9 .1 6 E -3  
A(1B) = 9 .9 9 E -3  
AC16) = 0 .01083  
AC17) = 0 .01166  
A(18) = 0.012B0 
A(19) = 0 .01333  
B ( l )  = 0 .0  
B (2) = 0 .6 4 4  
B (3) = 0 .7 7 7  
B (4) = 0 .833  
B(B) = 0 .8 8 8  
B (6) = 0 .9 7 8  
B (7) = 1.0B6 
B (8) = 1 .133  
B (9) = 1 .2 0  
B (10) = 1 .255  
B ( l l )  = 1 .288  
B (12) = 1 .3 4  
B (13) = 1 .388  
B (14) = 1 .422  
B(1B) = 1 .433  
B(16) = 1 .4 4  
B (17) = 1 .4 6 6  
B (18) = 1 .4 8 8  
B (19) = l.BO 
CCI) = 0 .0  
0 (2 )  = l.BO 
0 (3 )  = 1 .6 0  
0 (4 )  = 1 .6 7  
0(B ) = 1 .75  
0 (6 )  = 1.8B 
0 (7 )  = 2 .0  
0 ( 8 ) = 2.10  
0 (9 )  = 2.2B 
0 ( 1 0 ) = 2 . 35 
0 (1 1 )  = 2 .4 0  
0 (1 2 )  = 2.4B 
0 (1 3 )  = 2 .5 0  
0 (1 4 )  = 2.B0 
0 (1 5 )  = 2 .5 0  
0 (1 6 )  = 2 .5 0  
0 (1 7 )  = 2 .5 0  
0 (1 8 )  = 2 .5 0  
0 (1 9 )  = 2 .5 0  
D(l) = 0.0 
D (2) = 2 .0 0  
D (3) = 2 .5 0  
D (4) = 2 .75
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D(6) = 2 .8 0  
D(6) = 3 .0  
D(7) = 3 . IB 
D(8) = 3 .3 0  
D(9) = 3 .5 0  
D(10) = 3 .5 5  
D ( l l )  = 3 .6 0  
D(12) = 3 .7 0  
D(13) = 3 .7 5  
D(14) = 3 .8 0  
D(15) = 3 .8 5  
D(16) = 3 .8 7  
D(17) = 3 .9 0  
DC18) = 3 .9 5  
D(19) = 4 .0 0  
E d )  = 0 .0  
E (2) = 2 .0 0  
E (3) = 2 .85  
E (4) = 3 .2 5  
E (5) = 3 .9 0  
E (6) = 4 .6 0  
E<7) = 5 .0  
E (8) = 5 .3 0  
E (9) = 5 .6 0  
E(IO) = 5 .85  
E ( l l )  = 5 .8 0  
E (12) = 5 .75  
E (13) = 5 .7 0  
E (14) = 5 .6 0  
E (15) = 5 .5 0  
E (16) = 5 .4 0  
E (17) = 5 .25  
E (18) = 5 .1 0  
E (19) = 5 .0 0  
TAUCRK = 0 . 0  
GCRACK = 0 .0  
GAHl = 0 . 0  
GAH2 = 0 . 0  
TAUl = 0 . 0  
TAU2 = 0 . 0  
TAU3 = 0 . 0  
TAU4 = 0 . 0  
TAU5 = 0 . 0  
TAU6 = 0 :0  
TAU7 = 0 . 0  
TAU8 = 0 . 0  
TAU12C = 0 . 0  
TAU34C = 0 . 0  
TAU56C = 0 . 0  
TAU78C = 0 . 0  
FXO = 0.0 
FXOl = 0 . 0  
FX12 = 0 .0  
FX34 = 0 . 0  
FX012 = 0 . 0  
FX123 = 0 . 0  
FX0123 = 0 .0
C
C FOR CURREHT STRAIH FIDO THE UPPER AHD LOWER EXPT. VALUES
C OF THE STRAIH AHD THE CORRSP. STRESSES, FOR EACH HORKAL
C LOAD CURVE GIVEH HERE. FIHD STRESS VALUES FOR CURREHT STRAIH
C OH EACH OF THESE CURVES (LIHEAR IHTERPOLATE) AHD SUBSEQUEHTLY
C IHTERPOLATE THESE VALUES OVER THE CURREHT HORHAL STRESSES,
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c  USISG DEVIDED DIFFERENCES.
C
INDEX = 0 
DO 100 1 = 1 ,  18
IF  CDABS(GAMCRK) .GE.ACI) .AHD. DABS ( G AMCRK) . ET. A ( I+ l  ) ) THED 
IHDEX = I  




IF  (DABS(GAMCRK) .GE. A (19)) THEH 
TAU12C = B(19)
TAU34C = 0 (1 9 )
TAUS6C = D(19)
TAU78C = E (19)














TAU12C = TAUl + (TAU2-TAU1 ) /  (GAM2-GAM1) * (DABS (GAMCRK) -GAMl )
TAU34C = TAU3 + (TAU4-TAU3) /  (GAM2-GAM1 ) * (DABS (GAMCRK) -GAMl )
TAU56C = TAU5 + (TAU6-TAU5)/(GAH2-GAM1) • (DABS(GAMCRK)-GAMl)
TAU78C = TAU7 + (TAU8-TAU7) /  (GAM2-GAM1 ) « (DABS (GAMCRK) -GAMl )
C




FXOl = (TAU34C-TAU12O/0.S0 
FX12 = (TAUS6C-TAU34C)/0.50 
FX34 = (TAU78C-TAUB6C)/1.0 
FX012 = FX12 -  FXOl 
FX123 = (FX 34-FX 12)/1.S 
FX0123 = (FX 123-FX012)/2.0
C
TAUCRK = FXO + FX01*SIGBND + FX012*(SIGBND-O.BO)»SIGBHD + FÏ0123*( 
1 SIGBND-1.0 )»  (SIGBND-0. B) *SIGBND
C






C ======================= D C 0 H S T =======================
C
C INCLUDE (PROCESS)
SUBROUTINE DCONST (ELNUH .ITYPE, MATNUM, INTGPN, I FLAG, TOUT 
$ ,DETJAC,ICODE,NNEL)
IMPLICIT REAL'S (A-H.O-Z)
C. . .SWITCHES: REHUMB=100:10,FORMAT=900:10 
C . . .SWITCHES :
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c
c  SUBROUTINES ADD FUDCTIGBS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTINE 
C




IF  (ICODE .EQ. 0) THEN 
IPG = 0
CALL DKATCS (ELNUM, ITYPE, INTGPN, IFLAG, TOUT, ICODE, IPG)
ELSE





C ======================= C S S T S N  =================================
C
G INCLUDE (PROCESS)
SUBROUTINE CSSTSNCELNUM,ITYPE,INTGPN, IFLAG, IGUT,NNEL,ICODE) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z)
C. . .SWITCHES: RENUMB=100:10,FGRMAT=900:10 
C . . .SWITCHES:
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ' . * * * * * * * * * * ,* * .* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * » # * * * * * ^
C
C SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTINE 
C

















IF  (ITYPE .GT. 300) THEN 
TEND = 6
ELSE
lEND = 4 
EHDIF
C
IF  (INCREM.GT.l .OR. N IT .G T .l) THEN
CALL lOGET (LDEVl. 9 6 . * (A 96)» , 5)
ELSE
DO 100 K1 = 1 , lEND 
STRESS(Kl) = 0 .




IF  (IFLAG5 .EQ. 1) THEN 
DO 110 Kl = 1 , lEND
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DE(Kl) = STRH(Kl) -  STRAIH(Kl)
110 COBTIHUE
ELSE IF  (IFLAG5 .EQ. 0 ) THEN 






CALL DKATCS (ELBUH, ITYPE, IHTGPB, IFLAG, lOUT, ICODE. IPG)
C
DO 140 Kl = 1 , lEBD 
S = 0 .
DO 130 K2 = 1 . lEHD
5 = 5 +  DEP(K1,K2)*DE(K2)
130 COBTIBUE
D S(Kl) = S 
140 COBTIBUE
C
DO 150 Kl = 1 , lEBD
5TRAIBCK1) = STRBCKl)
IF  (IFLAGB .EQ. 1) THEH
STRESS(Kl) = STRESS(Kl) + DS(Kl)





IF  (IFLAGB .EQ. 1) THEB
CALL lOPUT (LDEV2, 9 6 , '( A 9 6 ) ',  5)
ELSE IF  (IFLAGB .EQ. 0) THEB






C ====================== D K A T C S  =============================
C
C IHCLUDE (PROCESS)
SUBROUTIHE DKATCS (ELHUH, ITYPE, IHTGPH, IFLAG, lOUT, ICODE, IPG)
C
C I
C I PROGRAM 'DKATCS' EVALUATES THE STRESS-STRAIH STIFFHESS MATRIX
C I FOR HOHLIHEAR IHELASTIC MATERIALS
C I






C. ..SWITCHES : REHUKB=100:10,FORMAT=900:10 
C...SWITCHES:
C










COHMOH/LAYERB/LTHICK (9) ,ZS (9) , DCS (3,3) , HLAYRS ,MATRL .LYHUM 
COMMOH/BLOCKB/HISTO(27,70,15),CRACK(27,250,15),IHISTY,IHISTl 
»,IHIST2 
IF (ITYPE .GT. 300) THEH
100
110
DO 110 K2 = 1, 6 









































1) = CRACK C IHTGPH, 2 , LYHUM)
2) = CRACK C IHTGPH, 3 , LYHUM)
3) = CRACKCIHTGPH,4 , LYHUM)
4) = CRACKCIHTGPH,S,LYHUM)
5) = CRACKCIHTGPH,6 , LYHUM)
6) = CRACKCIHTGPH,7,LYHUM)
1) = CRACK CIHTGPH, 8 , LYHUM)
2) = CRACKCIHTGPH,9 , LYSUH)
3) = CRACKCIHTGPH,1 0 ,LYHUM)
4) = CRACK CIHTGPH,1 1 .LYHUM)
5) = CRACK CIHTGPH,1 2 ,LYHUM)
6) = CRACK CIHTGPH,1 3 ,LYHUM)
1) = CRACKCIHTGPH,1 4 ,LYHUM)
2) = CRACKCIHTGPH,IS,LYHUM)
3) = CRACKCIHTGPH,1 6 ,LYHUM)
4) = CRACK CIHTGPH,1 7 ,LYHUM)
5) = CRACKCIHTGPH,1 8 ,LYHUM)
6) = CRACK C IHTGPH, 19 , LYHUM )
1) = CRACKCIHTGPH,2 0 ,LYHUM)
2) = CRACKCIHTGPH,2 1 ,LYHUM)
3) = CRACKCIHTGPH,2 2 ,LYHUM)
4) = CRACK CIHTGPH,2 3 ,LYHUM)
5) = CRACKCIHTGPH,2 4 ,LYHUM)
6 ) = CRACKCIHTGPH,2S,LYHUM)
1) = CRACK CIHTGPH,2 6 ,LYHUM)
2) = CRACK CIHTGPH,2 7 ,LYHUM)
3) = CRACK(IHTGPH,2 8 ,LYHUM)
4) = CRACKCIHTGPH,2 9 ,LYHUM)
5) = CRACKCIHTGPH,3 0 ,LYHUM)
6) = CRACK(IHTGPH,3 1 ,LYHUM)
1) = CRACKCIHTGPH,3 2 ,LYHUM)
2) = CRACK CIHTGPH,3 3 ,LYHUM)
3) = CRACK (IHTGPH , 34 .LYHUM)
4) = CRACK(IHTGPH,3 5 ,LYHUM)
5) = CRACK(IHTGPH,3 6 ,LYHUM)
DEPC6,6) = CRACK(IHTGPH,37,LYHUM)
 solid brick element recover the global D matrix directly and
store it in DEP as above. The shell element is transformed to 
local and reduced in the shell normal direction and transformed 
back to the global direction.
IF (IFLAG .EQ. 4) THEH
IF CPROPERC25,MATRL) .HE. 0.0) CALL DSHELL CIOUT, ICODE,
1 ELHUM, IHTGPH, IPG)
EHDIF
EHDIF




0 = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
C IHCLUDE (PROCESS)
SUBROUTIHE DSHELL (IDUT, ICODE, ELHUM, IHTGPH, IPG )
C
C = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = := = = := = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
C I
C I  PROGRAM 'DMATCS' EVALUATES THE STRESS-STRAIH STIFFHESS MATRIX
C I  FOR HOHLIHEAR IHELASTIC MATERIALS
C I
C l  C O M H O H  B L O C K S




IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A -H ,0-Z)
C . . .SWITCHES: REHUME=100:1 0 ,F0RHAT=9OO: 10 
C . . .SWITCHES:
C







C0MM0H/TRAHS/VK3) ,V 2(3) ,V3(3)
CQHMON/LAYERB/LTHICKO) , ZS ( 9 ) ,DCS (3 ,3 )  , HLAYRS,MATRL,LYHUM 
COMMOQ/IBPUTl/BIPXI,BIPETA,BIPSI,HIP, IBTCOD 
COMHOH/TSHEAR/AK1(5000,9),AK2(S000.9) . AFl(SOOO, 1 5 ,2 7 ) ,
$ AF2(SOOO,15,27)
DIMEDSIOH TEMPOS,6) ,D C(6,6) ,T5MP3(6,6)
IPOIHT = IHTGPB/(BIPXI*HIPETA)
IHDEX = IHTGPH -  IPOIBT*HIPXI*HIPETA 
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D C(3,5) = V3(2)*V3C3)
D C(1,6) = V1(1)*V1(3)
D C(2,6) = V2(1)*V2(3)
D C(3,6) = V3(1)*V3(3)
D C(4,4) = V1(1)*V2C2) + V 2C l)*V l(2)
DC(S,4) = V2(1)#V3(2) + V 3(1)*V 2(2)
DC(6,4) = V3(1)*V1(2) + V 1(1)*V 3(2)
DC(4,B) = V1(3)*V2(2) + V 2(3)*V 1(2)
DC<5,5) = V2(3)*V3(2) + V 3(3)#V 2(2)
DC(6,B) = V3(3)*V1(2) + V1(3)*V3C2)
DC(4,6) = V1(3)*V2(1) + V 2(3)*V 1(1)
DC(B,6) = V2(3)*V3(1) + V 3(3 )* V 2 (l)
DC(6,6) = V3(3)*V1(1) + V 1(3)*V 3(1)
C
C  TRAHSFORK DEP FROM GLOBAL TO LOCAL COORDIBATES BY USING THE
C transformation matrix DC.
C
DO 110 Kl = 1 , 6





EPS = 0.0001 
HN = 6
DETER = SIMUL(H»TEMP3»EPS,NN,IDUT)
IF  (DETER .EQ. 0 .0 )  THEN




DO 140 Kl = 1 , 6
DO 130 K2 = 1 , 6 
TEMPI = 0 .
DO 120 K3 = 1 , 6
TEMPI = TEMPI + TEMP3(K3,K1)*DEPCK3,K2)
120 CONTINUE




DO 170 Kl = 1 , 6
DO 160 K2 = 1 , 6 
TEMPI = 0 .
DO IBO K3 = 1 , 6
TEMPI = TEMPI + TEKP(K1.K3)»TEMP3(K3.K2)
ISO CONTINUE




C ---  The shell normal stiffness(local) is suppressed here
C
DO 210 1 = 1 , 6
IF  ( I  .EQ. 3) GO TO 200 
DO 190 J  = 1 . 6
IF ( J  .EQ. 3) GO TO 180





DO Kl = 1 , 6
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DEPO.Kl) = 0.0 
DEP(R1,3) = 0,0 
EBD DO
C









DEP(B.B) = DEPCB.S)«AFACTl 
DEP(6,6) = DEP(6,6)*AFACT2
IF (IPG .EQ. 1) RETURB
C
C  TRABSFORH DEP TO THE GLOBAL COORDINATES BY USIHG THE
C transformation matrix <DC.
c
DO 250 Kl = 1, 6
DO 240 K2 = 1, 6 
TEMPI = 0.
DO 230 K3 = 1, 6
TEMPI = TEMPI + DC(K3,K1)*DEP(K3,K2)
230 COHTIHUE




DO 280 Kl = 1, 6
DO 270 K2 = 1, 6 
TEMPI = 0.
DO 260 K3 = 1, 6
TEMPI = TEMPI + TEMP(K1,K3)*DC(K3,K2) 
260 COHTIHUE














C I SUBPROGRAM GAUSS STORES THE COORDIHATES XI AHD ETA OF THE
C I BUHERICAL IHTEGRATIOH FOISTS AHD THEIR VEIGHTIHG FUHCTIOHS
C I FOR THE FOUR POIHT AHD THE HIHE POIHT IHTEGRATIOH.
C I
C I HIP = HUMBER OF THE IHTEGRATIOH POIHTS
C I W(I) = WEIGTH FUBCTIOH
C I GCOORD(I) = COORDIHATES OF THE GAUSSIAH POIHTS
C I FROM THE HEGATIVE TO POSITIVE
C I
C ================================================ = = ===========





C SUBROUTINES AHD FUHCTIOHS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTINE 
C




IF (HIP .EQ. 1) THEH 
WCl) = 2.0DO 
GCOORD(l) = O.ODO
ELSE IF (HIP .EQ. 2) THEH 
W(l) = l.ODO 
W(2) = l.ODO
GCOORD(l) = -0.S773S0269189626D0 
GC00RD(2) = 0.S773S0269189626D0
ELSE IF (HIP .EQ. 3) THEH 
W(l) = S.0D0/9.0D0 
W(2) = 8.0D0/9.0D0 
W(3) = W(l)
GCOORD(l) = -0.774B96669241483D0 
GC00RD(2) = 0.
GC00RD(3) = 0.774S96669241483D0
ELSE IF (HIP .EQ. 4) THEH
W(l) = 0.3478S484S1374S4D0 
W(2) = 0.6B214B1B4862546D0 
W(3) = W(2)
H(4) = W(l)
GCOORD(l) = -0.861136311B940B3D0 
GCOORD(2) = -0.339981043S848B6DO 















C I THIS PROGRAM EVALUATES THE SHAPE FUNCTIONS, THEIR DERIVATIVES
C I WITH RESPECT TO THE NATURAL COORDIHATES, AHD THE WEIGHT
C I FUHCTIOHS AT EACH INTEGRATION POINT.
C I
C I ENTRY POINTS:
C I ISH2DG (FOR 2D ELEMENTS)
C I ISH3DG (FOR 3D ELEMENTS)
C I





C. . .SWITCHES: REHUHB=100:10,FOaKAT=900:10 
C...SWITCHES:
C
c SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTINE 
C
C GAUSS N2D IS0P2D ISHEXT ISÜP3D
C GAUSSL 
C
c ^ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * *
REAL*8 H,NXI,NETA.NSI,F,FXI,FETA.FSI.ASI.SI.LTHICK 




COMHON/LAYERB/LTRICKO) .ZS(9).DCS(3.3) .NLAYRS .MATRL.LYNUM 
DIMENSION F(20) .FXK20) ,FETA(20) ,FSI (20)
DIMENSION WXI(4),WETA(4),WSI(4),XI(4),ETA(4),SIP(4)
C
C  EVALUATE THE SHAPE FUNCTIONS AND THEIR DERIVATIVES WITH RESPECT
C TO THE ISOPARAMETRIC COORDINATES FOR TWO DIMENSIONAL ELEMENTS




C ----  GET THE ISOPARAMETRIC COORDINATES OF INTEGRATION POINTS
C
CALL GAUSS (NIPXI. WXI, XI)
CALL GAUSS (NIPETA, WETA, ETA)
NIP = NIPXI*NIPETA
C
C ----  HIP = TOTAL NUMBER OF INTEGRATION POINTS FOR THE ELEMENT
C  lETA = ROW NUMBER OF THE GAUSSIAN POINT FROM THE BOTTOM
C  IXI = COLUMN NUMBER OF THE GAUSSIAN POINT FROM LEFT
C
DO 110 lETA = 1, NIPETA 
DO 100 IXI = 1, NIPXI
C
C




CALL N2D (All, AETA, F, ITYPE, TERROR)
CALL IS0P2D (AXI, AETA, FXI, FETA, ITYPE, TERROR) 








C  EVALUATE THE SHAPE FUNCTIONS AND THEIR DERIVATIVES WITH RESPECT
C TO THE ISOPARAMETRIC COORDINATES FOR THREE DIMENSIONAL ELEMENTS
C AT EACH GAUSSIAN INTEGRATION POINT.
C
ENTRY ISH3DG (ITYPE, HHEL, TERROR)
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CALL GAUSS (BIPXI, WXI, XI)
CALL GAUSS (BIPETA, WETA, ETA)
CALL GAUSS (BIPSI, WSI, SIP)
WRITE(»,») ’ISH3DG EBTERED’
BIP = BIPXI*BIPETA»BIPSI 
I = BIPXI*BIPETA
DO 140 ISI = 1, BIPSI
DO 130 lETA = 1, BIPETA 
DO 120 IXI = 1, BIPXI
J = (ISI-1)*I + (IETA-1)»BIPXI + IXI 




RSTL0C(J,1) = AXI 
RSTL0C(J,2) = AETA 
RSTL0C(J,3) = AST
C**«*
CALL IS0P3D (AXI, AETA, ASI, F, FXI, FETA, FSI, ITYPE 
1 , TERROR)







C ----- EVALUATE THE SHAPE FUHCTIOHS ABD THEIR DERIVATIVES WITH RESPECT
C TO THE ISOPARAMETRIC COORDIHATES FOR THREE DIMEBSIOBAL SHELL
C ELEMEHTS AT EACH GAUSSIAH IHTEGRATIOH POIHT.
C
C
EBTRY ISHSHL (ITYPE, HHEL, TERROR)
C
IT = ITYPE - 100
CALL GAUSS (BIPXI, WXI, XI)
CALL GAUSS (BIPETA, WETA, ETA)
IF (HLAYRS .EQ. 1) CALL GAUSS (BIPSI, WSI, SIP)




DO 170 Kl = 1, 20 
FSI(Kl) = O.ODO 
170 COBTIHUE
C
DO 200 1ST = 1, BIPSI
DO 190 lETA = 1, BIPETA 
DO 180 IXI = 1, BIPXI
J = (ISI-1)*I + (IETA-1)*BIPXI + IXI 






CALL B2D (AXI, AETA, F, IT, TERROR)
CALL IS0P2D (AXI, AETA, FXI, FETA, IT, TERROR)
IF (HLAYRS .GT. 1) THEH
CALL GAUSSL (F, SIP, WSI, BBEL, 1ST, BIPSI)





RSTLOC(J.l) = All 
RSTL0C(J,2) = AETA 
RSTL0C(J,3) = ASI























DIHEHSIOH F(20) .WSK4) .SIP(4)
CALL GETLTK (HHEL. THICKE. ZSI. F. THICKL)
C
ZIISI = ZSI*2.0/THICKE 
LTKISI = THICKL*2.0/THICKE 
IF (HIPSI .EQ. 1) THEH 
IF (ISI .EQ. 1) THEH 
SIP(ISI) = ZIISI 
WSI(ISI) = 2.0'THICKL/THICKE 
EHDIF
ELSE IF (HIPSI .EQ. 2) THEH 
IF (ISI .EQ. 1) THEB
SIP(ISI) = ZIISI - (LTKISI/2.0)*0.5773S 
WSI(ISI) = THICKL/THICKE 
ELSE IF (ISI .EQ. 2) THEH
SIP(ISI) = ZIISI + (LTKISI/2.0)*0.B7735 
WSI(ISI) = THICKL/THICKE 
EHDIF
ELSE IF (HIPSI .EQ. 3) THEB 
IF (ISI .EQ. 1) THEH
SIP(ISI) = ZIISI - (LTKISI/2.0)*0.77469G6S9241483 
WSKISI) = (THICKL/THICKE) *S. 0/9.0 
ELSE IF (ISI .EQ. 2) THEH 
SIP(ISI) = ZIISI
WSKISI) = (THICKL/THICKE) «8.0/9.0 
ELSE IF (ISI .EQ. 3) THEH
SIP(ISI) = ZIISI + (LTKISI/2.0)*0.774696669241483 
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c ======================6 E T L A Y E R T H I C  K====================:
C
C IHCLUDE(PROCESS)







C SUBRDUTIHES ABD FUHCTIOHS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTIHE 
C









THICKE = 0.0 
THICKL =0.0 
ZSI = 0.0 
DO 100 K = 1, HHEL
ZSI = ZSI + F(K)*ZS(K)
THICKL = THICKL + LTHXCK(K)*F(K)












C SUBROUTINES AHD FUHCTIOHS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTIHE 
C














SI(J) = ASI 
100 COBTIBUE
C
C DO 99 IMH=1,HBEL
C WRITE(*,*) 'IBTGPH=\J,'IMH=',IMH, 'ISHEXT H', H(IMH,J)
C99 COHTIHUE
RETURH










C I  SUBPROGRAM ELHLIB CALCULATES THE SHAPE FUHCTIOHS AHD THE
C I  PARTIAL DRIVATIVES OF THE SHAPE FUHCTIOHS WRT THE LOCAL
C I  COORDIHATES 'X I ' ,  'ETA' AHD 'S I ' .
C I
C I  H (I) = SHAPE FUHCTIOHS OF THE ELEMEHT
C I  H X I(I) = PARTIAL DRIVATIVE OF 'H ' WRT 'X I '
C I  HETA(I) = PARTIAL DRIVATIVE OF 'H ' WRT 'ETA'
C I  H S I(I)  = PARTIAL DERIVATIVE OF 'H ' WRT 'S I '




C. . .SWITCHES: REHUHB=100:10,F0RHAT=900:10 
C . . . SWITCHES :
C









EHTRY IS0P2D(XI,ETA, HXI .HETA .ITYPE.lERROR)
C













IF (ITYPE .EQ. 219) THEH
C
C  DRIVATIVE OF SHAPE FUHCTIOHS FOR 9 HODES SEREHDIPITY
C ISOPARAMETRIC ELEMEHT.
C
CST = 9.DO/32.DO 
C13 = 1.DO/3.DO 
C23 = 2.DO/3.DO
HXI(B) = CST*(1.-ETA)*(9.*XI**2-2.«XI-3.)
HXK6) = CST* (1. -ETA) « ( (-9. *XI*»2)-2 . *XI+3. )
HXK7) = O.B*(l.-ETA**2)
HXI(8) = -XI*(1+ETA)
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H ÏIO )  = -O .B *(l.-ETA *»2)
B X K l) = B Ï I ( l )  -  O.S»DXI<9) -  C23»HXI(S) -  C13*HXI(6)
HXK2) = 11X1(2) -  O.B»HXI(7) -  C23*NXI(6) -  C13*HXI(B)
5X1(3) = 5X1(3) -  O .B *(5X I(7)+ 5X I(8))
5X1(4) = 5X1(4) -  O .B »(B X I(8)+5X I(9))
5ETi(B) = -C S T * (1 .-X I» * 2 )* (1 .-3 .* X I)
5ETA(6) = -C S T *(1 .-X I*»2)» (1 .+ 3 .*X I)
BETi(7) = -E I i* ( l .+ X I )
BETi(8) = O .B »(l.-X I*»2)
BETi(9) = -ETA*( 1 . -XI)
BETA(l) = HETA(l) -  O.B»BETA(9) -  C23*BETA(S) -  C13*BETA(6)
HETA(2) = BETA(2) -  O.B*BETA(7) -  C23*BETA(6) -  C13*BETA(B)
BETA(3) = BETA(3) -  O.B*(HETA(7)+BETA(8>)
NETA(4) = HETA(4) -  O.B*(HETA(8)+BETA(9))
ELBE
IF  (ITYPE .EQ. 204) GO TO 100
C
C  ADDITIOBAL TERMS FOR THE FIVE NODE ISOPARAMETRIC QUADRILATERAL
C ELEMENT.
C
NXI(B) = -X I*(1.-ETA )
HETA(B) = -O .B * (l.-X I* * 2 )
5X1(1) = 5X1(1) -  O.B*5XI(S)
5X1(2) = 5X1(2) -  O.B*BXI(B)
5ETA(1) = 5ETA(1) -  O.B*5ETA(B)
5ETA(2) = 5ETA(2) -  O.B«5ETA(B)
C
IF  (ITYPE .EQ. 205) GO TO 100
C
C -------  ADDITIONAL TERMS FOR THE EIGHT NODE ISOPARAMETRIC QUADRILATERAL
C ELEMENT.
C
5X1(6) = 0.5*(1.-ETA *»2)
5X1(7) = -XI*(1+ETA)
5X1(8) = -O.BO*(1.-ETA**2)
5ETA(6) = -d .+ X I)*E T A  
5ETA(7) = 0 .B *(1 .-X I**2)
5ETA(8) = -d .-X I)* E T A  
5X1(1) = 5X1(1) -  O.B*HXI(8)
5X1(2) = 5X1(2) -  O.B*5XI(6)
5X1(3) = 5X1(3) -  O .S *(5X I(7 )+ 5X I(6 ))
5X1(4) = 5X1(4) - O .E »(H X I(7)+5X I(8))
NETAd) = BETA(l) -  O.B»NETA(8)
5ETA(2) = 5ETA(2) -  O.B*NETA(6)
5ETA(3) = BETA(3) -  0 . B* (5ETA(7)+5ETA(6))
5ETA(4) = SETA(4) -  0 . B*(5ETA(7)+5ETA(8) )
C
IF  (ITYPE .EQ. 208) GO TO 100
C
C  ADDITIONAL TERMS FOR THE NINE NODE LAGRA5GIA5 ISOPARAMETRIC
C QUADRILATERAL ELEMENT.
C
5X1(9) = -2 .»X I»(1.-ETA **2)
5X1(1) = 5X1(1) + B X I(9 )/4 .
5X1(2) = 5X1(2) + 5 X I(9 ) /4 .
5X1(3) = 5X1(3) + 5 X I(9 ) /4 .
5X1(4) = 5X1(4) + 5X 1(9)/4 .
5XKB) = 5X1(5) -  5 X I(9 ) /2 .
5X1(6) = 5X1(6) -  5X 1(9)/2 .
5X1(7) = 5X1(7) -  5 X I (9 ) /2 .
5X1(8) = 5X1(8) -  5 X I (9 ) /2 .
5ETA(9) = -2.*ET A *(1.-X I*»2)
NETAd) = NETAd) + 5E TA (9)/4 .
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HET4(2) = NETA(2) + BETA(9)/4.
DETAO) = HETAO) + HETA(9)/4.
HETAC4) = HETAC4) + BETA(9)/4.
HETA(B) = BETA(5) -  HETA(9)/2.
HETA(6) = BETA(6) -  BETA(9)/2.
HETAC7) = BETAC7) -  BETA(9)/2.







EBTRY H2D ( I I ,  ETA. B, ITYPE, TERROR)
C
C  SHAPE FUBCTIOBS FOR 2D QUADRILATERAL ISOPARAMETRIC ELEMEHTS.
C
C
B ( l )  = 0 .2 B * (1 .-X I)* (1 .-E T A )
B (2) = 0 .2B »(1 .+ X I)»(1 .-E T A )
H O ) = 0 .2B *(1.+X I)»(1.+ET A )
H(4) = 0 .2B *(1 .-X I)*(1 .+ E T A )
C
IF  (ITYPE .EQ. 219) THEB
C
C ------  SHAPE FUHCTIOHS FOR 9 BODES SEREHDIPITY
C ISOPARAMETRIC ELEMEHT.
C
CST = 9 . DO/32.DO 
CIS = 1 . DO/3.DO 
C23 = 2 . DO/3.DO
B(B) = C S T *(1 .-E T A )* (1 .-X I* * 2 )* (1 .-3 .* X I)
B (6) = C S T *(1 .-E T A )*(1 .-X I»»2)*(1 .+ 3 .»X I)
B (7) = O .B * (l.+ X I)* (l.-E T A »*2)
B (8) = O .B »(l.-X I**2)*(l+E T A )
B (9) = O .B » (l.-X I)* (l.-E T A « * 2 )
B ( l)  = B ( l)  -  O.B*H(9) -  C23*B(B) -  C13»H(6)
H(2) = H(2) - O.B*B(7) -  C23*H(6) -  C13*B(B)
H O ) = B(3) -  O .B *(B(7)+B (8))
H(4) = B(4) - O .B*(H (8)+H (9))
ELSE
IF  (ITYPE .EQ. 204) GO TO 110
C
c ------  ADDITIOBAL TERMS FOR THE FIVE BODED SEREHDIPITY ELEMEHT
C
H(B) = O .B * (l.-X I* * 2 )* (l.-E T A )
B ( l)  = B ( l)  -  O.B»B(B)
H (2) = H(2) -  O.B*H(B)
IF  (ITYPE .EQ. 20B) GO TO 110
C
C ------  ADDITIOBAL TERMS FOR THE EIGHT BODED SEREHDIPITY ELEMEBT
C
B (6) = O .B *(l.+ X I)» (l.-E T A »»2)
B (7) = 0 ,B *(1 .-X I»*2)*(1 .+E T A )
H(8) = O .B * (l.-X I)* (l.-E T A » * 2 )
H ( l)  = H (l)  -  O.B*H(8)
B (2) = H(2) -  O.B»H(6)
B (3) = B(3) -  O .B *(B (7)+H (6))
B (4) = B(4) -  O .B »(B (7)+H (8))
IF  (ITYPE .EQ. 208) GO TO 110
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c  ADDITIOBAL TERMS FOR THE HIBE BODED LAGRABGIAB ELEMEBT
C
H (9) = ( l . - l ETA**2)*(1.-XI**2)
B ( l) = B ( l) + H (9 ) /4 .
H(2) = B(2) + H (9 ) /4 .
B (3) = H(3) + B (9 ) /4 .
B (4) = B(4) + H (9 )/4 .
B (6) = B(6) - B (9 ) /2 .
B (6) = B(6) - H (9 )/2 .
H(7) = H(7) - B (9 ) /2 .








C  SHAPE FUBCTIOBS AHD THEIR DERIVATIVES FOR THE 3D ISDP. EL.
C
EBTRY ISDP3D (X I, ETA, S I ,  H, HXI, BETA, H SI, ITYPE, TERROR)
C
C WRITEC*,») ’ ISDP3D EBTERED’
IF  (ITYPE .EQ. 308) THEB
C
DO 120 K = 1 ,  8
CALL ELMEXT (X I, ETA, S I , K, XIO, ETAO, SIO)
B(K) = .1 2 6 * ( 1 .+XIO)* ( 1 .+ETAO)« ( 1 .+SIO)
BXI(K) = .12B *(1.+ETA 0)*(1.+SI0)*X II(K )
BETA(K) = .12S*(1 .+X I0)*(1 .+SI0)»E TA I(K )
BSI(K) = .12B *(1.+X I0)»(1.+ETA 0)»SII(K )
120 COHTIHUE
C
ELSE IF  (ITYPE .EQ. 320) THEH
C
C HEXAHYDROH SOLID ELEMEBT
C SHAPE FUBCTIOBS ADD THIE DERIVATIVES FOR BODES 1 -8 .
C
DO 130 K = 1 ,  8
CALL ELMEXT (X I, ETA, S I ,  K, XIO, ETAO, SIO)
B(K) = .12S*(l.+X IO )*(l.+ETA O )»(l.+SIO )*(X IO +ETA O +SIO -2.) 
BXI(K) = .12B»(1.+ETAO)*(1.+SIO)*(2.*XIO+ETAO+SIO-1.)*XII( 
1 K)
BETA(K) = .1 2 6 * (1 .+XIO)«( 1 .+SIO )* (XIO+2. «ETA0+SI0-1. ) «ETAI 
1 (K)







C SHAPE FUBCTIOBS ABD THEIR DERIVATIVES FOR BODES 13-16 .
C
DO 140 K = 1 3 , 16
CALL ELMEXT (X I, ETA, S I ,  K, XIO, ETAO, SIO)
H(K) = .2B *(1.+X IO )*(1.+ET A O )*(1.-SI**2)
BXI(K) = .26*(1 .+ E T A 0)*(1 .-S I»*2)*X II(K )
HETA(K) = .2B *(1 .+ X I0)*(1 .-SI»*2)*E T A I(K )
BSI(K) = -O .B*(1.+ETAO)*(1.+XIO)*SI
C
C SHAPE FUBCTIOBS AHD THEIR DERIVATIVES FOR BODES 9 ,1 1 ,1 7 ,1 9 .
C
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CALL ELMEXT (X I, ETA, S I ,  K l, XIO, ETAO, SIO)
H(K1) = .2S *(l.-X I**2)*C l.+ E X A 0)*C l.+ S I0)
H X I(K l) = -0.6*(1.+ETA O )*(1.+SIO )*X I 
HETA(Kl) = .25*(1 .-X I**2)*(1 .+ S I0)*E T A I(K 1)
H S I(K l) = .25*(1 .+ E T A 0)*(1 .-X I**2)*S II(K 1)
C
C SHAPE FUHCTIOHS AHD THEIR DERIVATIVES FOR HODES 1 0 ,1 2 ,1 8 ,2 0 .
C
CALL ELMEXT (X I, ETA, S I , K2, XIO, ETAO, SIO)
H(K2) = .25*(1 .+X IO )#(1 .-E TA **2)*(1 .+SIO )
HXKK2) = .25*(1 .-E T A **2)*(1 .+ SI0)*X II(K 2)
HETA(K2) = -0 .5*(1 .+ % I0)*(1 .+ SI0)*E T A  
NSI(K2) = .25#(1 .-E T A #*2)*(1 .+ X I0)*S II(K 2)
IF  (Kl .EQ. 11) THEH 
Kl = 17 
K2 = 18
ELSE
Kl = Kl + 2 









C ======================== E L M E X T  =========— ============— ====
C
C INCLUDE (PROCESS)
SUBROUTIHE ELMEXT(XI,ETA, S I,K ,X I0 , ETAO,SIO)
C
c ===================================================================




C . . .SWITCHES: REHUMB=100:10,FORMAT=900:10 
C . . .SWITCHES:
C
C SUBROUTINES AHD FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTIHE 
C
C NO SUBROUTINES OR FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM THIS PROGRAM UNIT 
C
REAL*S XI,ETA,SI,XIO,ETAO,SIO 
C0MM05/ELLIB1/XII( 2 0 ) ,ETAI( 2 0 ) ,S I I (20)
C
C
XIO = XI#X II(K )
ETAO = ETA*ETAI(K)
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THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE JACOBIAB OF THE 
TRAHSFORHATIOH BETHEEB THE LOCAL COORDIHATES 
II AHD ETA AHD THE GLOBAL COORDIHATES I AHD Y 















IHTEGRATIOH POIHT HUMBER 
ELEMEHT HUMBER 
DETERMIHAHT OF THE JACOBIAH 
PARTIAL DERIVATIVE OF H(I) WITH RESPECT TO X
PARTIAL DERIVATIVE OF HCI) WITH RESPECT TO Y
PARTIAL DERIVATIVE OF HCI) WITH RESPECT TO Z
ERROR CODE FOR EXCESIVE ELEMEHT DISTORTIOH 
=1 HO ERROR
=-i EXCESIVE ELEMEHT DISTORTIOH (DETJAC<0) 
HUMBER OF HODES(SHAPE FUHCTIOHS) PER ELEMEBT
PARTIAL DERIVATIVE OF HCI) WITH RESPECT TO XI
PARTIAL DERIVATIVE OF HCI) WITH RESPECT TO ETA
PARTIAL DERIVATIVE OF BCD WITH RESPECT TO SI
BODE COORDIHATE X, IK=GLOBAL BODE HUMBER,
BODE COORDIHATE Y, IK=GLOBAL BODE HUMBER,
BODE COORDIHATE Z, IK=GLOBAL BODE HUMBER,
c I IXI = PARTIAL DERIVATIVE OF X WITH RESPECT TO XI
c I XETA = PARTIAL DERIVATIVE OF X WITH RESPECT TO ETA
c I ISI = PARTIAL DERIVATIVE OF X WITH RESPECT TO SI
c I VXI = PARTIAL DERIVATIVE OF Y WITH RESPECT TO XI
c I YETA = PARTIAL DERIVATIVE OF Y WITH RESPECT TO ETA
c I YSI = PARTIAL DERIVATIVE OF Y WITH RESPECT TO SI
c I ZXI = PARTIAL DERIVATIVE OF Z WITH RESPECT TO XI
c I ZETA = PARTIAL DERIVATIVE OF Z WITH RESPECT TO ETA








CHARACTER COMM'6, BUFFER'SO, BUFF'SO, CELEM'7






DATA ZERO/0. ODO/, CELEM/ ' ELEMEHT ' /
DIMEHSIOH V3C 3 )
SAVE ZERO,CELEM
EHTRY JACB2D (IHTGPH, HREL, HHEL, I ERROR,DETJAC)
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XXI = ZERO 
XETA = ZERO 









XXI = XXI + HXI(Kl,IHTGPH)*X 
XETA = XETA + HETA(Kl,IHTGPH)*X 
YXI = YXI + HXI(Kl,IHTGPH)*Y 
YETA = YETA + HETA(K1,IHTGPH)»Y 
100 COHTIHUE
C
DETJAC = XXI»YEIA - YXI'XETA 
DETJ = DETJAC
C
C ------  CHECK THE IHTEGRITY OF THE TRAHSFORHATIOH FROM ISOP. COORD.
C TO THE GLOBAL COORDIHATES
C
IF  (DETJAC .EQ. ZERO) THEH
WRITE (BUFFER, • )  CELEM, HREL 
CALL ERRORS (16 , 1 , 'JACB2D')
C
C ------  DETERMIHAHT OF JACOBIAH AS EVALUATED ABOVE WILL BE HEGATIVE IF
C BODE HUMBERIHG IS DOHE IH THE CLOCKWISE DIRECTIOH. TO HAVE
C COHSISTEHT TRAHSFORMATIOHS WITH RESPECT TO A 3-D SPACE THE
C DETERMIHAHT OF JACOBIAH IS MADE POSITIVE, HOWEVER HX AHD BY ARE
C EVALUATED USIHG THE HEGATIVE DETERMIHAHT SAVED IB DETJ VARIABLE.
C
ELSE IF  (DETJAC .LT. ZERO) THEH 





DO 110 K = 1 , HHEL
HX(K) = ( YETA*HXI(K, IHTGPH)-YXI'HETA(K, IHTGPH)) /DETJ 





EHTRY JACB3D (IHTGPH, HREL, HHEL, TERROR, DETJAC)
C
C WRITE(* ,» )  'JAC3D CALLED'
XXI = ZERO 
XETA = ZERO 
I S I  = ZERO 
YXI = ZERO 
YETA = ZERO 
YSI = ZERO 
ZXI = ZERO 





DO 120 Kl = 1 , HHEL
HODE = H0P(K1,HREL)
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X = XYZCl.BODE) 
y = XYZ(2,H0DE)
Z = XYZ(3,H0DE)
X II = XXI + HXI(K1,IHTGPH)»X 
XETA = XETA + HETiCKl ,IDTGPII)*X 
XSI = XSI + HSI(K1,I1!TGPII)»X 
YXI = YXI + HXI(K1,I1ITGPH)»Y 
YET4 = YETA + HETACKl ,IBTGP!I)»Y 
YSI = YSI + HSI(K1,IHTGPH)*Y 
ZXI = ZXI + DXI(K1,IHTGPH)*Z 
ZETA = ZETA + HETACKl,IDTGPH)*Z 
ZSI = ZSI + HSI(K1,IHTGPH)*Z 
120 CONTINUE
C
DETJAC = XXI«(YETA»ZSI-ZETA*YSI) -  YXI»(XETA»ZSI-ZETA*XSI) + ZXI*( 
1 XETA*YSI-YETA*XSI)
C
C ------  CHECK THE INTEGRITY OF THE TRANSFORMATION FROM ISOP. COORD.
C TO THE GLOBAL COORDINATES
C
IF  (DETJAC -EQ. ZERO) THEN
WRITE (BUFFER, *) CELEH, NREL 





DO 130 K = 1 , NNEL
HX(K) = ((YETA*ZSI-ZETA»YSI)*NXI(K,IHTGPN>-(YXI»ZSI-ZXI»YSI)*
1 NETA (K, INTGPH) + (YXI»ZETA-ZXI*YETA) *NSI (K, INTGPN) )/DETJAC
NY(K) = ((-(XETA*ZSI-ZETA*XSI)»NXI(K,INTGPH))+(XXI*ZSI-ZXI*XSI 
1 ) *HETA (K , INTGPH)- (XXI»ZETA-ZXI*XETA) •N SK K , INTGPN) ) /DETJAC
BZ(K) = ((XETA»YSI-YETA»XSI)»HXI(K,IHTGPD)-(XXI*YSI-YXI»XSI)*










ENTRY JACSHL (INTGPN, NREL, NNEL, THICK, DETJAC, V3, ISET, SIP)
C
C WRITEC»,») 'INTO JACSHL', >INTG.' , INTGPN,'NNEL', NNEL,’NREL',NREL,
C $ 'TH IC K ', THICK
XXI = ZERO 
XETA = ZERO 
XSI = ZERO 
YXI = ZERO 
YETA = ZERO 
YSI = ZERO 
ZXI = ZERO 
ZETA = ZERO 
ZSI = ZERO
C
XXII = ZERO 
XETAl = ZERO 
YXIl = ZERO 
YETAl = ZERO 
ZXIl = ZERO 
ZETAl = ZERO






C  FIHD THE DERIVATIVES OF I , Y AND Z WITH RESPECT TO THE
C ISOPARAMETRIC COORDINATES. ALSO EVALUATE THE NORMAL TO THE
C MID PLANE OF SHELL BY INTERPOLATING THE NODAL NORMALS THROUGH
C THE ELEMENT SHAPE FUNCTIONS. ISET=0
C
C IF  ISET=1 FIND NORMAL AT THE TOP OR BOTTOM SURFACE.
IF  (ISET .EQ. 0 ) VALUE = 0 .0  
IF  (ISET .EQ. 1) VALUE = 1 .0  
CONSTl = THICK»O.BDO 
C0NST2 = SIP*C0NST1 
C WRITE(*,») 'S I P ',S I P .  ' C0NST2' , C0NST2, ' CONSTl' , CONSTl
DO 140 Ml = 1 , NNEL
NODE = NOP(Kl.NREL)
I  = XYZd.NODE)
Y = IYZ(2,N0DE)
Z = %YZ(3,N0DE)
XXI = XXI + NXI (K1, INTGPN) * (X+VECK1 ,3  ,X1) «C0NST2 )
YXI = YXI + NXI(K1, INTGPN)* (Y+VECT(2,3,N1)*C0NST2)
ZXI = ZXI + NXI(XI, INTGPN)» (Z+VECT( 3 ,3 .X I) «C0NST2)
XETA = XETA + NETA(XI, INTGPN)* (X+VECT(1,3.X1)*C0NST2)
YETA = YETA + NETA(XI, INTGPN) * (Y+VECK2 ,3 .X I) «C0NST2)
ZETA = ZETA + NETA (X I. INTGPN) * (Z+VECTO. 3 . XI ) *C0NST2)
XSI = XSI + N(R1.INTQPN)*VECT(1.3.X1)*C0NST1
YSI = YSI + N(XI. INTGPN)*VECT( 2 . 3 . X I) «CONSTl
ZSI = ZSI + N(X1.INTGPN)*VECT(3.3 . X1)*C0NST1
C
C  EVALUATE TWO VECTORS TANGENT TO THE MID SURFACE (SI=0)
C THESE VACTORS ARE V1={XXI1.YXI1.ZXI1>. V2={XETA1. YETAl. ZETAl}
C
XXII = XXII + NXI (X I. INTGPN) * (X+VALUE*C0NST2»VECT (1 .3 . XI ) )
YXIl = YXIl + HXI(K1.IHTGPN)*(Y+VALUE»C0NST2*VECT(2.3.R1))
ZXIl = ZXIl + HXI(K1.INTGPH)*(Z+VALUE*C0NST2*VECT(3.3.X1)) 
XETAl = XETAl + NETA(XI. INTGPN) * (X+VALUE«C0NST2*VECT( 1 .3 .XI) ) 
YETAl = YETAl + NETA (X I. INTGPN) » ( Y+VALUE*C0BST2»VECT (2 .3 .  XI) ) 
ZETAl = ZETAl + BETA ( X I. INTGPN ) « ( Z+VALUE*C0NST2*VECT ( 3 .3 .  XI ) )
140 CONTINUE
C
C  EVALUTE THE CROSS PRODUCT OF VI ADD V2 TO FIND THE NORMAL
C VECTOR V3
C
V 3 (l)  = YXI1*ZETA1 -  YETA1*ZXI1 
V3(2) = ZXIl'XETAl -  XXI1*ZETA1 
V 3(3) = XXI1*YETA1 -  YXI1»XETA1 
IF  (ISET .EQ. 0) THEN
VBORM = DSQRT(V3(1)**2+V3(2)»«2+V3(3)»*2)
V 3 (l)  = V3(1)/VN0RM 
V3(2) = V3(2)/VN0RM 
V3(3) = V3(3)/VH0RH 
ENDIF
c
DETJAC = XXI*(YETA»ZSI-ZETA«YSI) -  YXI» (XETA»ZSI-ZETA»XSI) + ZXI*( 
1 XETA'YSI-YETA'XSI)
C
C -------  CHECR THE INTEGRITY OF THE TRANSFORMATION FROM ISOP. COORD.
C TO THE GLOBAL COORDINATES
C
IF  (DETJAC .LE. ZERO) THEN
WRITE (BUFFER. • )  CELEM. NREL 
CALL ERRORS (1 6 . 1 . 'JACSHL')






DO ISO K = 1, DUEL
HX(K) = ((YETA*ZSI-ZEIA*YSI)*BXI(K,IHTGPH)-(YXI*ZSI-ZXI*YSI)*
1 SETA(K,IHTGPH))/DETJAC
HY(K) = ((-(IETA»ZSI-ZETi*ISI)*HXI(K,IIITGPD)) + (XXI»ZSI-ZII»XSI 





SIX = (YXI*ZETA-ZXI*YETA)/DETJAC 
SIY = -(XXI»ZETA-ZXI«XETA)/DETJAC 




C ====================== S H B 0 R M =================
C
C IBCLUDE (PROCESS)
SUBROUTINE SHHORM (ELBUH,DO,BBEL,ITYPE, VI, V2, V3)
c I
c I P R O G ; R A H;
c I
c I SHKORM EVALUTES THE %_PRIME, Y.PRIME AND Z.PRIME DIRECTIONS
c I AT THE ELEHEQT BODES FOR GEBERAL SHELL ELEMENTS
c I
c I
c I A R G tI M E B T  L I S T
c I
c I ELBUM = ELEMENT NUMBER
c I HO = ELEMENT NODE NUMBER
c I HHEL = NUMBER OF NODES IN THE ELEMENT
c I ITYPE = ELEMENT TYPE
c I VI = VECTOR CONTAINING THE DIRECTION COSINES OF THE X-PRIHE
c I V2 = VECTOR CONTAINING THE DIRECTION COSINES OF THE Y-PRIME




C .. . SWITCHES ; REHUMB=100:10, F0RHAT=900:10 
C...SWITCHES :
c
C SUBROUTINES ADD FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTINE 
C








DIMENSION VI( 3 ),V2( 3 ),V3( 3 ),FXI(20),FETA(20)
C
IT = ITYPE - 100




CALL IS0P2D (AXI, AETA, FXI, FETA. IT , TERROR)
C
XXI = 0 .0  
XETA = 0 . 0  
XSI = 0 .0  
YXI = 0 .0  
YETA = 0 . 0  
YSI = 0 .0  
ZXI = 0 .0  
ZETA = 0 . 0  




C  EVALUATE TWO VECTORS TAHGEDT TO THE MID SURFACE (SI=0)
c  THESE VACTORS ARE V1={XXI, YXI,ZXI>, V2={XETA,YETA, ZETA}
C





XXI = XXI + FXI(K1)*X 
YXI = YXI + FXI(K1)*Y 
ZXI = ZXI + FXI(K1)*Z 
XETA = XETA + FETA(X1)»X 
YETA = YETA + FETA(K1)»Y 
ZETA = ZETA + FETA(K1)*Z 
100 COBTIBUE
C
C  EVALUTE THE CROSS PRODUCT OF VI AHD V2 TO FIHD THE HORHAL
C VECTOR V3
C
V3C1) = YXI*ZETA -  YETA'ZXI 
V3C2) = ZXI«XETA -  XXI'ZETA 
V3(3) = XXI»YETA -  YXI*XETA 
VBORM = DSQRT(V3(1)*»2+V3(2)»»2+V3(3)*»2)
V 3 (l) = V3CD/VBORM 




C -------- EVALUATE THE COMPLETE ORTHOBORHAL COORDIBATE SYSTEM.
C VI AHD V2 EVALUATED BEXT WILL BE DIFFEREHT FROM WHAT WAS
C PRIVIOUSLY DESCRIBED.
C





C =========================== E L I  B F 0 ========================
C
C IBCLUDE (PROCESS)
SUBROUTIHE ELIHFO(ELBUM, ITYPE,BBEL, IFLAG, ISTART.LIBES)
C I
C l  P R O G R A M  
C I
C I PROGRAM 'ELIBFO' EXTRACTS ELEMEBT IBFORMATIOH FROM THE ARRAY
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C I  'IB FO EL'.
C I
C I  A R G U H E H T  L I S T
C I
C I  ELBUM = ELEMEBT HUMBER PASSED BY THE CALLIHG RDUTIBE
C I
C I  ITYPE = ELEMENT TYPE PASSED TO THE CALLING ROUTINE
C I
C I  BBEL = NUMBER OF BODES IN THE ELEHNT PASSED TO THE
C I  CALLING ROUTINE
C I
C I  MATBUM = MATERIAL I .D . HUMBER FOR THE ELEMEBT PASSED TO THE
C I  CALLING ROUTINE
C I
C I  ISTART = STARTING POSITION OF THE LINE CONNECTIVITY DATA
C l  IN ARRAYS ' I S '  AND ' I E ' .
C I
C I  LINES = NUMBER OF LINES CONNECTING THE BODES WITHIN THE




C. . .SWITCHES: RENUMB=100:10,FORHAT=900:10 
C . . . SWITCHES :
C
C SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTINE 
C







COMMON/LAYERB/LTHICKO) , ZS (9) , DCS( 3 , 3 ) , NLAYRS ,MATRL, LYNUM 
DIMENSION THICKO)
EQUIVALEHCE(ITH.TH)
C WRITEC*,*) 'ELINFD CALLED’
C
C




BIT STORAGE ORGANIZATION FOR INFOELCl.ELNUM)
C BIT RANGE MAX. VALUE DESCRIPTION
c 0 -2 7 MATERIAL NUMBER
c 3 -8 63 NUMBER OF BODES IN THE ELEMENT
c 9 -1 7 511 ELEMENT TYPE NUMBER
c 1 8-20 7 ANALYSIS TYPE FLAG
c 2 1-23 7 INTEGRATION POINTS IN XI DIREC.
c 2 4 -2 6 7 INTEGRATION POINTS IN ETA DIREC
c
c
27-30 7 INTEGRATION POINTS IN ZETA DIR.
c
BIT STORAGE ORGANIZATION FDR INFOEL( 2 .ELNUM)
c BIT RAHGE MAX. VALUE DESCRIPTION
c 0 -7 255 INTEGRATION CODE
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c 8 -14 255 # .  OF LAYERS
c 15-16 3 IHTERHAL LAYER FLAG.
c 17-22 63 HUMBER OF LIHES COHHECTIHG HODES
c 23-29 128 STARTIHG PDSITIOH OF LIHE





c ------ TABLE OF IHTERHAL ELEHEHT TYPE HUHBERS
c TYPE HO. HO. OF BODES DESCRIPTIOH
c 204 4 LIHEAR ISOPARAMETRIC QUADRILATERAL
c 208 8 QUADRATIC ISOPARAMETRIC QUADRILATERAL
c 209 9 LAGRAHGIAH QUADRATIC ISOP. QUAD.
c 219 9 QUADRATIC TO QUBIC ISOP. QUAD.
c 308 8 LIHEAR ISOPARAMETRIC BRICK
c
c
320 20 QUADRATIC ISOPARAMETRIC BRICK
I  = IBFOELd,ELNUM)




ITYPE = IA N D (I,261632)/512




I  = INFOELCl.ELNUM)
I I  = INFOEL( 2 ,ELNUM)
NNEL = IA N D (I,S08)/8 
HATHUM = IANDCI.7)
N IPSI = 1/134217728
NIPETA = lANDCI,117440512)/16777216 
NIPXI = lA N D (I,14680064)/2097162 
INTCOD = IAHD(I1,2BB)
IDENT = INTCOD + NIPXI + NIPETA*10 + N IPSI'lO O  
NLAYRS = INT (ELLYFO (320 , ELNUM) )








THICK (4) = TH 
IF  (NNEL .GT. 4) THEN
THICK(B) = (THICK( 1 )+THICK(2 ))* 0 .5 0  
THICKC6) = (THICK(2)+THICK(3))»0.50 
THICKC7) = (THICK( 3 )+THICK(4 ) )* 0 .5 0  
THICK(S) = (THICK( 4 )+THICK(1 ) )* 0 .5 0
THICKO) = (THICK ( 1) +THICK (2 ) ) * 0 .2 5  + (THICK(3)+THICK(4) ) * 








SUBROUTINE LYINFO(ILAYER,LTHICK, ZS .MATRL, DCS, NNEL,




C.. .SWITCHES: REHUHB=100:10,FDRMAT=900:10 
C...SWITCHES:
c
C SUBROUTIHES AHD FUHCTIOHS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTIHE 
C






DIMEHSIOH LTHICKO) ,ZS(9) ,DCS(3,3)
C
IHDEX = 21«(ILAYER-1) + 1 
MATRL = ELLYFO (IHDEX,ELHUM)
LTHICK (1) = ELLYFO ( IHDEX+1, ELHUM)
LTHICK(2) = ELLYFO ( IHDEX+2, ELHUM)
LTHICK(3) = ELLYFO (IHDEX+3, ELHUM)
LTHICK(4) = ELLYFO ( IHDEX+4, ELHUM)
IF (HHEL .GT. 4) THEH
LTHICK(S) = (LTHICK(1)+LTHICK(2))*0.50 
LTHICK(6) = (LTHICK(2)+LTHICK(3))*0.60 
LTHICK(7) = (LTHICK(3)+LTHICK(4))»0.50 
LTHICK(a) = (LTHICK(4)+LTHICK(1))*0.50








IF (HHEL .GT. 4) THEH
ZS(B) = (ZS(1)+ZS(2))*0.B0 
ZS(6) = (ZS(2)+ZS(3))»0.B0 
ZSC7) = (ZS(3)+ZS(4))«0.B0 
ZS(8) = (ZS(4)+ZS(1))»0.B0
ZS(9) = (ZS(1)+ZS(2))*0.2B + (ZS(3)+ZS(4))«0. 2B 
EHDIF
C
DCS (1,1) = ELLYFO(IHDEX+9,ELHUM)
DCS(1,2) = ELLYFO (IHDEX+10, ELHUM)
DCS (1,3) = ELLYFO (IHDEX+11,ELHUM)
DCS (2,1) = ELLYFO (IHDEX+12,ELHUM)
DCS(2,2) = ELLYFO (IHDEX+13, ELHUM)
DCS (2,3) = ELLYFO (IHDEX+14, ELHUM)
DCS(3,1) = ELLYFO (IHDEX+1B, ELHUM)
DCS(3,2) = ELLYFO (IHDEX+IG, ELHUM)
DCS(3,3) = ELLYFO (IHDEX+17, ELHUM)
C
HIPXI = IHT ( ELLYFO ( IHDEX+18, ELHUM) )
HIPETA = IHT (ELLYFO (IHDEX+19 .ELHUM) )





C.. .SWITCHES: REHUMB=100:10,FORMAT=900:10 
C...SWITCHES:
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IF (SCFP .EQ. ’ ') THEH 
SCFP = ’HLRC3D.SCR’ 
ISCFP = 10
ELSE
DO 100 K = 1, 40
IF (SCFP(K:K) .EQ. 
ISCFP = K - 1 






SCI = SLASH//SCFP(1:ISCFP)/ 
SC2 = SLASH//SCFP(1 :ISCFP)/ 
SC3 = SLASH//SCFPC1:ISCFP)/ 
SC4 = SLASH//SCFP(1:ISCFP)/ 
ses = SLASH//SCFP(1:ISCFP)/ 
SC6 = SLASH//SCFP(1:ISCFP)/ 
SC7 = SLASH//SCFP(1:ISCFP)/ 
PLT = SLASH//SCFP(1:ISCFP)/ 
IHT = SLASH//SCFP(1:ISCFP)/ 
IHl = SLASH//SCFP(1 :ISCFP)/ 
IH2 = SLASH//SCFP(1:ISCFP)/ 
IH3 = SLASH//SCFPC1:ISCFP)/ 
IH4 = SLASH//SCFP(1:ISCFP)/ 
IHB = SLASH//SCFP(1:ISCFP)/ 
IH6 = SLASH//SCFP(1:ISCFP)/ 
IH7 = SLASH//SCFP(1:ISCFP)/ 
IHB = SLASH//SCFPC1:ISCFP)/ 
IH9 = SLASH//SCFP(1:ISCFP)/ 
IHA = SLASH//SCFP(1:ISCFP)/ 
IHB = SLASH//SCFP(1:ISCFP)/ 
IHC = SLASH//SCFP(1 :ISCFP)/ 
IHD = SLASH//SCFP(1:ISCFP)/ 
IHE = SLASH//SCFP(1:ISCFP)/ 
IHF = SLASH//SCFP(1:ISCFP)/ 
STY = SLASH//SCFP(1:ISCFP)/ 
STl = SLASH//SCFPC1:ISCFP)/ 
ST2 = SLASH//SCFP(1:ISCFP)/ 
AFK = SLASH//SCFP(1:ISCFP)/ 
SPG = SLASH//SCFP(1:ISCFP)/ 
SGI = SLASH//SCFP(1:ISCFP)/ 






































IF (OFH .HE. ' ') THEH 
OUT = SLASH//OFH 
CRK = SLASH//OFH 
ELSE
DO 120 K = 1, 40
IF (OFP(K:K) .EQ. ' ') THEH 
lOFP = K - 1 









IF (THERE) THEH 
VOL = ' '
ELSE
VOL = VOLSER 
EHDIF
CALL FILEIHF (I, 'RECFM', 'FB', 'LRECL', 240, 'VOLSER', VOL, 'TRK' 




IF (THERE) THEH 
VOL = ' '
ELSE
VOL = VOLSER 
EHDIF
CALL FILEIHF (I, 'RECFM', 'FB', 'LRECL', 240, 'VOLSER', VOL, 'TRK' 




IF (THERE) THEH 
VOL = ' '
ELSE
VOL = VOLSER 
EHDIF
CALL FILEIHF (I, 'RECFM', 'FB', 'LRECL', 240, 'VOLSER', VOL, 'TRK' 




IF (THERE) THEH 
VOL = ' '
ELSE
VOL = VOLSER 
EHDIF
CALL FILEIHF (I, 'RECFM', 'FB', 'LRECL', 240, 'VOLSER', VOL, 'TRK' 




IF (THERE) THEH 
VOL = ' '
ELSE
VOL = VOLSER 
EHDIF
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CALL FILEIHF (I, 'RECFM', 'FB', 'LRECL', 130, 'VOLSER', VOL, 'TRK' 
1 , 20, 'SECOHD', 40)
0PEHC16, STATUS='UHKDQWH', FILE=SC5)
IHQUIRE(FILE=SC6, EÏIST=THERE)
IF (THERE) THEH 
VOL = ’ '
ELSE
VOL = VOLSER 
EHDIF
CALL FILEIHF (I, 'RECFM', 'FB', 'LRECL', 130, 'VOLSER', VOL, 'TRK' 
1 ,20, 'SECOHD', 40)
0PEH(14, STATUS='UHKHQWH', FILE=SC6)
IHQUIRE(FILE=SC7, EXIST=THERE)
IF (THERE) THEH 
VOL = ' '
ELSE
VOL = VOLSER 
EHDIF
CALL FILEIHF (I, 'RECFM', 'FB', 'LRECL' 
1 , 20, 'SECOHD', 40)
OPEHdS, STATUS='UHKHDWH’, FILE=SC7)
130, 'VOLSER', VOL, 'TRK'
IHQUIRE(FILE=PLT, EXIST=THERE)
IF (THERE) THEH 
VOL = ’ '
ELSE
VOL = VOLSER 
EHDIF
CALL FILEIHF (I, 'RECFM', 'FB', 'LRECL', IS, 'VOLSER', VOL, 'TRK'
1 ,20, 'SECOHD', 40)
0PEH(17, STATUS='UHKHOWH', FILE=PLT)
IHQUIRE(FILE=OUT, EXIST=THERE)
IF (THERE) THEH 
VOL = ’ '
ELSE
VOL = VOLSER 
EHDIF
CALL FILEIHF (I, 'RECFM', 'FB', 'LRECL', 137, 'VOLSER', VOL, 'IRK' 
1 ,20, 'SECOHD', 40)
IF (IFLAG3.EQ.1 .AHD. THERE) THEH
0PEH(13, STATUS='OLD', FILE=OUT)
ICOUHT = 0 
140 COHTIHUE
READ (13, '(A80)’, EHD=1S0)
ICOUHT = ICOUHT + 1 
GO TO 140 
ISO COHTIHUE
BACKSPACE 13





IF (THERE) THEH 
VOL = ' '
ELSE
VOL = VOLSER 
EHDIF
CALL FILEIHF (I, 'RECFM', 'FB', ’LRECL', 80, 'VOLSER', VOL, 'TRK'
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1 , 40, 'SECOQD*, 50)
IF (IFLAG3.EQ.1 .ADD. THERE) THEH 
0PEN(20, STATU5='0LD', FILE=IDT)
160 COHTIHUE
READ (20, '(A80)*, EHD=170)







IF (THERE) THEH 
VOL = ' '
ELSE
VOL = VOLSER 
EHDIF
CALL FILEIHF (I, 'RECFM', 'FB', 'LRECL', 80, 'VOLSER*, VOL, 'TRK' 
1 , 40, 'SECOHD*, 50)
IF (IFLAG3.EQ.1 .AHD. THERE) THEH 
0PEH(21, STATUS='OLD*, FILE=IH1)
180 COHTIHUE
READ (21. '(ABO)', EHD=190)







IF (THERE) THEH 
VOL = ' '
ELSE
VOL = VOLSER 
EHDIF
CALL FILEIHF (I, 'RECFM*, 'FB', 'LRECL', 80, 'VOLSER*, VOL, 'TRK' 
1 ,40, 'SECOHD*, SO)
IF (IFLAG3.EQ.1 .AHD. THERE) THEH
0PEH(22, STATUS=*OLD*, FILE=IH2)
200 COHTIHUE
READ (22, *(A80)*, EHD=210)







IF (THERE) THEH 
VOL = ' »
ELSE
VOL = VOLSER 
EHDIF
CALL FILEIHF (I, 'RECFM', *FB*, 'LRECL*, 80, 'VOLSER', VOL, 'TRK' 
1 ,40, 'SECOHD*, 50)
IF (IFLAG3.Eq.l .AHD. THERE) THEH 
0PEH(23, STATUS=*DLD*, FILE=IH3)
220 COHTIHUE
READ (23, *(A80)*, EHD=230)
GO TO 220






OPED(23. STATUS='UHKHOJra‘, FILE=IH3) 
EBDIF
IHQUIRE(FILE=IH4, EXIST=THERE)
IF (THERE) THEH 
VOL = > '
ELSE
VOL = VOLSER 
EHDIF
CALL FILEIHF (I, 'RECFM', 'FB', 'LRECL', 80, 'VOLSER', VOL, 'TRK' 
1 , 40, 'SECOHD', 80)
IF (IFLAG3.EQ.1 .AHD. THERE) THEH
0PEH(24, STATUS:'OLD', FILE=IH4)
240 COHTIHUE
READ (24, '(ABO)', EHD=2B0)







IF (THERE) THEH 
VOL = ' '
ELSE
VOL = VOLSER 
EHDIF
CALL FILEIHF (I, 'RECFM', 'FB', 'LRECL', 80, 'VOLSER', VOL, 'TRK' 
1 ,40, 'SECOND', 50)
IF (IFLAG3.EQ.1 .AHD. THERE) THEH
0PEH(2B, STATUS:'OLD', fILE=IHB)
260 COHTIHUE
READ (2B, '(A80)', EHD:270)







IF (THERE) THEH 
VOL = ' '
ELSE
VOL : VOLSER 
EHDIF
CALL FILEIHF (I, 'RECFM', 'FB', 'LRECL', 80, 'VOLSER', VOL, 'TRK' 
1 ,40, 'SECOND', BO)
IF CIFLAG3.EQ.1 .AHD. THERE) THEH 
0PEH(26, STATUS:'OLD', fILE=IH6)
280 COHTIHUE
READ (26, '(A80)', EHD=290)










IF (THERE) THEH 
VOL = * »
ELSE
VOL = VOLSER 
ENDIF
CALL FILEIHF Cl, 'RECFM' , 'FB', 'LRECL', 80, 'VOLSER', VOL, 'TRK' 
1 , 40, 'SECOND*. 50)
IF (IFLAG3.EQ.1 .AND. THERE) THEN 
0PEBC27, STATUS='OLD', FILE=IN7)
300 CONTINUE
READ (27. *(A80)', END=310)








IF (THERE) THEN 
VOL = ' '
ELSE
VOL = VOLSER 
ENDIF
CALL FILEIHF (I. 'RECFM', 'FB', 'LRECL', 80, 'VOLSER', VOL, 'TRK' 
1 , 40, 'SECOND'. 50)
IF (IFLAG3.EQ.1 .AND. THERE) THEN
0PEN(28, STATUS='OLD', FILE=IN8)
320 CONTINUE
READ (28, '(ABO)', END=330)








IF (THERE) THEN 
VOL = ' '
ELSE
VOL = VOLSER 
ENDIF
CALL FILEINF (I, 'RECFM', 'FB', 'LRECL', 80, 'VOLSER*. VOL, 'TRK' 
1 , 40, 'SECOND', 50)
IF (IFLAG3.EQ.1 .AND. THERE) THEN
0PENC29, STATUS='OLD', FILE=IN9)
340 CONTINUE
READ (29, '(A80)', END=350)








IF (THERE) THEN 
VOL = ' '
ELSE
VOL = VOLSER
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EHDIF
CALL FILEIHF (I, 'RECFM'. 'FB', 'LRECL', 80, 'VOLSER', VOL, 'TRK' 
1 ,40, 'SECOHD', 50)
IF (IFLAGS.EQ.l .AHD. THERE) THEH 
0PEHC30, STATUS='DLD', FILE=IHA)
360 COHTIHUE
READ (30, ’(A80)', EHD=370)







IF (THERE) THEH 
VOL = ' '
ELSE
VOL = VOLSER 
EHDIF
CALL FILEIHF (I, 'RECFM', 'FB', 'LRECL', 80, 'VOLSER', VOL, 'TRK' 
1 ,40, 'SECOHD', 50)
IF (IFLAG3.EQ.1 .AHD. THERE) THEH 
0PEH(31, STATUS:'OLD', FILE=IHB)
380 COHTIHUE
READ (31, '(ABO)', EHD=390)







IF (THERE) THEH 
VOL : ' '
ELSE
VOL = VOLSER 
EHDIF
CALL FILEIHF (I, 'RECFM', 'FB', 'LRECL', 80, 'VOLSER', VOL, 'TRK' 
1 , 40, 'SECOHD', 50)
IF (IFLAG3.EQ.1 .AHD. THERE) THEH 
0PEB(32, STATUS:'OLD', FILE:IHC)
400 COHTIHUE
READ (32, '(ABO)', EHD=410)







IF (THERE) THEH 
VOL : ' '
ELSE
VOL : VOLSER 
EHDIF
CALL FILEIHF (I, 'RECFM', 'FB', 'LRECL', 80, 'VOLSER', VOL, 'TRK' 
1 , 40, 'SECOHD', 50)
IF (IFLAG3.EQ.1 .AHD. THERE) THEH 
0PEH(33, STATUS:'OLD', FILE:IHD)
420 COHTIHUE
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READ (33, ‘(A80)’, EHD=430)







IF (THERE) THEH 
VOL = ' '
ELSE
VOL = VOLSER 
EHDIF
CALL FILEIHF (I, 'RECFM', 'FB', 'LRECL', 80, 'VOLSER'. VOL, 'TRK' 
1 ,40, 'SECOHD', BO)
IF (IFLAG3.EQ.1 .AHD. THERE) THEH 
0PEH(34, STATUS:'OLD', FILE:IHE)
440 COHTIHUE
READ (34, '(A80)', EHD:450)







IF (THERE) THEH 
VOL = ' '
ELSE
VOL : VOLSER 
EHDIF
CALL FILEIHF (I, 'RECFH', 'FB', 'LRECL', 80, 'VOLSER', VOL, 'TRK' 
1 ,40, 'SECOHD', BO)
IF (IFLAG3.E0.1 .AHD. THERE) THEH
0PEH(3S, STATUS:'OLD', FILE=IHF)
460 COHTIHUE
READ (3B, '(A80)', EHD:470)




OPEHOS, STATUS:'UHKHOWH ', FILE:IHF)
EHDIF
IHQUIRE(FILE=STY, EXIST=THERE)
IF (THERE) THEH 
VOL : ' '
ELSE
VOL : VOLSER 
EHDIF
CALL FILEIHF (I, 'RECFM', 'VS'
1 ,100, 'SECOHD', 100, 'BLKSIZE', 32760)
OPEH(BO, STATUS:'UHKHOWH', FILE=STY)
LRECL', -1, 'VOLSER', VOL, 'TRK'
IHQUIRE(FILE=ST1, EXIST=THERE)
IF (THERE) THEH 
VOL : ' '
ELSE
VOL : VOLSER 
EHDIF
CALL FILEIHF (I, 'RECFM', 'VS', 'LRECL', -1, 'VOLSER', VOL, 'TRK'
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1 , 100, ’SECOHD’, 100, ’BLKSIZE’, 32760)
OPEH(60, STATUS»’UHKHOWH’, FILE=ST1)
IHQUIRE(FILE=ST2, EXIST=THERE)
IF (THERE) THEH 
VOL = ’ ’
ELSE
VOL = VOLSER 
EHDIF
CALL FILEIHF (I, ’RECFM’, ’VS’, ’LRECL’, -1, ’VOLSER’, VOL, ’TRK’ 
1 , 100, ’SECOHD’, 100, ’BLKSIZE’, 32760)
0PEH(61, STATUS»’UHKHOWH’, FILE=ST2)
IBqUIRE(FILE=AFK, EXIST=THERE)
IF (THERE) THEH 
VOL = ’ ’
ELSE
VOL = VOLSER 
EHDIF
CALL FILEIHF (I, ’RECFM’, ’VS’, ’LRECL’, -1, ’VOLSER’, VOL, ’TRK’ 
1 , 100, ’SECOHD’, 100, ’BLKSIZE’, 32760)
0PEH(62, STATUS»’UHKHOWH’, FILE=AFK)
IHQUIRE(FILE»SPG, EXIST=THERE)
IF (THERE) THEH 
VOL = ’ ’
ELSE
VOL = VOLSER 
EHDIF
CALL FILEIHF (I, ’RECFH’, ’VS’, ’LRECL’, -1, ’VOLSER’, VOL, ’TRK’ 
1 , 100, ’SECOHD’, 100, ’BLKSIZE’, 32760)
OPEH(80, STATUS»’UHKHOWH’, FILE»SPG)
IHQUIRE(FILE=SG1, EXIST=THERE)
IF (THERE) THEH 
VOL » ’ ’
ELSE
VOL » VOLSER 
EHDIF
CALL FILEIHF (I, ’RECFM’, ’VS’, ’LRECL’, -1, ’VOLSER’, VOL, ’TRK’ 
1 , 100, ’SECOHD’, 100, ’BLKSIZE’, 32760)
OPEH(70, STATUS»’UHKHOWH’, FILE»SG1)
IHqUIRE(FILE=SG2, EXIST=THERE)
IF (THERE) THEH 
VOL = ’ ’
ELSE
VOL » VOLSER 
EHDIF
CALL FILEIHF (I, ’RECFM’, ’VS’, ’LRECL’, -1, ’VOLSER’, VOL, ’TRK’ 
1 , 100, ’SECOHD’, 100, ’BLKSIZE’, 32760)
0PEH(71, STATUS»’UHKHOWH’, FILE=SG2)
IHqUIRE(FILE»CKl, EXIST»THERE)
IF (THERE) THEH 
VOL = ’ ’
ELSE
VOL = VOLSER 
EHDIF
CALL FILEIHF (I, ’RECFM’, ’FB’, ’LRECL’, 80, ’VOLSER’, VOL, ’TRK’ 
1 ,40, ’SECOHD’, SO)
IF (IFLAG3.Eq.l .AHD. THERE) THEH 
0PEH(72, STATUS»’OLD’, FILE»CK1)
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480 COBTIBUE
READ (72, ><A80)’, EBD=490)








IF (THERE) THEH 
VOL = > ’
ELSE
VOL = VOLSER 
EBDIF
CALL FILEIHF (I. 'RECFM', 'FB', 'LRECL', 137, 'VOLSER', VOL, 'TRK' 
1 , 100, 'SECOHD', 100)
IF (IFLAG3.EQ.1 .AHD. THERE) THEN 
OPEB(40, STATUS='OLD', FILE=CRK)
500 COBTIBUE
READ (40, '(ABO)', EHD=510)























































































































































c SUBROUTIHES AHD FUHCTIOHS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTIHE 
C
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c HD SUBROUTIHES OR FUHCTIOHS CALLED FROM THIS PROGRAM UHIT 
C
REAL*4 III, ETAI, SII, FMAG, DMAG, SHELLZ 
CHARACTER*80 GTITLE 
COMMOH/MAIHl/U(60000) , REl (60000)
C0MM0H/MAIH4/RE(60000)




C0MM0H/SKTR2/SHELLZ(3 , 10000) 
COMMOH/SAFE2/R(60000),IDOF(60000),JDIAG(60000) 
COMM0H/SAFE4/IRD0FC6OOOO), lUDOF (60000) 
COMMOH/PATH/EISTX(10,30) ,HISTY(10.30) .IPATH(IO) 










DO IJ = 1, 10
IPATH(IO) = 0 
DO KL = 1, 30
HISTXdJ.KL) = 0.0 
HISTY(IJ,KL) = 0.0 
EHD DO 
EHD DO
IPATH(l) = 2 
IPATH(2) = 2 
IPATH(3) = 2 
HISTX(2,1) = 1.0 
HISTY(2,1) = 1.0 
HISTX(2,2) = 1.0 
HISTY(2,2) = 1.0 
HISTX(3,1) = 0.0 
HISTY(3,1) = 0.0 
HISTX(3,2) = 1.0 
HISTY(3,2) =1.0
C
DO KP = 1, 40000 
MPCDOF(KP) = 0 
COEFMP(KP) =0.0 
ALAHB(KP) = 0.0 
EHD DO
DO KB = 1, 5000
MPCADR(l.KB) = 0 
MPCADR(2,KB) = 0 
EHD DO
DO K1 = 1, 10000 
lOHOD(Kl) = 0 






DO K1 = 1, 5000 
lOEL(Kl) = 0
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DO K2 = 1, 6
IHF0ELCK2,K1) = 0. 
END DO 
EHD DO
DO K1 = 1, 60000 
IDOF(Kl) = 0 
JDIAGCKl) = 0 
RCKl) = 0 .
U(K1) = 0.









DO K1 = 1, 12000 
IREP(Kl) = 0 










C l  P R O G R A M :
C I
C X IHPUT is the main input routine for HLRC3D. This program reads 
C I each record of the input file and extracts the command by
C I calling subroutine COHPRO. The extracted commands are then
C I processed appropriately.
C I 
C I
C l  O H  E B T R Y ;
C I
C I lOUT = output device number
C I 
C I
C l  O H  R E T U R H :
C I
C I IDOF = is the array containing the degree of freedom
C I information for each node.
C l  =1 ; degree of freedom is constrained (zero displ.)
C l  =0 ; degree of freedom is unconstrained
C I =-1; degree of freedom has a prescribed value and





C. ..SWITCHES: REHUMB=100:10,FORHAT=900:10 
C. ..SWITCHES:
C
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c SUBROUTIHES AND FUHCTIOHS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTIHE 
C
C EBORAS COHPRO lODISP lOCHST CHPROP lOLOAD
C SULOAD GRAPH! lOMATR IHAHDY HLPROP lOHIST














C ----  Common IHPUT7 is usod with e different organization in module
C SAFE. IT IS USED HERE FDR THE PURPOSE OF SAVIHG STORAGE FOR
C holding some temporary parameters. Its size should be














COHMOB/BOUHD2/XZL(6),XZR(6),YZB(6 ),YZT(6 ) 
COHMOB/IBPUTI/IHTFAC(BOO)
COHKOB/FILEl /KEEP, IDEL, SCFP. OFP, OFH, VOLSER 
COHMOB/COKP2/COMM,BUFFER,BUFF 










C  read one line of the input file and store in BUFFER
C
C
C . . . . initialize the output vector for elements/nodes 
c
LDEVli = 1 1  
BCURVE = 0 
LDCOBT = 0 
K1 = 0
MAXMPC = 5000 
IFLAG7 = 0 
HMPC = 0 
MPCPBT = 0
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IHCPTR = 1 
IFLAG3 = 0 
DO IK = 1, 5000
LAMIHA(IK.l) = 0.0 
LAHIHA(IK,2) = 0.0 
END DO 
110 CONTINUE
READ (LDEVll, '(A80)'» END=300) BUFFER
C
C   extract the first six characters of each command in the BUFFER
C and place all variables associated with each command in the
C internal file BUFF.
C
120 CONTINUE
CALL COMPRO <N, NVAR)
C
130 CONTINUE
IF (N .EQ. 0) THEN
ASSIGN 110 TO NEXT
ELSE
ASSIGN 120 TO NEXT 
ENDIF
C
IF (COMM .EQ. 'TITLE') THEN 
GO TO 150
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'COMHEN') THEN ! COMMENT LINE
GO TO 110
ELSE IF (COMM.EQ.'COORDI' .OR. COMM.EQ.'NODES') THEN 
GO TO 170
ELSE IF (COMM.EQ.'NODE* .OR. COMM.EQ.'JOINTS') THEN 
GO TO 170
ELSE IF (COMM.EQ. 'MEMBER' .OR. COMM.EQ. 'INCIDE') THEN 
GO TO 210 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'COSHEC') THEN 
GO TO 210 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'DISPLA') THEN
CALL lODISP (IDOF, NNDF, IDIH, H, ICOHH, LDEVll, lOUT)
IF (ICOMM .EQ. 1) THEN 
GO TO 130 
ELSE IF (ICOMM .EQ. 2) THEN 
GO TO 300
ELSE
GO TO 110  
ENDIF
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'CONSTR') THEN
CALL lOCNST (LAMINA, lOUT, TERROR, ICOHH)
IF (IFLAG3 .EQ. 0) CALL CNPROP (LAMINA, lOUT, lERROR)
IF (ICOMM .EQ. 1) THEN 
GO TO 130 
ELSE IF (ICOMM .EQ. 2) TEEN 
GO TO 300
ELSE
GO TO 110 
ENDIF
ELSE IF (COMM.EQ.'LOAD' .OR. COMM.EQ.'LOADS') THEN 
CALL lOLOAD (IDIM, N, NNDF, ICOMM, LDEVll, lOUT)
IF (ICOMM .EQ. 1) THEN 
GO TO 130 
ELSE IF (ICOMM .EQ. 2) THEN 
GO TO 300
ELSE
GO TO 110 
ENDIF
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ELSE IF (COMM.EQ.'SURFiC' .OR. COMM.EQ.’SU.LOD') THEH 
CALL SULOAD (IDIM, H, HDDF, ICOMM. LDEVll, lOUT)
IF (ICOMM .EQ. 1) THEH 
GO TO 130 
ELSE IF (ICOMM .EQ. 2) THEH 
GO TO 300
ELSE
GO TO 110 
EHDIF
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. ’GRAPHIO THEH 
READ (BUFF, •, EHD=290) IFPLOT 
CALL GRAPH! (H, ICOMM, LDEVll, lOUT)
IF (ICOMM .EQ. 1) THEH 
GO TO 130 
ELSE IF (ICOMM .EQ. 2) THEH 
GO TO 300
ELSE
GO TO 110 
EHDIF 
EHDIF
IF (COMM.EQ.'MATERI' .OR. COMM.EQ. 'MAT') THEH 
CALL lOMATR (H, ICOMM, LDEVll, lOUT)
IF (ICOMM .EQ. 1) THEH 
GO TO 130 
ELSE IF (ICOMM .EQ. 2) THEH 
GO TO 300
ELSE
GO TO 110 
EHDIF
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'STOP') THEH 
READ (BUFF, •, EHD=290) ISTOP 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'LIHEAR') THEH 
IFLAGl = 0 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'HDHLIH') THEH 
IFLAGl = 1 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'HOHSYM') THEH 
IFLAG2 = 1 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'SYMHET') THEH 
IFLAG2 = 0 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'RCPREP') THEH
CALL IHAHDY (PROPER, lOUT, lERROR, MATHUH)
IF (IFLAG3 .EQ. 0) CALL HLPROP (lOUT, lERROR, MATHUM) 
ELSE IF (COMM.EQ.'HISTOR' .OR. COMM.EQ.'HIST') THEH 
CALL lOHIST (lOUT, TERROR)
ELSE IF (COMM.EQ.'ELEMEH' .OR. COMM.EQ. 'ELEM') THEH 
CALL ELEMEH (H, ICOMM, LDEVll, TOUT, HHELEM)
IF (ICOMM .EQ. 1) THEH 
GO TO 130 
ELSE IF (ICOMM .EQ. 2) THEH 
GO TO 300
ELSE
GO TO 110 
EHDIF
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'FREEBO') THEH
CALL lOFREE (H, ICOMM, LDEVll, TOUT) 
IF (ICOMM .EQ. 1) THEH 
GO TO 130 
ELSE IF (ICOMM .EQ. 2) THEH 
GO TO 300
ELSE
GO TO 110 
EHDIF
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READ (BUFF, *, EHD=290) IDIH 
IF (IDIM .EQ. 3) THEH 
DHDF = 6
ELSE
HBDF = IDIM 
EHDIF
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'ITERAT') THEH 
READ (BUFF, *, EHD=290) MBIT 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'IHCREM') THEH 
LDCOHT = LDCOHT + 1
READ (BUFF, », EHD=290) HLIHCl(LDCOHT) 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'IHCREl') THEH 
READ (BUFF, *, EHD=290) HLIBC 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'ICKHTR') THEH 
READ (BUFF, *, EHD=290) ICKHTR 







ELSE IF (COMM .EQ.
READ (BUFF, », EHD=290) IHCPTR 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'FACLOV') THEH 
READ (BUFF, », EBD=290) FACLOV 
FAC = FACLOV 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ.
READ (BUFF, »,
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ.
IFLAG3 = 1 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'EXIT') TEED 
IFLAG7 = 1 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'OUTPUT') THEH 
CALL 10OUT (H, ICOMM, LDEVll)
IF (ICOMM .EQ. 1) THEH 
GO TO 130 
ELSE IF (ICOMM .EQ. 2) THEH 
GO TO 300
ELSE
GO TO 110 
EHDIF
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'IHTERF') THEH 
GO TO 260
ELSE
GO TO 140 
EHDIF 
GO TO HEXT 
140 COHTIHUE
IF (COMM .EQ. 'PAX') THEH
READ (BUFF, », EHD=290) LX(1,HCURVE) 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'PAY') THEH
READ (BUFF, », EHD=290) LY(1,HCURVE) 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'PBX') THEH
READ (BUFF, », EHD=290) LX(2,HCURVE) 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'PBY') THEH




READ (BUFF, », EHD=290) LY(3,HCURVE) 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'RBX') THEH
READ (BUFF, », EHD=290) LX(4,HCURVE) 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'RBY') THEH
READ (BUFF, », EHD=290) LY(4,HCURVE) 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'CURVE') THEH 
READ (BUFF, », EHD=290) HCURVE
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ.
READ (BUFF, », 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ.
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HCURVS = MAXOCHCURVE.BCURVS)
ELSE IF (COMB .EQ. 'IZL') THEB
READ (BUFF, •, EHD=290) ÏZL(HCURVE)
ELSE IF (COMB .EQ. 'IZR') THEB
READ (BUFF, *, EBD=290) IZR(BCURVE)
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. ’YZB’) THEB
READ (BUFF, *, EBD=290) YZB(HCURVE)
ELSE IF (COMB .EQ. ’YZT’) THEB
READ (BUFF, «, EHD=290) YZT(HCURVE)
ELSE IF (COMB .EQ. ’SCFP’) THEB 
READ (BUFF, *, EBD=290) SCFP 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. >OFP>) THEB 
READ (BUFF, «. EHD=290) OFF 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'OFHO THEB 
READ (BUFF, », EBD=290) DFB 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'VOLSERO THEB 
READ (BUFF, », EBD=290) VOLSER 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. ’KEEP') THEB 
KEEP = 1
ELSE IF (COMM.EQ.’DEL’ .OR. COMM. EQ.’DELETE’) THEB 
IDEL = 1
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. ’BEGIB’) THEB 
CALL FILES 
ELSE IF (COMB .EQ. ’CAEDS’) THEB 
READ (BUFF, », EBD=290) UBIVER
c changes 7/18
CALL CAEDS (IDOF, U, R, TOUT, UBIVER)
ELSE




C  read the title cards from input file and echo into output files
C
ISO COBTIHUE
READ (BUFF, », EBD=290) HUMBER 
DO 160 K = 1, HUMBER
READ (LDEVll, ’(ABC)’) TITLE 




C ---  read and generate the nodal coordinates
C
170 COBTIHUE 
1 =  0
READ (BUFF, », EHD=290) BRODES 
IBO COBTIHUE
READ (LDEVll, ») K, (DUMMY(IDIR), IDIR = 1, IDIM), IHCR
C
C  Set bit 10 of ISPB to 1 to indicate that the position of the







1 =  1 +  1
IF (IHCR .EQ. 0) GO TO 200 
H = (K-KD/IHCR 
DX = (XYZ(1,K)-XYZ(1,K1))/H 
DY = (XYZ(2,K)-XYZ(2,K1))/H
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DZ = (XYZ(3,K)-XYZ(3,K1))/H
K2 = K - IHCR
DO 190 J = Kl, K2, IHCR
ISPB(J) = IBSET(ISPB(J).10)
HI = (J-KD/IHCR 
XYZ(l.J) = XYZ(l.Kl) + Hl+DX
XYZ(2,J) = XYZ(2,K1) + Bl*DY
XYZ(3,J) = XYZ(3,K1) + H1*DZ
1 =  1 +  1 
190 COBTIHUE 
1 =  1 - 1  
200 COBTIHUE 
K1 = K




C ----  read and generate the element connectivity
C
210 COBTIHUE 
1 =  0
READ (BUFF, EBD=290) BELEM 
220 COHTIBUE
READ (LDEVll. *(A80)>, EBD=300) BUFFER 
READ (BUFFER, •) K 
BNEL = BBELEH(R)
IF (BHEL .LE. 0) CALL ERRORS (11, 1. 'IHPUT ')
READ (BUFFER, *) K, (BOP(HODE,K), BODE = 1, BHEL), IHCR 
1 =  1 +  1
C
C  Set bit 20 of ISPB to 1 to indicate that the connectivity for
C the node has been defined.
C
ISPB(K) = IBSET(ISPB(K),20)
IF (IHCR .EQ. 0) THEB 
K1 = K
ELSE
K2 = (K-KD/IHCR 
DO 230 BODE = 1, BHEL
H(HDDE) = (BDP(H0DE,K)-H0P(B0DE,K1))/K2 
230 COBTIHUE
C
DO 250 lELEH = K1 + IHCR, K - IHCR, IHCR 
1 =  1 +  1
lELEMl = lELEM - IHCR 
ISPB(IELEH) = IBSETdSPB(IELEM) ,20)
DO 240 BODE = 1, BHEL




IF (I .LT. BELEM) GO TO 220 
GO TO BEXT
C
C  read and generate the interface nodes
C
260 COBTIHUE 
1 =  0
READ (BUFF, *, EBD=290) HIHODE 
270 COHTIBUE
READ (LDEVll, •) K, IHCR 
IF (IHCR .EQ. 0) THEH 
1 =  1 +  1




ISTART = IHTFAC(I) + IBCR 
lEHD = K
D O 280 J = ISTART, lEHD, IBCR 
1 =  1 +  1 
IHTFACCI) = J 
280 COBTIHUE 
EBDIF

















C l  P R O G R A M :
C I
C I lODISP reads and stores the nodal displacements in either the
C I global or the local coordinate system.
C I 
C I
C l  o n  E H T R Y :
C I
C I BBDF = number of nodal degrees of freedom
C I IDIM = physical dimension of the problem (i.e. 2D or 3D)
C l  B = 0; buffer contains no additional commands
C l  1; Buffer centaines at least one additional command
C I LDEVll = unit number for the input file
C I lOUT = unit number for the output file
C I 
C I
C l  O B  R E T U R H :
C I
C I IDOF = array containing the nodal restraint information for
C I each degree of freedom.
C l  =1; D.O.F. restrained with zero displacement or rot.
C I =0; D.O.F. is free
C I =-1; D.O.F. is restrained uith non zero displacements
C I
C l  B = 0 ; buffer contains no additional commands
C l  1; Buffer centaines at least one additional command
C I
C I ICOKH = identifies the action to be taken ehen control is
C I returned to the calling routine .
C l  =0 ; read the next input line
C l  =1; The current command was not resolved by lODIS.
C I Calling routine should process this command
C I =2; end of file is reached, do not try to read any
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IMPLICIT REAL*S (A-H.O-Z)
C . . .SWITCHES: REHUMB=100:10,FORMAT=900:10 
C . . .SWITCHES:
C
C SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTINE 
C
















IRCORD = 0 
IDCORD = 0 
ICOMM = 0 
ITIME = 0 
ISTART = 0 
lEND = 0 
INTR = 0
C
IF (N .NE. 0) GO TO 110 
100 CONTINUE
READ (LDEVll, '(A80)', END=210) BUFFER 
110 CONTINUE
CALL COMPRO (N, HVAR)
C
120 CONTINUE
IF (COMM.EQ.'NODE' .OR. COMM.EQ.'NODES') THEN 
IF (ITIME .EQ. 1) THEN 
ASSIGN 130 TO NEXT 
GO TO 180 
ENDIF 
130 CONTINUE
READ (BUFF, *, END=160) ISTART 
ITIME = 1 
lEND = ISTART 
INTR = 1
DO 140 K1 = 1, HNDF 
D(K1) = 0. 
lUD(Kl) = 0 
IDO(Kl) = 0 
140 CONTINUE
C
C — IDCORD is the flag for the translation coordinate definition. 
C = 0; a local coordinate system is not defined
C = 1; a local coordinate system is defined
C ---  IRCORD is the flag for the rotational coordinate definition.
C = 0; a local coordinate system is not defined
C = 1 ; a local coordinate system is defined
C
IRCORD = 0 
IDCORD = 0
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ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. ’TO') THEH 
READ (BUFF, », EHD=160) lEHD 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. ’EY’) THEH 
READ (BUFF, », EHD=160) IHTR 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. >DI’) THEH 
READ (BUFF, », EHD=160) D(l) 
IF (D(l) .EQ. 0.) THEH 
IDO(l) = 1
ELSE
IDO(l) = -1 
EHDIF
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. ’DY’) THEH 
READ (BUFF, », EHD=160) D(2) 
IF (D(2) .EQ. 0.) THEH 
ID0(2) = 1
ELSE
ID0(2) = -1 
EHDIF
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. ’DZ’) THEH 
READ (BUFF, », EHD=160) D(3) 
IF (D(3) .EQ. 0.) THEH 
ID0(3) = 1
ELSE
ID0(3) = -1 
EHDIF
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. ’RX’) THEH
READ (BUFF, », EHD=160) D(4) 
IF (D(4) .EQ. 0.) THEH 
ID0(4) = 1
ELSE
ID0(4) = -1 
EHDIF
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. ’RY’) THEH
READ (BUFF, », EHD=160) D(S) 
IF (D(B) .EQ. 0.) THEH 
IDO(B) = 1
ELSE
IDO(S) = -1 
EHDIF
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. ’RZ’) THEH
READ (BUFF, », EHD=160) D(6 )
IF (D(6 ) .EQ. 0.) THEH 
ID0(6) = 1
ELSE
ID0(6) = -1 
EHDIF
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. ’EDI’) THEH
READ (BUFF, », EHD=160) lUD(l) 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. ’HDY’) THEH
READ (BUFF, », EHD=160) IUD(2) 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. ’HDZ’) THEH
READ (BUFF, », EHD=160) IUD(3) 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. ’HR!’) THEH
READ (BUFF, », EHD=160) IUD(4) 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. ’HRY’) THEH
READ (BUFF, », EHD=160) lUD(B) 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. ’HRZ’) THEH
READ (BUFF, », EHD=160) IUD(6 ) 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. ’EHD’) THEH 
ICOMM = 0 
ASSIGH ISO TO HEXT 
GO TO 180




ELSE IF (COKH .EQ. 'COGRDIO THEH










IRCORD = 1 
IDCORD = 1
IF (ICOMM .EQ. 1) THEH 
GO TO 120 
ELSE IF (ICOKH .EQ. 2) THEH 
ASSIGH 210 TO BEXT 
GO TO 180
ELSE
GO TO 100 
EBDIF
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'DCOORD') THEB
CALL IDCORD (IDIM, B, ICOMM, LDEVll, lOUT, XAX, YAX, ZAX) 
IDCORD = 1
IF (ICOMM .EQ. 1) THEH 
GO TO 120 
ELSE IF (ICOMM ,EQ. 2) THEB 
ASSIGB 210 TO BEXT 
GO TO 180
ELSE
GO TO 100 
EBDIF
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'RCOORD') THEH
CALL lOCORD (IDIM, H, ICOMM, LDEVll, lOUT, XAXR, YAXR, ZAXR) 
IRCORD = 1
IF (ICOMM .EQ. 1) THEB 
GO TO 120 
ELSE IF (ICOMM .EQ. 2) THEH 
ASSIGB 210 TO HEXT 
GO TO 180
ELSE
GO TO 100 
EHDIF
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'COMMEB') THEH 
GO TO 100 
ELSE
ICOMM = 1
ASSIGH 210 TO HEXT 
GO TO 180 
EHDIF
GO TO 170 
160 COBTIHUE
CALL ERRORS (3, 1, 'lODISP')
170 COBTIHUE









DO 200 Kl = ISTART, lEHD, IHTR
C




DO 190 IDIR = 1, NHDF 
ID = IDl + IDIR
IF (D(IDIR) .HE. 0.) U(ID) = D(IDIR)
IF CIUD(IDIR) .HE. 0.) lUDOF(ID) = lUD(IDIR)
IF (lUD(IDIR) .EQ. 0.) lUDDFCID) = 3 
IF (IDOCIDIR) .HE. 0) IDDF(ID) = IDO(IDIR)
190 COHTIBUE
C
C ----- ISPBC k ) identifies whether any coordinate systems have been
C defined for the nodal displacements and rotations. It also
C stores information on the sign of the third direction cosine
C of each coordinate axis.
C BIT 0 local coordinate system for translations
C BIT 1 local coordinate system for rotations is defined
C BIT 2 0; shell rotations in local shell coordinate system
C 1; shell rotations in global coordinate system.
C BIT 3 sign bit for the third direction cosine of the
C local translation X-axis (0=+,!=-).
C BIT 4 sign bit for the third direction cosine of the
C local translation Y-axis (0=+,!=-).
C BIT S sign bit for the third direction cosine of the
C local rotation X-axis (0=+,l=-).
C BIT 6 sign bit for the third direction cosine of the
C local rotation Y-axis (0=+,!=-).
C BIT 7 sign bit for the third direction cosine of the
C shell rotation Z-axis (0=+,!=-).
C
IF (IDCORD .EQ. 1) THEH
ISP = BTESTdSPB(Kl) ,0)
IF (ISP) THEH
CALL ERRORS (4, 0, ’lODISPO
ELSE







C  set the sign bits for the third direction cosines of the
C of the local translation x and y axes.
c
IF (XAX(3) .LT. 0.) ISPBCKl) = ISPB(Kl) + 8  
IF (YAXC3) .LT. 0.) ISPB(Kl) = ISPB(Kl) + 16 
EHDIF
C
IF (IRCORD .EQ. 1) THEH
ISP = BTESTCISPBCKD.I)
IF (ISP) THEH
CALL ERRORS (4, 0, 'lODISP')
ELSE
ISPBCKl) = ISPBCKl) + 2 
EHDIF
XAXIS(3,K1) = XAXRC3)






C  set the sign bits for the third direction cosines of the
C of the local rotation x and 7 axes.
C
IF (XAXR(3) .LT. 0.) ISPBCKl) = ISPBCKl) + 32 










c ======================== I 0 C D R D ======================
C
C INCLUDE CPROCESS)
SUBROUTINE lOCORDClDIM,N.ICOHM,LDEVll ,IOUT,XAX, YAX.ZAX)
C
C I
C l  P R O G R A M :
C I




C l  O N  E N T R Y :
C I
C I IDIM = physical dimension of the problem (i.e. 2D or 3D)
C l  B = 0 ; buffer contains no additional commands
C l  1; Buffer centaines at least one additional command
C I LDEVll = unit number for the input file
C I lOUT = unit number for the output file
C I 
C I
C l  O N  R E T U R N :
C I
C l  N = 0; buffer contains no additional commands
C l  1; Buffer centaines at least one additional command
C I
C I ICOMM = identifies the action to be taken vhen control is
C I returned to the calling routine .
C I =0 ; read the next input line
C l  =1 ; The current command was not resolved by lODIS.
C I Calling routine should process this command
C l  =2 ; end of file is reached, do not try to read any
C I more lines.
C I
C I XAXCi) = single percision direction cosines of the X-axis
C I
C I YAXCi) = single percision direction cosines of the Y-axis
C I





C. . .SWITCHES: RENUHB=100:10,FORMAT=900:10
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c . . .SWITCHES:
C»*.
C
c  SUBROUTINES AHD FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTINE 
C








DIMENSION 1 1 (3 )  ,Y 1(3) ,Z 1(3) ,XZ(3) ,ÏY (3 ) ,YZ(3)
DIMENSION V ECTC3,6),PERM (3,3),ISTART(6),IEND (6),ID (6)
DIMENSION C00RD1(3,6) ,C00RD2(3,6) ,IA I(3 )  ,YAX(3) ,ZAX(3) 
EQUIVALENCE (VECT(1,1 )  ,11 (D) , (VECTCl ,2 )  ,Y 1 (1 )) , (VECTCl ,3 ) .  Z1 (1) ) 
EQUIVALENCE (VECTCl,4) ,XY(1)) ,  (VECTCl ,B) ,Y Z (1)) , (VECTCl,6) ,XZ(1)) 
DATA P E R M /0 . , - 1 . ,1 . ,1 . ,0 .  , - 1 . , - 1 . , 1 . , 0 . /
C
ICOMM = 0 




DO 100 K2 = 1 , 6 
ID(K2) = 0 
ISTARTCK2) = 0 
IENDCK2) = 0 
VECTCl,K2) = O.DO 
VECT(2,K2) = O.DO 
VECT(3,K2) = O.DO 
100 CONTINUE
C
C  IVEC = 0; ohen vectors are defined by components
C GE 0; when vectors are defined by FROM n TO m option
C
IF  (N .NE. 0 ) GO TO 120 
110 CONTINUE
READ (LD EV ll, ' (A 80)>, END=130) BUFFER 
120 CONTINUE
CALL COMPRO (N, HVAR)
C
IF  (IVEC .GT. 0 ) THEH
IF  (COMM .EQ. 'FROM') THEN 
IF  (HVAR .EQ. 1) THEH
READ (BUFF, • )  ISTART(IVEC)
ELSE IF  (HVAR.EQ.3 .OR. HVAR.EQ.IDIM) THEN
READ (BUFF, *) (COORDl(K1,IVEC), K1 = 1 , HVAR) 
ISTART(IVEC) = -1 
ELSE IF  (HVAR .EQ. 0) THEN
CALL ERRORS (3 , 1 , 'lOCORD')
ENDIF
ELSE IF  (COMM .EQ. 'T O ') THEN 
IF  (HVAR .EQ. 1) THEN
READ (BUFF, ») lEND(IVEC)
ELSE IF  (NVAR.EQ.3 .OR. NVAR.EQ.IDIH) THEH
READ (BUFF, *) (COORD2(HI,IVEC), K1 = 1 , HVAR) 
lEHD(IVEC) = -1 
ELSE IF  (HVAR .EQ. 0) THEN
CALL ERRORS (3 , 1 , 'IDCORD')
ENDIF 
IVEC = 0




CALL ERRORS (7 . 1 , 'lOCORD')
EHDIF
ELSE IF  (COMM.EQ.'RECTAH' .OR. COMM.EQ. 'CARTES') THEH 
ELSE IF  (COMM .EQ. ’CYLIHD') THEH 
ELSE IF  (COMM .EQ. 'SPHERIO THEH
ELSE IF  (COMM.EQ.'ZVECTO* .OR. COMM.EQ.'XAIIS') THEH 
IVEC = 0 
ID (1 ) = 1
IF  (HVAR.EQ.IDIM .OR. HVAR.EQ.3) THEH
READ (BUFF. • )  (X I(K l) , K1 = 1 , IDIM)
ELSE IF (HVAR .EQ. 0 )  THEH 
IVEC = 1
ELSE
CALL ERRORS (7 , 1 , 'lOCORD')
EHDIF
ELSE IF  (COMM.EQ.'YVECTO' .OR. COMM.EQ. 'YAXIS') THEH 
IVEC = 0 
ID (2 ) = 1
IF  (HVAR.EQ.IDIM .OR. HVAR.EQ.3) THEB
READ (BUFF, *) (Y K K l), Kl = 1 , IDIM)
ELSE IF (HVAR .EQ. 0 ) THEH 
IVEC = 2
ELSE
CALL ERRORS (7 . 1 , ’ lOCORD')
EHDIF
ELSE IF  (COMM.EQ.'ZVECTO' .OR. COMM.EQ.'ZAXIS ')  THEB 
IVEC = 0 
ID (3) = 1
IF  (HVAR.EQ.IDIM .OR. HVAR.EQ.3) THEH
READ (BUFF, ♦) ( Z l ( K l) ,  Kl = 1 , IDIM)
ELSE IF  (HVAR .EQ. 0 ) THEH 
IVEC = 3
ELSE
CALL ERRORS (7 , 1 , 'lOCORD')
EHDIF
ELSE IF  (COMM .EQ. 'XYVECT') THEH 
IVEC = 0 
ID (4) = 1
IF  (HVAR.EQ.IDIM .OR. HVAR.EQ.3) THEH
READ (BUFF, ♦) (X Y (K l), Kl = 1 , IDIM)
ELSE IF  (HVAR .EQ. 0 ) THEH 
IVEC = 4
ELSE
CALL ERRORS (7 , 1 , 'lOCORD')
EHDIF
ELSE IF  (COKH .EQ. 'XZVECT') THEH 
IVEC = 0 
ID (6) = 1
IF  (HVAR.EQ.IDIM .OR. HVAR.EQ.3) THEH
READ (BUFF, ») (X Z(K l), Kl = 1 , IDIM)
ELSE IF  (HVAR .EQ. 0 ) THEH 
IVEC = 6
ELSE
CALL ERRORS (7 , 1 , 'lOCORD')
EHDIF
ELSE IF  (COMM .EQ. 'YZVECT') THEH 
IVEC = 0 
ID(B) = 1
IF  (HVAR.EQ.IDIM .OR. HVAR.EQ.3) THEH
READ (BUFF, *) (Y Z (K l), Kl = 1 , IDIM)
ELSE IF  (HVAR .EQ. 0 ) THEH




CALL ERRORS (7. 1. 'IDCORD’) 
EHDIF
ELSE IF (COMM .Eg. 'COMMEH') THEH 
GO TO 110 
ELSE
ICOMM = 1 
GO TO 140 
EHDIF
IF (H .HE. 0) THEH 
GO TO 120
ELSE




ICOMM = 2 
140 COHTIHUE 
IDl = 0 
ID2 = 0
DO ISO Kl = 1, 6
IF (IDl .EQ. 0) THEH
IF (ID(Kl) .EQ. 1) IDl = Kl 
ELSE IF (ID2 .EQ. 0) THEH
IF (ID(Kl) .EQ. 1) ID2 = Kl
ELSE





IDD = IDl 
DO 170 Kl = 1, 2
IF (ISTART(IDD) .HE. 0) THEB
IF (ISTART(IDD) .GT. 0) THEH
COORDKl.IDD) = lYZd.ISTARTdDD)) 




IF (lEHD(IDD) .GT. 0) THEH
C00RD2(1,IDD) = XYZ(l.IEHDdDD)) 
C00RD2(2,IDD) = XYZ(2,IEHD(IDD)) 
C00RD2(3,IDD) = XYZ(3,IEHD(IDD))
EBDIF
VECT(l.IDD) = C00RD2(1,IDD) - COORDKl.IDD)
VECT(2,IDD) = C00RD2(2,IDD) - COORDl(2,IDD)
VECT(3,IDD) = C00RD2(3,IDD) - COORDl(3,IDD)
EHDIF 
IDD = ID2 
170 COHTIHUE
C
IF (ID1.LT.3 .AHD. ID2.EQ.0) THEH 
CALL UHITV (VECT(1,ID1),3)
IF (IDl .EQ. 1) THEH
CALL DIRVEC (VECT(1,2), VECTd ,3) ,VECT(1.1) ) 
ELSE IF (IDl .EQ. 2) THEH
CALL DIRVEC (VECTd,3),VECTd,1),VECTd,2)) 
ELSE IF (IDl .EQ. 3) THEH
CALL DIRVEC (VECTd ,1) , VECTd , 2) , VECTd ,3) )
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ELSE
CALL ERRORS (B, 1, 'lOCORD') 
EBDIF
ELSE IF (IDl .GT. 3.) THEH
CALL ERRORS (S, 1, ’lOCORD*) 
ELSE IF (IDl .EQ. ID2) THEH
CALL ERRORS (B, 1, 'lOCORD') 
ELSE IF (IDl .LT. 3) THEH 
IF (ID2 .LT. 3) THEH 
GO TO 180 
ELSE IF (IDl .EQ. 1) THEH 




ID2 = 2 
ELSE IF (ID2 .EQ. 4) THEB 
CALL CROSS (II, ZY. Zl) 
ID2 = 3 
ELSE IF (ID2 .EQ. 6 ) THEH 
CALL CROSS (ÏZ, XI, Yl) 
ID2 = 2 
EBDIF
ELSE IF (IDl .EQ. 2) THEH 




ID2 = 1 
ELSE IF (ID2 .EQ. 4) THEH 
CALL CROSS (XY, Yl, Zl) 
ID2 = 3 
ELSE IF (ID2 .EQ. B) THEH 
CALL CROSS (Yl, YZ, XI) 
ID2 = 1 
EHDIF
ELSE IF (IDl .EQ. 3) THEB 




ID2 = 1 
ELSE IF (ID2 .EQ. S) THEH 
CALL CROSS (YZ, Zl, XI) 
ID2 = 1 
ELSE IF (ID2 .EQ. 6 ) THEB 
CALL CROSS (Zl, XZ, Yl) 







DOT = DOTPRO (VECTd,IDl), VECTd, ID2) ,3)
IF (DABS(DOT) .GT. l.OD-4) CALL ERRORS (6 , 1, 'IDCORD')
DO 190 Kl = 1, 3
IF (Kl.HE.IDl .AHD. K1.HE.ID2) ID3 = Kl 
COHTIHUE
CALL CROSS (VECTd,IDl),VECTd,ID2),VECTd,ID3))
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COHST = PERM(m,ID2)
VECTd,ID3) = VECTd,ID3)*C0QST 
























C l  P R O G R A M :
C I
C I IOLOÂD reads and stores the structural loads in either the
C I global or the local coordinate system.
C I 
C I
C l  O N  E N T R Y :
C I
C I IDIM = physical dimension of the problem (i.e. 2D or 3D)
C I NNDF = number of nodal degrees of freedom
C l  N = 0 ; buffer contains no additional commands
C l  1 ; Buffer centaines at least one additional command
C I LDEVll = unit number for the input file
C I lOUT = unit number for the output file
C I
C I
C l  O N  R E T U R N :
C I
C l  N = 0 ; buffer contains no additional commands
C l  1; Buffer centaines at least one additional command
C I
C I ICOMM = identifies the action to be taken vhen control is
C I returned to the calling routine .
C l  =0 ; read the next input line
C l  =1 ; The current command vas not resolved by lODIS.
C I Calling routine should process this command
C l  =2 ; end of file is reached, do not try to read any





C ...SWITCHES : RENUHB=100:10,FORHAT=900:10 
C...SWITCHES:
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c
c SUBROUTIHES AHD FUHCTIOHS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTINE 
C





REAL*4 XAX, YAX, ZAX, lAÏR. YAXR, ZAXR 
COHMOH/COMP2/COMM, BUFFER, BUFF 
COMMOH/SAFE2/R(60000) , IDOF(60000) , JDIAG (60000)
COHMOB/SAFE4/IRD0F(60000) , lUDOF (60000)
DIHEHSIOH P(6 ) ,XAX(3) ,YAX(3) ,ZAX(3) ,XAXR(3) ,YAXR(3) ,ZAXR(3) ,IRD(6)
C
ITIME = 0 
IRCORD = 0 
IDCORD = 0 
ICOMM = 0 
ISTART = 0 
lEHD = 0 
IHTR = 0
C
IF (H .HE. 0) GO TO 110 
100 COHTIHUE
READ (LDEVll. >(A80)>. EHD=190) BUFFER 
110 COHTIHUE
CALL COMPRO (H. HVAR)
C
120 COHTIHUE
IF (COMM.Eq.'HODE’ .OR. COMM.EQ. 'HODES') THEH 
IF (ITIME .EQ. 1) THEH 
ASSIGH 130 TO HEXT 
GO TO 160 
EHDIF 
130 COBTIHUE
READ (BUFF, ». EHD=200) ISTART 
ITIME = 1 
lEHD = ISTART 
IHTR = 1
C
C  IDCORD is the flag for the translation coordinate definition.
C = 0; a local coordinate system is not defined
C = 1; a local coordinate system is defined
C  > IRCORD is the flag for the rotational coordinate definition.
C = 0; a local coordinate system is not defined
C = 1; a local coordinate system is defined
C
IRCORD = 0 
IDCORD = 0 




ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'TO') THEH 
READ (BUFF. ». EHD=200) lEHD 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'BY') THEH 
READ (BUFF. ». EHD=200) IHTR 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'FX') THEH 
READ (BUFF. ». EHD=200) P(l)
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'FY') THEH
READ (BUFF. ». EHD=200) P(2)
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'FZ') THEH 
READ (BUFF. ». EHD=200) P(3)
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ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'MZ') THEH 
READ (BUFF, *, EHD=200) P(4)
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'MY') THEH 
READ (BUFF. *, EHD=200) P(E)
ELSE IF (COKK .EQ. 'MZ') THEB 
READ (BUFF, *, EHD=200) P(6 )
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'HFX') THEH
READ (BUFF, *, EHD=200) IRD(l)
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'HFY') THEH
READ (BUFF, *, EHD=200) IRD(2)
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'HFZ') THEH
READ (BUFF, •, EHD=200) IRD(3)
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'EMI') THEH
READ (BUFF, », EHD=200) IRD(4)
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'HMY') THEH
READ (BUFF, •, EHD=200) IRD(B)
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'HMZ') THEH
READ (BUFF, •, EHD=200) IRD(6 )
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'COORDl') THEH










IRCORD = 1 
IDCORD = 1
IF (ICOMM .EQ. 1) THEH 
GO TO 120 
ELSE IF (ICOMM .EQ. 2) THEH 
ASSIGH 190 TO HEXT 
GO TO 160
ELSE
GO TO 100 
EHDIF
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'DCOORD') THEH
CALL lOCDRD (IDIM, H, ICOMM, LDEVll, lOUT, XAX, YAX, ZAX) 
IDCORD = 1
IF (ICOMM .EQ. 1) THEH 
GO TO 120 
ELSE IF (ICOMM .EQ. 2) THEH 
ASSIGH 190 TO HEXT 
GO TO 160
ELSE
GO TO 100 
EHDIF
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'RCOORD') THEH
CALL lOCORD (IDIM, H, ICOMM, LDEVll, lOUT, XAXR, YAXR, ZAXR) 
IRCORD = 1
IF (ICOMM .EQ. 1) THEH 
GO TO 120 
ELSE IF (ICOMM .EQ. 2) THEH 
ASSIGH 190 TO HEXT 
GO TO 160
ELSE
GO TO 100 
EHDIF
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'EHD') THEH
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ICOMM = 0 
ASSIGH ISO TO HEXT 
GO TO 160 
ISO COHTIHUE 
RETURH




ASSIGB 150 TO HEXT 
GO TO 160 
EHDIF
C
IF (H .HE. 0) THEH 
GO TO 110
ELSE




IF (IDCORD .EQ. 1) THEH
CSTl = XAX(1)*P(1) + YAX(1)*P(2) + ZAX(1)*P(3)
CST2 = XAX(2)#P(1) + YAX(2)*P(2) + ZAX(2)*P(3)






IF (IRCORD .EQ. 1) THEN
CSTl = XAXR(1)*P(4) + YAXR(1)*PC5) + ZAXR(1)*P(6) 
CST2 = XAXR(2)#P(4) + YAXR(2)*P(5) + ZAXR(2)*P(6) 
CST3 = XAXR(3)*P(4) + YAXR(3)*PC5) + ZAXR(3)*P(6) 
P(4) = CSTl
P(S) = CST2
P(6 ) = CST3
EHDIF
C
DO 180 Kl = ISTART, lEHD, IHTR 
IDl = BHDF*(K1-1)
DO 170 IDIR = 1, HNDF 
ID = IDl + IDIR
IF (IRD(IDIR) .HE. 0.) IRDOF(ID) = IRD(IDIR)
IF (IRD(IDIR) .EQ. 0.) IRDOF(ID) = 3 







ICOMM = 2 
RETURH 
200 COHTIHUE
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c I
C I  P R O G R A M :
C I
C I ELEHES reads and stores physical properties of the elements
C I 
C I
C l  O H  E H T R Y :
C I
C I IDIM = physical dimension of the problem (i.e. 2D or 3D)
C l  E = 0 ; buffer contains no additional commands
C l  1; Buffer centaines at least one additional command
C I LDEVll = unit number for the input file
C I lOUT = unit number for the output file
C I 
C I
C l  O B  R E T U R H :
C I
C l  H = 0 ; buffer contains no additional commands
C l  1; Buffer centaines at least one additional command
C I
C I ICOMM = identifies the action to be taken when control is
C I returned to the calling routine .
C l  =0 ; read the next input line
C l  =1 ; The current command was not resolved by lODIS.
C I Calling routine should process this command
C I =2; end of file is reached, do not try to read any
C I more lines.
C I








C SUBROUTIHES AND FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTINE 
C





c changes 7/18 





DIMENSION NNELEHC • ) 
c changes 7/18
EQUIVALENCE (Ti.ITl),(T2.IT2),(T3.IT3),(T4.IT4) 
c changes 7/18 
C
C — -- read and generate element information
C
IFLAG = 0 
ICOMM = 0 
LINES = 0 
LOCATE = 0 
ITF = 0
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READ (BUFF, *, EHD=160) ISTART
C
c changes 7/18 
T1 = 0.0 
T2 = 0.0 
T3 = 0.0 
T4 = 0.0
c changes 7/18
lEHD = ISTART 
IHTR = 1 
MAT = 0 
HIPXI = 0 
BIPETA = 0 
HIPSI = 0 
IHTCOD = 0 
THICK = 0.
ITYPE = 0
IF (H .HE. 0) GO TO 110 
100 COHTIBUE
READ (LDEVll, ' (A80)’, EDD=120) BUFFER 
110 COHTIHUE
CALL COMPRO (H, HVAR)
C
IF (COMM .EQ. 'TO') THEB
READ (BUFF, *, EHD=160) lEBD 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'BY') THEH 
READ (BUFF, », EHD=160) IHTR 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'HIPXI') THEB 
READ (BUFF, », EHD=160) HIPXI 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'HIPETA') THEH 
READ (BUFF, », EHD=160) HIPETA 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'HIPZET') THEH 
READ (BUFF, », EHD=160) HIPSI 
ELSE IF (COMM.EQ.'THICKH' .OR. COMM.EQ.'THICK') THEH 
READ (BUFF, », EHD=160) THICK 
ITF = 30 
T1 = THICK 
T2 = THICK 
T3 = THICK 
T4 = THICK 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'Tl') THEH 
READ (BUFF, », EHD=160) Tl 
ITF = ITF + 2 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'T2') THEH 
READ (BUFF, », EHD=160) T2 
ITF = ITF + 4 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'T3') THEH 
READ (BUFF, », EHD=160) T3 
ITF = ITF + 8 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'T4') THEH 
READ (BUFF, », EHD=160) T4 
ITF = ITF + 16 
ELSE IF (COMM.EQ. 'MATERI' .OR. COMM.EQ.'MAT') THEH 
READ (BUFF, », EHD=160) MAT
IF (MAT .GT. 7) CALL ERRORS (13, 1, 'ELEMEH') 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'TYPE') THEH 
READ (BUFF, », EHD=160) ITYPE
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'COMMEH') THEH 
GO TO 100
ELSE
ICOMM = 1 
GO TO 130




IF (H .HE. 0) THEH 
GO TO 110
ELSE





C — —  Condensed data storage in array IHFOEL. 
C
c --- Bit storage organization for IHFOEL(1,elnum)
c Bit Range Haz. Value Description
c 0 -2 7 material number
c 3-8 63 number of nodes in the element
c 9-17 511 element type number
c 18-20 7 analysis type flag
c 21-23 7 integration points in XI direc.
c 24-26 7 integration points in ETA direc.
c
c
27-30 7 integration points in ZETA dir.
c
Bit storage organization for IHFOEL(2,elnum)
c Bit Range Max. Value Description
c 0-7 255 integration code
c 8-14 128 no. of layers
c 15-16 3 flag for layering.
c 17-22 63 number of lines connecting nodes
c 23-30 255 starting position of line




C  Table of internal element type numbers
C
C Type Ho, Ho. of nodes Description
c 204 4 linear isoparametric quadrilateral
c 208 8 quadratic isoparametric quadrilateral
c 209 9 Lagrangian quadratic isop. quad.
c 219 9 quadratic to qubic isop. quad.
c 4 linear isoparametric brick or
c 308 8 quadratic shell
c 309 9 lagrangian quadratic shell





IF (ITYPE .HE. 0) THEB
ID = ITYPE/1000
IDl = ITYPE - ID+IOOO
IFLAG = IDl/lOO
HHEL == IDl - IFLAG#100
ITYPE = ID*100 + HHEL
IF (ITYPE .LT. 300) THEH 
IF (HHEL .EQ. 4) THEH
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LOCATE = 1 
LIBE5 = 4 
ELSE IF (HHEL .EQ. 5) THEH 
LOCATE = 5 
LIHES = 5
ELSE IF (ITYPE.EQ.208 .OR. ITYPE.EQ.209) THEH 
LOCATE = 10 
LISES = 8 
ELSE IF (ITYPE .EQ. 219) THEH 
HHEL = 9 
LOCATE = 54 
LIHES = 9
ELSE
CALL ERRORS (12, 1, 'ELEMEH')
EHDIF
ELSE IF (ITYPE .GT. 300) THEH 
IF (IFLAG .EQ. 0) THEH
IF (HHEL .EQ. 8 ) THEB 
LOCATE = 18 
LIHES = 12 
ELSE IF (HHEL .EQ. 20) THEH 
LOCATE = 30 
LIHES = 24 
ELSE
CALL ERRORS (12. 1, 'ELEMEH')
EHDIF
ELSE IF (IFLAG .EQ. 4) THEH
IF (ITYPE.EQ.308 .OR. ITYPE.EQ.309) THEB 
LOCATE = 10 
LIHES = 8 
ELSE IF (ITYPE -EQ. 304) THEN 
LOCATE = 1 
LIHES = 4 
ELSE
CALL ERRORS (12, 1, 'ELEMEH')
EHDIF
ELSE
CALL ERRORS (12. 1, 'ELEMEH')
EHDIF
ELSE




C  ABD operations are used to clear the bits prior to storage
C of the appropriate values.
C
DO 140 K = ISTART, lEHD, IBTR 
IF (ITYPE .BE. 0) THEB
IBFl = IAHD(IBFOEX.(1,K),214B386S03)
IBFOEL(l.K) = IBFl + BBEL*8 + ITYPE»B12 + I FLAG.262144 
BBELEH(K) = BHEL
IHF2 = IAHD(IBFDEL(2,K),2139226111)
IHF0EL(2,K) = IHF2 + 131072.LIBES 
IHF2 = IAHD(IHF0EL(2,K),8388607)
IBF0EL(2,K) = IBF2 + 8388608.LOCATE 
EBDIF
IF (MAT .HE. 0) THEH
IBFl = IAHD(IHF0EL(1,K),2147483640)
IBF0EL(1,K) = IBFl + MAT 
EBDIF
IF (HIPXI .BE. 0) THEH
IBF0EL(2,K) = IABD(IBF0EL(2,K),2147483392)
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IBFl = liBDClBFOELd ,K) ,2132803683) 
INFDEL<1,K) = IBFl + 20971B2*HIPZI 
EHDIF
IF (HIPETA .HE, 0) THEH
IHF0EL(2,K) = IAHD(IHF0EL(2,K),2147483392) 
IHFl = IANDCIHFDEL(1,K),2030043135) 
IHF0EL(1,K) = IHFl + 16777216*HIPETA 
EHDIF
IF (HIPSI .HE. 0) THEH
IHF0EL(2,K) = IABD(IHF0EL(2,&),2147483392) 
IHFl = IAHD(IHF0EL(1,K),134217727) 
IHF0EL(1,K) = IHFl + 134217728*HIPSI 
EHDIF
IF (IHTCOD .HE. 0) THEH
IHF2 = IAHD(IHF0EL(2,K).2147483392) 
IHF0EL(2.K) = IHF2 + IHTCOD 
EHDIF
IF (BTEST(ITF.l)) IHF0EL(3,K) = III
IF (BTEST(ITF,2)) IHF0EL(4,K) = IT2
IF (BTEST(ITF,3)) IHF0EL(5,K) = IT3
IF (BTEST(ITF,4)) IBF0EL(6,K) = IT4






CALL ERRORS (3, 1, »ELEMEHO 
END
C





C l  P R O G R A M :
C I
C I lOFREE reads the freebody definitions 
C I 
C I
C l  O H  E H T R Y :
C I
C I IDIM = physical dimension of the problem (i.e. 2D or 3D)
C l  B = 0 ; buffer contains no additional commands
C l  1; Buffer containes at least one additional command
C I LDEVll = unit number for the input file
C I lOUT = unit number for the output file
C I 
C I
C l  O H  R E T U R H :
C I
C l  B = 0 ; buffer contains no additional commands
C l  1; Buffer containes at least one additional command
C I
C I ICOMM = identifies the action to be taken when control is
C I returned to the calling routine .
C l  =0 ; read the next input line
C l  =1 ; The current command was not resolved by lODIS.
C I Calling routine should process this command
C l  =2 ; end of file is reached, do not try to read any
C I more lines.






C. ..SWITCHES; RENUHB=100:10.FORMAT=900:10 
C. ..SWITCHES:
C
C SUBROUTIHES AHD FUHCTIOHS CALLED FROM THIS RDUTIHE 
C












C ---  read and generate ireebody information
C
ISTART = 0 
lEHD = 0 
IHTR = 0 
HVAR = 0 
ITIME = 0 
ICOMM = 0
READ (BUFF, *, EHD=190) HUH 
HFREE = HAXO(HFREE,HUM)
C
IF (H .HE. 0) GO TO 110 
100 COHTIHUE
READ (LDEVll, '(A80)', EÏÏD=1S0) BUFFER 
110 COHTIHUE
CALL COMPRO (H, HVAR)
C
IF (COMM.EQ.'ELEM* .OR. COMM.EQ. 'ELEMEH') THEH 
IF (HVAR .EQ. 1) THEN
IF (ITIME .EQ. 1) THEH
ASSIGH 120 TO HEXT 





READ (BUFF. *, EHD=190) ISTART 
IHTR = 1 
lEHD = ISTART 
ELSE IF (HVAR .GT. l) THEH
IF (ITIME .EQ. 1) THEH
ASSIGH 130 TO HEXT 
GO TO 160 
EHDIF 
ITIME = 0 
130 COHTIHUE
READ (BUFF, *, EHD=190) (lELEH(Kl), Kl = 1, HVAR)
DO 140 Kl = 1, HVAR
IFB0DY(IELEH(K1>) = IBSET(IFB0DY(IELEM(K1)),HUM) 
140 COHTIHUE
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IF (N .DE. 0) THEH
GO TO 110
ELSE
GO TO 100 
EDDIF 
EDDIF
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'TO') THEN 
READ (BUFF, *, END=190) lEDD
IF (ISTART .EQ. 0) CALL ERRORS (19. 1, 'lOFREE')
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'BY') THEN 
READ (BUFF, •, EHD=190) IBTR 




ASSIGN 180 TO NEXT 
GO TO 160 
ENDIF
C
IF CD .NE. 0) THEN 
GO TO 110
ELSE





C ---  Condensed data storage in array IFBODY.
C
C ---  Bit storage organization for IFBODY
C
C Bit Range Entity Description
C
C 1-15 element 0; does not belong to freebody
C 1; belongs to freebody
C 16-30 nodes 0; does not belongs to freebody
C 1; belonds to freebody
C
C For elements freebody number is the bit number.




ASSIGH 180 TO NEXT 
160 CONTINUE
DO 170 Kl = ISTART, TEND, IBTR







CALL ERRORS (3, 1, 'lOFREE')
END
C
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C I  P R O G R A M :
C I
C I lOHATR reads and stores the material properties.
C I 
C I
C l  O H  E H T R Y :
C I
C l  S = 0; buffer contains no additional commands
C l  1 ; Buffer containes at least one additional command
C 1 LDEVll = unit number for the input file
C I lOUT = unit number for the output file
C I 
C I
C l  O H  R E T U R N :
C I
C l  H = 0 ; buffer contains no additional commands
C l  1; Buffer containes at least one additional command
C I
C 1 ICOKH = identifies the action to be taken when control is
C I returned to the calling routine .
C I =0; read the next input line
C l  =1 ; the current command uas not resolved by lOMATR.
C I Calling routine should process this command
C l  =2 ; end of file is reached, do not try to read any





C ...SWITCHES : RE5UMB=100:10,FORMAT=900:10 
C.,.SWITCHES:
c
C SUBROUTIHES AND FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTINE 
C
C COMPRO ERRORS 
C












READ (BUFF, *, EHD=140) HATNUM 
IF (N .HE. 0) GO TO 110 
100 CONTINUE
READ (LDEVll, '(A80)', END=120) BUFFER 
110 CONTINUE
CALL COMPRO (H, HVAR)
C
IF (COMM .EQ. 'HUO THEH
READ (BUFF, *, END=140) NUX(MATNUH)
HUY(HATNUM) = HUX(HATNUM)
HUZ(MATNUH) = HUX(MATHUM)
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. »E>) THEN
READ (BUFF, *, END-140) EX(MATNUH)
EY(HATNUM) = EX(HATNUM)
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EZ(KiTBUH) = EX(MATDUM)
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. >WX’) THEH
READ (BUFF, *, EHD=140) WGTX(HATHUM)
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. >WY>) THEH
READ (BUFF, », EHD=140) VGTY(MATHUH)
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. >WZ>) THEH
READ (BUFF, •, EHD=140) WGTZ(MATHUM)
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'TYPE') THEH
READ (BUFF, », EHD=140) MATYPE(MATBUM)
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'YIELD') THEH
READ (BUFF, », EHD=140) PIZ(MATHUM)
ELSE IF (COMM.EQ.'ISOTRO' .OR. COMM.EQ.'ISOT') THEH 
READ (BUFF, », EHD=140) PIY(MATBUM)
ELSE IF (COMM.EQ.'KIBE' .OR. COMM.EQ.'KIHEMA') THEH 
READ (BUFF, », EHD=140) PIX(HATHUH)
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'COMMEH') THEH 
GO TO ICO
ELSE
ICOMM = 1 
GO TO 130 
EHDIF
C
IF (H .HE. 0) THEH 
GO TO 110
ELSE




ICOMM = 2 
130 COHTIHUE
IF (MATYPE(MATHUM) .EQ. 0) THEH
WRITE (BUFFER, *) 'MATERIAL', HATHUH 













C. ..SWITCHES: REHUMB=100:10,FORMAT=900:10 
C...SWITCHES:
C









C0MH0H/GRAPH3/XL, XR, YB, YT, ZF, D 
C0MH0H/GRAPH4/XVL ,XVR, YVB, YVT, SX, SY
COHMOH/GRAPHB/FMAG, DMAG, RIGHT, AHGLE, HOLIHE, ITHICK, HLIHES




C READ THE COHHAHD LIHE BUFFER
C
ICDHM = 0
IF (H .HE. 0) GO TO 110 
100 COHTIHUE
READ (LDEVll, '(ABO)', EHD=120) BUFFER 
110 COHTIHUE
CALL COHPRO (H, HVAR)
IF (H .EQ. 0) THEH
ASSIGH 100 TO HEXT 
ELSE
ASSIGH 110 TO HEXT 
EHDIF
c
IF (COMM .EQ. 'FMAG') THEH
READ (BUFF, », EHD=130) FMAG 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'DMAG') THEH 
READ (BUFF, », EHD=130) DMAG 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'WL') THEH 
READ (BUFF, », EHD=130) XL 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'HR') THEH 
READ (BUFF, », EHD=130) XR 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'WT') THEH 
READ (BUFF, », EHD=130) YT 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'WB') THEH 
READ (BUFF, », EHD=130) YB 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'VL') THEH 
READ (BUFF, », EHD=130) XVL 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'VR') THEH 
READ (BUFF, », EHD=130) XVR 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'VT') THEH 
READ (BUFF, », EHD=130) YVT 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'VB') THEH 
READ (BUFF, », EHD=130) YVB 
ELSE IF (COMM.EQ.'THICK' .OR. COMH.EQ .'THICKH') THEH 
READ (BUFF, », EHD=130) ITHICK 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'COHTOU') THEH 
HOLIHE = 1 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'EIGHT') THEH 
READ (BUFF, », EHD=130) EIGHT 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'AHGLE') THEH 
READ (BUFF, », EHD=130) AHGLE 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'COMHEH') THEH 
GO TO 100 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'EHD') THEH 
RETURH
ELSE
ICOHM = 1 
RETURH 
EHDIF 
GO TO HEXT 
120 COHTIHUE 






C ======================== I 0 0 U T ======================
C
SUBROUTIBE IOOUT(H,ICOMM,LDEVll)
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IMPLICIT REAL^8(A-H,0-Z)
C. . .SWITCHES: REHUMB=100:aO,FORHAT=900:10 
C...SWITCHES:
C
C SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTINE 
C









C   Description of the output modules and the corresponding bit
C flag position in the lOFLAG integer variable
C
C file bit description
c OUTl 1 output element stresses at the integration points
C 0UT2 2 output element strains at the integration points
c OUT 3 3 output element stresses at the element nodes
c 0UT4 4 output element strains at the element nodes
C OUTS 5 output average stresses at the nodes
c 0UT6 6 output average strains at the nodes
c 0UT7 7 output displacements at the nodes
c 0UT8 8 output nodal equilibrium forces at the nodes
c 0UT9 9 output nodal equilibrium forces for freebodies
c OUTIO 10 output reactions at the supports
c OUTll 11 output nodal coordinates
c 0UT12 12 output element connectivity
C DUT28 28 output concrete/steel integration point data only
c ----
The following are CAEDS universal datasets
c 0UT20 20 output second Piola Kirchhoff stresses at the
c element nodes
c 21 output Cauchy stresses at the element nodes
c 22 output total element strains at the element nodes
c 23 output element elastic strains at the element node
c 24 output plastic element strains at the element node
c 0UT21 25 output nodal displacements




0UT23 27 output nodal equilibrium loads
READ (BUFF. *, END=180) lOIDTR 
100 CONTINUE 
ICOMM = 0 
ISTART = 0 
lEHD = 0 
INTR = 1 
IFG = 0
IF (H .NE. 0) GO TO 120 
110 CONTINUE
READ (LDEVll, »(ABO)*, END=160) BUFFER 
120 CONTINUE
CALL COMPRO (N, HVAR)
lOFLAG = IBSET(I0FLAG,20)
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lOFLAG = IBSET(I0rLiG,22)
IF (COMM.EQ.'GEOH’ .OR. COMM.EQ. 'GEOMET') THEH 
IDFLiG = IBSET(IOFLiG.ll) 
lOFLAG = IBSET(I0FLAG,12)
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'HSTRS') THEH 
lOFLAG = IBSET(I0FLAG,3) 
lOFLAG = IBSET(I0FLAG,21)
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'ISTRS') THEH 
lOFLAG = IBSETCIOFLAG,!)
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'HSTRH') THEH 
lOFLAG = IBSET(I0FLAG,4) 
lOFLAG = IBSET(I0FLAG,23) 
lOFLAG = IBSET(I0FLAG.24)
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'ISTRH') THEH 
lOFLAG = IBSET(I0FLAG,2)
ELSE IF (COMM.EQ.'DISP' .OR. COMH.EQ.'DISPLA') THEH 
lOFLAG = IBSET(IOFLAG.T) 
lOFLAG = IBSET(I0FLAG,2S)
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'REACTI') THEH 
lOFLAG = IBSET(IOFLAG.IO) 
lOFLAG = IBSET(I0FLAG,26)
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'EQUILI') THEH 
lOFLAG = IBSET(I0FLAG.27) 
lOFLAG = IBSET(I0FLAG,8) 
lOFLAG = IBSET(I0FLAG,9)
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'COHCRE') THEH 
lOFLAG = IBSET(I0FLAG,28)
ELSE IF (COMM.EQ.'ELEH' .OR. COMH.EQ.'ELEMEB ' ) THEH 
READ (BUFF, *, EHD=180) ISTART 
lEHD = ISTART 
IHTR = 1 
IFG = 1
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'TO') THEH 
READ (BUFF, *, EHD=180) lEHD 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'BY') THEH 
READ (BUFF, •, EHD=180) IHTR 
ELSE IF (COMM.EQ.'HODE' .OR. COMH.EQ.'BODES' ) THEH 
READ (BUFF, *, EHD=180) ISTART 
lEHD = ISTART 
IHTR = 1 
IFG = 2
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'DDHE') THEH 
GO TO 130 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'COHMEH') THEH 
GO TO 110 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'EHD') THEH 
RETURH
ELSE
ICOMM = 1 
GO TO 170 
EHDIF
IF (H .HE. 0) THEH 
GO TO 120
ELSE
GO TO 110 
EHDIF
130 COHTIHUE
IF (IFG .EQ. 1) THEH
DO KK = ISTART, lEBD, IHTR 
lOEL(KK) = 1 
EHD DO
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GO TO 100 
ELSE IF (IFG .EQ. 2) THEH
DO KK = ISTART, lEND, IHTR 
lOHOD(KK) = 1 
EHD DO 








CALL ERRORS (3. 1, 'lOOUT ')
EHD
C




C l  P R O G R A M :
C I
C I EBORAS (EBCDIC or ASCII) determines the integer value for
C I the control characters used by the command processor COMPRO.
C I This program also determines whether the machine used is an








C SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTINE 
C
C HO SUBROUTINES OR FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM THIS PROGRAM UNIT 
C






C  A = integer equivalent of the lower case A
C  AU= integer equivalent of the uper case A
C
C --—  lUPER is a number that must be added to the integer equivalent 
C of the lover case characters in order to convert to uper case.
C For all machines (ASCII or EBCDIC) the increment between the
C integer equivalents of the lower case and uper case characters
C is fixed, hence lUPER = AU - A
C
lUPER = AU - A
C
Z = ICHAR('z')
























C l  P R O G R A M :
C I
C I COHPRO (Command Processor) is used extract the command which
C I are recognizable by NLRC3D I/O module from each record (BUFFER)
C l  of the input file. The command and the paramétrés associated
C I with it are the returned to the calling program.
C I 
C I
C l  O N  E N T R Y :
C I
C I BUFFER = chracter string 80 bytes long which contains one
C I record of the input file (passsed by COMMON).
C I 
C I
C l  O N  R E T U R N :
C I
C I BUFF = CHRACTER STRING 80 BYTES LONG WHICH CONTAINS THE
C I PARAMETERS ASSOCIATED WITH THE COMMAND
C I
C I COMM = CHARACTER STRING 4 BYTES LONG WHICH CONTAINES THE
C I FIRST FOUR CHARACTERS OF THE COMMAND.
C I
C I NEXT = is an integer which tells the calling routine whether
C I the input file record BUFFER contains additional
C I commands or not. When additional commands are detected
C I the calling routine may repeat the call to
C I COMPRO with the same BUFFER in order to extract the
C I additional commands.
C I =0; no additional commands detected
C l  =1 ; additional commands detected
C I
C I HVAR = the number of parameters associated with the extracted
C I command COMM. These parameters are passed to the






* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C
C SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTINE








COMHOH/COMPl/SPACE.COMMA, ZERO.NINE,DDT.MINUS, EXCL. A,Z,QUOTE,EQUAL, 
1 PLUS,lUPER.K,E.D
COMMON/COMP2/COMM .BUFFER, BUFF
INITIALIZE THE COMMAND coiam AND THE BUFFER BUFF
COMM = ' '
BUFF = * '
NVAR = 0
  DEFINITION OF LOCAL PARAMETERS.
IQUOTE = 0; NO QUOTES <») HAVE BEEN DETECTED
1; A SINGLE QUOTE HAS BEEN DETECTED
ICOMM IS THE INTEGER EQUIVALENT OF THE UPPER CASE CHARACTERS
IT IS PRIMARILY USED WHEN CONVERTING LOWER CASE
CHARACTERS TO UPPER CASE CHARACTERS
ICOUNT IS THE COUNTER USED TO KEEP COUNT OF THE NUMBER OF
CHARACTERS EXTRACTED FOR THE COMMAND COMM. If ICOUNT 
IS GREATER THAN 6 THEN NO MORE CHARACTERS NEED TO 
BE EXTRACTED.
INUM = 0; NO NUMERIC DATA IS CURRENTLY BEING PROCESSED
1 ; NUMERIC DATA IS SEEING PROCESSED
ISPACE =0; THE COMMAND IS SEEING EXTRACTED
1 ; A SPACE SEPERATOR HAS BEEN DETECTED AS THE END OF
COMMAND.
ICHTR = 0; NO CHARACTERS OTHER THAN SPACE HAVE BEEN DETECTED 
1; AT LEAST ONE ALPHABETIC CHARACTER ASSOCIATED WITH 
A COMMAND HAS BEEN DETECTED.
IQUOTE = 0 
ICOUNT = 0 
INUM = 0 
ISPACE = 0 
ICHTR = 0 
NEXT = 0
 K1 IS THE POINTER FOR BUFF
K IS THE POINTER FOR BUFFER
K1 = 0 
100 CONTINUE 
K = K + 1
 NCHAR IS THE INTEGER EQUIVALENT OF THE CHARACTER TO BE PROC.
NCHAR = ICHAR(BUFFER(K:K))
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IF (HCHAR.Eq.EQUAL .OR. BGEAR.EQ.COMMA) HCHAR = SPACE
C
IF (K .EQ. 80) THEH
IF (ICHTR .BE. 1) COMM = ’COMMED'
GO TO 110 
ELSE IF (BCHAR .EQ. EXCL) THEH 
HEXT = 0
IF (ICHTR .HE. 1) COMM = 'COMMEB'
GO TO 110
ELSE IF (HCHAR.EQ.SPACE .AHD. IHUM.EQ.l) THEH 
IHUM = 0 
HVAR = HVAR + 1 
K1 = K1 + 1 
BUFF(K1:K1) = ’ '
ELSE IF (HCHAR.EQ.SPACE .AHD. ICHTR.EQ.l) THEH 
ISPACE = 1 
K1 = XI + 1 
BUFF(K1:K1) = ■ '
ELSE IF (HCHAR.EQ.QUOTE .OR. IQUOTE.EQ.l) THEH 
IF (HCHAR .EQ. QUOTE) THEH 
IF (IQUOTE .EQ. 1) THEH 
IQUOTE = 0 
HVAR = HVAR + 1 
ELSE IF (IQUOTE .EQ. 0) THEH 




C  COHVERT LOWER CASE CHARACTERS TO UPPER CASE
C  ICOMM IS THE IHTEGER EQUIVALEHT OF THE UPPER CASE CHARACTER
C
XI = HI + 1
IF (HCHAR.GE.A .AHD. HCHAR.LE.Z) THEH 
ICOMM = HCHAR + lUPER
ELSE
ICOMM = HCHAR 
EHDIF
CCOMM = CHAR(ICOMM)
BUFF(XI:XI) = CCOMM 
ELSE IF (HCHAR.EQ.PLUS .OR. HCHAR.EQ .MIHUS .OR. HCHAR.EQ.DOT) THEH 
IF (ISPACE .EQ. 1) THEH 
IHUM = 1 
XI = XI + 1
BUFF(X1:X1) = BUFFER(X:K)
ELSE
ICOUHT = ICOUHT + 1
IF (ICOUHT .LE. 6 ) COMM (ICOUHT: ICOUHT) = BUFFER(X:X)
EHDIF
ELSE IF (HCHAR.GE.ZERO .AHD. HCHAR.LE.HIHE) THEH 
IF (ISPACE .EQ. 1) THEH 
IHUM = 1 
XI = XI + 1
BUFF(X1:X1) = BUFFER(X:X)
ELSE
ICOUHT = ICOUHT + 1
IF (ICOUHT .LE. 6 ) COMMdCOUHT:ICOUHT) = BUFFER(X:X)
EHDIF
ELSE IF (ISPACE.EQ.l .AHD. HCHAR.HE.SPACE) THEH 
IF (IHUM .EQ. 1) THEH
IF (HCHAR.EQ.E .OR. BCHAR.EQ.D) THEH 
ICOMM = HCHAR + lUPER
ELSE
ICOMM = HCHAR




IF (CCOMM.EQ.>E* .OR. CCOMM.EQ.'D*) THEH 
K1 = K1 + 1 
BUFF(K1:K1) = CCOMM
ELSE
CALL ERRORS (1,1, 'COMPRO')
EHDIF
ELSE
HEXT = 1 
K = K - 1 
GO TO 110 
EHDIF
ELSE IF (HCHAR .HE. SPACE) THEH 
ICHTR = 1
ICOUHT = ICOUHT + 1
C
C  COHVERT LOWER CASE CHARACTERS TO UPPER CASE
C ---  ICOMM IS THE IHTEGER EQUIVALEHT OF THE UPPER CASE CHARACTER
C
IF (NCHAR.GE.A .AND. HCHAR.LE.Z) THEH 
ICOMM = HCHAR + lUPER
ELSE
ICOMM = HCHAR 
EHDIF
CCOMM = CHAR(ICOHM)
















C l  P R O G R A M :
C I
C I IHAHDY PROCESSES INPUT ROUTINE FOR nlrcSd. tHIS PROGRAM READS
C I EACH RECORD OF THE INPUT FILE AND EXTRACTS THE COMMAND BY
C I CALLING SUBROUTINE COMPRO. THE EXTRACTED COMMANDS ARE THEN
C I PROCESSED APPROPRIATELY.
C I 
C I
C l  O H  E N T R Y :
C I








C SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTINE 
C















DIMEHSIOB ELYMAT (320) ,PROPER(25,10)
LDEVll = 11
C
C ALL THE DIFFEREBT MATERIALS ARE READ AS A GROUP OHETIHE
C AND MATERIAL NUMBERS ASSIGNED TO THEM SEQUENTIALLY IRESPECTIVE




C  FOR EACH ELEMENT OR GROUP OF ELEMENTS___
C
C THE NUMBER OF LAYERS (DEFAULT ONE) IN THE ELEMEHT(S) AND
C
C... THE FOLLOWING MUST BE SPECIFIED FOR EACH LAYER(NO DEFAULT)
C
C LAYER THICKNESS ONE CONSTANT VALUE OR 4 CORNER VALUES
C DISTANCE Z FROM ELEMENT NODE ONE CONSTANT VALUE OR 4 CORNER VALUES
C INTEGRATION POINTS IB THREE LOCAL DIRECTIONS
C DIRECTION COSINES FOR MATERIAL ORIENTATIDN(FOR STEEL LAYERS MUST)





LAYNUM = 0 
N = 0 
ISTART = 0 
IEBD = 0 
IHTR = 1
C
DO 110 IK = 1, 320 
ELYMAT(IK) = 0.0 
110 CONTINUE
C
IF (0 .HE. 0) GO TO 130 
120 CONTINUE
READ (LDEVll, '(A80)', END=140) BUFFER
C
C   EXTRACT THE FIRST SIX CHARACTERS OF EACH COMMAND IB THE BUFFER
C AND PLACE ALL VARIABLES ASSOCIATED WITH EACH COMMAND IN THE
C INTERNAL FILE BUFF.
C
130 CONTINUE
CALL COHPRO (H. NVAR)
C
IF (COMM.EQ. 'ELEMEB' .OR. COMM.EQ.'ELEM') THEN 
READ (BUFF, *, END=1S0) ISTART 
lEND = ISTART 
IHTR = 1 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'TO') THEN
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READ (BUFF, *, EBD=180) IEBD 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. ’BY’) THEH
READ (BUFF, *, EHD=180) IHTR
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. ’SECAHT’) THEH 
IFLAG5 = 0 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. ’TAHGEH’) THEH 
IFLA6 E = 1
ELSE IF (COMM.EQ.’MATERI’ .OR. COMM.EQ.’MAT’) THEH 
MATHUM = MATHUM + 1
IF (MATHUM .GT. 10) CALL ERRORS (3, 1, ’lAHDMR’) 
ELSE IF (COMM.EQ.’COHCRE’ .OR. COMM.EQ.’COHC’) THEH 
PR0PER(2E,MATHUM) = 1 
ELSE IF (COMM.EQ.’STEEL’ .OR. COMM.EQ.’REIHFO’) THEH 
PR0PER(2E,MATHUM) = 0 
ELSE IF (COMM.EQ.’ELASTI’ .OR. COMM.EQ.’ISOTRO’) THEH 
PR0PER(2E,MATHUM) = 2 
ELSE IF (COMM.EQ,’E’ .OR. COMM.EQ.’STIFF’) THEH 
READ (BUFF, », EHD=180) PROPERd,MATHUM)
ELSE IF (COMM.EQ.’HU’ .OR. COMM.EQ.’POISSO’) THEH 
READ (BUFF, », EHD=180) PR0PER(2,MATHUM)
ELSE IF (COMH.EQ.’ATEMP’ .OR. COMM.EQ.’THERMA’) THEH 
READ (BUFF, », EHD=180) PROPERO,MATHUM)
ELSE IF (COMM.EQ.’PHO’ .OR. COMM.EQ.’WEIGHT’) THEH 
READ (BUFF, », EHD=180) PR0PER(4,MATHUM)
ELSE IF (COMM.EQ.’FC’ .OR. COMM.EQ.’COMP’) THEH 
READ (BUFF, », EHD=180) PROPER(B,MATHUM)
ELSE IF (COMM.EQ.’FT’ .OR. COMM.EQ.’TEHS’) THEH 
READ (BUFF, », EHD=180) PROPER(6 ,MATHUM)
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. ’EPSC’) THEH
READ (BUFF, », EHD=180) PROPER(7,MATHUM)
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. ’EPSU’) THEH
READ (BUFF, », EHD=180) PH0PER(8,MATHUM)
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. ’DSOFT’) THEH
READ (BUFF, », EHD=180) PROPERO,MATHUM)
ELSE IF (COMM.EQ.’BSHR’ .OR. COMM.EQ.’SHEAR’) THEH 
READ (BUFF, », EHD=180) PROPER(10,MATHUM)
ELSE IF (COMM.EQ.’GF’ .OR. COMM.EQ. ’EHERGY’) THEH 
READ (BUFF, », EHD=180) PROPERdl,MATHUM)
ELSE IF (COMM.EQ.’HUF’ .OR. COMM.EQ.’FPOISS’) THEH 
READ (BUFF, », EHD=180) PR0PER(12,MATHUM)
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. ’BETAA’) THEH
READ (BUFF, », EHD=180) PR0PER(13,MATHUM)
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. ’FCSIG’) THEH
READ (BUFF, », EHD=180) PR0PER(14,MATHUM)
ELSE IF (COMM.EQ.’ATHETA’ .OR. COMM.EQ.’THRESH’) THEH 
READ (BUFF, », EHD=180) PROPERdB,MATHUM)
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. ’TSFLAG’) THEH
READ (BUFF, », EHD=180) PROPERdS,MATHUM)
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. ’TSTERM’) THEH
READ (BUFF, », EHD=180) PR0PER(17,MATHUM)
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. ’TSTIFG’) THEH
READ (BUFF, », EHD=180) PR0PER(24,MATHUM)
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. ’CSOFTH’) THEH
READ (BUFF, », EHD=180) PR0PER(23,MATHUM)
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. ’YEILD’) THEH
READ (BUFF, », EHD=180) PROPER(B,MATHUM)
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. ’AHARD’) THEH
READ (BUFF, », EHD=180) PR0PER(6,MATHUM)
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. ’EPSBRK’) THEH
READ (BUFF, », EHD=180) PROPER(7,MATHUM)
ELSE IF (COMM.EQ.’TOLERE’ .OR. COMM.EQ.’TOLER’) THEH
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READ (BUFF, •, EHD=180) PR0PER(22,HATBUM)
ELSE IF (CQKM.Eq.'IHTLYR' .OR. COMM.EQ.’ILAYERO THEH 
READ (BUFF. *, EHD=180) ELYHAT(320)
LAYHUM = 0 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. >LHAT>) THEH 
LAYHUM = LAYHUM + 1
IF (LAYHUM .GT. IB) CALL ERRORS (47, 1, 'ELEMEH')
IHDEI = 21»(LAYHUH-1) + 1
READ (BUFF, •, EHD=180) ELYMAT(IHDEX)
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'ORIENT') THEH 
IHDEI = 21*(LAYHUM-1) + 10
READ (BUFF, », EHD=180) ((ELYMAT(ICOUHT)), ICOUHT = IHDEI, 
1 IHDEI + 8 )
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'LTHICK') THEH 
READ (BUFF, », EHD=180) LTHICK 
IHDEI = 21»(LAYHUH-1) + 2 
ELYMAT(IHDEX) = LTHICK 
ELYHAT(IHDEX+1) = LTHICK 
ELYMAT(IHDEX+2) = LTHICK 
ELYMAT(IHDEX+3) = LTHICK 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'TLl') THEH 
IHDEI = 21»(LAYHUH-1) + 2 
READ (BUFF, », EHD=180) ELYMAT(IHDEX)
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'TL2') THEH 
IHDEI = 21»(LAYHUH-1) + 3 
READ (BUFF, », EHD=180) ELYMAT(IHDEI)
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'TL3') THEH 
IHDEI = 21»(LAYHUM-1) + 4 
READ (BUFF, », EHD=180) ELYMAT(IBDEI)
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'TL4') THEH 
IHDEI = 21»(LAYHUM-1) + E 
READ (BUFF, », EHD=180) ELYMAT(IHDEX)
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'ZI') THEH 
READ (BUFF, », EHD=180) ZI 
IHDEI = 21»(LAYHUM-1) + 6 
ELYMAT(IHDEI) = ZI 
ELYMAT(IHDEX+1) = ZI 
ELYMAT(IHDEX+2) = ZI 
ELYMAT (IHDEÏ+3) = ZI 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'ZI') THEH 
IHDEI = 21»(LAYHUM-1) + 6 
READ (BUFF, », EHD=180) ELYMAT(IHDEX)
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'Z2') THEH 
INDEX = 21»(LAYHUM-1) + 7 
READ (BUFF, », EHD=iSO) ELYHAT(IHDEI)
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'Z3') THEH 
INDEX = 21»(LAYHUM-1) + 8 
READ (BUFF, », EHD=180) ELYMAT(IHDEI)
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'Z4') THEH 
IHDEI = 21»(LAYHUH-1) + 9 
READ (BUFF, », EHD=180) ELYMAT(IHDEX)
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'NIPII') THEH 
IHDEI = 21»(LAYHUH-1) + 19 
READ (BUFF, », EHD=180) ELYMAT(IHDEX)
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'HIPETA') THEM 
INDEX = 21»(LAYHUM-1) + 20 
READ (BUFF, », EHD=180) ELYMAT(IHDEI)
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'HIPSI') THEH 
IHDEI = 21»(LAYHUH-1) + 21 
READ (BUFF, », END=180) ELYMAT(IHDEI)
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'EHD') THEH 
GO TO 190
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ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'DDDEO THEH 
ICOMM = 1 
GO TO 150 
EHDIF
C
IF (H .HE. 0) THEH 
GO TO 130 
ELSE




ICOHM = 2 
150 COHTIHUE




IF (HLAYRS .EQ. 0) THEH 
HLAYRS = 1 
ELLYF0(32O,K) = 1 
EHDIF
DO 160 ILY = 1, HLAYRS
ICHT = 21»(ILY-1) + 1 
ELLYFO(ICHT.K) = ELYMAT(ICHT) 
ELLYF0(ICHT+1,K) = ELYMAT(ICHT+1) 
ELLYF0(ICHT+2,K) = ELYMAT(ICHT+2) 
ELLYF0(ICHT+3,K) = ELYMAT(ICHT+3) 
ELLYF0(ICHT+4,K) = ELYHAT(ICHT+4) 
ELLYF0(ICHT+5,K) = ELYMAT(ICHT+5) 
ELLYF0(ICHT+6,K) = ELYHAT(ICHT+6 ) 
ELLYF0(ICHT+7,K) = ELYHAT(ICHT+7) 
ELLYF0(ICHT+8,K) = ELYMAT(ICHT+8 ) 
ELLYF0(ICHT+9,K) = ELYMAT(ICHT+9) 
ELLYF0(ICHT+10,K) = ELYMAT(ICHT+10) 
ELLYF0(ICHT+11,K) = ELYMAT(ICHT+11) 
ELLYF0(ICHT+12,K) = ELYMATClCHT+12) 
ELLYF0(ICHT+13,K) = ELYMAT(ICBT+13) 
ELLYF0(ICHT+14,K) = ELYMAT(ICHT+14) 
ELLYFD(ICHT+15,K) = ELYMAT(ICHT+15) 
ELLYF0(ICHT+16,K) = ELYMAT(ICHT+16) 
ELLYF0(ICHT+17,K) = ELYMAT(ICHT+17) 
ELLYF0(ICBT+18,K) = ELYMAT(ICHT+18) 
ELLYF0(ICHT+19,K) = ELYMAT(ICHT+19) 
ELLYF0(ICHT+2O,K) = ELYMAT(ICHT+20) 
160 COHTIHUE 
170 COHTIHUE
IF (ICOMM .EQ. 2) GO TO 180 
GO TO 100 
180 COHTIHUE









C l  P R O G R A M :
C I
C I lOHIST PROCESSES IHPUT ROUTINE FOR HLRC3D. tHIS PROGRAM READS
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c I EACH RECORD OF THE IHPUT FILE AHD EXTRACTS THE COMMAHD BY
C I CALLING SUBROUTIHE compro. tHE EXTRACTED COMMANDS ARE THEH
C I PROCESSED APPROPRIATELY.
C I 
C I
C l  O N  E N T R Y ;
C I




C IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z)




C SUBROUTINES ADD FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTINE 
C








C  READ ONE LINE OF THE INPUT FILE AND STORE IN BUFFER
C
LDEVll = 11 
N = 0 
ICOUNT = 0 
HNUM = 3
C
IF CO .BE. 0) GO TO 110 
100 CONTINUE
READ (LDEVll. »(A80)', EHD=130) BUFFER
C
C   EXTRACT THE FIRST SIX CHARACTERS OF EACH COMMAND IN THE BUFFER
C AND PLACE ALL VARIABLES ASSOCIATED WITH EACH COMMAND ID THE
C INTERNAL FILE BUFF.
C
110 CONTINUE
CALL COMPRO (N, HVAR)
IF (COMM .EQ. 'POINTS') THEH 
HNUM = HNUM + 1 
ICOUHT = 0
READ (BUFF, *. EHD=120) IPATH(HNUM)
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'HXAXIS') THEN 
ICOUHT = ICOUNT + 1
READ (BUFF. *, END=120) HISTX(HHUM.ICOUNT)
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'HYAXISO THEN
IF (HISTYCHNUM,ICOUNT) .HE. 0.0) CALL ERRORS (4. 1. 'lOHIST') 
READ (BUFF, •, END=120) HISTYCHNUM.ICOUNT)
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'END') THEN 
RETURN
ELSE
GO TO 140 
ENDIF

















C l  P R O G R A M :
C I
C I lOCHST PROCESSES IHPUT ROUTINE FOR nlrcSd. tHIS PROGRAM READS
C I EACH RECORD OF THE INPUT FILE AND EXTRACTS THE COMMAND BY
C I CALLING SUBROUTINE COMPRO. tHE EXTRACTED COMMANDS ARE THEN
C I PROCESSED APPROPRIATELY.
C I 
C I
C l  O H  E N T R Y :
C I



















c  FOR EACH ELEMENT OR GROUP OF ELEMENTS---
C
C THE NUMBER OF LAYERS (DEFAULT ODE) IN THE ELEMENT(S) AND
N = 0
ISTART = 0 
ZEND = 0 
IHTR = 1 
ICOUNT = 0
100 CONTINUE
IF (H .NE. 0) GO TO 120 
110 CONTINUE
READ (LDEVll, '(A80)*, END=180) BUFFER
C
C   EXTRACT THE FIRST SIX CHARACTERS OF EACH COMMAND ID THE BUFFER
C AHD PLACE ALL VARIABLES ASSOCIATED WITH EACH COMMAND IN THE
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c IHTERHAL FILE BUFF.
C
120 CDHTIHUE
CALL COHPRO (H, NVAR)
C
IF (CDHH .EQ. » STACK*) THEH 
ISTART = 0 
lEHD = 0 
INTR = 1
ELSE IF (COMM.EQ.'ELEMEN* .OR, COMM.EQ.*ELEM*) THEN 
READ (BUFF, *, END=160) ISTART 
lEHD = ISTART 
INTR = 1 
ELSE IF (COKM .EQ. *T0*) THEN
READ (BUFF, *, END=160) lEND 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'EY*) THEN 
READ (BUFF. •. END=160) INTR 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. *AHD>) THEN 
READ (BUFF. •, END=160) lEND 
ICOUHT = ICOUHT + 1 
LAMINA(ICOUNT,1) = ISTART 
LAMINACIC0UNT,2) = lEND 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. *END') THEN 
ICOHM = 0 
GO TO 170 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. *STOP*) THEN 
ICOMM = 1 
GO TO 130 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. *DONE') THEN 
ICOMM = 1 
GO TO 100 
ENDIF
C
IF (N .NE. 0) THEN 
GO TO 120
ELSE




DO 150 K = ISTART, lEND, IHTR 
IF (K .EQ. lEND) GO TO 140 
ICOUNT = ICOUNT + 1 
LAMINA(ICOUHT,1) = K 
LAMINA(ICOUHT,2) = K + IHTR 
140 CONTINUE 
150 CONTINUE
IF (ICOMM .EQ. 2) GO TO 160 
GO TO 100 
160 CONTINUE
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c
c SUBROUTINES ADD FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTIDE 
C




COHMOD/HPCS/COEFHP(40000) .ALAMB(40000) ,HPCDOF(40000) ,
$ MPOADR<2,SOOO),HKPC,HPCPDT,MAXMPC
COMMOD/LAYERA/ELLYFO (320,6000)





DIMENSION LAMINA(6000,2),THICKl (9) ,THICK2(9)
ILINK = 0 
DMPC = 0 
MPCPNT = 0 
DO KM = 1, 60000 
ICHECR(KM) = 0 
END DO
DO 220 ICOUNT = 1, 5000
IF (LAMIHA(IC0UNT,1) .NE. 0) THEN 
lELEMl = LAMINA(IC0UDT,1)
IELEM2 = LAMINA(ICOUNT,2)
CALL ELINFO (lELEMl, ITYPEl, NHELl, IFLAGl, ISTART, LINES)
CALL ELINTM (lELEMl, IDENTl, INTCOD, NIPXI, NIPETA, NIPSI
1 , MATHUM, THICKl)
CALL ELINFO (IELEM2, ITYPE2, NHEL2, IFLAG2, ISTART, LINES)
CALL ELINTM (IELEM2, IDEDT2, INTCOD, NIPXI, NIPETA, NIPSI
1 , HATNUM, THICK2)
IF (ITYPEl.EQ.ITYPE2 .AND. IFLAGl.EQ.IFLAG2) THEN 






DIST = 1.E30 
DISTl = 1.E30 
NC = 0 
TH2 =0.0





DIST = DSQRT((X1-X2)**2+(Y1-Y2)*»2+(Z1-Z2)«»2) 
IF (DIST .LE. DISTl) THEN 
NC = E0DE2 
TH2 = THICK2(ND2)




IDENTl = (N0DE1-1)«6 + 3 
IDEHT2 = (N0DE2-1)*6 + 3
IF (ICHECK(IDENTl).EQ.l .AND. ICHECK(IDENT2).EQ.1
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c
) GO TO 120 
ICHECK(IDEHTl) = 1 
ICHECK(IDEHT2) = 1
IDEHXl = (D0DE1-1)*6 + 3 
IDEBT2 = (SDDE2-1)»6 + 3
IF (IDOF(IDEHTl) .GT.O .OR. ID0F(IDEBT2) .GI.O) THEH 
IDOF(IDEBTl) = 1 
ID0F(IDEBT2) = 1 
GO TO 120 
EBDIF
ILIBK = ILIBK + 1 
BMPC = BMPC + 1 
«PCPBT = HPCPBT + 1 
MPCDOF(MPCPBT) = 0 
COEFBP(HPCPBT) = 0.0 
HPCADRd.BKPC) = HPCPBT 
HPCADR(2,BHPC) = 3 
HPCPBT = HPCPBT + 1 
HPCDOF(HPCPBT) = IDEBTl 
COEFHP(HPCPBT) =1.0 
HPCPBT = HPCPBT + 1 
HPCDOF(HPCPBT) = IDEBT2 
COEFHP(HPCPBT) = -1.0
120 COBTIBUE
IDEBTl = (B0DE1-1)«6 + 1 
IDEBT2 = (B0DE1-1)*6 + B 
IDEBT3 = (B0DE2-1)»6 + 1 
IDEBT4 = (B0DE2-1)»6 + 5
IF (ICHECK(IDEBTl).EQ.l .AHD. ICHECK(IDEBT2) .EQ.l
1 .AHD. ICHECK(IDEBT3).EQ.l .AHD. ICHECK(IDEBT4
2 ).EQ.l) GO TO 160
ICHECK(IDEHTl) = 1 
ICHECK(IDEBT2) = 1 
ICHECK(IDEBT3) = 1 
ICHECK(IDEBT4) = 1
IF (IDOF(IDEHTl).GT.O .AHD. ID0F(IDEHT2).GT.O
1 .ABD. IDÛF(IDEBT3).GT.O .ABD. ID0F(IDEHT4)
2 .GT.O) GO TO 160
IREST = 0
IF (IDOF(IDEBTl) .GT. 0) IREST = 1
IF (ID0F(IDEHT2) .GT. 0) IREST = IREST + 1
IF (ID0F(IDEBT3) .GT. 0) IREST = IREST + 1
IF (ID0F(IDEHT4) .GT. 0) IREST = IREST + 1
ILIBK = ILIBK + 1 
HHPC = BHPC + 1 
HPCPBT = HPCPBT + 1 
HPCDOF(HPCPBT) = 0 
COEFHP(HPCPBT) =0.0 
HPCADRd.HHPC) = HPCPBT 
HPCADR(2,BHPC) = B - IREST 
IF (IDOF(IDEHTl) .GT. 0) GO TO 130 
HPCPBT = HPCPBT + 1 
HPCDOF(HPCPBT) = IDEBTl 
COEFHP(HPCPBT) =1.0 
130 COBTIBUE
IF (ID0F(IDEBT2) .GT. 0) GO TO 140 
HPCPBT = HPCPBT + 1
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HPCDOF(HPCPDT) = IDEBT2 
COEFBP (HPCPBT) = -1.0»THl/2.0 
140 COBTIBUE
IF (ID0F(IDEHT3) .GT. 0) GO TO ISO 
HPCPBT = HPCPBT + 1 
HPCDOF (HPCPBT) = IDEBT3 
COEFHP(HPCPBT) = -1.0 
150 COBTIBUE
IF (ID0F(IDEHT4) .GT. 0) GO TO 160 
HPCPBT = HPCPBT + 1 
HPCDOF (HPCPBT) = IDEBT4 




IDEBTl = (B0DE1-1)*6 + 2
IDEBT2 = (B0DE1-1)*6 + 4
IDEBT3 = (B0DE2-1)*6 + 2
IDEHT4 = (B0DE2-1>»6 + 4
IF (ICHECK(IDEHTl).EQ.l .ABD. ICHECK(IDEBT2) . EQ. 1
1 .ADD. ICHECK(IDEBT3).EQ.l .ABD. ICHECK(IDEBT4
2 ).EQ.l) GO TO 200
ICHECK(IDEBTl) = 1 
ICHECK(IDEBT2) = 1 
ICHECK(IDEBT3) = 1 
ICHECK(IDEBT4) = 1
C
IF (IDOF(IDEBTl).GT.O .ADD. ID0F(IDEBT2).GT.O
1 .ADD. ID0F(IDEBT3).GT.O .ABD. ID0F(IDEBT4)
2 .GT.O) GO TO 200
C
IREST = 0
IF (IDOF(IDEBTl) .GT. 0) IREST = 1
IF (ID0F(IDEBT2) .GT. 0) IREST = IREST + 1
IF (ID0F(IDEBT3) .GT. 0) IREST = IREST + 1
IF (ID0F(IDEHT4) .GT. 0) IREST = IREST + 1
ILIBK = ILIBK + 1 
HHPC = BHPC + 1 
HPCPBT = HPCPBT + 1 
HPCDOF(HPCPBT) = 0 
COEFHP(HPCPBT) =0.0 
HPCADR(l.BMPC) = HPCPBT 
HPCADR(2,BHPC) = 6 - IREST 
IF (IDOF(IDEBTl) .GT. 0) GO TO 170 
HPCPBT = HPCPBT + 1 
HPCDOF (HPCPBT) = IDEBTl 
COEFHP(HPCPBT) =1 .0 
170 COBTIBUE
IF (ID0F(IDEDT2) .GT. 0) GO TO 180 
HPCPBT = HPCPBT + 1 
HPCDDF(HPCPDT) = IDEDT2 
COEFHP(HPCPBT) = 1.0«THl/2.0 
180 COBTIBUE
IF (ID0F(IDEBT3) .GT. 0) GO TO 190 
HPCPBT = HPCPBT + 1 
HPCDOF(HPCPBT) = IDEHT3 
COEFHP(HPCPBT) = -1.0 
190 COBTIBUE
IF (ID0F(IDEBT4) .GT. 0) GO TO 200 
HPCPBT = HPCPBT + 1 
HPCDOF(HPCPBT) = IDEBT4



















C l  P R O G R A M :
C I
C I SULOAD READS AND STORES THE SURFACE LOADS 
C I 
C I
C l  O H  E N T R Y :
C I
C I IDIM = PHYSICAL DIMENSION OF THE PROBLEM (I.E. 2D OR 3D)
C I NNDF = NUMBER OF NODAL DEGREES OF FREEDOM
C l  N = 0; BUFFER CONTAINS NO ADDITIONAL COMMANDS
C l  1 ; BUFFER CONTAINES AT LEAST ONE ADDITIONAL COMMAND
C I LDEVll = UNIT NUMBER FOR THE INPUT FILE
C I lOUT = UNIT NUMBER FOR THE OUTPUT FILE
c i
C I
C l  O N  R E T U R N :
C I
C l  N =0;  BUFFER CONTAINS HO ADDITIONAL COMMANDS
C l  1; BUFFER CONTAINES AT LEAST ONE ADDITIONAL COMMAND
C I
C I ICOMM = IDENTIFIES THE ACTION TO BE TAKEN WHEN CONTROL IS
C I RETURNED TO THE CALLING ROUTINE .
C l  =0; READ THE NEXT INPUT LIHE
C l  =1; tHE CURRENT COMMAND WAS HOT RESOLVED BY lODIS.
C I CALLING ROUTINE SHOULD PROCESS THIS COMMAND
C l  =2; END OF FILE IS REACHED, DO HOT TRY TO READ ANY








C SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTINE 
C











ITIME = O 
ICOMM = 0 
ISTART = 0 
lESD = 0 
IHTR = 0 
ICHK = 0 
Pll = 0.0 
P22 = 0.0 




IF (H .HE. 0) GO TO 110 
100 COHTIHUE
READ (LDEVll, '(A80)', EHD=190) BUFFER 
110 COHTIHUE
CALL COMPRO (H, HVAR)
C
IF (COMM.EQ.'ELEM' .OR. COMM.EQ.'ELEMEH') THEH 
IF (ITIME .EQ. 1) THEH 
ASSIGH 120 TO BEIT 
EHDIF 
120 COHTIHUE
READ (BUFF, », EHD=200) ISTART 
ITIME = 1 
lEHD = ISTART 
IHTR = 1
C
C ---  IDCORD IS THE FLAG FOR THE TRAHSLATIOH COORDIHATE DEFIHITIOH.
C = 0; A LOCAL COORDIHATE SYSTEM IS HOT DEFIHED
C = 1; A LOCAL COORDIHATE SYSTEM IS DEFIHED
C ---  IRCORD IS THE FLAG FOR THE ROTATIOHAL COORDIHATE DEFIHITIOH.
C = 0; A LOCAL COORDIHATE SYSTEM IS HOT DEFIHED
C = 1; A LOCAL COORDIHATE SYSTEM IS DEFIHED
C
DO 130 K1 = 1, 9 
P(K1) = 0.
130 COHTIHUE
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'TO') THEH
READ (BUFF, », EHD=200) I EHD 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'BY') THEH
READ (BUFF, », EHD=200) IHTR 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'PRESUR') THEH 
READ (BUFF. », EHD=200) PRESUR 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'PI') THEH 
READ (BUFF, », EHD=200) Pll 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'P2') THEH 
READ (BUFF, », EHD=200) P22 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'P3') THEH 
READ (BUFF, », EHD=200) P33 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'P4') THEH 
READ (BUFF, », EHD=200) P44 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'TOP') THEH 
ICHK = 1
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'BOTTOM') THEH 
ICHK = -1 
ELSE IF (COMM .EQ. 'EHD') THEH 
ICOMM = 0
ASSIGH 140 TO HEXT 
GO TO 160








ASSIGH 140 TO HEXT 
GO TO 150 
EHDIF
C
IF (B .HE. 0) THEH 
GO TO 110
ELSE





IF (PRESUR .HE. 0.0) THEH 
DO IM = 1, 9
P(IM) = PRESUR 
EHD DO
PRESUR = 0.0 
EHDIF
IF(P11.HE,O.O.OR.P22.EE.O.O.OR.P33.HE.O.O. OR. P44 . HE .0. 0)THEH 
P(l) = Pll 
P(2) = P22 
P(3) = P33 
P(4) = P44 
P(5) = (Pll+P22)/2.0 
P(6 ) = (P22+P33)/2.0 
P(7) = (P33+P44)/2.0 
P(8 ) = (P44+P1D/2.0 
P(9) = (Pll+P22+P33+P44)/4.0 
Pll = 0.0 
P22 = 0,0 
P33 = 0.0 
P44 =0,0 
EHDIF
DO 180 K1 = ISTART, lEHD, IHTR 
DO 170 IDIR = 1 , 9  
ISULOD(Kl) = ICHK








ICOMM = 2 
RETURH 
200 COHTIHUE
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I
I P R 0 G R A H
I LOAD ASSEMBLES THE LOAD VECTOR BY C0SSXDERIH6 THE
I EZTERIALY APPLIED LOADS AHD THE GRAVITY LOADS WHICH ARE
I
I
SÜPPERIMPOSED OH THE STRUCTERE.
I
I A R G U H E B T L I S T
I R(I) = LOAD VECTOR TO BE ASSEMBLED
I
I
TERROR ERROR CODE =0; HO ERROR 0<; ERROR
I
I C 0 H H 0 B B L O C K S
I REFFER TO THE COHHOH BLOCK DISCRIPTIOHS.
I = SHAPE FUDCTIDH FOR HODE I AT IHTEGR. POIHT J
I WCI) = GAUSSIAD WEIGTHIHG FUHCTIOHS
I XGAUSS = X COORDIHATE OF THE GAUSSIAH POIDTS IH THE ELEM.
I WGTX(I) = SPECIFIC WEIGTH OF MATERIAL I IH THE X DIR,
I WGTY(I) = SPECIFIC WEIGTH OF MATERIAL I IH THE Y DIR.
I WGTZ(I) = SPECIFIC WEIGTH OF MATERIAL I ID THE Z DIR,
I
I
THICK THICKHESS OF THE ELEHEBTS FOR PLAHE STR ê STD
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)
c. . .SWITCHES: REHUHB=100:10,FDRKAT=900:10 
C . ..SWITCHES:
C
C SUBROUTIHES AHD FUHCTIOHS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTIDE 
C
C ELIHFO ELIDTH LYIDFO ISH3DG GAUSS




REAL' 8  H,HII,BETA,DSI,SI,LTHICK 
REAL'4 SHELLZ,THICK 
IHTEGER ELHUM






C0HH0D/IDPUT8/HD0DES, HELEM, HHDF, HLIHC, MHIT, IFLAG 1, IFLAG2 ,IDIH,
1 HIHODE.DCOLOR,BFREE
COMMOH/IDCRll/FRACTdO) .DLIHCKlO) ,LDCOHT,IHCPTR 
C0MM0H/SKTR2/SHELLZ(3,10000)
COMMOH/IHPUTE/ISPBdOOOO)





DIHEHSIOH R( 1 ),DUMMY( 3 ) ,WÏI(4) ,WETA(4) ,WSI(4) ,XI(4) ,ETA(4) , 
* SIZ(4) ,AHX(60000) ,AMY(60000) ,AMZ(60000)
C
C  FIHD THE COHTRIBUTIOD OF THE GRAVITY WEIGTHS FO 2D ELEMEHTS
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DO KL = 1, 60000 
iHX(KL) =0.0 
AMY(KL) =0.0 
iMZ(KL) = 0.0 
EHD DO
DO 240 ELHUM = 1, HELEN
C
CALL ELIHFO (ELHUM, ITYPE, HHEL, IFLAG, ISTART, LIHES)
CALL ELIHTM (ELHUM, IDEHT, IHTCOD, HIPII, HIPETA, HIPSI,
1 MATHUM, THICK)
DO 230 LYHUM = 1, HLAYRS 
THICKl =0.0 
DETJAC =0.0
CALL LYIHFO (LYHUM, LTHICK, ZS, MATRL, DCS, HHEL, ELHUM.
1 HIPXI, HIPETA, HIPSI)
IF (ITYPE .GT. 300) THEH
IF (ITYPE.HE.0 .OR. IDEHT.HE.0) THEH 
IF (IFLAG .EQ. 0) THEH 
THICKl = l.ODO
CALL ISH3DG (ITYPE, HHEL, TERROR)
ELSE IF (IFLAG .EQ. 4) THEH
CALL GAUSS (HIPXI, WXI, XI)
CALL GAUSS (HIPETA, VETA, ETA)
C CALL GAUSS (HIPSI,WSI.SIZ)
CALL ISHSHL (ITYPE, HHEL, TERROR)
DO 110 F.l = 1, HHEL
KP = H0P(K1,ELHUM)
ICODE = lAHDdSPB(KP) ,4)
C
c ---  IF SHELL ROTATIOBS ARE ASSEBLED IH THE LOCAL SHELL COORDIHATE
c SYSTEM THEH RETREIVE THE LOCAL z-AXIS FROM STORAGE. ELSE
c EVALUATE THE HORHAL TO THE SHELL HID PLAHE BY A CALL TO THE
c SHBORM ROUTIHE.
C
IF (ICODE .GT. 0) THEH




VECT(1,3,K1) = DBLE(SHELLZ(1,KP)) 
VECT(2,3,K1) = DBLE(SHELLZ(2,KP)) 
VECT(3,3,K1) = DBLE(SHELLZ(3,KP))






c IDEBTl = IDEHT
c ITYPEl = ITYPE
DO 150 ISI = 1, HIPSI
DO 140 lETA = 1, HIPETA 
DO 130 IXI = 1, HIPXI
IHTGPH = (HIPXI'BIPETA)*(ISI-1) + HIPXI»(
1 IETA-1) + IXI
IF (IFLAG .EQ. 0) THEH
CALL JACB3D (IHTGPH, ELHUM, HHEL,
1 TERROR, DETJAC)
ELSE IF (IFLAG .EQ. 4) THEH 
ISET = 0
SIP = SI(IHTGPH)
CALL GETTHK (IHTGPH, ELHUM, HHEL,
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1 THICKl, RAD)
CALL JACSHL (IHTGPH, ELHUM, HHEL,





DO 120 Kl = 1, HHEL
Ml = HOPCKl,ELHUM)
RZ(Ml) = RZ(Ml) + H(K1,IHTGPH)*HGTI(
1 MATHUM)*CST
RY(Hl) = RY(Ml) + H(K1,IHTGPH)*HGTY(
1 MATHUM)»CST












CALL ISHSHL (ITYPE, HHEL, TERROR)
C
DO 200 ISI = 1, HIPSI
DO 190 lETA = 1, HIPETA 
DO 180 IXI =1, HIPXI
IHTGPH = (HIPXI*HIPETA)*(ISI-1) + HIPXI»(
1 IETA-1) + IXI
ICHK = ISULOD(ELHUM)
IF(LYHUM.GT.1.AHD.ICHK.EQ.(-1))G0 T0170 
IF (LYHUM.LT.HLAYRS .AHD. ICHK.EQ.l)
1 GO TO 170
IF (ISI.GT.l .AHD. ICHK.EQ.(-1)) GO TO 170 
IF(1ST.LT.HIPSI.AHD.ICHK.EQ.1)GO T0170 
IF (IFLAG .EQ. 4) THEH 
ISET = 1
IF (ICHK .EQ. 1) SIP = 1.0 
IF (ICHK .EQ. (-1)) SIP = -1.0 
IF (ICHK .EQ. 0) GO TO 170 
CALL GETTHK (IHTGPH, ELHUM, HHEL,
1 THICKl, RAD)
CALL JACSHL (IHTGPH, ELHUM, HHEL,
1 THICKl, DETJAC. DUMMY. ISET. SIP)
DHORM = DSQRT(DUMHY(1)»*2+DUMMY(2)»»2+ 
1 DUMMY(3)**2)





DO 160 Kl = 1, HHEL
CSTl = DETJAC«VT»PRES(ELHUM,Kl)»SIP
Ml = B0P(K1,ELHUM)
RX(Ml) = RX(Ml) + H(K1,IHTGPH)*DUMMY(1 
1 )»CST1
RY(Ml) = RY(Ml) + H(K1,IHTGPH)»DUMMY(2 
1 )*CST1
RZ(Ml) = RZ(Ml) + H(K1,IHTGPH)»DUMMY(3 
1 )*CST1
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AMX(Hl) = AMX(Ml) + THICK(K1)*0.5*(
1 DUMMy(3)*VECT(2,3,Kl)-DUMMy<2)*
2 VECT(3,3,K1))
AHy(Hl) = A«y(Kl) + THICK(K1)*0 .S*(
1 DUHBy(l)*VECT(3.3,Kl)-DUHMY(3)*
2 VECT(1,3.K1))











IF (ITYPE.HE.0 .OR. IDEHT.HE.0) CALL ISH2DG (ITYPE,
1 HHEL, TERROR)
c  IDEBTl = IDEHT
c  ITYPEl = ITYPE
DO 220 IHTGPH = 1, HIP
CALL GETTHK (IHTGPH, ELHUM, HHEL. THICKl, RAD) 
CALL JACB2D (IHTGPH, ELHUM, HHEL, TERROR, DETJAC) 
CST = DETJAC*THICK1*W(IHTGPH)
C
C*VDIR: IGHORE RECRDEPS 
C*VDIR: PREFER VECTOR 
C










C —  PLACE RX» S AHD RY' S IH THE RIGHT POSITIOHS ID THE
C --  LOAD ARRAY.
C
IF (IDIM .EQ. 2) THEH
C
C#VDIR: PREFER VECTOR 
C
DO 260 K = 1, RHODES 
Kl = HHDF*(K-1) + 1 
K2 = Kl + 1 
R(K1) = R(K1) + RX(K)
R(K2) = R(K2) + RY(K)
250 COHTIHUE
C
ELSE IF (IDIM .EQ. 3) THEH
C
C*VDIR: PREFER VECTOR 
C
260 K = 1, HHODES
Kl = HHDF*(K-1) ■
K2 = Kl + 1
K3 = K2 + 1
K4 = K3 + 1
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KS = K4 + 1
K6 = KE + 1
K(K1) = R(K1) + RX(K)
R(K2) = R(K2) + RY(K)
RCK3) = R(K3) + RZ(K)
R(M) = R(K4) + iMX(K)
R(KS) = R(KE) + AHY<K)




C  FOR THE IODES WHICH ARE SHARED BY SHELL ELEMEBTS AID THEIR
C ROTATIOBAL DEGREES OF FREEDOM IS ASSEMBLED II THE LOCAL
C COORDIBATES, TRANSFORM THE LOADS TO TEE LOCAL COORDINATES OF
C THE BODE.
C
IF (IDIM .EQ. 3) THEH
DO 300 Kl=l, 5H0DES 
I = NBDF*CK1-1)
ICODE = IAHD(ISPB(K1).2S6)
ISPS = lAHDdSPBCKl) .4)
1 = 1 +  IDIM






DO 280 K2 = 1, IDIM 
CST = 0.
C+VDIR: PREFER SCALAR
DO 270 K3 = 1, IDIM 
IDIR = I + K3
CST = CST + R(IDIR)*DC(K3,K2)
270 COBTIDUE
DUMMY(R2) = CST 
280 CONTINUE
C*VDIR: PREFER SCALAR
DO 290 K2 = 1, IDIM 
















C PROPER(I,K)= 'I'TH PROPERTY OF MATERIAL 'K'.
C IHISTY= TAPE TO SAVE PREVIOUS HISTORY AT EACH
C GAUSS POINT.
C ITBSPG= TAPE TO SAVE PREVIOUS HISTORY AT EACH
C GAUSS POINT.
C HISTO(I,J,K)= ARRAY TO SAVE HO. OF DATA FOR
C GAUSS POINT *1* OF THE CURRENT ELE-
C KENT IB LAYER >K>.
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c CRACK(I,J,K)= ARRAY TO SAVE 'J' HO. OF CRACK DATA FOR
C GAUSS POIHT 'I' OF THE CURRENT ELE-
C MEET IE LAYER >K’.
C TEHSTF(I,J,K)= ARRAY TO SAVE 'J' HO. OF CRACK DATA FOR
C GAUSS POIET 'I' OF THE CURRENT ELE-
C MEET IE LAYER >K>.
C
C





C. . .SWITCHES: REHUMB=100:10,FORKAI=900:10 
C...SWITCHES :
c
C SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTINE 
C










COHMOH/IECRll/FRACTdO) .ELINCKlO) .LDCONT.INCPTR 
COHMOE/INPUTl/HIPXI. EIPETA ,NIPSI, EIP, IHTCOD 
COMMOE/ABC/TENSTF(27.80,15),ITNSPG,ITNSGl,ITHSG2 
COMMOE/BLOCKS/HISTG(27,70,15),CRACK(27, 250,15) ,IHISTY, IHISTl 
»,IHIST2 
CDHM0N/LPR0P/PR0PER(2S,15)
COMMON/LAYERB/LTHICK(9) ,ZS (9) , DCS (3,3) , NLAYRS ,MATRL ,LYEUM 
COMMON/TSHEAR/AKl (5000.9), AK2(5000,9) ,AF1 (5000,15,27),
$ AF2(5000,15,27)
DIMENSION DSTEEL(6,6),ICDUHT(27,15)
DO 100 IHATH = 1, HATHUM
C
IF (PR0PER(25,IHATB) .EQ. 1.0) THEN
C





EC = FC/EPSC 
A = EI/EC
IF (A .LT. 4./3.) THEE




C CHECK FOR THE LIMITS ON THE POST-CRUSHING PARAM. >D>.
C
D = PR0PER(9,IMATE)
IF (A .LE. 2.) THEE 
Cl = (l.-.5*A)**2.
C2 = 1. + A*(A-2.)
IF (.EOT.(D.LE.C2 .AND. D.GE.Cl)) THEH 
WRITE (lOUT, 910) IMATN, A, D,
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IF (A .GT. 2.) THEB
IF (.BOT.(D.GE.O. .ABD. D.LE.l.)) THEB 
WRITE (lOUT, 910) IHATH, A, D.









C GEHERATE ELEMEBTS OF THE IBITIAL COHSTITUTIVE MATRIX
C D(1,1),D(1,2),D(1,3) ,D(2,3),D(3,3),D(4,4),D(5,5) ,D(6,6) .RETRIEVE 
C THE DIRECTIOH COSIBES W.R.T GLOBAL XYZ, WHICH
C IHITIALLY IS PUT TO ZERO FOR COBCRETE LAYERS ADD IS ALWAY
C EQUAL TO THE ORIEBTATIOH OF THE STEEL REBARS,THIS IS DOBE
C FOR EACH GAUSS POIBT OF EACH ELEHEBT ABD THE RESULTIBG DATA














DO 240 ELNUM = 1, NELEK
C
C IBITIALIZE 'HISTO' t 'CRACK' FOR EACH BLOCK
C OF ELEMEBTS.
C
CALL ELIHFO (ELHUH, ITYPE, BBEL, IFLAG, ISTART, LIBES) 
CALL ELIHTM (ELHUM, IDEBT, IHTCOD, BIPZI, BIPETA, BIPSI, 
1 HATHUM, THICK)
C
DO ISO LYBUM = 1, IB
DO 140 IGAUSS = 1, 27
ICOUBTCIGAUSS,LYBUM) = 0 
DO 110 IDATA = 1, 70
HISTO ( IGAUSS, IDAT A ,LYBUM) = 0.0 
110 COBTIHUE
DO 120 IDATA =1, 280
CRACK (IGAUSS, IDATA ,LYBUM) = 0.0 
120 COBTIHUE
DO 130 IDATA = 1, 80





DO 230 J = 1, BLAYRS
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CALL LYIBFO <J, LTHICK, 2S, MATRL, DCS, HBEL, ELBUM, BIPÏI 
1 , BIPETA, BIPSI)
C
BIP = BIPSI*HIPETA»BIPXI 
IF (IFLAG .Eg. 4) THEB
IF (BLAYRS .GT. 1) THEB 
DO KS = 1, 9
AKl(ELHUM,KS) = E.0/6.0 
AK2(ELHUM,KS) = 5.0/6.0 
EBD DO
CALL ISHSHL (ITYPE, BBEL, TERROR)
DO KS = 1, BIP 
THICKL = 0.0 
ZSI = 0.0 
THICKE =0.0 
RAD = 0.0
CALL GTLTK (KS, ELHUM, BBEL, THICKL, ZSI,
1 LTHICK, ZS)
CALL GETTHK (KS, ELBUM, BBEL, THICKE, RAD) 
AKOHST = (3./2.)*(1.0-(4.0*ZSI»ZSI)/(THICKE»
1 THICKE))
AF1(ELBUM,J,KS) = AKOHST 
AF2(ELBUH,J,KS) = AKOHST 
EBD DO
ELSE
DO KS = 1, 9
AKl(ELHUM,KS) = 5.0/6.0 









DO 220 L = 1, BIP
C
C *$*#**# STEEL LAYER *»#*#***
C
IF (PROPER(25,MATRL) -EQ, 0,0) THEH
C





C SAVE Dd.l) ADD THEATA=ORIEHTATIQH OF REBARS(RADIAHS)
C
C
HISTD(L,1,J) = E 
BIST0(L,14,J) = E 
HIST0(L,13,J) = PR0PER(5,MATRL)
C






C GEHERATE THE COHSTITUTIVE MATRIX FOR THE STEEL
C IB THE MATERIAL AXES (DIREC. OF REBARS).
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DO 200 IR = 1, 6
DO 190 IC = 1, 6




ROTATE 'DSTEEL' TO GLOBAL AXES.
CALL DTRAHS (DSTEEL, DCS, TOUT)










































































= DSTEEL(B, 6 
= DSTEEL(6,1 
= DSTEEL(6 ,2 
= DSTEEL(6,3 
= DSTEEL(6 ,4 
= DSTEEL(6 ,B 
= DSTEEL(6 , 6  
= 1.0 
= 1.0
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C CALCULATE Dll ,D12,D22 .D33.D44 ,DBB
C
HISTO(L.l.J) = CONST*(1.0-NU)
HISTO(L,2,J) = COHST»NU 
HIST0(L,3,J) = CONST*(1.0-HU)
HISTO(L,4,J) = CONST*(l.O-NU)
HISTO(L,B,J) = COHST*NU 





C HISTO(L,10-18,J)=DIR. COS. FROM GLOBAL XYZ
C
HISTO(L.IO.J) = 0.0 
HIST0(L,11,J) = 0.0 
HIST0CL.12.J) = 0.0 
HIST0(L,13,J) = 0.0 
HIST0(L,14,J) = 0.0 
HISTO(L.IB.J) = 0.0 
HIST0(L,16,J) = 0.0 
HIST0(L,17,J) = 0.0 
HIST0(L,18,J) = 0.0 
HIST0(L,2O,J) = E 
HIST0(L,21,J) = NU
C
C ... THE COMPRESSION SOFTENING MODEL HEED TO STORE AND UPDATE 
C FC THE COMP. STRENGTH FOR EACH ELEMENT,CONCRETE LAYER AT EACH




C INITIALLY THE CONSTITUTIVE MATRIX IN THE GLOBAL








CRACN(L,B,J) = 0.0 








CRACK(L,11,J) = 0.0 
CRACK(L,12,J) = 0.0 
CRACK(L,13,J) = 0.0
C
C .... D31,D32,D33,D34,D3B, D36
C
CRACK(L,14,J) = HIST0(L,6,J)
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CRACKa,lB,J) = HIST0CL,6,J)
CRACK (L,16.J) = HIST0a,4,J)
CRACK(L,17,J) = 0.0 





CRACK(L,20,J) = 0.0 
CRACK(L,21,J) = 0.0 
CRACK(L,22,J) = 0.0 
CRACK (L, 23, J) = HIST0(L,7,J)





CRACK(L,26,J) = 0.0 
CRACK(L,27,J) = 0.0 
CRACK(L,28,J) = 0.0 
CRACK(L,29,J) = 0.0 





CRACK(L,32,J) = 0.0 
CRACK(L,33,J) = 0.0 
CRACK(L,34,J) = 0.0 
CRACK(L,3B,J) = 0.0 
CRACK(L,36,J) = 0.0 
CRACK (L, 37, J) = HIST0(L,9,J)
IF (PR0PER(2B,KATRL) .EQ. 2) GO TO 210
C
C IHITIALLY THERE ARE HO CRACKS AT THE CURREHT POIHT.
C E.G., IF ORE CRACK DEVELOPS THEH CRACK(L,1,J)= 1.
C
CRACK(L,1,J) = 0.0





C HISTO(L,29,J) = 1........STRESS POIBT IB PRE-FAILURE
C
C = 2 .....  ; ; ; FAILURE STATE
C
C = 3 .....  ; ; ; POST-FAILURE
C










C HISTO(L,30.J) = 1........  LOADIHG OF THE STRESS POIBT
C
C = 2 ........  UHLOADIBG ; ; ;
C
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c = 3 ........ RELOiDIBG ; ; ;
C
C
C IHITIALLY ALL POIHTS ARE LOADIHG (STRAIHS IHCREASIHG)
C
C






WRITE (ITHSPG) ELHUH, J, HIP, MATRL, (<TEHSTF(L,K, J) ,K = 1
1 ,80), L = 1, HIP), ((HISTO(L,K,J),K = 1,70), L = 1,
2 HIP), (PROPER(H!,MATRL), KH = 1, 26)
WRITE(IHIST2)ELHUM,J,HIP, ((CRACK(L,K,J) ,K=1,2B0) ,L=1,HIP) 
WRITE (ITHSG2) ELHUH, J, HIP, HATRL, ( (TEHSTF(L,K, J) ,K = 1
1 ,80), L = 1, HIP), ((HISTO(L,K,J),K = 1,70), L = 1,




900 F0RMAT(///,2OX, ' ERROR' ,/,30X, 'PARAMETER A FOR '
1 ,'COHCRETE MATRL ',12,IX,'IS LESS THAH 4./3.',/,
2 BOX,'A=',DIO.3)
910 FORMAT(///,BX,' ERROR',/,SOX,'FOR COHCRETE MATRL: ',
1 12,IX,'A=',D12.B,/,30X,'POST-CRUSEIHG PARAMETER,D=',





SUBROUTIHE CHKRC (IHCREM,HIT, TERROR, lOUT, ICHECK)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,D-Z)
C. . .SWITCHES: REHUHB=100:10,FORMAT=900:10 
C...SWITCHES:
c
C SUBROUTINES AHD FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTINE 
C
C ELIHFO ELIHTM LYIBFO ISH3DG ISHSHL
C ISH2DG SHHORM DIRVEC GETTHK JACSHL CHKSTL










COMMOH/IHPUT8/HHODES ,HELEM ,HHDF ,HLIHC ,MHIT, IFLAGl, IFLAG2, IDIM,
$ HIHODE,HCOLOR,HFREE
COMHOB/IHCRll/FRACT (10) ,HLIHC1 (10) ,LDCOHT, IHCPTR 
COMMOH/ISHAP1/H(20,27) ,HXI(20,27) ,HETA(20,27) ,HSI(20,27) ,SI(27) 
C0MM0H/IHPUT9/THICKO),IFLAG 
COMHOH/IHPUTl/HIPXI,HIPETA,HIPSI,HIP,IHTCOD 
COMMOH/LAYERB/LTHICK(9),ZS (9) ,DCS (3,3) ,HLAYRS,MATRL ,LYHUM 
C0MM0H/LPR0P/PR0PER(2B,1B)
COMHOH/ABC/TEHSTF (27,80,IB),ITHSPG, ITNSGl, ITHSG2 
COMHOH/BLOCKB/HISTO(27,70,IB),CRACK(27,2B0,IB),IHISTY,IHISTl
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$ .IHIST2
CDMMDH/TSHEAR/AKl (6000,9) ,AK2(BOOO,9) , AFKSOOO. IS , 27) 
t ,AF2(B000.1S,27)
COHHOD/UTILl/STRESS(6 ),STRAIHCS),DUMMY




DIHEHSIOH TEMPI (9) ,TEMP2(9) ,TEMP3(9) ,TEMP4(9) ,AR1(9) ,AR2<9) 
DIHEHSIOD TEMPIB (9) , TEMP2B (9) , TEMP3B (9) , TEMP4B (9) , ARIB (9) , AR2B (9) 
DIHEHSIOH TEHPB(1B,27),TEMP6(9),TEMP7(15,27),TEHP8(9),TEHPA(9) 




C SUBROUTIHE COHTROLS THE COHVERGEHCE PROCEDURE
C AHD CALLIHG OF APPROPRIATE SUBRDUTIBES.
C
C
C FOR EACH ELEMENT, LAYER AHD INTEGRATION POIHT:
C
C COHVER = 1 ......... BOTH >E' AHD 'HU' ARE WITHIN
C THE TOLERANCE,I.E .,COHVERGEHCE IH CURRENT LAYER
C
C COHVER =999........ EITHER 'E' OR 'HU' FOR AT LEAST
C ONE GAUSS POINT VIOLATES THE ALLOW. TOLER
C
C 'HSTIFF' DETERMINES IF STIFFNESS MATRIX FOR AT LEAST
C ONE LAYER OF ELEMENT 'I* IS TO BE UPDATED.
C
C HSTIFF = 0    NO STIFFNESS UPDATE NECESSARY.
C
C = 1  .... STIFFNESS UPDATE NECESSARY.
C









DO 210 ELHUM = 1, HELEM
C
CALL ELIHFO (ELNUM, ITYPE, HHEL, IFLAG, ISTART, LINES)






DO IC = 1, 9
ARKIC) = 0.0 




TEMP4(IC) = 0.0 
TEMP6 (IC) =0.0 
TEHPBdC) = 0.0 
TEMPA(IC) =0.0 
TEMPB(IC) = 0.0






TEHPIB(IC) = 0.0 
TEHP2BCIC) =0.0 
TEHPBBdC) = 0.0 
TEHP4B(IC) = 0.0 
TEHPBB(IC) = 0.0 
TEHP6BCIC) =0.0 
TEMP7B(IC) = 0.0 
TEMPSBCIC) =0.0 
TEMPA(IC) = 0.0 
TEMPB(IC) = 0.0 
TEMPC(IC) = 0.0 
TEMPD(IC) =0.0 
EBD DO
DO LYBUM = 1. 15 





DO 170 LYBUM = 1, BLIYRS
CALL LYIBFO (LYBUM, LTHICK, ZS, MATRL, DCS, BBEL, ELBUM,
1 BIPXI, BIPETA, BIPSI)
C
C
C RECOVER ARRAY 'HISTO', 'CRACK', 'TEBSTF' FOR THE CURREHT ELEHEBT.
C THESE ARE REQUIRED FOR THE UPDATIHG PROCEDURE IB THE COHVERGEHCE 




READ (IHISTY) ELBUMB, LYHUHB, HGAUS, ((CRACK(L,K,LYBUM) ,K
1 = 1,250), L = 1, HGAUS)
C
IF (ELBUMB.HE.ELHUH .OR. LYBUMB.BE.LYBUM .OR. BGAUS.BE.HIP 
1 ) THEH
WRITE (», *) 'ERROR READIBG IHISTY IB CHKRC
WRITE (*, ♦) 'ELBUM', ELBUM, 'ELBUMB', ELBUMB, 'LYBUM'





READ (ITBSPG) ELBUMB, LYBUMB, HGAUS, MATRL, ((TEHSTF(L,K,
1 LYBUM),K = 1,80), L = 1, HGAUS), ((HISTO(L,K,LYBUM),K
2 = 1,70), L = 1, HGAUS), (PROPER(KH,MATRL) , KM = 1, 25
3 )
C
IF (ELBUMB.BE.ELHUM .OR. LYBUMB.HE.LYBUM .OR. HGAUS.HE.BIP 
1 ) THEH
WRITE (», *) 'ERROR READIBG ITHSPG IB CHKRC
WRITE (•, •) 'ELBUM', ELHUM, 'ELBUMB', ELBUMB, 'LYBUM'





IF (ITYPE .LE. 0) GO TO 200
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IF (ITYPE.DE.0 .OK. IDEDT.DE.O) THED 
IF (ITYPE .GT. 300) THEH 
IF (IFLAG .EQ. 0) THED 
ECB = 3»HHEL
CALL ISH3DC (ITYPE. HHEL, TERROR)
ELSE IF (IFLAG .EQ. 4) THEH 
HCB = 6 *HHEL
CALL ISHSHL (ITYPE. HHEL, TERROR)
EHDIF
ELSE IF (ITYPE .GT. 200) THEH 
HCB = 2«HHEL
CALL ISH2DG (ITYPE, HHEL, TERROR)





C ITYPEl = ITYPE
C IDEHTl = IDEHT
C****
IF (IFLAG .EQ. 4) THEH 




C ---  IF SHELL ROTATIOHS ARE ASSEMBLED IH THE LOCAL SHELL COORDIHATE
C SYSTEM THEH RETREIVE THE LOCAL Z-AXIS FROM STORAGE. ELSE
C EVALUATE THE NORMAL TO THE SHELL MID PLAHE BY A CALL TO THE
C SHHORM ROUTINE.
C
IF (ICODE .GT. 0) THEH












DO 160 INTGPH = 1, HIP 
THICKE = 0.0 
IF (IFLAG .EQ. 4) THEH
CALL GETTHK (INTGPH, ELNUM. HBEL, THICKE, RAD)
C
C  VECTOR V3 RETURNED BY JACSHL IS NORMAL TO MID SURFACE OF THE




CALL JACSHL (INTGPH, ELNUM, NNEL, THICKE, DETJAC,
1 V3, ISET, SIP)
C
C ----  THE COORDINATES VECTORS VI AND V2 ARE EVALUATED BY DIRVEC
C WHICH IS PART OF THE ELEMENT LIBRARY MODULE
C
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c
c ___  CHECK THE STEEL LAYER
C
C
IF (PR0PER(2B,HATRL) .EQ. 0.0) THEH
C
C
C CHECK THE COHVERGEHCE OF THE MATERIAL LAW AT EACH




IF (TOLER .EQ. 0.0) TOLER =3.0 
CALL CHKSTL (PROPERCl,MATRL).TOLER,HSTIFF.COHVER, 
1 ELHUH,IHTGPH,ITYPE,lOUT)
C
ELSE IF (PR0PER(2B,HATRL) .EQ. 1.0) THEH
C
C
C CHECK THE COHVERGEHCE OF THE MATERIAL LAW AT EACH




IF (TOLER .EQ. 0.0) TOLER =3.0
CALL CHKCOH (TOLER, ELHUH, lOUT, PROPERd,HATRL) ,
1 COHVER,HSTIFF,HHEL,IHCREM,HIT,ITYPE,IHTGPH,
2 TERROR,IFLAG)
ELSE IF (PR0PER(25,HATRL) .EQ. 2.0) THEH 
CALL lOGET (LDEVl. 96, >(A96) '. 5)
EHDIF
C
C ... COMPUTE THE TRAHSVERSE STIFFHESS CORRECTIDH FACTOR FOR A 
C SHELL ELEBEHT ACCOUHTIHG FOR IHHOMOGEHEOUS MATERIAL LAYERS
C AHD CRACKIHG.
C
IF (IFLAG .EQ. 4) THEH
IF (HLAYRS .GT. 1) THEH
IPOIHT = IHTGPH/(HIPXI*HIPETA)
IHDEZ = IHTGPH - IPOIHT*HIPXI*HIPETA 
IF (IHDEX .EQ. 0) IHDEX = HIPXI*HIPETA
C
IF (LYHUH.EQ.l .AHD. IHTGPH.LE.HIPXI'BIPETA)
1 THEH






ZSI = 0.0 
ACOHST =0.0 
Z1 = 0.0 
Z2 = 0.0
CALL GTLTK (IHTGPH, ELHUM, HHEL, THICKL, ZSI, 
1 LTHICK, ZS)
C
IF (HIPSI .EQ. 1) THEH 
ACOHST = THICKL/2.0 
ELSE IF (HIPSI .EQ. 2) THEH 
IC = IHTGPH/(HIPXI«HIPETA)
IP = IHTGPH - IC»HIPXI»HIPETA 
IFdC.EQ.O.OR.IP.EQ.O.AHD.IC.EQ.DTHEH
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ACOHST = THICKL»0.S773B/2.0 
ELSE IF (IC.EQ.l .OR. IC.EQ.2 .AHD. IP.Et). 
0) THEN 
ACOHST = THICKL*0.4226S/2.0 
EBDIF
ELSE IF (HIPSI .EQ. 3) THEH 
IC = IHTGPH/(HIPXI*HIPETA)
IP = IHTGPH - IC*HIPÏI*HIPETA 
IFdC.EQ.O.OR.IC.Eq.l.AHD.IP.EQ.WTBEH 
ACOHST = THICKL«0.774S966/2.0 
ELSE IF (IC.EQ.l .OR. IP.EQ.O .AHD. IC.EQ.
2) THEH 
ACOHST = THICKL/2.0
ELSE IF (IC.EQ.2 .OR. IP.EQ.O .AHD. IC.EQ.
3) THEH




DO 1RS = 1, 6
DO IPS = 1, 6




ICODE = 0 
IPG = 1
CALL DMATCS (ELHUH, ITYPE, IHTGPH, IFLAG, lOUT 
1 , ICODE, IPG)
C
DEP(5,B) = DEP (B,B)/(AF2(ELHUM,LYHUM,IHTGPH)*
1 S./6 .)
DEP(6 ,6) = DEP(6 ,6 )/(API(ELHUM,LYHUK,IHTGPH)«
1 B./6 .)
C
Z1 = (-E1(ELHUM,IHDEX)) + ZSI + THICKE/2.0 
Z2 = (-FI(ELHUM,INDEX)) + ZSI + THICKE/2.0
C
C
C TRANSVERSE COMPONENTS IH THE X ’DIRECTION 
C
C COMPUTE THE R1 TERM
C
ARl(IHDEX) = DEP(1,1)*(1/3.)*(Z1*»3-TEMPA(
1 IHDEX)'*3) + ARl(IHDEX) + ARIB(IHDEX)
ARIB(IHDEX) = DEP(1,1)«(1/3.)»((Z1+AC0HST)»»3- 
1 Zl»»3)
C
C COMPUTE THE G TERM, GBAR TERM AHD ACCUMALATE
C




TEMPS(IHDEX) = TEMPC(IHDEX)* (Z1 -TEMPA(IHDEX) )/
1 THICKE - DEP(1,1)*((Z1**3'TEHPA(IHDEX)»*3)
2 /6 .-(Zl-TEMPA(IHDEX))«TEMPA(IHDEZ)**2/2. ) /
3 THICKE + TEMPSB(IHDEX) + TEMP6 (IHDEX) 
TEMP6B(IHDEX) = TEMPB(LYHUM,IHTGPH)«ACOHST/
1 THICKE - DEP(1,1)»(((Z1+AC0HST)««3-Z1««3)/
2 6.-AC0HST«Zl««2/2.)/THICKE
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c COMPUTE THE EG TERM
C
IF <PROPER(2B,HATRL) .BE. 0.0) THEB
TEMPl(IHDEI) = TEHPl(IHDEX) + DEPC6,6)»(Z1 
1 -TEMPA (IHDEX)) + TEMPIB (IHDEX)
TEMPIB(IHDEX) = DEP(6 ,6 )«ACOHST 
XXI = Z1 - TEMPA(IHDEX)
XX2 = Zl««2 - TEMPA(IHDEX)««2
XX3 = Zl«*3 - TEMPA(IHDEX)*«3
XX4 = Zl«*4 - TEMPA(IHDEX)*«4
XXB = Z1««B - TEMPA(IHDEX)*«B
T1 = TEMPC ( IHDEX) «TEMPC (IHDEX) «XXI
T2 = (TEMPA (IHDEX) ««4«DEP( 1,1 ) «XXI)/4 . 0
T3 = (XXB«DEP(l,l))/20.0
T4 = (TEMPA (IHDEX) ««2«IX3«DEP (1,1 ) ) /6 .0
TB = TEMPC(IHDEX)«TEHPA(IHDEX)««2«XX1
T6 = TEMPC(IHDEX)«XX3/3.0
TEHP3(IHDEX) = TEMP3(IHDEX) + (T1+DEP(1,1)
1 «(TB-T6+T2+T3-T4))/DEP(6,6) + TEMP3B(
2 IHDEX)
XXIB = ACOHST
XX2B = (Z1+AC0HST)««2 - Zl««2 
XX3B = (Z1+AC0HST)««3 - Zl««3 
XX4B = (Z1+AC0HST)««4 - Zl««4 
XXBB = (Z1+AC0HST)««B - Z1««B 
TIB = TEMPB (LYBUM, IHTGPH) «TEMPB (LYHUM,
1 IHTGPH)«XXI
T2B = (Zl««4«DEP(l,l)«XXlB)/4.0 
T3B = (XXBB*DEP(l,l))/20.0 
T4B = (Zl««2«XX3B«DEP(l,l))/6.0 
TBB = TEMPS (LYHUM, IHTGPH)«Z1««2*XX1B 
T6B = TEMPB (LYHUM, IHTGPH) «XX3B/3.0 




C COMPUTE THE HG TERM
C
C IF(DEP(1,1).HE.0.0) THEE







C T1 = TEMPC(IHDEX)«TEMPC(IHDEX)«XXI
C T2 = ((TEMPA(IHDEX)« «4)«DEP(l,l)«XXl)/4.0
C T3 = (XXB«DEP(l,l))/20.0
C T4 = ((TEMPA(IHDEX)««2)«XX3«DEP(1 ,1))/6 .0
C TB = TEMPC(IHDEX)«(TEMPA(IHDEX)««2)«XX1
C T6 = TEMPC ( IHDEX) «XX3/3.0








C TRAHSVERSE COMPOHEHTS IH THE Y ’DIRECTIOH
C
C
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c COMPUTE THE R2 TERM
C
AR2 (IHDEZ) = DEP(2,2)*(1/3.)*(Z2*«3-TEBPB(
1 IHDEX)»»3) + AR2(IHDEX) + AR2BCIHDEX)
AR2B(IHDEX) = DEP(2,2)*(1/3.)•((Z2+AC0HST)«‘S- 
1 Z2»*3)
C
C COMPUTE THE G TERM. GBAR TERM AHD ACCUMALATE
C
TEMPT (LYHUM, IHTGPH) = TEMPD(IHDEX) + ((-DEP(2, 
1 2)»(1/2.)»(Z2*»2-TEHPB(IHDEX)»»2)))
TEMP7B (IHDEX) = -DEP(2,2)*(1/2.)*((Z2+AC0HST)
1 **2-Z2**2)
TEMPB(IHDEX) = TEMPD(IHDEX)*(Z2-TEMPB(IHDEX))/
1 THICKE - DEP(2,2)*((Z2*»3-TEHPB(IHDEX)»*3)
2 /6 .-(Z2-TEMPB(IHDEX))«TEMPB(IHDEX)*«2/2. ) /
3 THICKE + TEMPS(IHDEX) + TEMPBB(IHDEX) 
TEMPBB(IHDEX) = TEHP7(LYHUM,IHTGPH)«ACOHST/
1 THICKE - DEP(2,2)*(((Z2+AC0HST)«*3-Z2*«3)/
2 6.-AC0HST«Z2«*2/2.)/THICKE
C
C COMPUTE THE EG TERM
C
IF (PR0PER(2B,MATRL) .HE. 0.0) THEH
TEHP2(IHDEX) = TEMP2(IHDEX) + DEP(S,5)«(Z2 
1 -TEMPB(IBDEX)) + TEMP2B(IHDEX)
TEMP2B(IHDEX) = DEP(B,B)«ACOHST 
YYl = Z2 - TEMPB(IHDEX)
YY2 = Z2««2 - TEMPB(IHDEX)««2
YY3 = Z2««3 - TEMPB(IHDEX)««3
YY4 = Z2««4 - TEMPB(IHDEX)««4







TEMP4(IHDEX) = TEMP4(IHDEX) + (T1+DEP(2,2)
1 * (TB-T6+T21 T3-T4) )/DEP(B,B) + TEMP4B(
2 IHDEX)
YYIB = ACOHST
YY2B = (Z2+AC0HST)««2 - Z2««2 
YY3B = (Z2+AC0HST)««3 - Z2««3 
YY4B = (Z2+AC0HST)««4 - Z2««4 
YYBB = (Z2+AC0HST)««B - Z2««B 





TBB = TEMPT(LYHUM,IHTGPH)«Z2« «2«YY1B 
TBB = TEMPT(LYHUM,IHTGPH)«YY3B/3.0 




C COMPUTE THE HG TERM
C
C IF(DEP(2,2) .HE.0.0) THEH
C TEMP2(IHDEX) = TEHP2(IHDEX)+(DEP(2,2)«0.B«
C i  (Z2-TEMPB(IHDEX)))
C YY1= Z2-TEMPB(IHDEX)
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C T1 = TEMPD(IBDEX)*TEMPD(IBDEX)»YY1
C T2 = ((TEMPB(IBDEX)**4)*DEP(2,2)*YYl)/4.0
C T3 = (YYS»DEP(2,2))/20.0
C T4 = ( (TEMPB (IBDEX) »*2) «YY3«DEP (2.2) ) /6 .0
C TB = TEMPD (IBDEX) « (TEMPB ( IBDEX) " *2 ) « YYl
C T6 = TEMPD(IBDEX)»YY3/3.0




TEMPD(IBDEX) = TEHP7(LYHUM,IBTGPB) + TEMP7B(
1 IBDEX)
TEMPA(IBDEX) = ZI + ACOHST 





C THE UPDATED 'HISTO' , 'CRACK' 4 'TEBSTF' ARRAYS OF THE CURREHT
C BLOCK OF ELEMEBTS IS STORED
C 
C
WRITE (IHISTl) ELBUM. LYHUM. HIP. ((CRACK(L.K.LYHUM).K = 1 
1 .2B0). L = 1. HIP)
WRITE (ITHSGl) ELBUM. LYHUM. HIP. MATRL. ((TEBSTF(L.K.
1 LYHUM).K = 1.80). L = 1. HIP). ((HISTO(L.K.LYBUM).K =




C . . FOR EACH ELEMEHT GPBT VERTICAL LIBE COMPUTE THE Kl ABD K2 FACTOR 
C . . FOR EACH GPBT IH A VERTICAL LIBE COMPUTE THE FI AHD F2 FACTOR 
C
IF (IFLAG .EQ. 4) THEB
IF (HLAYRS .GT. 1) THEH 
DO LY = 1. HLAYRS
CALL LYIBFO (LY. LTHICK. ZS. MATRL. DCS. BBEL.
1 ELBUM. HIPXI. HIPETA. HIPSI)
BIPl = HIPXI»HIPETA*HIPSI 
II = BIPXI'HIPETA
IF (PR0PER(2B.MATRL) .BE. 0.0) THEH 
DO IPB = 1. BIPl
IPOIHT = IPB/II
IHDEX = IPB - IPOIBT*II
IF (IBDEX .EQ. 0) IBDEX = II
AKl (ELBUM.IBDEX) = AR1(IHDEX)»»2/(TEMP1(
1 IBDEX)«TEMP3(IBDEX))
AK2( ELHUM. IBDEX) = AR2(IHDEX)«»2/(TEMP2(
1 IHDEX)»TEHP4(IBDEX))
CALL GETTHK(IPB.ELHUM.HHEL.THICKE.RAD) 
AFKELBUM.LY.IPB) = TEMPS(LY.IPH)/TEMP6 (
1 IHDEX)













ITEHP = IHISTY 
IHISTY = IHISTl 
IHISTl = ITEHP 
ITEMP = ITBSPG 
ITHSPG = ITHSGl 
ITHSGl = ITEHP
C







ICP = 62 
REWIHD ICP
DO 230 ELHUH = 1, HELEM
CALL ELIHFO (ELHUM, ITYPE, HHEL, IFLAG, ISTART, LIBES) 
CALL ELIHTM (ELHUH, IDEHT, IHTCODE, HIPXI, HIPETA, HIPSI, 
HATHUM, THICK)
DO 220 LYHUM = 1, HLAYRS
CALL LYIHFD (LYHUM, LTHICK, ZS, MATRL, DCS, HHEL, 
1 ELHUH, HIPXI, HIPETA, HIPSI)
C
C
C RECOVER ARRAY *H I S T O C R A C K  »,*TEHSTF' FOR THE CURREHT ELEMEHT.
C THESE ARE REQUIRED FOR THE UPDATIHG PROCEDURE IH THE COHVERGEHCE 
C CRITERIOB EMPLOYED. STORES ALL THE MATERIAL IHFO ABOUT POIBT.
C
HIP = HIPXI*HIPETA*HIPSI
READ (IHISTY) ELHUHB, LYHUHB, HGAUS, ((CRACK(L,K,LYHUM 
1 ),K = 1,2S0), L = 1, HGAUS)
IF (ELHUHB.HE.ELHUM .OR. LYHUHB.HE.LYHUM .OR. HGAUS 
1 .HE.HIP) THEH
WRITE (*, •) 'ERROR READING IHISTY IB CHKRC»
WRITE (•, *) *ELHUM», ELHUH. 'ELHUHB», ELHUHB,




READ (ITHSPG) ELHUHB, LYHUHB, HGAUS. HATRL, ((TEHSTF(L
1 ,K,LYHUM),K = 1,80), L = 1, HGAUS), ((HISTO(L,K.
2 LYHUM),K = 1,70), L = 1, HGAUS), (PROPER(KM,HATRL)
3 , KH = 1, 28)
IF (ELHUHB.HE.ELHUM .DR. LYHUHB.HE.LYBUM .OR. HGAUS 
1 .HE.HIP) THEH
WRITE (*, ♦) 'ERROR READIBG ITHSPG IB CHKRC
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WRITE C*, *) ’ELHUM’, ELHUM, ’ELHUMB’, ELHUMB,





C THE UPDATED ’HISTO’ , ’CRACK’ 4 ’TEHSTF’ ARRAYS OF THE CURREHT
C BLOCK OF ELEMEHTS IS STORED
C 
C
WRITE (IHIST2) ELHUM, LYHUM, HIP, ((CRACK(L,K,LYHUM) ,K 
1 = 1,250), L = 1, HIP)
WRITE (ITHSG2) ELHUM, LYHUM, HIP, MATRL, ((TEHSTF(L,K,
1 LYHUM),K = 1,80), L = 1, HIP), ((HISTO(L,K,LYHUM),
2 K = 1,70), L = 1, HIP), (PROPER(KM,MATRL), KM = 1
3 , 25)
c
WRITE (ICP) ELHUH, LYHUM, HIP, (AFl (ELHUM,LYHUM,KJ) ,








C __________________________  C H K C O H  ________________________
C
C IHCLUDE(PROCESS)
SUBROUTIHE CHKCOH (TOLER, lELEH, lOUT,PROPER, COHVER,HSTIFF, HHEL 
$ ,IHCREM, HIT, ITYPE ,L, TERROR,IFLAG)
IMPLICIT REAL»8(A-H,0-Z)
C. ..SWITCHES: REHUMB=100:10,FORMAT=900:10 
C...SWITCHES:C*.*,
c
C SUBRDUTIHES AHD FUHCTIOHS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTIHE 
C
C lOGET PSTSTH OTOSEH CRKPHT TSSTIF CMPSFT





COMMOH/IHPUTl/HIPXI, HIPETA, HIPSI, HIP, IHTCOD
COMHOH /BL0CK5/HIST0(27,70,15) ,CRACK(27 ,250,15) , IHISTY,IHISTl 
*,IHIST2
COMMOH /ABC/TEHSTF(27,80,15),ITHSPG,ITHSGl,ITHSG2 
COMMOH/LAYERB/LTHICK(9) ,ZS(9) ,DCS (3,3) ,HLAYRS ,MATRL ,LYHUH 
COMMOH/UTILl /STRESS (6), STRAIH (6 ) , DUMMY









C SUBROUTIHE TO CHECK COHVERGEHCE FOR EACH GAUSS POIHT OF
C COHCRETE LAYER ’J’ OF ELEMEHT ’lELEM’.IF HOT COHVERGED FOR
C AHY GAUSS POIHT THE MATERIAL PARAMETERS WILL BE MODIFIED
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APPROPRIATELY ABD THE HEW ELEHEBT STIFFH ESS WILL BE 
CALCULATED.
» CHKGUS* DETERMINES I F  THE MATERIAL LAW AT THE CURREHT 




SHOULD UPDATE THE *D> MATRIX
NAXCRK = 10  
MAXCK2 = 3 0
CHKGUS = .FA L SE .
IF H  = PR0PERC24) 
IF C  =  PR0PERC23) 
EPSMAX = 0 . 0  
EPSMIH = 0 . 0  
EPSMID = 0 . 0  
E P S l =  0 . 0  
EP S 2 = 0 . 0  
E P S 3  = 0 . 0  
EPSX = 0 . 0  
EPSY = 0 . 0  




SI6H A 1 
SIGMA2 
SIGMA3 
ICQUP = 0 
IF L G l = 0 
IF L G 2 = 0 
IF L G 3 = 0 
ITCRK = 0 
D l l  =  0 .0  





















PERCHT = 0 . 0  
J  =  LYHUM
CALL lOGET (L D E V l, 9 6 ,  ' ( A 9 6 ) ' ,  5 )
EPSX = S T R A IH (l)
EPSY = STRAIHC2)
EPSZ =  S T R A IH O )
GAHAXY = S TR A IH (4)
GAMAYZ = ST R A IH (5)
GAHAXZ = STRAIH( 6 )
GHI =  DMAXl(DMAXl(DMAXl(DMAXl(DMAXl(DABS(EPSX), D ABS(EPSY)) , DABS( 
1 E P S Z ))  .DABS(GAMAXY)),DABS(GAMAYZ)),DABS(GAMAX2))
I F  (D ABS(EPSX) .L T . l .E - 3 * G H I )  EPSX = 0 . 0  
I F  (D ABS(EPSY) .L T . l .E - 3 * G H I )  EPSY = 0 . 0
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I F  (D A BS(EPSZ) .L T . l .E - 3 * G H I )  EPSZ = 0 . 0  
I F  (DiBS(GAHAXY) .L T . l .E - 3 * G H I )  GAHAXY = 0 . 0
I F  (DABS(GAMAYZ) .L T . l .E - 3 * G H I )  GAMAYZ = 0 . 0
I F  (DABS(GABAXZ) .L T . l .E - 3 » G H I )  GAHAXZ = 0 . 0
C
C




C I F  THERE EX IST CRACKS AT T H IS  POIHT CHECK THE
C CRACKED P O IH T ’ S STATUS ; CALCULATE PRIHCIPA L
C S T R A I H S , 'E P S l ',* E P S 2 ’ AHD EPS3 FOR IHTACT COHCRETE
C AHD DETERMIHE PRIH CIPA L STRESSES 'S IG H A l ' , 'S IG H A 2 ' t
C 'S IG M A S '.
C
I F  (C R A C K (L ,1 ,J )  .G E . 1 . )  THEH
C
C
C WITH THE GLOBAL STRAIHS AT THE GAUSS POIHT OF THE
C CURREHT LAYER CALCULATE AHD SAVE THE MAX. P R IH C I.
C STRAIH D IR E C T IO H ,'P R ID IR ', FOR THE CRACKED POIH T.
C
C
E P S I L H ( l)  = EPSX 
E P S IL H (2 )  =  EPSY 
E P S IL H (S ) =  EPSZ 
E P S IL H C 4) = GAHAXY 
E P S IL H (S ) =  GAMAYZ 
E P S IL H C 6) = GAHAXZ
C
IF G  = 1
CALL PSTSTH (E P S IL H , PVAL, P S T D IR , IF G , IDUT)
C
EPSMAX = P V A L (l)
EPSMID = PVAL( 2 )
EPSMIH = PVA L(S)
AEP = DMAXl (DMAXl (DABS (EPSMAX),DABS (EPSM ID )) .DABS (EPSM IH )) 
I F  (DABS(EPSMAX) .L T . 1E -3 » A E P ) EPSMAX = 0 . 0
I F  (D A BS(EPSK ID ) .L T . 1 E -3»A E P ) EPSMID = 0 . 0
I F  (DABS(EPSM IH) .L T . 1E -3 » A E P ) EPSMIH = 0 . 0
C
C STREHGTH REDUCTIOH DUE TO CRACKIHG,AHD RECOMPUTATIDH OF PARAMETERS 
C FOR THE OTTOSEH EHVELOPE. THE TOTAL STRAIHS RECOVERED FOR UPDATIHG 
C THE MATERIAL MODEL I F  COHVERGEHCE I S  HOT OBSERVED POIHTWISE.
C
FC = PRDPER(B)
FT =  P R 0P E R (6)
I F  (C R A C K (L ,1 ,J )  .G E . 1 . 0 )  THEH 
I F  ( IF C  .E Q . 2 )  THEH
I F  (EPSMAX .L T . PR O PER (Y )) THEH
FC = F C * ( 1 . 0 - 0 . 2 * (EPSM A X /PR0PER(7)) )
ELSE





FC = D M IH l(H IS T O (L ,S B ,J ) ,F C )
H I S T 0 ( L ,B 8 ,J )  = FC
C
CALL OTOSEH (F C , F T , PROPER, IDUT)
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CALL CRKPHT (E P S Z , EPSY , EP S Z , GAHAXY, GAMAYZ, GAHAXZ, PROPER
1 , TOLER, CHKGUS, H S T IF F , COHVER, lO U T , E P S l ,  E P S 2 , E P S 3 ,
2 lELEM , HAXCRK, HAXCK2, S IG H A l, SIGHA2, SIG H A 3, L ,  J ,  PDIR
3  , HLAYRS, HHEL, IT Y P E , IFLA G , IS O F T , ITCRK)
C
AEP = DMAXl (DKAXl (DABS (E P S l ) , DABS (EPS2 ) ) , DABS (E P S 3 ) )
IF  (D A B S (E P S l) .L T .  1E -3 * A E P ) E P S l = 0 . 0  
IF  (D A B S(EPS2) .L T .  1 E -3»A E P ) EPS2 = 0 . 0
I F  (D A B S(EPS3) .L T .  1E -3 » A E P ) EPS3 = 0 . 0
C
C PRIHCIPAL STRESSS t  DIRECTIOH OF IHTACT COHCRETE ARE STORED.
C THIS WILL ALSO BE THE MAX. PRIHCIPA L STRESS
C DIRECTIOH FOR THE CRACKED PO IH T.
C
SIGH A l = D H IH 1 (P R 0 P E R (6 ),S IG H A l)
SIGHA2 = D H IH 1 (P R 0 P E R (6 ),S IG H A 2 )
SIGMAS = D H IH K PR O P E R (S ) ,SIGM A3)
IF  (IFLA G  .E Q . 4 )  THEH
DOTl =  V 3 ( 1 ) * P D I R ( 1 ,1 )  + V 3 ( 2 )» P D I R (1 ,2 )  + V 3( 3 )  * P D IR (1 ,3 )
D0T2 =  V 3 ( 1 ) * P D I R ( 2 ,1 )  +  V 3 ( 2 )* P D I R (2 ,2 )  + V 3 ( 3 ) * P D I R ( 2 ,3 )
DOTS = V 3 ( 1 ) » P D I R ( 3 ,1 )  + V 3 ( 2 )» P D I R (3 ,2 )  + V 3 (3 )  » P D IR (3 ,3 )
I F  (D A B S(D O Tl) .G E . 0 . 9 9 )  SIGHAl = 0 . 0
I F  (D A B S(D 0T2) .G E . 0 . 9 9 )  SIGHA2 = 0 . 0
I F  (DABS(DOTS) .G E . 0 . 9 9 )  SIGHA3 = 0 . 0
EHDIF
H I S T 0 ( L ,6 1 , J )  = SIG H A l 
H I S T 0 ( L ,6 2 , J )  = SIGHA2 
H I S T 0 ( L ,6 3 , J )  = SIG H A3
C
H I S T O ( L ,1 0 ,J )  = P D I R ( 1 ,1 )
H I S T 0 ( L ,1 1 , J )  = P D I R ( 1 ,2 )
H I S T 0 ( L ,1 2 , J )  = P D I R ( 1 ,3 )
H I S T 0 ( L ,1 3 , J )  = P D I R ( 2 ,1 )
H I S T 0 ( L ,1 4 , J )  = P D I R ( 2 ,2 )
H I S T 0 ( L ,1 5 , J )  = P D I R ( 2 ,3 )
H I S T 0 ( L ,1 6 , J )  = P D I R ( 3 ,1 )
H I S T 0 ( L ,1 7 , J )  = P D I R ( 3 ,2 )
H I S T 0 ( L ,1 8 , J )  = P D I R ( 3 ,3 )
C
C THE HEW TEHSIOH STIFFEH IH G  MODEL PARAMETERS AHD THE COUPLIHG DATA 
C ARE RECOMPUTED I F  HECESSARY.
C
CALL T S S T IF  (E P S X . EPSY , E P S Z , GAHAXY, GAMAYZ, GAHAXZ, SIGHAl
1 , SIG H A 2, S IG H A 3, D T S T IF , L ,  J ,  COHVER, H S T IF F , CHKGUS,
2 PROPER, TOLER, lE L E H , HHEL, IF H , IF C , ICO UP, I F L G l ,  IFLG 2
3 , IF L G 3 , IS O F T . ITC R K , T E M P ll)
C
H I S T 0 ( L ,4 4 , J )  = P S T D I R d . l )
H IS T O (L ,4 5 , J )  = P S T D IR (1 ,2 )
H I S T 0 ( L ,4 6 , J )  = P S T D IR (1 ,3 )
H I S T 0 ( L ,4 7 , J )  = P S T D IR (2 ,1 )
H I S T 0 ( L ,4 8 , J )  = P S T D IR (2 ,2 )
H I S T 0 ( L ,4 9 , J )  = P S T D IR (2 ,3 )
H IS T O (L ,E O ,J )  = P S T D IR (3 ,1 )
H I S T 0 ( L ,B 1 ,J )  = P S T D IR (3 ,2 )
H I S T 0 ( L ,S 2 ,J )  = P S T D IR (3 ,3 )





C H R IT E (» ,* )  'F T ', F T
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CALL OTOSEB (F C , F T , PROPER, TOUT)
C
C DETERMIHE PRINCIPAL STRAINS AND DIRECTION COSINES OF
C STRAIN TENSOR, BEFORE CRACKING OCCOURS AT THE POIN T.
C
C
E P S I L N ( l)  = E P S l 
E P S IL N (2 )  = EPSY 
E PSILN C 3) = EPSZ 
EPSIL N C 4) =  GAMAXY 
E P S IL E (E ) =  GAMAYZ 
E P S IL N (6 )  = GAMAXZ
C
IFG  = 1
CALL PSTSTN (E P S IL H , PVAL, P D IR , IF G , lO U T)
E P S l = P V A L (l)
EPS2 = PV A L(2)
EP S 3 = PV A L(3)
C
AEP = D M A X l(D M A X l(D A B S (E P S l),D A B S (E P S 2)),D A B S (E P S 3))
I F  (D A B S (E P S l) .L T . 1 E -3*A E P ) E P S l =  0 . 0
I F  (D A B S(EPS2) .L T . 1 E -3*A E P ) EPS2 = 0 . 0
I F  (D A B S(EPS3) .L T . 1 E -3*A E P ) E P S 3 = 0 . 0
C
I F  ( H I S T 0 ( L ,2 9 , J )  .E Q . 4 . )  THEH
C
C I F  THE POINT IS  CRUSHED SAVE THE CURRENT STRAINS ONLY.
C
H I S T D ( L ,2 2 ,J )  = E P S l 
H IS T O (L ,2 3 , J )  = EPS2 
H I S T 0 ( L ,2 4 , J )  = EPS3
C
H I S T O ( L ,1 0 ,J )  = P D I R ( 1 ,1 )
H I S T D ( L ,1 1 ,J )  = P D I R ( 1 ,2 )
H I S T 0 ( L ,1 2 ,J )  = P D I R ( 1 ,3 )
H I S T 0 ( L ,1 3 , J )  = P D I R ( 2 ,1 )
H I S T 0 ( L ,1 4 , J )  = P D I R ( 2 ,2 )
H I S T 0 ( L ,1 S ,J )  = P D I R ( 2 ,3 )
H I S T 0 ( L ,1 6 ,J )  = P D I R ( 3 ,1 )
H I S T 0 ( L ,1 7 ,J )  = P D I R ( 3 ,2 )
H I S T D ( L ,1 8 ,J )  = P D I R ( 3 ,3 )
C





C USING THE EX ISTIN G  COHSTITUTIVE MATRIX DETERMINE
C PRINCIPAL STRESSES; ASSUME THAT PRINCIPAL STRESS
C AND STRAIN DIRECTIONS COINCIDE(FOR UNCRACKED
C PORTION OF THE CONCRETE).
C
C
DO IM = 1 ,  6
DO IN  =  1 ,  6




C RECOVER THE SOLID/SHELL STIFFN ESS MATRIX FOR THE ELEMENT AND COMPUTE 
C THE PRIN CIPA L STRESSES.
C
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D l l  = H I S T 0 ( L ,1 , J )
D12 = H I S T 0 ( L ,2 , J )
D 13 =  H I S T O a .S . J )
D21 =  H I S T 0 ( L ,2 , J )
D 22 = H I S T 0 ( L ,3 .J )
D 23 = H I S T 0 ( L ,6 . J )
D31 = H IS T O (L ,B ,J )
D 32 = H I S T D ( L ,6 ,J )
D 33 = H I S T D ( L ,4 ,J )
SIGM Al = D 11»EPS1 + D 12*EPS2 + D 13*E P S3 
SIGHA2 = D 21»EPS1 + D 22#EPS2 + D 23*E P S3 
SIGMA3 = D 31*EPS1 + D 32»EPS2 + D 33«E P S3
C
SIGM Al = D H IH 1 (P R 0 P E R (6 ),S IG H A l)
SIGHA2 = D B IB 1(PR D PER C 6),SIG H A 2)
SIGMAS = D M IB l(P R 0 P E R (6 ), SIGMAS)
I F  (IFLA G  .E Q . 4 )  THED
DOTl =  V 3 ( l ) * P D I R C l , l )  + V 3 ( 2 ) * P D IR C l ,2 )  + V 3 (3 )» P D I R ( 1 ,3 )  
D0T2 =  V 3 (1 )* P D IR C 2 ,1 )  +  V 3 ( 2 ) * P D I R ( 2 ,2 )  + V S (3 )* P D IR (2 ,3 )  
DOTS =  V 3 (1 )* P D IR C 3 ,1 )  + V 3 ( 2 ) » P D I R ( 3 ,2 )  + V 3 ( 3 ) * P D IR (3 ,3 )
I F  (D ABS(D DTl) .G E . 0 . 9 9 )  SIG H A l =  0 . 0
I F  (DABSCD0T2) .G E . 0 . 9 9 )  SIGHA2 = 0 . 0
I F  (DABS(DOTS) .G E . 0 . 9 9 )  SIGHA3 = 0 . 0
EHDIF
C
SABS = DHAXl (DHAIKDABS (SIGMAl ) ,DABS (SIGM A2) ) , DABS (SIGMAS) )
I F  (D A B S (S IG H A l) .L T . S A B S * l .E -4 )  SIGM Al
I F  (DABS(SIGM A2) .L T . S A B S »1 .I
I F  (D ABS(SIGH A S) .L T . S A B S * l .E -4 )  SIGMAS = 0 . 0
C
H I S T Q ( L ,6 1 ,J )  =  SIGHAl 
H I S T 0 ( L ,6 2 , J )  =  SIGHA2 




1 2 0  COHTIHUE 
IF L A G l = 0 
IFLA G 2 = 0 
IFLA GS = 0
C
C GO TO VECCHID COLLIHS MODEL FOR CRACKED CONCRETE 
C
I F  ( I F C  .E Q . 1 )  THEH
I F  (C R A C K (L ,1 ,J )  .G E . 1 . 0 )  THEH
I F  (D A B S (S IG H A 3).G T .PR O P E R (S )»O .S O  .AND. S IG M A S.L T .0 . 0 )
1 THEH
CALL CMPSFT (EPSMAX, E PSM ID , EPSM IH, S IG M A l, SIGMA2,
1 SIGMAS, PROPER, E P S l ,  E P S 2 , E P S S , L ,  J ,  lO U T,






C STORE THE TOTAL STRAIHS FOR VRITEIHG OUT LATER
C
K 41 = 0 . 0
SIGMA2 = 0 . 0
SIG AS 
I F  (C R A C K (L ,1 ,J )  .G E . 1 . 0 )  THEH 
H I S T 0 ( L ,S 8 ,J )  = EPSMAX 
H I S T 0 ( L ,3 9 , J )  = EPSMID 
H I S T 0 ( L ,4 O ,J )  = EPSMID 
H I S T 0 ( L ,4 1 , J )  = EPSMAX 
E I S T 0 ( L ,4 2 , J )  = EPSMID
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H I S T 0 ( L ,4 3 , J )  = EPSHIH 
EHDIF
C
C STRAIHIHG IH THE OPPOSITE DIRECTIOH
C
I F  ( E P S 1 » H I S T 0 ( L ,3 1 ,J )  .L T . 0 . 0 )  IFLA G l = 1
I F  ( E P S 2 * H I S T 0 ( L ,3 2 ,J )  .L T . 0 . 0 )  IFLAG2 = 1
I F  ( E P S 3 » H I S T 0 ( L ,3 3 ,J )  .L T . 0 . 0 )  IFLAG3 = 1
I F  ( I F L A G l .E Q .l  .O R . IF L A G 2 .E Q .1  .O R . IF L A G 3. EQ.1 )  THEH
CALL SUBCOH (P D IR , S IG H A l, SIGMA2, SIG H A 3, PROPER, L ,  J ,
1 COHVER, IF L A G l, IF L A G 2, IFLA G S, E P S l ,  E P S 2 , E P S 3 , IF C )
I F  (C R A C K (L ,1 ,J )  .G E . 1 . 0 )  GO TO 130  
RETURH 
EHDIF
I F  (D A B S (E P S 1 ) .G E ..9 9 9 * D A B S (H IS T 0 (L ,3 1 ,J ) )  .O R . DABS (E P S 2 ) .G E . .9 9 9
1 * D A B S (H IS T 0 (L ,3 2 ,J ) )  .O R . D ABS(EPS3) .G E . .9 9 9 » D A B S (H IS T 0 (L ,3 3 , J
2  ) ) )  THEH
I F  (C R A C K (L ,1 ,J )  .G E . 1 . 0 )  THEH 
H IS T O (L ,1 0 , J )  = P D I R ( 1 ,1 )
H I S T 0 ( L ,1 1 , J )  = P D I R ( 1 ,2 )
H I S T 0 ( L ,1 2 , J )  = P D I R ( 1 ,3 )
H I S T 0 ( L ,1 3 , J )  = P D I R ( 2 ,1 )
H I S T 0 ( L ,1 4 , J )  = P D I R ( 2 ,2 )
H I S T 0 ( L ,1 5 , J )  = P D I R ( 2 ,3 )
H I S T 0 ( L ,1 6 , J )  = P D I R ( 3 ,1 )
H I S T 0 ( L ,1 7 , J )  = P D I R ( 3 ,2 )




C I F  THE POIHT HAS UHLOADIHG OR RELOADING IN
C THE LAST ITERATION _____
C
C
I F  ( H I S T 0 ( L ,3 O ,J ) .E Q .2 .  .O R . H IS T O (L , 3 0 , J ) . EQ. 3 . )  THEN
CALL SUBCOH (P D IR , S IG H A l, SIGHA2, SIGM AS, PROPER, L ,  J ,
1 CONVER, IF L A G l, IF L A G 2, IFLA GS, E P S l ,  E P S 2 , E P S 3 , IF C )
I F  (C R A C K (L ,1 ,J )  .G E . 1 . 0 )  GO TO 1 3 0  
RETURN 
EHDIF











C THE POINT HAS PREVIOUSLY LOADIHG (INCREASE IN  STRAIH)
C AND CONTINUES TO DO SO.
C
C
C SAVE INTACT CONCRETE'S CURRENT PRIHCIPAL STRAINS
C 'E P S l '  t  'E P S 2 ' AT TH IS POIHT.
C
H I S T 0 ( L ,2 2 , J )  = E P S l
H I S T 0 ( L ,2 3 , J )  = EPS2
H I S T 0 ( L ,2 4 , J )  = EPS3
I F  ( H I S T 0 ( L ,2 9 , J )  .E Q . 2 . )  THED
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c
c  COMPARE THE CURREHT PRIHCIPA L STRESSES WITH THOSE AT
C ULTIM ATE.I F  THERE I S  OVERSHOOTIHG THEH THE MATERIAL
C I S  IH  THE POST-ULTIMATE REGIOH.
C
C
S IG H IF  =  H IS T O (L ,3 4 , J )
SIGH 2F =  H IS T O (L ,3 G ,J )
SIGH 3F =  H IS T O (L ,3 6 , J )
STATE = H IS T 0 (L ,2 B ,J )
I F  (STATE .E Q . ( - 1 0 0 . ) )  THEH
I F  (DABS(SIGMAS) .G T . DABS(SIG M 3F) ) THEH 
H I S T 0 ( L ,1 0 ,J )  = P D I R ( 1 ,1 )
H IS T O (L ,1 1 , J )  =  P D I R ( 1 ,2 )
HISTO ( L .1 2 , J )  =  P D I R ( 1 ,3 )
H I S T 0 ( L ,1 3 ,J )  = P D I R ( 2 ,1 )
H IS T O (L ,1 4 , J )  = P D I R ( 2 ,2 )
H IS T O (L ,1 5 , J )  = P D I R ( 2 ,3 )
H IS T O (L ,1 6 , J )  = P D I R ( 3 ,1 )
HISTO ( L ,1 7 ,  J )  = P D I R ( 3 ,2 )
HISTO ( L ,1 8 , J )  = P D I R ( 3 ,3 )
CALL CÜN23 ( L ,  J ,  COHVER, H S T IF F , SIG M A l,
1 SIGMA2, SIGM AS, PROPER, lO U T , TOLER,




I F  (S TA TE.E Q . ( - 1 1 0 . )  .O R . STATE. EQ. ( - 1 0 1 )  .O R . STATE
1 . E Q . ( - 1 1 1 . ) )  THEH
I F  (DABS (SIGMAl ) . GT. DABS (S IG M IF ) .O R . DABS(SIGHA2)
1 .GT.DABS(SIGM 2F) . OR. DABS (SIGM AS) .G T. DAES (
2 S IG H 3F )) THEH 
H I S T 0 ( L ,1 0 ,J )  = P D I R ( 1 ,1 )
H I S T 0 ( L ,1 1 ,J )  = P D I R ( 1 ,2 )
H IS T D ( L ,1 2 ,J )  = P D I R ( 1 ,3 )
H I S T 0 ( L ,1 3 ,J )  = P D I R ( 2 ,1 )
H I S T 0 ( L ,1 4 ,J )  = P D I R ( 2 ,2 )
H I S T 0 ( L ,1 S ,J )  = P D I R ( 2 ,3 )
H IS T O (L ,1 6 , J )  = P D I R ( 3 ,1 )
H I S T 0 ( L ,1 7 ,J )  = P D I R ( 3 ,2 )
H IS T O (L ,1 8 , J )  = P D I R ( 3 ,3 )
CALL C0H23 ( L ,  J ,  COHVER, H S T IF F , SIGM A l,
1 SIGMA2, SIGMAS, PROPER, lO U T , TOLER,






C CHECK TO SEE I F  COHVERGEHCE I S  ACHEIVED AT THE
C V IC IH IT Y  OF THE ULTIMATE PO IH T.
C
C
I F  (D A B S (E P S l) .GE. .9 9 3 * D A B S (H IS T 0 (L ,3 1 ,J ) )  .AHD. DABSC
1 E P S 1 ) .L E .1 .0 0 1 « D A B S ( B I S T O ( L ,3 1 ,J ) ) )  THEH
I F  (D ABS(EPS2) .G E. .9 9 9 * D A B S ( H I S T 0 ( L ,3 2 ,J ) )  .AHD.
1 DABS (EPS2 ) .  L E . 1 .0 0 1  *DABS ( HISTO ( L ,3 2 ,  J ) )  ) THEH
I F  (D A B S (E P S S ).G E .. 999*D A BS( H IS T O (L , 3 3 , J ) )
1 .ADD. D A B S (E P S 3). L E . 1 . 0 0 1 «D A BS(H ISTO (L,3 3
2 , J ) ) )  THEH
C
C
C THE STRAIHS ARE HOT CHAHGIHG.THEREFORE,THE LOADIHG IS
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C SUCH TEAT THE POIBT CONVERGES AT IT S  ULTIMATE VALUE.
C
C
H I S T O a . l O . J )  = P D I R ( l . l )
E I S T O ( L . l l . J )  = P D I R ( 1 ,2 )
H I S T 0 ( L ,1 2 ,J )  = P D I R ( 1 ,3 )
H I S T 0 ( L ,1 3 ,J )  = P D I R ( 2 ,1 )
H I S T 0 ( L ,1 4 ,J )  = P D I R ( 2 ,2 )
H IS T G (L ,1 B ,J )  =  P D I R ( 2 ,3 )
H IS T G ( L ,1 6 ,J )  = P D I R ( 3 ,1 )
H I S T G ( L ,1 7 ,J )  = P D IR C 3 .2 )
H I S T G ( L ,1 8 ,J )  = P C IR C 3 .3 )






C IF  THERE ARE CRACKS AT TH IS  POIN T THEN THE UNLOADING
C STRAINS ARE THOSE CALCULATED AT THE ONSET OF CRACKING.
C
C
I F  (C R A C K (L .l.J )  .G E . 1 . )  THEN 
H IS T G (L ,1 0 ,J )  = P D I R d . l )
H I S T G ( L . l l . J )  = P D I R ( 1 .2 )
H I S T G (L ,1 2 ,J )  = P D I R d . 3 )
H I S T G (L ,1 3 .J )  =  P D IR C 2 .1 )
H IS T G (L ,1 4 ,J )  =  P D IR C 2 .2 )
H IS T G (L ,1 B ,J )  = P D I R ( 2 ,3 )
H IS T G (L ,1 6 ,J )  =  P D I R ( 3 ,1 )
H I S T G (L ,1 7 ,J )  = P D I R ( 3 ,2 )
H I S T G ( L ,1 8 ,J )  =  P D I R ( 3 ,3 )
CALL CGN23 ( L ,  J ,  CONVER, N S T IF F , S IG M A l, SIGMAS,
1 SIGMAS, PROPER, IG U T, TOLER, CHKGUS, lE L E H ,





C CONSIDER POSSIBILITY  OF UNLOADING IN  NEXT STEPS.




H I S T 0 ( L ,3 1 , J )  = E P S l 
H I S T 0 ( L ,3 2 , J )  = EPS2 
H I S T 0 ( L ,3 3 ,J )  = EPS3
C
C I F  THE STRESS POINT WAS IN  THE PRE-FAILURE P H A S E ...
C
I F  ( H I S T 0 ( L ,2 9 ,J )  .E Q . 1 . )  THEN
CALL C0N12 (S IG M A l, SIGMA2, SIGM AS, L ,  J ,  E P S l ,  E P S 2 ,
1 E P S 3 , INCREM, N IT , PROPER, lELEM , NNEL, TOUT,
2 CONVER, N S T IF F , TOLER, P D IR , CHKGUS, IT Y P E , DTSTIF







C I F  THE STRESS P O IN T ,IN  PREVIOUS ITERATION,WAS ON THE
C FAILURE ENVELOPE OR OUTSIDE THE ENVELOPE .....................




I F  ( H I S T 0 a , 2 9 , J ) . E Q . 2 .  .O R. HIST0(L,29,  J )  .EQ.3.  ) THEH 
H I S T o a . l O . J )  = PDIRCl . l )
H I S T O t t . l l . J )  = P D I R ( 1 ,2 )
H I S T 0 ( L ,1 2 .J )  = P D X R (1 ,3 )
H I S T 0 ( L ,1 3 ,J )  = P D I R ( 2 ,1 )
E I S T 0 ( L ,1 4 , J )  = P D I R ( 2 ,2 )
H I S T 0 ( L ,1 S ,J )  = P D IR C 2 .3 )
H I S T 0 ( L ,1 6 ,J )  = P D IR (3 ,1 )
H I S T 0 ( L ,1 7 , J )  = P D IR (3 ,2 )
H I S T o a . l S . J )  = P D IR (3 ,3 )
CALL C0H23 (L , J ,  COHVER, H S T IF F , S IG M A l. SIGH A 2,
1 SIGMA3, PROPER, lO U T, TOLER, CHKGUS, lELEM , IF C )






C COMPARE THE CURREHT PRIHCIPAL S T R A IH S .E P S l , EPS2 t  E P S 3 .
C WITH THE PREVIOUS VALUES SAVED IH 'H IS T O ' TO CHECK





c * UHLOADIHG OR RELOADIHG *





I F  (D A B S ( E P S l) .L T ..9 9 9 * D A B S (H IS T 0 ( L ,3 1 ,J ) )  .AHD. D A B S (E P S 2).L T .
1 . 999*D A B S (H IS T O (L , 3 2 , J ) )  .AHD. DABS( E P S 3 ) .L T . . 999*DABS(HISTO (L
2 , 3 3 , J ) ) )  THEH
I F  C C R A C K (L ,1 ,J) .E Q . 0 . 0 )  THEH 
H I S T O ( L ,1 0 ,J )  = P D IR (1 ,1 )
H I S T 0 ( L ,1 1 , J )  = P D IR (1 ,2 )
H I S T 0 ( L ,1 2 , J )  = P D IR (1 ,3 )
H I S T 0 ( L ,1 3 , J )  = P D IR (2 ,1 )
H I S T 0 ( L ,1 4 , J )  = P D IR (2 ,2 )
H IS T 0 C L ,1 B ,J )  = P D IR (2 ,3 )
H I S T 0 ( L ,1 6 , J )  = P D IR (3 ,1 )
H I S T 0 C L ,1 7 ,J )  = P D IR (3 ,2 )
H I S T 0 ( L ,1 8 , J )  = P D IR C 3 .3 )
EHDIF
C
C DETERMIHE STATE OF STRESS AHD RATIO OF P R IH C . STRESSES
C
CALL STATUS (S IG M A l, SIGMA2, SIG H A 3, STA TE, J ,  PROPER, L , IF C ) 
H I S T 0 ( L ,2 B ,J )  = STATE
C
C
C I F  THERE’ S OVERSHOOTIHG IH  THE ULTIMATE AHD POST-
C ULTIMATE REGIOH THEH THE DETECTED UHLOADIHG-RELOADIHG
C CASE MUST BE TREATED WITH CA UTIOH .IH  ORDER TO GET
C BACK TO STRESS-STRAIH CURVE THE STRATHS CAH TAKE A
C PATH THAT CAH ACTUALLY BE DETECTED AS UHLOADIHG WITH
C HO APPAREHT HEED FOR CHAHGE IH  MATERIAL M ODULII.
C ELIMIHATE THE OVERSHOOTIHG PROBLEM F IR ST  AHD THEH
C COMPARE STRAIHS.
C
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I F  ( H I S T 0 ( L ,2 9 , J ) .E p .2 .  .O R . H I S T 0 ( L .2 9 , J )  .E Q .3 . )  THEH 
S IG B IF  = H I S T 0 ( L ,3 4 ,J )
S IG H 2F = H I S T 0 ( L ,3 5 ,J )
S IG H 3F = H I S T 0 ( L ,3 6 ,J )
STATE = E I S T 0 ( L ,2 6 , J )
I F  (STATE .E Q . ( - 1 0 0 . ) )  THEH
I F  (DABS(SIGMA3) .G T . D A B S(SIG M 3F)) THEH
CALL C0H23 (L . J ,  COHVER, H S T IF F , S IG M A l. SIGMA2,
1 SIGMA3, PROPER, lO U T , TOLER, CHKGUS, lELEM,




I F  (STA TE.E Q . ( - 1 1 0 . )  .O R . S T A TE.E Q . ( - 1 0 1 . )  .O R . STATE.EQ. ( 
1 - 1 1 1 . ) )  THEH
I F  (DABS(SIGM Al) .G T .D A B S (S IG H IF ) .O R . DABS(SIGHA2) .G T.
1 D ABS(SIGH2F) .O R . DABS (SIGM AS) . GT. DABS (SIGM 3F) )
2 THEH
CALL C0H23 (L , J ,  COHVER, H S T IF F , S IG M A l, SXGMA2,
1 SIGMAS. PROPER, lO U T , TOLER, CHKGUS, lELEM,






C I F  UHLOADIHG OCCURS AFTER IH IT IA T IO H  OF CRACKIHG
C IH  THE PREVIOUS ITERATIOH THEH THE STRESS POIHT IS  OH
C THE PRECRACKIHG REGIOH.ALSO OVERSHOOTIHG BEYOHD THE
C CRACKIHG STRESS COULD HAVE CAUSED THE FALSE SIGHAL
C FOR CRACK IH IT IA T IO H  WHILE THE STRESS POIHT I S  STILL
C IH  THE PRECRACKIHG STAGE.
C
C
I F  (S T A T E .E Q .1 0 0 . .O R . STA TE.EQ .1 1 0 .  .O R . STATE. EQ. I l l .
1 .O R . S T A TE.E Q .1 0 1 )  H I S T 0 ( L ,2 9 , J )  = 1 .
EHDIF
CALL U H R E LD (EPS1,E PS2,EPS3,PR O PER .C H K G U S,H ST IFF ,C O H V ER ,L ,J) 
EHDIF
C
C CALCULATE THE CURREHT STRAIH IH  THE DIRECTIOH OF REBARS
C
1 3 0  COBTIHUE
I F  (CHKGUS) THEH
C
C
C THE MATERIAL LAW AT TEE CURREHT GAUSS POIHT HAS HOT
C COHVERGED.UPDATE THE COHSTITUTIVE MATRIX.
C
C
CALL UPDMAT (HAXCRK, lO U T , PROPER, MAXCK2, L ,  J ,  D T S T IF , ICOUP
1 , I F C ,  IF L G l ,  IF L G 2 , IF L G 3 , IT C R K , TEM PI1 ,  E PSX , EPSY,
2 E P S Z , GAMAXY, GAMAYZ, GAMAXZ, lELEM )
RETURH
EHDIF
I F  ( C R A C K ( L ,1 ,J ) .G E .l .  .AHD. E P S l .G T .0 . 0 )  THEH
C
C
C CHECK THE PO SSIB IL IT Y  OF A HEW CRACK FORMATIOH.THIS
C CAH HAPPEB WHEH THE MAX. PR IH C IPA L STRAIH OF IHTACT
C COHCRETE EXCEEDS IT S  CORRESPOHDIHG VALUE AT THE
C IH IT IA T IO H  OF THE F IR S T  CRACK. SUCH CRACKS WERE HOT
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c  OBSERVED IB  THE PRESEHT STUDY.
C
CALL ROCRAK ( E P S l ,  SIG M A l, SIG H A 2, SIGMAS, PROPER, L ,  J ,  lELEM
1 , HHEL, CHKGUS, H S T IF F , COHVER, lO U T , IT Y P E , D T S T IF ,
2 lE R R O R , I F L G l ,  IF L G 2 , IF L G 3 , ITCRK , IC O U P, IFLA G)





SUBROUTIHE CTHSTF (ELHUM, IHTGPH, ILAYER, I  OUT, HLAYRS, ICOUHT)
IM P L IC IT  R E A L * 8 (A -H ,0 -Z )
C . . .SW ITCHES: REHU M B=100:10,FO RM AT=900:10 
C . . .SW ITCHES:
c
C SUBROUTINES AHD FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTINE 
C




C 0 M M 0 N /B L 0 C K B /H IS T 0 (2 7 ,7 O ,lS ) ,C R A C K (2 7 ,2 6 O ,1 6 ) ,IH IS T Y ,IH IS T l
$ ,I H I S T 2
C 0M M Q H /LPR 0P/PR 0PER (2S ,1S)
COMMON /A B C /T E H S T F (2 7 ,8 0 ,1 5 )  ,ITN SPG ,ITN SG 1 ,ITH SG 2 
COMMON/LAYERA/ELLYFO( 3 2 0 ,5 0 0 0 )
DIMENSION IC 0 U H T (2 7 ,1 5 )
C
C PREPROCESSING TO DETERMINE LAYERS OF CONCRETE THAT ARE
C TE N SIO N -STIFFEN IN G  I . E  COHCRETE LAYERS WITH STEEL ADJACENT TO IT .
C
I F  (IC O U N TdH TG PH ,IL A Y ER ) .L E . 2 )  THEN
I F  (ILA Y ER + 1 . L E .HLAYRS .AND. IL A Y E R .G E .l)  THEN 
ICON = (IL A Y E R -1 )* 2 1  + 1 
MAC =  ELLYFO(ICON,ELNUH)
ES =  PROPER( 1 , MAC)
IC H T l =  ILAYER»21 + 1 
MATRLl = ELLYF0(ICHT1,ELNUH)
IC K l = PR 0PER (2S,M A TR L l)
I F  ( IC K l .E Q . 0 )  THEN
E P S Y l =  PROPER ( 5 ,  MATRLl ) /  PROPER ( 1 ,  MATRLl )
S IG Y D l = PR0PER(5,M A TR Ll)
ARATOl = P R O P E R d ,M A T R L l)/E S  
IL Y l = ILAYER + 1 
I F  (ILAYER -  1 .G T . 0 )  THEN 
ICH T2 = (IL A Y E R -2 )« 2 1  + 1 
HATRL2 =  ELLYF0(ICHT2,ELHUM)
IC K 2 = PR0PER(2S,M ATRL2)
I F  (IC K 2 .E Q . 0 )  THEH
EPSY2 = P R 0PER (6,M A TR L2)/PR O PE R d,M A TR L 2) 
SIGYD2 = PR0PER(5,M ATRL2)
ARAT02 = PR O P E R d ,M ATRL2)/ES
ILY 2 =  ILAYER -  1
ICH T3 = IC H Tl + 9
ICN T4 = ICHT2 + 9
A Ll = ELLYFO(ICNT3,ELNUM)
AMI =  ELLYF0(ICHT3+1,ELHUM )
AHl =  ELLYF0(ICHT3+2,ELHUM )
AL2 =  ELLYF0(ICHT4,ELNUM)
AH2 = ELLYF0(ICNT4+1,ELHUM )
AN2 = ELLYF0(ICHT4+2,ELHUM )
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DOT = iL l» A L 2  + AM1»AM2 + iB l* A B 2  
I F  (D A B S(D O T ).G E .0 .9 9 9  .A SD . DABS(DOT).L E .
1 .0 0 1 )  THEH
I F  (EPSY 2 .G T . E P S Y l)  THEH 
EPSY = EPSY2 
IL Y  = ILY 2 
SIGYLD = SIGYD2 
ARATIO = ARAT02 
A L l = ELLYFO(ICHT4,ELHUM)
AHl =  ELLYFO(ICHT4+1.ELHUM )
AHl =  ELLYFO(ICHT4+2,ELHUM )
AL2 = ELLYFO(ICHT4+3,ELHUM )
AM2 = ELLYF0(ICHT4+4,ELHUM )
AH2 = ELLYFO(ICHT4+6,ELHUM )
AL3 = ELLYF0(ICHT4+6,ELHUM )
AH3 = ELLYFO (ICHT4+7,ELHUM )
AH3 = ELLYFO(ICHT4+8,ELHUM )
ELSE
EPSY = EPSY l
ILY  = IL Y l
SIGYLD = SIG Y D l
ARATIO = ARATOl
A L l = ELLYFO(ICHT3,ELHUM)
AHl = ELLYF0(ICHT3+1,ELHUM )
AHl = ELLYFO(ICHT3+2,ELHUM )
AL2 = ELLYF0(ICHT3+3,ELHUM )
AM2 = ELLYF0(ICHT3+4,ELHUM )
AH2 = ELLYFO(ICHT3+5,ELHUM )
AL3 = ELLYFO(ICHT3+6,ELHUM )
AH3 = ELLYF0(ICHT3+7,ELHUM )
AH3 = ELLYF0(ICHT3+8,ELHUM )
EHDIF
ICOUHT (IH TG PH , ILAYER) = ICOUHTdHTGPH , 
ILAYER) + 1 
IPHT = ICOUHT(IHTGPH,ILAYER)
TEHSTF( IH T G PH ,3+ IPH T , ILAYER) = IPHT 
TEHSTF( IHTGPH, 1 2 + IP H T . ILAYER) = EPSY 
TEHSTF( IHTGPH, 6 3 + IP B T , ILAYER) = SIGYLD 
TEHSTF( IHTGPH. 6 0 + IP H T . ILAYER) = ARATIO 
TEHSTF( IH T G PH ,66+ IPH T ,IL A Y E R ) = ILY 
IMT = 9 * ( I P H T - 1 )  + 1 
TEHSTF( IH T G PH ,30+ IM T , ILAYER) = ALl 
T E H STF(IH TG PH ,31+IM T, ILAYER) = AMI 
TEHSTF( IHTGPH, 3 2+ IM T , ILAYER) = AHl 
TEHSTF( IH T G PH ,33+ IH T ,IL A Y E R ) = AL2 
TEHSTF( IH T G PH ,34+ IH T ,IL A Y E R ) = AM2 
TEHSTF ( IHTGPH, 3S + IM T , ILAYER) =  AH 2 
TEHSTFdHTGPD ,36+ IM T  .ILA Y ER) = AL3 
TEHSTF( IH T G PH ,37+IM T, ILAYER) = AH3 
T E H STF(IH TG PH ,38+IM T, ILAYER) = AH3 
ELSE I F  (ILA Y ER -  2 .G T . 0 )  THEH 
ICHT5 = (IL A Y E R -3 )* 2 1  +  1 
MATRL3 = E L L Y FO dC H T S, ELHUM)
ICK3 = PR0PER(2E,M A TRL3)
I F  (IC K 3  .E q .  0 )  THEH
EPSY3 = P R 0P E R (B ,H A T R L 3)/P R O P E R d , 
HATRL3)
SIGYD3 = PR0PER(B ,H A TR L3)
A RATOS = P R O P E R d ,H A T R L 3)/E S
IL Y 3 = ILAYER -  2
IC B T3 = IC H T l +  9
IC H T6 = ICHTB + 9
A Ll = EL LY FO dC H TS, ELHUM)
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AMI =  ELLYFO(ICHT3+1,ELHUM ) 
AHl =  ELLYFO CICHT3*2 .E LHUM)
AL2 =  ELL Y F 0(IC H T 6 . ELHUM)
AM2 = ELLYFO(ICHT6+1.ELHUM )
AH2 =  ELLYFO (ICHT6+2,ELHUM )
DOT =  AL1*AL2 + AM1*AM2 + AHHAH2 
I F  (D A B S (D O T ).O E .0 .9 9 9  .AHD. DABSCDOT)
. L E . 1 .0 0 1 )  THEH 
I F  (E P S Y 3 .G T . E P S Y l) THEH 
EPSY = EPSY3 
ILY  =  ILY 3 
SIGYLD = SIGYD3 
ARATIO = ARAT03 
A L l =  ELLYFOdCHTS,ELHUM)
AMI =  ELLYFO (ICH TG +1, ELHUM)
AHl =  ELLYFO (IC H T6+2 .ELHUM)
AL2 =  ELLYFO (ICHTG+3 .ELHUM)
AM2 =  ELLYFO (ICHT6+4,ELHUM )
AH2 =  ELLYFO (IC H T 6+ S. ELHUM)
AL3 =  ELLYFO (ICHT6+6,ELHUM )
AM3 = ELL YF 0 ( IC H T 6+ 7. ELHUM )
AH3 =  ELLYFO (ICHTG+8 .ELHUM)
ELSE
EPSY = EPSY l
ILY  = IL Y l
SIGYLD = SIGYDl
ARATIO = ARATOl
A Ll =  ELLY FO dC H TS. ELHUM)
AMI = EL LY F0dC H T3+l,E LH U M )
AHl =  ELLYFO (ICHT3+2.ELHUM )
AL2 =  ELLY FO (ICH T3+3. ELHUM)
AM2 = ELLYFO(ICHT3+4.ELHUM )
AH 2 = ELLYFO (ICHT3+S.ELHUM)
AL3 =  ELLYFO (IC H T 3+ 6 . ELHUM)
AH3 =  ELLYFO (IC H T 3+ 7 . ELHUM)
AH3 =  ELLYFO d C H T 3 + 8 . EL HUM)
EHDIF
ICOUHT (IH TG PH . ILAYER) = ICOUHTdHTGPH.
ILAYER) + 1 
IPH T =  ICOUHT(IHTGPH.ILAYER)
TEHSTF (IH TG PH . 3+ IP H T . ILAYER) = IPHT 
TEHSTF (IH TG PH . 12+ IP H T . ILAYER) = EPSY 
TEHSTF (IH TG PH . 6 3 + IP H T . ILAYER) = SIGYLD 
TEHSTF (IH TG PH . 6 6 + IP H T . ILAYER) = ILY 
T E H STF(IH TG PH .60+IPH T,IL A Y ER ) = ARATIO 
IMT =  9 « ( IP H T -1 )  + 1 
TEHSTF (IH TG PH . 30+ IM T. ILAYER) = A Ll 
TEHSTF (IH TG PH . 31+ IM T . ILAYER) = AMI 
TEHSTF (IH TG PH . 32+ IM T . ILAYER) = AHl 
TEHSTF (IH TG PH . 33+IM T . ILAYER) = AL2 
TEHSTF (IH TG PH . 34+ IM T , ILAYER) = AM2 
TEHSTF (IH TG PH . 3B+IM T. ILAYER) = AH2 
TEHSTF (IH TG PH . 36+ IM T . ILAYER) = AL3 
TEHSTF (IH TG PH . 37+IM T . ILAYER) = AM3 
TEHSTF (IHTGPH. 38+ IH T .IL A Y E R ) = AH3 
ELSE
EPSY =  EP S Y l
ILY  =  IL Y l
SIGYLD = SIGYDl
ARATIO = ARATOl
A L l =  ELLYFOdCHTS.ELHUM)
AMI =  ELLYFO(ICHT3+1.ELHUM )
AHl = ELLYFO (ICHT3+2.ELHUM)
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AL2 = ELLYFO (IC N T 3+ 3 .ELNUM)
AK2 = ELLYFO (IC N T 3 + 4 , ELNUM)
4N 2 =  ELLYF0(ICHT3+5,ELNUM )
AL3 =  ELLYFO (ICHT3+6,ELNUM) 
iM 3 =  ELLYFO (ICHT3+7,ELNUM) 
iH 3  =  ELLYFO (IC N T 3 + 8 , ELNUM) 
IC O U B TdN TG PH , ILAYER) = ICOUHKINTGPN, 
ILAYER) + 1 
IP N T  = IC O U H TdH TG PH ,ILAYER)
TEHSTF (IH TG PH , 3+ IP N T . ILAYER) = IPH T 
TE H S T F C IH T G PN ,12+ IPH T ,ILAYER) = EPSY 
TEHSTF (INTGPN,  G 3+IPH T, ILAYER) =  SIGYLD 
TEHSTF (IH TG PH , 6 6 + IP H T , ILAYER) = ILY  
TEHSTF (IHTGPH,  6 0 + IP H T , ILAYER) = ARATIO 
IMT =  9 * ( I P H T - 1 )  + 1 
TEHSTF ( IHTGPH, 30+ IM T , ILAYER) = A Ll 
TEHSTF (IBTG PN , 3 1 +IM T, ILAYER) = AHl 
TEHSTF (IH TG PH , 32+ IM T , ILAYER) = AHl 
TEHSTF (IH TG PH , 33+ IM T , ILAYER) = AL2 
TEHSTF (IH TG PH ,  34+IM T .ILAYER) = AM2 
TEHSTF (IH TG PH , 35+IM T .ILAYER) = AH2 
TEHSTF (IH TG PH , 36+IM T .ILAYER) = AL3
TEHSTF (IHTGPN ,  37+IM T .ILAYER) = AM3 
TEHSTF (IH TG PH , 38+ IM T , ILAYER) = AH3 
EHDIF
ELSE
IC H T3 = IC H T l + 9
EPSY = EPSYl
ILY  = IL Y l
SIGYLD = SIGY D l
ARATIO = ARATOl
A L l =  E L LY FO dC H TS, ELHUM)
AMI = ELLYFO(ICNT3+1,ELNUM)
AHl =  ELLYFO(ICHT3+2,ELHUM)
AL2 = ELLYFO(ICHT3+3,ELHUM)
AM2 = ELLYFO (ICNT3+4,ELHUM)
AH2 = ELLYF0(ICHT3+B,ELHUM)
AL3 = ELLYFO(ICHT3+6,ELHUM)
AH3 = ELLYFO (IC H T 3 + 7 , ELNUM)
AH3 = ELLYFO (ICHT3+8,ELHUM)
ICOUHT (IH TG PH , ILAYER) = ICOUHTdHTGPH, 
ILAYER) + 1 
IP H T  = ICOUHT(IHTGPH,ILAYER)
TEHSTF (IN T G PN ,3+ IPH T  .ILAYER) = IPH T 
TEHSTF (IH TG PH , 12+ IP H T , ILAYER) = EPSY 
TEHSTF (IH TG PH , 6 0 + IP H T , ILAYER) = ARATIO 
TEHSTF (IH TG PH , 6 3 + IP H T , ILAYER) = SIGYLD 
TEHSTF (IH TG PH , 6 6 + IP H T , ILAYER) = ILY  
IMT =  9 » ( IP N T -1 )  + 1 
TEHSTF (IH TG PH ,  30+ IM T , ILAYER) = A Ll 
TEHSTF (IH TG PH ,  31+ IM T , ILAYER) = AMI 
TEHSTF (IH TG PH , 32+IM T .ILAYER) = AHl 
TEHSTF (IH TG PH , 33+IM T , ILAYER) = AL2 
TEHSTF (IH TG PH , 34+ IM T , ILAYER) = AM2 
TEHSTF (IH TG PH , 3B+IM T, ILAYER) = AH2 
TEHSTF (IH TG PH , 36+IM T , ILAYER) = AL3 
TEHSTF (IHTGPH, 37+ IM T , ILAYER) = AM3 
TEHSTF (IHTGPH, 38+IM T,ILAYER) = AH3 
EHDIF 
ELSE
ICH T3 = IC H T l + 9 
EPSY = EP S Y l
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ILY = IL Y l
SIGYLD = SIGYDl
ARiTIO  = ARATOl
A Ll = ELLYFOdCHTS.ELNUM)
AMI = ELLYFO(ICDT3+1,ELHUM )
AHl = ELLYFO d C H T 3 + 2 , ELHUM)
AL2 = ELLYFO( IC H T 3+ 3, ELHUM)
AH2 = ELLYFO(ICHT3+4,ELHUM )
AH2 = ELLYFO( IC H T 3+ 6, ELHUM)
AL3 = ELLYFO( IGHT3+6.ELHUM)
AM3 = ELLYFO(ICHT3+7.ELHUM )
AH3 = ELLYFO( IC H T 3+ 8. ELHUM)
ICOUHT (  IHTGPH. ILAYER) = ICO U H TdH TG PH , 
ILAYER) + 1 
IPHT = ICOUHT(IHTGPH.ILAYER)
TEHSTF( IH T G PH .3+ IPH T . ILAYER) =  IP H T  
TEHSTF( IHTGPH. 1 2 + IP H T . ILAYER) = EPSY 
TEHSTF(IHTGPH, 6 6 + IP H T . ILAYER) = ILY  
TE H STF(IH TG PH .60+IPH T.IL A Y ER ) = ARATIO 
TE H STF(IH TG PH .63+IPH T.IL A Y ER ) =  SIGYLD 
IMT = 9 » ( I P H T - 1 )  + 1 
TEHSTF( IH TG PH .30+IM T. ILAYER) = A Ll 
TEHSTF( IH TG PH .31+IM T. ILAYER) =  AHl 
TEH STF(IH TG PH .32+IM T.ILA Y ER) =  AHl 
TEHSTF( IH TG PH .33+IM T. ILAYER) =  AL2 
TEH STF(IH TG PH .34+IH T .ILA Y ER ) = AH2 
TEH STF(IH TG PH .3B+IH T.ILA Y ER) =  AH2 
TEHSTF(IHTGPH. 36+ IM T . ILAYER) =  AL3 
TEH STF(IH TG PH .37+IM T,ILA Y ER) =  AM3 
T E B ST FdH TG PH .38+IM T.ILA Y ER ) = AH3 
EHDIF
ELSE
ICHT3 = IC H T l + 9
EPSY = EPSY l
ILY  = IL Y l
SIGYLD = SIGY D l
ARATIO = ARATOl
A Ll = ELLY FO dCH TS. ELHUM)
AMI = ELLYFO (IC H T 3 + 1 . ELHUM)
AHl = ELLYF0(ICHT3+2.ELHUM )
AL2 = ELLYFO( IC H T 3+ 3. ELHUM)
AM2 = ELLYFO(ICHT3+4.ELHUM)
AH2 = ELLY FO (ICH T3+S. ELHUM)
AL3 = ELLYFO( IC H T 3+ 6 . ELHUM)
AM3 = ELLYFO( IC H T 3+ 7 . ELHUM)
AH3 = ELLYF0(ICHT3+8.ELHUM )
ICOUHT (IH TG PH . ILAYER) =  ICO UH TdH TG PH.ILAY ER) 
+ 1
IPH T = ICOUHT(IHTGPH.ILAYER)
TEH STF(IH TG PH .3+IPH T.ILA Y ER ) = IPH T 
TEHSTF(IHTGPH. 6 6 + IP H T . ILAYER) = ILY  
TE B ST FdH T G P H ,12+ IP H T .IL A Y E R ) = EPSY 
T E H STF(IH TG PH .60+IPH T.IL A Y ER ) = ARATIO 
T E H STF(IH TG PH .63+IPH T.IL A Y ER ) = SIGYLD 
IMT = 9 * ( I P H T - 1 )  + 1 
TEHSTF( IHTGPH. 30+ IM T . ILAYER) = A Ll 
TEHSTF(IHTGPH. 31+IM T.ILA Y ER) = AMI 
T E B ST FdH TG PH .32+IM T.ILA Y ER ) =  AHl 
T E B ST FdH TG PH .33+IM T.ILA Y ER ) =  AL2 
TE B ST FdH T G PH .34+ IH T .IL A Y E R ) =  AM2 
TEBSTFdH TG PH . 3E+IM T. ILAYER) =  AH2 
TEHSTF(IHTGPH. 36+ IM T . ILAYER) =  AL3 
TE H STFdH TG PD .37+IM T .ILA Y E R ) = AM3
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TE D STFdB TG PD , 38+IM T, IL iY E R ) = i S 3  
EHDIF
ELSE
IC H T3 =  IC H T l + 9
EPSY = EPSY l
ILY  = IL Y l
SIGYLD =  SIGY D l
ARATIO =  ARATOl
A Ll = ELLYFOdCHTS,ELHUM)
AMI = ELLYFO (ICHT3+1,ELHUM)
AHl = ELLYFO (ICHT3+2,ELHUM)
AL2 = ELLYFO (ICHT3+3,ELHUM)
AM2 = ELLYFO (ICHT3+4,ELHUM)
AH2 = ELLYFO(ICHT3+5,ELHUM)
AL3 = ELLYFO (IC H T 3+ 6 , ELHUM)
AM3 = ELLYFO (IC H T 3 + 7 , ELHUM)
AH3 = ELLYFO (IC B T 3 + 8 , ELHUM)
ICOUHT(IHTGPH,ILAYER) = ICOUHT( IHTGPH, ILAYER) 
IP H T  = ICOUHT (  IHTGPH, ILAYER)
TE H STFdH TG PD , 3+ IP H T , ILAYER) = IPH T 
TEHSTF (IH TG PH , 12 + IP H T , ILAYER) = EPSY 
TE H S T F dH T G PD ,66+ IPH T ,IL A Y E R ) = ILY  
TEHSTF ( IHTGPH.  6 0 + IP H T , ILAYER) = ARATIO 
TEHSTF ( IHTGPH, 6 3 + IP H T , ILAYER) = SIGYLD 
IMT = 9 * ( I P H T - 1 )  + 1 
TEHSTF ( IHTGPH, 30+ IM T , ILAYER) = A Ll 
TEHSTF ( IHTGPH, 31+ IM T , ILAYER) = AMI 
TEHSTF ( IHTGPH,  32+ IM T , ILAYER) = AHl 
TEHSTF ( IHTGPH ,  33+ IM T , ILAYER) = AL2 
TEHSTF (IH TG PH , 34+ IM T , ILAYER) = AH2 
TEHSTF ( IHTGPH, 35+ IM T , ILAYER) = AB2 
TEHSTF (IH T G PH ,36+ IM T , ILAYER) = AL3 
TEHSTF ( IHTGPH, 37+ IM T , ILAYER) = AH3 







I F  ( ICOUHT(IHTGPH, ILAYER) .L E . 2 )  THEH
I F  (ILAYER + 2 . L E .HLAYRS .AHD. IL A Y E R .G E .l) THEH 
ICOH = ( IL A Y E R -1 )» 2 1  +  1 
MAC = ELL YFO (IC O H , ELHUM)
ES = P R O P E R d , MAC)
IC H T l =  (IL A Y E R + 1)«21  + 1 
MATRLl = ELLY FO dCH Tl,ELH UM )
IC K l = PR 0PE R (2E ,M A T R L l)
I F  ( IC K l .E Q . 0 )  THEH 
IL Y l = ILAYER + 2
EP S Y l = PR 0PE R (S ,H A T R L 1)/PR 0PE R (1,M A T R L l) 
SIG Y D l =  PROPER(S,M A TRLl)
ARATOl =  P R O P E R d ,H A T R L D /E S  
ICH T2 = ILAYER+21 + 1 
MATRL2 =  ELLYFO( IC H T 2, ELHUM)
ICK 2 = PR0PER(2B,M ATRL2)
I F  (IC K 2  .E Q . 0 )  THEH
I F  (ILA Y ER -  1 .G T . 0 )  THEH 
IC H T3 =  (IL A Y E R -2 )»21  + 1 
HATRL3 = ELLYFOdCHTS,ELHUM)
ICK 3 = PR0PER(2B,M ATRL3)
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I F  (IC K 3 .E Q . 0 )  THEH 
ILY 3 = ILAYER -  1
EPSY3 = PR 0PER (B ,H A TR L3)/PR D PE R (1,K A TR L 3) 
SIGYD3 = PR0PER(E,M ATRL3)
ARAT03 = P R O P E R d ,H A T R L 3)/E S
ICHT4 = IC H T l + 9
ICHTB = ICH T3 + 9
A Ll = ELLYFO(ICHT4,ELHUM)
AMI = ELLYFO(ICBT4+1.ELHUM )
AHl = ELLYFO( IC H T 4+ 2, ELHUM)
AL2 = ELLYFO(ICHTB,ELHUM)
AH2 = ELLYFO(ICHTB+1,ELHUM)
AH2 = ELLYFO( ICHTB+2, ELHUM)
DOT = A LK A L 2 + AH1*AM2 + AB1*AH2 
IF  (DABSCDOT).GE.0 .9 9 9  .AHD. DABSCDOT).L E .
1 .0 0 1 )  THEH
I F  (EPSY3 .G T . E P S Y l) THEH
EPSY = EPSY3
ILY = ILY 3
SIGYLD = SIGYD3
ARATIO = ARAT03
A Ll =  ELLYFO(ICHTB,ELHUM)
AMI =  ELLYFO(ICHTB+1,ELHUM)
AHl =  ELLYFO(ICHTB+2,ELHUM)
AL2 =  ELLYFO(ICHTS+3,ELHUM)
AH2 = ELLYFO(ICHTB+4.ELHUM)
AH2 = ELLYFO(ICHTB+B,ELHUM)




EPSY = EPSY l
ILY = IL Y l
SIGYLD = SIGYDl
ARATIO = ARATOl
A Ll = ELLYFO(ICHT4,ELHUM)
AHl =  ELLYFO(ICHT4+1,ELHUM )
AHl = ELLYFO(ICHT4+2,ELHUM )
AL2 = ELLYFO(ICHT4+3,ELHUM )
AM2 = ELLYFO(ICHT4+4.ELHUM )
AH2 = ELLYFO(ICHT4+B,ELHUM)
AL3 = ELLYFO(ICHT4+6.ELHUM )
AH3 = ELLYFO(ICHT4+7.ELHUM )
AH3 = ELLYFO( IC H T 4+ 8. ELHUM)
EHDIF
ICOUHTCIHTGPH,ILAYER) = ICOUHTCIBTGPH.
ILAYER) + 1 
IPHT = ICOUHT(IHTGPH.ILAYER)
TEHSTF(IHTGPH. 3 + IP H T , ILAYER) = IPHT 
TEHSTF(IHTGPH. 1 2 + IP H T . ILAYER) = EPSY 
T E H STF(IH TG PH ,66+IPH T.IL A Y ER ) = ILY 
TEHSTF(IHTGPH. 6 0 + IP H T . ILAYER) = ARATIO 
TEHSTF(IHTGPH. 6 3 + IP H T . ILAYER) =  SIGYLD 
IMT = 9 + C lP H T - l)  + 1 
TEHSTF(IHTGPH. 30+ IM T . ILAYER) = ALl 
TEH STF(IH TG PH .31+IM T,ILA Y ER ) = AMI 
TEHSTFCIH TG PH ,32+IM T.ILA YER) =  AHl 
T E H STF(IH TG PH ,33+IH T .ILA Y ER ) =  AL2 
TEHSTF(IHTGPH. 34+ IM T . ILAYER) =  AM2 
TEHSTFCIHTGPH.3B+IM T,ILAYER) =  AH2 
TEHSTF(IHTGPH. 36+ IM T . ILAYER) =  AL3 
TEHSTFCIH TG PH .37+IM T,ILA YER) =  AM3 
TEHSTF(IHTGPH. 38+ IM T . ILAYER) =  AH3
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ELSE I F  (ILA Y ER -  2 .G T . 0 )  THEH 
ICH T6 = ( IL A Y E R -3 )* 2 1  +  1 
MATRL4 = EL L Y FO dC H T S , ELHUM)
IC K 4 =  PR0PERC2B,HATRL4)
I F  (IC K 4  .E Q . 0 )  THEH 
IL Y 4 =  ILAYER -  2
EPSY4 =  P R 0P E R (B ,M A T R L 4)/P R O PE R d, 
MATRL4)
AEAT04 = P R O P E R d  ,H ATRL4)/E S  
SIGYD4 = PR0PER(B,M ATRL4)
ICH T3 =  IC H T l + 9 
IC H T6 =  ICHTB + 9  
A L l =  ELLYFO CICBT3, ELHUM)
AHl =  ELLYFO (ICHT3+1,ELHUM )
AHl =  ELLYFO(ICBT3+2,ELHUM )
AL2 =  E L LY FO dC H TS, ELHUM)
AM2 = ELLYFO (ICHTS+1,ELHUM )
AH 2 =  ELLYFO (IC H T S + 2 , ELHUM)
DOT = AL1*AL2 + AM1*AH2 + AH1*AH2 
I F  (D A B S (D O T ).G E .0 .9 9 9  .AHD. DABS(DDT) 
. L E . 1 . 0 0 1 )  THEH 
I F  (EPSY 4 .G T . E P S Y l) THEH 
EPSY =  EPSY4 
ILY  =  ILY 4 
SIGYLD = SIGYD4 
ARATIO = ARAT04 
A L l =  EL LY FO dC H TS, ELHUM)
AHl =  ELLYFO (ICHTS+1,ELHUM )
AHl = ELLYFO (ICHTS+2,ELHUM )
AL2 =  ELLYFO (ICHTS+3,ELHUM )
AM2 = ELLYFO dCH TS+4,ELH UM )
AH 2 = ELLYFO dCHTS+B,ELHUM )
AL3 =  ELLYFO dCH T6+6,ELH U M )
AM3 =  ELLYFO dCH TS+7,ELH UM )
AH3 =  ELLYFO(ICHTS+8,ELHUM )
ELSE
EPSY =  EPSY l
ILY  =  IL Y l
ARATIO = ARATOl
SIGYLD = SIG Y D l
A Ll =  ELLYFO (IC H T 4 , ELHUM)
AHl =  ELLYFO(ICHT4+1,ELHUM )
AHl = ELLYFO(ICHT4+2,ELHUM )
AL2 =  ELLYFO (ICHT4+3,ELHUM )
AH2 =  ELLYFO (ICHT4+4,ELHUM )
AH2 =  ELLYFO (ICHT4+B,ELHUM)
AL3 =  ELLYFO (ICHT4+S,ELHUM )
AH3 = ELLYFO (ICHT4+7,ELHUM )
AH3 = ELLYFO(ICHT4+8,ELHUM )
EHDIF
ICO U H TdH TG PH , ILAYER) = ICOUHTdHTGPH, 
ILAYER) + 1 
IPH T =  ICOUHT(IHTGPH,ILAYER)
TE H S T F(IH TG PH ,3+IPH T,IL A Y ER ) = IPHT 
TEH STF(IH TG PH , 12+ IPH T ,IL A Y E R ) = EPSY 
TEH STF(IH TG PH ,SO +IPH T,ILA Y ER) = ARATIO 
TE H STF(IH TG PH , S 6 + IP H T , ILAYER) = ILY 
TEHSTF (IH TG PH , 6 3 + IP H T , ILAYER) = SIGYLD 
IMT = 9 * ( I P H T - 1 )  + 1 
TEHSTF (IH TG PH , 30+ IM T , ILAYER) = ALl 
TEH STF(IH TG PH , 31+ IM T , ILAYER) = AMI 
TEH STF(IH TG PH , 32+ IM T , ILAYER) = AHl 
TE B ST FdH T G PH , 33+ IM T , ILAYER) = AL2
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T E B S T F dH T G P H ,34+ IB T ,IL A Y E R ) = AH2 
TE H S T F(IH TG PH ,3S+IH T,IL A Y ER ) = AH2 
TEHSTF(IHTGPH, 3 6 + IM T , ILAYER) = AL3 
TE H STF(IH TG PH ,37+IM T ,ILA Y E R ) = AM3 
TE B ST FdH TG PH , 38+IM T .ILA Y ER) = AH3 
ELSE
ICHT3 = IC H T l + 9
EPSY = EPSY l
ILY = IL Y l
SIGYLD = SIG Y D l
ARATIO = ARATOl
ALl = E L L Y FO dC H T S , ELHUM)
AMI = ELLYFO(ICHT3+1,ELHUM )
AHl = ELLYFO(ICHT3+2,ELHUM )
AL2 = ELLY F0(ICH T3+3,ELHU M )
AM2 = ELLY F0(ICH T3+4,ELHU M )
AH2 = ELLYFO(ICHT3+S,ELHUM )
AL3 = ELLY F0(ICH T3+6,ELHU M )
AM3 = ELLYFO(ICHT3+7,ELHUM )
AH3 = ELLYFO(ICHT3+8,ELHUM )
ICOUHT (IH TG PH , ILAYER) = ICOUHTdHTGPH, 
ILAYER) +  1 
IPH T = ICOUHT(IHTGPH,ILAYER)
T E H STF(IH TG PH ,3+IPH T,IL A Y ER ) = IPHT 
TE H ST F(IH T G PH ,66+ IPH T ,IL A Y E R ) = ILY 
TEHSTF(IHTGPH, 1 2 + IP H T , ILAYER) = EPSY 
TE H ST F(IH T G PH ,60+ IPH T ,IL A Y E R ) = ARATIO 
TEHSTF( IHTGPH, 6 3 + IP H T , ILAYER) = SIGYLD 
IMT = 9 * ( I P H T - 1 )  +  1 
TE B ST FdH T G PH ,30+ IM T ,IL A Y E R ) = ALl 
TEHSTF(IHTGPH. 3 1+ IM T , ILAYER) = AMI 
TE H STF(IH TG PH ,32+IM T ,ILA Y E R ) = AHl 
TE H STF(IH TG PH ,33+IM T ,ILA Y E R ) = AL2 
TE H STF(IH TG PH ,34+IM T ,ILA Y E R ) = AH2 
TEHSTF(IH TG PH , 3 5 + IM T , ILAYER) = AH2 
TE H STF(IH TG PH ,36+IM T ,ILA Y E R ) = AL3 
TEHSTF(IH TG PH , 3 7+ IM T , ILAYER) = AM3 
T E B ST FdH T G P H ,38+ IH T ,IL A Y E R ) = AH3 
EHDIF 
ELSE
EPSY = EPSY l
ILY  = IL Y l
SIGYLD = SIG Y D l
ARATIO = ARATOl
ICHT3 = IC H T l + 9
ALl =  ELLYFOdCHTS,ELHUM )
AMI = ELLYFO (ICHT3+1,ELHUM )
AHl = ELLYFO(ICHT3+2,ELHUM )
AL2 = ELLYFO(ICHT3+3,ELHUM )
AM2 = ELLYFO(ICHT3+4,ELHUM )
AH2 = ELLYFO(ICHT3+5,ELHUM )
AL3 = ELLYFO(ICHT3+6,ELHUM )
AM3 = ELLYFO(ICHT3+7,ELHUM )
AH3 = ELLYFO(ICHT3+8,ELHUM )
ICOUHT (IH TG PH , ILAYER) = ICOUHTdHTGPH, 
ILAYER) + 1 
IPHT =  ICOUHT(IHTGPH,ILAYER)
TE H S T F(IH TG PH ,3+IPH T,IL A Y ER ) = IPHT 
TEHSTF(IH TG PH , 12+ IPH T ,IL A Y E R ) = EPSY 
TEHSTF( IHTGPH, 6 0 + IP H T , ILAYER) = ARATIO 
TE B ST FdH TG PH , 6 6 + IP H T , ILAYER) = ILY 
TEHSTF(IH TG PH , 63+ IP H T ,IL A Y E R ) = SIGYLD 
IMT = 9 * ( I P H T - 1 )  + 1
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TED STFCIK TG PB.30+IM T.IL4Y ER) = A Ll 
TEHSTF (IH TG PH . 31+ IM T , ILAYER) = AHl 
TEHSTF (IH TG PH . 32+ IM T . ILAYER) = AHl 
TEHSTF (IH TG PH . 33+ IM T . ILAYER) = AL2 
TEHSTF (IH TG PH . 34+IM T .ILAYER) = AM2 
TEHSTF (IH TG PH .35+IM T .ILA Y ER ) = AH2 
TEHSTF (IH TG PH . 36+IM T .ILAYER) = AL3 
TEHSTF (IH TG PH . 37+ IM T , ILAYER) = AM3 
TEHSTF (IH TG PH . 38+ IM T . ILAYER) = AH3 
EHDIF
ELSE
EPSY = EPSY l
ILY  = IL Y l
SIGYLD = SIGYDl
ARATIO = ARATOl
IC B T 3 = IC H T l + 9
A Ll =  E L LY FO dC H TS, ELHUM)
AHl =  ELLYFO (ICHT3+1,ELHUM)
AHl =  ELLYFO (IC H T3+2 .ELHUM)
AL2 =  ELLYFO (IC H T3+3 .ELHUM)
AH2 = ELLYFO ( IC H T 3+ 4. ELHUM)
AH2 =  ELLYFO (IC H T 3+ S , ELHUM)
AL3 =  ELLYFO (IC H T 3 + 6 , ELHUM)
AM3 =  ELLYFO (ICHT3+7,ELHUM)
AH3 =  ELLYFO (ICHT3+8,ELHUM)
ICOUHT (IH TG PH , ILAYER) = ICOUHTdHTGPH.
ILA Y ER) + 1 
IPH T =  ICOUHT(IHTGPH.ILAYER) 
TE H S T F dH T G PH ,3+ IPH T ,IL A Y E R ) = IPHT 
TEHSTF (IH TG PH , 12+ IP H T , ILAYER) =  EPSY 
TE H S T F dH T G PH .66+ IPH T ,IL A Y E R ) =  ILY 
TEHSTF (IH TG PH . 60+ IP H T , ILAYER) =  ARATIO 
TE H ST F dH T G PH .63+ IPH T ,IL A Y E R ) = SIGYLD 
IMT =  9 « ( IP H T -1 )  + 1 
TE H STFdH TG PH ,30+IM T .ILA Y E R ) = ALl 
TEHSTF (IH TG PH . 31+ IM T . ILAYER) = AMI 
T E H STFdH TG PH .32+IM T .ILA Y E R ) = AHl 
TEHSTF (IH TG PH . 3 3 + IH T . ILAYER) = AL2 
TEHSTF (IH TG PH , 34+IM T , ILAYER) = AM2 
TEHSTF (IH TG PH . 36+ IM T . ILAYER) = AH2 
TEHSTF (IH TG PH . 36+ IM T , ILAYER) = AL3 
TE H STFdH TG PH .37+IM T .ILA Y E R ) = AM3 
TE H S T F dH T G PH .38+ IH T .IL A Y E R ) = AH3
EHDIF
ELSE
EPSY = E P S Y l
ILY  = IL Y l
SIGYLD = SIG Y D l
ARATIO = ARATOl
ICH T3 =  IC H T l + 9
A L l = ELLYFOdCHTS.ELHUM )
AMI = ELLYFO (IC H T 3 + 1 . ELHUM)
AHl = E L L Y F 0(IC H T 3+ 2, ELHUM)
AL2 = ELLYFO ( IC H T 3+ 3 . ELHUM)
AM2 = ELLYF0(ICHT3+4.ELHUM )
AH2 = ELLYFO ( ICH T3+E. ELHUM)
AL3 = ELLYFO ( IC H T 3+ 6 , ELHUM)
AM3 = ELLYFO ( IC H T 3+ 7 . ELHUM)
AH3 = ELLYFO ( IC H T 3+ 8 , ELHUM) 
ICO U H TdH TG PH , ILAYER) = ICOUHTdHTGPH, 
ILAYER) + 1 
IP H T  = ICO U H TdH TG PH , ILAYER)
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TEHSTFCIH TG PH ,3+IPD T,ILAY ER) = IPHT 
T E H STF(IH TG PH ,12+IPH T,IL A Y ER ) = EPSY 
TEH STFCIH TG PH ,66+IPH T,ILAY ER) = ILY 
TE H STFCIH TG PH ,60+IPH T,ILA Y ER) = ARATIO 
TEH STFCIH TG PH ,63+IPH T,ILA Y ER) = SIGYLD 
IMT = 9 + C IP H T -l)  +  1 
TE H STFCIH TG PH ,30+IH T,ILA Y ER) = ALl 
TEHSTF CIHTGPH, 3 1 + IM T , ILAYER) = AMI 
TEHSTF C IHTGPH. 3 2 + IM T , ILAYER) = AHl 
TEHSTFCIH TG PH ,33+IM T,ILA YER) = AL2 
TEH STFCIH TG PH ,34+IH T,ILA Y ER) = AM2 
TEHSTFCIHTGPH,3B+IM T,ILAYER) = AH2 
TEHSTFCIHTGPH, 3 6 + IM T , ILAYER) = AL3 
TEHSTFCIH TG PH ,37+IM T,ILA YER) = AM3 




ILY = IL Y l
SIGYLD = SIGYDl
ARATIO = ARATOl
ICH T3 = IC H Tl + 9
A Ll = ELLYFOCICHT3,ELHUM)
AMI = ELLYFOCICHT3+1,ELHUM)
AHl = ELLYFO CICH T3+2, ELHUM)
AL2 = ELLYFO CICH T3+3, ELHUM)
AM2 = ELLYFO C IC B T3+4, ELHUM)
AH2 = ELLYFOCICHT3+B,ELHUM)
AL3 = ELLYFO( IC H T 3+ 6, ELHUM)
AM3 = ELLYFO CICH T3+7, ELHUM)
AH3 = ELLYFO CICH T3+8, ELHUM)
ICOUHTCIHTGPH,ILAYER) = ICOUHT CIHTGPH, ILAYER) 
1 + 1
IPH T = ICOUHTCIHTGPH,ILAYER)
TEHSTFCIH TG PH ,3+IPH T,ILAY ER) = IPHT 
TEH STFCIH TG PH ,12+IPH T,ILA Y ER) = EPSY 
TEH STFCIH TG PH ,66+IPH T,ILA Y ER) = ILY 
TE H STFCIH TG PH ,60+IPH T,ILA Y ER) = ARATIO 
TE H STFCIH TG PH ,63+IPH T,ILA Y ER) = SIGYLD 
IMT = 9 + C IP H T -l)  + 1 
TEH STFCIH TG PH ,30+IH T,ILA Y ER) = ALl 
TEHSTFCIHTGPH,31+IM T,ILAYER) = AMI 
TEHSTFCIHTGPH,32+IM T,ILAYER) = AHl 
TEHSTFCIH TG PH ,33+IM T,ILA YER) = AL2 
TEHSTFCIHTGPH, 34+ IM T , ILAYER) = AH2 
TEHSTFCIHTGPH,3B+IM T,ILAYER) = AH 2 
TEHSTFCIHTGPH, 36+ IM T , ILA Y ER) = AL3 
TEHSTFCIHTGPH,37+IM T,ILAYER) = AM3 






I F  CICOUHTCIHTGPH,ILAYER) .L E . 2 )  THEH
IF  CILAYER -  l . G E . l  .AHD. ILA Y ER .L E .HLAYRS) THEH 
ICOH = C ILA Y ER -1)+21 + 1 
MAC = ELLYFOCICOH,ELHUM)
ES = PROPERCl.HAC)
IC H T l = C IL A Y E R -2)*21 + 1 
MATRLl = ELLYFO CIC H Tl, ELHUM)
IC K l = PR0PERC2B,M ATRLl)
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I F  ( IC K l .E Q . 0 )  THEN
EPSY l = P R O P E R (S ,B A T R L l)/P R O P E R (l,B iT R L l)
SIGY D l = PROPER( 5 , BA TRLl)
ARATOl = P R O P E R d . B A T R L l)/E S  
IL Y l = ILAYER -  1 
I F  (ILAYER + 1 .L E . HLAYRS) THEH 
ICHT2 = ILAYER*21 + 1 
BATRL2 = ELLYFO(ICHT2.ELHUB)
ICK 2 = PR0PER (2B ,B A TR L2)
I F  (IC K 2 .E Q . 0 )  THEH
EPSY2 = PROPER( 5 , BATRL2) /PR O PER ( 1 ,  BATRL2) 
SIGYD2 = PROPER( 5 , BATRL2)
ARAT02 = P R O P E R d ,B A T R L 2 )/E S
IL Y 2 = ILAYER + 1
ICH T3 = IC H T l + 9
ICH T4 = ICBT2 + 9
A Ll =  ELLYFOdCHTS,ELHUB)
ABl = ELLY F0(ICH T3+1,ELHU B)
AHl = ELLYFO(ICHT3+2,ELHUB)
AL2 = ELLYFO( IC H T 4 , ELBUB)
AB2 = ELLY F0(ICH T4+1,ELHU B)
AH2 = ELLYFO( IC H T 4+ 2 , ELHUB)
DOT = AL1*AL2 + AB1*AB2 + AH1*AH2 
I F  (D A B S (D O T ).G E .0 .9 9 9  .AHD. D A B S(D O T ).L E .
1 .0 0 1 )  THEH
I F  (EPSY2 .G T . E P S Y l) THEH 
EPSY = EPSY2 
ILY  = ILY 2 
SIGYLD = SIGYD2 
ARATIO = ARAT02 
A L l = ELL YFO (ICH T4,ELHU B)
ABl = ELLY FO (ICH T4+1,ELH UB)
AHl = ELLY FO (ICH T4+2, ELHUB)
AL2 = ELLY FO (ICH T4+3,ELH UB)
AB2 = ELLY FO (ICH T4+4,ELH UB)
AH2 = ELLYFO(ICHT4+E,ELHUB)
AL3 = ELLY FO (ICH T4+6,ELH UB)
AB3 = ELLY FO (ICH T4+7,ELH UB)
AH3 = ELLY FO (ICH T4+8,ELH UB)
ELSE
EPSY =  EPSYl
ILY  = IL Y l
SIGYLD = SIGYDl
ARATIO = ARATOl





AH2 = ELLY FO (ICH TS+S, ELHUB)
ALS = ELLYFO (ICH TS+6,ELH U B)
AB3 = ELLY FO (ICH T3+7,ELH UB)
AHS = EL LY FO (ICH TS+8, ELHUB)
EHDIF
ICO UH TdH TG PH,ILAY ER) =  ICO U H TdH TG PH , 
ILAYER) + 1 
IPH T = ICOUHT(IHTGPH,ILAYER)
TEHSTF( IHTGPH, S + IP H T , ILAYER) = IPH T 
T E H ST F dH T G PH ,12+ IPH T ,IL A Y E R ) = EPSY 
T E H ST F(IH T G PH ,63+ IPH T ,IL A Y E R ) = SIGYLD 
TEHSTF( IHTGPH, 6 0 + IP H T , ILAYER) = ARATIO 
TEHSTF( IHTGPH, 6 6 + IP H T , ILAYER) = ILY  
IB T  = 9 * ( I P H T - 1 )  + 1
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T E B S T F dH T G P H ,30+ IH T , ILAYER) = ALl 
T E H S T F dH T G PH ,31+ IH T ,IL A Y E R ) = AHl 
TEHSTFdHTGPH ,3 2 + IH T , ILAYER) = AHl 
T E H STF(IH T G PH ,33+ IH T ,IL A Y E R ) = AL2 
TE H ST F(IH T G PH ,34+ IH T ,IL A Y E R ) = AH2 
TE H ST FdH T G PH ,3B + IH T ,IL A Y E R ) = AH 2 
T E H ST F dH T G PH ,36+ IH T ,IL A Y E R ) = AL3 
T E H ST F dH T G PH ,37+ IH T ,IL A Y E R ) = AH3 
TE H ST F(IH T G PH ,38+ IH T ,IL A Y E R ) = AH3 
ELSE I F  (ILAYER + 2  .L E . HLAYRS) THEH 
ICHTB = (IL A Y E R + D + 21  + 1 
HATRL3 = ELLYFO(ICHTB,ELHUH)
ICK3 = PRGPER(2B,HATRL3)
I F  (IC K 3  .E Q . 0 )  THEH
EPSY3 =  PROPER ( B , HATRL3 ) /PROPER ( 1 ,  
HATRL3)
SIGYD3 c  PR0PER(B ,H A TR L3)
ARAT03 = P R O P E R d ,H A T R L 3 )/E S
ILY 3 = ILAYER + 2
ICH T3 = IC H T l + 9
ICH T6 = ICHTB + 9
A Ll = EL LY FO dC H TS, ELHUH)
AHl = E L L Y F0dC H T 3+ l,E L H U H )
AHl = ELLYFO(ICHT3+2,ELHUH)
AL2 = ELLY FO dCH TS,ELH U H)
AH2 = ELLYFO(ICHT6+1,ELHUH)
AH2 = ELLYFO(ICHT6+2,ELHUH)
DDT = AL1+AL2 + AH1+AH2 + AH1+AH2 
I F  (D A B S (D O T ).G E .0 .9 9 9  .AHD. DABS(DOT) 
.L E .1 .0 0 1 )  THEH 
I F  (EPSY 3 .G T . E P S Y l)  THEH 
EPSY = EPSY3 
ILY  = IL Y 3 
SIGYLD = SIGYD3 
ARATIO = ARATD3 
ALl = ELLY FO dCH TS,ELH U H)
AHl = ELLYFO(ICHTS+1,ELHUM )
AHl = ELLYFO(ICHTS+2,ELHUH)
AL2 = ELLYFO(ICHTS+3,ELHUH)
AH2 = ELLY F0(ICH TS+4,ELH U H)
AH2 = ELL YFO dCHTS+B,ELHUM )
AL3 = ELLYFO(ICHTS+S,ELHUH)
AH3 = ELLYFO(ICHTS+7,ELHUM )
AH3 = ELLYF0(ICHTS+8,ELHUM )
ELSE
EPSY = EPSY l
ILY = IL Y l
SIGYLD = SIGY D l
ARATIO = ARATOl
A Ll = EL LY FO dC H TS, ELHUH)
AHl = ELLYFO(ICHT3+1,ELHUM )




AL3 = EL LY F0(ICH T3+S,ELH U H )
AH3 = ELLY F0(ICH T3+7,ELH U H )
AH3 = ELLYFO(ICHT3+8,ELHUH)
EHDIF
ICOUHT (IH TG PH , ILAYER) = ICOUHTdHTGPH, 
ILAYER) + 1 
IPH T = ICO UH T(IH TG PH,ILA Y ER)
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T E H S T F d H T G P D ,3 + IP H T ,IL iY E R ) = IPHT 
T E H S T F d H T G P D ,1 2 + IP H T ,IL iY E R ) = EPSY 
T E H S T F (IH T G P H ,63+ IP H T ,IL iY E R ) = SIGYLD 
T E H S T F d H T G P D ,6 6 + IP H T ,IL iY E R ) = ILY 
T E H S T F d H T G P H ,6 0 + IP H T ,IL iY E R ) = iR iT IO  
IMT = 9 » d P H T - l )  + 1 
T E H S T F dH T G P D ,30+ IM T ,IL iY E R ) = i L l  
T E H S T F (IH T G P H ,31+ IM T ,IL iY E R ) =  iM l 
TEH STF(IH TG PH , 32+ IM T , IL iY E R ) = iH l  
T E H S T F dH T G P H ,33+ IM T ,IL iY E R ) = iL 2  
T E H S T F dH T G P D ,34+ IM T ,IL iY E R ) = iM2 
T E H S T F dH T G P D ,35+ IM T ,IL iY E R ) =  iB 2  
T E H S T F dH T G P D ,36+ IM T ,IL iY E R ) =  iL 3  
TE H STFdH TG PD , 3 7 + IM T, IL iY E R ) = iM3 
TEHSTF (IH TG PH , 38+ IM T , IL iY E R ) =  AH3 
ELSE
EPSY = E P S Y l
ILY  = IL Y l
SIGYLD = SIG Y D l
ARATIO = ARATOl
A Ll = EL LY FO dC H TS, ELHUM)
AMI = ELLYFO(ICHT3+1,ELHUH)
ADI = ELLYFO(ICHT3+2,ELHUM )
AL2 = ELLYFO(ICHT3+3,ELHUM )
AM2 = ELLYFO (ICDT3+4,ELHUM ) 
iD 2  = ELLY F0(ICD T3+S,ELH U H)
AL3 = ELLYFO (ICET3+6,ELH UM )
AM3 = ELLYFO (IC H T 3 + 7 , ELHUM)
AH3 = ELL YFO dCD T3+8,ELH U M ) 
IC O U H T dH T G P H ,IL iY E R ) = ICOUHTdHTGPH, 
IL iY E R ) +  1 
IPH T =  ICOUHT (IH TG PH , IL iY E R )
TEHSTF( IHTGPH, 3 + IP H T , IL iY E R ) = IPHT 
TEH STF(IH TG PH , 1 2 + IP H T , ILAYER) = EPSY 
T E H S T F d H T G P H ,6 3 + IP H T ,IL iY E R ) = SIGYLD 
T E H S T F dH T G PH ,66+ IPH T ,IL A Y E R ) = ILY 
T E H S T F dH T G PD .60+ IPH T ,IL A Y E R ) = ARATIO 
IMT = 9 » ( I P H T - 1 )  +  1 
TEH STF(IH TG PH , 30+ IM T , IL iY E R ) = ALl 
TEH STF(IH TG PH , 31+ IM T , IL iY E R ) = AHl 
T E H S T F dH T G P H ,32+ IM T ,IL iY E R ) = AHl 
T E H S T F (IH T G P H ,33+ IM T ,IL iY E R ) = AL2 
TEH STF(IH TG PH , 34+ IM T , IL iY E R ) = AM2 
T E H S T F (IH T G P H ,36+ IM T ,IL iY E R ) = AD2 
T E H S T F (IH T G P H ,36+ IM T ,IL iY E R ) = AL3 
T E H S T F dH T G P H ,37+ IM T ,IL iY E R ) = AH3 
TEHSTF (IH TG PH , 38+ IM T , ILAYER) = AH3 
EHDIF
ELSE
ICH T3 = IC H T l + 9
EPSY = EP S Y l
ILY  = IL Y l
SIGYLD = SIG Y D l
ARATIO = ARATOl
A Ll = E L LY FO dC H TS, ELHUM)
AMI = ELLYFO(ICHT3+1,ELHUM )
AHl = ELLYFO(ICHT3+2.ELHUM )
AL2 = ELLY F0(ICH T3+3,ELH U H )
AM2 = ELLYFO(ICHT3+4,ELHUM )
AH2 = ELLYFO (IC H T 3+ E , ELHUM)
AL3 = ELLYFO(ICHT3+6,ELHUM )
AH3 = ELLY F0(ICH T3+7,ELHU M )
AH3 = ELLYFO(ICHT3+8,ELHUM )
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ICOUHT (IH TG PD , IL iY E R ) = ICOUHTCIHTGPH, 
IL iY E R ) +  1 
IPHT =  IC O U H T(IH TG PH .IL iY E R ) 
T E H STFC IH T G PH ,3+ IPH T ,IL iY E R ) =  IPHT 
TE H S T F C IH T G PH ,12+ IPH T ,IL iY E R ) = EPSY 
TE H ST FC IH T G PH ,60+ IPH T ,IL iY E R ) = iR iT I O  
TE H S T F C IH T G PH ,63+ IPH T ,IL iY E R ) = SIGYLD 
TE H S T F C IH T G PH ,66+ IPH T ,IL iY E R ) = ILY 
IMT = 9 'C I P H T - I )  +  1 
T E H S T F C IH T G PH ,30+ IH T ,IL iY E R ) = i L l  
TE H S T F C IH T G PH ,31+ IH T ,IL iY E R ) = iH l  
T E H STFC IH TG PH ,32+IM T ,IL iY ER ) = iH l  
TE H STFC IH TG PH ,33+IM T ,IL iY ER ) =  iL 2  
T E H S T F C IH T G PH ,34+ IH T ,IL iY E R ) = iH 2 
TEHSTF CIHTGPH, 3 E + IH T , IL iY E R ) =  iH 2 
TE H S T F C IH T G PH ,36+ IH T ,IL iY E R ) = iL 3  
T E H STFC IH TG PH ,37+IM T ,IL iY ER ) =  iH 3 
TE H S T F C IH T G PH ,38+ IH T ,IL iY E R ) = iH 3 
EHDIF
ELSE
ICH T3 = IC H T l +  9
EPSY = EPSY l
ILY  = IL Y l
SIGYLD = SIG Y D l
iR iT I O  = iR iT O l
i L l  = ELLYF0CICHT3,ELHUM)
i H l  = ELLYFOCICHT3+1,ELHUM)
i H l  = ELLYFO CICBT3+2,ELHUM)
iL 2  = ELLYF0CICHT3+3,ELHUM)
iH 2  = ELLYFDCICHT3+4,ELHUM)
iH 2  = ELLYF0CICHT3+B,ELHUM)
iL 3  = ELLYF0CICHT3+6,ELHUH)
iM 3 = ELLY F0CICH T3+7, ELHUM)
iH 3  = ELLYF0CICBT3+8,ELHUM )
ICO UH TCIH TG PH,ILiY ER) = ICOUHTCIHTGPH, 
IL iY E R ) +  1 
IPH T = ICOUH TCIH TG PH,ILiY ER)
TE H S T F C IH T G PH ,3+ IPH T ,IL iY E R ) = IPHT 
T E H S T F C IH T G PH ,12+ IPH T ,IL iY E R ) = EPSY 
T E H S T F C IH T G PH ,66+ IPH T ,IL iY E R ) = ILY 
T E H S T F C IH T G PH ,60+ IPH T ,IL iY E R ) = iR iT IO  
T E H S T F C IH T G PH ,63+ IPH T ,IL iY E R ) = SIGYLD 
IMT = 9 + C IP H T - l)  +  1 
T E H S TFC IH TG PH ,30+IM T ,IL iY ER ) = i L l  
T E H STFC IH T G PH ,31+IM T ,IL iY E R ) = iH l  
T E H S TFC IH TG PH ,32+IM T ,IL iY ER ) = iH l  
T E H S T F C IH T G PH ,33+ IH T ,IL iY E R ) = iL 2  
T E H S T F C IH T G PH ,34+ IH T ,IL iY E R ) = iM 2 
T E H S T F C IH T G PH ,3B + IH r,IL iY E R ) = iH 2  
TE H S T F C IH T G PH ,36+ IH T ,IL iY E R ) = iL 3  
TEHSTF CIHTGPH, 3 7 + IH T , IL iY E R ) =  iH 3  
TEHSTF CIHTGPH, 38+ IM T , IL iY E R ) = iH 3  
EHDIF
ELSE
ICHT3 = IC H T l + 9
EPSY = EPSYl
ILY = IL Y l
SIGYLD = SIGYDl
iR iT IO  = iR iT O l
i L l  =  ELLYFO CICHT3, ELHUH)
iH l  = ELLYFO CIC H T3+1, ELHUM)
iH l  = ELLYFO CICHT3+2 , ELHUM)
iL 2  = ELLYFO CIC H T3+3, ELHUM)
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iB 2  = ELLY F0(ICD T3+4,ELH U H ) 
iH 2  =  ELLYFO (ICHT3+B,ELHUM) 
iL 3  = ELLYFO ( IC H T 3 + 6 , ELHUM)
AM3 =  ELLYFO ( IC H T 3 + 7 . ELHUM)
AD3 =  ELLYFO ( IC H T 3 + 8 . ELHUM)
ICO UHTdHTGPH, ILAYER) = ICOUHT (IHTGPH, ILAYER) 
1 + 1
IPHT = ICOUHTCIHTGPH,ILAYER)
TE H STFCIH TG PH ,3+IPH T,ILA Y ER) = IPHT 
TEHSTFCIH TG PH ,66+IPH T,ILA Y ER) = ILY 
TEHSTFCIH TG PH ,12+IPH T,ILA Y ER) = EPSY 
TEHSTFCIH TG PH ,60+IPH T,ILA Y ER) = ARATIO 
TEHSTFCIH TG PH ,63+IPH T,ILA Y ER) = SIGYLD 
IMT =  9 + C lP H T - l)  +  1 
TEHSTF CIHTGPH, 3 0+ IM T , ILAYER) = ALl 
TEH STFCIH TG PH ,31+IH T,ILA Y ER) = AHl 
TEHSTF CIHTGPH, 3 2+ IM T , ILAYER) = AHl 
TEHSTFCIH TG PH ,33+IM T,ILA YER) = AL2 
TEH STFCIH TG PH ,34+IH T,ILA Y ER) = AM2 
TEHSTF CIHTGPH, 3 5+ IM T , ILAYER) = AH2 
TEHSTFCIH TG PH ,36+IM T,ILA YER) = AL3 
TEHSTFCIH TG PH ,37+IM T,ILA YER) = AM3 
TEHSTFCIH TG PH ,38+IM T,ILA YER) = AH3 
EHDIF
ELSE
ICHT3 = IC H T l + 9
EPSY = EPSY l
ILY = IL Y l




AHl = ELLYFO(ICHT3+2,ELHUM )
AL2 = ELLYFO CICHT3+3,ELHUH)
AM2 = ELLYF0CICHT3+4,ELHUM)
AH2 = ELLYFO(ICHT3+S,ELHUM )
AL3 = ELLYFOCICHT3+6,ELHUH)
AM3 = ELL YFO (IC H T 3 + 7 , ELHUM)
AH3 = ELLYF0CICHT3+8,ELHUH)
ICOUHT (IHTGPH. ILAYER) = ICOUHT (IHTGPH. ILAYER) + 1 
IPHT = ICO UH TdH TG PH, ILAYER)
TE H STF(IH TG PH ,3+IPH T,IL A Y ER ) = IPH T 
T E H S T F dH T G PH ,12+ IPH T ,IL A Y E R ) = EPSY 
T E H S T F dH T G PH ,66+ IPH T ,IL A Y E R ) = ILY 
T E H STF(IH TG PH ,60+IPH T,IL A Y ER ) = ARATIO 
T E H STF(IH TG PH ,63+IPH T,IL A Y ER ) = SIGYLD 
IMT = 9 + C lP H T - l)  +  1 
TEHSTF (IHTGPH, 3 0+ IM T , ILAYER) = ALl 
TEHSTF( IHTGPH, 3 1 + IM T , ILAYER) = AMI 
TEHSTF( IHTGPH, 3 2 + IM T , ILAYER) = AHl 
T EH STF(IH TG PH ,33+IM T,ILA Y ER ) = AL2 
TEHSTF ( IHTGPH, 3 4 + IM T , ILAYER) = AH2 
TEHSTF( IHTGPH, 3 5 + IM T , ILAYER) = AH2 
TEHSTF( IHTGPH, 3 6 + IM T , ILAYER) = AL3 
T E H STFdH TG PH ,37+IM T ,ILA Y E R ) = AH3 
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I F  (IC O U E T dH T G PD ,IL A Y E R ) .L E . 2 )  THEH
I F  (ILA Y ER -  2 . G E .l  .ADD. ILA Y ER.L E .HLAYRS) THEH 
ICOH = (IL A Y E R -1 )» 2 1  + 1 
MAC = ELLYFOCICOH,ELHUM)
ES =  PROPERCl.HAC)
IC H T l = C ILA Y E R -3)*21 + 1 
MATRLl = ELLYFO C IC H Tl, ELHUH)
IC K l = PR0PERC25,M ATRLl)
I F  ( I C K l  .E Q . 0 )  THEH 
IL Y l =  ILAYER -  2
E P S Y l =  PROPER(6 .MATRLl) /PROPERC1 .M ATRLl)
SIG Y D l = PROPERCB.MATRLl)
ARATOl = PRO PER Cl,M A TRLl)/E S  
ICH T2 = CILA Y ER -2)»21 + 1 
MATRL2 = ELLYFO (IC H T 2, ELHUM)
IC K 2 = PR0PERC25.MATRL2)
I F  CICK2 .E Q . 0 )  THEH
I F  CILAYER + 1 .L E . HLAYRS) THEE 
IC D T3 =  ILAYER*21 + 1 
MATRL3 = ELLYFO CICHT3. ELHUM )
IC K 3 =  PR0PERC25.MATRL3)
I F  CICK3 .E Q . 0 )  THEH 
ILY 3 = ILAYER + 1
EPSY3 = PROPER C 5 .MATRL3) /PROPERC 1 .MATRL3) 
SIGYD3 = PR0PERCB.MATRL3)
ARAT03 = PROPERCl.M ATRL3)/E S
ICHT4 = IC H T l + 9
ICHT5 = ICH T3 + 9
A Ll = ELLYFO CICNT4, ELHUH)
AHl = ELLYFO CICH T4+1. ELHUM)
AHl = ELLYFO CICH T4+2. ELHUM)
AL2 = ELLYFO C ICHTB, ELHUM)
AH2 = ELLYFO CICHTB+1. ELHUM)
AH2 = ELLYFO C ICH TB+2. ELHUM)
DOT = AL1+AL2 + AH1+AM2 + AH1+AB2 
I F  (DABSCDOT).GE.0 .9 9 9  .AHD. DABSCDOT).LE.
I 1 .0 0 1 )  THEH
IF  CEPSY3 .G T . E P S Y l)  THEH
EPSY =  EPSY3






AL2 = ELLYFO CICHTB+3,ELHUM)
AKZ = ELLYFOCICHTB+4,ELHUM)
AH2 = ELLYFOCICHTB+S,ELHUM)
AL3 = ELLYFO CICHTB+6.ELHUM)
AM3 = ELLYFO ClCHTB+7,ELHUM)
AH3 = ELLYFO CICHTB+8,ELHUM)
ELSE
EPSY =  EPSY l
ILY = IL Y l





AL2 = ELLYFO CICBT4+3 .ELHUM)
AM2 = ELLYFO CICHT4+4.ELHUM)
AR2 = ELLYFO CICHT4+B. ELHUM)
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AL3 = ELLYFO (IC H T 4 + 6 ,ELHUH)
AH3 = EL LY F0(ICH T4+7,ELH U H )
AH3 = ELLYF0CICHT4+8,ELHUH)
EHDIF
ICOUHT (IH TG PH . ILAYER) = ICOUHTdHTGPH, 
ILAYER) + 1 
IPH T = ICOUHT(IHTGPH,ILAYER) 
TE H S T F dH T G PH ,3+ IPN T ,IL A Y E R ) = IPHT 
T E H S T F dH T G PH ,12+ IPH T ,IL A Y E R ) = EPSY 
T E H S T F dH T G PH ,66+ IPH T ,IL A Y E R ) = ILY 
T E H S T F dH T G PH ,60+ IPH T ,IL A Y E R ) = ARATIO 
TEH STF(IH TG PH , 63+ IP H T ,IL A Y E R ) = SIGYLD 
IB T  = 9 + d P H T - l )  + 1 
TEHSTF(IH TG PH , 30+ IM T , ILAYER) = ALl 
T E H S T F (IH T G PH ,31+ IH T ,IL A Y E R ) = AMI 
T E H STFdH TG PH , 3 2+ IM T , ILAYER) = AHl 
T E H S TF(IH TG PH ,33+IM T ,ILA Y E R ) = AL2 
T E H S TF(IH TG PH ,34+IM T ,ILA Y E R ) = AM2 
TEH STF(IH TG PH , 3 5+ IM T , ILAYER) = AH 2 
T E H S TF(IH TG PH ,36+IM T ,ILA Y E R ) = AL3 
T E H S TF(IH TG PH ,37+IM T ,ILA Y E R ) = AM3 
T E H S TF(IH TG PH ,38+IM T ,ILA Y E R ) = AH3 
ELSE I F  (ILA Y ER +  2 .L E . HLAYRS) THEH 
ICH T6 =  (IL A Y E R + D + 2 1  + 1 
MATRL4 = E L L Y FO dC H T S , ELHUH)
IC K 4 = PROPER( 2 6 , MATRL4)
I F  (IC K 4  .E Q . 0 )  THEN 
IL Y 4 = ILAYER + 2
EPSY4 =  P R 0P E R (B ,H A T R L 4)/P R 0P E R (1 , 
MATRL4)
ARAT04 = P R O P E R d,M A T R L 4)/E S  
SIGYD4 = PR0PER(B ,H A TR L4)
ICH T3 =  IC H T l + 9 
ICH T6 = ICHTB + 9  
A Ll = E L LY FO dC H TS, ELHUH)
AMI = EL L Y FO (IC H T 3+ 1, ELHUH)
AHl = ELLY FO (ICH T3+2,ELH UH )
AL2 = E L LY FO dC H TS, ELHUH)
AM2 = ELLYFO(ICHT6+1,ELHUH)
AH2 = ELLYFO(ICHTS+2,ELHUH)
DOT = AL1+AL2 + AH1+AM2 + AH1+AH2 
I F  (D A B S (D O T ).G E .0 .9 9 9  .AND. DABS(DOT) 
.L E .1 .0 0 1 )  THEH 
I F  (EPSY 4 .G T . E P S Y l)  THEH 
EPSY = EPSY4 
ILY  = IL Y 4 
SIGYLD = SIGYD4 
ARATIO = ARAT04 
A Ll = EL L Y FO dC H T S , ELHUH)
AMI = ELLYFO(ICNTS+i.ELHUM )
AHl = ELLYFO(ICHTS+2,ELHUM )
AL2 = ELLYFO(ICHT6+3,ELHUM )
AH2 = ELLYFOdCHTS+4,ELHUM )
AH2 = ELLYFO(ICHTS+B,ELHUM)
AL3 = ELLYFO(ICHT6+6,ELHUH)
AH3 = ELLYFOdCHTS+7,ELHUM )
AH3 = ELLYFO(ICHTS+8,ELNUM )
ELSE
EPSY = EPSY l
ILY  = IL Y l
ARATIO = ARATOl
SIGYLD = SIG Y D l
A Ll = ELLY F0(ICH T4,ELHU H )
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AHl = E L L ÏF 0 C IC B T 4 + 1 ,ELHUM)
AHl = ELLYFO (ICHT4+2,ELHUM )
AL2 = ELLY F0(ICH T4+3,ELHU M )
AM2 = ELL YFO (ICHT4+4,ELHUM )
AH2 = ELLYFO(ICHT4+B,ELHUM)
AL3 = ELLYFO (IC H T 4 + 6 , ELHUM)
AH3 = ELLYFO (ICHT4+7,ELHUM )
AH3 = ELLYFO (ICHT4+8,ELHUM )
EHDIF
ICO UH TdH TO PH,ILAY ER) =  ICOUHTdHTGPH, 
ILAYER) +  1 
IPH T = ICOUHT(IHTGPH,ILAYER)
TE H S T F (IH T G PH ,3+ IPH T , ILAYER) =  IPHT 
T E B ST FdH T G P H ,12+ IP H T ,IL A Y E R ) = EPSY 
TE H S T F dH T G PH ,60+ IPH T ,IL A Y E R ) = ARATIO 
T E H STF(IH TG PH ,66+IPH T,IL A Y ER ) = ILY 
T E H STF(IH TG PH ,63+IPH T,IL A Y ER ) = SIGYLD 
IMT =  9 « ( IP H T -1 )  + 1 
TE B ST FdH T G PH ,30+ IM T ,IL A Y E R ) =  ALl 
TE H S T F dH T G PH ,31+ IH T ,IL A Y E R ) = AMI 
TEHSTF(IHTGPH, 3 2 + IM T , ILAYER) =  AHl 
TEHSTF (IH TG PH , 33+ IM T , ILAYER) =  AL2 
TEHSTF (IH TG PH , 3 4+ IM T , ILAYER) = AM2 
TEHSTF( IHTGPH, 3 5+ IM T , ILAYER) = AH2 
TE H STFdH TG PH ,36+IM T ,ILA Y E R ) =  AL3 
T E H S TFdH TG PH ,37+IM T ,ILA Y E R ) =  AM3 
TE H S T F dH T G PH ,38+ IH T ,IL A Y E R ) = AH3 
ELBE
ICHT3 = IC H T l + 9
EPSY = EPSYl
ILY =  IL Y l
SIGYLD = SIGYDl
ARATIO = ARATOl
A Ll =  EL LY FO dC H TS, ELHUM)
AMI = ELLYFO(ICHT3+1,ELHUM )
AHl =  ELLYFO(ICHT3+2,ELHUM )
AL2 =  ELLYFO (ICH T3+3,ELH U M )
AM2 =  ELLYFO(ICHT3+4,ELHUM )
AH2 =  ELLYFO(ICHT3+B,ELHUM)
AL3 = ELLYF0(ICHT3+6,ELHUM )
AM3 = ELLYFO(ICHT3+7,ELHUH)
AH3 =  ELLY F0(ICH T3+8,ELHU M ) 
ICOUHTdHTGPH, ILAYER) = ICOUHTdHTGPH, 
ILAYER) + 1 
IPHT = ICO UH TdH TG PH,ILAY ER)
T E H S T F (IH T G PH ,3+ IPH T , ILAYER) =  IPHT 
TEHSTF(IHTGPH, 6 6 + IP H T , ILAYER) =  ILY 
TE H S T F dH T G PH ,12+ IPH T ,IL A Y E R ) =  EPSY 
TE H S T F dH T G PH ,60+ IPH T ,IL A Y E R ) = ARATIO 
T E H STF(IH TG PH ,63+IPH T,IL A Y ER ) = SIGYLD 
IMT =  9 » ( IP H T -1 )  +  1 
TEHSTF(IHTGPH, 3 0 + IM T , ILAYER) =  ALl 
TE B ST FdH TG PH ,31+IM T,ILA Y ER ) = AMI 
TEHSTF (IHTGPH, 32+ IM T , ILAYER) = AHl 
T E H STFdH TG PH ,33+IM T ,ILA Y E R ) =  AL2 
TEHSTF (IH TG PH , 3 4+ IM T , ILAYER) = AM2 
TEHSTF (IH TG PH , 3 5+ IM T . ILAYER) =  AH2 
TEHSTF (IH TG PH . 3 6+ IM T . ILAYER) = AL3 
TEHSTF (IH TG PH , 3 7 + IM T , ILAYER) = AM3 









ICHT3 = ICHTl + 9
ALl = ELLYFOdCHTS, ELHUM)
AMI = ELLYFO (ICHTS+1,ELHUM)
AHl = ELLYFO(ICHTS+2,ELHUM)
AL2 = ELLYFO ( ICHTS+3, ELHUM)
AM2 = ELLYFO (ICHTS+4, ELHUM)
AH2 = ELLYF0(ICHT3+5,ELHUM)
ALS = ELLYFO (ICHTS+6 , ELHUM)
AMS = ELLYFO (ICHTS+r,ELHUM)
AHS = ELLYFO(ICHTS+8 ,ELHUM) 
ICOUHTdHTGPH,ILAYER) = ICOUHTdHTGPH, 
ILAYER) + 1
IPHT = ICOUHTdHTGPH,ILAYER) 
TEHSTFdHTGPH,S+IPHT,ILAYER) = IPHT 
TEHSTFdHTGPH,12+IPHT,ILAYER) = EPSY 
TEHSTF(IHTGPH,60+IPHT,ILAYER) = ARATIO 
TEHSTF (IHTGPH, 66+IPHT, ILAYER) = ILY 
TEHSTF (IHTGPH, 63+IPHT, ILAYER) = SIGYLD 
IMT = 9»(IPHT-1) + 1 
TEHSTFdHTGPH,30+IMT,ILAYER) = ALl 
TEHSTF (IHTGPH, 31+IMT, ILAYER) = AHl 
TEHSTF(IHTGPH,32+IMT,ILAYER) = AHl 
TEHSTF(IHTGPH,33+IMT,ILAYER) = AL2 
TEHSTF(IHTGPH,34+IHT,ILAYER) = AM2 
TEHSTF(IHTGPH,35+IHT,ILAYER) = AH2 
TEHSTF (IHTGPH, 36+IMT, ILAYER) = ALS 
TEHSTFdHTGPH,37+IMT,ILAYER) = AMS 







ICHTS = ICHTl + 9
ALl = ELLYFO (ICHTS, ELHUM)
AMI = ELLYFO (ICHTS+1 .ELHUH)
AHl = ELLYFO(ICHTS+2.ELHUM)
AL2 = ELLYFO (ICHTS+S,ELHUH)
AM2 = ELLYFO(ICHTS+4.ELHUM)
AH2 = ELLYFO(ICHTS+B,ELHUM)
ALS = ELLYFO (ICHTS+6 ,ELHUM)
AMS = ELLYFO (ICHTS+7,ELHUM)
AHS = ELLYFO (ICHTS+B,ELHUM)
ICOUHT (IHTGPH, ILAYER) = ICOUHTdHTGPH, 
ILAYER) + 1 
IPHT = ICOUHT(IHTGPH,ILAYER) 
TEHSTFdHTGPH,3+IPHT,ILAYER) = IPHT 
TEHSTF (IHTGPH, 12+IPHT, ILAYER) = EPSY 
TEHSTF(IHTGPH,66+IPHT,ILAYER) = ILY 
TEHSTFdHTGPH,60+IPHT,ILAYER) = ARATIO 
TEHSTF(IHTGPH,6S+IPHT,ILAYER) = SIGYLD 
IMT = 9»(IPHT-1) + 1 
TEHSTF(IHTGPH,30+IMT,ILAYER) = ALl 
TEHSTF(IHTGPH,31+IMT,ILAYER) = AHl 
TEHSTF (IHTGPH,32+IMT,ILAYER) = AHl 
TEHSTF(IHTGPH,33+IMT,ILAYER) = AL2 
TEHSTF(IHTGPH,34+IMT,ILAYER) = AH2 
TEHSTFdHTGPH,SB+IMT,ILAYER) = AH2
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TEHSTF (IHT5PH, 36+IHT, ILAYER) = AL3 
TEHSTF (IHTGPH. 37+IMT, ILAYER) = AH3 







ICHTS = ICHTl + 9
ALl = ELLYFOdCHTS,ELHUM)
AMI = ELLYFO ( ICHT3+1, ELHUM)
AHl = ELLYFO ( ICHTS+2, ELHUM)
AL2 = ELLYFO ( ICHTS+3, ELHUM)
AH2 = ELLYFO (ICHTS+4, ELHUM)
AH2 = ELLYFO ( ICHT3+S, ELHUM)
ALS = ELLYFO (ICHTS+6 ,ELHUM)
AHS = ELLYFO (ICHTS+7, ELHUH)
AHS = ELLYFO (ICHTS+8 , ELHUH)
ICOUHTdHTGPH,ILAYER) = ICOUHTdHTGPH, 
ILAYER) + 1 
IPHT = ICOUHT (IHTGPH, ILAYER) 
TEHSTFdHTGPH ,3+IPHT, ILAYER) = IPHT 
TEHSTF (IHTGPH, 12+IPHT, ILAYER) = EPSY 
TEHSTF (IHTGPH, 66+IPHT, ILAYER) = ILY 
TEHSTF (IHTGPH, 60+IPHT, ILAYER) = ARATIO 
TEHSTFdHTGPH,63+IPHT,ILAYER) = SIGYLD 
IHT = 9*(IPHT-1) + 1 
TEHSTFdHTGPH,30+IMT,ILAYER) = ALl 
TEHSTFdHTGPH,31+IMT,ILAYER) = AMI 
TEHSTF ( IHTGPH, 32+IMT, ILAYER) = AHl 
TEHSTFdHTGPH,33+IMT,ILAYER) = AL2 
TEHSTFdHTGPH,34+IHT,ILAYER) = AM2 
TEHSTFdHTGPH,SB+IMT,ILAYER) = AH2 
TEHSTFdHTGPH,36+IHT,ILAYER) = ALS 
TEBSTFdHTGPH,37+IHT,ILAYER) = AH3 











AL2 = ELLYFO (ICHTS+S, ELHUH)
AH2 = ELL YFO (ICHTS+4, ELHUM)
AB2 = ELLYFO(ICHTS+B,ELHUH)
ALS = ELLYFO(ICBTS+6 ,ELHUH)
AHS = ELLYFO (ICHTS+7, ELHUM)
AHS = ELLYF0(ICHTS+8,ELHUM)
ICOUHTdHTGPH, ILAYER) = ICOUHTdHTGPH, ILAYER) 
+ 1
IPHT = ICOUHTdHTGPH,ILAYER)
TEHSTF(IHTGPH,S+IPHT,ILAYER) = IPHT 
TEHSTFdHTGPH,12+IPHT,ILAYER) = EPSY 
TEHSTF (IHTGPH, 66+IPHT, ILAYER) = ILY 
TEHSTFdHTGPD,60+IPHT,ILAYER) = ARATIO 
TEHSTFdHTGPH,63+IPHT,ILAYER) = SIGYLD 
IHT = 9*dPHT-l) + 1 
TEHSTF(IHTGPH,SO+IHT,ILAYER) = ALl
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TEHSTFdHTGPH,31+IMT,ILAYER) = AMI 
TEHSTF (IHTGPH, 32+IMT, ILAYER) = ABl 
TEHSTF(IHTGPH,33+IMT,ILAYER) = AL2 
TEHSTFdHTGPH,34+IHT,ILAYER) = AM2 
TEHSTF(IHTGPH,35+IMT,ILAYER) = AH2 
TEHSTFdHTGPH,36+IHT,ILAYER) = AL3 
TEHSTF (IHTGPH, 37+IMT, ILAYER) = AM3 














C. . .SWITCHES; REHUHB=100:10,FORMAT=900:10 
C...SWITCHES:
c










C SUBROUTIHE TO CHECK THE GAUSS POIHT >L’ OF COHCRETE
C LAYER >J’ FOR THE CURREHT ELEMEHT. THIS CHECK IS DOHE
C FOR A POIHT WHICH WAS PREVIOUSLY UHLOADIHG OR RELOADIHG
C AHD IH THE CURREHT ITERATIOH IS DETERMIBED AS BEIHG IH
C LOADIHG COHDITIOH (IHCREASE IH STRAIH OF AT LEAST OHE
C DIRECTIOH) OR FOR A POIHT SHOWIHG STRAIHS WITH DIFFERHT













C DETERMIHE STATE OF STRESS AHD RATIO OF PRIHC. STRESSES
C
CALL STATUS (SIGMAl, SIGMA2, SIGMAS, STATE, J, PROPER, L, IFC) 
HIST0(L,2B,J) = STATE 
100 COBTIHUE
IF (IFLAGl.EQ.l .DR. IFLAG2.EQ.l .OR. IFLAG3.EQ.1) THEH
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C STRAIHIHG IB THE OPPOSITE DIRECTIDH ___
C
IF (IFLAGl .EQ. l) THED
C
C LET THE CURREHT STRAIN REBOUND UP TO ZERO VALUE
C FOR THE TIME BEING.
C
HIST0(L,31,J) = 0.0 
HIST0(L,22,J) = 0.0 
ENDIF
C
IF (IFLAG2 .Eg. 1) THEN 
HIST0(L,32,J) = 0.0 
HIST0(L,23,J) = 0.0 
ENDIF
IF (IFLAG3 .EQ. l) THEN 
HIST0(L,33,J) = 0.0 
HIST0(L.24,J) = 0.0 
ENDIF
C









C THE POINT IS RELOADING. ITS SECANT 'E' WILL REMAIN
C UNCHANGED UP TO THE STRAIN FROM WHICH UNLOADING
C INITIATED.FROM THERE ON THE VIRGIN STRESS-STRAIN
C CURVE WILL BE FOLLOWED.
C
C
IF (DABS(EPSl) .GE. .999»DABS(HIST0(L,31,J))) THEN
C
C
C LET THE CURRENT STRAIN BE EQUAL TO THE STRAIN AT THE





C NOW THE POINT IS IN THE STATE OF LOADING AGAIN.
C
HIST0(L,30,J) = 1.
CONFER = 999.0 
ENDIF
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C SUBROUTIBES AHD FUBCTIOHS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTINE 
C
C STATUS FAILUR FIHDEX HATERL PRECOB CKIHIT 
C
INTEGER ELBUH
COMMON /BL0CKS/HIST0(27.70,15) ,CRACK(27 , 250,15) ,IHISTY,IHIST1 
$,IHIST2
COMMOH /ABC/TENSTF(27,80,1S) ,ITHSPG,ITHSG1 .ITNSG2 
C0MM0N/TRABS/V1(3),V2(3).V3(3)
DIMENSION PR0PERC25)




C SUBROUTINE TO CHECK CONCRETE MATERIAL LAW IB THE
C PRE-ULTIHATE PHASE.
C
C PREVENT OVERSHOOTING WHEN THE STRESS POINT IS IN THE
C PRE-ULTIHATE STAGE AND LOADING.
C
C  TOLERE = VERY SHALL INTERNALLY SET TOLERANCE FOR
C MODULUS OF ELSTICITY WHEN OVERSHOOTING
C IS TAKING PLACE.
C  TOLERN = VERY SMALL, INTERNALLY SET, TOLERANCE








C OVRSHT = 0 . 0  THE STRESS POINT HAS HOT REACHED ITS
C ULTIMATE VALUE WITH THE CURRENT RATIO
C
C OVRSHT = 1 . 0  THE STRESS POINT HAS JUST REACHED OR
C EXCEEDED ITS ULTIMATE VALUE.
C
C INITIALIZE FUHCT,OVRSHT 
C
Cl = 0.0 
C2 = 0.0 
C3 = 0.0 
FUNCT = 0.0 
STATE = 0.0 
OVRSHT =0.0 
ES = 0.0 
HUS = 0 . 0
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c CALCULATE THE RATIO OF MAX. TO MIB. PRIHCIPAL
C STRESS AHD THE STATE OF STRESS.
C
C
PI = 3.141692654 
FC = PR0PER(5)
FT = PR0PER(6)
CALL STATUS (SIGMAl, SIGHA2, SIGHA3. STATE. J, PROPER, L. IFC)
IF (CRACKCL,l.J) .GE. 1.0) THEN 
IF (IFC .EQ. 2) THEN
IF (HISTQ(L.41,J) .LT. PROPER(T)) THEN
FC = FC*(1.0-0.2*(HISTO(L,41.J)/PRDPER(7)))
ELSE
FC = FC*0.8 
ENDIF
FC = DMIN1CHIST0(L,S8,J),FC)




C SAVE CURRENT STATE OF TRIAXIAL STRESS
C
HIST0(L,25.J) = STATE
IF (STATE.EQ.100. .OR. STATE.EQ.110. .OR. STATE.EQ.Ill) THEN
C
C STATE OF UNIAXIAL OR BI/TRI AXIAL TENSION.
C
IF (SIGMAl -GE. FT) THEN
C
C
C THE STRESS POINT HAS JUST REACHED OR VIOLATED THE
C FAILURE ENVELOPE.TO AVOID OVERSHOOTING FORCE THE
C POINT TO BE OB THE FAILURE ENVELOPE.
C
C




C NOW CALCULATE SECANT VALUES AT FAILURE USING THE RATIO




CALL FAILUR (L, J. PROPER. lOUT, ES, NUS, SIGMAl. SIGHA2, 
1 SIGMAS, IFC, ELNUM)
GO TO 160 
ENDIF 
GO TO 150 
ENDIF
C
C STATE OF TENSION-COMPRESSION (CRACKING ZONE)
C
IF (STATE .EQ. 101.) CALL FINDEI (FUNCT, FC. PROPER, SIGMAl,
1 SIGHA2. SIGMAS, lOUT)
C
C STATE OF TENSION-COMPRESSION (CRUSHING ZONE)
C
IF (STATE .EQ. (-101.)) CALL FINDEX (FUNCT, FC, PROPER, SIGHAl.
1 SIGHA2, SIGMAS, lOUT)
C
C STATE OF UNIAXIAL, BIAXIAL OR TRIAXIAL COMPRESSION
C
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IF (STATE.EQ.(-100.) .DR. STATE.EQ.(-110.) .OR. STATE.EQ.(-111.))
1 CALL FIHDEX (FUHCT, FC. PROPER, SIGMAl, SIGHA2, SIGMAS, lOUT) 
IF (STATE.HE.100. .AHD. STATE.HE.110. .AHD. STATE.HE.111.) HISTO(L 
1 ,64,J) = FUHCT
IF (FUHCT .GE. (-.01)) THEH
C
C
C THE STRESS POIHT HAS JUST REACHED OR VIOLATED THE
C FAILURE EHVELOPE.FORCE THE STRESS POIHT TO BE OH






C CALCULATE THE SECAHT VALUES AT FAILURE FOR THE POIHT.
C
CALL FAILUR (L, J, PROPER, lOUT, ES, HUS, SIGMAl, SIGHA2,
1 SIGMAS, IFC, ELHUH)
C
C
C THERE IS A POSSIBILITY THAT OVERSHOOTIHG AROUHD THE
C ULTIAHATE POIHT IS TAKIHG PLACE. COMPARE THE CURREHT
C PRIHCIPAL STRESSES WITH THE CALCULATED VALUES AT
C ULTIMATE.IF THE DIFFEREHCE IS WITHIH 2% THEH USE A
C VERY SMALL TOLERAHCE OF 2.0% FOR E TO AVOID EXCESSIVE
C SOFTEHIHG THAT WILL CAUSE COBVERGEHCE PROBLEMS.THE
C SELECTED TOLERAHCE WILL EHSURE THAT COBVERGEHCE IS
C ACHIEVED FROM THE STIFF SIDE.THIS TOLERAHCE WILL BE
C IB EFFECT FOR THE CURREHT LOAD IHCREMEHT.
C
C ALSO SET THE TOLERAHCE FOR PDISSOH’S RATIO TO 2.0%
C THIS TOLERAHCE EFFECTS THE ADJUSTED VALUE DETERMIDED









IF (STATE .EQ. 100) GO TO 130
IF (STATE .EQ. 110) GO TO 110
IF (DABS(SIGM3F) .EQ. 0.0) GO TO 100
C3 = 100.* (DABS (SIGMA3)-DABS(SIGM3F))/DABS(SIGM3F)
100 COHTIHUE
IF (STATE .EQ. (-100)) GO TO 140 
110 COHTIHUE
IF (DABS(SIGH2F) .EQ. 0.0) GO TO 120
C2 = 100.*(DABS(SIGMA2)-DABS(SIGM2F))/DABS(SIGH2F)
120 COHTIHUE
IF (STATE .EQ. (-110)) GO TO 140 
130 COHTIHUE
IF (DABS(SIGMIF) .EQ. 0.0) GO TO 140
Cl = 100. * (DABS (SIGMAl ) -DABS (SIGMIF) )/DABS (SIGMIF)
140 COHTIHUE
IF (Cl.LE.2. .OR. C2.LE.2. .OR. C3.LE.2.) THEH 
TOLERE =2. 0  
TOLERH =2 . 0  
EHDIF 
GO TO 160




C CALL THE MATERIAL SUBROUTINE TO DETERMINE CURRENT




CALL HATERL (L, J, SIGMAl, SIGHA2. SIGMAS, STATE. ES. NUS, lOUT,











IF (NINO .EQ. 1) THEN
C
C
C FOR THE FIRST LOAD STEP THE STRESS POINT MUST BE
C INSIDE THE FAILURE ENVELOPE.
C
c
IF (STATE.EQ.100. .OR. STATE.EQ.110. .OR. STATE.EQ.111.) THEN 
IF (SIGMAl .GT. FT) THEN
WRITE (lOUT, 900) SIGMAl. FT 




IF (FUNCT .GT. 0.0) THEN
WRITE (lOUT, 900) SIGHAl, FT 





C CHECK CONVERGENCE FOR E AND NU
C
c
CALL PRECON (ES. NUS, CONVER. NSTIFF, TOLERN. TOLERE, CHKGUS. L, J 
1 , lOUT, OVRSHT, ELNUM)
C
IF (HIST0CL.29.J) .EQ. 2.) THEN
IF (STATE.EQ.100. .OR. STATE.EQ.110 .OR. STATE.EQ.Ill .OR.
1 STATE.EQ.101) THEN
C
C POSSIBILITY OF A HEW CRACK
C
C IN ORDER TO HAVE A NEW CRACK THE ANGLE BETWEEN THE
C CURRENT PRINCIPAL DIRECTION, THETA, AND ANY EXISTING
C CRACK MUST BE LARGER THAN A THRESHOLD VALUE SPECIFIED




C RECOVER THE THRESHOLD ANGLE 'ALFA'
C
ALFA = PR0PER(1B)*3.141B92653B/180.
C ALFA=60 * 3.141K92663B/180.





IF (HCRACK .GE. 1) THEH
C
C IF THE ABGLE BETWEEN CURREHT PRINCIPAL DIRECTION AND AN
C NORMAL TO THE EXISTING CRACKS IS LESS THAN 'ALFA' DO NO






DO 170 ICR = 1, NCRACK 




DOT = AH'ACL + AM1»ACM + AH1»ACN 
IF (DOT .GT. 1.0) DOT =1.0 
IF (DOT .LT. (-1.0)) DOT = -1.0 
B = DSQRT(1.0DOO-DOT*DOT)
IF (B .LT. A) THEN
C
C ... NO NEW CRACK
C





IF (IFLAG8 .EQ. 4) THEN
D0T1=V3(1)»PDIR(1,1)+V3(2)*PDIR(1,2)+V3(3)»PDIR(1,3)








CALL CKIHIT (L, J, PROPER, ELBUH, NNEL, lOUT, ITYPE,
1 DTSTIF, lERROR, IFLGl, IFLG2, IFLG3, ITCRK, ICOUP,
2 IFLAG8)
C
IF (STATE .EQ. 110.) THED
C




C FOR EQUAL BIAXIAL TENSION TWO ORTHOGONAL CRACKS CAN
C INITIATE AT THE SAME TIME. CHANGE
C





DO 180 ICR = 1, HCRACK 
IMP = 9*(ICR-1) + 1 
ACL = CRACK(L,137+IMP,J)
ACM = CRACK(L,138+IHP,J)
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iCH = CRACK a,139+IHP,J)
DOT = All* ACL + AH1*ACH + AH1»ACD 
IF (DDT .GT. 1.0) DOT = 1.0 
IF (DOT .IT. (-1.0)) DOT = -1.0 
B = DSqRT(1.0DOO-DOT*DOT)
IF (B .IT. A) THEH
C
C ... BO HEW CRACK
C
aiSTO(1,29.1) = 1.0 
GO TO 190 
EHDIF
180 COHTIHUE
IF (IF1AG8 .EQ. 4) THEH
D0T2 = V3(1)*PDIR(2,1) + V3(2)*PDIR(2,2) + V3( 
1 3)*PDIR(2,3)
IF (DABS(D0T2) .GE. 0.99) GO TO 190 
EHDIF
C
C ROTATE IHTACT CONCRETE'S PRIBCIPAl AXES TO THE OTHER












CAll CKIHIT (1, J, PROPER, EIHUM, HHEl, lOUT,
1 ITYPE, DTSTIF, lERROR, IFIGI, IF1G2, IF1G3,




IF (STATE .EQ. 111.) THED
C




C FOR EQUAl TRIAXIAl TEHSIOB THREE ORTHOGOHAl CRACKS CAB
C INITIATE AT THE SAME TIME. CHANGE
C





DO 200 ICR = 1, HCRACK 
IMP = 9*(ICR-1) + 1 
A Cl = CRACK(1,137+IHP,J)
ACM = CRACK(1,138+IHP,J)
ACH = CRACK(1,139+IMP,J)
DOT = A11*AC1 + AM1»ACM + ABl'ACH 
IF (DOT .GT. 1.0) DOT =1.0 
IF (DOT .IT. (-1.0)) DOT = -1.0 
B = DSQRT(1.0DOO-DOT*DOT)
IF (B .IT. A) THEH
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c
c ... no OEU CRâCK
c
EIST0(L,29,0) = 1.0 
GO TO 210 
EBDIF
200 COHTIHUE
IF (IFLiGS .EQ. 4) THEH
D0T3 = V3(1)»PDIR(3,1) + V3(2)*PDIR(3,2) + V3C 
1 3)»PDIR(3,3)
IF (DABS(D0T3) .GE. 0.99) GO TO 210 
EHDIF
C ROTATE IHTACT COBCRETE’S PRIHCIPAL AXES TO THE OTHER












CALL CKIHIT CL. J. PROPER. ELHUM. HHEL. lOUT.
1 ITYPE, DTSTIF. lERROR. IFLGl. IFLG2. IFLG3.









C SET IHTACT COHCRETE’S MODULI I TO THOSE CALCULATED fl
C THE OHSET OF CRACKIHG.
C
C




C RECOVER THE STRESSES 0  THE IHITIATIOH OF CRACKIHG AHD
C CALCULATE THE STRAIHS AT CRACKIHG; THESE STRAIHS ARE








EPSl = CSIGM1F-HUS*SIGH2F-HUS*SIGM3F)/ES 
EPS2 = CSIGH2F-HUS»SIGM1F-HUS*SIGM3F)/ES 
EPS3 = CSIGM3F-HUS»SIGM2F-HUS»SIGM1F)/ES 
AEG = DMAXl CDMAXl CDABS CEPSl) .DABSCEPS2) ) .DABS CEPS3) )
IF CDABSCEPSl) .LT. AEG»lE-3) EPSl = 0.0
IF CDABSCEPS2) .LT. AEG«lE-3) EPS2 = 0.0
IF (DABSCEPS3) .LT. AEG*lE-3) EPS3 = 0.0
C
HIST0CL.31.J) = EPSl
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HIST0(L,32,J) = EPS2 
HIST0(L,33,J) = EPS3
C











C EVEN THOUGH THE MATERIAL LAW IS SATISFIED AROUND THE
C ULTIMATE POINT THE EQUILIBRIUM MAY NOT BE.THIS IS DUE
C TO THE FACT THAT WE FORCED THE STRESS POINT THAT WAS
C OVERSHOOTING TO LIE ON THE FAILURE ENVELOPE FOR THE
C TIME BEING.FURTHER ITERATIONS ARE NECESSARY TO LOCATE






900 FORHATClX, »SIGMA1=* ,D12. 5, 'FT=',D12.5)
910 F0RMAT(/,5X,' ERROR',/,10X,'FOR THE FIRST LOAD STEP'
1 .'THE STRESS POINT AT GAUSS POINT',12,IX,'OF LAYER'
2 .12,IX,'LIES OUTSIDE THE FAILURE ENVELOPE FOR ELEMENT'
3 ,/,10X,»H0.',12,'IN SUB C0N12»)
END




$ CHKGUS,L ,J ,IOUT,OVRSHT.lELEM)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z)
C. . .SWITCHES: REHUHB=100:10,FORMAT=900:10 
C,..SWITCHES:
C
C SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTINE 
C








C SUBROUTINE TO CHECK CONVERGENCE OF THE CONCRETE
C CONSTITUTIVE LAW WHEN THE STRESS POINT IS IN THE
C PRE-FAILURE STAGE.
C
C COMPARE % DIFFERENCE FROM THE PREVIOUS VALUE.
C




IF (Cl.GT.TOLERE .AHD. C2.LT.T0LER) THEH
C
C
C FOR FASTER COBVERGEHCE USE THE MIH. OF THE TWO 'E'
C VALUES; OHE DETERMINED AS THE AVERAGE OF THE CURREHT
C AHD UPDATED SECAHT E AHD THE OTHER DETERMINED BY
C REDUCING THE CURREHT E BY *TOLERE* PERCEHT.
C
C











C IF THE COMPARED *ES* WAS THE VALUE AT ULTIMATE THE


















IF (C2 .GT. TOLER) THEN
C
C
C IN THIS CASE THE POISSOH'S RATIO IS DETERMINED
C TO BE CHANGED.HOWEVER,TO INSURE AH OVERALL SOFTENING
C OF THE CONSTITUTIVE MATRIX WHEN THE POISSOH'S RATIO
C IS INCREASED THE YOUNG'S MODULUS SHOULD ALSO BE DECR-
C EASED.THIS DECREASE IS ACCOMPLISHED AS FOLLOWS :
C (EXPLANATION IN MY NOTES)
C
C .... THIS IS IMPORTANT IH BIAXIAL COMPRESSION CASE WHERE
C INCREASE IH 'HU' COULD DECREASE THE COMPRESSIVE STR-








C DETERMINE THE ADJUSTED YOUNG'S MODULUS CORRESPONDG.
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C MAKE SURE THAT 'EADJST' DOES DOT DECREASE BELOW 'ES'.
C
IF (EADJST .GE. ES) GO TO 100 
IF (EADJST .LT, ES) THEH
C
C
C THE REQ'D. 'E' CORRESPOBDIHG TO 'HUHEW* BECOMES LESS
C TRAD ITS LIHITIDG CASE IH THIS ITERATIOH.SET 'EFIBAL'
C TO ITS LIHITIHG CASE 'ES* ADD THED CALCULATE BACK ITS
C CORRESPOBDIHG POISSOH'S RATIO TO EHSURE AB OVERALL





C DETERMINE THE UPPER ADD LOWER BOUNDS FOR 'HUHEW'.
C
UPBBD = DSqRT(l.-ES*(l.-DUOLD**2 .)/EOLD)
CONST = EOLD*DUOLD/((1.-BU0LD**2.)*ES)
LOWBHD = -(1.0-DSqRT(l.+4.DOO*CQHST*COBST))/(2.0*COHST)
C WRITEC*»*) 'LOWBHD OF DU',LOWBHD,'UPBBD OF DU',UPBBD
C
C CHECK FOR ANY ERRORS.
C
IF (UPBHD .LT. .99*L0WBBD) THED
WRITE (lOUT, 900) L, J, UPBBD, LOWBHD, lELEM, ES, EOLD 
DIFF = DABS(100.*(EQLD-ES)/ES)
IF (DIFF .LE. 5.) RETURH 
STOP 
EHDIF
IF (DUS.LE.UPBBD .ADD. HUS.GE.LOWBHD) THED 
BUDEW = DUS 
GO TO 100 
EHDIF
IF (HUDEW.LE.UPBHD .AHD. HUHEW.GE.LOWBHD) GO TO 100
C
C
C FIDALLY WHEN BODE OF THE ABOVE CDDDITIOHS ARE









HISTO(L,20,J) = EADJST 
HIST0(L,21,J) = HUHEW
C
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RETURH
900 F0RHAT(///,1X,' ERROR IH SUB. PRECOH',/,61,
1 'DURIHG CALCULATIOH OF THE POISSOHS RATIO FOR’
2 ■ GAUSS POIHT ,12,11,'OF LAYER :',I2,/,BX,
3 'THE UPPER BOUHD BECAME LESS THAH THE LOWER ’,
4 'BOUHD',/,SI,'UPPER BOUHD= ' ,D12.E,6X,
B 'LOWER B0UHD=',D12.B,/,BX,'FDR THE CURREHT ',
6 'ITERATIOH THE UTILIZED SECAHT MODULUS BECAME
7 , 'LESS THAH ITS UPDATED VALUE.',/,BX,'FOR '
8 , 'DIFFEREHCES LESS THAH B% THE COBVERGEHCE IS




C _____________________________  C 0 H 2 3 ___________________
C
C IHCLUDE(PROCESS)
SUBROUTIHE C0H23(L, J .COBVER,HSTIFF, SIGHAl, SIGHA2,SIGMAS,PROPER, 
t lOUT,TOLER,CHKGUS,lELEM,IFC)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z)
C. . .SWITCHES: REHUMB=100:10,FORMAT=900:10 
C...SWITCHES:
c
C SUBROUTIHES AHD FUHCTIOHS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTIHE 
C
C STATUS HUPOST LAYPRP EHVLPE 
C
C»*









C SUBROUTIHE TO CHECK THE MATERIAL PARAMETERS IB THE
C POST-FAILURE STATE ( FOR HOH-CRACKED COHCRETE).
C
C
C ___ DETERMIHE RATIO AHD STATE OF GEHERAL STRESSES.
C
ES = 0.0 
IFG = 0 
EMH = 0.0 
AC = 0.0 
BC = 0.0 
FKl = 0.0 
FK2 =0.0 
SIGIH = 0.0 
SIG2H = 0.0 
SIG3H =0.0 
FT = PR0PER(6)
CALL STATUS (SIGMAl, SIGMA2, SIGMAS, STATE, J, PROPER, L, IFC) 
HIST0(L,2B,J) = STATE 
IF (HIST0(L,29,J) .EQ. 2.) THEH 
IF (CRACK(L,1,J) .GE. 1.) THEH
IF (STATE.EQ.100. .OR. STATE.EQ.110. .OR. STATE.EQ.111.
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i .OR. STATE.EQ.101.) THEH
C
C
C THE IHTACT COHCRETE IH A CRACKED POIHT IS IH THE STATE
C OF EITHER UHI,BI,TRI AXIAL TEBSIOH, OR TEH-COMP
C C CRACKIHG ZOHE ).THE POST FAILURE BEHAVIOR IS TAKEH
C CARE OF THROUGH IHTRODUCIHG CRACKS AHD THE IHTACT COHC.









C IH PREVIOUS ITERATION THE STRESS POIHT WAS OH THE
C FAILURE ENVELOPE.SINCE THE STRAINS ARE INCREASING
C THE POIHT MUST NOW BE IN THE POST-FAILURE STAGE.
C DECREASE THE PREVIOUS SECANT 'E» BY T0LER7, AND
C DETERMINE THE CORRESPONDING SECANT 'NU*.
C
C
HIST0(L,2O,J) = (1.-TOLER/100.0)*R:STO (L,20,J)
CALL HUPOST (L, J. HISTO(L,20,J),BUS.TOLER,TOUT)
C




















C CHECK FOR OVERSHOOTING
C
IF (STATE .EQ. (-100.)) THEN
C
C STATE OF UNIAXIAL COMPRESSION
C
IF (DABS(SIGMA3) .LE. DABS(SIGM3F)) GO TO 110 
ENDIF
IF (DABS(SIGMAl).GT.DABS(SIGMIF) .OR. DABS(SIGHA2).GT.DAB5(SIGH2F) 
1 .OR. DABS(SIGHA3) .GT.DABS(SIGM3F)) THEN
C
C
C AT LEAST ONE PRINCIPAL STRESS HAS EXCEEDED ITS
C CORRESPONDING VALUE AT ULTIMATE.
C
c
C REGARDLESS OF THE CURRENT ALLOWABLE TOLERANCE REDUCE
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c THE CURREDT MODULUS VERY SLOWLY TO AVOID EXCESSIVE
C SOFTEHIHG AROUHD THE ULTIMATE POIHT.THIS WILL ELIKI-
C HATE THE POSSIBILITY OF DIVERGEHCE.
C
C USE ARBITRARY DECREMEDTS OF 1%
C
HIST0(L,2O,J) = .990*HISTO(L.20,J)
CALL HUPOST (L, J, HIST0(L,2O,J),HUS.TOLER,lOUT) 
HIST0(L,21,J) = HUS
C








C FURTHER ITERATION MUST BE CARRIED OUT.
C









C EC = SECANT MODULUS AT MAX. UNIAXIAL COMPRESSIVE STS.
C A = RATIO OF INITIAL MODULUS TO 'EC.
C
C
IF (CRACK(L,1,J) .GE. 1.0) THEN 
IF (IFC .EQ. 2) THEN
IF (HIST0(L,41,J) .LT. PR0PER(7)) THEN
FC = PROPER(S)*(l.O-0.2*(HISTOa.41.J)/PROPER(7))) 
EPSC = EPSC#(1.0+0.10#(HISTO(L,41,J)/PR0PER(7))) 
EPSC = DMAXl(PR0PER(7),EPSC)
ELSE
FC = 0.8#FC 







EC = FC/EPSC 
A = EI/EC
C
C DETERMINE FINAL VALUES OF THE PRINCIPAL STRESSES AT




FISIGl = CSIGMA+SIGMIF 
FISIG2 = CSIGMA*SIGM2F 
FISIG3 = CSIGMA*SIGM3F
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c
c HAVING 'SIGMAl' , 'SIGHA2' ADD *SIGMA3' DETERMINE THE CORRESPDSDIHG 






C STATE OF UHIAIIAL DR BI/TRI AXIAL COMPRESSION.
C
C CHECK THE POSSIBILITY OF CRUSHING (COMPLETE LOSS IB
C STIFFNESS).
C
IF (STATE .EQ. (-100.)) THEN
IF (DABS(SIGMA3) .GE. DABS(FISIG3)) GO TO 120 
ENDIF
IF (DABS(SIGMAl).LT.DABS(FISIGl) .OR. DABS(SIGMA2).LT,DABS(
1 FISIG2) .OR. DABS(SIGMA3).LT.DABS(FISIG3)) THEN
C
C SET MODULUS OF ELASTICITY AND THE POISSON'S RATIO
C TO VERY SHALL NUMBERS ( ELIMINATE STIFFNESS )
C
HIST0(L,20,J) = PROPER(1)/10CO.O 
HIST0(L,21,J) = 0.001
C





C EVEN IF THERE WERE SOME CRACKS AT THIS POINT THEY
C CANT EXIST AFTER THE POINT IS CRUSHED.
C
C
CRACK(L,1,J) = 0.0 
CHKGUS = .TRUE.





C DETERMINE THE FAILURE VALUE OF SIGHA3 ,'SIGFL3',









AAA = -1000.0*FC 
BBS =0.0
CALL ENVLPE (SIGMAl. SIGMA2, SIGHA3. PROPER. BETHA, SIGFL3,
1 lOUT, STATE, SIGFLl, SIGFL2)
C
C
C CALCULATE THE SECOND INVARIANT OF THE DEVIATORIC STRESSES
C CORRESPONDING TO 'SIGMAl' t 'SIGHA2' SIGFL3
C
J2 = (SIGMA1*SIGMA1+SIGHA2*SIGHA2+SIGFL3*SIGFL3-SIGHA1*SIGMA2- 
1 SIGMAl*SIGFL3-SIGMA2*SIGFL3)/3,0D00
X = DSQRT(J2)/FC - 1.D00/DSQRT(3.ODOO)




C CALCULATION OF THE SECANT YOUNG'S MODULUS.
C
ESI = EI/2. - BETHA*CEI/2.-EF)
ES2 = DSQRT(ES1*ES1+(EF*EF)*BETHA*(DP0ST*(1.-BETHA)-!.)) 
ES = ESI - ES2
C
C DETERMINE THE CORRESPONDING POISSOH'S RATIO.
C
CALL HUPOST (L, J» ES, HUS, TOLER, TOUT)
EHDIF
IF (STATE .Eq. (-101.)) THEN
C
C STATE OF CDMPRESSIQH-TENSIOH CCRUSHIHG ZONE).
C
C CHECK POSSIBILITY OF CRUSHING.
C
IF (DABSCSIGMA3) .LE. DABS(FISIG3)) THEN
C ELIMINATE STIFFNESS OF THE CURRENT POINT.
C SET THE ELASTIC MODULI TO SHALL NUMBERS TO
C AVOID NUMERICAL PROBLEMS.
C
HIST0(L,20,J) = PR0PER(1)/1000.0 
HIST0(L,21,J) = 0.001
C




C NO CRACKS CAN EXIST AT THIS POINT ANY MORE.
C
CRACK(L,1,J) = 0.0 
CHKGUS = .TRUE.





AAA = -1000.0*FC 
BBS = 0.0
CALL ENVLPE (SIGMAl. SIGHA2, SIGMAS, PROPER, BETHA, SIGFL3,
1 lOUT, STATE, SIGFLl. SIGFL2)
EF = EC
C
C CALCULATION OF THE SECANT YOUNG'S MODULUS.
C
ESI = EI/2. - BETHA*(EI/2.-EF)
ES2 = DSQRT(ES1*ES1+(EF*EF)*BETHA*(DP0ST*(1.-BETHA)-!.))
EMN = ESI - ES2
C
C
C RETRIEVE THE NECESSARY PARAMETERS THAT WERE CALCULATED








C DETERMINE THE CORRESPONDING SECANT 'NU'.
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C • CHECK CONVERGENCE *
C --------------------
C DO NOT OVERSOFTEN:
C IF THE UPDATED SECAHT MODULUS IS SMALLER THAN ITS
C CORRESPONDING VALUE IB THE CURRENT ITERATION THEN
C USE THE CURRENT VALUE AHD ASSUME CONVERGENCE 3
C 
C
IF (ES .LE. HIST0(L,20.J)) THEN





C COMPARE '/, DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE VALUE USE IB THE




C = 100.*(ES-HISTO(L,20,J))/ES 
IF (C .GT. TOLER) THEN
HIST0(L,20,J) = (l.-T0LER/10O.)*HIST0(L,2O,J)
C
C FIND THE CORRESPONDING POISSOH'S RATIO.
C
CALL HUPOST (L, J, HISTO(L,20,J),HUS.TOLER,lOUT)
HIST0(L,21,J) = HUS
C
C UPDATE THE MATERIAL LAW.
C
CHKGUS = .TRUE.




900 F0RMATC//.2X,» W A R N I N G SX.'THE CALCULATED POST-'
1.'FAILURE SECANT MODULUS AT G. POINT',12,II,'IN LAYER', 
2I2.2X,'ELEM',I2,2X,'ES=',D12.5,/,5X, 'WHICH IS LESS THAN ITS VALUE' 
3 ,'OF',1X,D12.5,1X,'USED IN THE CURRENT ITERATION 3')
END
C





C. . .SWITCHES: RENUMB=100:10,F0RMAT=900:10 
C...SWITCHES:
c
c SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTINE 
C
c NO SUBROUTIHES OR FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM THIS PROGRAM UNIT 
C




















C FOR EACH 57. DECREASE IB 'ESFLR' THE POISSOH'S RATIO IS




C THIS HAS THE EFFECT OF INCREASING THE BULK MODULUS AT
C FAILURE GRADUALLY TO ACCOUNT FOR THE VOLUMETRIC INCREASE




NUl = ES/(-6,*BULKHD) + .50 
BUS = BU1*(1.+C*.005)
C
C LIMIT POISSOH'S RATIO TO 0.45
C






c _____________________________  U IÎ R E L D ______________________
C
C IBCLUDE(PROCESS)
SUBROUTINE UHRELD (EPSl, EPS2, EPS3, PROPER, CHKGUS, NSTIFF, CONVER, L, J ) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z)
C. . .SWITCHES; REBUMB=100:10,FORHAT=900:10 
C...SWITCHES:
c
C SUBROUTINES AHD FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTINE 
C
C NO SUBROUTIBES OR FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM THIS PROGRAM UNIT 
C
C#
COMMON /BL0CKS/HIST0(27,7O,15) ,CRACK(27 ,250,15) ,IHISTY.IHISTI 
$,IHIST2
COMMON /ABC/TEHSTF(27,80,15) ,ITHSPG.ITHSGl .ITHSG2 
DIMENSION PR0PERC25)
LOGICAL CHKGUS
IF (DABS(EPSl).LT..999*DABS(HIST0(L,22,J)) .OR. DABS(EPS2).LT..999
1 *DABS(HISTOCL,23,J)) .OR. DABSCEPS3) .LT. .9990ABS(HISTOCL,24, J
2 ))) THEH













C CHECK TO SEE IF UHLOADIHG RESULTS IH COMPRESSIVE






IF (VARl.LT.0.0 .OR. VAR2.LT.0.0 .OR. VAR3.LT.0.0) THEH
C
c
c IF THE UNLOADING PROCESS RESULTS IH CHANGE OF THE
C SIGN OF THE STRAIN THEN FORCE THE CURREHT STRAIN UNLOAD
C UP TO ZERO AND THEN FOLLOW THE STRESS-STRAIN CURVE ON
C ITS VIRGIN PATH(NOT SECAHT UNLOADING E) .
C
C
IF (VARl .LT. 0.0) THEN 
HIST0(L,31,J) = 0.0 
EIST0(L,22,J) = 0.0 
ENDIF
IF (VAR2 .LT. 0.0) THEN 
BIST0(L,32,J) = 0.0 
HIST0(L,23,J) = 0.0 
EHDIF
IF (VAR3 .LT. 0.0) THED 
HIST0(L,33,J) = 0.0 
HI5T0(L,24,J) = 0.0 
ENDIF




C SET MODULUS OF ELASTICITY AHD THE POISSOH'S RATIO







C GENERATE NEW CONSTITUTIVE MATRIX , REGENERATE HEW



















IF (DABSCEPSl).GE..999*DABS(HIST0(L,22,J)) .OR. DABS(EPS2).GE..999
1 *DABS(HIST0(L.23,J)) .OR. DABSCEPS3).GE..999*DABS(HISTO(L,24,J
2 ))) HIST0a,3O,J) = 3.
C
C SAVE THE CURREHT STRAIHS
C
HIST0(L.22,J) = EPSl 
HISTO(L,23,J) = EPS2 




C __________________________  R 0 C R A K_________________________
C
C IHCLUDE(PROCESS)
SUBROUTIHE RÜCRAK(EPSl,SIGMAl, SIGHA2,SIGMA3,PROPER,!, J,ELHUM,HHEL 
$ , CHKGUS, BSTIFF. COBVER, IDUT. ITYPE, DTSTIF, TERROR









* * # # * * * # *  * * * # * # * * # * * #
INTEGER ELNUM
C0MH0H/TRANS/VK3) ,V2(3) ,V3(3)







C SUBROUTIHE TO CHECK THE POSSIBILITY OF INITIATING A
C NEW CRACK IN AN ALREADY CRACKED POINT. EVEN THOUGH
C THE MAX. PRINCIPAL STRESS IS BELOW ITS CRACKING VALUE
C ACCORDING TO THE CURREHT STATE OF STRESS AND ITS PROX-
C IMITY FROM THE FAILURE ENVELOPE, THE MAX. PRINCIPAL
C STRAIN CAN EXCEED ITS CORRESPONDING VALUE AT THE
C INITIATION OF THE SIRST CRACK LEADING TO A NEW CRACK.
C
c
C EPSCRK = MAX. PRINCIPAL STRAIN OF INTACT CONCRETE AT




IF (EPSl .LT. EPSCRK) RETURN
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c




C ALFA = HIH. ALLOWABLE AHSLE BETWEEN ANY TWO CRACKS.
C




C IF THE ANGLE BETWEEN CURRENT PRINCIPAL DIRECTION AND AN
C NORMAL TO THE EXISTING CRACKS IS LESS THAN 'ALFA' DO NO












DO 100 ICR = 1, HCRACK 




DOT = AL1«ACL + AM1*ACM + AH1*ACH 
IF (DOT .GT. 1.0) DOT = 1.0 
IF (DOT .LT. C-1.0)) DOT = -1.0 
B = DSqRT(1.0DO0-D0T»D0T)
IF (B .LT. A) RETURN
C
c
C IF THE NEW CRACK IS FORMING AT ANGLES
C GREATER THAN 4B (DEG.) FROM THE EXISTING ONES
C THEN THIS MEANS THAT THE OTHER PRINCIPAL DIRECTION
C IS REACHING THE CRACKING CONDITION. THIS NEW CRACK
C SHOULD NOT, HOWEVER, BE DEVELOPED BASED ON THE STRAIN
C RECORDED FOR THE PREVIOUS CRACKS FOR WHICH THE ROTATION
C OF THE SAME PRINCIPAL DIRECTION COULD BE RESPONSIBLE.
C THIS ALSO IMPLIES THAT THE ROTATION OF THE SAME PRIN-
C CIPAL DIRECTION IS LIMITED TO 4B (DEG.) FROM ITS
C PREVIOUS ORIENTATION IN THE LAST ITERATION.
C
IF (B .GT. .BO»DS0RT(2.ODOO)) RETURN 
100 CONTINUE
IF CIFLAGS .EQ. 4) THEN
D0T3 = V3(1)*AL1 + V3(2)»AM1 + V3(3)*AN1 
IF CDABS (DOTS) .GE. 0.99) RETURN 
ENDIF
C
C SAVE THE CURRENT PRINCIPAL STRESSES FOR INTACT CONCRETE
C
HISTO(L,34,J) = SIGMAl 
HIST0(L,3B,J) = SIGMA2 
HIST0(L,36,J) = SIGMAS
C
C INITIATE A DEW CRACK AND GENERATE THE RELATED DATA.
C
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CALL CKIBIT (L, J, PROPER, ELHUM, HHEL, lOUT, ITYPE, DTSTIF.
1 TERROR, IFLGl, IFLG2, IFLG3, ITCRK, ICOUP, IFLAGS)
C
C UPDATE THE COHSTITUTIVE LAW FOR THE POIHT, UPDATE THE

































C SUBROUTIHE TO UPDATE COHSTITUTIVE MATRIX IH THE GLOBAL
C AXES FOR THE CURREHT GAUSS POIHT *L' IH LAYER 'J'.
C ARRAY 'DCOH' COHTAIHS THE CONSTITUTIVE LAW IH THE




DO 110 II = 1, 6
DO 100 JJ = 1, 6
DCOH(II,JJ) = 0.0 
TEHXYZ(II,JJ) = 0.0 






C UPDATE ELEMENTS OF THE MATRIX IH THE MATERL. AXES
C
CONST = ES/((1+HUS)*(1-2.0*NUS)) 
DCOHCl.l) = C0HST*(1.0-HUS) 
DC0H(1,2) = CDHST*HUS 
DC0B(2,1) = DC0H(1,2)






















C IF THE POIBT IS CRUSHED STIFFBESS IS COMPLETELY LOST.
C REGISTER THE FULL ZERO COHSTITUTIVE MATRIX FOR THIS
C POIBT.
C
IF (HIST0(L,29,J) .EQ. 4.) GO TO 190
C
C TRABSFER THE ABOVE TO ’DCOH’ MATRIX.
C
C
C ROTATE ’DCOB’ TO GLOBAL AXES.
C
PDIRCl.l) = HISTOCL.IO.J) 
PDIRCl.2) = HISTQCL.ll.J) 
PDIRCl.3) = HIST0CL.12.J) 
PDIRC2.1) = HISTOCL.IS.J) 
PDIRC2.2) = HISTOCL.14.J) 
PDIRC2.3) = HISTOCL.IS.J) 
PDIRC3.1) = HISTOCL.IS.J) 
PDIRC3.2) = HISTOCL.17,J) 
PDIRC3.3) = HISTOCL.IS.J)
CALL DTRAHS CDCOB, PDIR, lOUT)
C
C IF THERE ARE CRACKS AT THIS POIHT
C
IF CCRACKCL.l.J) .GE. 1.) THEH
CALL DCOHPS CDCOB, lOUT. HAXCRK, MAXCK2. DCRACK, L, J, lELEM)
IF CICOUP .EQ. 0) THEH
IF CIFLGl.EQ.l .AHD. IFLG2.EQ.1 .AHD. IFLG3.EQ.1) THEH 
IMG = 0
DO 160 ISP = 1 . 3
ISPG = TEHSTFCL.3+ISP.J)
IF CISPG.GT.O .AHD. TEBSTFCL.ISP.J).EQ.1.0) THEH 
ISMG = CISPG-1)*9 + 1 
IMG = IMG + 1 
C IFCIFC.EQ.2) THEH
IF CIMG .EQ. 1) THEH
CRACK CL. 87+ITCRK.J) = PROPERCD/IOOO.O
C
C ... TEBSIOH STIFFEHIHG CSTEEL) DIRECTIOH W.R.T TO ’GLOBAL’
C
DHCl.l) = TEHSTFCL,ISHG+30.J)










DO 130 IM = 1, 6





ISPG2 = 0 
ISPG3 = 0
IF CISPG .EQ. 1) THED 
ISPGl = ISPG 
ISPG2 = 2 
ISPG3 = 3 
ELSE IF CISPG .EQ. 2) THEH 
ISPGl = ISPG 
ISPG2 = 3 
ISPG3 = 1 
ELSE IF CISPG .EQ. 3) THEH 
ISPGl = ISPG 
ISPG2 = 1 
ISPG3 = 2 
EHDIF 
ISP2 = 0 
ISP3 = 0
IF CTEHSTFCL,4,J) .EQ. ISPG2) ISP2 = 1
IF CTEHSTFCL,S,J) .EQ. ISPG2) ISP2 = 2
IF CTEHSTFCL,6,J) .EQ. ISPG2) ISP2 = 3
IF CTEHSTFCL,4,J) .EQ. ISPG3) ISP3 = 1
IF CTEHSTFCL,B,J) .EQ. ISPG3) ISP3 = 2
IF CTEHSTFCL,6,J) .EQ. ISPG3) ISP3 = 3
EPSTLl = EPSX*DBCl,l)*DBCl,l) + EPSY*DHCl,
1 2)*DHCl,2) + EPSZ*DHC1,3)*DHC1,3) +
2 GAMAXY*DHCl,l)*DHCl,2) + GAHAYZ*DHCl,2
3 )*DHCl,3) + GAHAXZ*DHCl,l)*DDCl,3) 
EPSTL2 = EPSX*DBC2.1)*DHC2,1) + EPSY'DHC2,
1 2)*DHC2,2) + EPSZ*DHC2,3)»DHC2,3) +
2 GAHAIY*DDC2,1)*DDC2,2) + GAMAYZ»DHC2,2
3 )*DHC2,3) + GAHAXZ*DHC2,1)*DHC2,3) 
EPSTL3 = EPSX»DHC3,1)»DDC3,1) + EPSY»DHC3,
1 2)«DHC3,2) + EPSZ*DHC3,3)*DHC3,3) +
2 GAMAXY*DBC3,1)*DHC3,2) + GAHAYZ*DHC3,2




IF CTEHSTFCL,ISP,J).EQ.1.0 .AHD. TEBSTFCL, 
1 ISP2,J).EQ.1.0) THEH
CHST12 = DSQRTCTEHSTF CL.24+ISPG,J)/
1 HISTO CL,26,J)«TEBSTFCL,24+ISPG2, J )
2 /HIST0CL,26,J))





IF CEPSTL2 .GT. TEHSTFCL,9+ISPG,J))
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CHST12 = 0.0 
ELSE IF (TENSTF(L,ISP,J) .EQ.0.0 .ABD.
TEBSTFCL,ISP2,J).Eq.1.0) THEB 
CBST12 = DSQRT(TEBSTF(L,24+ISPG2,J)/ 
HISTO(L, 26. J)•HISTO(L,20,J)/HISTO( 
L,26,J>)
IF (EPSTLl .GT. TEBSTFCL,9+ISPG.J)) 
CBST12 =0.0 
ELSE IF (TEBSTFCL,ISP,J) .EQ.0.0 .ABD.
TEBSTFCL,ISP2,J) .Eg.0.0) THEH 
CBST12 = DSQRT(HISTO CL,20,J)/HISTO CL, 
26,J)»HIST0CL,2O,J)/HIST0CL,26,J)) 
IF CEPSTL2.GT.TEBSTFCL,9+ISPG,J) .OR. 
EPSTLl. GT. TEHSTF CL, 9+ISPG, J ) ) 
CHST12 =0.0
EHDIF
IF (TEBSTFCL.ISP,J).Eg.1.0 .AHD. TEBSTFCL. 
ISP3,J).Eg.l.0) THEH 
CHST13 = DSgRT(TEBSTFCL,24+ISPG,J)/ 
HISTO(L,26,J)•TEBSTFCL,24+ISPG3,J) 
/HIST0CL,26,J))





IF CEPSTL3 .GT. TEBSTFCL,9+ISPG.J)) 
CHST13 =0.0 
ELSE IF (TEBSTFCL,ISP,J) .Eg.0.0 .ABD.
TEBSTFCL,ISP3.J).Eg.1.0) THEH 
CBST13 = DSgRTCTEHSTFCL,24+ISPG3.J)/ 
HISTO CL,26,J)+HIST0CL,20,J)/HISTO C 
L.26.J))
IF (EPSTLl .GT. TEBSTFCL,9+ISPG,J)) 
CHST13 =0.0 
ELSE IF (TEBSTFCL,ISP,J) .Eg.0.0 .ABD.
TEBSTFCL,ISP3.J).Eg.0.0) THEH 
CBST13 = DSpRTCHISTOCL,20,J)/HISTOCL, 
26,J)+HISTOCL,20,J)/BISTOCL,26,J)) 




IF CTEHSTFCL,ISP3.J).Eg.1.0 .AHD. TEBSTFCL 
,ISP2,J).Eg.1.0) THEH 
CBST23 = DSgRTCTEHSTFCL,24+ISPG3.J)/ 
HISTO CL,26,J)•TEHSTF(L,24+ISPG2,J) 
/HISTOCL,26,J))
ELSE IF CTEHSTFCL,ISP3.J).Eg.1.0 .ABD.
TEBSTFCL,ISP2,J) .Eg.0.0) THEH 
CBST23 = DSQRTCTEHSTFCL, 24+ISPG3, J) / 
HISTO CL,26,J)•HISTO CL,20,J)/HISTO C 
L,26,J))
IF CEPSTL2 .GT. TEBSTFCL,9+ISPG,J)) 
CHST23 =0.0 
ELSE IF CTEHSTFCL,ISP3,J).Eg.0.0 .AHD.
TEBSTFCL,ISP2,J) .Eg.1.0) THEB 
CBST23 = DSQRTCTEHSTFCL,24+ISPG2,J)/ 
HIST0CL,26,J)+HIST0CL,2O,J)/HIST0C 
L,26,J))
IF CEPSTL3 .GT. TEBSTFCL,9+ISPG,J)) 
CHST23 =0.0 
ELSE IF CTEHSTFCL,ISP2,J).EQ.0.0 .ABD.









CBST23 = DSQRT(HIST0(L.20,J)/HIST0(L, 
26,J)»HISTD(L,2O,J)/HIST0(L,26,J)) 














TEMP11(3,2) = CBST23*HISTO(L,26,J)»HISTOCL 
,27.J)
CALL DTR4BS (TEHPll, DD, IDUT)
DO IH = 1, 6









IF (IFLGl.ECj.l .AND. IFLG2.EQ.l .AND. IFLG3.EQ.1) CALL DCOKPS 
(DCOB, lOUT, HAXCRK, BAXCK2, DCRACK, L, J, lELEM) 
TEHPll(l.l) = 0.0 
TEHP11(2,2) = 0.0 
TEMP11C3.3) = 0.0 
DO 180 IK = 1, 6
DO 170 IP = 1, 6




STORE THE GLOBAL CONSTITUTIVE MATRIX RETURNED IH 'DCOB'.
190 CONTINUE
CRACK(L,2,J) = DC0B(1,1) 
CRACK(L,3,J) = DC0N(1,2) 
CRACK(L,4,J) = DC0N(1,3) 
CRACK(L,B,J) = DC0N(1,4) 
CRACKCL,6,J) = DCOBCl.B) 
CRACK(L,7,J) = DC0B(1,6) 
CRACK(L,8,J) = DCGH(2,1) 
CRACK(L,9,J) = DC0N(2,2) 
CRACK(L.IO.J) = DC0B(2,3) 
CRACK(L.11,J) = DC0H(2,4) 
CRACK(L,12,J) = DC0B(2,B) 
CRACK(L,13,J) = DC0H(2,6) 
CRACK(L,14,J) = DC0B(3,1) 
CRACK(L,1B,J) = DC0B(3,2) 
CRACK(L,16,J) = DC0N(3,3) 
CRACK(L,17,J) = DC0B(3,4) 
CRACK(L,18,J) = DC0H(3,B) 
CRACK(L,19,J) = DC0N(3,6)
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C R A C K ( L , 2 0 , J )  = D C D H (4 , l )  
CRACK(L,2 1 , J )  = DCDH{4,2) 
C R A C K ( L . 2 2 , J )  = D C 0 B ( 4 ,3 )  
C R A C K ( L , 2 3 , J )  = D C 0 H ( 4 ,4 )  
C R A C K ( L ,2 4 , J )  = D C 0H (4 ,B )
C R A C K ( L ,2 B ,J )  = D C 0 B ( 4 ,6 )  
C R A C K ( L , 2 6 , J )  =  DC0H<B,1) 
C R A C K ( L ,2 7 , J )  = D C 0 B (B ,2 )  
C R A C K ( L ,2 8 , J )  = D C 0 B (B ,3 )  
CRACK(L,2 9 , J )  = D C 0B (B ,4 )  
C R A C K ( L , 3 0 , J )  = DCOB(B,B) 
C R A C K ( L , 3 1 , J )  = D C 0 B ( S ,6 )  
C R A C K ( L ,3 2 , J )  = D C 0 B ( 6 ,1 )  
C R A C K ( L , 3 3 , J )  = D C 0 B ( 6 ,2 )  
C R A C K ( L , 3 4 , J )  = D C 0 B ( 6 ,3 )  
C R A C K ( L ,3 B ,J )  = D C 0 B ( 6 ,4 )  
C R A C K ( L ,3 6 , J )  = D C0H(6 ,B)  




C _____________________________________  D C 0 B P S ___________________________
C
C IBCLUDE(PROCESS)
SUBROUTIBE DCOMPS(DCOB , lO U T, HAXCRK ,HAXCK2 , DCRACK,L, J  , lELEH) 
IM P L IC IT  R E A L » 8 (A -H ,0 -Z )








• • • • * • * » • * • • « * * • > * • * • * * « * * • * * * » > * < . * * * » *
COHMGB / B L O C K B / H I S T O ( 2 7 , 7 0 ,1 S ) , C R A C K ( 2 7 , 2 S 0 ,1 B ) , I H I S T Y , I H I S T 1  
$ , I H I S T 2
DIHEBSIOB DCDH(6,»).DCRACK(BAXCK2, • ) , D B ( 6 , 3 0 ) , D B D C R I ( 6 , 3 0 ) ,
$ D SU B C T(6 ,6 )
REAL*8 B ( 6 , 3 0 )  ,B T R A B S (3 0 ,6 )  , B T D ( 3 0 , 6 )  ,H T D B ( 3 0 , 3 0 )
EQUIVALEBCE (B.DBDCRI)
HCRACK = I B T ( C R A C K ( L ,1 , J ) )
C
C I B I T I A L I Z E  THE HECESSARY ARRAYS.
C
DO 1 2 0  I I  = 1 ,  3*BCRACK 
DO 1 0 0  J J  = 1 ,  6
B T D C I I . J J )  = 0 . 0  
B T R A B S ( I I . J J )  = 0 . 0  
B C J J . I I )  =  0 . 0  
D H C J J . I I )  = 0 . 0  
1 0 0  COBTIBUE
DO 1 1 0  KK = 1 ,  3*BCRACK 
DCRACK(II .KK) = 0 . 0  
B T D B ( I I .K K )  = 0 . 0  
1 1 0  COBTIBUE
1 2 0  COBTIBUE
C
C GENERATE TRABSFORMATIOB MATRIX ' B ( 3 , 2 » ( B 0 .  OF CRACKS))■
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DO 1 3 0  1 = 1 ,  DCRiCK 
K = 3 * ( I - 1 )  + 1
C
C THETA = DRIEHTATIOD OF EACH CRACK C COUHTER-CLOCKWISE PR
C THE GLOBAL X TO THE HORHAL OF THE CRACK ) .
c
ICK = 9 » ( I - 1 )  + 1
A Ll = C R A C K (L ,1 3 7 + IC K ,J )
AMI = C R A C K (L ,1 3 8 + IC K ,J )
AHl = C R A C K (L ,1 3 9 + IC K ,J )
AL2 = C R A C K (L ,1 4 0 + IC K ,J )
AM2 = C R A C K (L ,1 4 1 + IC K ,J )
AH2 = C R A C K (L .1 4 2 + IC K .J )
AL3 = C R A C K (L ,1 4 3 + IC K ,J )
AM3 = C R A C K (L ,1 4 4 + IC K ,J )
AH3 = C R A C K (L .1 4 5 + IC K .J )
H ( 1 , K )  = AL1*AL1
H C l . K + l ) = AL1+AL2
H ( l , K + 2 ) = AL3+AL1
5 ( 2 , K) = AH1*AH1
5 ( 2 , K+1) = AM1*AM2
5 ( 2 , K+2) = AM3+AM1
5 ( 3 , K) = A51*A51
5 ( 3 , K+1) = AN1*A52
5 ( 3 , K+2) = A53+A51
5 ( 4 . K) = 2 . 0 * ALl•AMI
5 ( 4 , K+1) = AL1*AM2 + AL2+AH1
5 ( 4 , K+2) = AL3#AM1 + AL1+AH3
5 ( 6 , K) = 2.0*AM1*A51
5 ( 5 , K+1) = AM1+A52 + AH2+A51
5 ( 5 , K+2) = AM3*A51 + AH1+A53
5 ( 6 , K) = 2 .0 *A 5 1 *A L 1
5 ( 6 , K+1) = A51*AL2 + A52*AL1
5 ( 6 , K+2) = A53+AL1 + A61+AL3
C
C GENERATE TRABSPOSE OF >H>.
C
H T R A n S ( K . l )  = N ( 1 , K )
HTRABS(K+1,1) = H ( 1 , K + 1 )
BTRABS(K+2,1 ) =  B ( l , K + 2 )
BTRAHS(K,2)  = H ( 2 , K )
HTRABS(K+1,2) =  B ( 2 , K + 1 )
BTRAHS(K+2,2) =  H ( 2 , K + 2 )
HTRABS(K,3)  = B ( 3 , K )
HTRABS(K+1,3)  =  B ( 3 , K + 1 )
BTRAHS(K+2,3 ) =  B C 3 .K + 2 )
BTRABS(K,4)  = H ( 4 , K )
B TRABS(K+1,4 )  =  H ( 4 , K + 1 )
BTRABS(K+2,4 ) = B ( 4 , K + 2 )
BTRABSCK.B) = B ( E , K )
HTRABS(K+1,B)  =  H ( B ,K + 1 )
HTRAHS(K+2,B) =  B ( B ,K + 2 )
HTRABS(K,6)  = B ( 6 , K )
HTRABS(K+1,6)  = B ( 6 , K + 1 )
BTRAHS(K+2,6)  =  B ( 6 . K + 2 )
C
C DETERMINE D(CRACKS) MATRIX CONTAINING DIRECT ABD SHEAR
C STIFFNESSES OF EACH CRACK ON IT S  DIAGONAL.
C
C SCRACK = STIF FNESS ACROSS EACH CRACK.
C GCRACK = ; ALONG ; ; .




SCRACK = CRACK a , 8 7 + 1 ,  J )
GCaCKl = CRACK(L,9 7 + 1 , J )
GCRCK2 = CRACK a »  1 0 7 + 1 , 3 )
DCRACK(K,K) = SCRACK 
D CRA CK (K +l ,K + i)  = GCRCKl 
DCRACK(K+2,K+2) = GCRCK2 
1 3 0  CONTINUE
C
C PERFORM HID = HCTRANSPOSE) * DCCOH.) MULTIPLICATION
C
DD 1 6 0  1 = 1 .  3+HCRACK 
DO 1 5 0  K = 1 ,  6
DO 1 4 0  LL = 1 ,  6
BTDCI.K) = H T D ( I .K )  + N TRA NS(I ,L L)*DCO N (LL,K )
1 4 0  CONTINUE
1 5 0  CONTINUE
1 6 0  CONTINUE
C
C PERFORM DN = D (CON .)  •  N MULTIPLICATION.
C
DO 1 9 0  1 = 1 , 6
DO 1 8 0  K = 1 ,  3*NCRACK 
DO 1 7 0  LL = 1 ,  6
D N ( I , K )  = D N d . K )  +  D C D N ( I .L L ) * H ( L L ,K )
1 7 0  CONTINUE
1 8 0  CONTINUE
1 9 0  CONTINUE
C
C PERFORÎI DTDN = UCTRANS.) * D(CON) * H MULTIPLICATION
C
DO 2 2 0  1 = 1 ,  3+NCRACK
DD 2 1 0  R = 1 ,  3*KCRACR 
DO 2 0 0  LL = 1 ,  6
B T D H d . K )  = H T D H d . K )  + HTD(1 .LL )+H (L L ,K >
2 0 0  CONTINUE
2 1 0  CONTINUE
2 2 0  CONTINUE
DO 2 4 0  1 = 1 ,  3+HCRACK
DO 2 3 0  K = 1 ,  3*NCRACK
D C R A C K d .K )  = DCRACK(I.K) + N T D N ( I ,K )
2 3 0  CONTINUE
2 4 0  CONTINUE
C
C INVERT THE 'DCRACK' MATRIX.
C









C EPS = MIN. ALLOWABLE MAGNITUDE FOR A PIVOT ELEMENT.
C
EPS =  l O . O E - 2 0
C
C INVERSE OF 'DCRACK' WILL BE RETURNED IN 'DCRACK'.
C
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c  DETER I S  THE DETERMIHAHT OF 'DCRACK' THAT I S  RETURNED




I F  (DETER .EQ . 0 . )  THEB
WRITE ( lO U T ,  9 0 0 )  L ,  J .  lELEH 
STOP 
EBDIF
DO 2 6 0  1 = 1 , 6
DO 2 5 0  K = 1 ,  3*BCRACK 
D B D C R I( I ,K )  = 0 . 0  
2 5 0  COBTIBUE 
2 6 0  COBTIBUE
C
C PERFORM DHDCRl = DB •  IBVERSE OF DCRACK HULTIPLICATIO
C
DO 2 9 0  1 = 1 , 6
DO 2 8 0  K = 1 ,  3*BCRACK
DO 2 7 0  LL = 1 ,  3*BCRACK
D B D C R I( I ,K )  = D B D C R I( I .K )  + D H (I ,LL)*DCRACK (LL,K )
2 7 0  CONTINUE
2 8 0  CONTINUE
2 9 0  CONTINUE
C
c
c  I N I T I A L I Z E  MATRIX 'D S U B C T ' .T H IS  MATRIX MUST BE SUBTRACTS
C FROM THE INTACT CONCRETE CONSTITUTIVE MATRIX TO RESULT I
C THE CRACKED-CONCRETE CONSTITUTIVE LAW.
C
C
DO 3 1 0  1 = 1 , 6
DO 3 0 0  K = 1 ,  6
D SU B C T(I ,K )  = 0 . 0  
3 0 0  CONTINUE
3 1 0  CONTINUE
C
C COMPUTE DSUBCT = DNDCRI * BTD
C
DO 3 4 0  1 = 1 , 6
DO 3 3 0  R = 1 ,  6
DO 3 2 0  LL =  1 ,  3*NCRACK
DSUBCT(I .K )  = DSUBC T(I ,K )  + D BD C R I( I ,L L )* N T D (L L ,K )
3 2 0  CONTINUE
3 3 0  CONTINUE
3 4 0  CONTINUE
C
C GENERATE THE CONSTITUTIVE MATRIX FOR CRACKED CONCRETE.
C
DO 3 6 0  1 = 1 , 6
DO 3 5 0  K = 1 ,  6
DC0NCI,K) = DCOH(I,K) -  DSUBCTCI.K)
3 5 0  CONTINUE
3 6 0  CONTINUE 
RETURN
9 0 0  F 0 R M A T ( / / , 1 X , '  E R R O R ' , / , 5 1 , 'DURING CONSTITUTIVE MATRIX '
1 , 'INVERSION A NEGATIVE PIVOT WAS ENCOUNTERED', * G . F T ' , 1 2 ,
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c  IHCLUDE(PROCESS)
SUBROUTINE STA TUS(STRESl, STRESS, STRESS. STATE, J , PROPER, L . I F C )  
IM P L I C I T  R E A L*8(A -H ,Q -Z)
C . . .SWITCHES: REBUHB=100:10,FDRMAT=900;10 
C , . .SWITCHES:
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * *  * * * * * * *  * * , * » # *
c
C SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM TH IS ROUTINE 
C
C NO SUBROUTINES OR FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM TH IS  PROGRAM UNIT 
C
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
COMMON / B L 0 C K 5 / H I S T 0 ( 2 7 , 7 O , l B ) , C R A C K ( 2 7 , 2 5 0 . 1 5 ) . I H I S T Y , I H I S T l  




C SUBROUTINE TO DETERMINE THE STATE OF BIAXIAL STRESS.
C
C   DEFINE IN FIN ITY  ' C I N F I T '
C
C I N F I T  = lO .O E + 3 0  
FC = PROPER(B)
F T = PROPER(G)
I F  (S T R E S l  .G E.  STRESS) THEN
I F  (S TR ES l  .G E .  STRESS) THEN 
SIGHAl = STRESl  
I F  (STRESS .GE. STRESS) THEN 
SIGMA2 = STRESS 
SIGMAS = STRESS
ELSE
SIGMAS = STRESS 
SIGMAS = STRESS 
EHDIF
ELSE
SIGMAl = STRESS 
SIGHA2 = STRESl 
SIGMAS = STRESS 
ENDIF
ELSE I F  (S TR ES l  .G E. STRESS) THEB 
SIGMAl = STRESS 
SIGMAS = STRESl 
SIGMAS =  STRESS
ELSE
SIGMAS = STRESl 
I F  (STRESS .G E .  STRESS) THEN 
SIGMAl = STRESS 
SIGMAS = STRESS
ELSE
SIGHAl = STRESS 





I F  ( I F C . E Q . 2  .AND. C RA CK(L ,1 , J ) . G E . l . 0 )  THEN 
I F  ( H I S T 0 ( L , 4 1 , J )  .L T .  P R 0P E R (7> )  THEN
FC = F C * ( 1 . 0 - 0 , 2 * ( H I S T O ( L , 4 1 » J ) / P R Q P E R ( 7 ) ) )
ELSE
FC = F C * 0 . 8  
ENDIF 
ENDIF
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FC = D M I H 1 ( H I S T 0 ( L , 5 8 , J ) . F C )
B I S T D ( L , G 8 , J )  = FC
C
C STATE OF UHIAXIAL TEDSIGH.
C
I F  ( S I G M A 2 . G E . ( - . 0 0 0 1 )  .ABD. S I G K A 2 .L E . . 0 0 0 1  .ABD. S IGM A S.G E.( -
1 . 0 0 0 1 )  .ABD. SIGMAS.L E . . 0 0 0 1  .AND. S I G M A l .G T .0 . 0 )  STATE =
2 1 0 0 .0
C
C STATE OF BIAXIAL TEBSIOD.
C
I F  ( S I G M A l . G T . 0 . 0  .AND. SIGHA2. GT. 0 . 0  .ABD. SIGMAS. G E . ( - . 0 0 0 1 )
1 .AND. SIGMAS.L E . . 0 0 0 1 )  STATE = 1 1 0 .
C
C STATE OF TRIAXIAL TENSION.
C
I F ( S I G M A 1 . G T .0 . 0 .  ABD.SIGMA2.GT.0 . 0 . ABD. S IG M A S .G T .0 .0 )S T A T E = 1 11 .
C
I F  ( S I G H A l . G T . 0 . 0  .AND. S IGM A S.L T.0 . 0 )  THEB 
R = SIGHA1/SIGHA3 
RC =  F T /F C  
FED =  - 0 . 7 3 3 3 3 * R C
I F  ( R . G T . ( - C I B F I T )  .AND. R . L T . ( - 0 . 7 3 3 3 * R C ) ) THEB
C
C STATE OF TEHSIGB-COMPRESSION (CRACKING ZONE)
C
STATE = 1 0 1 . 0  
ELSE I F  ( R .G E .  ( - 0 . 7 3 3 3 * R C )  .AND. R . L E . 0 . 0 )  THEN
C
C STATE OF TEBSIOB-COHPRESSION (CRUSHING ZONE)
C




C STATE OF UHIAXIAL COMPRESSION.
C
I F  ( S IG M A S .L T .0 . 0  .AND. SIGMA2. GE. ( - . 0 0 0 1 )  .AND. S I G M A 2 .L E . .0 0 0 1
1 .AND. S I G M A l . G E . ( - . 0 0 0 1 )  .AND. SIGMAl .L E .  . 0 0 0 1 )  STATE =
2  - 1 0 0 . 0
C
C STATE OF BIAXIAL COMPRESSION.
C
I F  ( S I G M A 2 . L T . 0 . 0  .AND. S IGM A S.L T.0 . 0  .AND. S I G M A l . G E . ( - . 0 0 0 1 )
1 .AND. S IG M A l. L E . . 0 0 0 1 )  STATE = - 1 1 0 . 0
C
C STATE OF TRIAXIAL COMPRESSION.
C
I F  ( S I G H A l , L T . 0 . 0  .AND. S IG H A 2.L T . 0 . 0  .ABD. S IG M A S.L T .0 . 0 )  STATE 






C __________________________________  M A T E R L _____________________ ______
C
C INCLUDE(PROCESS)
SUBROUTIBE MATERL (BGUS, BLAYER, SIGMAl. SIGH A 2, SIGMAS, STATE.
$ E S , BUS,IOUT.PROPER, BETHA. I F C , lE LEH)
IM P L IC IT  R E A L * 8 ( A - H ,0 - Z )
C . . .SWITCHES: RENUHB=100:10,FORMAT=900:10 
C . . .SWITCHES:
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c
c  SUBRDUTIHES AHD FUHCTIDBS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTINE 
C
C EHVLPE TEBSIL LAYPRP BFAILR 
C
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * *
COMMON / B L O C K 5 / H I S T O ( 2 7 , 7 0 , 1 5 ) , C R A C K ( 2 7 , 2 5 0 , 1 S ) , I H I S T Y , I H I S T 1  
$ , I H I S T 2
COMMON /O T T O / AC, B C ,F K 1 ,F K 2 , S I G I N , S I G 2 N ,S IG 3 N ,F C .A A A ,B B B ,F T ,IF G  
DIMENSION P R 0 P E R (2 5 )
REAL#8 H U I ,N U F ,N U S ,J 2
C
C
C SUBROUTINE TO DETERMINE SECANT VALUES OF AND 'N U '
C FOR THE CURRENT STATE OF S T R E S S ,  BEFORE ULTIMATE ft
C AT THE ULTIMATE.
C
C
IF G  -  0 . 0  
AC = 0 . 0  
BC = 0 . 0  
F K l  = 0 . 0  
FK2 = 0 . 0  
S I G I N  = 0 . 0  
S IG2N  = 0 . 0  
SIG3N = 0 , 0  
FC = PROPER(S)
FT = PR0PERC6)
I F  ( CRACK(NGUS, 1 , NLAYER) .GE. 1 . 0 )  THEN 
I F  ( I F C  .EQ .  2 )  THEN
I F  (HISTOCHGUS,4 1 . NLAYER) .L T .  P R 0 P E R ( 7 ) )  THEN
FC = F C * ( 1 . 0 - O . 2 * C H I S T 0 ( N G U S , 4 1 . N L A Y E R ) / P R 0 P E R ( 7 ) ) )
ELSE




FC = DMINKHISTOCNGUS,5 8 , NLAYER),FC)
FC = HISTOCHGUS,5 8 . NLAYER)
I F  ( S T A T E .E Q .1 0 0 .  .OR. STATE. EQ. 1 1 0 .  .O R . S T A T E . E Q . 1 1 1 . )  THEN
C
C STATE OF UNIAXIAL, BIAXIAL OR TRIAXIAL TENSION.
C
C
C BETHA = HODLIKEARITY INDEX.
C
IF G  = 1
AAA = - 1 0 0 0 . 0*FC 
BBB = 0 . 0
CALL ENVLPE (SIGM A l,  SIGMA2, S IGHA3. PROPER. BETHA, SIGM3F,
1 lO U T ,  STATE. S IG M IF ,  SIGM2F)
C
C CALCULATE SECANT VALUES OF »E* AND ' N U ' .
I F  (BETHA .G T.  1 . 0 )  THEN
WRITE ( * ,  * )  ' S I G M A l ' ,  SIGM A l,  ' S I G M A 2 ' ,  SIGMA2, 'S IG M A3'
1 ,  SIGMAS
WRITE ( * .  * )  ' S I G H A I F ' ,  S IG M IF ,  ' S I G H 2 F ' ,  SIGM2F, 'S I G M 3 F '  
1 ,  SIGM3F
WRITE ( * ,  * )  ' 1  LAYER*, NLAYER, *GPHT*. BGUS, *ELEM>,
1 lELEM
ENDIF
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CALL TEBSIL ( E S ,  BUS, BETHA, lO UT, PROPER, BLAYER, BGUS, I F C ,
1 SIGM A l.  SIGMA2, S IGH 3F,  lELEM)
EBDIF
I F  (STATE .E Q. 1 0 1 )  THEB
C
C STATE OF TEHSIOH-COHPRESSIOB (CRACKIBG ZOBE)
C
C TOLERABCE = .0 0 0 1
C
IFG = 1
AAA = - 1 0 0 0 . 0 * F C  
BBB = 0 . 0
CALL EHVLPE (SIG M A l,  SIGHA2,  SIGMA3, PROPER. BETHA. SIGM3F,
1 lO U T,  STATE, S IG M IF ,  SIGH2F)
C
C
C CALCULATE SECAHT VALUES OF ' E '  ABD ' B U ' .
I F  (BETHA .G T .  1 . 0 )  THEB
WRITE ( * ,  * )  ' S I G M A l ' ,  SIGM Al,  ' S I G M A 2 ' ,  SIGMA2, 'SIGM AS'
1 , SIGMA3
WRITE ( * ,  • )  ' S I G M A Ï F ' ,  S IGM IF , ' S I G M 2 F ' ,  SIGH2F, 'S I G M 3 F '  
1 , SIGM3F
WRITE ( • ,  • )  ' 2  #  LAYER',  BLAYER, ' G P B T ' ,  BGUS, ' E L E H ' ,
1 lELEH
EBDIF
CALL TEBSIL  ( E S ,  BUS, BETHA, lOUT, PROPER, BLAYER, BGUS, I F C ,
1 SIGM A l,  SIGHA2,  SIGM3F, lELEH)
EBDIF
I F  (STATE .E Q . ( - 1 0 1 . ) )  THEB
C
C STATE OF TEBSIQH-COMPRESSIOB (CRUSHING ZOBE)
C
IFG = 1
AAA = - 1 0 0 0 . 0#FC 
BBB = 0 . 0
CALL EHVLPE (SIG M A l,  SIGMA2, SIGHA3, PROPER, BETHA, SIGH 3F,
1 TOUT, STATE. S IG M IF ,  SIGH2F)
C
C
c CALCULATE SECANT VALUES OF ' E '  ABD ' B U ' .
I F  (BETHA .G T. 1 . 0 )  THEB
WRITE ( * ,  * )  ' S I G H A l ' ,  SIGMAl, ' S I G H A 2 ' ,  SIGHA2, 'S IG H A 3 '
1 , SIGMA3
WRITE ( * ,  * )  ' S I G M A Ï F ' ,  S IG M IF ,  ' S I G H 2 F ' ,  SIGM2F, 'S I G M 3 F '  
1 , SIGH3F
WRITE ( • ,  • )  ' 3  9  LAYER',  BLAYER, ' G P B T ' ,  BGUS, ' E L E H ' ,
1 lELEM
EBDIF
CALL TEBSIL ( E S .  BUS, BETHA, lO U T, PROPER, BLAYER, BGUS, I F C ,
1 S IG H A l .  SIGHA2,  SIGM3F, lELEH)
EBDIF
I F ( S T A T E . E Q . ( - 1 0 0 . ) . O R.STATE.EQ .( - 1 1 0 . ) . O R .S T A T E .E Q .( - 1 1 1 . ))THEN
C
C STATE OF U D IA ÏIA L /B IA X IA L /T R IA ÏIA L  COMPRESSION.
C
C
C CALCULATE THE FAILURE VALUE OF SIGHA2 WHEB SIGMAl I S
C KEPT COBSTABT.
C
IFG  = 1
AAA = - 1 0 0 0 . 0*FC
BBB = 0 . 0
CALL EHVLPE ( S I G H A l ,  SIGMA2, SIGMAS, PROPER. BETHA, S IGH 3F,
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1 lOUT, STATE, SIGMIF, SIGH2F)
C
C
C RETRIEVE OTHER LAYER PROPERTIES
C
CALL LAYPRP (PROPER, HLAYER, FC, FT, BETHAA, EPSC, El, HUI,
1 HUF, DPOST, CSIGHA)
IF (CRACK(BGUS,1,HLAYER) .GE. 1.0) THEB 
IF (IFC .EQ. 2) THEE






FC = FC»0.8 










C CALCULATE THE SECOHD IHVARIAHT OF THE DEVIATORIC STRESS
C CORRESPDHDIHG TO THE STRESS STATE 'SIGMAl' 'SIGMA2' t 'SIGM3F'.
C
C
J2 = (SIGMA1»SIGMA1+SIGHA2»SIGHA2+SIGH3F»SIGM3F-SIGMA1*SIGMA2- 
1 SIGMA2*SIGM3F-SIGM3F*SIGHA1)/3.0
Ï = DSQRT(J2)/FC - 1./DSQRTO.ODOO)
C
C EF = SECAHT VALUE OF YDUHG'S MODULUS AT GEHERAL




C CALCULATE SECAHT VALUES OF 'E' t 'HU'.
C
ESI = EI/2. - BETHA*(EI/2.-EF)
ES2 = DSQRT(DABS(ES1*ES1+(EF*EF)*BETHA*(DP0ST*(1.-BETHA)-!.))) 
IF (BETHA .GT. 1.0) THEH
WRITE (*, *) 'SIGHAl', SIGMAl, 'SIGMA2', SIGMA2, 'SIGMAS'
1 , SIGMAS
WRITE (*, *) 'SIGHAIF', SIGMIF, 'SIGM2F', SIGM2F, 'SIGM3F' 
1 , SIGM3F
WRITE (*, *) '4 # LAYER', HLAYER, 'GPHT', HGUS, 'ELEH',
1 lELEM
EHDIF
CALL BFAILR (BETHA, lOUT, ESI, ES2, BETHAA, HUI, HUF, ES, HUS 





C ______________________    T E H S I  L
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c mCLUDE(PROCESS)
SUBROUTIBE TEHSIL (ES, BUS, BETHA, TOUT, PROPER, HLAYER, BGUS, IFC, SIGHIF. 
«SIGM2F,SIGM3F.lELEM)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z)
C.. .SWITCHES: REBUMB=100:10,FORMAT=900:10 
C...SWITCHES :
C
c SUBROUTIBES ABD FUBCTIOBS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTIBE 
C
C LAYPRP BFAILR 
C
C * « ,
C O M M O B /B L D C K B /H IS T O (2 7 ,7 0 ,1 B ) .C R A C E (2 7 ,2 B 0 ,1 B ) , IH IS T Y ,IH IS T 1  
$ , I H I S T 2  
DIHEBSIOB PRQPER(2B)
REAL*8 B U I ,B U F ,B U S ,J2








IF (CRACK(HGUS,1,HLAYER) .GE. 1.0) THEH 
IF (IFC .EQ. 2) THEH
I F  (H ISTO(H GUS,4 1 , HLAYER) .L T .  P R 0 P E R ( 7 ) )  THEH
FC = FC*(1.0-0.2*(HISTO(BGUS,41,BLAYER)/PR0PER(7))) 
EPSC = EPSC*(1.0+0.10*(HISTO(HGUS,41,BLAYER)/PR0PER(7) 
1 ) )
EPSC = D HA X 1(PR0PER(7) ,EPSC)
ELSE
FC = F C * 0 . 8  
EPSC = E P S C * 1 .1 0  
EHDIF
FC = DHAX1(HIST0(BGUS,B8 ,HLA YER),FC)




C EF = SECAHT VALUE OF YOUBG'S MODULUS AT GEHERAL
C STATE OF BIAXIAL COMPRESSIVE FAILURE.
C
EC = FC/EPSC 
EF = EC
C
C CALCULATE SECAHT VALUES OF 'E' 4 'BU'.
C
ESI = EI/2. - BETHA*(EI/2.-EF)
ES2 = DSQRT(ES1*ES1+(EF*EF)*BETHA*(DP0ST*(1.-BETHA)-1.))
CALL BFAILR (BETHA, lOUT, ESI, ES2, BETHAA, HUI, BUF. ES, BUS,






C ________________________   L A Y P R P ____________________
C
CC IHCLUDE(PROCESS)
SUBROUTIBE LAYPRP (PROPER, BLAYER, FC, FT, BETHAA, EPSC, El, BUI, BUF, 
t DPOST,CSIGHA)
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IMPLICIT REiL»8(A-H,0-Z)
C. . .SWITCHES: REHUMB=100:10,FORMAT=900:10 
C. . .SWITCHES:
c
C SUBROUTIHES AHD FUBCTIOHS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTINE 
C






C SUBROUTINE TO PROVIDE MATERIAL PROPERTIES FOR THE

















C  ____     B F A I L R  ___________________
C
C INCLUDE(PROCESS)
SUBROUTINE BFAILR (BETH A,lOUT,ESI,ES2, BETHAA, NUI, NUF, ES ,NUS, NGUS 
$ ,LYRNO,IELEM)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z)
C. . .SWITCHES: RENUMB=100:10,FORMAT=900:10 
C. ..SWITCHES:
C
C SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTINE 
C








C SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE CURRENT SECANT E t POISSON'S
C RATIO WHEN THE STATE OF STRESS IS INSIDE THE FAILURE
C 
C
IF (BETHA .GE. 1.01) THEN
WRITE (lOUT, 900) BETHA, NGUS, LYRHO, lELEH 
STOP 
EHDIF
EM = ESI - ES2
ES = ESI + ES2
HISTO(NGUS,B6,LYRN0) = EM
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I F  (BETHA .L E .  BETHAA) HUS = HUI
I F  (BETHA .G T .  BETHAA) BUS = HUF -  (H U F -H U I)*D S Q R T (D A B S (1 .0 - ( (
1 BETHA-BETHAA)/(1.0-BETHAA) ) **2  . 0 )  )
RETURH
9 0 0  F 0 R M A T ( / / . 1 0 X , 'T H E  HOHLIHEARITY IHDEX I S  GREATER THAH 1 . 0
1 'WHEH THE STRESS STATE I S  IH S ID E  THE
2 ’EHVELOPE 3 > , / , 3 0 X , ' B E T H A = > . D 1 2 . E , ’ FOR G . F T ’ , 1 2 , 'LAYER'











C. . .SWITCHES: REHUMB=100:10,F0RHAT=900:10 
C. . .SWITCHES:
c
C SUBROUTIHES ABD FUBCTIOHS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTIBE 
C










C FOR EACH GAUSS POIHT DETERHIBE THE FAILURE VALUES
C OF 'SIGHAl' , 'SIGMA2' k SIGMA3 GIVEN THE STATE OF STRESS
C ABD THE RATIO OF STRESSES.THIS RATIO IS THE CURREBT
C OBE FOR THE STRESS POIHT THAT HAS VIOLATED THE




AC = 0.0 
BC = 0.0 
FKl =0.0 
FK2 =0.0 
SIGIB = 0.0 





IF (CRACK(L,l,LYRHO) .GE. 1.0) THEH 
IF (IFC .EQ. 2) THEH
IF (HISTO(L,41,LYRHO) .LT. PR0PER(7)) THEB
FC = FC«(1.0-0.2*(HISTO(L,41,LYRHO)/PR0PER(7)))
ELSE
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HISTOa,58,LYRHO) = FC 
IF (STATE .EQ. 100.) THEH
C
C STATE OF UHIAXIAL TEHSIOH.
C
SIGHIF = FT 
SIGH2F =0.0 
SIGM3F =0.0
GO TO 100 
ENDIF
IF (STATE .EQ. 110.) THEB
C
C STATE OF BIAXIAL TENSION.
C
SIGHIF = FT 
RATIO = SIGHA2/SIGHA1 
SIGM2F = SIGM1F#RATI0 
SIGH3F =0.0 
GO TO 100 
EHDIF
IF (STATE .EQ. 111.) THEH
C
C STATE OF TRIAXIAL TEHSIOH.
C
SIGHIF = FT 
RATIOl = SIGHA2/SIGMA1 
RATI02 = SIGHA3/SIGHA1 
SIGK2F = SIGMlF+RATIOl 
SIGM3F = SIGM1F*RATI02 
GO TO 100 
EHDIF
IF (STATE .EQ. 101) THEH 





C.. NOTE STRESSES SUPPLIED IHVERSLY TO RECORD THE TENSILE CRACKING 
C STRESS LESS THAH OR EQUAL TO FT.
CALL EHVLPE (SIGHA3, SIGHA2, SIGMAl, PROPER, BETHA, SIG3F,
1 lOUT, STATE, SIGIF, SIG2F)
SIGMIF = SIGIF
SIGH2F = SIGM1F+SIGHA2/5IGMA1 
SIGH3F = SIGM1F*SIGMA3/SIGMA1 
EHDIF
IF (STATE .EQ. (-101.)) TEES
C
C STATE OF TEHSIDH-COMPRESSIOH (CRUSHING ZONE)
C
IFG = 2
AAA = -1000.0*FC 
BBB =0.0
CALL EHVLPE (SIGHAl, SIGHA2, SIGMAS, PROPER, BETHA, SIG3F,
1 lOUT, STATE, SIGHIF, SIGM2F)
SIGM3F = SIG3F
SIGH2F = SIGH3F*SIGMA2/SIGHA3




C STATE OF UHIAXIAL OR BI/TRI AXIAL COMPRESSION.
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c
AAA = -1000.0*FC 
BBB =0.0 
IFG = 2
CALL EHVLPE (SIGMAl, SIGMA2, SIGMA3, PROPER, BETHA, SIG3F, 






C DETERMINE MATERIAL PARAMETERS AT FAILURE.
C
100 CONTINUE
CALL MATERL (L, LYRHO. SIGHIF, SIGH2F, SIGM3F, STATE, ESFLR,
1 HUSFLR. lOUT, PROPER, BETHAF, IFC, lELEM)
C
C SAVE THESE VALUES FOR EACH GAUSS POIHT.
C
HISTO(L,26,LYRNO) = ESFLR 
HIST0(L,27,LYRND) = NUSFLR
C
C DETERMINE BULK MODULUS AT FAILURE.
C
BULKHD = ESFLR/(3.*(1.-2.*HUSFLR))
HISTO ( L ,  2 8 , LYRHO) = BULKMD 
HISTOCL.BS.LYRNO) = BETHAF
C
C SAVE PRINCIPAL STRESSES AT ULTIMATE.
C
HISTOCL,34,LYRHO) = SIGHIF 
HIST0(L,3B,LYRHO) = SIGM2F 












C # * # * * * # * # * * * * # * * * * * * # * # * * * # * . # # * * * * * * »  * * * $ * * * * # * * * * #  » *
C




* * * * * *  $ $ * * * * * * * * * *  *#





C GIVEN THE STATE OF STRESS IT WILL EVALUATE THE
C NONLINEAR INDEX ASSOCIATED WITH THE FAILURE ENVELOPE.
C
PI = 3.141B92654 
AC = PROPER(ia)
BC = PROPER(IS)
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BETHA = -1.0 
SIGIH = 0.0





IF (IFG .EQ. 1) THEH
IF (SIGMAl .GE. 0.0) THEH 
SIGIH = 0.0
SIG2H = SIGHA2 - SIGMAl 
SIG3H = SIGMA3 - SIGMAl
ELSE
SIGIH = SIGMAl 
SIG2H = SIGMA2 
SIG3H = SIGMA3 
EHDIF
ELSE IF (IFG .EQ. 2) THEH 
SIGIH = SIGMAl 
SIG2H = SIGHA2 
SIG3H = SIGMA3 
EHDIF
C
L = 100 
HQ = 3 
T2 = 5 
E = 0.00001
C
C FIHD THE ROOTS 
C
CALL ROOT (FVAL, A. B, HQ, T2, E, BOUHDS, HROOT, WS, WSl, L)
C
C FIND THE FAILURE VALUE OF STRESS FOR GIVEN SIGMA 1 AND 2 
C
IF (HROOT .GT. 10) WRITE (TOUT, *) 'HO#.ROOTS EXCEEDED MAX EHVLPE’
IF (HROOT .EQ. 0) WRITE («, •) ’ HO ROOTS IH BOUND A', A, 'B'
1 , B. ’« « < ’
DO 100 IM = 1, HROOT




IPERMKIH) = IM 
IPERH2(IM) = IM 
100 CONTINUE
IF (HROOT .GT. 0) THEN
CALL DSVRGP (HROOT, ALDB, ALDB, IPERHl)
CALL DSVRGP (HROOT, AUDB, AUDB, IPERH2)
EHDIF
DO 110 IM = 1, HROOT
IF (IPERMKIM) .HE. IPERM2(IM)) WRITE (HROOT, •)
1 'PERMUTATIOB MISTAKE IH EHVLPE'
ALDB(IM) = (ALDB(IM)+AUDB(IM))/2.0 
110 CONTINUE
IF (STATE.EQ.101 .ADD. IFG.EQ.2) GO TO 140 
DO 120 IPH = HROOT, 1, -1
IF (DABS(SIG3H) .LE. DABS(ALDB(XPH))) THEH 
SIGM3F = ALDB(IPH)
GO TO 130




IF (SIGH3F .EQ. 0.0) TBEB
WRITE (*. *) ' FAILURE VALUE HOT FOUHD IFG', IFG 
WRITE (*, •) 'SIGIH', SIGIH, 'SIG2H', SIG2H, 'SIG3H', SIG3H 
SIGM3F = -I.IG'FCP




IF (IFG .EQ. 1) BETHA = DABS(SIG3H)/DABS(SIGH3F)
IF (BETHA .GT. 1.0) WRITE (*, 900)
C
140 COHTIHUE
IF (STATE.EQ.101 .AHD. IFG.EQ.2) THEH 
DO ISO IHH = 1, HROOT





IF (SIGHIF .EQ. 0.0) THEH
WRITE (•, •) ' HO FAILURE VALUE OBTAIHED IFG', IFG
WRITE («, *) 'SIGIH', SIGIH, 'SIG2H', SIG2H, 'SIG3H',
1 SIG3H
WRITE («, •) 'SETTIHG SIGM3F TO BE SIG3H-TEHSIOH-CUTOFF'
WRITE (», •) 'FT', FT, 'FVAL', ALDB(HROOT)





900 FORMAT (1%, 'LOAD IHCREMEHT SIZE TOO LARGE REFIHE STEP SIZE',
1 'CHECK VALUES OF GF AHD TEHSIOH STIFFEHIHG LAYER ALSO'
2 'THESE QUAHTITIES HAY BE SHALL LEADIHG TO FALSE CRUSHIHG')
EHD
C IHCLUDE(PROCESS)
SUBROUTIBE OTOSEH (F C P , FC T, PROPER, I  OUT )
IM P L IC IT  R E A L » 8(A -H ,0 -Z )
C . . .SWITCHES: REH U HB=100:lO ,F 0RH AT=900:1 0  
C .  . .SWITCHES:
C * * * * * * * * * » * » * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * .
C
C SUBROUTIHES AHD FUBCTIOHS CALLED FROM THIS  ROUTIBE 
C
C HO SUBROUTIHES OR FUBCTIOHS CALLED FROM THIS PROGRAM UHIT
C
c .
DIMEHSIOH PROPER(2 5 )
AK = FC T/F CP
C
C X AHD Y ARE DEFIHED BASED OH BALH ER(1929)  TRIAXIAL TEST DATA 
C ( X , Y )  = ( -5 /D S Q R T 3 ,4 /D S Q R T 3 )  FOR SCHICKERT DATA USE 3 . 2 8  FOR 4 
C
X = - 5 0 . 0 / F C P  
Y = 4 3 . 6 1 /F C P  
C X = - 5 . 0  /  DSQRT(3.OD0O)
C y  = 3 . 2 8  /  DSQRT(3.0DOO)
C
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B = (DSQRT(2 .ODOO)- (3. «Y) / (AE*SIGBC) ) / (B-(9. 0»Y) / (SIGBC-AK) )
A = (B«B-DSQRT(2.ODOO))/Y
C
ALAKBC = (l.O-H/(3.*Y))»DSQRT(3.OD0O)»B + DSqRT(3. ODOO) + DSQRTC 
1 2 . ODOO) / (DSQRKB .ODOO) *Y)
C
ALAKBT = (2.*DSqRT(3.ODO0)-(SIGBC»H)/(DSQRT(3.ODOO)»Y))*B + C 
1 DSQRTC2.0DOO)»SIGBC)/{DSQRT(3.0DOO)*Y) + DSQRT(3.0D00)/SIGBC
C
FK2 = DCOS (3. 0*DATAD( ( 2.0« ADAMBC/ALAMBT-1.0) /DSQRT (3. ODOO) ) )
FKl = ALAMBT/DCOS ( ( 1. ODOO/3. ODOO) *DACOS (FK2) )
C
PRDPERC18) = A 
PR0PERC19) = B 






c • ROOT ISOLATION PROGRAM •
C *********************** *****#****$#**$*****$$

























XOLD = 0.0 
K = 0 
KD = 0 
FX = 0 
H = 0
XVOLD = 0.0 
SUM2 = 0.0
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SUMl = 0 . 0  
XMOLD = 0 . 0  
HR = 0  
FOLD = 0 , 0
C
C = B + DABS CE)
DO 1 0 0  M = 1 .  I S I Z E  
STOREKM) = C 
1 0 0  COHTIHUE 
HROOT = 0  
J  = 0
C
BOUDDS(l)  = A 
XSTART = A +  ( B - A ) * 0 . 2 3 1 8  
BOUHDS( 2 )  = XSTART 
XEHD = B 
1 =  1 
1 1 0  COHTIHUE 
N = 5Q 
C = XEHD 
IR ET = 3 
ARG = XSTART 
GO TO 3 0 0  
1 2 0  CONTINUE 
FX = RES 
IR ET = 2 
ARG = XEHD 
GO TO 3 0 0  
1 3 0  CONTINUE 
FD = RES 
FOLD = FD
C
SUMl = (FX+FD)/TWO 
SUH2 = CFX*FX+FD*FD)/TWO
C
XMOLD = 1 0 8 0 . 0  
XVOLD = 0 . 0  
1 4 0  CONTINUE 
HR = H -  1 
XOLD = XSTART 
H = (XEHD-XSTARD/FLDATCN)
K = 1 
KD = 0 
1 5 0  CONTINUE
I F  (K .G T .  HR) GO TO 1 8 0
C
XOLD = XOLD +  H
I F  (H .NE.HQ .ABD. K D . E Q . l )  GO TO 1 7 0  
IR E T  = 1 
ARG = XOLD 
GO TO 3 0 0
C
1 6 0  CONTINUE 
FD = RES
I F  (FX*FD .L E .  ZERO) GO TO 2 0 0  
SUMl = SUMl +  FD 
SUM2 = SUM2 + FD*FD 
1 7 0  CONTINUE 
K = K + 1 
KD = KD + 1 
I F  (KD .E Q . 2 )  KD = 0 
GO TO 1 5 0  
1 8 0  CONTINUE
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I F  (FOLD*FX . L E .  ZERO) GO TO 2 0 0  
AK = DFLOAT(K)
XHEAB2 =  (S U H 1/A K )»*2  
XVAR =  SUM2/AK -  XMEAH2
I F  (DABS(XM0LD«XVAR-XMEAB2»XV0LD) . L T .  EPS1*DABSCXMEAH2»XV0LD)) 
1 GO TO 1 9 0
XMOLD = XHEAB2 
XVOLD = XVAR 
B = 2«B 
GO TO 1 4 0  
1 9 0  COBTIBUE
I F  (XMEAB2 .G T .  T2*XVAR) GO TO 2 2 0  
I F  ( I  +  B .G T .  L )  L =  0 
I F  (L  .E Q .  0 )  GO TO 2 6 0
1 =  1 + 2
BOUBDS(I)  = XSTART 
BOUBDSCI+l) = (XEBD+XSTART)/TWO 
1 =  1 +  2
BOUBDS(I)  = B O U B D S (I - l )
B O U H D S(I+ l)  = XEBD 
GO TO 2 2 0
2 0 0  COBTIBUE
I F  ( I  + 7  .G T .  L)  L = 0
I F  (L  .E Q .  O) GO TO 2 6 0  
1 =  1 + 2
BOUHDS(I)  = XSTART
I F  ( K . B E . l  .ABD. K . L T .H )  XOLD = XOLD -  H 
B O U H D S(I+ l)  = XOLD 
BOUHDS( 1 + 2 )  = XOLD 
1 =  1 +  2
I F  ( K . E Q . l  .O R.  K .G E .B )  GO TO 2 1 0  
B O U H D S(I+ l)  = XOLD + H 
BOUHDS( 1 + 2 )  = XOLD + H 
1  =  1 + 2  
2 1 0  COBTIBUE
B O U H D S(I+ l)  = XEHD 
2 2 0  COBTIBUE
I F  ( I  . L E .  0 )  GO TO 2 6 0
XSTART = BOUHDS(I)
XEHD =  B O UH D S(I+ l)
1 =  1 - 2
XHEAH = DABS(XEHD+XSTART)/TWO
I F  (XMEAH . L E .  E)  XHEAH = 1 . 0
I F  (XEBD -  XSTART .L T .  E+XHEAH) GO TO 2 3 0
GO TO 1 1 0
2 3 0  COBTIBUE
I F  ( J  + 2 .G T. L )  L =  0 
I F  (L .EQ .  0 )  GO TO 2 6 0
J  = J  + 1 
W S (J )  = XSTART 
IRET =  4  
ARG = XSTART 
GO TO 3 0 0
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c
2 4 0  COHTIHUE
W S l ( J )  =  RES 
J  =  J  + 1 
W S ( J )  = XEHD 
IR E T  = S 
ARG = XEHD 
GO TO 3 0 0  
2 5 0  COHTIHUE
W S l ( J )  =  RES 
GO TO 2 2 0
C
2 6 0  COHTIHUE
I F  ( J  .EQ .  0 )  GO TO 35 0
C
2 7 0  COHTIHUE
XSTART = W S ( J - l )
I F  ( J  .E Q . 2 )  GO TO 290
C
2 8 0  COHTIHUE
XMEAH = D A B S ( H S ( J - 3 ) )
I F  (XHEAH .L T .  1 . 0 )  XMEAH = 1 . 0
I F  ( D A B S ( H S ( J - 3 ) - W S ( J ) )  .G T.  EPS2*XHEAH) GO TO 2 9 0  
I F  ( W S 1 ( J ) » W S 1 ( J - 1 ) . L T . Z E R 0  .AHD. W S l ( J - 2 ) * M S l ( J - 3 ) . L T . Z E R O )  
1 GO TO 2 9 0
C
J  = J  -  2
I F  ( J  .G E .  4 )  GO TO 280
C
2 9 0  COHTIHUE
HROOT = HROOT + 1 
BOUHDS(HROOT) = XSTART 
HROOT = HROOT + 1 
BOUHDS(HROOT) = W S (J)
J  = J  -  2
C
I F  ( J  .G E. 2 )  GO TO 2 7 0  
GO TO 3 5 0  
3 0 0  COHTIHUE 
HRE = 0
ARGl =  DABS(ARG)
LLL =  D IGITS  -  IH T(D LO G10(A RG1+EPS3)+0 .9 )
C
ABASE = ARG1»10 .0»*LLL + 0 . 5  
ABASH = DMOD(ABASB.ASIZE)
HBASH = IHT(AHASH) + 1 
ARGl =  DABS(ARG)
I F  (ARGl .L E .  1 . 0 )  ARGl = 1 . 0  
3 1 0  COHTIHUE
I F  (DABS(STOREl(HBASB)-ARG) .L E .  ARG1*E PS2)  GO TO 3 3 0  
I F  (STOREl(HBASB) .L E .  C) GO TO 3 2 0  
STOREl(HBASH) = ARG 
RES = FVAL(ARG)
STORE(HBASB) = RES
GO TO ( 1 6 0 , 1 3 0 , 1 2 0 , 2 4 0 , 2 5 0 )  IRET
C
3 2 0  COHTIHUE
HRE = HRE + 1
I F  (HRE .G T.  L IM I T )  GO TO 3 4 0
C
HBASH = HBASH + HRE*HRE 
HBASH = MOD(HBASH,ISIZE) + 1
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GO TO 3 1 0
C
3 3 0  COHTIHUE
RES = STORECBEASE)
GO TO ( 1 6 0 , 1 3 0 , 1 2 0 , 2 4 0 . 2 5 0 )  IRET
C
3 4 0  CONTINUE
RES = FVAL(ARG)
GO TO ( 1 6 0 , 1 3 0 . 1 2 0 . 2 4 0 , 2 5 0 )  IRET
C









I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8 ( A - H ,0 - Z )
C. . .SWITCHES: REHUMB=100:10,FORMAT=900:10 
C . . .SWITCHES:
C*.
c
C SUBROUTIHES AHD FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM TH IS  ROUTINE 
C




COMMON /O T T O / AC, B C .F K l , F K 2 , S I G I N , S I G 2 N , S I G 3 H , F C P . AAA, BBB,FT, IFG 
P I  = 3 . 1 4 1 5 9 2 6 5 4
C
C0S3TH = 0 . 0  
FVAL = 0 . 0  
A l l  = 0 . 0  
AJ 2  = 0 . 0  
AJ 3  = 0 . 0
I F  ( I F G  .E Q .  1 )  THEN
A l l  =  S IG IH  + SIG2N + X
A J2  =  ( ( S I G l H - S I G 2 N ) * * 2 + ( S I G 2 N - X ) * * 2 + ( X - S I G l N ) * * 2 ) / e . O  
A J3  =  ( S I G l H - A I l / 3 . ) * ( S I G 2 N - A I l / 3 . ) * ( X - A I l / 3 . )
ELSE I F  ( I F G  .EQ . 2 )  THEH 
RA TIO l = S IG 1N /S IG 3H  
R A T I0 2  = S IG 2N /S IG 3N  
A l l  = RATI01&X + RATI02+X + X
A J2  = ( ( ( R A T I 0 1 - R A T I 0 2 ) * X ) * * 2 + ( R A T I 0 2 * X - X ) * * 2 + ( X - R A T I 0 1 * X ) * * 2 )  
1 / 6.0
A J3  =  ( R A T I 0 1 * X - A I l / 3 . ) # ( R A T I 0 2 * X - A I l / 3 . ) * ( X - A I l / 3 . )
EHDIF
C $ * R A T I0 1 = * .R A T IO ! ,* R A T I0 2 = * ,R A T I0 2
C
I F  ( A J 2 . G E . ( - 0 . 0 0 1 )  .AND. A J 2 . L E . 0 . 0 0 1 )  AJ2  = 0 . 0 0 1
C
C0S3TH = < 3 . 0 O S Q R T ( 3 . 0 D 0 0 ) / 2 . 0 ) * ( A J 3 / D S Q R T ( A J 2 * A J 2 * A J 2 ) )
I F  (C0S3TH  .G E. 0 . 0 )  THEH
ALAHB =  FK 1*D C O S((1 /3 .) *D A CO S(F K 2*CO S3T H ))
ELSE
ALAHB = FKl+DCOS ( P I / 3 . - ( 1 / 3 .  ) * D A C 0 S ( ( - F K 2 * C 0 S 3 T H ) ) )
EHDIF
FVAL =  A C * A J 2 / (F C P * F C P )  + ALAMB*DSQRT(AJ2)/FCP + B C *A I1 /F C P  -  1 . 0







SUBROUTINE FIHDEX(EVALUE,FCP .PROPER,S I G lH ,S X G 2 B , S IG 3 H . TOUT)
C
I M P L I C I T  R E A L * 8 ( A - H ,0 - Z )
C . . .SWITCHES: REBUMB=100:10,F0RMAT=900: 1 0  
C . . .SWITCHES:
C***##**#####*#******##»#***#*****#*.#* *
C
c  SUBROUTIHES ADD FUBCTIOHS CALLED FROM THIS  ROUTINE 
C
C HO SUBROUTIHES OR FUBCTIOHS CALLED FROM THIS PROGRAM UHIT 
C
C*******#*******************.
DIMENSION P R 0P ER (2S )
C
C TH IS  SUBROUTIBE CHECKS TO SEE I F  THE FAILURE ENVELOPE HAS BEEN 
C VIOLATED IH  THE CURRENT ITTERATIOH.
C FVALUE LE 0 . 0  HO FAILURE 
C FAVLUE = 0 . 0  JUST FAILED 
C FVALUE GE 0 , 0  VIOLATED EHVELOPE 
C
FVALUE = 0 . 0  
C0S3TH = 0 . 0  
P I  =  3 . 1 4 1 5 9 2 6 5 4  
C F C P =P R 0P E R (5 )
AC = PR0PERC18)
BC =  P R O P E R d e )
FKl =  P R 0 P E R ( 2 0 )
FK2 =  PR0PERC21)
C
A l l  = S I G I N  +  SIG2N + SIG3N
AJ2 = ( ( S I G l H - S I G 2 H ) * * 2 + ( S X G 2 n - S I G 3 H ) * * 2 + ( S I G 3 H - S I G i n ) * * 2 ) / 6 . 0
C
I F  ( A J 2 . G E . ( - 0 . 0 0 1 )  .AND. A J 2 , L E . 0 . 0 0 1 )  A J2  = 0 . 0 0 1
C
AJ3 =  ( S I G l H - A I l / 3 . ) * ( S I G 2 n - A I l / 3 . ) * ( S I G 3 N - A I l / 3 . )
C0S3TH = ( 3 . * D S Q R T ( 3 . 0 D O O ) / 2 . 0 ) * ( A J 3 / A J 2 * * 1 . 5 )
C
I F  (C0S3TH  .G E.  0 . 0 )  THEH
ALAMB =  F K 1 * D C 0 S ( ( 1 /3 . ) * D A C 0 S ( F K 2 * C 0 S 3 T H ) )
ELSE









SUBROUTINE PSTSTB (SSTEB ,PVAL. P D IR , I F G , lOUT )
IM P L IC IT  R E A L * 8 ( A - H ,0 - Z )
C . . .SWITCHES: REHUMB=100:10,FORHAT=900:10  
C . . .S W I T C H E S :
c
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* •* •* * * * * * » •* « » * « * * .
DIMEHSIOH S S T E H ( 6 ) , P V A L ( 3 ) . P D I R ( 3 , 3 ) , A ( 3 , 3 ) . E V A L ( 3 ) , E V E C ( 3 . 3 )
C
C TH IS  SUBROUTINE DETERMINES THE PRINCIPAL STRESSES AND STRAINS.
C
C
C I F G = 1 . . . STRAIN AND I F G = 2 . . .  STRESS
C
DO 1 0 0  IMN = 1 , 3
P D I R ( I M N . l )  = 0 . 0  
A ( I M H . l )  = 0 . 0  
EV E C (IM N ,1 )  = 0 . 0  
PD IR C IM N .2 )  = 0 . 0  
A ( I M N , 2 )  = 0 . 0  
E V E C ( I H B ,2 )  = 0 . 0  
P D I R ( I M N , 3 )  = 0 . 0  
A ( I M H ,3 )  = 0 . 0  
E V E C (IM N ,3 )  = 0 . 0  
PVALCIMN) = 0 . 0  
EVAL(IHN) = 0 . 0  
1 0 0  CONTINUE
P E I  = S S T E N ( l )
P E2  =  SSTENC2)
PE3 = S ST E N (3 )
P E4  =  SSTENC4)
PES =  SSTEN (S )
PEG = SSTEN(G)
C
A ( l . l )  = PEI 
A ( 2 . 2 )  = PE2 
A ( 3 . 3 )  = PE3 
I F  ( I F G  .EQ .  1 )  THEN 
A ( l , 2 )  = P E 4 / 2 . 0  
A ( 2 , l )  = P E 4 / 2 . 0  
A ( l , 3 )  = P E G / 2 . 0 
A ( 3 , l )  = P E G / 2 . 0  
A < 2 , 3 )  = P E S / 2 . 0  
A ( 3 , 2 )  = P E S / 2 . 0  
ELSE
A ( l , 2 )  = PE4 
A ( 2 , l )  = PE4 
A ( l , 3 )  =  PEG 
A ( 3 , l )  =  PEG 
A ( 2 , 3 )  = PES 
A ( 3 , 2 )  = PES 
EHDIF
C
C CALL IMSL ROUTINE FOR P R I H .  VALUES.
C
CALL DEVCSF ( 3 ,  A, 3 ,  EVAL, EVEC, 3 )
C
IM = 3
P = E V E C ( l . I M )  
q = E V E C ( 2 , I H )
R = EVECC3.IM)
SQ = DSqRT(P*P+Q»Q+R»R)
P D I R ( l . l )  =  P/sq 
P D iR C i .2 )  = q/sq 
P D I R ( 1 , 3 )  = R /Sq








PDIR(2,1) = p/sq 
PDIR(2,2) = q/sq 
PDIRC2.3) = R/Sq 
PVAL(2) = EViL(IH)
IM = 1




PDIR(3,1) = P/sq 
PDiR(3,2) = q/sq 
PDIR(3,3) = R/Sq 
PVALO) = EVAL(IH)
C
DO KH = 1, 3
DD KD = 1 ,  3
IF (DABS(PDIR(KH,KD)) .LE. 0.02) PDIR(KH,KH) = 0.0 
ESD DO 
EKD DO




PDIR(l.l) = p/sq 
PDiR(i.2) = q/sq 
PDIRd.3) = R/sq 




PDIR(2,1) = P/sq 
PDIR(2,2) = q/sq 
PDIRC2.3) = R/sq 




PDIR(3,1) = P/sq 












C. . .SWITCHES: REHUHB=100:10,FORMAT=900:10
C...SWITCHES:
C
C SUBROUTIHES AHD FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTINE
C
C HO SUBROUTINES OR FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM THIS PROGRAM UNIT




DIHEHSIOH D ( 6 , « ) , T ( 6 . 6 ) , D T ( 6 , 6 ) , P D I R ( 3 , 3 )
C
C
C SUBROUTINE TO ROTATE THE MATERIAL CONSTITUTIVE MATRIX
C TO THE GLOBAL AXES GIVEN THE DIRECTION COSINES. THE




C GENERATE THE TRANSFORMATION MATRIX ’T>
C
ALl = P D I R ( l . l )
AMI = P D I R d . Z )
ADI = P D I R ( 1 , 3 )
AL2 = P D I R ( 2 , 1 )
AM2 = P D I R ( 2 , 2 )
AN2 = P D I R ( 2 , 3 )
AL3 = P D I R ( 3 , 1 )
AM3 = P D I R ( 3 , 2 )
AN3 = P D I R ( 3 , 3 )
C
I F  (D A B S (A L l)  . L E .  0 . 0 1 )  ALl = 0 . 0
I F  (DABS(AMI) . L E .  0 . 0 1 )  AMI = 0 . 0
I F  (D ABS(AND .L E .  0 . 0 1 )  ANl = 0 . 0
I F  (DABS(A L2)  . L E .  0 . 0 1 )  AL2 = 0 . 0
I F  (DABS(AM2) . L E .  0 . 0 1 )  AM2 = 0 . 0
I F  (DABS(AH2) . L E .  0 . 0 1 )  AN2 = 0 . 0
I F  (DABS(A L3)  .L E .  0 . 0 1 )  AL3 = 0 . 0
I F  (DABS(AM3) .L E .  0 . 0 1 )  AM3 = 0 . 0
I F  (DABS(AN3) .L E .  0 . 0 1 )  AN3 = 0 . 0
C
T ( l , l )  = AL1*AL1 
T ( l , 2 )  = AM1»AM1 
T ( l , 3 )  = AH1»AH1 
T ( l , 4 )  = AL1*AH1 
T ( 1 , B )  = AMI.ANl 
T ( l , 6 )  = A N l .A L l  
T ( 2 , l )  = AL2.A L2 
T ( 2 , 2 )  = AM2.AM2 
T ( 2 , 3 )  = AN2.AN2 
T ( 2 . 4 )  = AL2.AH2 
T ( 2 , 6 )  = AM2.AH2 
T ( 2 , 6 )  = AN2.AL2
T(3,l) = AL3.AL3 
T(3.2) = AM3.AM3 
T(3,3) = AN3.AN3 
T(3,4) = AL3.AM3 
T(3,B) = AM3.AN3 
T(3,6) = AN3.AL3 
T(4,l) = 2.0.AL1.AL2 
T(4,2) = 2.0.AH1.AM2 
T(4,3) = 2.0.AN1.AN2 
T(4,4) = AL1.AM2 + AL2.AM1 
T(4,B) = AM1.AB2 + AM2.AN1 
T(4,6) = AN1.AL2 + AN2.AL1 
T(B.l) = 2.0.AL2.AL3 
T(B,2) = 2.0.AM2.AM3 
T(S,3) = 2.0.AN2.AN3 
T(E,4) = AL3.AM2 + AL2.AM3 
T(B.B) = AM3.AN2 + AM2.AH3
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T ( 5 , 6 )  = AB3$AL2 + AD2*AL3 
T ( 6 , l )  =  2 .0 *A L 1* A L 3  
T ( 6 , 2 )  =  2 .0*A H 1*A «3 
T C 6 . 3 )  =  2 .0 * A H 1* A 5 3  
T ( 6 , 4 )  =  AL1*AM3 + AL3*AH1 
T ( 6 , S )  = AM1*AN3 + AM3*AN1 




C ____  PERFORM D*T=DT
C
DO 1 2 0  I  =  1 .  6
DO 1 1 0  J  = 1 .  6  
D T C I . J )  = 0 . 0  
DO 1 0 0  K = 1 ,  6
D T ( I , J )  = D T C I , J )  + D < I , K ) * T ( K . J )
1 0 0  CODTIHUE
1 1 0  COBTINUE 
1 2 0  COHTIHUE
C
C
C PERFORM D(XY)=T TRANS*DT
C
DO 1 5 0  1 = 1 , 6
DO 1 4 0  J  = 1 ,  6 
D C I . J )  = 0 , 0  
DO 1 3 0  K = 1 .  6
D ( I , J )  = D C I , J )  + T ( K , I ) * D T ( K . J )
1 3 0  CODTIHUE
1 4 0  COBTINUE 




C ____________________  C H K S T L ___________________
C
C IDCLUDE(PROCESS)
SUBROUTINE CHKSTL(PROPER,TOLER. H S T I F F , COHVER, lE L E H ,L ,IT Y P E  
$ . lO U T )
IM P L I C I T  R E A L * 8 ( A - H ,0 - Z )
C. , .SWITCHES:  R EH UMB=100:10,F0RHAT=900:1 0  
C , . .SWITCHES:
c
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c
c  SUBROUTIHE TO CHECK COBVERGEHCE AT EACH GAUSS POIHT
C OF STEEL LAYER ’ J>  OF ELEMEHT ' I ' . I F  COBVERGEHCE I S
C HOT ACHIEVED THE COBSTITUTIVE MATRIX FOR THE POIBT
C AHD THE STIFFHESS MATRIX FOR THE ELEMEBT WILL BE




c DETERMIHE THE STRAIB AT YIELD.
C
EPSBEW = 0 . 0  
ESBEW = 0 . 0  
J  =  LYBUH
CALL lOGET (L D EV l, 9 6 .  ' ( A 9 6 ) ' .  5 )
EPSX = STRAIB(1 )
EPSY = STRAIBC2)





C FOR EACH IHTEGRATIOB POIBT OF EACH LAYER ABD ELEMEHT RECOVER THE 
C STRAIHS AHD PROCEED WITH THE COBVERGEHCE CHECK 
C
SIGYLD = H I S T O a . l S . J )
ESYLD = H I S T 0 ( L , 1 4 , J )
EPSYLD = H I S T 0 ( L , 1 2 , J )
C
C REDUCE TRUHCATIOH ERRORS . . .
C
XYZ = DMAXl (DMAXl (DMAXl (DMAXl(DMAXl (DABS (EPSX) .DABS(EPSY)) .DABS(
1 GAMAXY) ) .DABS (GAMAYZ) ) .DABS (GAMAXZ) )  .DABS (EPSZ)  )
I F  (DABS(EPSX) .L T .  X Y Z * 1 0 .0 E - 7 )  EPSX = 0 . 0  
I F  (DABS(EPSY) . L T .  X Y Z * 1 0 .0 E - 7 )  EPSY = 0 . 0  
I F  (DABS(EPSZ) . L T .  X Y Z » 1 0 .0 E - 7 )  EPSZ = 0 . 0  
I F  (DABS(GAMAXY) .L T .  X Y Z * 1 0 . 0 E - 7 )  GAMAXY = 0 . 0  
I F  (DABS(GAMAYZ) .L T .  X Y Z * 1 0 . 0 E - 7 )  GAMAYZ = 0 . 0  
I F  (DABS(GAMAXZ) . L T .  X Y Z * 1 0 . 0 E - 7 )  GAMAXZ = 0 . 0
c
C CALCULATE THE CURRËHT STRAIB IB THE DIRECTIOH OF REBARS
C
ALl = H I S T 0 ( L . 1 7 , J )
AMI = H I S T 0 ( L . 1 8 , J )
ABl = HIST0(L,19,J)
EPS STL = EPSX»AL1*AL1 + EPSY*AM1»AM1 + EPSZ*AH1»AH1 + GAMAXY»AL1*
1 AMI + GAMAYZ» AMI »AB1 + GAMAXZ»AH1*AM1 
I F  (DABS(EPSSTL) .L E .  l E - 7 )  EPSSTL =  0 . 0
C
C COMPARE THIS  WITH THE PREVIOUS STRAIB.
C
EPSOLD = H I S T O ( L . I O . J )
I F  (DABS(EPSSTL) .G E .  . 999»DABS(EPSOLD) ) THEH
C
C CHARGE THE STATE OF THE POIHT TO LOADIHG
C
I F  ( H I S T 0 ( L . 1 6 , J ) . E Q . 2 .  .O R . H I S T 0 ( L . 1 6 . J ) . E Q . 3 . ) H I S T 0 ( L . 1 6 . J  
1 ) = 1.0
I F  ( H I S T 0 ( L . 1 6 . J )  .E Q .  1 . )  THEH
C
C
C * LOADIHG *






c COHSIDER POSSIBILITY OF UDLDADIBG IB THE BEXT STEPS.










C COMPARE THE CURREBT STRAIB WITH THE YIELD STRAIB.
C
IF (DABS(EPSSTL) .LE. DABS(EPSYLD)) RETURB
C
C
C   POST-YIELD CALCULATIDBS_________
C
H I S T 0 ( L , 1 B , J )  = 2 .
C
C DETERMIHE SECAHT YOUBG’ S MODULUS CORRESPOBDIHG TO EPSST
C
C ALFA =  HARDEBIHG PARAMETER
C
ALFA = PROPER(G)
C A LF A = 0.01
E I H I T  = H I S T 0 ( L , 1 4 , J )
EPSULT = PR0PERC7)
SIGULT = SIGY LD »(1 .0 -A LFA) + ALFA»EIHIT»DABS(EPSULT)
C
C TOTAL AREA UBDER STRESS-STRAIB CURVE
C
AREA = 0.6*SIGYLD*DABS(EPSYLD) + (DABS(EPSULT)-DABS(EPSYLD
1 ) )* S IG Y L D  + (S IGULT-SIGYLD) «(DABS (EPSULT)-DABS (EPSYLD)
2 ) » 0 . S 0
C
C FIBD  THE STIFFHESS CORRESPOHDIBG TO THE UPDATED STRAIB
C
ES = (SIGYLD* ( 1 .  -ALFA) +ALFA*EIBIT«DABS (EPSSTL ) ) /DABS (
1 EPSSTL)
C
SUBARA = 0 . 5 * ( E I S T O ( L , 1 , J ) *DABS(EPSOLD)+ES*DABS(EPSSTL)) « (
1 DABS(EPSSTL)-DABS(EPSOLD))  -  0 . S*DABS(EPSSTL)«DABS(
2 EPSSTL)*ES + O .B»DA BS(EPSOLD )«D AB S(EPSO LD )»HISTO (L,1 ,J
3  )
IFLAG = 1
PERCHT = (SUBARA/AREA)«100 




TOLERE = 1 . 0
SIGCUR = H I S T O ( L ,1 . J )«DA B S(EPSST L)
I F  (SIGCUR.GT.SIGULT .AHD. I F L A G . E Q . l )  THEH
ARA = O.B«SIGYLD«DABS(EPSYLD) + (DABS(EPSOLD)-DABS(
1 EPSYLD) )»SIGYLD + (HISTO ( L . l . J )  «DABS (EPSOLD)-
2 SIGYLD) «(DABS(EPSOLD) -DABS (EPSYLD) ) « 0 . B + AREA*
3  T O L E R E /1 0 0 .0  -  0 . B*DABS(EPSOLD)«DABS(EPSOLD)«HISTO
4  ( L , 1 , J )
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c




LENGTH = DSQRT(SIGYLD*SIGYLD+EPSYLD*EPSYLD) 
ALTUDE = ARA/(LEBGTH*O.B)




HISTOCL.10.J) = EPSNEW 
HISTO(L,11.J) = EPSNEW 
EHDIF
IF (PERCNT.GT.TOLER .OR. IFLAG.EQ.O) THEN
C
C IN ORDER TO UPDATE THE CONSTITUTIVE LAW AT THE POINT
C SIHPLY DIVIDE THE PREVIOUSLY ROTATED CONSTITUTIVE
C MATRII STORED IN ARRAY 'CRACK' BY THE OLD 'E' AND




DO 100 K = 2, 37
CRACK(L.K.J) = CRACK(L,K.J)*RATID 
100 CONTINUE
C






















IF (DABS(EPSSTL) .LT. .999*DABS(EPSOLD)) THEN
C
C GET THE STRAIN IN PREVIOUS ITERATIONS.
C
PREEPS = HISTO(L.ll.J) 
VAR = EPSSTL*PREEPS 
IF (VAR .LT. 0.0) THEH 
HISTO(L.IO.J) = 0.0 
HISTO(L,11,J) = 0.0 
HISTO(L.IG.J) = 1.0 
CONVER = 999.0 
RETURN 
ENDIF
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IF  (D ABS(EPSSTL) .L T . .999*D A B S (P R E E P S )) THEH
C
C SET THE STATE OF THE POIHT TO UHLOADIHG
C
H IS T O (L ,1 6 , J )  = 2 .
C
C SAVE THE CURRENT STRAIB
C









IF  (DABS(EPSSTL) .G E . .999*D A B S (P R E E P S )) THEH 
H I S T 0 ( L ,1 6 , J )  = 3 .
C
C SAVE THE CURRENT STRAIN
C






C __________________    S I M
C
C IHCLUDE(PROCESS)
FUNCTIOD SIM U L (N .A ,E P S,N R C ,IO U T ) 
IM P L IC IT  R E A L * 8 (A -H .0 -Z )
C . . .SW ITCHES: REHUHB=100:1 0 , FORHAT=900:1 0  
C . . .SW ITCHES:
C
C SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM TH IS ROUTINE 
C
C NO SUBROUTINES OR FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM TH IS PROGRAM UNIT 
C
c*.
DIMENSION IR 0 W (4 O ) ,J C O L (4 O ) ,J D R D (4 O ),Y (4 0 ) ,A (N R C ,* )
C REAL*12  A ,A IJC K ,P IV O T ,E P S
C
c
C FUNCTION TO COMPUTE THE INVERSE OF THE N BY N
C MATRIX A.THE VALUE OF THE DETERMINANT I S  RET-
C URNED AS THE VALUE OF THE FUNCTION.SHOULD THE
C POTENTIAL PIVOT OF LARGEST MAGNITUDE BE SMALLER
C IN  MAGNITUDE THAN EPS,TH E MATRIX I S  CONSIDERED
C TO BE SINGULAR AND A TRUE ZERO I S  RETURNED AS
C THE VALUE OF THE FUNCTION.
C
C
C ........... N = NO. OF ROWS IN  MATRIX A
C
MAX = N
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DO 1 0 0  M = 1 ,  40  
IROW(H) = 0 
JCOL(M ) = 0 
JO RD (H ) = 0 
Y (H ) = 0 . 0  
1 0 0  COHTIHUE
C
C ELIMIDATE ABY SMALL ELEMEHT WHICH CAB CAUSE
C OVERFLOW PROBLEM DURIHG MATRIX IBVERSIOH.
C
C ...................  SEARCH FOR THE LARGEST ELEMENT
C
BIG  = 0 . 0  
DO 1 2 0  I  = 1 ,  H
DO 1 1 0  J  =  1 ,  H
BIG = D H A X 1 (D A B S (A (I,J)),B X G )
1 1 0  COHTIBUE
1 2 0  COHTIBUE
C
VERYSH = B I G * 1 0 .* * ( - 1 0 )
DO 1 4 0  I  = 1 ,  H
DO 1 3 0  J  =  1 ,  N
I F  ( D A B S ( A ( I ,J ) )  .L E . VERYSH) A ( I , J )  = 0 . 0  
1 3 0  COHTIBUE
1 4 0  COHTIBUE
C
C . . .  IS  H LARGER THAB 4 0
C
I F  (H .L E . 4 0 )  GO TO 1 6 0  
WRITE ( • ,  9 0 0 )  n 
SIHUL = 0 . 0  
RETURN
C
C BEGIN ELIHIH A TIÜB PROCEDURE
C
1 5 0  COHTIBUE 
DETER = 1 .
DO 2 7 0  K = 1 ,  H 
KHl = K - 1
C
C SEARCH FOR THE PIVOT ELEMEHT
C
PIVOT = 0 . 0  
DO 2 1 0  I  = 1 ,  H
DO 2 0 0  J  = 1» H
C
C SCAB IROW ABD JCOL ARRAYS FOR INVALID PIVOT SUBSCRIPTS
C
IF  (K .E Q . 1 )  GO TO 1 8 0  
DO 1 7 0  ISCAH = 1 ,  KMl
DO 1 6 0  JSCAH = 1 ,  KMl
I F  ( I  .E Q . IR Q W (ISCA H )) GO TO 1 9 0  
I F  ( J  .E Q . JC D L (JS C A B )) GO TO 1 9 0  
1 6 0  COHTIBUE
1 7 0  COHTIBUE
1 8 0  COHTIBUE
I F  (D A B S (A C I.J ) )  .L E . D A B S(PIV O T)) GO TO 1 9 0  
PIVOT = A ( I > J )
IROW(K) =  I  
JCO L(K ) = J  
1 9 0  COHTIBUE
2 0 0  COHTIBUE
2 1 0  COHTIBUE
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c  IHSURE THAT SELECTED PIVOT I S  LARGER TEAR EPS
C
I F  (D A BS(PIV D T) .G T. EP S ) GO TO 2 2 0
SIHUL = 0 . 0
RETURB
C
C UPDATE THE DETERHIHAHT VALUE
C
2 2 0  COHTIBUE
IROWK = IRO V(K )
JCOLK = JC O L (K )
DETER = DETER*PIVOT
C
C HORMALIZE PIVOT ROW ELEMEBTS
C
DO 2 3 0  J  = 1 ,  MAI
A (IR O W K .J) = A (IR O W K ,J)/P IV O T  
2 3 0  COHTIBUE
C
C CARRY OUT ELIHIHATIOH AHD DEVELOPE IHVERSE
C
ACIROWK,JCOLK) = 1 . /P IV O T  
DO 2 6 0  I  = 1 ,  H
A IJC K  = A (I,JC O L K )
I F  ( I  .E Q . IROWK) GO TO 2 5 0  
A (I ,JC O L K ) = -A IJC K /P IV O T  
DO 2 4 0  J  = 1 ,  MAI
I F  ( J  .H E. JCOLK) A ( I , J )  = A ( I , J )  -  A IJCK «A (IRO W K ,J) 
2 4 0  COHTIHUE
2 6 0  COHTIBUE
2 6 0  COHTIBUE 
2 7 0  COHTIHUE
C
C ORDER SOLUTIOH VALUES ( I F  AHY) ABD CREATE JORD ARRAY
C
DO 2 8 0  I  =  1 ,  H
IROWI = IR O W (I)
JC O L I = J C O L (I )
JO RD (IRO W I) = JCOLI 
2 8 0  COHTIHUE
C
C ADJUST SIGH OF DETERHIHAHT
C
IHTCH =  0  
HHl =  H -  1 
DO 3 1 0  1 = 1 ,  HMl 
I P l  = I  + 1 
DO 3 0 0  J  = I P l ,  H
I F  (J O R D (J )  .G E. J O R D (D )  GO TO 2 9 0  
JTEMP = JO R D (J)
J O R D (J )  = JORDCI)
J O R D (I)  = JTEMP 
IHTCH = IHTCH + 1 
2 9 0  COHTIHUE
3 0 0  COHTIHUE 
3 1 0  COHTIHUE
I F  (IH T C H /2 * 2  .H E . IHTCH) DETER = -DETER
C
C I F  IH D IC  I S  NEGATIVE OR ZERO, UNSCRAMBLE THE IHVERSE
C ____  F IR S T  BY ROWS
C
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3 2 0  COHTIHUE
DO 3 5 0  J  = 1 ,  H
DO 3 3 0  I  = 1 .  D
IROWI = IR O W (I)
JC O L I = JC O L (I)  
Y (JC O L I) = A (IR O W I,J) 
3 3 0  COHTIHUE
DO 3 4 0  I  = 1 ,  H 
A ( I . J )  = Y ( I )
3 4 0  COHTIHUE
3 5 0  COHTIHUE
C
C   THEH BY COLUMHS
C
DO 3 8 0  I  = 1 ,  H
DO 3 6 0  J  = 1 .  H
IROWJ = IROV(J)
JCOLJ = jcO L (J)
Y(IROWJ) = A(I.JCOLJ)
3 6 0  COHTIHUE
DO 3 7 0  J = 1 ,  H 
A C I.J) = YCJ)
3 7 0  COHTIHUE
3 8 0  COHTIHUE
C
C RETURH FOR IHDIC HEGATIVE OR ZERO
C
SIHUL = DETER 
RETURH
C
C FORMAT FDR OUTPUT STATEHEHT
C
9 0 0  F0RM A T(/,1X / ERROR IH SUBROUTIHE S IM U L \/ ,5 X , 'H = \I3 ,  
1 IX, 'WHICH EXCEEDS ITS MAX. VALUE OF 40 0
EHD
C
C ========================== S D L V E 1 =====================
C
C INCLUDE (PROCESS)
SUBROUTIHE SO LV El( A. C, B , JD IA G , BEQ, AFAC, BACK)
C
C I
C l  P R O G R A M :
C I
C I  PROGRAM '  SOLVEl » IS  USED TO SOLVE A SER IES OF BAHDED
C I  HOHSYMETRIC LINEAR EQUATIONS USING THE GAUSS ELIHIHATlOH/BACK
C I  SUBSTITUTION WITH HO COLUMN PIV O TIN G .
C I
C I  STORAGE: COEFICIANT MATRIX SHOULD BE STORED IH TWO ONE
C I  DIMENSIONAL ARRAYS USING THE SKYLINE OR THE
C I  PROFILE METHOD
C l  A( K ) = UPPER TRIANGULAR MATRIX
C l  C ( K ) = LOWER TRIANGULAR MATRIC
C l  B ( K ) = RIGHT HAND S ID E  VECTOR OH CALL




IM P L IC IT  REAL*8 ( A - H ,0 -2 )
C . . .SW ITCH ES: REN U H B=100:10,FO RH A T=900:10 
C . . .SW ITCHES:
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c





DIMENSION A( 1 ) , C (  1 ) , B (  1 ) ,J D IA G (  1 )
C
C FACTOR A TO UT*D*U, REDUCE B TO Y
C
J R  = 0
DO 1 4 0  J  = 1 ,  NEQ 
JD  = JD IA G C J)
JH  = JD -  JR  
I F  (JH  .L E . 1 )  GO TO 130  
IS  = J  + 1 -  JH 
I E  = J  -  1
I F  (.N O T .A FA C ) GO TO 1 2 0  
K = JR  + 1 
ID  = 0
C
C REDUCE ALL EQUATIONS EXCEPT DIAGNAL
C
DO 1 1 0  I  = I S .  IE  
IR  = ID 
ID  = JD IA G (I)
IE  = H I H O ( I D - I R - l . I - I S )
I F  ( I B  .E Q . 0 )  GO TO 100
A (K ) =  A (K ) -  D O T P R O (A (K -IH ) ,C (ID -IH ) ,IH )
C (K ) = C (K ) -  D O T P R O (C (K -IH ) ,A (ID -IH ) .IH )
1 0 0  CONTINUE
I F  (A ( ID )  .N E . 0 . 0 )  C (K ) = C (K ) /A ( ID )
K = K + 1 
1 1 0  CONTINUE
C
C REDUCE THE DIAGNAL TERM
C
A (JD ) = A (JD ) -  D 0 T P R 0 (A (J R + 1 ) ,C (J R + 1 ) .J H -1 )
C
C FORWARD REDUCE THE RIGHT HAND SIDE
C
1 2 0  CONTINUE
I F  (BACK) B ( J )  = B ( J )  -  D D T P R 0 (C (J R + 1 ) ,B ( IS ) ,J H -1 )  
1 3 0  CONTINUE
J R  = JD 
1 4 0  CONTINUE




J  =  NEQ
JD  = JD IA G C J)
1 5 0  CONTINUE
I F  (A (J D )  .H E . 0 . 0 )  B ( J )  = B ( J ) /A ( J D )
D = B ( J )
J  = J  -  1
I F  ( J  .L E , 0 )  RETURH 
J R  = JD IA G C J)
I F  (JD  -  JR  .L E . 1 )  GO TO 1 7 0
I S  = J  -  JD  + JR  + 2
K = JR  -  I S  + 1
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DD 1 6 0  I  = I S ,  J
B ( I )  = B C D  -  A (I+ K )* D  
1 6 0  COHTIHUE 
1 7 0  COHTIHUE 
JD  = JR  
GO TO 1 5 0  
EHD
C
C ========================== S O L V E S  ========
C
C IHCLUDE (PROCESS)
SUBROUTIHE SOLVES (A , R , JD IA G . HEQU, KKK, lOUT)
C
C I
C I  TH IS  PROGRAM IS  USED TO SOLVE F IB IT E  ELEMEHT STATIC E Q U IL IB .
C I  EQUATIOHS IH  CORE, USIHG COMPACTED STORAGE AHD CQLUHH REDUCTOH
C I  SCHEME
C I
C = == = == = == = == = == = == = = == = == = == = == = == = == = == = == = == = == = == = == = = == = == = ==
c
IM PL IC IT  R E A L *8(A -H ,Q -Z )
C . . .SW ITCHES: REH U M B-100:10,FO RM A T=900:10  
C . . .SW ITCHES:
c
C SUBROUTIHES ADD FUHCTIOHS CALLED FROM TH IS ROUTIHE 
C
C DO SUBROUTIHES OR FUHCTIOHS CALLED FROM THIS PROGRAM UHIT 
C
DIHEHSIOH AC 1 ) ,  JD IA G ( 1 ) ,  R ( 1 )
C
C PERFORM L *D *L FACTORIZATIOD OF THE STIFFH ESS MATRIX
C
I F  (KKK .L T . 2 )  THEH 
DO 1 4 0  N =  1 .  HEQU 
KH = JD IA G (D )
KL =  KH + 1 
KU =  JD IA G (E + 1 ) -  1 
KH =  KU -  KL 
I F  (KH .G T . 0 )  THEH 
K = H -  KH 
IC  =  0 
KLT = KU 
DO 1 1 0  J  = 1 ,  KH 
IC  = IC  + 1 
KLT -  KLT -  1 
K I = JD IA G (K )
HD = JD IA G C K +l) -  KI -  1 
I F  (DD .G T . 0 )  THEH 
RK = M IB O (IC ,B D )
C = 0 .
DO 1 0 0  L = 1 ,  KK
C = C + A (K I+ L )*A (K L T + L ) 
1 0 0  COHTIHUE
A(KLT) = ACKLT) -  C 
EHDIF 
K =  K +  1 
1 1 0  CODTIHUE
ELSE I F  (KH .L T . 0 )  THEH 
GO TO 1 3 0




K = N 
B = 0 .
C*V DIR: IGNORE RECRDEPS
DO 1 2 0  KK = K L, KU 
K =  K -  1 
K l = JD IA G (K )
C =  A (K K )/A (K I)
B =  B + C*A (KK )
A(KK) = C 
120  CONTINUE
A(KH) =  A(KN) -  B 
1 3 0  CONTINUE
I F  (DABS(ACKN)) .L E . l . E - 9 )  THEN 






C REDUCE THE RIGHT-HAND-SIDE LOAD VECTOR
C
ELSE
DO 1 6 0  H = 1 ,  NEQU
KL = JDIAGCN) + 1 
KU = JD IA G (N + 1) -  1 
I F  (KU -  KL .G E . 0 )  THEN 
K = N 
0 = 0 .
DO ISO  KK = KL, RU 
K = K -  1 
C = C + A (K K )*R (K )
1 5 0  CONTINUE
R (N ) = R (N ) -  C 
EHDIF 




DO 1 7 0  H = 1 ,  HEQU 
K = JD IA G (H )
R (N ) = R (N )/A (K )
1 7 0  CONTINUE
C
I F  (HEQU .E Q . 1 )  RETURH
N = HEQU
DO 1 9 0  L = 2 ,  HEQU 
KL = JDIAGCN) + 1 
KU = JD IA G C N + l) -  1 
I F  (KU -  KL .G E . 0 )  THEN 
K = B
C#V DIR: IGNORE RECRDEPS
DO 1 8 0  KK = KL, KU 
K = K -  1
R (K ) = R (K ) -  A (K K )*R (H )
1 8 0  CONTINUE
ENDIF 
H = H -  1 
1 9 0  CONTINUE 
ENDIF 
RETURH
9 0 0  F0R M A T (//1X ,»ST O P  -  STIFFN ESS MATRIX NOT PO SITIV E D EFIN IT E V /
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1 IX , > H O H PO Sm V E PIVOT FOR EQUATION \ I 4 / / 1 X , 'P I V O T  = ' .E 2 0 . 1 2 )  
END
C




IM P L IC IT  R E A L *S (A -H ,0 -Z )
C.V .SW ITCH ES; R EH U K B=100:10,FO RH A T=900:1 0  
C . . .SW ITCHES:
C
C SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM TH IS ROUTINE 
C
C HO SUBROUTIHES OR FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM THIS PROGRAM UNIT 
C
REAL* 8  A,B,DOTPRO,TEMP 
DIMENSION A( 1 ) , BC 1 )
TEMP = 0 . 0  
DO 1 0 0  I  = 1 ,  H







c  ============================ C R O S S  ===================
C
SUBROUTINE C R O S S (V I,V 2 ,V 3)
IM P L IC IT  REAL*8 (A -H ,0 -Z )
C . . .SW ITCHES; RENUM B=100:10.FORM AT=900:10  
C . . .SW ITCHES:
c
C SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM TH IS ROUTINE 
C
C NO SUBROUTINES OR FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM TH IS PROGRAM UNIT 
C
C************************** ************************ *,*
DIMENSION V 1 (3 ) ,V 2 C 3 ) ,V 3 (3 )
V 3 ( l )  =  V 1 (2 )* V 2 (3 )  -  V 1 (3 )* V 2 (2 )
V 3 (2 )  = V 1 (3 )* V 2 (1 )  -  V 1 (1 )* V 2 (3 )




c  ============================ u N I  T V ===================
C
SUBROUTINE UNITVCVI,N)
IM P L IC IT  REAL*B ( A -H ,0 -Z )
C . . .SW ITCHES: RENUM B=100:10,FORM AT=900:10  
C . . .SW ITCHES:
C***********************************************************
C
C SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM TH IS  ROUTINE 
C
C NO SUBROUTINES OR FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM THIS PROGRAM UNIT 
C
c*********************************************************** 
DIMENSION V l ( l )
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c
SQSUK = O.DO 
DO 1 0 0  K l = 1 .  B
SQSUM = SqSUM + V 1 (K 1 )* * 2  
1 0 0  CONTINUE
VNDRM = DSqRT(sqSUM )
C
I F  (VBORH .H E . O.ODO) THEN 
DO 1 1 0  K l = 1» N
V I ( K l )  = V 1(K1)/VH 0RH  






C ============================ U N I T S
C
SUBROUTINE U N IT V S(V 1,N )
IM P L IC IT  REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z)




C SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTINE 
C
C NO SUBROUTINES OR FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM THIS PROGRAM UNIT 
C




SqSUM = O.DO 
DO 100 KI = 1 ,  N
sqsuH = sqsuH + vi(ki) * * 2
10 0  CONTINUE
VNDRH = DSQRT(SqSUM)
C
I F  (VNORM .NE. O.ODO) THEH 
DO 1 1 0  KI = 1 ,  N














C l  P R O G R A M :
C I
C I DIRCOS EVALUATES THE DIRECTION COSINES OF THE Y.PRIME ABD
C I  THE X.PRIHE AXES GIVEN THE Z_PRIME DIRECTION.
C I 
C I
C l  A R G U M E N T  L I S T
C I
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c  I  VI =  v e c t o r  c o n t a i n i n g  t h e  d i r e c t i o n  c o s i n e s  o f  t h e  x - p r i m e
C I  V2 =  v e c t o r  c o n t a i n i n g  t h e  d i r e c t i o n  c o s i n e s  o f  t h e  y - p r im e




IM P L IC IT  REAL*8 ( A -H ,0 -Z )
C . . .SW ITCHES: REH U M B=100:10,FD RM AT=900:1 0  
C . . .SW ITCHES:
C
C SUBROUTIHES AHD FUHCTIOHS CALLED FROM TH IS ROUTIHE 
C
C HO SUBROUTIHES OR FUHCTIOHS CALLED FROM TH IS PROGRAM UHIT 
C
DIHEHSIOH V l(  3 ) ,V 2 (  3  ) ,V 3 (  3  )
C
C
C  THIRD UHIT VECTOR I S  USER S PE C IF IE D  THE OTHER TWO ARE EVALUATED
C AS DISCRIBED BY CDHMEHT LIH ES
c
T I  = V 3 ( l )
TY = V 3 (2 )
TZ =  V 3<3)
C
C  THE F IR ST  VECTOR IS  CHOSEH TO BE (V3 X K)
C
CHORH = DSQRT(TX**2+TY**2)
I F  (DABS(CHORH) .L T . 1 .  O D -8) THEH 
V l ( l )  = 1 .
V l ( 2 )  =  0 .
V l ( 3 )  = 0 .
ELSE
V I ( 1 )  =  TY/CHORH 
V I ( 2 )  = -TX/CHDRH
V l ( 3 )  = 0 .
EHDIF
C
C  THE SECQHD VECTOR I S  DEFIHED AS (V 3 X V I)
C
VX = T Y *V 1(3) -  T Z * V 1 (2 )
VY =  ( -T X * V 1 (3 ))  + T Z » V 1 (1 )
VZ = T X »V 1(2 ) -  T Y *V 1(1)
CHORH = D SqRT(VX »»2+VY »»2+VZ«*2)
V 2 ( l )  = VX/CHORM 
V 2 (2 )  = VY/CHORH 




0 = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
c
C IHCLUDE(PROCESS)
SUBROUTINE 0U T 28(I0U T )
IH P L IC IT  R E A L » 8 (A -H ,0 -Z )
C . . . SWITCHES : R EH U H B =100:10,F0R M A T=900:1 0  
C . . . SWITCHES :
c
C SUBROUTINES AHD FUHCTIOHS CALLED FROM TH IS ROUTIHE 
C
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c  ELIDFO ELIBTH LYIHFD ISH3DG ISHSHL




CHARACTER*8 0  ID l 
REAL* 4  T H IC K ,SHELLZ 
REAL*8 L T H IC K .B .B X I.B E T A .H S I 
IBTEGER ELBUH.ELHUBB 
COHM OB/OUTPTl/IOFLAG.IFCAED
C O H M O H /B L O C K B /H IS T O (27 ,70 ,1B ),C R A C K (27 ,2E O ,1B ),IH IS T Y ,IH IS T 1  
$  ,I H IS T 2
COHHDB/SHLDIR/VECT ( 3 , 3 , 9  )
C 0H H 0H /A BC/TEBSTF(27, 8 0 ,  IB )  . ITH SPG , IT B S G l, ITHSG2 
COHMDB/LPROP/PROPER(2B ,1 B )
C O M H D B /IB P U T l/H IP ÏI .B IP E T A . B I P S I , B I P , IBTCOD 
COMMOB/IHPUTF/HATYPEdO)
COHHOB/LAYERB/LTHICKO) ,Z S ( 9 )  , DCS( 3 , 3 )  , BLAYRS,HATRL.LYBUM 
C 0M M 0B /IS H A P 1/B (20,2 7 )  , B I I ( 2 0 ,2 7 )  ,B E T A (2 0 ,2 7 )  ,B S I ( 2 0 ,2 7 )  ,8 1 ( 2 7 )  
C 0H B 0B /IS H A P 2/W (27)
C0HH0B/IBPÜT8/BBDDES, HELEH, BBDF, BLIBC ,H B IT , IF L A G l, IFLAG2, ID IH  
$  , BIBODE, BCOLOR,BFREE
C O M H O B /IB C R ll/FR A C TdO ) ,B L I B C ld O )  ,LDCODT,IBCPTR 
C0M M 0B/M ATER1/DEP(6,6)
C 0H H D B /0U T P T 2/I0E L (B 000) .lOBO D(lOO O O)
COHMOB/COBTRl /IBCREH, B IT  
CO«HO B/IBPU T2/H O P(20,BO O O)
COHHOB/IBPUTE/ISPBdO OO O )
C0KM0B/SKTR2/SHELLZ ( 3 ,1 0 0 0 0 )
C 0K H 0H /IB PU T9/T H IC K (9) ,IFLA G  
COHKOB/ICKPIF/ICKFGO, ICKBTR 
DIHEBSIDB P D I R ( 3 ,3 ) ,V 3 ( 3 )
C
C OUTPUT MATERIAL IHFORHATIQD AT SAMPLE POIBT OF EACH COBCRETE
C /S T E E L  SAMPLE POIHT. IT  IS  SET UP TO POST PROCESS CRACK IHFO
C FOR GRAPHICS PROCESSIHG OH CAEDS.
C
ICRK = 4 0  
IL IH E  = 1 
ICKHTR = 1 0  
ICK 2 = 72  
IHTGFG = 0
I F  (B T E S T (I0F L A G ,1 ) .AHD. B T E S T (I0 F L A G ,2 ))  IHTGFG = 1
C
WRITE (IC R K , 1 3 3 0 )  IHCREH
WRITE (IC R K , 1 3 4 0 )  HIT
REWIHD IH IST Y
REWIHD ITBSPG
REWIHD IT B S G l
REWIHD I H I S T l
I F  (ICKFGO .E Q . 1 )  THEH
I F  (M 0D (IH CREH ,10) .E Q . 0 )  THEH
I D l  = ■CRACK,.ORIEHTATIOH’
WRITE (IC K 2 , > (A 6 )> )  ■ - 1  ■
WRITE (IC K 2 , ’ ( A 6 ) ')  ■ 8 0 0 ’
WRITE (IC K 2 , 1 4 3 0 )  IHCREH
WRITE (IC K 2 , 1 4 4 0 )  I D l
WRITE (IC K 2 , > ( A 6 ) ')  > - 1  ■
WRITE (IC K 2 , ' ( A 6 ) ■) ■ - 1  ■
WRITE (IC K 2 , ’ ( A 6 )> )  ' 8 0 1  ■
WRITE < * , • ) ■ICKHTR’ , ICKHTR IHCREH
EHDIF
EHDIF
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DO 260 ELBUM = 1, BELEM
CALL ELIBFD (ELBUM, ITYPE, BBEL, IFLAG, ISTART, LIBES)
CALL ELIBTM (ELBUM, IDEBT, IBTCOD, BIPXI, BIPETA, BIPSI,
1 MATBUH, THICK)
DO 230 LYBUM = 1, BLAYRS
Dll = 0.0 
D12 = 0.0 
DIS = 0.0 







CALL LYIBFO (LYBUH, LTHICK, ZS, HATRL, DCS, BBEL, ELBUM, 
I BIPXI, BIPETA, BIPSI)
IF (MATYPE(HATBUM) .BE. 4) GO TO 240 
BIP = BIPXI«BIPETA*BIPSI 
HRITE(*,»)’*»»»»»»**»PROCESSIBG COBCRETE OUTPUT»**»»*»»**>
MM = (ELBUM-1)»27 + 1
READ (IHISTY) ELBUMB, LYBUMB, BGAUS, ( (CRACK(L,K,LYBUM) ,K
1 = 1,260), L = 1, HIP)
IF (ELBUMB. BE. ELBUM .OR. LYBUMB. BE. LYBUM .OR. BGAUS.HE.BIP
1 ) THEH
WRITE ( » ,  » )  ’ERROR IB  READIHG IH IST Y  IB  0U T 28’
WRITE ( » ,  * )  ’ELBUM’ , ELBUM, ’ELBUMB’ , ELBUMB, ’ LYBUM’
1 , LYBUH, ’LYBUMB’ ,  LYBUMB, ’ BGAUS’ , BGAUS, ’ B I P ’ ,
2 B IP  
STOP
EBDIF
READ (ITH SPG ) ELBUMB, LYBUMB, BGAUS, HATRL, ( (T E B S T F (L ,K ,
1 LYBUM),K = 1 , 8 0 ) ,  L = 1 ,  H I P ) ,  ((H IST O (L ,K ,LY B U M ) ,K =
2 1 , 7 0 ) ,  L = 1 ,  D I P ) ,  (PROPER(KM ,MATRL), KM = 1 ,  2 6 )
I F  (ELBUMB.BE.ELBUM .O R . LYBUMB.BE.LYBUM .O R. BG AU S.BE.H IP 
1 ) THEH
WRITE ( » ,  » )  ’ ERROR IB  READIBG ITHSPG IB  0U T28’
WRITE ( » ,  * )  ’ELBUM’ , ELBUM, ’ ELBUMB’ , ELBUMB, ’ LYBUM’
1 , LYBUH, ’LYBUMB’ , LYBUMB, ’BGAUS’ , BGAUS, ’ B I P ’ ,









I F  (ITY PE .L E . 0 )  GO TO 2 4 0  
I F  ( IT Y P E .B E .0 .O R . ID E B T .H E .0 )  THEH 
I F  (IT Y P E  .G T . 3 0 0 )  THEH 
I F  (IFLA G  .E Q . 0 )  THEH 
BOB = 3*BBEL
CALL ISH3DG (IT Y P E , BBEL, TERROR)
ELSE I F  (IFLA G  .E Q . 4 )  THEH 
b o b  = 6»BBEL
CALL ISHSHL ( IT Y P E , BBEL, TERROR)
EBDIF
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ELSE I F  (ITY PE .G T . 2 0 0 )  THEH 
SOB = 2*BBEL
CALL ISH2DG (IT Y P E , BBEL. TERROR)






I F  (ICKFGO .E Q . 1 )  THEB
I F  (HGDdHCREH,ICKHTR) .E Q . 0 )  THEH 
I F  (IFLAG .E Q . 4 )  THEB 
DO 100  K I = 1 ,  BHEL 
KP = BOP( K I , ELBUM)
ICODE = IA H D (IS P B (K P ) ,4 )
C
C -------  I F  SHELL ROTATIOBS ARE ASSEMBLED IB  THE LOCAL SHELL COORDIHATE
C SYSTEM THEH RETREIVE THE LOCAL Z -A X IS  FROM STORAGE. ELSE
C EVALUATE THE NORMAL TO THE SHELL MID PLAHE BY A CALL TO THE
C SHBORM ROUTINE.
C
I F  (ICODE .G T . 0 )  THEH
CALL SHBORM (ELBUM, K I ,  BBEL, ITY PE,
1 V E C T (1 ,1 ,K 1 ) ,V E C T (1 ,2 ,K 1 ) ,V E C T (1 ,3
2 , K D )
ELSE
V E C T (1 ,3 ,K 1 )  = D B L E (S H E L L Z (1 ,K P )) 
V E C T (2 ,3 ,K 1 )  = D B L E (S H E L L Z (2 ,K P )) 
V E C T (3 ,3 ,K 1 )  = D B L E (S H E L L Z (3 ,K P ))
CALL DIRVEC (V E C T d  , 1 ,K 1 ) , V E C T d .2  ,K 1) 
1 .V E C T d ,3 , K I ) )
EHDIF





I F  (lO EL(ELH UH ) .H E . 1 )  GO TO 2 4 0  
I F  (PROPER( 2 S.MATRL) .E Q . 2 )  GO TO 2 2 0  
WRITE (IC R K , 1 0 0 0 )  ELHUN
C
I F  (PR0PER(2S,M A TRL) .E Q . 0 )  WRITE (IC R K , 1 0 1 0 )  LYBUM 
I F  (PR0PER(2S,M A TRL) .E Q . 1 )  WRITE (IC R K , 1 0 2 0 )  LYBUH
C
H IP  = H IPX I»H IPE T A *H IP S I 
DO 2 1 0  L = 1 ,  HIP
I F  (IHTGFG .EQ . 0 )  GO TO 180  
WRITE (IC R K , 1 3 2 0 )  L
C
I F  ( PROPER(2B,HATRL) .E Q . 0 )  THEH
C
C . . .  STEEL LAYER OUTPUT THE RELEVENT S T R E S S /S T R A IH (P R IB . ) ,  STIFFNESS 
C AHD OTHER STATE VARIABLES 
C
I F  (L  .H E . B) GO TO 2 0 0
WRITE (IC R K , 9 0 0 )  H IST O (L ,IB ,L Y B U M )
WRITE (IC R K , 9 1 0 )  H IS T O (L ,1 6 , LYBUM)
WRITE (IC R K , 9 2 0 )  H IS T O (L ,l.L Y B U M )
WRITE (IC R K , 9 3 0 )  E IS T O (L ,1 1 , LYBUM)
SIG STL = H IS T O (L ,l,L Y B U M )-H IS T O (L ,1 1 , LYBUM)
WRITE (IC R K , 9 4 0 )  SIGSTL
WRITE (IC R K , 9 B 0 ) H IS T O (L ,1 4 , LYBUM)
WRITE (IC R K , 9 6 0 )  H IS T O (L ,1 2 , LYBUM)
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c
WRITE (IC R K , 9 7 0 )  H IS T 0(L ,13 ,L Y K U H )
IF  (H IST D (I.,16 ,L Y H U M ) .E q .2  .O R . H IS T 0 (L ,i6 ,L Y H U K ) 
1 .E Q .3 )  WRITE (IC R K , 9 8 0 )  HISTO (L , 1 0 ,LYBUM)
DO IK  =  1 ,  3
WRITE (IC R K , 9 9 0 )  ( D C S ( IK ,J K ) ,  JK  = 1 ,  3 )
EHD DO
ELSE I F  (PRDPER(2B,M ATRL) .E Q . 1 )  THEH
IF  ( L .H E . l  .AHD. L .B E .2  .AHD. L .H E .3  .AHD. L .H E .4  
1 ) GO TO 2 0 0
WRITE (IC R K , 1 0 3 0 )
WRITE (IC R K , 9 0 0 )  E IS T O ( L ,2 9 , LYBUM)
WRITE (IC R K , 9 1 0 )  H IST 0(L ,3O ,L Y H U H )
WRITE (IC R K , 9 2 0 )  H IS T O (L ,2 0 , LYBUM)
WRITE (IC R K , 1 0 4 0 )  H IS T O (L ,2 1 , LYBUM)
WRITE (IC R K , 1 0 5 0 )  H IST 0(L ,2B ,LY H U M )
WRITE (IC R K , 1 0 6 0 )  H ISTO (L ,S4,LY H U M )
WRITE (IC R K , 1 0 7 0 )  H IS T O (L ,2 2 , LYBUM)
WRITE (IC R K , 1 0 7 0 )  H IS T 0(L ,23 ,L Y H U M )
WRITE (IC R K , 1 0 7 0 )  H IS T 0(L ,24 ,L Y H U M )
I F  (H IS T O (L ,6 1 , LYBUM) .G E . PR0PER(6,M A TR L)) WRITE
1 (IC R K , • )
2 '  UHIAXIAL STREBGTH EXCEEDED F T ' ,
3 PR0PER(6,M ATRL)
WRITE (IC R K , 1 0 8 0 )  HISTO ( L , 6 1 , LYBUM)
WRITE (IC R K , 1 0 8 0 )  H IS T O (L ,6 2 , LYBUM)
WRITE (IC R K , 1 0 8 0 )  H IS T O (L ,6 3 , LYBUM)
I F  (H IS T O (L ,3 0 , LY BU M ).EQ.2 .O R . H IS T O (L ,3 0 , LYBUH) 
1 .E Q .3 )  THEB
WRITE (IC R K , 1 1 2 0 )  H IS T D (L ,3 1 , LYBUM)
WRITE (IC R K , 1 1 2 0 )  H IS T D (L ,3 2 , LYBUM)
WRITE (IC R K , 1 1 2 0 )  H IS T O (L ,3 3 , LYBUH)
EHDIF
I F  (H IS T D (L ,2 9 , LYBUH) .E Q .2  .O R . H IS T D (L ,2 9 , LYBUM) 
1 .E Q .3 )  THEH
WRITE (IC R K , 1 1 1 0 )  H IS T O (L ,3 4 , LYBUM)
WRITE (IC R K , 1 1 1 0 )  H IST 0(L ,3B ,L Y B U H )
WRITE (IC R K , 1 1 1 0 )  H IS T O (L ,3 6 , LYBUM)
I F  (PRÜ PER(23,H A TRL) .E Q . 1 )  THEB
WRITE (IC R K , 1 3 7 0 )  H ISTO(L,B7,LY BUM )
WRITE (IC R K , 1 3 8 0 )  H ISTO(L,B9,LY BUM )
EBDIF
EBDIF
DD KK = 1 0 ,  1 8 ,  3
WRITE (IC R K , 9 9 0 )  H ISTO (L ,K K ,LY BU M ), E IS T O (L , 
1 KK+1,LY BU H), EISTO(L,KK+2,LYBUM )
EBD DO
I F  (CRA CK(L,l,LY BU M ) .G E . 1 . 0 )  THEH
WRITE (IC R K , 1 0 9 0 )  H IS T O (L ,4 1 , LYBUM)
WRITE (IC R K , 1 0 9 0 )  H IS T O (L ,4 2 , LYBUM)
WRITE (IC R K , 1 0 9 0 )  H IS T D (L ,4 3 , LYBUM)
I F  (H IS T O (L ,3 0 , LY BU M ).EQ .2 .O R . H IS T O (L ,3 0 ,
1 L Y B U M ).E Q .3) THEH
WRITE (IC R K , 1 1 0 0 )  E IS T O (L ,3 8 , LYBUM)
WRITE (IC R K , 1 1 0 0 )  E IS T O (L ,3 9 , LYBUM)
WRITE (IC R K , 1 1 0 0 )  H IS T O (L .4 0 , LYBUM)
EBDIF
W R IT E (IC R K ,1130 ) (EISTO (L,K K ,LYBUM ) ,K K = 4 4 ,4 6 ) 
EHDIF
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I F  (CRA CK(L,1,LY SU H ) .G T . 0 . 0 )  THEH 
HCRACK = IBT(CRACK(L,1,LYITOH)>
WRITE (IC R K , 1 3 5 0 )  HCRACK 
DO 1 4 0  ICRACK = 1 ,  HCRACK
WRITE (IC R K , 1 1 4 0 )  ICRACK
WRITE (IC R K , 1 1 5 0 )  C RA CK (L ,117+ICRA CK ,
1 LYHUB)
WRITE (IC R K ,1 1 6 0 )  CRACK ( L , 37+ICRACK , LYHUB) 
WRITE (IC R K ,1 1 7 0 )  CRACK ( L , 57+ICRACK , LYHUB) 
WRITE (IC R K , 1 1 8 0 )  CRACK ( L , 67+ICRA CK , LYHUB) 
WRITE (IC R K ,1 1 8 0 )  CRACK ( L , 77+ICRA CK , LYHUB) 
W RITE(ICRK ,1190)C RA CK (L,87+ICRA CK ,LY H U B) 
WRITE ( ICRK, 1 2 0 0 )  CRACK ( L , 97+ICRACK , LYHUB) 
WRITE (IC R K , 1 2 0 0 )  CRA CK (L ,107+ICRA CK ,
1 LYHUB)
WRITE (IC R K . 1 2 1 0 )  C RA CK (L ,127+ICRA CK ,
1 LYHUB)
ICK = 9*(IC R A C K -1) + 1 
DO KKK = IC K , ICK + 8 ,  3
WRITE (IC R K , 1 2 2 0 )  CRA CK(L,137+K K K,
1 LYHUB), CRA CK(L,138+K K K,LYH U B),
2 CRACK(L, 139+KKK.LYHUB)
EHD DO
I F  (CRACK(L,117+ICRACK,LYHUB) .E Q .2 .0  .OR.
1 CRACK(L, 1 1 7 + ICRACK, LYHUB) . EQ . 3  . 0 )
2 WRITE (IC R K , 1 2 3 0 )  CRA CK (L,47+ICRA CK ,
3 LYHUB)
1 4 0  COHTIHUE
DO 1 7 0  IS P  = 1 ,  3
I F  (T E H S T r(L ,IS P ,L Y H U B ) .E Q . 0 )  GO TO 160 
WRITE (IC R K , 1 3 6 0 )  IS P
WRITE (IC R K , 1 2 4 0 )  T E H S T F (L , 2 1 + I S P , LYHUB) 
WRITE (IC R K , 1 2 5 0 )  T E H S T F (L , 6 + I S P , LYHUB) 
WRITE (IC R K , 1 2 6 0 )  T E H S T F (L ,18+ IS P ,L Y H U B )
WRITE (ICRK , 1 2 7 0 )  T E H S T F (L , 2 4 + I S P , LYHUB) 
WRITE (IC R K . 1 2 8 0 )  T E H S T F (L ,9+ IS P ,L Y H U B ) 
WRITE (IC R K , 1 2 9 0 )  T E H S T F (L , 1 2 + I S P , LYHUB) 
IC B  = 9 « ( I S P - 1 )  + 1 
DO KKK = IC B , IC B  + 8 , 3
WRITE (IC R K , 1 3 0 0 )  TE H ST F(L ,30+K K K ,
1 LYHUB), TEH STF(L ,31+K K K ,LY H U B ),
2 TEHSTF(L,32+KKK,LYHUB)
EHD DO
I F  (T E H S T F (L ,21+ IS P ,L Y H U B ) .E Q .2  .O R .
1 TE H ST F(L ,21+ISP,L Y H U B ) .E Q .3 )  WRITE (
2 ICRK , 1 3 1 0 )  T E H S T F (L ,15+ IS P ,L Y H U B )
1 6 0  COHTIBUE




C* THIS PORTIOH I S  TO OBTAIH CRACK ORIEHTATIOH PLAHE FOR POST PROCESSIHG 
C
1 8 0  COHTIHUE
I F  (P R 0PE R (25,B A T R L ) .EQ . 1 . 0 )  THEH 
I F  (ICKFGO .E Q . 1 ) THEH
I F  (BO DdHCREB,ICKHTR) .E Q . 0 )  THEH
I F  (CRA CK(L,l,LY H UB) .G E . 1 . 0 )  THEH 
XI = 0 . 0  
Y1 = 0 .0  
Z1 = 0 .0  
DETJAC = 0 . 0





IF (IFLiG .EQ. 0) THEH
CALL JACB3D CL, ELHUK, HHEL, lERROR,
1 DETJAC)
CALL COORDl (ELBUM, HHEL, L, ITYPE, XI 
1 , Yl, Zl)
SIZE = (W(L)»DABS(DETJAC))»»(l./3.)
ELSE I F  (IFLA G  .E Q . 4 )  THEH
CALL GETTHK ( L , ELHUH, HHEL, THICKE, RAD)
C
C  VECTOR V3 RETURHED BY JACSHL I S  HORHAL TO HID SURFACE OF THE
C SHELL AT IHTEGRATIOB POIBTS
C
IS E T  = 0 
S IP  =  S I ( L )
CALL JACSHL ( L ,  ELBUM, HHEL, THICKE,
1 DETJAC, V 3 , IS E T , S I P )
CALL COORDl (ELBUM, HHEL, L , IT Y P E , XI 
1 , Y l ,  Z l )
S IZ E  = (V (L )* D A B S (D E T J A C ))* » ( l . /3 .)
EHDIF
HCRACK = IH T(CRA CK(L,1,LY BUM ))
DO KP =  1 ,  HCRACK 
KK = 9 * ( K P - 1 )  + 1 
ALl =  CRACK ( L , 137+KK .LYBUM)
AMI =  CRACK ( L , 138+KK , LYBUM)
AHl =  CRACK(L, 139+KK , LYBUM)
AL2 =  CRACK (L , 140+KK .LYBUM)
AM2 = CRACK(L,141+KK,LYBUM)
AB2 = CRACK (L.142+KK,LYBUM )
AL3 =  CRACK (L.143+KK,LYBUM )
AM3 = CRACK ( L , 144+KK .LYBUM)
AB3 =  CRACK(L, 14E+KK.LYBUM)
ISTA T =  1
I F  ( CRACK(L, 1 17+ K P , LYBUM) .EQ . 1 )
1 ISTA T = 1
I F  (CRA CK(L, 117+KP,LYBUM) .EQ . 2 )
1 ISTA T = 2
I F  (CRACK(L,117+KP,LYBUM ) .EQ . 3 )
1 ISTA T 
=  X I +
YA = Y l +
ZA = Z l +
XB = XI +
YB = Y l +
ZB = Z l +
x c = XI +
YC = Y l +
zc = Z l +
XD XI
YD - Y l +













WRITE (ICK2, 1390) ILIHE, ISTAT 
WRITE (ICK2, 1400)
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WRITE ( IC K 2 , 1 4 1 0 )
WRITE ( IC K 2 , 1 4 2 0 )  XA, YA. ZA
WRITE C IC R 2 , 1 4 2 0 )  XC, Y C. ZC
WRITE ( IC K 2 . 1 3 9 0 )  IL IH E  + 1 ,  ISTAT
WRITE ( IC K 2 . 1 4 0 0 )
WRITE ( IC K 2 . 1 4 1 0 )
WRITE C IC K 2. 1 4 2 0 )  XC. YC. ZC
WRITE ( IC K 2 . 1 4 2 0 )  XB. Y B. ZB
WRITE ( IC K 2 . 1 3 9 0 )  IL IH E  + 2 ,  ISTAT
WRITE ( IC K 2 . 1 4 0 0 )
WRITE ( IC K 2 . 1 4 1 0 )
WRITE ( IC K 2 . 1 4 2 0 )  XB. YB. ZB
WRITE ( IC K 2 . 1 4 2 0 )  XD. YD. ZD
WRITE ( IC K 2 . 1 3 9 0 )  IL IH E  + 3 .  ISTAT
WRITE ( IC K 2 . 1 4 0 0 )
WRITE ( I C K 2 . 1 4 1 0 )
WRITE ( IC K 2 . 1 4 2 0 )  XD. YD. ZD
WRITE ( IC K 2 . 1 4 2 0 )  XA, YA. ZA






2 0 0  COHTIHUE
2 1 0  COHTIHUE
2 2 0  COHTIHUE
2 3 0  COHTIHUE
2 4 0  COHTIHUE
2 5 0  COHTIHUE
I F  (ICKFGO .E Q . 1 )  THEH 
C WRITE( » . * ) '  ICKFGO ' . ICKFGO . ' IHCREM' .IHCREH
I F  (HODCIHCREH,ICKHTR) .E Q . 0 )  WRITE (IC K 2 , ' ( A 6 ) ' )  ' - 1 '
EHDIF 
RETURH
9 0 0  F O R B A T (1 0 X .D 1 2 .S ,’ IS  THE STRESS POIHT STATUS’ )
9 1 0  F O R M A T (1 0 X .D 1 2 .S .’ IS  THE LOADIHG STATUS’ )
9 2 0  F O R M A T (10X .D 12 .B .’ IS  THE CURREHT SECAHT S T IF FH E S S ’ )
9 3 0  F 0 R M A T (1 0 X .D 1 2 .5 .’ IS  THE CURREHT STRAIH ’ )
9 4 0  F 0 R M A T (1 0 X .D 1 2 .5 .’ IS  THE CURREHT STRESS ’ )
9 S 0  F O R M A T (10X .D 12 .S .' I S  THE IH IT ÏA L  S T IF F H E S S ’ )
9 6 0  F 0 R H A T (1 0 X .D 1 2 .S .’ IS  THE STRAIH AT Y E IL D ’ )
9 7 0  F O R M A T (1 0 X .D 1 2 .S .’ IS  THE STRESS AT Y E IL D ’ )
9 8 0  F O R M A T (1 0 X .D 1 2 .S .’ IS  THE STRAIH AT UH/RELOAD’ )
9 9 0  F O R M A T (1 0 X .3 (2 X .D 1 2 .S ) .’ ARE THE D IR . COSIHES ’ )
1 0 0 0  F 0 R M A T (1 X .IS .’ * « * » » * » * » » » » IS  THE ELEMEHT HO . ’ . ’ • • • • • * » • » * • * ’ )
1 0 1 0  F 0 R M A T (1 X .IS ,’ » » » * » » * » » * * IS  THE STEEL LAYER HO. ’ . ’ • • ■ • » * • • • » • • » ’ ) 
1 0 2 0  F D R M A T C lX .IS .’ » * * » * » * * * IS  THE COHCRETE LAYER H O .’ . ’ • • » * • • » • * • • • ’ ) 
1 0 3 0  FORM A TdX . ■ ♦ •••*»»»»** IH T A C T  COHCRETE IHFORMATIOH’ . ’ • » * • • • • • • • • • ’ )
1 0 4 0  F O R M A T (10X .D 12 .S .‘ IS  THE CURREHT SECAHT POISSOHS RA TIO ’ ) 
lO SO  F O R M A T (10X .D 12 .S .’ IS  THE CURREHT STRESS STATE REGIOB’ )
1 0 6 0  F 0 R H A T (1 0 X .D 1 2 .B .’ IS  THE FAILURE FUHCTIOH VALUE’ )
1 0 7 0  F O R M A T (10X .D 12 .B .> IS  THE PRIHCIPAL STRAIH IHTACT COHCRETE VALUE’ ) 
1 0 8 0  F 0 R M A T (1 0 X .D 1 2 .S .’ I S  THE PRIH CIPA L STRESS VALUE’ )
1 0 9 0  F O R M A T (1 0 X .D 1 2 .S .’ IS  THE TOTAL PR IH C IPA L STRAIH VALUE’ )
1 1 0 0  F 0 R M A T (1 0 X .D 1 2 .S .’TOTAL PRIH CIPA L STRAIH UH/RELOAD VALUE’ )
1 1 1 0  F D R M A T (10X .D 12 .B .’PRIHCIPAL STRESS VALUE AT FAILURE’ )
1 1 2 0  FO R M A T C 10X .D 12.S .’PRIHCIPAL STRAIH UH/RELOAD VALUE’ )
1 1 3 0  F 0 R M A T (1 0 X .3 (2 X .D 1 2 .S ) .’D IR . COSIHE CRACKED COHCRETE ’ )
1 1 4 0  FORMATClOX.I S . ’CURREBT CRACK HO. ’ )
I I S O  FO R M A T C lO X .D 12.S .’ I S  THE STATE OF THE CRACK’ )
1 1 6 0  FO R M A T C lO X .D 12.S .’ IS  THE CRACK IH IT IA T IO H  STR ESS’ )
1 1 7 0  FO R M A T C lO X .D 12.S .’CRACK HORMAL STRAIH CURREHT’ )
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1 1 8 0  FORMATClOX,D 1 2 .B , 'I S  THE CRACK SHEAR STRAIH CURREBT' )
1 1 9 0  FORMATClOX,0 1 2 . 5 , ' I S  THE CRACK HORHAL S T IF F H E S S ')
1 2 0 0  FORMATClOX,0 1 2 . B , ' I S  THE CRACK SHEAR S T IF F H E S S ')
1 2 1 0  FORMATClOX,0 1 2 . B , ' I S  THE CRACK TERM. S T R A IH ')
1 2 2 0  FORM ATClOX,3C2X,0 1 2 . B ) , 'A R E  O IR . COSIHE OF CRACK')
1 2 3 0  FORMATClOX,0 1 2 . B , ' I S  THE CRACK UHLOAOIBG S T R A IH ')
1 2 4 0  FORMATClOX,0 1 2 . B , ' I S  THE STATE OF TEH. S T IF . S P G . ')
12B 0 FORMATClOX,0 1 2 . B , ' I S  THE IH IT IA T IO H  STRESS ' )
1 2 6 0  FORMATClOX,0 1 2 . B , ' I S  THE CURREHT S T R A IH ')
1 2 7 0  FORMATClOX,0 1 2 . B , ' I S  THE CURREHT STIFFH ESS ' )
1 2 8 0  FORMATClOX,0 1 2 . B , ' I S  THE STRAIH AT IH IT IA T IO H ')
1 2 9 0  FORMATClOX,0 1 2 . B , ' I S  THE STRAIH AT TERM IH A TIO B')
1 3 0 0  FORM ATClOX,3C2X,0 1 2 .B ) , 'A R E  O IR . COSIHE OF S P R IH G ')
1 3 1 0  FORMATClOX,0 1 2 . B , ' I S  THE STRAIH AT UH/RELOAOIHG' )
1 3 2 0  F 0 R M A T C 1 X ,IS ,'* » * » » IS  THE IHTEGRATIOB POIHT 
1 3 3 0  F 0R M A T C 1X ,IB ,' IHCREMEHT HO. ' , '  ' )
1 3 4 0  F O R M A T C lX ,IB ,' ITTERATIOH H O .' , '  ' )
13B 0 F O R M A TC lX ,/, IB ,'«C R A C K  IHFORMATIOH— H O .#  OF C R A C K S ', '» ' , / )
1 3 6 0  F 0R M A T C 1X ,/,IB ,'«T E H S IO H  STIFFEHIH G  SPRIHG H O . ' , ' » ' , / )
1 3 7 0  FORMATClOX,0 1 2 . 5 , ' I S  THE SECAHT ST IFFH E SS AT F A IL U R E ')
1 3 8 0  FORMATClOX,0 1 2 . B , ' I S  THE POISSOHS RATIO AT F A IL U R E ')
1 3 9 0  FO RM A TCI10,9X , '0  ' ,9 X , '1  '  ,9 X , ' 3 '  , I 1 0 ,9 X ,  '1  '  ,9 X , ' 0 ' , 9 X ,  ' 0 ' )
1 4 0 0  F O R M A T C 9 X , '0 ' , 9 X , '0 ' , 9 X , '0 ' ,S X ,  ' 1 ' , 9 X , ' 0 ' )
1 4 1 0  F O R H A T C S X , 'l ' ,B X , 'l ')
1 4 2 0  FO R M A T C 1P,302B .16)
1 4 3 0  FORMATCIIO)
1 4 4 0  FORMATCCABO))
EHO
C
C ======================== O U T P U T  ===============================
c
SUBROUTIHE OUTPUT CVALUE, lO U T , TERROR)
IM P L IC IT  R E A L»8C A -H ,0-Z)
C . . . SWITCHES : REHUMB=100:1 0 ,  F0RMAT=900 ; 10
C . . .SW ITCHES;
C»»»»*»«=,
c
C SUBROUTIHES AHD FUHCTIOHS CALLED FROM TH IS ROUTIHE
C
C OUTl 0UT2 0UT3 0UT4 0UT7 OUTIO
C OUTS 0UT9 0UT28 OUT20  0UT21 0UT22
C
c»»»»..
REAL»8 VALUEC » )
COMMOB/OUTPTl/IOFLAG, IFCAED
c


















OUTPUT ELEMEHT STRESSES AT THE IHTEGRATIOB POIHTS 
OUTPUT ELEMEBT STRAIHS AT THE IHTEGRATIOB POIHTS 
OUTPUT ELEMEHT STRESSES AT THE ELEMEHT HOOES 
OUTPUT ELEMEHT STRATHS AT THE ELEMEHT HOOES 
OUTPUT AVERAGE STRESSES AT THE HOOES 
OUTPUT AVERAGE STRAIHS AT THE HOOES 
OUTPUT DISPLACEMEHTS AT THE BODES 
OUTPUT HOOAL EQUILIBRIUM FORCES AT THE HOOES 
OUTPUT HOOAL EQUILIBRIUM FORCES FOR FREEBODIES 
OUTPUT REACTIOHS AT THE SUPPORTS 
OUTPUT HOOAL COOROIHATES 
OUTPUT ELEMEHT COHHECTIVITY
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c
c  THE FOLLOWING iP.E CAEDS UNIVERSAL DATASETS
C
c 0UT2O 20 OUTPUT SECOSD PIGLA KIRCHHOFF STRESSES AT THE
c ELEMEBT NODES
c 21 OUTPUT CAUCHY STRESSES AT THE ELEMEBT BODES
c 22 OUTPUT TOTAL ELEMENT STRAINS AT THE ELEMEHT NODES
c 23 OUTPUT ELEMENT ELASTIC STRAINS AT THE ELEMENT BODE
c 24 OUTPUT PLASTIC ELEMENT STRAINS AT THE ELEMENT NODE
c DUT21 25 OUTPUT NODAL DISPLACEMENTS
c 0UT22 26 OUTPUT SUPPORT REACTIONS
c 0UT23 27 OUTPUT NODAL EQUILIBRIUM LOADS
IF  (BTESTdOFLAG,!)) CALL OUTl (lOUT)
IF  (BTESTdOFLAG,2 ))  CALL 0UT2 (lOUT)
IF  (BTESTdOFLAG,3 ))  CALL 0UT3 (lOUT)
IF  (BTESTdOFLAG,4 ) )  CALL 0UT4 (lOUT)
IF  (BTESTdOFLAG,?)) CALL OUT? (TOUT)
IF  (BTESTdOFLAG,10)) CALL OUTIO (lOUT)
IF  (BTESTdOFLAG,8 ) )  CALL 0UT8 (TOUT)
IF  (BTESTdOFLAG,8 ))  CALL 0UT9 (lOUT)
IF  (BTESTdOFLAG,28)) CALL 0UT28 dOUT)
C
IFCAED = 1
IF  (1 .EQ. 1) THEN
IF  (BTESTdOFLAG,20)) CALL 0UT20 (lOUT, 1)
IF  (BTESTdOFLAG,22)) CALL 0UT2O (lOUT, 3)
IF  (BTESTdOFLAG,2B)) CALL 0UT21 (lOUT)










IMPLICIT REAL'S (A 'H ,0-Z)
C. . .SWITCHES: RENUMB=100:10,FDR«AT=900:10 
C . . .SWITCHES:
C*******"***"*»»»***.**••*«•*••*»**>**»**»«*«*•.*«•»«*««•
C
c SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTIHE 
C




REAL*4  THICK 
R E A L 'S  LTHICK 
CHARACTER'S? CTEMP 
INTEGER ELHUH
COM M ON/UTILl/STRESS( 6 )  ,S T R A IH (6 ),S T R E L A (6 ) , CTEMP 
C O H M O N /IH P U T I/N IP II, N IP E T A ,N IP S I, N IP ,  IHTCOD
C0M M0N/INPUT8/NN0DES, NELEM, NNDF, NLINC ,M N IT , IF L A G l, IF L A G 2, ID IH , 
1 NINODE, NCOLOR, NFREE
C O H M O N /IN C R ll/FR A C TdO ) ,H L IN C 1 (1 0 ) ,LDCOHT,INCPTR 
COMMOH/INPUTF/MATYPEdO)
COMMON/DEVICE/LDEVl, LDEV2, LDEV3 ,LDEV4 ,LDEV B , LDKEEP, LDEV, LDEVST 
C0M M0N/INPUT9/THICK ( 9 ) ,  IFLAG
COMMON/LAYERB/LTBICK( 9 ) , ZS ( 9 )  , DCS ( 3 , 3 )  , NLAYRS ,MATRL ,LYNUM 
CO M M ON/OUTPT2/IOEL(BOOO),IOHOD(10000)
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DIHEHSIOH COORDS( 3 ) , C S T R (6)
C
lEHD = O
DO 1 3 0  ELHUH = 1 ,  HELEH
CALL ELIHFO (ELHUH, IT Y P E , HHEL, IFLA G , ISTA RT, L IH E S )
CALL ELIHTH (ELHUH, ID EH T, IHTCOD, H IP X I, H IPETA , H I P S I ,
1 HATHUH, THICK)
I F  (lOEL(ELHUH) .E Q . 1 )  WRITE (lO U T , 9 1 0 )  ELHUH
C
DO 1 1 0  LYHUH = 1 ,  HLAYRS
I F  (lOEL(ELHUH) .E Q . 1 )  WRITE (lO U T , 9 2 0 )  LYHUH 
CALL LYIHFO (LYHUH, LTH ICK , Z S , HATRL, DCS, HHEL, ELHUH, 
1 H I P Ï I ,  H IPE TA , H I P S I )
C
I F  (ITY PE .L E . 0 )  GO TO 1 2 0  
I F  (IT Y P E .H E .0  .O R . ID E H T .B E .0 )  THEE 
IF  (ITY PE .G T . 3 0 0 )  THEE 
ASSIGH 9 8 0  TO IFO R 
ASSIGH 9 9 0  TO IF O R l 
IF  (IF L A G l .E Q . 1 )  THEH 
ASSIGH 1 0 1 0  TO I F 2
ELSE
ASSIGH 1 0 0 0  TO IF 2  
EHDIF
I F  (IFLA G  .E Q . 0 )  THEH
CALL ISH3DG (IT Y P E , HHEL, TERROR)
ELSE I F  (IFLA G  .E Q . 4 )  THEH
CALL ISHSHL (IT Y P E , HHEL, TERROR)
EHDIF 
lEHD = 6 
EHDIF 
EHDIF
C IT Y P E l =  ITYPE
C ID EH Tl = IDEHT
C
I F  (lOEL(ELHUH) .E Q . 1 )  WRITE (TOUT, I F 2 )
DO 100  IHTGPH = 1 ,  D IP
CALL COORDl (ELHUH, HHEL, IHTGPH, IT Y P E , COORDS( 1 ) ,
1 C O O R D S(2),C O O R D S(3))
CALL lOGET (L D E V l, 9 6 ,  ' ( A 9 6 ) ' ,  6 )
IF  (lOEL(ELHUM ) .È Q . 1 )  WRITE (TOUT, IFO R) IHTGPH, (
1 COORDS ( K I ) ,  R1 =  1 ,  I D I H ) ,  (STRESS (K I ) , KI = 1 ,
2 lEHD)
1 0 0  COHTIHUE
C
1 1 0  COHTIHUE
C
1 2 0  COHTIHUE





9 0 0  F 0 R H A T (I6 ,1 P ,6 E 1 4 .B )
9 1 0  F O R H A T (/,2 0 X ,'S  T R E S S E S  AT I H T E G R A T I O B  >,
1 ' P O I H T S  O H  E L E H E H  T ' ,1 7 )
9 2 0  FORMAT( / , 2 0 Ï , >S T R E S S E S  AT I H T E G R A T I O B  ' ,
1 ' P O I H T S  O F  L A Y E  R ' , I 7 )
9 3 0  F 0 R H A T (3 4 X ,1 P ,4 E 1 4 .5 /)
C
9 4 0  FO R H A TdX , 'P O IH T ' ,1 3 X , 'X '  ,1 3 X , '  Y ' ,
1 I I X , 'S X X ', 1 1 X , 'S Y Y ', 1 1 X , 'S X Y ', 1 1 X , 'S Z Z '/ )
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9 5 0  F O R H iT C lX , >POIDT> ,1 3 X , >X >,13X , ' Ï ' ,
1 3 X , '2 B D  P I0 L A .X ’ ,3 X ,'2 E D  P I O L i .Y ’ ,2X ,> 2H D  P IO L A .X Y ',3 X ,
2 '2 B D . P I 0 L i . Z ' /
3  4 0 1 , ' CAUCHY.X > ,6X , • CAUCHY.Y ■ , 6X , ■ CAUCHY.XY ’ , BX, >C A U CH Y .Z '/)
C
9 6 0  FQRHATClX, > P 0 IB T ’ ,1 3 X , ‘X M 3 X ,  >Y>,
1 1 1 I , ’ SR > ,1 1 X , ‘ SY ' , 1 1 X , 'S R Y ' , 1 1 X , '  S T ' / )
C
9 7 0  F O R H A T dX , 'P O IB T ' ,1 3 X , 'X ' ,1 3 X , 'Y ' ,
1 3 X , ’ 2BD P I0 L A .R ‘ ,3 X , ’ 2BD P IO L A .Y ■, 3 X , ’ 2BD P IO L A .R Y ',2 X ,
2 ’ 2 B D .P I 0 L A .T '/
3  4 0 X , 'CAUCHY.R' ,6X ,'CA U CHY .Y  ' ,6X ,'CA U CH Y .RY  '  ,5 X , 'C A U C H Y .T '/)
C
9 8 0  F 0 R H A T (I6 .1 P .9 E 1 4 .B )
9 9 0  F 0 R M A T (4 8 X ,1 P ,6 E 1 4 .B /)
C
1 0 0 0  FO R H A T dX , 'P O IB T ' ,1 3 X , 'X ' . I S X ,  'Y ' ,1 3 X ,
I ' Z ' . l l X ,  'S X X '. l l X ,  'S Y Y ', 1 1 X , 'S Z Z ' , 1 1 X , 'S X Y ' . l l X , 'S Y Z ' . l l X , 'S X Z ' / )
c
1 0 1 0  F O R H A T dX , 'P O IB T ' ,1 3 X , 'X ',1 3 X ,  ' Y ' ,
1 1 3 X , 'Z ' , 3 X , '2 B D  P I 0 L A .X ',3 X , '2 B D  P I O L A .Y ',3 X , '2 B D  P IO L A .Z ',2 X ,
2 '2 H D .P I0 L A .X Y ',2 X ,'2 H D  P IO L A .Y Z ',2 X ,'2 H D  P IO L A .X Z '/
3 B 4X , 'CAUCHY.X '  ,6X  , ' CAUCHY.Y ' ,6 X , ' CAUCHY.Z ' , BX, 'CAUCHY.XY ' ,  BX,




C =========================== 0 U T 2 ================================
C
C INCLUDE (PROCESS)
SUBROUTINE 0 U T 2 (I0 U T )
IM P L IC IT  REAL*8 (A -H ,0 -Z )
C . . .SW ITCH ES: REBUM B=100:1 0 ,FDRHAT=900:1 0  
C . . .SW ITCHES:
c
C SUBROUTINES ADD FUBCTIOBS CALLED FROM TH IS ROUTINE 
C







COMMOB/LAYERB/LTHICK(9 )  ,Z S ( 9 )  ,D C S( 3 , 3 )  ,BLAYRS ,MATRL ,LYNUM 
CO M M OB/UTILl/STRESS( 6 )  ,S T R A IB (6 ) ,S T R E L A (6) , CTEMP 
C O M M O B /IB PU Tl/B IPX I, BIPETA, B I P S I , B I P , IBTCOD
C 0M H 0B/IBPU T8/BB0D ES, BELEM, BNDF ,B LIB C  ,MBIT ,IF L A G 1 , IFL A G 2, ID IH ,
1 NINODE, BCOLOR, NFREE
C O M M O N /IB C R 11/FR A C T(10),B LIB C 1(10) .LDCOBT, IBCPTR
COMMOB/IBPUTF/MATYPE (1 0 )
C 0H M 0B /IB PU T 9/T H IC K (9) ,IFLAG
C0M M 0B/DEVICE/LDEV1,LDEV2,LDEV3,LDEV4,LDEVB,LDKEEP,LDEV,LDEVST
CO M H O B/O UTPT2/IO EL(SO OO ),IO BOD (10000)
DIMENSION C O O R D S(3),ST R PLA (6)
C
lEBD  = 0
DO 1 3 0  ELBUM = 1 ,  BELEM
CALL ELIBFO (ELBUM, IT Y P E , BBEL, IF LA G , IS T A R T , L IN E S )
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CALL ELIHTH (ELBUM, ID E B T , IBTCO D , B I P Ï I ,  B IPE T A , B I P S I ,
1 MATBUM, THICK)
C
I F  (lOEL(ELBUM) .E Q . 1 )  WRITE (TO U T, 9 1 0 )  ELBUM 
DO 1 1 0  LYBUM = 1 ,  BLAYRS
I F  (lOEL(ELBUM ) .E Q . 1 )  WRITE (lO U T , 9 2 0 )  LYBUM 
CALL LYIBFO (LYBUM, LT H IC K , Z S , MATRL, DCS, BBEL, ELBUM, 
1 B I P I I ,  B IP E T A , B I P S I )
C
I F  (ITY PE .L E . 0 )  GO TO 1 2 0  
I F  ( IT Y P E .H E .0  .O R. ID E B T .H E .0 )  THEH 
I F  (IT Y P E  .G T . 3 0 0 )  THEH 
ASSIGH 9 8 0  TO IFO R  
ASSIGH 9 9 0  TO IF O R l 
I F  (MATYPE(MATBUM) .E Q . 2 )  THEH 
ASSIGB 1 0 1 0  TO I F l
ELSE
ASSIGH 1 0 0 0  TO I F l  
EHDIF
I F  (IFLA G  .E Q . 0 )  THEH
CALL ISH3DG (IT Y P E , BBEL, TERROR)
ELSE I F  (IFLA G  .E Q . 4 )  THEH
CALL ISHSHL (IT Y P E , BBEL, TERRORS)
EHDIF 
lEBD = 6 
EHDIF 
EHDIF
C IT Y P E l = ITYPE
C ID E H T l = IDEBT
C
I F  (lOEL(ELHUM) .E Q . 1 )  WRITE (TOUT, I F l )
DO 1 0 0  IHTGPH = 1 ,  H IP
CALL lOGET (L D E V l, 9 6 ,  >( A 9 6 ) >, 6 )
CALL COORDl (ELBUM, BBEL, IHTGPH, IT Y P E , COORDS( 1 ) ,
1 C 0 0 R D S (2 ) ,C 0 0 R D S (3 ))
I F  (lOEL(ELHUM ) .E Q . 1 )  WRITE (TO U T, IF O R ) IHTGPH, C
1 C O O R D S(K l), K1 = 1 ,  I D I M ) , (S T R A IH (K l) , K1 = 1 ,
2 lEH D )
1 0 0  COHTIHUE
C
1 1 0  COHTIHUE
1 2 0  COHTIHUE





9 0 0  F 0 R M A T (I6 ,1 P ,6 E 1 4 .B )
9 1 0  FORMAT( / , 2 0 Ï , ’ S T R A I N S  AT I N T E G R A T I O N
1 ' P O I N T S  O H  E L E M E H  T ' , I 7 )
9 2 0  F O R M A T (/,2 0 X ,’ S T R A I H S  AT I N T E G R A T I O N  ' ,
1 ' P O I N T S  O H  L A Y E  R ' , I 7 )
C
9 3 0  F 0 R M A T (2 (3 4 X ,1 P ,4 E 1 4 .S /) )
C
9 4 0  F O R M A T d X ,'P O IN T ',1 3 X , 'X ' ,1 3 X , 'Y > ,
l l l X , 'E X X ', 1 1 X , 'E Y Y ',1 1 X , 'E X Y ',1 1 X , 'E Z Z '/ )
C
9 5 0  FORM A TdX , 'P O IN T ' ,1 3 X , ' X ' , 1 3 X , 'Y ' .
1 6 X , '  TOTAL.X ' , 3 X , '  TOTAL.Y ' , 3 X , '  TOTAL.XY ' , 2 X ,
2 '  TOTAL.Z ’ /
3 4 0 X , '  E L A S T .X ',6 X , ' E L A S T .Y ', 6 1 , '  E L A S T .X Y ',B X ,'  E L A S T .Z '/  
4 4 0 X , '  P L A S T .X ',6 X , ' P L A S T .Y ',6 X , '  P L A S T .X Y ',B X ,'  P L A S T .Z ’ / )
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c
960 FORMAVClX, 'POINT' ,EX, 'X ' ,14X, ' Y ' ,
l l lX . 'E R  '. I I X . 'E Y  '.1 1 X ,'E R Y ',1 1 X ,'E T  ' / )
C
970 FORMATdX. 'POINT' ,13X, 'X ' ,13X, 'Y ' ,
1 6 X ,' TOTAL.R ' , 3 X , '  TOTAL.Y ' , 3 X , '  TOTAL.RY '.2 X ,
2 ' TOTAL.T ' /
3 4 0 X .' E L A ST .R '.SX ,' ELAST.Y', S X ,' ELAST.RY'.SX,' ELAST.T'/





1000 FORMATdX, 'POINT' ,13X, 'X ' ,131. 'Y ',1 3 X .
l 'Z '. l lX . 'E X X '. l lX . 'E Y Y '. l lX . 'E Z Z '. l lX . 'E X Y '. l lX . 'E Y Z '. l lX . 'E X Z '/ )
C
1010 FORMATdX. 'POINT' ,13X. 'X ' .13X, 'Y ' .
1 1 3 1 , 'Z ' , 6 X . '  TOTAL.X ' .3 X .' TOTAL.Y ' ,3X . '  TOTAL.Z '.2 X ,
2 '  TOTAL.XY ' . 2 X . '  TOTAL.YZ ' . 2 X . '  TOTAL.XZ ' /
3E 4X .' E L A ST .X '.eX ,' ELAST.Y’ .6X. ' ELAST.Z'.SX. '  ELAST.XY'.EX.
4 ' ELAST.YZ'.EX,' ELAST.XZ'/
EE4X.' P L A S T .X ',ex ,' PLAST.Y'.6X. ' PLA ST.Z '.EX .' PLAST.XY' . BX.
6 '  PLA ST.Y Z'.EX ,' PLAST.XZ'/)
END




IM P L IC IT  REAL*8 (A -H .D -Z )
C . . . SWITCHES ; RENUMB=10 0 : 1 0 .  FORHAT=900:1 0  
C . . .SW ITCHES:
c
C SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTINE 
C
C ELINFO ELINTH LYIBFO LAGRGl lOGET REWIH 
C
REAL*4 THICK 
R E A L 'S  LTHICK 
CHARACTER'S? CTEMP 
INTEGER ELNUH
COMMON/LAYERB/LTHICK( 9 )  . ZS (9 )  .DCS ( 3 . 3 )  , NLAYRS .MATRL .LYNUH 
C 0M M 0N /U TIL 1/STR ESS(6) ,S T R A IN (6) .STR EL A (6) .CTEMP 
C O M H O N /IH PU Tl/N IPX I. NIPETA .N I P S I . N IP . INTCOD 
C 0M M 0N /IH P U T 2/H 0P(2O .6O 00)
COMMOB/INPUT8/HHODES .NELEH.NNDF .NLINC .MBIT .I F L A G l, IFLA G 2. ID IM .
1 NINODE.HCOLOR,NFREE
C O H H O N /lN C R ll/FR A C TC lO ) .N LIN Cl ( 1 0 )  .LDCOBT, INCPTR 
COMMON/INPUTF/MATYPEdO)
C O M H O N /ISP C 01/P(64  , 2 7 )
COMMOB/DEVICE/LDEVl .LDEV2 .LDEV3 .LD EV 4. LDEVB. LDKEEP. LDEV. LDEVST 
C 0M M 0N /IH PU T 9/TH IC K (9).IFL A G  
COM M OH/OUTPT2/IOEL(EOOO).IONOD(10000)
DIMENSION CAUC( 6 , 2 7 ) , CAUCH(6 )  . S IR S ( 6 .2 7 )
C
lEHD = 0
DO 1 8 0  ELBUM = 1 .  BELEM
CALL ELIBFO (ELBUM, ITY PE, BBEL, IFLA G , IS T A R T , L IN E S )
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c
CALL ELIHTM (ELBUM, ID E B T , IBTCOD, B I P Ï I ,  B IPETA , B I P S I ,
1 MATBUM, THICK)
DO 1 6 0  LYBUM = 1 ,  BLAYRS
CALL LYIBFO (LYBUM, LTHICK , Z S , MATRL, DCS, BBEL. ELBUM,
1 B I P I I ,  BIPETA , B I P S I )
I F  (IT Y P E  .L E . 0 )  GO TO 1 7 0  
I F  (IT Y P E .B E .O  .O R . ID E B T .H E .0 )  THEH
CALL LAGRGl (IT Y P E , IFLA G , BBEL, lERROR)
I F  (ITY PE .G T. 3 0 0 )  THEH 
ASSIGB 9 8 0  TO IFOR 
ASSIGH 9 9 0  TO IF O R l 
ASSIGH 1 0 0 0  TO IF 2  
lEHD = 6 
EHDIF 
EHDIF
DO 1 1 0  R1 = 1 ,  BBEL
DO 1 0 0  K2 = 1 ,  lEDD 
CAUC(K2,K1) = 0 .
S T R S (K 2,K 1) = 0 .
1 0 0  COHTIHUE
1 1 0  COHTIHUE
DO 1 4 0  IHTGPH = 1 ,  H IP
CALL lOGET (L D E V l, 9 6 ,  ' ( A 9 6 ) ' ,  S )
DO 1 3 0  K1 = 1 ,  BBEL
DO 1 2 0  K2 = 1 ,  lEBD
S T R S (K 2 ,K 1) = S T R S (K 2,K 1) + S T R E S S (K 2)*P (
1 IH T G P H ,K l)
1 2 0  COHTIHUE
1 3 0  COHTIHUE
1 4 0  COHTIHUE
I F  (lOEL(ELHUM ) .E Q . 1 )  WRITE (TOUT, 9 1 0 )  ELBUM
I F  (lOEL(ELHUM ) .E Q . 1 )  WRITE (TOUT, 9 2 0 )  LYHUH
I F  (lOEL(ELHUH) .E Q . 1 )  WRITE (TOUT, I F 2 )
DO ISO  K l = 1 ,  BHEL
I F  (lOEL(ELHUM) .E Q . 1 )  WRITE (TOUT, IF O R ) K l .  H 0 P (K 1 , 
1 ELHUH), ( S T R S d . K l ) ,  1 = 1 ,  lEHD)
1 6 0  COHTIHUE
C
1 6 0  COHTIHUE
C
1 7 0  COHTIHUE





9 0 0  F O R M A T (I6 ,I1 0 ,1 P ,4 E 1 4 .B )
9 1 0  F 0 R M A T ( / ,2 O I , 'S  T R E S S E S  AT T H E  B O D E S  ' ,
1 > 0 H  E L E M E H  T '  ,1 7 )
9 2 0  F 0 R M A T ( / ,2 0 X , 'S  T R E S S E S  O F  T H E  L A Y E R # ' ,
1 ' A T  B O D E  L E V E L  ’ ,1 7 )
9 3 0  FORMAT( 1 6 1 , I P ,4 E 1 4 . 6 / )
C
9 4 0  FO R M A TdX , 'BOD E' , 3 1 ,  'BODE I D . ' ,
1 l i x , ' S I X ' , 1 1 1 , 'S Y Y ' , I I X , 'S X Y ' . l l X , 'S Z Z ' / )
C
9 6 0  FO R M A TdX , 'BO D E' ,3 X , 'BODE I D . ' ,
C
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1 3 X , '2 B D  P I 0 U . X > , 3 X , ‘2nD P I O L i . Y ' . 2 X . '2ND P IO L i.X Y  ' ,3 X ,
2 '2 H D .P I G L i .Z '/
3  2 2 X , '  CAUCHY.X ' ,  6X , '  CAUCHY.Y ' ,  5X , '  CAUCHY.XY ' ,  6X , '  CAUCHY.Z '  /  )
C
9 6 0  F O R M A T dX ,'H O D E ',3X ,'B O D E  I D . ' ,
1 I I X . 'S R  ' , 1 1 1 , 'SY  ' , 1 1 X , 'S R Y ' , 1 1 X , '  S T ' / )
C
9 7 0  FO RM A TdX , 'BODE '  ,3 X , 'BODE I D . ' ,
1 3 X ,'2 B D  P I0 L A .R ',3 X , '2 H D  P IO L A .Y ' , 3 1 , '2BD  P IO L A .R Y ',2 X ,
2 '2 H D .P I 0 L A .T '/
3  2 2 X , '  CAUCHY.R ' , BX, ' CAUCHY.Y ' , 6X , '  CAUCHY.RY ’ , 6X , '  CAUCHY.T ' /  )
C
9 8 0  F 0 R M A T (I 5 ,I1 1 ,1 P ,9 E 1 4 .B )
9 9 0  F 0 R M A T d 6 I , l P ,6 E 1 4 .E / )
C
1 0 0 0  FORM A TdX , 'BOD E' ,3 X , 'BODE I D . ' ,
I I I X , 'S X X ' . l l X , 'S Y Y ', 1 1 X , 'S Z Z ' , 1 1 X , 'S X Y ' , 1 1 X , 'S Y Z '. l l X , 'S X Z ' / )
C
1 0 1 0  F O R M A T dX ,'B O D E ',3X ,'B O D E  I D . ' ,
1 3 X ,'2 D D  P I 0 L A .X ',3 X , '2 H D  P I O L A .Y ',3 X , '2 B D  P IO L A .Z ',2 X ,
2 '2 B D .P I0 L A .X Y ',2 X ,» 2 B D  P IO L A .Y Z ' ,2 X , '2 B D  P IO L A .X Z '/
3  2 2 X , '  CAUCHY.X ’ ,6 X , ■ CAUCHY.Y ' ,6 X , ' CAUCHY.Z ' ,  BX, '  CAUCHY.XY ' ,  BX,
4  'CAUCHY. Y Z '.S X ,'C A U C H Y .X Z '/)
END
C =========================== 0 U T 4 ===============================
C
C INCLUDE (PROCESS)
SUBROUTINE 0U T 4(I0U T )
IM P L IC IT  REAL*8 (A -H .O -Z )
C . . .SW ITCHES: REN U HB=100:10,FO RM AT=900:10  
C ...S W IT C H E S :
c
C SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM TH IS  ROUTINE 
C
C ELINFO ELIBTM LYIHFO LAGRGl lOGET REWIN 
C




COMMON/LA Y ER B /L TH IC K (9),Z S  ( 9 ) ,  DCS ( 3 , 3 ) ,  NLAYRS .MATRL,LYBUM 
COMMON/UTILl/STRESS ( 6 )  ,S T R A IB (6 ) ,S T R E L A (6) .CTEMP 
C O H M O B /IB PU T l/N IPX I, N IP E T A ,B IP S I ,N IP , IBTCOD
COKMON/INPUTS/NNODES, BELEM, HBDF, NLINC, M BIT, IF L A G l, IFLA G 2, ID IM ,
1 NINODE,BCOLOR,NFREE
C O H M O N /IB C R ll/FR A C T dO ) .N LIN C l ( 1 0 )  .LDCOBT, INCPTR 
COHMON/INPUT2/NOP( 2 0 ,5 0 0 0 )
COMHON/IBPUTF/MATYPEdO)
C 0M M 0N /IS P C 01 /P (64  , 2 7 )
COMMOB/DEVICE/LDEVl .LDEV2 .LDEV3 .LDEV4 .LDEVB, LDKEEP, LDEV, LDEVST 
C0M M 0N/INPUT9/THICK(9 )  .IFLAG 
C 0H M 0 N /0 U T P T 2 /I0 E L (5 0 O 0 ),I0 N 0 D (1 0 0 O 0 )
DIMENSION S T R H (6 ,2 0 ) ,E L S T R (6 ,2 0 ) ,S T R P L A (6 )
C
lEBD  = 0
DO 1 8 0  ELBUM = 1 ,  BELEM
CALL ELINFO (ELBUM, IT Y P E , NHEL, IF L A G , ISTA R T, L IN ES)
CALL ELIBTM (ELHUH, ID EB T, INTCOD, N IP X I ,  N IPE TA , N I P S I ,




DO 1 6 0  LYHUH = 1 .  HLAYRS
CALL LYIHFO (LYHUH, LTH ICK , Z S , HATRL, DCS, HHEL, ELHUH,
1 H IP X I, H IPETA , H IP S I )
C
IF  (ITY PE .L E . 0 )  GO TO 1 7 0  
IF  (IT Y P E .B E .O  .O R . ID E B T .H E .0 )  THEH
CALL LAGRGl (IT Y P E , IF L A G , HHEL, lERROR)
I F  (ITY PE .G T . 3 0 0 )  THEH 
ASSIGH 9 8 0  TO IFOR 
ASSIGH 9 9 0  TO IF O R l 
ASSIGH 1 0 0 0  TO I F 2  
lEHD = 6 
EHDIF 
EHDIF
C IT Y P E l = ITY PE
C ID E H T l = IDEBT
C
DO 1 1 0  K l = 1 ,  BHEL
DO 1 0 0  K2 = 1 ,  lEHD 
ST R H (K 2,K 1) =  0 .
EL ST R (K 2,K 1) = 0 .
1 0 0  COHTIHUE
1 1 0  COHTIHUE
C
DO 1 4 0  IHTGPH = 1 ,  H IP
CALL lOGET (L D E V l, 96, ‘(A96) ' . S)
C
DO 1 3 0  K l = 1 ,  HHEL
HODE = H OP(Kl,ELHUH)
DO 1 2 0  K2 = 1 ,  lEHD
ST R H (K 2,K 1) = ST R H (K 2,K 1) + S T R A IH (K 2)»P (
1 IH T G P H ,K l)
1 2 0  COHTIHUE
1 3 0  COHTIHUE
1 4 0  COHTIHUE
C
IF  (lOEL(ELHUH) .E q .  1 )  WRITE (lO U T , 9 1 0 )  ELHUH
IF  (lOEL(ELHUH) .E q .  1 )  WRITE (TOUT, 9 2 0 )  LYHUH
IF  (lO EL(ELH UB) .E q .  1 )  WRITE (lO U T , I F 2 )
DO ISO  K l = 1 ,  HHEL
I F  (IDEL(ELHUH) .Eq. 1 )  WRITE (TOUT, IFO R) K l ,  H 0 P (K 1 , 
1 ELHUH), ( S T R H ( I ,K 1 ) ,  1 = 1 ,  lEH D )
1 5 0  COHTIHUE
C
1 6 0  COHTIHUE
C
1 7 0  COHTIHUE 
IS O  COHTIHUE 
CALL REWIH
RETURH
9 0 0  F 0 R H A T ( I 6 ,I 1 0 ,1 P ,4 E 1 4 .S )
9 1 0  F 0 R H A T (/,2 0 X ,> S  T R A I H S  AT T H E  H O D E S
1 > 0 H  E L E H E H T ’ , 1 7 )
9 2 0  F 0 R H A T (/ ,2 O X ,’ S T R A I H S  AT L A Y E R #  ' ,
1 ' A T  T H E  H O D E  L E V E  L ' , I 7 )
9 3 0  F 0 R H A T (2 ( 1 6 X ,1 P ,4 E 1 4 .S /) )
9 4 0  FO R H A TdX , 'HODE' ,3 X , 'HODE I D . ' ,
1 1 1 X , 'E X X ',1 1 X , 'E Y Y ',1 1 X , 'E X Y ',1 1 X , 'E Z Z '/ )
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c
9 5 0  F O R M A T dX ,’ H O D E ',3X ,'H O D E I D . ' ,
1 3 X , '  T O T A L .X ',3 X ,' T O T A L .Y ',2 X , '  T O TA L.X Y ',3X ,
2  '  T O T A L .Z '/
3  2 1 X , ' E L A S T IC .! ' , SX, 'E L A S T IC .Y ' ,4 X , 'E L A S T IC .!Y ' , 5 1 ,
4  'E L A S T I C .Z '/
5 2 1 ! , '  P L A S T IC .! ' ,  SX, '  PL A ST IC . Y ' , 4 1 ,  'PL A STIC .X Y  ' ,  SX,
6  'P L A S T I C .Z '/ )
C
9 6 0  F O R M A T dX ,'H O D E ',3X ,'H O D E  I D . ' ,
1 1 1 X , 'E R  ' , 1 1 X , 'E Y  ' , 1 1 X , 'E R Y ‘ , 1 1 X , '  E T ' / )
C
9 7 0  FO RM A TdX , 'HODE' ,3 X , 'HODE I D . ' ,
1 3 X , '  T 0 T A L .R ',3 X , ' T O T A L .Y ',2 X , '  T O T A L .R Y ',3X ,
2 '  T O T A L .T '/
3  2 1 X , 'E L A S T IC .R ' ,5 X , 'E L A S T IC .Y ' ,4 X , 'E L A S T IC .R Y ' ,5 X ,
4  'E L A S T I C .T '/
5 2 1 X , 'P L A S T IC .R ' ,5 X , 'P L A S T IC .Y ' , 4X , 'P L A S T IC .R Y ' , SX,
6  'P L A S T I C .T '/ )
C
9 8 0  F 0 R M A T (I S ,I1 1 ,1 P ,9 E 1 4 .S )
9 9 0  F 0 R M A T (2 C 1 6 X ,1 P ,6 E 1 4 .S /) )
C
1 0 0 0  F O R M A T dX ,'H O D E ',3X ,'H O D E  I D . ' ,
1 1 1 X , 'E X X ',1 1 X , 'E Y Y ',1 1 X , 'E Z Z ',1 1 X , 'E X Y ',1 1 X , 'E Y Z ',1 1 X , 'E X Z '/ )
C
1 0 1 0  F O R M A T dX ,'H O D E ',3X ,'H O D E  I D . ' ,
1 6 ! , '  TOTAL.X ' , 3 X , '  TOTAL.Y ' , 3 ! . '  TOTAL.Z ' , 2 X ,
2 '  TOTAL.XY ' , 2 ! , '  TOTAL.YZ ' , 2 ! , '  TOTAL.XZ ' /
3 2 2 ! , '  E L A S T .X ',6 X , ' E L A ST.Y ' ,6 X , '  E L A S T .Z ', S X , '  E L A S T .X Y ', SX, 
4 '  E L A S T .Y Z ',S X , ' E L A S T .X Z '/
S 2 2 X , '  P L A S T .X ',6 X , ' P L A S T .Y ' ,6 X , ' P L A S T .Z ', S X , '  P L A S T .X Y ',S X , 








IM P L IC IT  REAL»8 < A -H ,0 -Z )
C . . .SW ITCHES: REH U M B=100:10,FO RM AT=900:10 
C . . .SW ITCHES:
C






C0M M0H/IHPUT8/HH0DES, HELEH, HHDF, H LIH C , M BIT, IFLA G l ,IF L A G 2,ID IM , 
1 HIBODE, HCOLOR, HFREE
CO M M O H /IH CRll/FRA CTdO ) ,H L IH C 1 (1 0 ) ,LDCOHT,IHCPTR 
COMM OH/IHPUTE/ISPBdOOOO)
C0M M 0H/DEVICE/LDEV1,LDEV2,LDEV3,LDEV4,LDEVS,LDKEEP,LDEV, LDEVST 
CDMM0H/MAIH2/UTOTAL(6OOOO)
CQHH0H/TRAHS/DC(3 , 3 )
COMMOH/SKTR2/SHELLZ (3  , 1 0 0 0 0 )
COMMOH/OUTPT2/IOEL(BOOO), lOHODdOOOO)
DIMEHSIOH DUMHYK 6  )
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I F  (ID IM  .E q .  3 )  THEH
DO 1 1 0  K l = 1 ,  HHÜDES 
I  = N H D F*(K 1-1)
ICDDE = IA N D (IS P B (K 1 ),2 5 6 )
IS P S  =  IA H D (IS P B (K 1 ),4 )
1 = 1 +  IDIM
I F  (IC O D E .G T .O  .AHD. I S P S .H E .4 )  THEH 
D C (1 ,3 )  = D BLECSH ELLZ(1,K 1))
D C C 2 .3 ) = DBLE( SHELLZ( 2 , K l ) )
D C (3 ,3 )  = DBLE(SHELLZC3»K1))
CALL DIRVEC (D C C l, 1 ) ,D C (1 . 2 ) ,D C (1 , 3 ) )
DO 1 0 0  K2 = 1 ,  3 
CST = 0 .
C STl = 0 .
ID IR  = 1 + 1
C STl = C STl + U T 0T A L (ID IR )*D C (K 2 ,1 )
ID IR  = 1 + 2
C STl = C STl + U T 0T A L (ID IR )*D C (K 2 ,2 )
ID IR  = 1 + 3
C STl = C STl + U T 0T A L (ID IR )*D C (K 2 ,3 )
DUMHY1CK2) = C STl 
1 0 0  CONTINUE
C
ID IR  = 1 + 1
UTD TA L(IDIR) = DUMMYl(l)
ID IR  = 1 + 2
U TO TA L(IDIR) =  DUMMYK2)
ID IR  = 1  +  3
U TD TA L(IDIR) = DUM HYlO)
EHDIF 
1 1 0  CONTINUE 
EH D IF
C
WRITE (lO U T , 9 1 0 )
DO 1 2 0  K l = 1 ,  RHODES
I F  (B T E S T (IS P B (K 1 ) ,1 0 ) )  THEH 
ID  = NNDF+CKl-1)
I F  (lO N O D (K l) .E Q . 1 )  WRITE (lO U T , 9 0 0 )  K l ,  (UT0TALCID+K2) 
1 , K2 = 1 ,  NNDF)
ENDIF 
1 2 0  CONTINUE
C
RETURN
9 0 0  F O R M A T (1 1 1 ,IP ,6 E 1 3 .6 )
9 1 0  F 0 R M A T ( /1 H 1 ,2 0 I , 'N  O D A L  T R A N S L A T I O N S  A N D  '  ,
1 *R 0 T A T I  0  N S V l X ,  * NODE N O . ' ,
2 1 1 X ,* U X M 1 X ,» U Y * ,1 1 X ,* U Z M 1 X ,» R X M 1 X ,* R Y M 1 X ,* R Z V )
END
C
C =========================== 0 U T 8 ===============
C
C INCLUDE (PROCESS)
SUBROUTINE 0U T 8(I0U T )
IM P L IC IT  REAL+8 (A -H ,0 -Z )
C . . .SW ITCH ES: RENUHB=100:10,FORM AT=900:1 0  
C . . .SW ITCH ES:
C*
C
C SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM TH IS  ROUTIHE 
C
C DIRVEC
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REAL»4 SHELLZ
CDMH0H/IHPUT8/DD0DES .HELEH,HHDF .H LIH C .H H IT  . I F L iG l  .IF L 4G 2  ,ID 1 H , 
1 HIHODE,HCOLOR,HFREE
CO M H D H /IH C R ll/FR iC TC lO ) ,N L IH C 1(10) .LDCOHT.IHCPTR 
COKM OH/IHPUTE/ISPBdOOOO)
COHHOH/DEVICE/LDEVl ,LDEV2 ,LDEV3 ,LDEV4 , LDEVB .LDKEEP, LDEV,LDEVST 
C0MM0H/MAIH4/RE ( 6 0 0 0 0 )
C0HH0H/TRAHS/DC(3 , 3 )
C0M H0H/SKTR2/SHELLZ( 3  , 1 0 0 0 0 )  
COHMOH/OUTPT2/IOEL{BOOO),IOHQDClOOOO)
DIMEHSIOH DUMMYC 6  )
IF  (ID IM  .E Q . 3 )  THEH
DO 1 1 0  K l = 1 ,  HHODES 
I  = H H D F *(K 1-1)
ICODE = IA H D (IS P B (K 1 ),2 B 6 )
IS P S  = IA H D (IS P B (K 1 ) ,4 )
1 = 1 +  ID IH
I F  (IC O D E .G T .O  .AHD. I S P S .H E .4 )  THEH 
D C ( 1 ,3 )  = DBLE ( SHELLZ ( 1 ,K D )
D C ( 2 ,3 )  = DBLE( SHELLZ( 2 , K l ) )
D C ( 3 ,3 )  = DBLE ( SHELLZ ( 3 ,  K D )
CALL DIRVEC (D C (1 , 1 ) ,D C (1 . 2 ) ,D C ( 1 , 3 ) )  
DO 1 0 0  K2 = 1 .  3 
CST = 0 .
C S T l =  0 .
ID IR  = 1 + 1
CST = CST + R E (ID IR )* D C (K 2 ,1 )
ID IR  = 1 + 2
CST = CST + R E (ID IR )* D C (K 2 ,2 )
ID IR  = 1 + 3
CST = CST + R E (ID IR )* D C (K 2 ,3 )  
DUMÎÎY(K2) = CST 
1 0 0  COHTIHUE
C
ID IR  = 1  + 1 
R E ( ID IR )  = DUMHY(l)
ID IR  = 1 + 2  
R E (ID IR )  = DUMHY(2)
ID IR  = 1 + 3  
R E (ID IR )  = DUHHY(3)
EHDIF 
1 1 0  COHTIHUE
EHDIF
C
WRITE (ID U T , 9 0 0 )
DO 1 2 0  K l = 1 ,  HHODES
I F  ( B T E S T ( I S P B ( K l) . lO ) )  THEH 
ID = H H D F »(K 1-1)
IF (IO H O D (K 1 ) ,E Q .1 )V R IT E (IO U T ,9 1 0 )K 1 , (R E (ID + K 2) ,K2=1 .HHDF) 
EHDIF 
1 2 0  COHTIHUE
C
RETURH
9 0 0  F O R M A T (/1B 1 ,20X ,’ H O D A L  E Q U I L I B R I U M  F O R C E  S ’ .
1 '  A H D  H O M E H T S ’ / ’ HODE H O .’ .
2 I I X .  'F X ’ . l l I ,  'F Y ’ . l l X ,  ’F Z ’ . l l X ,  ’MX’ . I I X . 'M Y ’ . I I X . ’MZ’ / )
9 1 0  F 0 R M 4 T (I1 1 .1 P .6 E 1 3 .B )
EHD
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c
c ======================== 0 u T 9
C
C XBCLUDE (PROCESS)
SUBROUTIHE O U T9(IO U T)
C I
C I  SUBROUTIHE GETSTR ASSEHBELS THE GLOBAL STIFFH ESS MATRIX AHD/OR 
C I  STORES THE HODE HUKBERS OF THE COREHT ELEHEHT AHD THE POSITIOH
C I  OF THE ELEMEHT MATRICES IH  THE GLOBAL MATRICES.
C I  
C I
C I  I I ( J )  P O SITIO H  OF LOCAL STIFFHESS TERMS IH  THE GLOBAL
C I  STIFFH ESS MATRIX.
C I
C I  S K G (I) = GLOBAL STIFFH ESS MATRIX IH THE COHDEHSED FORM 
C I  S K ( I . J )  = ELEMENT STIFFH ESS MATRIX
C I  <SK IS  COMPUTED BY SUBPROGRAM S T IF E L )
C I  
C I
C
IM PL IC IT  REAL*8 (A -H .O -Z )
C . . .SW ITCHES: REHU M B=100:10,FO RM AT=900:10 
C . . .SWITCHES:
C
C SUBROUTIHES AHD FUHCTIOHS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTIHE 
C
C REWIH ELIHFO ELIHTH LYIHFO ISH3DG ISHSHL
C SHHORH DIRVEC lOGET JACB3D B3DLS GETTER





REAL*8 L T H IC K ,H .H X I.H E T A .H S I
COMMOH/LAYERB/LTHICKO) ,Z S (9 )  ,D C S (3 ,3 )  .HLAYRS,MATRL,LYHUM 
C0M M 0H /U TIL 1/STR ESS(6) ,S T R A IH (6 ) ,STR EL A (6) .CTEMP 
C 0M M 0H /ELSTR2/STR S(6)
C0M M 0H /SH LD IR/V ECT(3, 3 , 9 )
COMMOH/IHPUTE/ISPBdOOOO)
C0M H 0H /SK TR 2/SH ELL Z(3,1 0 0 0 0 )
C0M M 0H /ISH A P2/W (27)
CO M M OH/M AIB4/RE(60000)
C0M M 0D/IHPUT9/THICK( 9 ) , IFLAG
C O H M O H /ISH A P1/H (20,27) ,H X I ( 2 0 ,2 7 )  ,H E T A (2 0 ,2 7 )  ,H S I ( 2 0 ,2 7 )  „ S I ( 2 7 )  
COMMOH/IHPUT8/HHODES, HELEM, HHDF, HLIHC, M BIT, IF L A G l, IFLAG2 .ID IM ,
1 HIBODE,HCOLOR,HFREE
C O M M O H /IH CRll/FRA CTdO ) .H L IH C l(1 0 )  .LDCOHT.IHCPTR 
C O M M O H /IH PU Tl/H IPX I, H IPETA , H IP S I , H IP , IHTCOD 
C0M M 0H /IH PUT2/H 0P( 2 0 , SOOO)
CO M M 0H /A SSEM 2/IK12O )
COMMOB/FREEB/IFBODYdOOOO)
COMMOB/DEVICE/LDEVl .LD EV 2, LDEV3 .LDEV4 .LDEVB .LDKEEP, LDEV .LDEVST 
C0MM0H/TRAHS/DC(3 , 3 )
DIMEHSIOH DUMMY( 6  )
CALL REWIH
C -------  CONDENSED DATA STORAGE IH ARRAY IFBODY.
C
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c   BIT STORAGE ORGAHIZATIOH FOR IFBODY
C
C B IT  RAHGE EBTITY DESCRIPTION
C
C 1 - 1 5  ELEMENT 0 ;  DDES NOT BELONG TO FREEBODY
C 1 ;  BELONGS TO FREEBODY
C 1 6 - 3 0  NODES 0 ;  DOES NOT BELONGS TO FREEBODY
C 1 ;  BELONDS TO FREEBODY
C
C FOR ELEMENTS FREEBODY NUMBER I S  THE B IT  NUMBER.
C FOR NODES FREEBODY NUMBER I S  B IT  NUMBER MINUS 1 5 .
C
C  MDOF I S  THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF DEGREES OF FREEDOM
C
MDOF = NNDF*NNQDES
C --------- IFREE I S  THE FREEBODY DIAGRAM DUMBER
C
DO 2 2 0  IFREE = 1 .  NFREE
C
C -------  IN IT IA L IZ E  THE EQUILIBRIUM  LOAD VECTOR FOR EACH FREEBODY
C
DO 1 0 0  K l = 1 ,  MDOF 
R E (K l)  = 0 .
1 0 0  CONTINUE
C
C ----------- NCB = NUMBER OF COLUMNS IN  THE B MATRIX
C ------------NRB = NUMBER OF ROWS IN  THE <B MATRIX
C ----------- NNEL = NUMBER OF NODES ID THE ELEMENT
C
DO 1 8 0  ELNUH = 1 ,  HELEH
C
CALL ELINFO (ELNUM, IT Y P E , NNEL, IFLA G , ISTA R T, L IN E S ) 
CALL ELINTH (ELNUH, ID EN T, INTCOD, N IP X I, N IPETA , N I P S I ,  
1 MATNUH, THICK)
C
C*V D IR: PREFER SCALAR
DO 1 2 0  K l = 1 ,  NNEL
11  =  N N D F *(K 1-1)
1 2  = N N D F*(N 0P(K 1,ELN U M )-1)
C
C*V D IR: PREFER SCALAR
DO 1 1 0  K2 = 1 ,  NNDF 
K = I I  +  K2 
I K K )  =  1 2  + K2 
1 1 0  CONTINUE
1 2 0  CONTINUE
C
DO 1 6 0  LYBUM = 1 ,  NLAYRS
CALL LYINFO (LYNUM, LTHICK , Z S , MATRL, DCS, NNEL,
1 ELNUM, N I P X I ,  N IPETA . H IP S I )
C
C ---------- HENDF = NUMBER OF ELEMENT NODAL DEGREES OF FREEDOM
C  NCB = DUMBER OF COLUMNS IN  THE B MATRIX
C  NRB = NUMBER OF .ROWS IN  THE B MATRIX
C  ITY PE = ELEMENT TYPE
C ----------- IFLAG = ADDITIONAL ID E N T IF IE R  FOR THE ELEMENT
C
I F  (IT Y P E  .L E . 0 )  GO TO 1 7 0  
I F  (IT Y P E .B E .O  .O R . ID E N T .H E ,0 )  THEN 
I F  (IT Y P E  .G T . 3 0 0 )  THEN 
I F  (IFL A G  .E Q . 0 )  THEN
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HCB = 3*BBEL 
DRB = 6 
HEHDF = 3
CALL ISH3DG (IT Y P E , DDEL, TERROR)
ELSE I F  (IFLA G  .E Q . 4 )  THEH 
HCB = 6»HHEL 
HRB = 6  
HEHDF = 6




C IT Y P E l = ITY PE
C ID E H T l = IDEHT
C
C -------- FOR SHELLS EVALUATE THE LOCAL SHELL CQORDIHATES OF THE HODES
C
I F  (BTESTdFBODY (ELHUX) , IF R E E ) ) THEH
I F  (IT Y P E .G T .3 0 0  .AHD. IF L A G .E Q .4 )  THEH 
DO 1 3 0  K l = 1 ,  HHEL 
KP =  H 0P(K 1,ELH U H )
ICODE =  IA B D (IS P B (K P ) ,4 )
C
C -------- I F  SHELL RQTATIDBS ARE ASSEMBLED IH  THE LOCAL SHELL CDORDIHATE
C SYSTEM THEH RETRIEVE THE LOCAL Z - A Ï I S  FROM STORAGE. ELSE
C EVALUATE THE HORMAL TO THE SHELL MID PLAHE BY A CALL TO THE
C SHHORM ROUTIHE.
C
I F  (ICODE .G T . 0 )  THEH
CALL SHHORM (ELHUH, K l ,  HHEL, IT Y P E ,
1 V E C T (1 ,1 ,K 1 ) .V E C T (1 ,2 ,K 1 ) ,V E C T (1 ,3
2 ,KD)
ELSE
V E C T (1 ,3 ,K 1 )  = D B LE(SH E L L Z (1,K P)) 
V E C T (2 ,3 ,K 1 )  =  D ELE (SH EL LZ(2,K P>) 
V E C T (3 ,3 ,K 1 )  =  DBLE(SHELLZ( 3 , K P ))
CALL DIRVEC (V E C T (1 ,1 ,K 1 ) ,V E C T (1 , 2 ,K 1) 
1 ,V E C T ( 1 ,3 ,K D )
EHDIF






DO IS O  IHTGPH = 1 ,  H IP
C
C -------  RETRIEVE STRESSES FROM STORAGE
C
CALL lOGET (L D E V l, 9 6 ,  ■( A 9 6 ) ■, 5 )
C
C -------  CHECK TO SEE I F  ELEMEHT BELOHGS TO FREEBODY DIAGRAM
C
I F  (BTESTdFBODY(ELHUM ) , IF R E E )) THEH
C
DO 140  K l = 1 ,  6
S T R S (K l) = S T R E S S (K l)
1 4 0  COHTIHUE
C
C ---------- GEOMETRICALLY LIHEAR PROBLEMS
C
I F  (IF L A G l .E Q . 0 )  THEH
I F  (IT Y P E  .G T . 3 0 0 )  THEH
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I F  (IFLA G  .E q .  0 )  THEH
C
C ----------  EQUILIBRIUM VECTOR FOR 3D LIHEAR SOLID ELEKEHTS
C




ELSE I F  (IFLA G  .E Q . 4 )  THEH
C
C ---------- EQUILIBRIUM VECTOR FOR 3D LIHEAR SHELL ELEHEHTS
C
C  VECTOR V 13 RETURHED BY JACSHL I S  HORMAL TO MID SURFACE OF THE
C SHELL AT IHTEGRATIOH POIHTS
0
CALL GETTER (IH TG PH , ELHUM, HHEL,
1 TH ICK E, RAD)
IS E T  = 0
S IP  =  S I(IH T G P H )
CALL JACSHL (IH TG PH , ELHUH, HHEL,
1 TH ICK E, DETJAC, V 1 3 , IS E T , S I P )
C
C  THE COORDIHATES VECTORS V l l  AHD V12 ARE EVALUATED BY DIRVEC
C WHICH I S  PART OF THE ELEMEHT LIBRARY MODULE
C
CALL DIRVEC ( V l l ,  V 12 , V 13)
CALL BSHL (H HEL, IHTGPH)
CST = DETJAC»V(IHTGPH)




CALL EQUILB (C S T , NCB, HRB, BNDF, HEHDF)
EHDIF
IS O  CONTINUE
1 6 0  CONTINUE
1 7 0  CONTINUE
1 8 0  CONTINUE
I F  (ID IM  .E Q . 3 )  THEH
DO 2 0 0  K l = 1 ,  HHODES
I F  (B T E S T (IF B O D Y (k l) ,IF R E E + lS ))  THEN 
I  = H H D F*(K 1-1)
ICODE = lA H D d S P B (K l)  ,2 S 6 )
IS PS  = IA N D (IS P B (K 1 ) , 4 )
1 = 1 +  ID IM
IF  (IC O D E .G T .O  .AND. I S P S .H E .4 )  THEH 
D C (1 ,3 )  = D B L E (S H E L L Z (1 ,K 1))
D C (2 ,3 )  = D B L E (S H E L L Z (2 ,K 1))
D C (3 ,3 )  = DBLE (SHELLZ ( 3 ,  K D )
CALL DIRVEC (D C (1 , 1 ) ,D C (1 , 2 ) ,D C (1 ,3 )  )
DO 1 9 0  K2 = 1 ,  3 
CST = 0 .
C S T l = 0 .
ID IR  = 1 + 1
CST = CST + R E (ID IR )» D C (K 2 ,1 )
ID IR  = 1 + 2
CST =  CST + R E (ID IR )* D C (K 2 ,2 )
ID IR  = 1 + 3
CST = CST +  R E (ID IR )* D C (K 2 ,3 )
DUMMY (K 2 ) =  CST 
1 9 0  COHTIHUE
C
ID IR  = 1 + 1
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R E (ID IR ) = DUMMY( 1 )
ID IR  = 1 + 2  
R E (ID IR ) =  DUMMY( 2 )
ID IR  = 1 + 3  
R E (ID IR ) =  DUMMYO)
EHDIF 
EHDIF 
2 0 0  COHTIHUE
EHDIF
C
WRITE (TOUT, 9 0 0 )  IFREE 
I F I E  = IF R E E  + 1 6  
DO 2 1 0  K l =  1 ,  HHODES
I F  (B T E S T (IF B 0 D Y (K 1 ) ,IF 1 5 ))  THEH 
I F  ( B T E S T ( IS P B ( K l) . lO ) )  THEH 
ID  = H H D F»(K 1-1)
WRITE (TOUT, 9 1 0 )  K l .  (R E (ID + K 2 ) , K2 =  1 ,  HHDF) 
EHDIF 
EHDIF 
2 1 0  COHTIHUE
C
CALL REWIH 
2 2 0  COHTIHUE
C
RETURH
9 0 0  F 0 R M A T (/1 H 1 ,2 0 X ,’ H O D A L  E Q U I L I B R I U M  F O R C E S '
1 ' A H D  M O M E H T  S ' / 2 0 X . 'F  O R  F R E E B O D Y ' ,
2 '  D I A G R A M  ’ , 1 8 / '  HODE H O .’ ,
3  I I X , 'F X ' . l l X , 'F Y ' . l l X , 'F Z ' . l l X , 'M X ' . l l X , 'M Y ' , 1 1 X , 'M Z ' / )  
9 1 0  F 0 R M A T (I1 1 ,1 P ,6 E 1 3 .S )
EHD
C




IM P L IC IT  REAL»8 (A -H ,0 -Z )
C . . .SW ITCH ES: REBUHB=100:10,FORM AT=900; 10 
C . . . SWITCHES :
c






C0M M 0H/IHPUT8/HH0DES,HELEM ,HHDF,HLIHC,M BIT, IF L A G l, IFLA G 2, ID IM ,
1 HIHODE,HCOLOR,HFREE
C O M M O H /IH CRll/FRA CTdO ) .H L IH C l (1 0 )  .LDCOHT.IHCPTR 
COMM OH/IHPUTE/ISPBdOOOO)
COMMOH/DEVICE/LDEVl ,LDEV2 .LDEV3 .LD EV l .LDEVS .LDKEEP .LDEV,LDEVST 
COM M OB/M AIH4/RE(60000)
COMM OB/OUTPT2/IOEL(BOOO),IOHODdOOOO)
C0M M0H/TRAHS/DC(3 , 3 )
C0M M 0H/SKTR2/SHELLZ(3  , 1 0 0 0 0 )
DIMEHSIOH DUMMY( 6  )
C
C
I F  (ID IM  .E Q . 3 )  THEH
DO 1 1 0  K l =  1 ,  HHODES
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c
c  TEST B IT  1 8  OF IS P B  TO SEE I F  THE HODE I S  i  SUPPORT
C
I F  (B T E S T (IS P B (K 1 ) ,1 8 ) )  THEH 
I  = H D D F*(X 1-1)
ICODE = I iH D ( I S P B ( K l) ,2 5 6 )
IS P S  =  IA H D (IS P B (K 1 ) ,4 )
1 = 1 +  IDIM
I F  (IC O D E .G T .O  .AHD. I S P S .H E .4 )  THEH 
D C ( 1 ,3 )  = DBLE (  SHELLZ ( 1 , K D )
D C ( 2 ,3 )  = DBLECSHELLZ( 2 , K l ) )
D C (3 ,3 )  = D B L E (S H E L L Z (3 ,K D )
CALL DIRVEC (D C (1 , 1 ) ,D C (1 . 2 ) ,D C (1 , 3 ) )
DO 100  K2 = 1 ,  3 
CST = 0 .
C S T l =  0 .
ID IR  = 1 + 1
CST = CST + R E (ID IR )» D C (K 2 ,1 )
ID IR  = 1 + 2
CST = CST + R E (ID IR )» D C (K 2 ,2 )
ID IR  = 1 + 3
CST = CST + R E (ID IR )» D C (K 2 ,3 )
DUMMY(K2) = CST 
1 0 0  COHTIHUE
C
ID IR  = 1  + 1 
R E (ID IR ) = DUMHY(l)
ID IR  = 1 + 2  
R E (ID IR ) = DUMMY( 2 )
ID IR  = 1 + 3 
R E (ID IR ) = DUMHYC3)
EHDIF 
EHDIF 
1 1 0  COHTIHUE 
EHDIF
C
WRITE (ID U T , 9 0 0 )
DO 1 2 0  K l = 1 ,  HHODES
I F  ( B T E S T (IS P B (K 1 ) ,1 8 ) )  THEH 
ID  = H H D F +C K l-l)
IF (IO H O D (K 1 ) .E P .1 )W R IT E (IO U T ,9 1 0 )K 1 ,(R E (ID + K 2 )  ,K2=1,HHDF) 
EHDIF 
1 2 0  COHTIHUE
C
RETURH
9 0 0  F O R M A T (/1 H 1 ,2 0 X ,'S  U P P O R T  R E A C T I O H  F O R C E S " ,
1 '  A H D  M O M E H T  S ' / '  HODE B O . ' ,
2 1 1 Ï , ' F Ï ’ , 1 U , 'F Y ' , 1 1 X , 'F Z ' , 1 1 Ï . > M Ï ' , 1 1 Ï , 'M Y M 1 X , 'H Z ' / )  
9 1 0  F 0 R M A T (I1 1 ,1 P ,6 E 1 3 .S )
EHD
C
C =========================== 0 U T 11  ===============================
C
C IHCLUDE (PROCESS)
SUBROUTIHE O U T lK IO U T )
IM P L IC IT  R E A L » 8 (A -H ,0 -Z )
C. . .SW ITCH ES: REH U M B=100:10,F0RM A T=900:10  
C ...S W IT C H E S :
c
C SUBROUTIHES AHD FUHCTIOHS CALLED FROM TH IS ROUTIHE 
C
C DO SUBROUTIHES OR FUHCTIOHS CALLED FROM T H IS  PROGRAM UHIT
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c
c . * • * * * « * * » * .
K E âL »4  XYZ
C 0M H 0H /IH PU T 3/ÏY Z ( 3 ,1 0 0 0 0 )
COHMDH/IHPUT8/BHODES .ÏELEH ,HSDF .BLIDC .M B IT , I F U G l , IFLA G 2, ID IM , 
1 BIBODE,HCOLOR,BFREE
C O H M O H /IB C R ll/FR A C T dO ) .H LIH Cl ( 1 0 )  .LDCOBT, IHCPTR 
COHM OB/IBPUTE/ISPBdOOOO)
ID  =  0 .
C
WRITE (lO U T , 9 0 0 )
DO 1 0 0  * 1 = 1 ,  HBODES
I F  (B T E S T (IS P B (K 1 ) ,1 0 ) )  WRITE (lO U T , 9 1 0 )  K l ,  I D , l Y Z C l .K l ) ,
1 X Y Z C 2 ,K 1 ), X Y Z (3,K 1)
1 0 0  COHTIHUE
C
RETURH
9 0 0  F O R H A T (/1 H 1 ,2 0 X ,‘ H O D A L  C O O R D I H A T E S ' /
1 2 X ,'H 0 D E  I D . '.S X ,'C O O R D  H 0 . ' , 1 2 X , 'X ' . 1 2 X , 'Y ' , 1 2 X , 'Z ' / )
9 1 0  F O R H A T ( I1 0 ,I1 4 ,1 P ,6 E 1 3 .B )
EHD
C




IM P L IC IT  ?EA L»S (A -H .O -Z )
C. . .SW ITCH ES: REH U M B=100:10,FO RM AT=900:10 
C . . .SW ITCH ES:
C
C SUBROUTIHES AHD FUHCTIOHS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTIHE 
C
C ELIHFO ELIHTM LAGRGl lOGET REWIH 
CC.»****..,***»*..,...,***........,....*..,»...




C 0M M 0H /U TIL 1/STR ESS(6) ,S T R A IH (6) ,ST R E L A (6) ,C E H T E R (6) , WORK, YIELD 
C O M M O B /IB PU Tl/B IPX I, B IP E T A ,H IP S I ,B IP . IHTCOD 
C 0M M 0B /IH PU T2/B 0P( 2 0 , BOOO)
C O HH O B/IH PU TE/ISPBdO O OO )
COMHOH/IBPUTF/MATYPEdO)
COHHDB/DEVICE/LDEVl .LDEV2, LDEVB ,LD EV 4, LDEVB, LDKEEP, LDEV, LDEVST 
C0HM 0B/GRAPH2/IVS ( 1 2 0 0 0 ) ,  IV E ( 1 2 0 0 0 ) ,  IL S  ( 1 2 0 0 0 ) ,  IL E (1 2 0 0 0 )  
C O K M O H /IR EPl/IR E P (1 2 0 0 0 )  ,L R E P (1 2 0 0 0 )
C 0M M 0H /E X T R P1/IH T 33(9) ,IH T 2 2 (4 )
COHMOB/IBPUTS/HHODES, HELEM, HHDF ,B L IH C , M BIT, IF L A G l, IFL A G 2, ID IM .
1 BIHODE,BCOLOR,BFREE
C O M M O H /IH C R ll/FR A C TdO ) ,H L IH C 1(10 ) ,LDCOHT,IHCPTR 
C0M M 0H /IH PU T9/TH ICK (9) ,IFLAG 
C 0 H M 0 H /IS P C 0 1 /P (6 4  , 2 7 )




DO 1 0 0  K l =  1 ,  14»HH0DES 
V A L U E (K l) = 0 .
1 0 0  COHTIHUE
C
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c
IT Y P E l = 0 
ID E H T l = 0 
lE H D  = 0
DO 2 5 0  ELHUH = 1 ,  HELEH
CALL ELIBFO (ELHUH, IT Y P E , HHEL, IF L A G , IS T A R T , L IN E S ) 
CALL ELIHTH (ELHUH, ID EH T, IHTCOD, H IP X I ,  H IPE TA , H I P S I ,  
1 HATHUM, THICK)
I F  (IT Y P E  .L E . 0 )  GO TO 2 4 0
I F  ( IT Y P E .H E .IT Y P E l .O R. ID E H T .H E .ID E H T l) THEH 
CALL LAGRGl (IT Y P E , IF LA G , HHEL, lERRO R)
I F  (IT Y P E  .G T . 3 0 0 )  THEH 
lEBD  = 6
ELSE
lEHD =  4 
EHDIF 
EHDIF
IT Y P E l = ITY PE 
ID EH Tl = IDEHT
DO 1 2 0  IHTGPH = 1 ,  HIP
I F  (HATYPE(HATHUH) .E q .  1 )  THEH
CALL lOGET (L D EV l, 9 6 ,  > ( A 9 6 ) ' ,  B)
ELSE
CALL lOGET (L D EV l, 2 0 1 ,  ' ( A 2 0 1 ) ' ,  6 )
AWORK (IHTGPH) = WORK 
EHDIF
DO 1 1 0  K l = 1 ,  lEHD
STRS(K 1,IH TG PH ) = S T R E S S (K l)
STRH (K1,IH TG PH) = S T R A IH (K l)
1 1 0  COHTIHUE
1 2 0  COHTIHUE
DO 1 5 0  Kl = 1 ,  HHEL
C
c
HODE = HOP ( K l ,  ELHUH)
DO 1 4 0  K2 = 1 ,  lEHD
ID  = (K 2-1)*HH 0D ES + HODE 
DO 1 3 0  K3 = 1 ,  H IP
VALUECID) = VALUE(ID) + S T R S (K 2 ,K 3 )* P (K 3 ,K 1 ) 
1 3 0  COHTIHUE
1 4 0  COHTIHUE
1 5 0  COHTIHUE
DO 1 8 0  K l =  1 ,  BBEL
HODE = H0P(K1,ELHUH)
DO 1 7 0  K2 =  1 ,  lEHD
ID  = (IE H D + K 2-1 )‘ HHODES + HODE 
DO 1 6 0  K3 = 1 ,  H IP
VALUE(ID) = VALUE(ID) +  S T R H (K 2 ,K 3 )‘ P (K 3 ,K 1 ) 
1 6 0  COHTIHUE
1 7 0  COHTIHUE
1 8 0  COHTIHUE
DO 2 1 0  K l =  1 ,  HHEL
HODE = H0P(K1,ELHUH)
DO 2 0 0  K2 = 1 ,  lEBD
ID  = ( 2 ‘ IE H D +K 2-1)‘ HHODES + HODE 
DO 1 9 0  K3 = 1 ,  HIP
VALUE(ID) = VALUE(ID) + CAUC(K2, K 3 )‘ P (K 3 ,K 1 ) 
1 9 0  COHTIHUE
2 0 0  COHTIHUE




C I D l  = 3*IEBD#BB0DES
C DO 3 6 0  K l = 1 , HDEL
C ID  =  I D l  + NOPCKl , ELHUM)
C DO 3 6 0  K3 = 1 , H IP
C VALUES ID  ) = VALUEC ID  ) + VOLUHS( K3 )* P (K 3 ,K 1 )
C 3 6 0  CONTINUE 
C
I D l  = (3*IEN D +1)#N H 0DES 
DO 2 3 0  K l = 1 ,  HHEL
ID  = ID l + HDPCKl,ELHUM)
DO 2 2 0  K3 = 1 ,  H IP
VALUE(ID) =  VALUE(ID) +  A W O R K (K 3)*P(K 3.K l) 
2 2 0  CONTINUE
2 3 0  CONTINUE
2 4 0  CONTINUE
2 5 0  CONTINUE
C
DO 2 7 0  K2 = 1 .  14
I D l  = (K 2-1)*H N 0D ES 
DO 2 6 0  NODE = 1 .  HBODES
IT E ST  = IA N D (IS PB (N O D E ).1 0 2 4 )
I F  (IT E S T  .G T . 0 )  THEN
I RHODE = IR E P (H 0 D E )/3 2  
ID  = I D l  + NODE
VALUE(ID) =  VALUE(ID)/DFLOAT(IRNODE) 
ENDIF 
2 6 0  CONTINUE 
2 7 0  COHTIHUE
CALL REWIH 




c  ======================= L A G R G l  ===========
C
C IHCLUDE (PROCESS)




C l  P R O G R A M :
C I
C I  LAGRGl EVALUATES THE LAGRANGE POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS
C I  WHICH ARE USED FOR INTERPOLATING VALUES FROM GAUSSIAN
C I  IHTEGRATIOH POINTS TO THE NODES. TH IS  SUBROUTINE MAY BE
C I  USED FOR QUADRILATERAL AND HEXAHIDRAL ISOPARAMETRIC ELEMENTS
C I  WHICH USE ANY ORDER OF GAUSS INTEGRATION.
C I
C l  A R G U M E N T  L I S T :
C I
C I  ITY PE = INTERNAL ELEMENT TYPE NUMBER.
C I  IFLAG = ANALYSIS TYPE FLAG.
C I  HHEL = NUMBER OF NODES IN  THE ELEMENT.
C I  
C I
C l  O H  R E T U R H :
C I
C I  ARRAY P  IN  COMMON IS P C O l CONTAINS THE LAGRANGE INTERPOLATION
C I  POLYNOMIALS.
C I





c . ..SWITCHES: RENUHB=100:10,FORMAT=900:10 
C . ..SWITCHES:
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * # * * * * * * * . * * * * * *  * * * * * * *  # * # * , # $ »
C










C ---  ELLIBl CONTAINS THE COORD. OF THE HODES FOR HEXAHIDRAL
C ELEMENTS IH THE NATURAL (ISOPARAMETRIC) COORDINATE SYSTEM.




C ---  ELLIB2 CONTAINS THE COORD. OF THE NODES FOR QUADRILATERAL
C ELEMENTS IN THE NATURAL (ISOPARAMETRIC) COORDINATE SYSTEM.
C THESE VALUES ARE SINGLE PRECISION REAL NUMBERS
C





C  NEXT IF BLOCK EVALUATES THE LAGRANGE POLYNOMIALS FOR THE
C HEXAHIDRAL DR SHELL QUADRILATERAL ELEMENTS.
C
IF (ITYPE .GT. 300) THEN
CALL GAUSS (HIPXI, WXI, XI)
CALL GAUSS (HIPETA, WETA. ETA)
CALL GAUSS (HIPSI, WSI, SI)
NIP = NTPXI*HIPETA#NIPSI 
I = NIPXI*NIPETA
C
C ---  EVALUATES THE LAGRANGE POLYNOMIALS FOR HEXAHIDRAL ELEMENTS.
C
IF (IFLAG .EQ. 0) THEN
C





DO 110 ISI = 1, NIPSI 
PSI(ISI) = 1.0 
DO 100 Kl = 1, HIPSI





DO 130 lETA = 1, NIPETA 
PETA(IETA) = 1.0 
DO 120 Kl = 1, HIPETA
IF (Kl .HE. lETA) PETA(IETA) = PETA(IETA)*(






DO 160 IXI = 1, HIPII 
PII(IXI) = 1.0 
DO 140 Kl = 1, HIPXI





DO 180 ISI = 1, BIPSI
DO 170 lETA = 1, HIPETA 
DO 160 IXI = 1, HIPXI









C ---  EVALUATE THE POLYHOMIALS FOR SHELL ELEHEHTS. LOOP 110 ASSIGNS
C A SI VALUE TO THE HATURAL COORDIHTES OF THE HODES.
C SI EQUALS TO -1., 0.. AHD 1. COORESPOHD TO THE BOTTOM SURFACE.
C HID-SURFACE, AHD TOP SURFACE OF THE SHELL ELEHEHTS.
C
ELSE IF (IFLAG .EQ. 4) THEH
C
SIH = -2.DO 
DO 300 ISURF = 1 , 3  
SIH = SIH + l.ODO 
DO 290 HODE = 1, BHEL 
XIH = AXKHODE)
ETAH = AETA(HQDE)
DO 210 ISI = 1, HIPSI 
PSI(ISI) = 1.0
C WRITE(«,»)'ISI'.ISI.'SI'.SI(ISI)
DO 200 Kl = 1, HIPSI




DO 230 lETA = 1, HIPETA 
PETA(IETA) = 1 . 0  
DO 220 Kl = 1, HIPETA




DO 260 IXI = 1, HIPXI 
PXKIXI) = 1.0 
DO 240 Kl = 1, HIPXI







DO 2 8 0  I S I  = 1 ,  H IP S I
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DO 270 lETA = 1, NIPETA 
DO 260 III = 1, HIPXI
INTGPB=(ISI-1)*I+(IETA-1)*NIPXI+IXI 



















C l  P R O G R A M :
C I
C l  I)
C I REVIEW CHECKS THE VALIDITY OF NODE AND ELEMENT DEFINITIONS. IT
C I ALSO GENERATES AUTO
C I RESTRAINT INFORMATION FOR THE DRILLING DEGREES OF FREEDOM OF
C I SHELL ELEMENTS. THE ROTATIONAL DEGREES OF FREEDOM OF THE NODES
C I WHICH ARE SHARED BY SHELL ELEMENTS WITH THEIR MID-SURFACE
C I NORMALS PARALLEL TO EACH OTHER ARE ASSEMBLED IB THE LOCAL
C I COORDINATE SYSTEM OF THE NODE, THE
C I Z-PRIME AXIS OF THE LOCAL COORDINATES IS NORMAL TO THE SURFACE
C l  OF THE SHELL. SINCE THERE IS NO STIFFNESS CONTRIBUTION TO THE
C I ROTATIONAL DEGREE OF FREEDOM ABOUT THE Z-PRIME, THIS DEGREE OF
C I FREEDOM IS EXPLICITLY ELIMINATED BY SETTING THE APPROPRIATE
C I TERM IN THE IDDF ARRAY EQUAL TO 2. FOR NODES THAT ARE
C I RESTRAINED BY THE USER THE ROTATIONAL DEGREES OF FREEDOME IS
C I ASSEMBLED IN THE GLOBAL COORDINATE SYSTEM. IN THIS SITUATION
C I WHEN THE USER DEFINED RESTRAINED ROTATIONS HAVE NO COMPONENTS
C l  IN THE DIRECTION OF THE DRILLING DEGREE OF FREEDOM THE DRILLING
C I DEGREE OF FREEDOM WILL BE RESTRAINED UNLESS THE NODE IS SHARED
C l  BY AT LEAST TWO OUT OF PLANE SHELL ELEMENTS. ALL NODES THAT ARE
C I SHARED BY NON-TANGENT SHELL ELEMENTS WILL HAVE THEIR ROTATIONAL
C I DEGREES OF FREEDOM ASSEMBLED IN THE GLOBAL REFERENCE FRAME.
C I FOR THESE NODES SOME STIFFNESS EXISTS FOR ALL ROTATIONAL
C I DEGREES OF FREEDOM, HENCE AUTO RESTRAINT IS NOT INVOKED.
C I
C I II)
C l  IT DEFINES THE NODES THAT ARE RELATED TO FREEBODY DIAGRAMS.
C I
C l  O N  E N T R Y :
C I
C I IDOF = IS THE ARRAY CONTAINING THE NODAL RESTRAINT INFORMATION
C I SPECIFIED BY THE USER.
C l  0; FREE NODE
C l  1 ; RESTRAINED WITH ZERO DISPLACEMENT OR ROTATION
C l  -1 ; RESTRAINED WITH NONZERO DISPLACEMENT OR ROTATION
C I
C l  O N  R E T U R N :
C I
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c I IDOF = IS THE ARRAY COHTAIHIHG THE HODAL RESTRAIHT IHFORBATIOD
C I SPECIFIED BY TEE USER AHD BY THE SHELL AUTO RESTRAIN.
C l  0; FREE BODE
C l  1 ; RESTRAIHED WITH ZERO DISPLACEHEHT OR ROTATIOH
C l  -1; RESTRAIHED WITH HOHZERO DISPLACEHEHT OR ROTATIOH





C.. .SWITCHES: REHUHB=100:10,FORMAT=900:10 
C. ..SWITCHES:
C
C SUBROUTIHES AHD FUHCTIOHS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTIHE 
C







REAL*4 XYZ,ÏAXIS, YAXIS, SHELLZ, THICK
COMMOH/IHPUT2/HOP(20,BOOO)
C0MM0H/IHPUT3/XYZ(3,10000)
C0MM0H/IHPUT8/BH0DES. HELEM, HHDF, HLIHC .MBIT. IFLAGl, IFLAG2 .IDIM, 
1 HIHODE.HCOLOR,HFREE










C   ISPB( K ) STORES A SERIES OF CRITICAL IHFORMATIOH ABOUT THE
C HODES AHD ELEHEHTS. THE BIT STORAGE FOR EACH ELEMEHT OF THIS
C ARRAY IS AS FOLLOWS.
C
C BIT 0 LOCAL CQORDIHATE SYSTEM FOR TRAHSLATIQHS
C BIT 1 LOCAL COORDIHATE SYSTEM FOR ROTATIOHS IS DEFIHED
C BIT 2 0; SHELL ROTATIOHS IH LOCAL SHELL COORDIHATE SYSTEM
C 1; SHELL ROTATIOHS ARE IH GLOBAL COORDIHATE SYSTEM
C BIT 3 SIGH BIT FOR THE THIRD DIRECTIOH COSIHE OF THE
C LOCAL TRAHSLATIOH X-AXIS (0=+,l=-).
C BIT 4 SIGH BIT FOR THE THIRD DIRECTIOH COSIHE OF THE
C LOCAL TRAHSLATIOH Y-AXIS (0=+,l=-).
C BIT S SIGH BIT FOR THE THIRD DIRECTIOH COSIHE OF THE
C LOCAL ROTATIOH X-AXIS (0=+.!=-).
C BIT 6 SIGH BIT FOR THE THIRD DIRECTIOH COSIHE OF THE
C LOCAL ROTATIOH Y-AXIS (0=+,l=-).
C BIT 7 SIGH BIT FOR THE THIRD DIRECTIOH COSIHE OF THE
C LOCAL SHELL ROTATIOH Z-AXIS (0=+,l=-).
C BIT 8 0; HODE IS HOT SHARED WITH AHY SHELL ELEMEHTS
C 1; HODE IS SHARED WITH AT LEAST OHE SHELL ELEMEHT
C BIT 9 0; BODE IS HOT SHARED WITH AHY ELEMEHTS
C 1 ; HODE IS SHARED WITH AT LEAST OHE ELEMEHT
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c BIT 10 0; POSITIOH OF THE HODE HAS HOT BEEH DEFIHED
C 1; POSITIOH OF THE HODE HAS BEEH DEFIHED
C BITS 1,0; CARTESIAH LOCAL TRAHSLATIOH COORD. SYSTEM
C 11, 12 0,1; CYLIHDRICAL LOCAL TRAHSLATIOH COORD. SYSTEM
C 1,1; SPHERICAL LOCAL TRAHSLATIOH COORDIHATE SYSTEM.
C BITS 1,0; CARTESIAH LOCAL ROTATIOH COORD. SYSTEM
C 13, 14 0,1; CYLIHDRICAL LOCAL ROTATIOH COORD. SYSTEM
C 1,1; SPHERICAL LOCAL ROTATIOH COORDIHATE SYSTEM.
C BITS 1,0; CARTESIAH DEFIHITIOH COORD. SYSTEM
C 15, 16 0,1; CYLIHDRICAL DEFIHITIOH COORD. SYSTEM
C 1,1; SPHERICAL DEFIHITIOH COORDIHATE SYSTEM.
C BIT 17 0; HODE IS HOT AH IBTERFACE HODE.
C 1; HODE IS AH IHTERFACE HODE.
C BIT 18 0; HODE IS HOT A SUPPORT
C 1; HODE IS A SUPPORT
C BIT 20 0; ELEMEHT COHHECTIVITY HAS HOT BEEH DEFIHED




C  THE DEFAULT TOLORAHCE AHGLE IS 3 DEGREES
C
C TOLCOS IS COSIHE OF THE TOLORAHCE AHGLE
C AHGLE IS THE TOLORAHCE AHGLE IH RADIAHS
C
AHGLE = 3.0*0.017463292 
TOLCOS = DCOS(AHGLE)
DO 170 ELHUH = 1, HELEM
CALL ELIHFO (ELHUH, ITYPE, HHEL, IFLAG, ISTART, LIHES)
CALL ELIHTM(ELHUH,IDEHT,IHTCOD,HIPXI,HIPETA,HIPSI,MAT,THICK) 
IF (ITYPE .LE. 0 )  GO TO 1 6 0
C
C  TEST BIT 20 OF ISPB TO SEE IF THE ELEMEHT COHHECTIVITY
C HAS BEER DEFIHED.
C
IT E ST  = IA H D (IS P B (E L S U H ),1048B 76)
IF (ITEST .Eq. 0) THEH
WRITE (BUFFER, *) CELEM, ELHUM 
CALL ERRORS (14, 0, 'REVIEW')
EHDIF
C
IF (ITYPE .GT. 300) THEH 
IF (IFLAG .EQ. 0) THEH 
DO 100 Kl = 1, HHEL
HODE = H0P(K1,ELHUM)
C
C  TEST BIT 10 OF ISPB TO SEE IF THE HODE USED TO DEFIHE
C COHHECTIVITY HAS BEEH DEFIHED.
C
ITEST = lAHDdSPB(HODE) ,1024)
IF (ITEST .EQ. 0) THEH
WRITE (BUFFER, •) CHODE, HODE, CELEM, ELHUM
CALL ERRORS (11, 0, 'REVIEW')
EHDIF
C
ISPB(HODE) = IBSETdSPB(HODE) ,9)
1 0 0  COHTIHUE
ELSE IF (IFLAG .E q . 4 )  THEH 
DO 1 4 0  K l = 1 ,  HHEL
C
C  TEST BIT 10 OF ISPB TO SEE IF THE HODE USED TO DEFIHE
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IF (ITEST .Eq. 0) THEH
WRITE (BUFFER, *) CHODE, HODE, CELEM, ELHUM 
CALL ERRORS (11, 0, 'REVIEW')
EHDIF
C
CALL SHHORM (ELHUH, Kl, HHEL, ITYPE, VI, V2, V3)
C
C  SET BIT 8 OF THE ISPB ARRAY TO 1 (HODE IS SHARED BY A SHELL)
C





C  ISPS =4; SHELL ROTATIDHAL D.O.F. SHOULD BE IH GLOBAL COORD.
C =0; SHELL ROTATIOHAL D.O.F. SHOULD BE IH LOCAL COORD.
C  ICODE =2; A LOCAL ROTATIOHAL COORD. SYS. IS DEFIHED FOR HODE





C  THE FOLLOWING IF BLOCK IS USED TO DETERMINE IF AHY ROTATIOHAL
C RESTRAINTS ARE ASSOCIATED WITH THE BODE. IF RESTRAINTS ARE
C PRESENT, THE SHELL ROTATIONS WILL HAVE TO BE ASSEMBLED IH THE
C GLOBAL COORDIHATE SYSTEM. IT SHOULD THEN BE CHECKED TO SEE IF
C THE DRILLING DEGREE OF FREEDOM OF THE SHELL IS RESTRAIHED
C PROPERLY. THE ABOVE PROCESS IS HOT REQUIRED IF IT HAS PREVIOUSLY
C BEEH DETERMINED THAT THE SHELL ROTATIONS SHOULD BE ASSEMBLED
C IN THE GLOBAL REFERENCE FRAME.
C
IF (ISPS .EQ. 0) THEN 
DO 110 K2 = 4, HHDF 
IDl = ID + K2
IF (IDOF(IDl).EQ.l .OR. IDOF(IDl).EQ.( - 1  )
1 ) ISPS = 4
110 COHTIHUE
C
IF (ISPS .EQ. 4) THEH 
1 =  0
DO 1 2 0  K2 = 4, HHDF 
1 =  1 +  1 
I D l  =  ID  + K2
IF (IDOF(IDl) .EQ. 0) THEN 
IF (ICODE .EQ. 0) THEH 
IF(DABS(V3(D) .GT.TOLCOS)ID0F(ID1)=2 
ELSE









C  IF MORE THAN OHE SHELL SHARE THE HODE, THEH THE SUM OF THE
C NORMAL VECTORS IS ACCUMULATED IH SHELLZ ARRAY. THE DOT PRODUCT
C OF THE CURRENT SHELL NORMAL V3 AHD THE APPROPRIATE SHELLZ
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c COHPOBEHTS WILL DETERHIHE IF THE CURREHT SHELL IS COPLiHAR
C (TAHGEHT) TO THE PREVIOUSLY PROCESSED SHELLS. IF SHELLS ARE HOT
C COPLAHAR THEH SUFFICIEHT ROTATIOHAL STIFFHESS EXISTS IH ALL
C DIRECTIOHS. HEHCE, ALL THE IDOF COHPOHEHTS RESTRAIHED BY THIS







DOT = V3(1)*C0SXZP - C0SYZP»V3(2) + V3(3)*C0SZZP 
CHORM = DSQRTCC0SXZP»*2+C0SYZP*»2+C0SZZP»»2)







IF (ISPS .HE. 4) THEH
IF (DABS(BCDS) .GE. TOLCOS) THEH
IF (ID0F(ID+6) .EQ. 0) ID0F(ID+6) = 2
ELSE
ISPS = 4
IF (ID0F(ID+6) .EQ. 2) IDDF(ID+6) = 0 
EHDIF
ELSE
IF (DABS(BCOS) .LT. TOLCOS) THEH 
DO 130 K2 = 4, 6 
IDl = ID + K2





IF (ISPS .GT. 0) THEH
ITEHP = IBSETdSPB(HODE) ,2)
ISPB(HODE) = ITEMP 
EHDIF
SHELLZd.HODE) = SHELLZ(l.HODE) + V3(l)
SHELLZ (2, HODE) = SHELLZ(2,H0DE) + V3(2) 
SHELLZ(3,H0DE) = SHELLZ (3, HODE) + V3(3)
C
C... HORMALIZE THE VECTOR SHELLZ 
C
SHORM = SQRTCSHELLZ(1,HODE)*«2+SEELLZ(2.BODE)»«2+ 
1 SHELLZ(3,H0DE)**2)
SHELLZ(1,HODE) = SHELLZ(1,HODE)/SHORM 
SHELLZ(2,H0DE) = SHELLZ(2,HODE)/SHORH 
SHELLZ(3,H0DE) = SHELLZ(3,HODE)/SHORM 
140 COHTIHUE
EHDIF
ELSE IF (ITYPE .GT. 200) THEH 
DO ISO Kl = 1, HHEL
HODE = H0P(K1,ELHUM)
C
C  TEST BIT 10 OF ISPB TO SEE IF THE HODE USED TO DEFIHE
C COHHECTIVITY HAS BEEH DEFIHED.
C
ITEST = IAHD(ISPB(HODE),1024)
IF (ITEST .EQ. 0) THEH
WRITE (BUFFER, •) CHODE, HODE, CELEM, ELHUM
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C  IF A BODE IS HOT SHARED BY AHY SHELL ELEMENTS THEN RESTRAIN
C THE ROTATIONAL DEGREES OF FREEDOM.
C




C  IF A NODE IS DOT SHARED BY ANY ELEMENT THEN RESTRAIN ALL DCF
C
IF CIDENTI .EQ. 0) THEN 
ID = NNDF*(NODE-1)
DO 180 K1 = 1, BHDF 
ID0F(ID+K1) = 1 
180 CONTINUE
C
C  IF A BODE IS HOT SHARED BY ANY SHELL ELEMENTS THEN RESTRAIN
C THE ROTATIONAL DEGREES OF FREEDOM.
C
ELSE IF (NDDF.EQ.e .AND. IDENTZ.EQ.O) THEN 
ID = NNDF*(NODE-1)
IDDF(ID+4) = 1 
IDOF(ID+E) = 1 
ID0F(ID+6) = 1
CALL UNITVS (SHELLZd .BODE) , 3)
EBDIF
C




C* DO 70 K1 = 1 . BBODES
C* ID = HNDF*(K1 -1)
C
C
C  READ ADD GENERATE FREEBODY INFORMATION FOR NODES
C
C ---  CONDENSED DATA STORAGE IN ARRAY IFBODY.
C
C ---  BIT STORAGE ORGANIZATION FOR IFBODY
C
C BIT RANGE ENTITY DESCRIPTION
C
C 1-lB ELEMENT 0; DDES DOT BELONG TO FREEBODY
C 1; BELONGS TO FREEBODY
C 16-30 NODES 0; DOES NOT BELONGS TO FREEBODY
C 1; BELOBDS TO FREEBODY
C
C FOR ELEMENTS FREEBODY NUMBER IS THE BIT HUMBER,
C FOR NODES FREEBODY NUMBER IS BIT NUMBER MINUS 15.
C
DO 220 K1 = 1, HFREE 
IBITS = K1 + IS 
DO 210 ELNUH = 1, HELEH
CALL ELINFO (ELNUM, ITYPE, NDEL, IFLAG, ISTART, LINES)
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IF (BTEST(IFB0DY(ELNUM),K1) .AND. ITYPE.GT.O) THEN 
DO 200 K3 = 1, HNEL
NODE = H0P(K3,ELNUM)















C. . .SWITCHES: RENUMB=100:10,FORHAT=900:10 
C...SWITCHES:
C
C SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTINE 
C










C0MH0N/MPCS/C0EFHP(4O00O) .ALAMB(40000) .MPCDDF(40000) ,
$ MPCADR(2,5000),NMPC,MPCPNT,MA%MPC 
COHHQN/ICONSA/IFLAG7 
DIMENSION ID0F( 1 )
C THE ENTRYS IN THIS SUBROUTINE ARE USED TO SWAP, STORE AND RECOVER
C INFORMATION USED IN THE NONLINEAR PROCEDURE.
C




ISWAP = LDEVl 









LDKEEP = LDEVl 
LDEVl = LDEV2 
ISWAP = LDEV2 
LDEV2 = LDEV3 
LDEV3 = ISWAP

















ISWAP = LDEVl 









REWIND (LDEVl, ERR=190, IOSTAT=IERRQR)
REWIND (LDEV2, ERR=190, IOSTAT=IERROR)
REWIND (LDEV3, ERR=190, IDSTAT=IERRQR)
RETURN
C
C E N T R Y  R E S T O R
C
ENTRY RESTOR (MDF, ISTART, HTDF, IDOF)
C
READ (LDEVST, *) ISTART, HTDF, DWHAX, LDEVl, LDEV2, LDEV3 
DO 100 Kl = 1, MDF
READ (LDEVST, •) RE(Kl), UTOTAL(Kl)
100 CONTINUE
REWIND (LDEVST, ERR=190, IOSTAT=IERROR)
RETURN
C
C E N T R Y  S T O R E
C
ENTRY STORE (FRACT, MDF, INCREM, NTDF, IDOF)
C
WRITE (LDEVST, *) FRACT, INCREM, NTDF, NWHAÏ, LDEVl, LDEV2, LDEV3 
DO 110 Kl = 1, MDF
WRITE (LDEVST, •) RE(Kl), UTOTAL(Kl), IDOF(Kl)
110 CONTINUE
REWIND (LDEVST, ERR=190, IOSTAT=IERROR)




C E N T R Y  S T O R E l
C
ENTRY STOREl (MDF, NTDF, IDOF)
C
WRITE (15, •) HTDF, LDEVl, LDEV2, LDEV3
DO 120 Kl = 1, MDF
WRITE (15, ») RE(Kl), UTOTAL(Kl) 
120 CONTINUE
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REWIBD (15, ERR=190, IOSTAT=IERROR)
RETURN
C
C E N T R Y  R E S T R l
C
ENTRY RESTRl (MDF, NTDF, IDOF)
C
READ (15, *) HTDF, LDEVl, LDEV2, LDEV3 
DO 130 K1 = 1, MDF
READ (15. •) RE(Kl), UTOTAL(Kl)
130 CONTINUE
REWIND (15, ERR=190, IOSTAT=IERROR)
RETURN
C
C E N T R Y  l O G E T
C
ENTRY lOGET (IDEV, LENGTH, FMAT, N)
READ (IDEV, FMT=FMATC1:N>) BUFFERd:LENGTH) 
RETURN
C
C E N T R Y  l O P U T
C
ENTRY IGPUT (IDEV, LENGTH. FMAT, N)
WRITE (IDEV, FHT=FHAT(1:N)) BUFFERd:LENGTH) 
RETURN
C











C E N T R Y  R E C O V
C
ENTRY RECOV (FRACT, MDF, ISTART, NTDF, IDOF)
READ (LDEVST, ♦) FRACT, ISTART, HTDF, NWMAX, LDEVl, LDEV2, LDEV3 
DO 140 K1 = 1, MDF
READ (LDEVST, *) RE(Kl), UTOTAL(Kl), IDOF(Kl)
140 CONTINUE
REWIND (LDEVST, ERR=190, IOSTAT=IERROR)
RETURN
C




DO ISO K1 = 1, 40000
WRITE (4, *) COEFHP(Kl), MPCDOF(Kl)
150 CONTINUE
REWIND (4. ERR=190, IOSTAT=IERROR)
DO 160 K1 = 1, 5000
WRITE (15, •) EMPC, HPCPNT, MAXHPC, MPCADR(l,Kl). MPCADR(2,K1) 
160 CONTINUE
REWIND (15, ERR=190, IOSTAT=IERROR)
RETURN
C
C E N T R Y  R C O H S T





I F  (IF L A G 7 .E Q . 0 )  RETURN 
C R E iD (4  , •)N H PC ,H PC PN T ,K iïH PC  
DO 1 7 0  K l = 1 ,  4 0 0 0 0
READ ( 4 ,  * )  C O E FM P(K l), H PCDOF(Kl)
1 7 0  CONTINUE
REWIND ( 4 ,  E R R = 190 , IOSTAT=IERROR)
DO 1 8 0  K l = 1 ,  SOOC
READ ( 1 5 ,  • )  HHPC, HPCPNT, HAÏHPC, H P C A D R (l.K l) , H PCA D R(2,K 1) 
1 8 0  CONTINUE
REWIND ( 1 5 ,  E R R = 190 , IOSTAT=IERROR)
RETURN 
1 9 0  CONTINUE
WRITE ( * ,  9 0 0 )
STOP
9 0 0  F O R H A T d H O ,IX ,'ERROR IN REWINDING U TILITY  F IL E S  I S  D ETECTED ',
1 '  BY ROUTINE C N T R L l')
END
C
0======================== E R R O R S  ===============================
C
SUBROUTINE ERRORS (HERR, NEXT,MODULE)
C. . .SW ITCHES: RENUHB=100: 10 ,FO R H A T =900:10  
C . . .SW ITCHES:
c
C SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM THIS ROUTINE 
C
C NO SUBROUTINES OR FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM THIS PROGRAM UNIT 
C






DATA T E R R O R ,IO U T /0 ,1 3 /
SAVE IERRO R,IQ UT
C
C TH IS  SUBROUTINE I S  SETUP TO REPORT ERRORS ENCOUNTERED DURING
C IN IT IA L  INPUT PROCESSING. NEED TO SET UP A F IL E  (U N IT  1 8 )  CONTAINING
C ERROR MESSAGES.
C
I F  (NEXT .H E . 2 )  THEN 
TERROR = 1
READ ( 1 8 ,  REC=NERR) CODE, TEXT
WRITE (TO U T, 9 0 0 )  CODE, MODULE, TEXT, BUFFER
C
I F  (NEXT .E Q . 0 )  THEN 
RETURN
ELSE I F  (NEXT .E Q . 1 )  THEN 
WRITE (TOUT, 9 1 0 )
STOP
ENDIF
ELSE I F  (TERROR .E Q . 1 )  THEN 
WRITE (TOUT, 9 1 0 )
STOP
ENDIF
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9 0 0  F O m K / l X , ' ------------F iT E L  ERROR: ' . 1 6 /
1 9 X , 'R o u t in ® : E X ,A 6 /8 X .1 7 0 /9 X , 'B U F F E R  COHTEHTS A R E : '/ / A 8 0 )
9 1 0  F 0 R M 1 T ( /1 X , '----------- PROGRAM TERMINATED DUE TO ONE OR M ORE',




IM PL IC IT  R E A L *8(A -H .O -Z )
C . . . SWITCHES: REN U M B=100:10,FO RM AT=900:1 0  
C . . . SWITCHES :
c
C SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTIONS CALLED FROM TH IS ROUTINE 
C




COHMOH/DEVICE/LDEVl, LDEV2, LDEV3.LDEV4.LDEVS, LDKEEP, LDEV, LDEVST 
CALL REWIN
C
FMAT = ' ( A 9 6 ) '
1 0 0  CONTINUE
READ (L D E V l, FMT=FMAT(1: B ) , EN D =110) DUMMY( 1 : 9 6 )
WRITE (LD EV 2, FMT=FMAT( 1  : B) )  DUMMY( 1 : 9 6 )
GO TO 1 0 0  
C ■
C
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